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Ill >reComm
Software

Encyclopedia
The COMMODORE
SOFTWARE
ENCYCLOPEDIA is

now available from
your authorized

COMMODORE Dealer,

for . . .

$495

The next edition of the

COMMODORE
SOFTWARE
ENCYCLOPEDIA will be
available in 90 to 120
days. If your software is

roS^E
ENCYO»EDlA

not listed and you would
like to have it listed in

the next edition, please

submit details to:

Software Department
Commodore Business

Machines, Inc.

Computer Systems
Division

300 Valley Forge
Square, 681 Moore
Road, King of Prussia,

PA 19406.
HOTLINE Number
1-800-523-5622

Qz commodore
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a-SCi

MICRO-SCI SQUEEZES >
MORE OUT OFYOUR COMPUTER,

NOTYOURDOCKET
If you own an Apple II,* or plan

to buy one, consider this:

The Disk II* subsystem made
for your Apple II provides only 35
tracks of storage. But Micro-Sci

subsystems made for your Apple II

provide up to 70 tracks, without

reduced versatility or compatibility.

MORE CAPACITY
FOR LESS MONEY

Our A40 system features 40
tracks, whereas our A70 provides

70 tracks and exactly twice the

byte capacity of Disk II.

With either Micro-Sci system.you
pay a lot less per byte. And with

the A40, you could even end up
paying considerably less per drive.

COMPATIBILITY TO SPARE
Micro-Sci has achieved this

extra storage while maintaining

compatibility with your existing

Apple formated diskettes.

Our subsystems operate with

DOS 3.2 and 3.3, Pascal, and the

Z80 SoftCard.

VERSATILITY PLUS
You can even mix Apple Disk lis,

A40 s and A70s on the same com-
puter. Micro-Sci's controller sup-

ports one or two A40's. one or two
A70s or one of each.

Single or dual A40 drive sub-

systems give you more capacity

(20,000 to 40,000 bytes) than

Disk II drives, for less money.

ju-sa

Micro-Sci's A40/A70 subsystem
combines the diskette level com-
patibility and interchangeability of •

the A40 with the superior storage

capacity of the A70.
Dual A70's provide over half-

a-megabyte of storage, at 5 1/."

floppy prices!

No matter which Micro-Sci

subsystem you choose, you'll have
more capacity, compatibility and
versatility for your computer— and
more money in your pocket.

Contact us today for more infor-

mation and the name of your
nearest Micro-Sci Dealer.

• DUfc II Is a registered ndfmirh of Apple Computet. Inc

Cupertino CA
' SorKArd Is a registered trademark of Micro SoftConsumer
Produru

MICRO SCI

17742 Irvine Boulevard. Suite 205, Tustin. California 92680 / Phone: 714/731-9461 / Telex: 910-346-6739
A DMSION OF STANDUN COHTTWj
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1001
333 pages

META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue. Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

THINGS TO META NOTATIONS
DO WITH YOOR

PERSONAL COMPUTER

BT NARK SAWUSCH

$7.95
333 pages, written in simple terms, of

what-to-do" and "how-to-do-it ". Suitable
not only for microcomputers, but for pro-
grammable calculators as well. Includes
program listings, formulas, a glossary of

computer terms and more! Definitely a
MUST BUY!

A PARTIAL LIST OF APPLICATIONS
Real Estate Evaluation Test Your Typing Speed

Finances & Investments

Income Tax

Speed Reading

Personality Test

Statistical Analysis

Logic Circuit Analysis

Carpenter and Mechanic's Helper

General Purpose Clock Timer

Energy Efficiency

Antenna Design

Letter Writing

Recipe Index/Calcuiator

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME III

by Dennis Kitsz

Call now and place your order for this new
book. "THE CUSTOM TRS-80™ & OTHER
MYSTERIES", from IJG. Inc. More than
300 pages, with over 60 photographs, of

protects for the hardware hobbyist. In-

cludes schematics, PC layouts, software
driver code, etc. for such do-it-yourself

undertakings as high resolution graphics,

reverse video, real-time clock/calender,

music synthesis,' ROM/RAM additions and
more!

THE CUSTOM TRS-80™ $29.00
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

MICROPARAPHERNALIA

NEWDOS by APPARAT
NEWDOS/80by Apparat $139.95

NEWDOS UPGRADE CALL
NEWDOS + with ALL UTILITIES

35 track $69.95

40-track $79.95

BOOKS
TRS-80™ DISK

AND OTHER MYSTERIES . . $19.95
MICROSOFT™ BASIC DECODED $29.95

MTC introduces its FREE computer "bulletin

board" service. Set up your terminal or ter-

minal software lor 300 baud, parity disabled,

8-bit word length, and 1 stop bit. Dial (216)

289-8689. After the connection Is established,

type LOGIN META. When asked lor a valida-

tion code, type META. Have funl
• • •

In a couple of months MTC will Introduce the

successor to AIDSIII/CALCS. It is called
AIDS/P • and is based on MTC's PRIMAL -

(Practical Relational Information Manage-
ment Applications Library), a powerful
system for PRIME minicomputers. AIDS/P
features the best of the critically acclaimed
AIDS-lllfCALCS but is probably an order of

magnitude beyond it in power. It will be first

made available to AIDSIII/CALCS owners (for

an upgrade charge), then to the general
public. Price will be in the S200S300 range.

• • •

Effective September 1 , 1 981 , Metatronics Cor

&oration became a subsidiary of MTC.
letatronics will carry the complete MTC

product line in addition to Its own. Order pro-

cessing and fulfillment departments have
been combined to improve service response
levels. MTC's superior software and supplies

marketing, and Metatronics exceptional
peripheral offerings should prove to be a
fomidable combination. (Sorry guys, if you
can't beat us, join us . . .)

a • e

MTC now offers a more complete selection of

diskette products (ad deadlines prevented in-

clusion in anything but this column). New
menufacturers are MAXELL and 3M. Definite-

ly call for specific information. For example,
MAXELL Brand 5% " diskettes in a PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASE are only $34.95 lor a box of

10! SCOTCH Brand diskettes are comparably
value-priced. MTC Is also introducing its own
PARAGON • Brand media products. The in-

tent Is to offer a super-high quality product at

a very competitive price. For example, a box

of 10 single-sided, solt-sectored, double-

density, 100% certified diskettes with HUB
RINGS is only $24.95! A full line of products

(including HEAD CLEANING KITS, etc.) will

be oflered. The PLAIN JANE" (almost 200.000

units sold) diskette line will become part of

the PARAGON* MAGNETICS operation (but

don't quote us verbatim).

Let your TRS-80™ Test Itself With

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR &
MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC

by David Stambaugh
A complete checkup for your MODEL I or
MODEL III. THE FLOPPY DOCTOR Version 3
completely checks every sector of single or

double density 35-, 40-, 77-, or 80-track disk

drives. Tests motor speed, head positioning,

controller functions, status bits and provides
complete error logging. THE MEMORY
DIAGNOSTIC checks for proper wrltefread.
refresh, executabillty and exclusivity of all ad-
dress locations. Includes both diagnostics and
complete instruction manual.

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS $24.95
For MODEL III $29.95

Single Sided. Soft Sectored 5 '/.-inch,

(for TRS-80™) Minifloppy

DISKETTES
$19 95

box of 10

TMPLAIN JANE
These are factory fresh, absolutely first

quality (no seconds!) mini-floppies. They are

complete with envelopes, labels and write

protect tabs in a shrink-wrapped box.

PLAIN JANETM Diskettes $19.95

PLAIN JANE™ ^oid
Introducing MTC's premium generic

diskette. Single-Sided. Soft-Sectored.
DOUBLE-DENSITY. 5' .-inch diskettes with

reinforcing HUB-RINGS. Individually 100%
ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in GOLD!

PLAIN JANE™ «fceV $24.95

VERBATIMS PREMIUM DISKETTES

DATALIFE"
Seven data-shielding improvements mean
freater durability and longer data life,

hese individually, 100% error-free cer-

tified diskettes feature thicker oxide

coating, longer-lasting lubricant, improved
liner, superior polishing and more! Meets
or exceeds IBM. Shugart. ANSI, ECMA
and ISO standards.

VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5'/«-inch (box of 10)

MD525 01 $26.95
10 boxes of 10 (each box)$25.95

8-inch FLOPPIES
Double-Density, FD34-8000 . $43.95

'RINGS' &
THINGS

HUB RING KIT for 5'/." disks $10.95
HUB RING KIT for 8" disks $12.95
REFILLS (50 Hub RinRS) $ 5.95

CLEANING KIT lor 5 '."drives $24.95

5 '/.-inch diskette case $3.50
8 inch diskette case $3.95

5 '/.-Inch File Box for
50 diskettes $24.95

8-inch File Box for

50 diskettes $29.95

TRS-80 is a trademark ol the

Radio Shack Division of Tandy
Corporation. DATALIFE it a

trademark of VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE. AIDS I. AIDS III. CALCS-III.

CALCS-IV. MERGE III are
trademarks of MTC.

1981 t>ri
Corporation. Inc

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

Products damaged in

transit win be exchanged.

k

PRICES IN EFFECT
Dec. 1, 1981 THRU
December 31. 1981,

Prices, Specifications,

and Offerings subject to

change without notice.

8112

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
• CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
• COD

• Add S3 00 for shipping

& handling

•$300 EXTRA lor COD.
• Ohio residents add 5'/'%

sales tax
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m
NORTHSTAR
HORIZON II

HRZ-2 32DD.Lisi $3695 CALL
HRZ-2-64DD, List $4195
HRZ-2-Q32, List $3995
HRZ-2Q64. List $4495

NEW . NORTH STAR ADVANTAGE CALL

DYNABYTE
List Less 30%

ALTOS
PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES

SUPERBRAIN
By INTERTEC

TERMINALS
m

TeleVideo

64K DD $2695
64K QD $2995
DSS 10MEG $3195
INTERTUBE $725
Emulator $725

CROMEMCO
CS2, List $4695

.

CS3. List $7995.

our price$3549
our price $6349

I data
I

systems
List

$2895
^^V'VIri Z 89 List

$2895

OUR PRICE

II ft $2139

Intersystems CALL FOR PRICES

Televideo 910. .

912C.
920C
950

$579
$659
$729
$945

SOROC

Soroc IQ120 $689
IQ130 $579
IQ135 $719
IQ135w/g $789
IQ140 $1049

HAZELTINE
1420 CALL
1500 $789
1510 CALL
HAZELTINE ESPIRIT

ZENITH Z19 $719

Most itwm in stock lor immediate de*men factor* seated ca*tom

• fun factory warranty NTS f*s4eftts add appropriate seres ta<

Prices do not include sn.pr>n| VISA and Waiter Ch*j* add 3%
COO order* reqmre ?S\ deposit Prices swbfect to chant* wtthout

notice

fttJ*»-
PRINTERS

CENTRONICS
739-1 $749
739-3 $799
704-11 parallel $1569
709-9 $1519

TI810

MH W
810 Basic $1289
810 Full Option $1599
820 RO Basic $1545
820 KSR Basic $1739

NEC 7510 $2395
$2395

Diablo 630 $2049

PaperTiger 445G $739
460 $799
460G $839
560G $1099

Epson CALL FOR PRICES

DISKSYSTEMS

MORROW

Discus 2D $849
Dual Discus 2D $1389
2 + 2 $1199
M-26 $3599
M 10 $2999

COMPUTERS WHOLESALE
P.O. Box 144 Camillus, N.Y. 13031

pESM
Prices subject to change without notice
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David H. Ahl

YET ANOTHER BUBBLE BURSTS

We've mentioned several times in this column that the expectation that bubble memory devices
would replace other mass storage devices such as disks and tapes has just not been happening. Now,
further clouding the future of bubble memories, National Semiconductor has announced its withdrawal
from the field. This leaves Intel, now specializing in 128K-byte devices, as the major US supplier
of bubble memories. Motorola is also still committed to the field. However, in contrast to the
eight or ten manufacturers who jumped on the bubble band wagon five or six years ago, the fact that
only two are still committed sheds serious doubt on the future of bubble memories as a viable and
economic device.

Stewart Sando, marketing manager for Intel predicted the cost for 128K bytes of bubble
memory will fall below $100 in the near future, thus making it competitive with other types of solid
state memory or Winchester disks.

While Intel's largest bubble memory is currently the 128K-byte device, the firm will
introduce a 512K-byte device in the not too distant future according to Sando. By 1985 that device
will cost about $150.

So, amid the dropouts, Intel remains. Will they be able to repeat the success of their line
of microprocessors (4004, 8008, 8080, . . .) or will they eventually give up on bubble devices?
Only time will tell.

AT&T SPLITS WHILE IBM UNIFIES

The final stages of the most extensive reorganization in corporate annals is nearing
completion at AT&T as the company prepares for its entry into the open telecommunications and
computer markets. At the heart of the reorganization is an intricate blueprint calling for
reassignment of employees into the so-called fully separated subsidiary. The FSS unit may start
life with up to 150,000 employees and $3 billion in assets drawn from the existing Bell System. FSS
will include all customer premise equipment to be offered on a nontariffed basis as well as business
communications offerings such as the now dormant Advanced Communications Service.

FSS will consist of two principle divisions handling marketing, sales, installation and
support services: the Business Systems Division for business customers and large national accounts
and the Consumer Products Division for residential users and small commercial enterprises.

While Bell splits up, IBM is rumored to be planning a major marketing reorganization that
eventually will bring together all of its data processing, general systems, and office products
divisions marketing personnel into a unified field sales force. IBM, tight lipped as usual, is

neither confirming or denying these rumors.
Such a reorganization would make sense since many commercial customers now have to deal with

as many as three separate IBM divisions to buy data processing equipment, word processing equipment,
and small computers. This new reorganization would mean that a customer would have a single
interface to the company ending any confusion arising from the present set-up.

COMPUTERLAND NATIONAL ACCOUNTS PROGRAM

With Apple computer still piecing together its national accounts sales program, Computerland

has initiated its own plan for marketing small computers to major corporations, a strategy that will

put IBM and Apple on a collision course in the corporate accounts marketplace. The program is

designed to handle, from one central location at San Leandro, high volume computer sales to large

corporations with multiple locations. This plan is being timed to coincide with the arrival of the

new IBM computer at Computerland as well as the Xerox 820, both manufacturers of which are familiar

to corporate customers.

XEROX ENTERS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MARKET

Within the past year two smaller companies have introduced LISP-based systems for research
in artificial intelligence. They are Symbolics, Inc. and LISP Machine, Inc.

Xerox has now joined the fray with its 1100 machine and accompanying Interlisp D software.

Both the machine and software were developed at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. The hardware

includes a bit-mapped display, keyboard and mouse pointing device (similar to that used on the

Star). The system has 1.15 Mbytes of memory and virtual address space of 4 million 16-bit words.

Also included are a 23 Mbyte Winchester disk drive and interfaces to Ethernet and other external

devices. The system is priced at $60,000 in between the price of a basic Symbolics 3600 System

($50,000) and the LMI System ($70,000).

6 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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TurnyourApple into theworld's
most versatile personal computer.

The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z-80 and a 6502. By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple. SoftCard turns your Apple into

a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist-

ence. Two computers in one. And. the

advantages of both.

Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.

Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of

your Apple. No modifications required.

SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, in 6502-mode, your
Apple is still your Apple.

CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's

a powerful and simple-to-use operating

system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat-

ing system. And that's the key to the

versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC included. A powerful tool.

BASIC-80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/M, ANSI
Standard BASIC-80 is the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O

statements, error trapping, integer

variables, 16-digit precision, exten-

sive EDIT commands and string func-

tions, high and low-res Apple graphics,

PRINT USING. CHAIN and COM-
MON, plus many additional com-
mands. And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Lan-
guage Development System. All, more
powerful tools for your Apple.

Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the

SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.

Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or, we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call

us. Or, circle the reader service card
number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple

Computer Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog.

Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. Inc.
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Microsoft Consumer Products. 400 108th Ave N.E..

Bellevue. WA 98004 (206) 454-1315



Baked Apple*

Last Thanksgiving, a designer from
Lynn/Ohio Corporation took one of

the company's Apple Personal Computers
home for the holidays.

While he was out eating turkey, it

got baked.

His cat, perhaps miffed at being left

alone, knocked over a lamp which started



fire which, otheamonj
unpleasantries, melted

hisTV set all over his

computer He thought

his goose was cooked.

Butwhen he took the

Apple to Cincinnati Computer Store,

mirabile dictu, it still worked.

Anew case and keyboard made it

as good as new
Nearly 1,000 Apple dealers have

complete service centers that can quickly

fix just about anything that might go

wrong, no matter how bizarre

.

So ifyoure looking for a personal

computer that solves problems instead of

creating them, look to your authorized

Apple dealer

You 11 find everything well-done.

The personal computer flfcippkZ

for the authorized dealer nearest you. call (800) 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-92 38 Or write: Apple Computer Inc.. 10260 Bandley Dr.. Cupertino. CA 95014

CIRCLE 11 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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FIND THE MISSING ALKEMSTONE™
AND CHANGE YOUR DREAMS INTO REALITY

Legend says the ALKEMSTONE will grant its owner anything he desires.
We .it Level- 10 have been searching for the Alkemstone but we need your help.

All ol the clues are contained in the Level- 10 Alkemstone game.
You decipher them and discover where the stone is hiding, and we will reward you with $5,000.

And here's your tirst clue: see your nearest .Apple dealer.

1 1-
1 r-. .i trademark ol

/i is ,i fr.i.li n i.i r k . ( Aj I iimputi r IrM

A DIVISION OF DAKIN5 CORPORATION
PQB
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tices . . . notices . . . nctic
NECC-82
Call for Papers
The 1982 National Educational Com-

puting Conference (NECC-82) will be

held in Kansas City. MO. June 28-30, 1982

The purpose of the conference is to provide

a forum for discussion among individuals

interested in educational computing.

Authors are invited to submit papers

describing experiences with computer use

in the classroom or the consequences of

such use on the educational process in

general. Papers should report concrete

results or be survey or tutorial papers

which include a synthesis and thorough

evaluation. The deadline for papers is

January 15. 1982.

Specifications for paper submittal may
be obtained from: Gerald L. Engel. Com-
puter Science Department. Christopher

Newport College. 50 Shoe Lane. Newport

News. VA 23606. or E. Michael Staman.

NECC-82 General Chairman. Campus
Computing Services, University of Missouri-

Columbia. 305 Jesse Hall, Columbia. MO
65211.

National Careers for the
Disabled Symposium
The first National Careers for the

Disabled Symposium, offering first-hand

information to career-oriented disabled

persons, will be sponsored by Commodore
Business Machines. Inc.. in association

with Careers for Disabled. Inc.. and will

be held at the Convention Center in Balti-

more. MD. December 4-6. 1981.

Each workshop will include a special

lecture on how to obtain training and

then market new or existing skills in areas

such as computer technology, starting your

own business, continuing your education,

sales, government and unions, finance,

printing and the graphic arts, clerical, travel

and leisure, food services, communications,

and repair trades.

Commodore Business Machines. Inc..

Computer System Division. 681 Moore
Rd.. King of Prussia. PA 19406. 215-337-

7100.

Graphic Arts and the Computer
Graphic arts and the computer, a grow-

ing relationship that is affecting all aspects

and modes of visual communications, is

the subject of a two-day conference on
December 14 and 15 to be sponsored by

the newly-formed Pratt Center for Com-
puter Graphics in Design, a user-oriented,

non-profit organization of Pratt Institute.

The Conference, which will be held in

New York's Halloran House, will offer

more than a dozen experts on such topics

as Computer-Aided Publication Systems,

Computer Page Makeup and Design,

Graphics in Video, the Video Palette for

Art Direction. Personal Video. Videotext
and Interactive Television. 3D Computer
Animation. Computer Graphic Technical
Illustration, and Computer Slices and Multi-

media.

For more information on the December
Conference, which is called "Computer-
Aided Graphic Arts and Visual Communi-
cation." and on a similar one in Los Angeles
on March 11 and 12. contact Perry Jeffe

at 914-631-8772. or Jan Orzeck-Brynes at

Pratt Institute. 212-636-3504.

Employment Register
The Tenth Annual Computer Science

Employment Register will be conducted

at the Indianapolis Computer Science

Conference, February 8-11. 1982. This

Register aids in matching computer
scientists and data processing specialists

with employer opportunities.

The purpose of the Register is to provide

a mechanism for establishing contact

between applicant and employer in a pro-

fessional manner. The Register operates

as follows: the applicant completes a form

giving identifying information, education.

publications, experience, interests, refer-

ences, position and salary desired. The
employer completes a similar form giving:

identifying information: position available

along with starting date, salary, anil bene-

fits; and education, experience, and
specialization requirements for the position.

This information enables applicant and
employer to determine the desirability for

follow up.

Both applicants and employers must
file their registration on official forms which
may be obtained from Orrin E. Taulbee.
ACM Computer Science Employment
Register. Department of Computer Science.

University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, PA
15260.

Closing date for acceptance of forms is

January 8. 1982.
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"Whai'll it be. Herman, boots, beans, bita, bait, boose or bytes?
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48K - w disk
THE FINEST IN

FANTASY GAME SOFTWARE

48 — w/disk

At Crystal we are doing our best to provide the finest state-of-the-art graphic adventure software in the world. Our list of credits include the first indoor-

outdoor graphic adventure, the first multi-disk graphic adventure, and now for the Atari, the first graphic adventure in the world which includes screen

scrolling and animation The era of the text adventure and games which are simplecombinations of static graphics and text is rapidly drawing to a close. We
attempt to utilize the full potential of your computer True, many of our games use up to 48K and we only deal in disk products, but there are a lot of users out

there who have worked hard to upgrade their systems to the max and we think they deserve games that will give their computer system a run for its money 48K - w/disk

••• ADVENTURE GAMES •••
1-THE HOUSE OF USHER- Haunted house type adventure game with scrolling in the Atari version Wander the creepy hallways of the three story

castle based on Edgar Allen Poe's short story of the same name. Written in graphics, of course, with animation and sound. We have introduced a new mystery

for another $100 prize $29 95/1 disk

2-FANTASYLAND 2041 A.D.- The largest disk based adventure game in the world (that we know of) Enter the Hall of Heroes and prepare

yourself for the greatest fantasy-role- playing game you will see for years to come. To win you must survive Congoland. Arabia. King Arthur. Captain Nemo.
Olympus (a sea voyage), and Dante's Inferno < Hell itself) In both the Atari and Apple versions it takes up more than 400.000 bytes of memory and uses more
than 400 hires screens The winner of the contest described in the manual with this game will receive $ 1 000 00 and a bronze trophy We have pushed the

award date forward to February 1982 to allow more people to participate in the contest $59 95/6 disks

3-GLAMIS CASTLE- Yes. Pat and I are on our way to Britain to stay in the dreaded Glamis Castle. If we survive our real life adventure, we'll be

measuring it and will be able to provide you with a 3- D game based on this ancient haunted site where King Duncan met his end at the hands of Macbeth. Our
good friend. Mark Benioff. after much research, said there's a mystery room that has never been found in this castle and a half beast, half-man creature that

guards a treasure therein Our stay will be covered by the British media and we hope to share our experience with you through the writing of this game.

$49 95/2 disks

4-BENEATH THE PYRAMIDS-You are an archaeologist in 1932 and must find your way through the perilous chambers beneath the pyramids

to discover a golden statue of the cat goddess Bast This game is in hires graphics, includes sound, your little man actually moves through the corridors which

you can see on the screen The monsters are animated and very agressive There is a new $100 prize for the first to solve the mystery; which Is a toughie!

$2995/1 disk

••• SPACE GAMES •••
5-GALACTIC QUEST-An excellent combination of Star Trek and Space Trader. Battle the animated Vegan fighters as you warp from galaxy to

galaxy At the same time, you may land on and trade with hundreds of planets Super hires graphics and lots of sound This has been one of our most popular

games $29 95/1 disk

6-SANDS OF MARS- Take an exciting voyage to the planet Mars via the Starship Herman. This game compared to the rest, is second only to

Fantasyland 204 1 AD It includes scrolling on the Atari and hundreds of full screen graphics You can move your little man through the terrain of Mars: if. of

course, you survive the exciting journey to Mars, which occupies the whole first disk. There is a new mystery and another $100 prize just waiting for some
clever adventurer out there Good luck1 $39.95/2 disks

••• WAR GAMES •••
7-WORLD WAR III- You Atari gamers will have to see this in the Atari version to believe it! If your tired of war games which take 15 minutes a move
and have a manual the size of a telephone book but still want a complex, real-time action war game-this is it! It is designed for two arm-chair generals which

may manuever up to 1 28 seperate type of units at a time The game displays a map of Iran & Iraq in the first scenario and later on you will find yourself moving

nuclear submarines and battleships through two world wars. This is not a boring copy of a board based game but an original war game which takes a lot of skill

and may take weeks to play. $29 95/1 disk

8-WATERLOO II- If you had been Napolean would you have done a few things differently? Well as you approach this final battle you are equipped

with the same forces, face the same opposition, and survey the same terrain which he did We have done a great deal of research to make this historically

accurate as well as extremely complex Even the angle of sight, fatigue of the individual soldier, and his psychological profile are included in the calculations

Oh by the way. your opposition is no slouch You may find it more difficult to change the course of history than you think! $49 95/2 disks

••• ARCADIA •••
9-LASAR WARS- Hires-3d space war simulation Protect the earth from alien invaders. $29.95

10-LITTLE CRYSTAL- The first of our line of education software, which will be completed by December. It includes a very fine version of Hangman.
Mr Music, which transforms the computer into a piano. Gunk-a hilarious shoot-em up game, and Storytime- an anthology of bedtime stories featuring

Herman, the cat Oscar, the Hamster, and of course. Little Crystal. $39.95

1 1-IMPERIAL WALKER- A fine game pack written by our Atari programmer. Michael (graphics) Potter Includes the Walker animation which is

superb. Gunfight. and Lasar Nim. a game of 'how many robots'. $29.95

12-ADVENTURE PACK- (*l-4) $112 13-SPACEOUT-C5-6) $58s 14-THE WARRIOR- 1-7-8) $64 15-ARCADE- (*9-il) $60

Crystal has many other fine fantasy and space games. For a copy of CRYSTAL VISION which includes a complete catalog please send
$3.00 to the address below.

Our order lines are open 24 hrs. a day 7 days a week.

(408) 778-2966 CRYSTAL COMPUTER 17120 Monterey Rd.. Morgan Hill. CA 95037

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE FINEST IN

FANTASY GAME SOFTWARE

48 — w disk

48K - w disk

"Having previewed over fifty of your competitors' games. I can assure you that your use of scrolling far exceeds anything I've seen for the Atari and. of course, for the

Apple I'm very impressed by the dedication and quality that your company exhibits by virtue of this demo " David Sosna — Associate Producer. Universal I

Crystal has done its best to become the Porsche of the computer game industry. New scrolling techniques, video disk games, a real-life fantasyland — our mad pro-

grammers toil onward with little food or sleep incredible firsts in the microcomputer world If you are an unappreciated gi

staff to help create the world of tomorrow to a call Our magazine Crystal Vison will within the next month i ok for-

ward very soon to producing our first full leni; ink my friends at Votrax and Axlon for giving us th>

text synthesizer) to truly produce some programming n

• • • NEW RELEASES • * •
1 whatappea:

Is. vatr;

THE CRYPT One evening you

way out or perish from the hideous a

cend into the catacombs beneath the ceme*

similar in some respects (without any copying intended!

common sense and a great deal of courage

will receive a $200.00 prize $49.95 2 disks

OUEST FOR POWER by Mark Ben
search of the Scroll of Truth. Explore the tn

and great prophets. The villagi ^under

Gogmogo. hungry for him
tion sequences Well woi

• • • CALATIC EXPEDITION *

tery Althoug

repuls

>s, you must somehow find your

l*o escape you may have to des-

- set the moo
hie adventures You must use all your
that the first player to do it successfully

lordinary gam* with the adventure and magic uf Arthurian legend. Join Galahad as he leaves Camelot in

hs of the Caves of S mg the way you will meet powerful wizards

is dot your path Somev. lurks the devil himself, while the Evil Giant

Is In Fantasyland traditu . and some sensational graphic and anima-

J5 1 disk, enjoyable to all ages

• •
The year is 3021 . almc >•

Brisbane. It's nearly 80 > i

wonder — the first ion-propelU
' and those of Lemuria have now been deciphered i much great,

strange new worlds await the ultimati

marvelous new technology; this craft must I nl monitoring of i>

heavens, beset by meteor showers and time-warp rid holds on-

which also is a game unto itself.

FrOM Earth tO MOOII — On the Moon's dark side lie entrances to caverns extend in I i contains a timeless secret . Here live a

The Starship Herman now rests quietly in the i"ikon Museum in New
Kh anniversary, and you stand at the unveiling of a truly technological

neralds The Martian glyphs of the Meshim
ind7doors — 7 guardians and 7 candles. 7

ur veteran adventurers, faced with its

Dunne; . ou are surrounded by the flickering

! to unlock the Grea ie games all run off the Main Module

al and you must use all your skills to

e is $39.95 and includes 64 screens of Hires graphics

nd oxygen must be carried This world

eas our adventurer may find the

'.ith a fast moving
i >ut getting blown

es There are places for

race of burrowing creatures, who have built vast earthen cities with storehouses full of pi

manually land your craft This first Master Disk contains the dos needed to run additioi

MiStS Of VCnUS — On Venus' ever hot surface are endless jun reathable and
is especially treacherous with all sorts of loathsome creatures and hardly a md your ship

second key to solving the Mystery $29.95 (must have Master Disk to i

Planet Herman — It is hard to tell where Herman's atmosphere ends and the surface begins Much of this adventure will have the feeling of a starship sub-

marine. Navigating around Herman is very dangerous but with a computer on board Lady Joanne it may be just possible This senario costs $29.95 and needs the

Master to run.

The ASterOid Belt — Every play something oids. A com: e best machine language sub-routines of our new
adventure game. Penal colonies, lurking pirates, and some unusual forms ol scavenger life exist here. It's difficult to travel in the Aste

up Perhaps you should find some expert help by rescuing a pilot a sentenced thief or murderer, from one of the penal

trading and you may wish to indulge yourself with a visit to the sensual Pleasure Planet $29.95 (needs Master Disk)

UranilS * WOrld Of ICe — A freezing place with nights of —200° F. Bring along Thermasults, as well as some Laars with which to battle the Grungik. a 12

foot tall relative of Big Foot, fond of human flesh. Uranus also has a secret inner labyrinth with tropical flora and fauna. However, the King of the Ice Planet. Norion

may have his own idea about your trespassing. Without proper clothing, weapons and supplies, your stay here may be very exciting and very short $29.95 (needs

Master Disk to run)

JUPiter - WOrld Of DWarfS — How would it feel to weigh 300 or so lbs? A trip to Jupiter should fill you in fast There is a particularly interesting red spot

on Jupiter and a curious set of moons. Picking up some antigravs will help Landing should really tax your energies In the Jupiterian atmosphere, you fall fast! Be
prepared to use 10 times the normal amount of fuel. Better find the 6th key quickly before your fuel and food are exhausted. $29.95 (needs Master Disk)

The Crystal Planet - You will have to embark on this final portion of your expedition ignorant of what you may encounter here on this mysterious planet,

excepting that the 7th world holds the ultimate key to winning the contest. $29.95 (needs Master Disk)

The COnteSt — To the Winner with the highest score, who solves the mystery by November of 1982 will go $5000.00 in cash. Good Luck!

• •••••
CLAMIS CASTLE — According to ancient legend and records this castle is one of the most haunted sites tain. One Lady Glamis. known to be In

league with the devil, liked to send out a destructive demon to harrass the townspeople. She finally was burnt at the stake on Castle Hill, cursing as she died all future

generations of the Lyon family. Her demon still seems to haunt that spot, murdering the curious who stray up to i vr dark The curse stipulated that each

succeeding generation would have at least one child, often female, who would be a vampire. When an heir comes of age. there is a secret ceremony in which the heir.

his father, and the steward take crowbars and chip away plaster concealing a hidden chamber, known only to them, that Earl Patie used when he gambled with the

devil Another tradition says that a creature , half-man , half -beast stalks the passages in the walls of Glamis to insure the fulfilling of the curse. The mystery .
of course

.
is

to determine the location of this secret chamber. Our game, occupying 2 disks, will have as exact a replica of the castle as possible It's definitely one of a kind! And we

will be offering a $500 prize to the first person daring enough to solve the centuries-old mystery of Glamis Castle. $49.95 2 disks.

Crystal has many other line fantasy and space games. For a copy ol CRYSTAL VISION which Includes a complete catalog please send

S3.00 to the address below. Qur order lines are open 24 hrs. a day 7 days a week.

(408) 778-2966 CRYSTAL COMPUTER 17120 Monterey Rd., Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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Even Tighter
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed Robert A. Howell's article. "RAM Cram Techniques
for Atari" in the August issue.

I offer the following further reductions of bytes used in his

programming examples. Most of them take advantage of the

fact that a true logical statement is evaluated as a +1 while a

false statement is evaluated as a 0.

Example 1:

100SUM=0:FORI = 1 TO 10:IF

A(I)>0 THEN SUM=SUM+A(I)
130 NEXT I:PRINT SUM
reduces to:

100SUM=0:FORI = 1 TO 10:SUM
=SUM+A(I)*(A(I)>0):NEXT I:

PRINT SUM
for a saving of three bytes.

Example 2:

100 X= 10:IF L=R THEN X=20
200 GOTO 1000

reduces to:

100 X= 10+(L=R)»10:GOTO 1000
for a saving of 17 bytes.

Example 3:

100 IF NOT(A= I AND B>5)THEN
B=B-l:GOTO 1000

130 PRINT
reduces to:

100IFAO1 ORB<=5THENB=B-l:
GOTO 1000

130 PRINT
for a saving of three bytes.

Example 4:

100 IF A<> 1 OR B< =5 THEN B=B-1
if it appeared by itself (not as in example 3 above) could

reduce to:

100 B=B-(A< > 1 OR B< =5)
or alternately:

100B=B-(A-1 ORB<=5)
for a saving of eight bytes.

Example 5:

My favorite reduction in the article involved reversing the

values of and 1. The author began with:

10 IF B=0 THEN B= 1 :GOTO 30
20B=0
which was reduced to:

10B=ABS(B-1)
but what about:

10B=1-B
Example 6:

This last example doesn't involve a reduction in bytes but it

takes advantage of a reduction suggested by Mr. Howell and
speeds up the execution time quite a bit. He suggested the

following to set R$ equal to a string of 100 "N"s.

100 FOR 1= 1 TO 100:RS(I,I)="N ":NEXT I

A much faster alternative (even if it does take up an extra

three bytes!):

100R$(1)="N":R$(100)="N":R$(2)=R$
David H. Press

21 Jefferson Avenue
Hastings-on-Hudson. NY 10706
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"According to my calculations, it should hit the Earth in .(H)2°ti seconds.

Dungeon Drudgery
Dear Editor:

I am a long time aficionado of both computers and Dungeons
and Dragons. I am looking for software to help automate the

job of the Dungeon Master.

I adventure with a group which is growing all the time, and
we need help. If we cannot find aids for our pet Dungeon
Master, we may have to install an associate DM. or limit the

number of players in the adventure. Neither solution is desirable

since everyone wants to play as an adventurer, and the group
is always happy to make new friends.

Please. Creative Computing readers, if you have some
software, let me know! I'm being held captive in a black-

hearted dragon's lair by a diabolical siren until I am rescued
by a purveyor of software.

Brutus Lorewise
Ranger Knight

2220 Sims Drive

Columbus. IN 47201

Feeding Time
Dear Editor:

The following is a procedure for a do-it-yourself sheet-

feeder. I'm using it with an MX-80. but I expect it would work
with other pin-feed printers. It has the ability to print closer

to the top of the page
5
than other sheet-feeders, requires

absolutely no modification to the printer, and costs about 3

cents and 5 minutes.

What we are doing is building a carrier, which can then be

loaded with any type of paper: bond (without little perf-strip

fuzzies). letterhead, what have you. Step by step:

1. Run out two connected sheets of fanfold paper. Leave

the sprocket strips attached. Double-weight paper seems to

work better, but anything will do.

2. Cut off a strip an inch or so wide from the bottom lor

top).

14 CREATIVE COMPUTING



pet . . . input/output . . . top
3. Apply glue (watered Elmers spreads nicely) to one side

of this strip, except for a half-inch strip along one long edge. I

used a piece of slightly-used (for easier removall masking

tape to give a sharp edge.

4. Apply the little piece of paper to the big piece of paper,

lining up the sprocket holes, with the top edge of the strip

about 3-4 inches from the top of the truncated double sheet.

the unglued flap toward the bottom.

5. Go have a beer to celebrate completion.

To use. simply slide the top edge of a single sheet of paper

under the flap (this is done most easily by coming in from the

side and sliding the sheet across the carrier), line up the edge

with the perforation lines, load normally into the printer

(turned off), and go. The lead flap of the carrier allows for

easy positioning even to nearly the top of the sheet; the

trailing end keeps the out-of-paper signal stifled.

I suppose someone could market a permanent version of

this, using a miracle plastic and high technology, but I think it

would be like counterfeiting pennies; hardly worth the effort.

The home version isn't real handy for production work (by

the way. it is easier if you slip the paper separator off), but it's

worth its cost.

Philip B. Sturmfels

510 Yeatman
St. Louis. MO 631 19

The Lines They Are A-changin

Dear Editor:

In response to Mr. E.B. Buchanan's letter in the October
issue of Creative Computing, referring to the bug in the

Applesoft Renumber program:

There is a simple fix:

If your line 100 (in your example) reads:

100 A=INT(A*100+.5)/100.
And, when line 100 is renumbered to 136 reads:

136 A= INT(A*136+.5U00.
Always, when entering lines in this form, put the integer

before the asterisk. In your example:

100 A=INT( 100*A+ .5) |Change 100 and A|

will renumber properly.

For some reason, if the integer corresponds to a line number
which is being changed. Renumber changes the integer. If the

integer doesn't equal a line number. Renumber leaves it

alone.

This has worked for me. and now that I'm used to formulae

in this form, the program is more readable.

Chuck Lawhorn
9554 Muirkirk Rd. #102

Laurel. MD 20708

IF THIS IS VOUR ID€A OF A Fl€A FLICKCR ON A A€D DOG,
VOU'RC BAAKING UP TH€ WRONG TA€€.

e> a

got everything to moke the oted
video display of the gridiron and scoreboard Real-time play that

accounts for penalties, interceptions, and rumbles fludibles at the

line of scrimmage. Rs many as 36 of-

fensive ploys Up to 24 defensive cover-

ages and blitzes (dogs), plus double-

teaming capabilities and special align-

ments. 6ven halftime and end- of-gome

Best of all there's $3 million provided

so you con droft your very own team!
Or if you want pre-made teams our Nfi.

Teams Do' ivailable separ<

give you exactly the-

UJhether you're ploying ago
friend or ogamst the computer, this new
improved edtion of COMPuT€fl QUflRT€R-

lets you play with teams designed
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So check out this fantastic strategy

football gome at your local store tcx

But is you of football — specifically a fancy play

an outside linebock go to the head
of the pack find as long os you're on the right

i might os u> ler COMPUT€R
:RT€RBRCK". the .imubtion of pro

3me by collingVISA ond MAST6RCAAD holders o
800-227 1617. ext 335 (toll free
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Inc. 465 Foi 4043.
our oomes corry o 14-doy money-bock guorc.

with ROM Cord or Apple II Plus.

STRATEQ IC SIMULATIONS INC A. ptn of
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14995 personal coiY xjter.

Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the

time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the

most powerful, yet easy-to-use

computer ever offered for anywhere
near the price: only $149.95* completely

assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough
In personal computers

The ZX81 is a major advance over

the original Sinclair ZX80—the world's

largest selling personal computer and
the first for under $200.

In fact, the ZXSVs new 8K Extended

BASIC offers features found only on com-
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

Continuous display, including moving
graphics

Multi-dimensional string and numerical
arrays
'Plus shipping end handling Price Includes connectors
for TV end cassette. AC edeptor. end FREE menuel

Mathematical and scientific functions

accurate to 8 decimal places

Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT. RUN and LIST

Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing

Randomize function useful for both
games and serious applications

Built-in interface for ZX Printer

1K of memory expandable to 16K
The ZX81 is also very convenient

to use. It hooks up to any television set

to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line

display. And you can use a regular

cassette recorder to store and recall

programs by name.

If you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available

as a plug-in replacement for your

ZX80 for only $39.95, plus shipping

and handling—complete with new key-

board overlay and the ZX81 manual.

So in just a few minutes, with no
special skills or tools required, you can
upgrade your ZX80 to have all the

powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll

have everything except continuous dis-

play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your

ZX80 will also be equipped to use the

ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Warranty and Service Program"
The Sinclair ZX81 is covered by a

10-day money-back guarantee and a
limited 90-day warranty that includes free

parts and labor through our national

service-by-mail facilities.

"Does not apply to 7X81 kits

NEW SOFTWARE: Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro-
grams on cassettes for your
ZX81. or ZX80 with 8K BASIC
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll

send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX
Printer will work with your ZX81,
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC. It will

be available in the near future
and will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE:
Like any powerful, full fledged
computer, the ZX81 is expand-
able. Sinclair's 16K memory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or ZX80,
with or without 8K BASIC)
Cost is $99.95, plus shipping
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164-page programming guide
and operating manual de-
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users.

A $10.95 value, it's yours free

with the ZX81



Introducing
theZX81kit

If you really want to

save money, and you enjoy

building electronic kits, you

can order the ZX81 in kit form

for the incredible price of just

S99.95T It's the same, full-featured

computer, only you put it together

yourself. We'll send complete, easy

to-follow instructions on how you can

assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours

All you have to supply is the soldering iron

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's larg-

est manufacturer of personal computers.

The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it

picks up right where the ZX80 left off.

Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order

for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you

order, the sooner you can start enjoying

your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free

number, and use your MasterCard orVISA

^•v To order by mail, please use the

/•^ \pupon. And send your check or money
\ order. We regret that we cannot accept

> purchase orders or C.O.D!s

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op-

erator #509. In Ohio call 800-582-1364.

In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for

operator #509. Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Have your Master-

Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders

only. For information, you must write to

Sinclair Research Ltd., One Sinclair Plaza

Nashua. NH 03061.
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by STEVEN S
75 Rooms
FULL H/-RES
COLOR ANDSOUNi
requires Appleso
ROM. 48K, disk,

DOS 3.2 or 3.3
7'

$29.1 v^

You live in a small town in the 14th century. You were
awakened this morning by a terrible pain in your arm. Upon ex-

amining your arm, you find a bloody gash in it. Wisely you cover
it so that nobody will see it. Later, you find that the townspeople
had seen a werewolf last night and one person had shot an ar-

row at it. but evidently he had missed, because the werewolf
continued running. You instantly deduce that you must have
been the werewolf and realize that you must find an antidote.

You decide to go to a nearby dungeon that is deserted.
Legend says that a powerful wizard, Evro, once lived there, but
he became a victim of his own experiments. The rumor is that he
had strange and deadly creatures under his power. You decide

Ask your dealer or order

direct from:

Avant-Garde
Creations

PO Box 30160
Eugene, OR
97403
(503) 345-3043

Visa/Mastercard Accepted

'Apple is trademark of

Apple Computer. Inc.

that you might be able to find some sort of recipe for a potion to

cure your affliction.

Unfortunately, it is right around the time of the full moon,
and you know that you will almost certainly become a werewolf
tonight again. In fact, the moon rises tonight at exactly mid-

night, which has always had a mystical aura about it. You arm
yourself with a fine sword and a full lantern and set off in search
of the dungeon. After finding the ruins which u»id to be Evro's

castle you look for some sort of entrance, such as a stairway.

While searching, the ground suddenly gives way under you.

Breathing heavily, and trembling with fear. . .

PRESS (RETURN) TO CONTINUE
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As I stepped from my car into the South
Florida swelter, a wave of apprehension
swept over me. Betsy had worked hard to

get early delivery on an evaluation unit.

She was politely, but firmly, refused.

1 had arranged to work in the Baltimore

office on their machine. Those plans were
politely, but firmly cancelled. We shared

our frustration: didn't these people under-

stand the small computer market, and
didn't they want the world to know about
theirs?

Now I stood in front of the Entry Systems
Business Division (ESB) of the Information

Systems Division (ISD) of International

Business Machines Corporation (IBM) in

Boca Raton. FL, home of the IBM Personal

Computer. I wondered if my time inside

would prove as difficult as the negotiations

that led me here.

W. H. Fastie. 71 10 Sheffield Rd.. Baltimore. Ml)
21212.

DECEMBER 1981

As I entered the contemporary but
unremarkable building, a wave of com-
forting cool air swept over me. It was but
the first of many pleasant experiences I

IBM has overcome the
burden of their tradition

while using that

tradition to their

best advantage.

would have in the next two days. I politely,

but firmly, announced myself.

I was met by Jeannette Maher from the

Public Relations department, with whom
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I had arranged my visit. She escorted me
into an area that looked like IBM's con-
ception of the ideal retail environment in

which to market their new Personal Com-
puter. We walked through a tastefully

decorated lobby area and through smoked
glass doors set into a wall of smoked
glass. Inside we passed IBM's show display
wall, and there they were. Three IBM
Personal Computers sat on three modular
display stations. A little voice inside me
screamed "Be objective'." and I started to
drool.

Inside this quiet room I was looking at

what, to me, represents a revolution in

small computers. IBM is entering a market
that is just passing out of adolescence,
but is well-established. This is both a
disadvantage and an advantage for them.
The problem is that they have built a
machine which is vastly different and for
which very little support can be found in

the general market.



The advantage, of course, is that they

have the experience of others from which
to learn and can "do it right." I think they

have done it exactly right, some disappoint-

ment notwithstanding. And to have done
it right means that IBM has overcome the

burden of their tradition while using that

tradition to their best advantage. IBM
considers this a breakthrough because they

have depended on outside sources for

software, and because of the new ways in

which they will support their software.

Why is this a revolution? The IBM
Personal Computer is the first in the second

generation of small systems. It uses the

Intel 8088 CPU. a 16-bit. single-chip pro-

cessor which, besides being intrinsically

more powerful than the common 8-bit

machines, allows the incorporation of up

to one million bytes of main memory.
IBM designed for the entire address space

and announced expansion to and support

for up to 256,000 bytes of main memory.
The design of the Personal Computer
allows it to span the entire market for

small computers from the home consumer
through the small business to the large.

so-called "Fortune 1000" companies. No
other small system offers this breadth of

market satisfaction as well as an extraor-

dinary combination of price, performance,

feature, and function.

Overall System Description

The computer has been designed with

an eye for aesthetics without sacrificing

practicality. Each of the four major com-
ponents is clothed in subtle tones of beige

and eggshell white: these colors allow the

system to blend into any environment.

The display is one of

the sharpest, clearest,

most attractive I have
ever seen.

The system unit, which houses the elec-

tronics and the diskette drives, is 16" deep.
20" wide, and 6" high. There is a bezel on
the front which makes an otherwise boxy
look. The edges are softly rounded and
the top is perfectly flat to accommodate
a display device. The on/off switch is

large and red. and is located at the far

rear edge on the right side, out of accidental

reach.

All cables connect to the rear of the

unit. The detachable AC power cord plugs

into a male receptacle on the left side (as

viewed from the rear). There is a female

receptacle next to that which is intended

as a power connection for a display device

and which is controlled by the main power

switch. Also on the left is an air vent

through which air is exhausted from the

power supply. On the right are the spaces

through which connectors from the various

controllers protrude. There is a cassette

recorder connector on the back. Space is

provided for two single sided, double

density, 5 1/4" diskette drives, each of

160,000 byte capacity.

The IBM Monochrome Display is the

only display device available from IBM.
It is 14" deep. 15" wide, and 11" tall. It is

supplied with a power cable. The housing

stands on four rubber feet, and its styling

is reminiscent of the IBM 3101 ASCII
terminal. Two controls, for brightness and

contrast, are mounted near the lower right

corner of the 1 1.5" diagonal CRT.
The display uses a high persistence green

phosphor and generates 7x9 dot characters

in a 9 x 14 dot box. Upper and lower case

letters can be displayed as well as foreign

language characters, line drawing char-

acters, clock characters, and others; these

contribute to a character set that includes

over 240 displayable characters. Lower
case descenders are provided. Display

attributes supported are blink, reverse

video, double intensity, non-display, and
underline.

However, this dry commentary doesn't

do justice to the display, which is one of

the sharpest, clearest, most attractive I

have even seen. The combination of the

7x9 characters and the high persistence

phosphor creates characters in which the

invididual dots cannot be seen and the

letters appear to be fully formed.

IBM scores another point for the key-

board, easily the best among personal

computers. It is 20" long (matching the

width of the system unit). 8" deep, and
2.5" high. This last figure is somewhat
misleading, since the keyboard can be

adjusted to two angles. With its rear legs

extended it is 2.5" high, but with the legs

retracted it is not much more than 1"

high.

The keyboard is attached to the system

unit with a 6' coiled cable. It has 83 keys

and includes a numeric keypad which
doubles as a cursor control pad. IBM
chose to make the cursor control keys

the default, but wisely added a key which

locks the keypad into numeric mode. A
CAPS lock key makes the letter keys

generate capitals.

Ten programmable function keys are

placed in two columns of five to the left

of the main key area. Like most standard

keyboards, the shift and control keys gen-

erate additional codes. However, the com-
bination of shift and control is not provided.

Instead, the ALT key provides a fourth

20 CREATIVE COMPUTING



You'll never play another
invader game after you've played

11:

By far and away the most exciting and challenging game ever, it's you
against "intelligent" unpredictable outer space Falcons who can antici-

pate your every move!

apple II /apple II plus (48K) version - DOS 3.3 or 3.2

game paddles • keyboard • joystick

apple hi version
keyboard

OBJECT: to break through to the Mother Ship and destroy the alien

commander ... in as few shots as possible.

STRATEGY: Players must eliminate five types of protective strike forces.

But be careful! If you only wing them, they will regenerate.

Endless action just $29.95

Ask your local Apple dealer for the new Falcons.

.excitement from-

I 14 4 «14 till> St ftw«ir«k Ill4 .

89 Summit Avenue • Summit, N.J. 07901 • (201) 277-1020

'Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer inc.
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code for each key. The "Typamatic" fea-

ture is included— each key can be held

down and will automatically repeat.

Depressing the ALT-CTRL-DEL keys sim-

ultaneously causes the system to initiate

its power-on sequence.
The keyboard has an excellent feel.

The rows of keys are angled and the

keytops are slightly dished. The main
keyboard is eggshell white while the control

keys are beige. The keys make an audible

click and provide good tactile feedback

as well.

But the keyboard, nice as it is. is the

source of both my first disappointment

and a terrible flaw. The disappointment

is the ten function keys, which I think

would be better placed in a single row
across the top of the keyboard, especially

because IBM has provided a "softkey"

display option at the bottom of the display

device. I could better accept the position

they are in if there was room to fit a
descriptive template around them. As I

say, a mild disappointment.

The flaw is the backslash key. which is

placed between the left shift key and the

Z key. right where the shift key is supposed

to be! No kidding— look at your typewriter

or keyboard. I had an awful time shifting.

When I meant to type "P..." I would
invariably end up with "/p..." and have to

back up. I started asking everyone in sight

what they thought and they all said they

had quickly adapted to the arrangement.

That's my point exactly: no adaptation

should have been required, /oh well, /i

guess /ill adapt....

The only printer IBM offers with the

Personal Computer is the Epson MX-80
in IBM colors. It is equipped with a stan-

dard Centronics parallel interface. I asked

if I could attach an Epson MX-100 and
the answer was yes. This printer should

be well known to most of you by now (see

Creative Computing, July 1981. page 66).

so I'll only mention that it is the basic

MX-80 without the graphics or F/T options,

and that it does not print the entire char-

acter set that the display device can gen-

erate. The twelve "type styles" to which
IBM refers are various combinations of

double strike, emphasis, and character

spacing and are not different fonts.

The System Unit

A point of contention between Creative

and IBM prior to my visit to Boca Raton
was that IBM would not allow the cover
to be removed from the unit until after

the first customer shipment in October. I

was delighted to receive permission to

take my peek on the grounds that this

article would be published after the

machine was in the hands of the public. I

can therefore tell you that inside the system

unit there are a bunch of green cards full

of little black things with lots of silver

legs.

The system unit sans cover is surprisingly

compact. Viewed from the top. the power
supply occupies about an eighth of the

space in the rear right comer. It is com-
pletely enclosed in steel, with an intake

fan mounted directly under the top. I had
not seen a fuse from the outside and none

The system unit sans
cover is surprisingly

compact.

was in evidence inside; the power supply
has an internal circuit breaker which resets

automatically after about ten seconds.

The two diskette drives are mounted in

the front of the cabinet and extend to

within an inch of the power supply. Togeth-

er, both drives and power supply take up
about 2/3 of the space inside. A small

speaker is mounted on the left side of the

chassis near the front, and is connected
to the main board with a plug.

The CPU card is mounted flat on the

bottom of the chassis and extends from
front to back on the left side. One corner
of the board is hidden under the diskette

drives. To the rear are five slot connectors
into which adapter cards for the various

peripherals are inserted. The slots are

numbered 1 to 5 from left to right, and
line up directly with five holes cut into

the rear of the chassis. If the slot has no
card inserted, the rear panel hole for that

slot is covered with a small metal cover
which is attached with a screw to the rear

panel. This cover is discarded for slots to

be filled, since each card is permanently
attached to such a cover, through which
the necessary external connectors protrude.

With the card inserted and the cover
screwed down, the card is held rigidly in

place. The IBM designers have solved

three problems in one with this clever

scheme: the rear panel is clean, and com-
pletely sealed: the external connectors
are firmly mounted and supported: and
the adapter cards are appropriately

secured.

Even though all slots are created equal

electronically, allowing any adapter card

to be used in any slot. IBM recommends
that the display adapter card be inserted

in slot 2. It turns out that display cards

are as long as cards can be in the system

unit, and that slot 2 is equipped with a

22 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Introducing4new programs from the
These new programs are going to do
for you just what our VisiCalc™ program
has done: make your computer work
harder, so you can work smarter!

They'll enable a personal com-
puter to take over more of those
tasks eating up so much of your
time. That'll give you more time to
concentrate on the tasks where your
skills, experience and intuition can
do the most good Things like think-

ing, planning and managing.
A personal computer can help

you do all these things better. And
Personal Software™ programs will

help you do them best!

VisiDex. The VisiDex™ program
makes it a snap for you to remem-
ber anything, and everything,

you don't want to forget.

It's a free-form personal filing

program with nearly unlimited cross

referencing.

VisiDex "thinks" and "remem-
bers" just the way you ask it to—so

you can access it anyway you want,

and find exactly what you want

—

instantly!

VisiPlot. The VisiPlot™ program
makes it easy t< > see what your

numbers really say

It adds real meaning to financial

analysis, forecasting, budgeting and
business planning. Because VisiPlot

takes hard-to-grasp numbers and au-

tomatically turns them into easy-to-

comprehend charts and graphs,

right before your eyes!

All kinds of charts and graphs,

with all kinds of flexibility in titling,

shading, and color— all at the touch
of a few buttons!

i.*i nMMU nmrui iv
Ask your favorite retail computer dealer for a demonstration of the Personal Software programs.
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peoplewhobrought youVisiCalc!
VisiTrend/VlslPlot. Ifyou want
sophisticated trend forecasting and
statistical analysis—and you know
how hard it is to create them by
hand—you'll want to get your hands
on the VisiTrend/VisiPlot ™ program!

This program will enable you
to rapidly perform regressions and
time series analysis, plus providing

you with comprehensive charting

and graphing capabilities,

VisiTerm. The VisiTerm™ program
enables you to reach out to the
wi >rld.

With VisiTerm, you'll be able to

use your personal computer to com-
municate with larger computers, to

tap into data networks, to communi-
cate with other personal computers.

VisiTerm gives you all the

benefits of a personal computer,
plus all the advantages of an intelli-

gent terminal, all in one package.

pegqSOMAl

All of these programs are currently
available for the Apple II and II Plus.

Besides their many individual ben-
efits, these new programs deliver
an even greater total benefit. That's

because many of them interact

with each other and with our new,
enhanced version of VisiCalc.

Together, they give you an
unprecedented family of personal
computing capabilities; making the
computer work harder. s< > y< >u

can work smarter! ^ >.!

Or call us at (408) ~4S"T841 for the name of the Personal Software dealer nearest you. Or write us at 1330 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.



'STS continued...

special plastic guide to prevent the long

cards from wobbling. In response to my
question "Why not guides for all the slots?*'

IBM replied that it represented an addi-

tional manufacturing process. Each slot

has the holes that support the guides, so

the guide in slot 2 can be moved and
additional guides could be added.

The Intel 8088 CPU is placed in a socket

on the right rear corner of the board.

Right next to it is an empty 40-pin socket.

IBM in Boca Raton "refused to speculate"

about the purpose of the socket but two
other sources within IBM stated that it

was for future inclusion of an Intel 8087

floating point processor (see box). The
CPU board also contains 40K (kilobytes)

of ROM (read only memory) in five sockets,

16K of RAM (random access memory)
soldered to the board, and sockets for an

additional 48K of RAM. Memory beyond
64K is added with 32K or 64K memory
cards which occupy system expansion

slots.

There is a set of DIP (dual inline pack-

age) switches which is used to tell the

CPU how many diskette units are installed,

among other things. A crystal on the CPU

card generates a frequency of 14.31 Mhz
which is divided by 3 to get a 4.77Mhz

clock for the CPU, by 4 to get a 3.57Mhz
clock to drive television sets, and by 1 to

drive direct drive monitors.

I'm not an engineer, but to my eye. all

the boards seemed well constructed. There

seemed to be good separation between

Imagine my surprise

when Basic announced
it had 61404 bytes free!

components and between tracks. The
adapter card slots were well-spaced so

cards should not touch and air circulation

should not be impeded. The chassis and
the cover are both steel and the entire

unit is well sealed. The system has received

FCC Class B certification for home com-
puters and is UL approved.

The 40K of ROM that comes with every

system unit contains three software ele-

ments. Two kilobytes are devoted to diag-

nostics which perform comprehensive tests

of the entire system, including memory,
whenever the system is turned on or the

ALT-CTRL-DEL key combination is

depressed. IBM's Basic Input/Output Sys-

tem (BIOS), which provides control for

all devices except diskette drives, occupies

6K. The remaining 32K is a Basic language

interpreter which IBM calls Cassette Basic

and which is automatically started if there

is not a disk in the diskette drive or if

there is no diskette drive.

Basic

IBM contracted with Microsoft to pro-

vide the Basic interpreter for the Personal

Computer. The version in ROM is essen-

tially Microsoft Basic-80. version 5.x. with-

out the statements associated with disk

file access. To the best of my knowledge,

it is the most extensive Basic offered in

any personal computer ROM. It is certainly

large; most small computers are usually

delivered with 16K of ROM containing

Basic and a small monitor.

What's an 8088 and What's It Doing Inside My IBM Computer?

The 8088 is a member of a family of single chip processors

manufactured by Intel Corporation. The 8088. and its big

brother the 8086, are processors with a 16-bit internal architec-

ture which provides 16-bit wide registers, data paths, ALU
(arithmetic/logic unit), and instructions. The 8088 and 8086

differ only in that the 8088 has an 8-bit external bus interface

while the 8086 implements a full 16-bit interface. The 8-bit

bus is very similar to that used in other Intel 8-bit machines,

such as the 8085A, and is relatively simple to design and
build.

The performance of the 8087
is spectacular.

There are two features of the 8088 processor that are

extremely important. The first is its ability to address one
megabyte of main memory, and the other is the "pipeline"

architecture, or "prefetch" processor.

IBM has used the full one megabyte address space in the

Personal Computer. The ROM is physically located at the

top of the megabyte. Display adapter memory is located

somewhere around the .75 megabyte boundary. Main memory
starts at location and includes the interrupt vector tables;

available user main memory begins a few hundred bytes later.

It should be obvious that this memory scheme allows for

tremendous expansion and growth, not only for main memory,
but for ROM and display memory as well. Eight color graphics

could be obtained, for example, by doubling the memory of

the Color Graphics Adapter. The same change allows four

colors for high resolution graphics and doubles the resolution

for black and white graphics!

The pipeline architecture allows the next instruction to be

obtained from memory while the current instruction is executing.

This means that the instruction processor typically does not

need to wait for its next instruction and therefore has a higher

effective performance. Although the 8088 is an 8-bit machine

to the external world, the prefetch processing can accelerate

the machine well beyond what is possible on current 8-bit

machines.

There are two other members of the 8086 family. One is

the 8089 I/O Processor, which is a high speed, two channel

I/O controller. It behaves more or less like data channels on

IBM's larger systems. The other member, far more interesting

to the IBM Personal Computer owner, is the 8087 Numeric

Data Processor. This chip is actually a "co-processor" which

extends either the 8088 or 8086 instruction set to include

arithmetic and logical operations on seven different data

types, and also provides built-in transcendental functions.

Adding the 8087 to 8086/8 system is transparent; the perceived

result is an 8086/8 whose capabilities have been greatly

expanded.
The performance of the 8087 is spectacular. Intel, in the

July 1980 issue of the 8086 Family User's Manual Numerics

Supplement, compares 8087 executions against 8086 software

emulations of the same functions. An example, square root,

performs in 19600 microseconds in 8086 and an astounding 36

microseconds with the 8087. a 54,000% improvement'. Other

functions are similarly fast.

The point of this discussion is that the IBM Personal Computer
will become a very formidable scientific processsor when the

8087 is made available for it, and that the other applications

such as VisiCalc. will be significantly accelerated.

26 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Visidex lisc S2oo.oo now $139.00

VisiCalc usi S20000 now $149.00
$289.00

$699.00

HOLIDAY SPECIALS I

Offer Expires December 31, 1981 jj

(You must mention this ad to obtain these specials) Wi

CROSS SOFTWARE
This collection represents one of the 51
finest and most economical sets of ai
software we have ever seen any- it

where. We highly recommend it. All Wi
require 48K AS and are on disks.

DINOSAURS - Great Hires anima-
tion. Learn about nine dinosaurs. 5f
School kids will love it. 3|
List $15.00 Now $12.69 m

g
General Physics g

These diskettes are intended for

college freshmen who will even- *A
tually major in some field of science 3|
or math. A few of the programs use m
calculus. Nearly all have high resol- Wk
ution graphics. Volumes 10 and 11 ^
are less technical and might be use-

ful in a physical science survey

course fA

1 Vectors and Graphing . S8.99

2 Statics S10.99 S,

3 Motion S10.99 Zi
4. Conservation Laws S8 99 Jl

5. Circular Motion S13.99 W
6 Thermodynamics S18 99 Wi

7. Electricity S10 99 5f
8 Optics S10.99 til

9 Atomic Physics S27.99 2!

10 Solar System fi
Astronomy S27 99 £

1

1

Stellar Astronomy S27.99 V
All other Cross Software 7A
available at a discount ^

Call Toil-Free 800-344-41 1 1 (Outside California) §APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. tV'— Q^yjcj^^ We lake MasterCard of VISA {include card ^^^b^b * and expiration dale) California residents ^1
_ add 6°o tax Include $2 00 lor postage Ml

/0ft0/^k Foreign and hardware extra Send tor free BN
MB| JHv catalog Prices subiect to change 5§

D.C. Hayes Micromodem II

Regular List S375.00

Epson Mx1 00 FT with Grattrax
Regular List S995 00

Microsoft Z-80 Card n w $299.00
Regular List S395.00

Microsoft 16K Expansion Board . . $139.00
Regular List S195.00

Word Star uu S375.00 now $229.00
(Apple" Version)

VisiFilem S2S0.00 now $199.00

ijj
The Christmas Story ic«»s software) $12.00

Ti

l!

B

Ti

B

Ti

n

Most of our everyday prices are 1 5% off list price. We think that we have
the largest selection of Apple" related software in the world — well over

1 .000 different programs in stock and ready to go We now have ten

phone lines to better serve you. including eight 800-lines. Even though

we are out in the middle of the cotton fields we guarantee our products to

be Bug-Free (not even a Med Fly). Come visit us in our ever expanding
4000-square-foot store at 1945 S. Dairy in Corcoran, Calif. We'll even
give you a coupon for fifty cents off on the World's Best Hamburger at the

world famous Cotton Club on Whitley Avenue in Corcoran.

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING, oept

Post Office Bo» 787

Corcoran California 93212

BOrder by Phone 800-344-41 11

In California (209) 992-541

1

I

SOFTWARE FOR

APPLE R
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== 7 = continued...

The systems I used for my evaluation

all had 64K of RAM installed. Imagine
my surprise when Basic announced it had
61404 bytes free! In effect, I was working
with a 104K system.

But Casssette Basic is not the end of

the story. Two other versions of Basic are

available for systems which include one
or more diskette drives and for which the

Personal Computer Disk Operating System

(DOS) has been purchased. Disk Basic-

adds the disk file statements and makes
the Basic equivalent to Basic-80. Advanced
Basic adds advanced graphics, music, and
some special extensions for event trapping

that allow real-time programs to be written

using Basic! Best of all. these Basic exten-

sions are just that— extensions.
The kernel Basic interpreter in ROM is

still used and the only memory used by

the extension is that which they themselves

need. Table 1 shows the sizes of the three

Basic systems and the amount of user

memory they leave available in a 64K
system. If the main memory in the system

is extended to 96K or more, all versions

of Basic will have a maximum of about

60K of available user memory.
There are several special features of

the IBM Personal Computer Basic. A very

good full screen editor is provided and
behaves intuitively. (By this I mean that

Table 1 . Basic System Memory Utilization—64K Systems

(Memory fig ures are given in kilobytes)

Incremental Total Memory Memory Available

Basic Version Memory Required IBM Observed
Cassette - 4.0 60.0 61.404

Disk Basic

DOS 12.0

Disk Basic 8.0

Total 20.0 24.0 40.0 41.156

Advanced Basic 5.0 29.0 35.0 35.707

Note: In all versions, a maximum 64K workspace is supported. < >f which about
4K is required for interpreter overhead.

Table 2. Defined System Characteristics of the IBM Personal Computer Basic

Characteristic Implementation Verified*

Name length Unlimited (40 significant)

Integer arithmetic yes X

Multi-statement functions no
Function Recursion yes X

Multi-statement lines yes X

Syntax checking when RUN X

String arrays yes, 256 characters deep
Messages full phrase X

Statement numbers to 65535
Dimension default 1 1 elements X

Float precision, number of digits 7 single; 17 double
Float exponent ±38
Float size, bytes 4 single: 8 double
RENUM command yes X

Nested IF yes X

Max subroutine depth none
Link to machine language yes

Formatted output (PRING USING) yes X

Max number array dimensions 255
Break procedure CRTL-Break X

Number of string functions 13 X

PEEK/POKE yes X

CHAINing and COMMON yes

Error trapping yes X

Random I/O yes

Limit of nested loops none
Number of keywords 158

Trace features yes X

•Verified means Will saw it.

depression of the cursor control and editing

keys produces a logical and expected
effect.) Basic is able to handle communi-
cations at speeds up to 9600 bits/second.

The ALT key in conjunction with the

letter keys can be used to automatically

generate Basic keyboards, speeding entry

of programs. Finally, both Disk and
Advanced Basic are memory resident and
do not require a disk once loaded.

The December 1980 issue of Creative

Computing features a comparative evalu-

ation of Basics (page 70). Table 2 lists the

same "defined system characteristics" for

the IBM system.

I do have one complaint about the three

Basics. The DATES and TIMES are not

in Cassette Basic but become available in

Disk Basic. These are relatively simple

features, and are useful even in minimal
systems. I feel somewhat the same way
about the advanced graphics and music

functions. These features are very useful

in entertainment programs, which are most
likely to run on smaller configurations.

Expanding a minimal system to include

Advanced Basic requires an upgrade to

48K of memory ($180). one diskette drive

($790). and DOS ($40). For the consumer
who has invested $1600 in a machine with

limited third-party software support, $1090
is a significant next step.

IBM has seen to a competent and power-

ful implementation of Basic. The availa-

bility of almost all of Basic-80 in ROM is a

strong feature. The amount of available

memory is a close second.

Table 3 shows which Basic statements

are included with each version of the

IBM Personal Computer Basic.

Graphics
Perhaps the most exciting feature of

the IBM Personal Computer is its graphics

capability. This is one place where IBM
has learned their lesson well and where
the price, performance, function, and fea-

ture considerations become evident.

The IBM Monochrome Display has

already been described. This display device

does not support graphics— it is for text

only. To get at the graphics features of

the machine a Color Graphics Adapter

card must be installed in a system slot.

This adapter allows color monitors, black

and white monitors, and televisions to be

connected. Television sets also require

an RF modulator, which IBM does not

supply. The adapter can also drive several

monitors on TVs at once, in any com-
bination.

The adapter comes with its own 16K of

memory to store display information. (The
Monochrome Display adapter supplies 4K
to store display text.) This is absolutely

terrific, because it means that even with

the highest resolution graphics no program
memory is used to store screen data! It

also means that the $1595 minimal con-
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NEW...FOR APPLE II

FROM PROMETHEUS

VERSAcard
1. Serial Input/Output Interface

2. Parallel Output Interface

3. Precision Clock/Calendar

4. BSR Control

ALL ON ONE CARD
with true simultaneous operation

. . .at a down-to-earth price!

CHECK THESE FEATURES: True simultaneous operation! VERSAcards
unique hardware selection circuitry makes your Apple "think" that separate cards are

installed. This allows VERSAcard interface ports to be compatible with existing software

such as APPLE PASCAL, Microsoft Softcard (2)
, and most other Apple software.

The Serial Input/Output port is RS-232C standard. Fea-

tures include accurate crystal controlled baud rates, half/

full duplex operation, and interrupt capability.

The versatile Parallel Output Interface is configured for

the Centronics standard and is easily configured for other

standards. Firmware is available to utilize the graphic fea-

tures of popular printers such as the Epson.

Precision Clock/Calendar. All standard real-time clock/

calendar functions. One second to 99 years time keeping.

Battery back-up supplied.

BSR Control. Add an ultrasonic transducer or the

Prometheus Direct Connect Option and VERSAcard pro-

vides you with BSR remote control. By utilizing the on-

board real-time clock and the Prometheus Time and Event
Schedular - you can remotely control various accessories
in your home and office.

VERSAcard is shipped complete with SOFTWARE for

each function contained in an industry standard EPROM.
Versatile device drivers permit connection to virtually any
standard peripheral. The Prometheus engineering staff is

available to help you with any peripheral and special device
interface problems. Call us, we'd like to talk with you.

VERSAcard - the only Apple peripheral card
you're likely to ever need!

Order: PP-VCD-1 VERSAcard @ $249.00 each.

Compare Key Features VERSAcard CPS MultiFunction Card

Parallel. Serial and
Realtime Clock Interfaces'

YES YES

BSR Control Interface' YES NO

Compatible w/ Apple Pascal' YES NO Special Pascal disk required

Compatible with CP/M' YES NO Special CP'M disk required

Cable Included 7
YES One cable ol choice

tree with each order

-Ihrough 1981

NO Must be purchased separately

Apple Modification' NO YES
Dealer inquiries invited

All Prometheus boards are completely tested and
burned-in prior to shipment. A one-year warranty

covers parts and labor.

PROMETHEUS
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS INCORPORATED

Regietered Trade Marts (1) Apple CompuKKS, He (2) Microsoft Consumer Products 42577 Fremont Blvd. • Fremont. CA 94538 • (415) 490-2370
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'STS continued.

Table 3. Basic Statements

sumer configuration of a system unit and
color graphics card actually provides 32K
of memory— 16K for program and an
independent I6K for the display— and is

eminently useable. And yes. in Basic you
are still left with the available memory
shown in Table 1 . The adapter will also

support a light pen. although IBM docs
not make one available, and light pen
statements are included in Basic.

The adapter supports two text modes
and two graphics modes. The text modes
have resolutions of 25 lines of either 40 or

80 characters. There are 16 foreground
and eight background colors. These modes
can either be used for text or for block

graphics, using the characters in the display

set Incidentally, the same character set is

supported on both the Monochrome
Display and the Color Graphics Adapter,

so software does not need to know the

difference.

The medium resolution graphics mode
uses 200 dots vertically and 320 dots hori-

zontally, and four colors can be displayed.

Other colors may be created by plotting

dots of different colors next to one
another.

Cassette Basic

ABS DEF USR LEFTS PEN SQR
ASC DELETE LEN POINT STICK
ATN DIM LET POKE STOP
AUTO EDIT LINE POS STRS
BEEP END LINE INPUT PRINT |USING| STRIG
BLOAD EOF LINE INPUT# PRINT* | USING] STRINGS
BSAVE ERASE LIST PSET SWAP
CALL ERR. ERL LLIST PRESET TAB
CDBL ERROR LOAD RANDOMIZE TAN
CHRS EXP LOCATE READ TRON. TROFF
CINT FIX LOG REM USR
CLEAR FOR. NEXT LPOS RENUM VAL
CLOSE FRE LPRINT| USING] RESTORE VARPTR
CLS GOSUB MERGE RESUME WAIT
COLOR GOTO MIDS RETURN WHILE..WEND
CONT HEXS MOTOR RIGHTS WIDTH
COS IF..THEN..ELSE NEW RND WRITE
CSNG INKEYS OCTS RUN WRITES
CSRLIN INP ON ERROR SAVE
DATA INPUT ON..GOSUB SCREEN
DEFFN INPUTS ON..GOTO SGN
DEFINT INPUTS OPEN SIN
DEFSNG INSTR OPTION BASE SOUND
DEFDBL INT OUT SPACES
DEFSTR KEY PEEK SPC

Statements added by Disk Basic

CHAIN DATES LOC MKDS SYSTEM
COMMON FIELD LOF NAME TIMES
CVI FILES LSET. RSET OPEN "COM...
CVS GET (files) MKIS PUT (files)

CVD KILL MKSS RESET

Statements added by Advanced Basic

CIRCLE GET (graphics) ON KEY PAINT PUT (graphics)

COM KEY(n) ON PEN PEN STOP RETURN line

DRAW ON COM ON STRIG PLAY STRING (n)

The high resolution graphics mode uses

200 dots vertically and 640 dots horizontally,

and is limited to black and white. The
adapter allows horizontal text to be inter-

spersed with graphics: PRINT statements

from Basic output the text, and no special

Even with the highest
resolution graphics no
program memory is

used to store
screen data!

control or character generation is required

from the software. In graphics mode, the

character set is limited to 128 characters,

which can be user-defined. The characters

are 7x7 dots in an 8 x 8 box, with a single

line of pixels for descenders. All display

attributes of the Monochrome Display,

except underline, are supported.

On a monitor, the adapter easily displays

80-character lines. On a television set.

overscan will probably cause information

on both the left and the right to be lost.

The Color Graphics Adapter can be told

to shift the display to overcome the prob-

lem, if only on one side. On some TVs it

may be possible to see the entire 80 col-

umns; on most, this is unlikely.

In text mode the adapter can support

multiple pages of text. If the display mode
is 25 x 40, four pages can be stored, and
in 25 x 80, two pages are stored. An "active"

and "visual" page can be specified. The
visual page is the one which the display

hardware uses. The active page is the one
written to with, for example. PRINT state-

ments in Basic. Basic allows full control

of this feature, which can be used to switch

rapidly between screens of text or to

animate using character graphics.

Cassette Basic provides a complete, if

not elaborate, set of statements that allow

access to the color graphics features. The
COLOR statement is used to select the

colors that will be displayed. The LINE
statement can be used to draw a line from
any point to any other point on the screen.
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TWO NEW GAMES FROM SSI FOR THE
APPLE
AND THE
TRS-80 !

THE BATTLE OF SHILOH t

TIGERS IN THE SNOW: Gh(

i forests of the Ardenn
Tiger tan;

We know it hasn't been easy

for you TRS 80® owners to see so

many great made-for-Apple-only

games from SSI pass you by. But

then, it hasn't been easy for us to

design games for a 16K cassette

format good enough to meet our

critical standards

After all. we've got a reputa-

tion to protect, a reputation in

strategy gaming for unsurpassed

sophistication, innovation, realism,

and payability.

Well, our designers have been

hard at work and we've not only

met but surmounted the challenge.

We're delighted to announce two
historical wargames — deserving

of the SSI label — for both the

Apple* and the TRS-80 ' ( 16K
cassette for the TRS 80 Model I

and III; 48K disc for Apple II with

Applesoft ROM card).

Combining our extensive war-

game-design experience and superior

programming techniques, we've

given a fresh new look and feel to

these favorite classic battles.

At $24.95 each for TRS-80
cassette and $39.95 each for Apple

disc these are extraordinary games
at quite an ordinary price.

So head on down to your
local store and check them out

today!

VISA and M/C holders can

order by calling 800-227-1617.

ext 335 (toll free). In California,

call 800-772-3545. ext. 335.

To order by mail, send your
check to: Strategic Simulations Inc.

Dept CC6. 465 Fairchild Drive.

Suite 108. Mountain View.

California 94043.
All our games carry a 14-day

money- back guarantee.

\s part of our demanding ttandardi

Ayple Computi

excellence, we uie niHXKll floppy discs.
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HEATH/ZENITI
AGIANT STEP FORWARI

Computer power, printer speed,
hard disk storage -all in one system.
The three elements you need for smooth, rapid data handling

are together now in one Heath/Zenith system. For word
processing, business and financial applications, or custom
programming- this is the performance standard evolving in

computer technology. It's what you expect from a strong

partner.

All-in-One Computer
The heart of the system is the Heath/Zenith 89 Computer,
a complete, stand-alone unit with professional keyboard,

smart video terminal and 5Vi-inch disk drive. It's easy to use
for people having little or no experience -yet it can also

run extended languages like BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN
and Pascal.

The 89 comes with 48K bytes RAM, expandable to 64K.
It has two Z80 microprocessors, one for computer functions,

one for terminal functions. And three serial I/O ports for

interface with printers and modem.

The video display features a 12-inch diagonal, high-

resolution CRT that's easy on the eyes. It displays up to

2,000 characters at a time, 24 lines (plus 25th status line)

by 80 characters, with full cursor control. Also 33 block

graphic characters for charts and graphs.

The heavy-duty keyboard follows standard typewriter format

for easy operator training. All terminal functions are pro-

grammable from keyboard or I/O ports.

The 5V«-inch floppy diskette stores 100K bytes of infor-

mation and interfaces on line with the Heath/Zenith 67
Hard Disk System.

Winchester Disk System
The 67 Disk System features one hard disk and one
8-inch, soft-sectored floppy for total on-line storage of

10.782 megabytes (formatted) That s a huge data base

The floppy is double-sided, double-density and can also

operate in single-sided or single-density modes, compatible

with standard IBM 3740 format.

The 67 features write-protect switches for both drives to

prevent accidental erasure of information. The average

access time of the hard disk drive is 70 milliseconds.

High-speed printer

The Heath/Zenith 25 Printer is a heavy-duty, high-speed,

dot matrix printer that gives you sharp, clear printouts. It

prints over 150 characters per second with whisper-quiet

smoothness.

The entire 95-character ASCII set prints in upper case and
lower case with descenders, in a 9 x 9 matrix. Also, 33 block

graphic characters let you create graphs and charts. All

functions and timing are microprocessor-controlled.

It uses standard edge-punched papers and features a

convenient cartridge ribbon for easy, no-mess replacement.
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NNOUNCES
N SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Versatile software and accessories
The Heath/Zenith System offers you a choice of operating

systems, including popular CP/M.

There are programs for word processing, business appli-

cations, and versatile utility functions. And the Heath User's

Group offers a library of over 500 low-cost programs for

home, work or play.

For your custom programs, Microsoft languages are avail-

able in BASIC (compiler and interpreter), FORTRAN and
COBOL. Or learn to write and run your own programs with

special self-study programming courses for Assembly,

BASIC, Pascal or COBOL.

Free demonstration awaits you at

your Heathkit Electronic Center
Pick the store nearest you from the list at right. And stop

in today for a demonstration of the new Heath/Zenith System.
If you can't get to a store, send $1 .00 for the new Zenith

Data Systems Catalog of assembled commercial computers
and also receive free the latest Heathkit Catalog. Write to

Heath Co., Dept. 355-844, Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

Visit Your Heathkit Electronic Center*
where Heath/Zenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.

PHOENIX. AZ
2727 W Indian School Rd
602-279-6247

ANAHEIM, CA
330 E Ball Rd
714-776-9420

CAMPBELL. CA
2350 S BascomAve
408-377-8920

ELCERRIT0.CA
6000 Potrero Ave
415-236-8870

LA MESA. CA
8363 Center Or
714-461-0110

LOS ANGELES, CA
2309 S Flower St

213-749-0261

POMONA, CA
1555 N Orange Grove Ave
714-623-3543

REDWOOD CITY. CA
2001 Middletield Rd
415-365-8155

SACRAMENTO. CA
1860 Fulton Ave
916-486-1575

WOODLAND HILLS. CA
22504 Ventura Blvd
213-883-0531

DENVER. CO
5940 W 38th Ave
303-422-3408

AV0N.CT
395 W Main St (Rt 44)
203-678-0323

HIALEAH, FL
4705 W 16th Ave
305-823-2280

PLANTATION, FL
7173 W Broward Blvd

305-791-7300

TAMPA. FL
4019 W Hillsborough Ave
813-886-2541

ATLANTA, GA
5285 Roswell Rd
404-252-4341

chicago.il
3462-66 W Devon Ave
312-583-3920

D0WNERSGR0VE.IL
224 Ogden Ave
312-852-1304

INDIANAPOLIS. IN
2112 E 62nd St

317-257-4321

MISSION. KS
5960 Lamar Ave
913-362-4486

LOUISVILLE, KY
12401 Shelbyville Rd
502-245-7811

KENNER.LA
1900 Veterans
Memorial Hwy
504-467-6321

BALTIMORE. MD
1713E JoppaRd
301-661-4446

ROCKVILLE.MD
5542 Nicholson Lane
301-881-5420

PEAB00Y. MA
242AndoverSt
617-531-9330

WELLESLEY. MA
165 Worcester Ave
617-237-1510

OETROIT. Ml
18645 W Eight Mile Rd
313-535-6480

E DETROIT, Ml
18149 E Eight Mile Rd
313-772-0416

HOPKINS, MN
101 Shady Oak Rd
612-938-6371

IT. PAUL. MN
1645 White Bear Ave
612-778-1211

BRIDGET0N.M0
3794 McKelvey Rd
314-291-1850

OMAHA. NE
9207 Maple St

402-391-2071

ASBURYPARK.NJ
1013 State Hwy 35
201-775-1231

FAIR LAWN. NJ
35-07 Broadway (Rt 4)

201-791-6935

AMHERST, NY
3476 Sheridan Or
716-835-3090

JERICHO. L.I. NY
15 Jericho Turnpike

516-334-8181

ROCHESTER. NY
937 Jefferson Rd
716-424-2560

N. WHITE PLAINS. NY
7 Reservoir Rd
914-761-7690

CLEVELAND. OH
28100 Chagrin Blvd
216-292-7553

COLUMBUS, OH
2500 Morse Rd
614-475-7200

TOLEDO. OH
48 S Byrne Rd
419-537-1887

WOODLAWN.OH
10133 Springfield Pike
513-771-8850

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
2727 Northwest
Expressway
405-848-7593

FRAZER. PA
630 Lancaster Pike

(Rt 30)
215-647-5555

PHILADELPHIA. PA
6318 Roosevelt Blvd
215-288-0180

PITTSBURGH. PA
3482 Wm PennHwy
412-824-3564

WARWICK. Rl

558 Greenwich Ave
401-738-5150

DALLAS, TX
2715 Ross Ave
214-826-4053

HOUSTON, TX
1704 W LoopN
713-869-5263

SAN ANTONIO, TX
7111 Blanco Road
512-341-8876

MIDVALE.UT
58 East 7200 South
801-566-4626

ALEXANDRIA. VA
6201 Richmond Hwy
703-765-5515

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
1055 Independence Blvd

804-460-0997

SEATTLE. WA
505 8th Ave N
206-682-2172

TUKWILA.WA
15439 53rd Ave S
206-246-5358

MILWAUKEE. Wl
5215 W Fond du Lac
414-873-8250

' Units of Ventechnology
Electronics Corporation m
the US

Prices and specifications subfect to change without notice

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner
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to draw any rectangle, and to fill any
rectangle with solid color. PSET and PRE-
SET are used to set or erase any point on
the display. The SCREEN statement selects

the graphics mode.
Advanced Basic has very powerful graph-

ics capabilities. The CIRCLE statement
draws any circle, ellipse or arc. and can
also connect the ends of arcs to the center

point, a kind of automatic pie-chart feature.

The DRAW statement interprets a char-

acter string for commands which can be

used to build arbitrary shapes. PAINT
fills a space with a specified color in all

directions, and stops only when blocked

by another color. The most powerful com-
mands, however, are GET and PUT. GET
is used to read a section of the screen

memory into a Basic array. PUT works in

the other direction, transferring the array

to screen memory.
With a little help, I wrote a graphics

program in Advanced Basic that animated
a ball. I didn't have time for anything

elaborate, so I just made it move across

the center of the screen from left to right.

First. I used CIRCLE to draw the ball,

and PAINT to fill it with another color.

Then I used GET to retrieve the bit pattern

I had drawn from the screen memory.
After clearing the screen. I was able to

PUT the ball anywhere I wanted to. PUT
is also used to erase the object. My program

consisted of a short loop which PUT the

ball, paused. PUT the ball again to erase

it, and advanced by some fixed step to

the right. It took me 10 minutes to write

this program. I could just as easily have

used the DRAW command to build an
arbitrarily complex shape, and moved it

around. By the way. when I ran my ball

program with 15 steps across the screen

the ball got from left to right in about a

second.

IBM has written a set of demonstration
programs which will be available to their

dealer network. Some of these programs
demonstrate the graphics capabilities very

effectively. But here's the shocker— the

programs are written in Basic!

Table 4 shows how the IBM Personal

Computer stacks up with other personal

computers having color graphics capability.

1 think the Atari 800. with its graphics

The IBM Personal Computer VisiCalc Machine

A new computer in today's market finds itself in great

difficulty if there is little or no software available for it. The
IBM Personal Computer surely falls into this category. The
few packages available through IBM cannot compare to the

volume of software currently available for CP/M-based systems,

for example. Given this circumstance, how does IBM plan to

sell a significant number of machines before the software

base is established?

Everyone, from accountant to

the Information Systems VP will

feel warm and comfortable with a
computer bearing the same logo as

the big blue monster in its

lair downstairs.

I believe the answer lies with VisiCalc and in the three

letters I-B-M. IBM is firmly entrenched in the world's largest

corporations with its line of mainframe systems. These clients

of IBM's Data Processing Division (DPD) are prime targets

for an aggressive marketing effort. The DPD salesman can

offer a large firm an independently programmable computer
(distributed processing), an IBM compatible terminal (a 3270

Comparison of VisiCalc Machines
All systems shown include CPU. maximum memory (128K for Apple 111 and
IBM), keyoard. display device, one disk, and DOS.

Workspace Size

System Memory (Entries) System Printer VisiCalc Total

Atari 800 I8K (12001 $1,880 $700 $150 $2,730
TRS-80 Model III 23K(15O0) 2.200 799 100 3.099

Apple II 18KH2O0I 2.690 635 200 3.525

Zenith 89 27KU800) 2.895 595 300 3.790

IBM PC 88K(5800) 3.735 810 200 4.745

TRS-80 Model II 25KH7O0) 3.899 799 300 4.998

Apple III 7IKI4700) 4.690 525 incl. 5.215

emulator is a stated IBM "intention"), and the big gun. Visi-

Calc.

Assuming IBM and Software Arts remove the current memory
limitation of VisiCalc. and there is really no reason to think

that problem won't be solved, the DPD salesman can overcome
the two traditional obstacles to distributed small computers:

name (identity) and capacity. Everyone, from accountant to

the Information Systems Vp will feel warm and comfortable

with a computer bearing the same logo as the big blue monster
in its lair downstairs. VisiCalc. with available memory limited

only by the amount installed, can deal with even the largest

and most complex spreadsheets and models that financial

planners and analysts require. Calling the monster by using

the Personal Computer as a 3270 and writing k>cal programs
are just so much icing on the cake.

The IBM Personal Computer is also aggressively priced for

this function. The chart below lists several popular VisiCalc

implementations and shows the capacities and costs of each.

The IBM machine is. again, not the cheapest, but it does have

the best price/function ratio. Try dividing the total system

price by the number of VisiCalc entries— it's an interesting

exercise.

The VisiCalc machine theory is further supported by the

fact that IBM has organized an independent sales organization

within DPD specifically to market the Personal Computer in

this business segment. Companies ordering fewer than 20

units will be referred to the k>cal authorized IBM dealer.

DPD will handle orders for 20 or more units meeting certain

minimum configuration requirements, and will offer volume
discounts as follows:

Number of Units Discount

1 - 19

20- 49
50- 149

150+

0%

10%
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Stop the Floppy Shuffle

Announcing
The David Hard Disk Subsystem

Compared to cassettes,

floppies were the
greatest thing
since the inte-

grated chip.

But with in-

creased ap-
plications,

data bases,
and speed
requirements,
a lot of busi-

ness people are
spending more time
doing the "Floppy Shuffle'

and less time doing work.

, Now with Konan's
I David Hard Disk Sub-
9 system you can have
• 32 times the storage of

f
a mini-floppy in about

V the same amount of

space. At a cost per
megabyte that really

makes sense, the David

f Subsystem is available
for a variety of micro-
computers.

So if you own a personal
computer, check into the
David Hard Disk Subsystem at

CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD

your local dealer and stop do-
ing the Floppy Shuffle. And if

you want real timesharing
capabilities, a networking
card is available.

The David Subsystem is

available immediately.

Toll-free Information Line

800-528-4563

KONAN CORPORATION
1448 NORTH 27TH AVE, PHOENIX, AZ 85009
1602)269-2649. TWX/TELEX 9109511552



The yffs: software series

$

i

vmm

ARrsonal Information
Management System*

\bur APPLE* computer really can track purchase

orders and inventory, analyze your investment records,

maintain client and patient histories, or even catalog

magazine abstracts and your stereo collection.

Software Publishing Corporation has the answer

and it doesn't require programming!

We call it the PFS software series- an easy

to use yet powerful set of programs that let you

design a system that's versatile enough to

manage almost any kind of information.

PFS, the personal filing system, let's

you design yourown formon the screen

for organizing information.Once it's cre-

ated you just fill in the blanks. Looking

up what you've filed is just as easy. PFS
can search fora number, a single piece of

data, a word within a page of text, or

any combination. All forms that match

are displayed on the screen for browsing, updating, ex-

panding, or printing. PFS can even create mailing labels.

PFS: REPORT, the personal report system, uses

the files PFS creates to produce a report tailored to your

'requires a 48K. 16-

APPLEI1

specifications. Just mark the information you want listed

and PFS: REPORT will sort it and let you specify head-

ings, totals, averages, counts, and calculations. You can

save your report design for use on a regular basis.

PFS and PFS: REPORTcome with simple

self teaching manuals plus a support plan that

includes program updates and factory experts

ready to answer your questions. And all of this at

an affordable price. Each program is priced

below $100.00.

The PFS software series is different.

It is not a specialized application pack-

age nor a complex programmer ori-

ented data base manager. It's a personal

information management system that

lets you store, retrieve, and report in-

formation your way without program-

ming. The PFS software series is avail-

able through your local dealers. If they don't carry it have

them give us a call at (415) 96Z-8911 or write

to us at Software Publishing Corporation,

2021 Landings Drive, MtnView, CA 94043.o*
SoftwareFtiblishingCorporation

CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Resolution is shown in the form v x h. where v is the number of vertical

elements and h is the number of horizontal elements.

The number of colors is shown in parenthesis

Computer
Color Computer

Resolution

Block/Char
32x64 (8)

48x64 (8)

Resolution

Low
96x128(4)

192x128(4)

Resolution Resolution

Medium High

192x256 (2) -

Apple 11 48x40(15) 192x140(6) 192x280 (b/w) -

Atari 800 24x40 (4)

48x80 (4)

96x160(4) 192x320 (2) -

Apple III 48x40(15) 192x140(16) 192x280 (16) 192x560 (b/w)

IBM Personal 25x40 ( 16)

25x80(16)

- 200x320(4) 200x640 (b/w)

Table 4. Comparison of Color Graphics Capabilities

processor chip, probably outstrips IBM
for performance. But when a feature com-
parison is made, I think IBM stands far

ahead. Just think what 25 x 80 text mode
means!

DOS
One of the real bargains on IBM's soft-

ware shelf is their Disk Operating System
(DOS) for the Personal Computer. For
$40 you get a system which is about equiv-

alent to CP/M in features, and which
includes both Disk and Advanced Basic.

Also included on the disk are three software

development tools: DEGUG, a memory-
based debugger; EDLIN. a line-oriented

text file editor; and LINK. IBM's language
link editor. DEBUG and LINK will only

be of interest to system developers, and I

will not detail them here. EDLIN is useful

in general, but it is so simple to learn and
use that I'll leave it as an exercise (I

always wanted to say that). I have been
told that some Basic programs will be
included to serve as programming exam-
ples. I was also told that these would be
the dealer demos.
Table 5 lists the DOS commands and

the functions they perform. Here again I

have little upon which to comment. I will

mention that I timed FORMAT, DISK-
COPY, and DISKCOMP commands. For-

matting a disk took 34 seconds. Disk
copying required 52 seconds. Disk copying

using only one diskette drive required

one minute and 38 seconds, and required

four disk manipulations. Disk comparison
required 33 seconds. All these times are

quite reasonable.

I will also mention that I was impressed
with the "smoothness" of operation of

DOS. Messages and prompts were very

clear and I was never at a loss for what to

do next. The only problem I encountered
was in the DISKCOMP program, which
refused to let me abort it. and placed the

system into a state which could not be
cleared by anything less than a power up
sequence (ALT-CTRL-DEL would not do
it— I had to hit the red switch!) Nothing
else I did caused any problems.

For $40 you get a
system which is about
equivalent to CP/M

in features.

Applications

There are three software systems which
IBM is providing initially. All have been
reviewed by Creative at one time or

another, so I'll keep it brief.

IBM selected accounting software from

Peachtree Software, which has an excellent

reputation in this field. General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, and Accounts Receiv-
able are available. I ran the Accounts
Payable system to get a feel for how it

operates. I can only report that operation
was straightforward, but a careful reading
of the documentation is essential. The
software does take some advantage of
the IBM display and keyboard.

EasyWriter from Information Unlimited
Software, Inc. should be well-known to
Apple owners and Creative readers. I read
the manual carefully and tried the system.
I can report that the program lives up to
its name— it is very easy to use. I was
interested to learn why IBM chose Easy-
Writer. The answer I got was that IBM
had done a careful study of word processing
software ranging in price from $30 to
$600 and up and decided to select a pack-
age priced somewhere in the middle. Also
contributing to the decision was time;
since EasyWriter is written in Forth, it

was readily ported to the 8088.

I do have one strong objection to this

word processor: it uses its own file system
and thus cannot read VisiCalc reports or
other DOS files.

IBM's VisiCalc is the most recent edition

of that famous system from Personal Soft-

ware/Software Arts. The recent enhance-
ments include the ability to edit formulas,
print formulas, output to the RS-232 port,

and write files in the DIF (Data Interchange
Format). One problem I noted was that

VisiCalc (called VC80 in DOS) expects to
be loaded from disk A. I caused an error
when I tried to run it from disk B. Two
advantages are that scrolling (on the Mono-
chrome Display) is flicker free and very
fast and that the Typamatic feature of
the keyboard can be used with cursor
movement keys to scroll anywhere rap-

idly.

I did do a VisiCalc benchmark. I entered
a very small spreadsheet consisting of 1

1

legends. 6 numbers, and 98 formulas. Using
my very accurate Casio AQ-2(XX) clock

Table 5. IBM Personal Computer DOS Commands

Command Function
CHKDSK Check disk and report status (space used/left)
COMP Compare files

COPY Copy files

DATE Enter Date
DIR List filenames from disk

DISKCOMP Compare diskettes (physical)

DISKCOPY Copy diskettes

ERASE Delete files

FORMAT Format diskette

MODE Set mode for printer or display

PAUSE Causes system to wait

REM Display Remark
RENAME Rename files

SYS Transfer DOS system image to formatted diskette
TIME Enter time
TYPE Display file contents
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calculator/calendar/stopwatch. I clocked

the time it took to recalculate the entire

sheet by entering a number in the upper

left corner and waiting for the lower right

entry to be updated. On the IBM machine
this took 2.6 seconds. I ran the test three

times. On a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model
II the same test took 2. 1 seconds. To say

the least, I was surprised, and I have no
explanation for the result. IBM told me
that they had done some benchmarks for

VisiCalc performance, and that the Per-

sonal Computer had beaten all chal-

lengers.

This implementation of VisiCalc is dis-

appointing in one respect. In a 64K system.

VisiCalc leaves about 24K of workspace.

If you add memory to the machine, the

workspace can rise to about 36K, but not

higher. IBM says the next release is in the

works and will allow the workspace to be

all of available memory. This would mean
88K of workspace in a 128K system. IBM
says that there will be a slight charge for

the new version, even to people who paid

for the original version. It seems silly for

this not to be perfect on the first release.

Pascal

1 ran out of time before I got a chance

to pursue Pascal. IBM tells me it is Micro-

soft Pascal-86, which is highly optimized

and produces very tight direct code. Pro-

grams can run in systems with less than

128K of memory but the compiler requires

that much to execute. Pascal programs
can be greater than 64K, up to the limit

of available memory.

The documentation,
at least that which

I have seen, is

superb— truly excellent.

Games
IBM announced two "entertainment"

products for the personal computer, one
in software and the other in hardware.
The soft product is Microsoft Adventure.
I played it briefly, and recognized it as

relatively standard Adventure. It is

supposed to have some good features,

but I'm not a good enough player to get

far enough to learn about them.

The hard product is called the Game
Control Adapter. This adapter can inter-

face two joysticks or four paddles, none

of which are supplied by IBM. The only

thing I can tell you is that I saw a drawing

of joysticks while I was visiting IBM and

they look like Radio Shack joysticks.

Diagnostics

IBM offers a package of diagnostic

programs called the Advanced Diagnostics

Package. The package costs $155. 1 tried

them and although they did not find any-

thing wrong with the system I was using, I

found them to be well designed, at least

from the human factors point of view.

They are coordinated with the Guide to

Operations manual, and it should be pos-

sible for non-technical people to use them
effectively.

I object, however, to their cost. IBM
should be able to save themselves that

cost by placing the very best diagnostic

tools possible in the hands of the user.

Such a gesture would probably improve

the owner's ability to localize the problem,

making it possible for IBM to deal with a

greater percentage of truly broken equip-

ment. If IBM won't give them away, I

would at least plead for a more reasonable

price.

Documentation
The documentation, at least that which

I have seen, is superb— truly excellent.

The "IBM Personal Computer Reference

Library" is a set of manuals printed on 5

1/2" by 8 1/2" paper and bound in standard
9" 3-ring, looseleaf binders. A rigid slipcase

is provided so that the manuals will stand

properly on a shelf. The binders are color-

coded so they can be quickly identified:

the colors are muted pastels and quite

attractive.

The insides are just as nice. The Basic-

manual is a good example, but these com-
ments apply as well to the other manuals
I saw. The Basic manual is organized as a

reference manual. In the reference section,

one or more pages are devoted to each

Basic keyword. The keyword appears in

large, bold typeface at the top of each

page to which it pertains.

I have found the information content

to be high, but clear. The writing is excel-

lent. I have read the manual several times

and have not been able to contrive a
question for which the manual did not

have the answer. The index and table of

contents are complete and helpful. Since

the reference section is arranged in alpha-

betical order, use of the index will be
rare. Two colors are used throughout.

Black is used for the text, green for

examples.

With each system delivered, IBM pro-

vides the Basic manual (which is considered

part of the Hardware reference series)

and the Guide to Operations. The Guide
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SOFTWARE
SPECIAL: THE BOOK"
OF APPLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE.

19.95 SALE 15.50

n Adventures # 1.2. 3 $39 95 NOW $32.50
M Adventures * 4. 5. 6 $39 95 NOW $32.50
I 1 Adventures » 7, 8. 9 $39.95 NOW $32.50
[] Adventures * 10. 11. 12 $39.95 NOW $32.50

1 Kid Venture $23.95 NOW $19 50
i Backgammon '43 $19.95 NOW $16.50

I I Pro Picks $24.95 NOW $19.50
! Stone of Sisyphus $29.95 NOW $24.50
1 1 6K Expansion Card $195.00 NOW $149.50
: Temple of Apshai $39.95 NOW $32.50

I' Hellfire Warrior $39 95 NOW $32.50
: Star Warrior $39.95 NOW $29.50

1 The Dragons Eye $24.95 NOW $20.50
(J Apple Writer $75.00 NOW $67.50
[ 1 Crush. Crumble and Chomp $29.95 NOW $24.50
[ Book of Apple Software $1995 NOW $15.50

Galactic Trader $24.95 NOW $19.50
[ Apple Panic $29.95 NOW $24.50
[] Alien Rain (Galaxian) $24.95 NOW $22.50
[1 Alien Typhoon $24.95 NOW $22.50

Snoggle (Puckman) $24.95 NOW $22.50
1 Space Warrior $24.95 NOW $20.50
1 Raster Blaster $29.95 NOW $26.50
M HEADON $24.95 NOW $22.50

World War III $29.95 NOW $25 50
D Bridge 2 $21 95 NOW $19.50

Ultima $3995 NOW $34.50
II Home Money Minder $34.95 NOW $29.50

3-D Skiing $24.95 NOW $20.50
Houseof Usher $29.95 NOW $25.50

[, Sands of Mars $29 95 NOW $25.50
P Compu-Math Arithmetic $49.95 NOW $39.50
n Compu-Math Fractions $39.95 NOW $33.50
[ I Compu-Math Decimals $39.95 NOW $33.50
[] Algebra 1 $39 95 NOW $33.50
n Compu-Read3 $29.95 NOW $25.50

i Spelling Bee $29.95 NOW $25.50
1 The Prisoner $29.95 NOW $25.50

f] Compu-Spell/Req Data Disk $29.95 NOW $25.50
[1 Data Disk Level 4 $19.95 NOW $16.50
D Data Disk Level 5 $19 95 NOW $16.50
[] Data Disk Level 6 $19 95 NOW $16.50
tl Data Disk Level 7 $19.95 NOW $16.50
II Data Disk Level 8 $19.95 NOW $16.50

Data Disk Secretarial $19.95 NOW $16.50
Windfall $19.95 NOW $16.50
Network $19.95 NOW $16.50
Sargon II (chess) $34.95 NOW $29.50

I) PooM 5 $34 95 NOW $29.50
(I Reversal (othello) $34.95 NOW $29.50
! i Shuffle Board $34.95 NOW $29.50
I Spellguard for Apple $295.00 NOW $245.50
II Sup R' Terminal 80 Col $375.00 NOW $309.50

Memorex 34(1 Box of 10 $45.00 NOW $24.50
D WordStar $375.00 NOW $275.50
M Super Sort $200.00 NOW $155.50
[ ! Mail Merger $125.00 NOW $99.50

] Typing Tutor $19.95 NOW $17.50
2-80 Softcard With CP/M $399 00 NOW $299.50

[] CPS Multifunction Card $239.00 NOW $189.50
[ Super Text II $150 00 NOW $134.50
M ABM $24.95 NOW $22.50
D Castle Wolfenstein $29.95 NOW $25.50
1 ) Mission Asteroids $19.95 NOW $17.50
[ Mystery House $24 49 NOW $21.50
[ 1 Wizard and the Princess $32.95 NOW $29.50
(' Cranston Manor $34.95 NOW $29.50
[1 Pegasusll $29 95 NOW $25.50

Superscribe $89.95 NOW $79.50
I 1 Superscribe (New) $129.95 NOW $109.50
[ I Hi-Res Football $39 95 NOW $34.50
[] Hi-Res Soccer $29.95 NOW $25.50
I] Soft Porn Adventure $29 95 NOW $25.50
I

l Threshold $39.95 NOW $35.50
I Gobblers $24 95 NOW $19.50

Magic Wand 80 Column $395 00 NOW $289.50
(] Falcons $29 95 NOW $25.50
I I Fastgammon $24.95 NOW $20.50
II International Grand Prix $29 95 NOW $25.50

EXCITING DISCOUNTS

fgCipptc' SOFTWARE

FREE OFFER
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 3 PROGRAMS, YOU

WILL RECEIVE FREE THE ORIGINAL
ADVENTURE GAME, CONVERTED TO LOAD

ENTIRELY INTO 48K RAM ON APPLE. NOTHING
LEFT OUT, AMAZING!

D Sanyo 9" B/W Monitor $235 00 NOW
1 1 Space Eggs $29 95 NOW
U Orbitron $29 95 NOW
[] Gamma Goblins $29.95 NOW
n Gorgon $39.95 NOW
[ 1 Epoch $34.95 NOW
I Outpost $29 95 NOW

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

n Pulsar II $29.95
H Autobahn $29.95
[ 1 Sneakers $29 95
H Cops and Robbers $34 95
fl Galactic Attack $29 95
n Starmines $29 95
D Apple 21 (Blackjack) $24 95 NOW
U Craps $24 95 NOW
I Magic Window Word Proc $99 95 NOW
I ] Magic Mailer $69 95 NOW
D Personal Filing System $95 00 NOW
M Personal Report System $95 00 NOW
fl IFO Database Manager $120.00 NOW
[1 Inventory System 3.3 $140.00 NOW

~\ Prof. Time and Billing $325.00 NOW
n Microgammon $29 95 NOW
[ 1 Draw Poker $29 95 NOW
[ I Roulette $24.95 NOW
n Payroll System $240.00 NOW

Apartment Manager $325.00 NOW
I 1 Coloring Board Programs $69 95 NOW
n D-B Master $229 00 NOW
[1 The Warp Factor $39.95 NOW
II Flight Simulator $33.50 NOW
D Saturn Navigator (req 3d) $24.95 NOW

I The Shattered Aliance $59 95 NOW
A2-3D Graphics Pkg $59.95 NOW

U Odyssey $30 00 NOW
( : Wilderness Campaign $20.00 NOW

1 Wilderness and Dungeon $32 00 NOW
[I Modifiable Database $79 50 NOW
[ 1 Program Line Editor $40 00 NOW
[ 1 Higher Text II $35 00 NOW
I 1 Linguist $40.00 NOW

Mailing List Database $50.00 NOW
D Pro Football Pt Pred $26 95 NOW
I I College Football Pt. Pred $26 95 NOW
n Win At The Races $39.95 NOW
Tl Space Raiders $29 95 NOW

Videoterm 80 Col Card $345.00 NOW
[] Keybd and Disp Enhancer $129.00 NOW
1 The Forcaster II $26 95 NOW
n Multiple Regression $29.95 NOW
n Lower Case Chip $49 95 NOW

Microchess 2.0 $24.95 NOW
n Zork $39.95 NOW

1 Visicalc 3 3 $199.95 NOW
[ ) Visiterm $149 95 NOW
[] Visiptol $17995 NOW
[] Visitrend/Visiplot $259 95 NOW
1 I Gammon Gambler $24 95 NOW
f) CCA Data Management Sys $99.95 NOW

I DEDUCT 3% IF PAYMENT ACCOMPANIEs"oR0Er""we~PAY SHIP* 1
PINO AND IF VOU PHONE YOUR ORDER WE WILL CREDIT $1 .00

' FOR CALL. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADO 6% SALES TAX ALL
I ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCK WITHIN 48 HOURS WE ACCEPT
j
MASTER CARD AND VISA. CODS ADO $5.00

I NAME

|
STREET

.

I CITY

! CARD «..

$189.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$33.50
$28.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$28.50
$25.50
$24.50
$19.50
$19.50
$84.50
$57.50
$83.50
$83.50
$99.50
$119.50
$259.50
$24.50
$24.50
$19.50

$205.50
$259.50
$59.50

$189.50
$33.50
$29.50
$22.50
$49.50
$45.50
$19.50
$15.50
$22.50
$59.50
$29.50
$25.50
$28.50
$35.50
$22.50
$22.50
$34.50
$25.50

$279.50
$109.50
$22.50
$25.50
$45.50
$22.50
$33.50

$169.50
$125.50
$149.50
$215.50
$22.50
$84.50

STATE ZIP.

I EXP. DATE SIGNATURE
I *518 E. ECHO CT., SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404

| PHONE ORDERS (714) 886-0761
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•ST = continued.

tells the owner how to setup the machine,
how to operate it. how to run the diagnos-

tics and determine the nature of problems,

how to install options (option sections are

not included, but come with the option

when purchased), and how to pack the

unit in the event it must be moved or
shipped. The DOS manual comes with

DOS and includes sections on the DOS
commands. EDLIN. LINK, DEBUG, error

messages. DOS technical information. DOS
diskette allocation. DOS interrupts and
function calls, and DOS control blocks
and work areas.

IBM plans to publish a Technical Refer-

ence Manual as soon as possible, probably
early next year. This document will provide

detailed information on the entire system
and will include schematics. There will

be a charge for it.

Summary
I have been following the trade press

very closely, watching the reaction to the

Personal Computer. I have been surprised

at one view which seems to be shared by

most writers— they say the IBM Personal

Computer is not cheap.
That much is true, it's not cheap. The

Sinclair ZX80/81 is cheap. The Radio
Shack Color Computer is cheap. And it's

true, the IBM machine has a relatively

high entry level price tag. But when a

careful comparison is made of machines
at the entry level that includes considera-

tions of performance, feature and function,

and growth potential, it becomes clear

that the IBM Personal Computer is a very

cost effective choice. Its architecture should

give it a long product life, and its member-
ship in the 8086 processor family assures

an upwardly compatible follow-on product.

In short, it is a good choice now and a

viable one for the future.

Conclusion

I'm going to buy one as soon as I can.
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System Configurations and Pricing

I think there arc four interesting configurations of the IBM machine. Of
course, there can easily be many variations of these configurations, but these

should give an idea of general pricing.

la. Home system, entry level

System unit. 16K RAM. keyboard $1,295.00

Color graphics adapter 300.00

Total $1,595.00

lb. Home system, entertainment

System unit. 16K RAM. keyboard $1,295.00
48K expansion memory 270.00
Color graphics adapter 300.00
Game control adapter 55.00

Total $1,920.00

2. Small Business System

System unit. 64K RAM. keyboard $1,565.00
Display/Printer adapter 335.00
IBM Monochrome display 345.00
IBM Printer 755.00
IBM Printer cable 55.00
Diskette adapter 220.00
Two diskette drives 1.140.00
DOS 40.00

Total $4,455.00

3. Fortune 1000 VisiCalc Machine

System unit. 128K RAM. keyboard $2,105.00
Display/Printer adapter 335.00
IBM Monochrome display 345.00
IBM Printer 755.00
IBM Printer Cable 55.00
Diskette adapter 220.00
One diskette drive 570.00
DOS 40.00
VisiCalc 200.00

Total $4,625.00

4. Scientific/Academic System

System unit. I28K RAM. keyboard $2,105.00
Color graphics adapter 300.00
Printer adapter 150.00
IBM Printer 755.00
IBM Printer cable 55.00
Diskette adapter 220.00
Two diskette drives 1.140.00

DOS 40.00
Pascal compiler 300.00
Communications adapter 150.00

Total $5,215.00

Color Monitor (not IBM) 750.00

Total $5,965.00
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Software prices for
hardnosed §§§
MICRO PRO

APPLE CP/M •

WORDSTAR- 259.00
SUPERSORT- 14500
MAIL MERGER" 90 00
DATA STAR' 215 00
SPELL STAR- 195 00

S-100 CP/M"
WORDSTAR 310 00
SUPER SORT 195 00
MAIL MERGER 110 00
OATA STAR 245 00
SPELL STAR 195 00

BRODERBUND
TAWALAS LAST REDOUBT 24 95
GALAXY WARS 20 95
ALIEN RAIN (AKAGALAXIAN) 20 95
SNOGGLE (REQ JOYSTICK) 27 95
ALIEN TYPHOON 20 95
APPLE PANIC 24 95
SPACE WARRIOR 20 95

AUTOMATED
SIMULATIONS

INVASION ORION 20 95
STAR WARRIOR 32 95
TUES MORNING OUARTERBACK 25 95
CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 95
THE DRAGON'S EYE 20 95

MUSE SOFTWARE
ROBOT WARS 32 95
THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95
ABM 2095
GLOBAL WAR 20 95
CASTLE WOLFENSTIEN 24 95
SUPER TEXT II 129 00

ONLINE SYSTEMS

MYSTERY HOUSE 20 95
WIZZARD AND PRINCES 29 95
H/R FOOTBALL 32 95
HfRCRIBBAGE 20 95
MISSLE DEFENSE 25 95
CRANSTON MANOR 29 95
SABOTAGE 2095
GOBBLERS 2095
SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 24 95
PEGASUS II 25 95
EXPEDITER 7395

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PLAN II 159 00
CCA DATA MGT SYSTEM 89 00
VISIPLOT 15900
VISITRENDfVISIPLOT 19900
VISIDEX 159 00
VISITERM 129.00

VISICALC3 3 159 00
CHECKER KING 2195
GAMMON GAMBLER 2195
BRIDGE PARTNER 2195
MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY 29 95
ZORK 3295
MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE 34 95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE

PHANTOMS FIVE 24 95
SPACE EGGS 24 95
AUTOBAHN 24 95
PULSAR II 24.95

GAMMA GOBLINS 24 95
GORGON 3295
SNEAKERS 2495
EPOCK 2995
COPS AND ROBBERS 2995

MORE GREAT APPLE GAMES
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK 32 95
THE WARP FACTOR 32.95
CARTELS AND CUTTHROATS 32.95

TORPEDO FIRE 49 95
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE 49.95

COMPUTER BASEBALL 32 95
POOL 15 29.95

ULTIMA 33 95
RASTER BLASTER 24 95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 27.95

INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX 25 95
COSMO MISSION 24 95
SARGON II 28 95
SHUFFLE BOARD 29 95

MICROSOFT
APPLE
FORTRAN- 165 00
BASIC COMPILER- 315 00
COBOL- 595 00
APPLE SOFT COMPILER 159 00
Z-SO SOFTCARD 299 00
RAMCARD 15900
TYPING TUTOR 17 95
OLYMPIC DECATHLON 24 95

S-100 CP/M'
BASIC 80 299 00
BASIC COMPILER 319 00
FORTRAN 80 399 00
COBOL 80 599 00

PEACHTREE
APPLE CP/M*
GENERAL LEDGER 219 00
ACCT RECEIVABLE 21900
ACCT PAYABLE 21900
PAYROLL 21900
INVENTORY 21900

S-100 CP/M-

GENERAL LEDGER 595 00

ACCT RECEIVABLE 59500
ACCT PAYABLE 595 00
PAYROLL 59500
INVENTORY 59500
PROPERTY MGMT 799 00
CPA CLIENT WRITE UP 799 00

APPLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW 79 00
DB MASTER (NEW) 179 00
PFS PERSONAL FILING SYS 84.00
PFS: REPORT 84 00
Z-TERM- 79 95
ASCII EXPRESS S3 95
HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER 149 00
EASY WRITER-PRO 199 00

S-100 SOFTWARE
a BASE II 599 00
SUPER CALC 249 00
MAGIC WANO 279 00
SPELLGUARD 239 00
PICKLES AND TROUT CP/M- MOD II TRS-80 175 00

EDU-WARE

PERCEPTION PKG 1995
COMPUREAD 2495
STORY TELLER 18.95

COMPUMATH ARITHMETIC 39 95
COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 34.95
COMPU MATH DECIMALS 34 95
COMPU SPELL IREO DATA DISKI 24.95
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 1-4.ea 17 95

TRS-80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95
STAR WARRIOR 34 95
RESCUE AT RIGEL 24 95
CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 95
INVADERS FROM SPACE 1 7.95

PINBALL 17.95
STAR TREK 3 5 17 95
MISSILE ATTACK 18.95

STAR FIGHTER 24 95

•REQUIRES Z 80 SOFTCARD

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT,

CALL US. WE HAVE ALL
THE LATEST SOFTWARE.

We built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

• ng we sell lot 30 days II anything

is wrong iusi return the item and we II make it right

And ol course we II pay the shipping charges

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders COD
accepted up to $300 00

Please add $2 00 tor standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under SO pounds delivered m the

continental U S Call us lot shipping charges on items

that weigh more than 50 pounds Foreign FPOandAPO
orders please add 15% lor shipping California res

idents add 6% sales tax

(213)7060333
31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, California 91362
The prices quoted are only valid tor stock on hand and all prices are subiect to change without notice

CP/M' is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
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Crush, Crumble and Chomp

Che
monster mash

Larry
Kerns

-r=c?

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Crush. Crumble and Chomp
Type: Fantasy

System: 16K TRS-80. 48K Apple
with Applesoft

Format: Disk or Tape (Disk only

for Apple)

Language: Basic

Summary: A classic.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Automated Simulations. Inc.

Dept. 103. P.O. Box 4247
1988 Leghorn St.

Mountain View. CA 94040

Larry Kerns. 10756 Keswick. Sun Valley. CA
91352.

Have you ever wanted to crush a building

or see a giant bridge crumble? Have you
ever dreamed of chomping on one of

your enemies?

If so. I've got a game for you! It's called

Crush, Crumble and Chomp'. (Automated
Simulations). For just $29.95 you can spend
many enjoyable hours being your favorite

movie monster while the computer con-

tents itself with the role of the poor
humans.

Goshilla is a Godzilla
look-a-like that leaves a

trail of corrosive
radioactive waste
wherever he goes.

This game is available for the TRS-80
or Apple in either tape (16K) or disk

(32K). The Apple version gives you the

more delightful graphics, and the disk

versions allow you to custom-design your
very own monster. Otherwise, you have

six monsters from which to choose.

There is Kraken. a giant squid type

that loves to crush buildings. He can also

paralyze and atomize with his destructive

ray. There is Mantra, the flying pre-historic

l£>

monster. He has an ultrasonic scream that

will knock your ears off, and can breathe

fire as he flies.

The glob is also present. He is unique
in that he doesn't have a front to worry
about (makes for fast turning). He can
descend and move subsurface (makes him
awfully hungry though), and he leaves a

slime trail that bursts into flames when
exposed to the air.

Goshilla is a Godzilla look-a-like that

leaves a trail of corrosive radioactive waste

wherever he goes. He can swim, descend
and move subsurface, atomize, and even
zap pesky helicopters with his ray beam—
generally, a good all around monster.

Arachins is a giant spider that can
paralyze nearby units, weave a web to

stop traffic and breathe fire. Mechismo is

a powerful character in that he never
tires or gets hungry (a major weakness of

all the other monsters). Mechismo is a

giant robot and can stomp, crumble,

atomize, zap or breathe fire.

The monsters never win; they will last

about 30 minutes with a little care, however.

It is only a matter of time before the

humans (especially the Mad Scientist) get

them, but you accumulate points along

the way depending on what objectives

you choose.

You could pick "Balanced" and get

points for nearly everything you do. "Killer

monster" means that you want to kill

humans (eat them, you'll live longer).

"Combat machine" gets you points for

killing human combat units. "Destruction"
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APPLE • ALTOS • ATARI • MAXELL • DYSAN • EPSON • CCS • SHARP • CASIO • HP • VERBATIM • MEMOREX • SOROC • CORVUS • ADDS

MICRO
BUSINESS WORLD INC.

I

Information Line (213) 996-2252

TOLL FREE MAIL ORDER LINES
(800) 423-5886 Outside Calif

COMPUTERS
nppla cornputcr

Appl« II 18K
Apple. II 32K
Apple II «K
Apple II 64K
Apple III 128 K

list

(1330 00
U30 00
1530 00
1725 00
3915 00

Our
Pries

tmaoo

SPECIAL
CALL

2997 00

SAVE
S33I 00

S

t
ALTOS »CSaO0O-15 swooo **OM 154<

SHARP-64KZMFUUKU>YX-32O0 CALL

NfC PC 8001 1050 00 2*5 00

ATARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
400 16K Bytes ot Pom
800 16K 1«M 01 Pom
410 Program Recorder
810 Disk Drive
825 Printer |80 col
Centronic 737)

820 Printer (40 col
>mpac<)

830 Acoustic Modem
850 Interlock Module
Aton VisiCOIC
AKin 400-16K

11(1

595 00
$1060 00

90 00
600 00

999 95

450 00
200 00
220 00
200 00
595 00

Our
Price

337 45
739 00
77 00

457 00

SAVE
25705
312 00
1100
14100

749 00 210 00

153 00
155 00
192 00
144 00
327 00

97 00
45 00
44 00
34 00

304 00

(VI
HEWLETT
PACKARD Price SAVC

HP 125 Mecrocompulei 3750 00 2990 00

HP 85 Microcomputer 325000 2475 00
HP 83 Microcomputer 225000 1777 00
16K EipMemory
Module

Graphics Plotter 7225
Persono'ity Mod

tof 7225
2631B Impact ptmlet
hvy dty

Option 020 tor 26318
8 Drives to choose from
tarns
9895A 8" Ouol Drive

Graphics Tablet 911 1A

HP -41 CV New 2 2
bytes mem

HP-41C Calculator
Cord Reader tor

41CVC
Printer lor 41CV C
Optica: Wand tor

41CVC
Quod 9dm equals
4 Mem Mods

Memory Modules tor

41C
MP-97 Progromble

Printer

HP-67 Progromble
Calculator

HP 34C Programble
Sctenlitic

HP 3BC Programble
Bus BE

HP 32S Adv ScientilK:

HP 37E Business Mgml

We carry a large inventory of Libraries, occeisories ond
suppltes

295 00
2450 00

750 00

3950 00
150 00

1300 00
6850 00
2050 00

325 00
250 00

21500
385 00

12500

9500

75000

375 00

1S0X

255 00
2075 00

4*5 00

3250 00
125 00

1125 00
5500 00
167(00

250 00
1(5 00

162 00
2(9 00

97 00

(100

25 00

595 00

295 00

11700

775 00
473 00

40 00
375 00

TOO 00
25 00

1*5.00
1150 00
17400

7500
6500

53 00
10100

150 00 11700 13 00
55 00 4(00 7.00
75 00 57 00 1(00

PRINTERS

EPSON
MX »0 IT '4500
MX 80 IMPACT 548 JO

MX 70 IMPACT 500 00
MX 100 995 00

APPLE SIl.ENTYPE 645 00

\N\DF.X9501 1650 00

NEC
5510 3195 00
5515 3295 00
3510 2495 00
3515 254S00
OKIDATA
MCROirNE 80 MS 00
MCROllNE 82 6*J 00
MCROllNE 83 1050 00
PAPER TIOER
445G with G'ophtcs ?95 00
460G with Graphics 1 .394 00
560G New full sir* 1 695 00

DIABLO (LETTER QUALITY'
630 R102 bidirectional
tractors 2 965 00
1640K109 keyboard
tractors 4.000 00

630 RO Deceive Only 2 710 00
1650K 136 keyboard
ttoctors 4 000 00

Our Price SAVE
549 00
450 00
390 00
76500
299 00

129900

2445 00
2545 00
1795 00
1(49 00

395 00
549 00
769 00

695 00
(9900

1 139 00

2.(9900
2 250 00

194 00
195.00
11000
210 00
14*00
351 00

750.00
750 00
700.00
6*4 00

150.00
100 00
1(1.00

100.00
4*500
554 00

1.100 05
460 00

SPECIAL Ol THE \IO\TII

APPLE II PLUS
48k W/16K
EXPANSION BOAK=64K

Our price

$1199°°

List price SI 780. 00

Our price S1 199.00

Save S581.00

i

i

APPLE II STUDENT_=
SYSTEM

• Apple II Plus System «8K RAM
• Disk II Floppy Disk &

Interface (DOS J.J)

• 12 Grn. Phs. Video Monitor

MONITORS

NECGm Phs 12
BMC Green Phs 12
Zenith 12

List

S285 0O
275 00
15900

SANYO MONITORS
High Resolution, Number 1 teller

Our
Price

239 99
229 00
119 00

Our
Price

SAVE
(44.00
44.00
10 00

SAVE
13 Cokx (new)
high Quotity

12 Green Phosphorous
. kockt .•.' >•

15 Block » While
9 Block * White

rfra 3*»V l(AeT

S55OO0
360 00
340 00
370 00

235 00

3(4 00 (142.00
24066 120 00
217 00 12100
235 00 115.00

SOFTWARE
FOR APPLE II

Apple Fortran !

DOS 3 3 (16 Sector)
Apple pilot (16 Sector)
Apuw FORTRAN
(reourres A2B0006)
(16 Sector)
Languoge System with

Apple Pascal
BPl General Ledger
System

BP ..*', -. Pa 3i"
Visrdei

Viscoic
Desktop Pton ii

Mrcrotob Database
System
Stoneware DB Master
Mum SuMrtrMi
StTflape Mag :. /. rrdoe

5100
15.00
31 00

495 00 399 00 9*00

395 00
395 00
200 00
200 00
200 00

150 00
229 00
150 00
99 00

319 00
319 00
159 00
159 00
15900

11900
189 00
119 00
72 00

76.00
76.00
41.00
41.00
41.00

31 00
40.00
31.00
27 00

TEXAS INSTRl MENTS
Tl 99/4A Console New
n posejej
10 Color Monitor Htgh
Resolution
32K Memory Module
Speech Synmesirer
Disk Memory Drive
RF Modulator
Telephone Coupler
[Modern!

Printer (Solrd Stale)

950 00 385 95 5*4.05

374 95
399 95
149 95
490 95
49 95

224 95
399 95

317 95
312 95
127 95
390 95
42 50

18595
31595

57 00
(7.00
23 00
109 00
745

19 00
(4 00

fDISKETTES -23.sSOLD IN BOXES OF 10 jtr&(Mm Purchasei & -w
HI > Sll)()>,/the Our

1 "U"u itii: Dixkrttr* 11*1 Price SAVi

DYSAN PMCIPHDISKITTI
104 1 5 SOFT SECTOR S 600 3 99 S 2 01

104 10 DBL
DEN SOFT SEC 640 460 1(0
3740 1 8 SOFT SECTOR 7 25 4 75 250
3740 10 8 DBL
DEN SOFT SECTOR 10 75 6 90 3(5
MAXELL
MD1 5 SOFT SEC
TOR DBL DEN 500 400 1.00

M02 • SOFT
SECTOR DBl SIDE DBl
DEN 700 4*0 210
FD 1 8 SOFT SEC DBl
DEN 650 450 200
FD 2 B SOFT SEC DBL
SIDE DBl DEN (50 5 95 256

TERMINALS
{

TILiVIDEO
list

Our
Price SAVE

699 00 599 00 100 00
950 00 699 00 251.00

099 00 795 00 200.00

^9S0C t 195 00 949 00 24600 1

DRIVES H
coovut
5 MBYTES 3 750 00 3050 00 700 00
10 MBYTES 5.350 00 4449 00 (0100
20 MBYTES 6.450 00 6.450 00 1.125 00

MODEMS
NOVATON CAT MODEM
NOVATON DCAT
NOVATON APPlECAT
HAVES MCROMODEM
HAVES SMARTMODEM

189 95
19900
349 00
3w oo
27900

140 00
150 00
310 00
295 00
239 00

4**5
44.00
3*00
(4 00
40 00

CALCULATORS
CASIO
HR10
HR12
FR100
F0 1210
PQ-20
IC 785
LC3165
FX6«Scient.tic
FX 81 ScentiTtc
FX 3600P ScienMic
FX*02P Computer
Talk 66 Memories Pro
gtamming Upper 5
Lower Case Dot Matin

Fx 702P Solves Problems
with Alpha Numeric
Clarity uses Basic
Longuage

49 95
54 95
79 95

129 95
29 95
12 95
12 95
29 95
19 95
39 95

39 00 10*5
42 00 12*5
59 00 20 95
99 00 3095
23 00 695
10 00 2*5
10 00 2.95
2100 6 95
1700 295
29 95 10.00

99 00 1095

159 00 40.95

TELE. ANSW. DEVICES

3 Htt*i?

5 $w.oo
tS INQUIRE

LN. r.Vlslll .,
'i.^iMJJ.J.l.'li.l4W ! >:n»

IIIM.S
I K\lt I

lilt ll(l\ .

WIS, \( lltl\
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Monster Mash, continued...

means that you like to see buildings fall,

while "Survival" is the most noncombative
choice.

You have four cities from which to

choose. The screen can only display a

few blocks at a time, but a complete map
of all accessible areas is provided. I never
used the maps myself: it just didn't seem
right that a monster from the deep should
be able to follow a map around New York
City. San Francisco. Washington D.C.. or
Tokyo.

All cities have plentiful water areas,

dreaded power plants, and other points

of attraction. I enjoyed smashing the IRS
building in Washington. D.C. but you might

prefer tearing down the Golden Gate
Bridge better.

The sound routines provided are a bit

tiring, but they can be bypassed. You can
select either a fast or slow speed of play. I

also had trouble with one of my monsters.

It has a bug in it which causes the program
to lock up after just two or three moves.
The TRS-80 version also needs a shape
table to help figure out what the various

shapes are supposed to represent.

A typical game might go as follows:

Goshilla suddenly appears in Tokyo near
the Ara River. He can see but a few
blocks in front of him. but all is quiet. He

swims along the river over to the downtown
area where all the big buildings look attrac-

tive. He sees a few humans running around,

but he is not hungry yet so he doesn't get

too excited. He crosses the Simuda River

and stands near the Ginza.

It's time to let them know who just

arrived in town so he crumbles the building.

/ enjoyed smashing
the IRS building.

Gee. that was easy. He goes down to

Tokyo Tower where he finds three human
mobs. He chases one over a block before

he grabs it. He eats it. Yum. yum! It feels

like a pin prick. But since several hundred
pin pricks will kill him. he grabs it and
eats it.

Goshilla then heads up toward the

Imperial Palace. It would be neat to crush

that, but a tank and an artillery piece

suddenly appear and block his way. They
fire and hit him. Goshilla goes from

"healthy" to "scratched." and he is getting

hungry besides.

There are two helicopters buzzing

around and they are giving him a headache.

He moves into the same space as the tank

and stomps on it. Go 'em. He then zaps

one of the helicopters and tries to atomize

the artillery. Instead, he turns two buildings

into ruins. By now. he has stood in one
place too long and has attracted a crowd,

so he burrows underground and moves
five blocks west.

When he reappears, he is so hungry he

goes berserk. He grabs a tank and eats it.

Not much meat, but it is filling. Goshilla

then runs rampant for a while, occasionally

listening to reason, but not often.

When he finally regains control, he is

still hungry and is now hurt.

All at once, the Mad Scientist appears.

Run. Goshilla. Run! "Oh. he got me." He
is not bleeding, but he feels very chilled

and everything is going black. Humanity
has triumphed again— 630 points.

Overall, this is an excellent program. It

is well worth the money and involves the

player thoroughly. It is like a computerized

"The Creature That Ate Sheboygan." If

you liked that game, here is a ready
opponent. You're the monster. It's a

classic.

CIRCLE 110ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
16K RAM BOARDS FOR
APPLE JUST ^129.95

HAVE VOU BEEN WAITING FOR THE COST
OP EXPANSION BOARDS TO COME DOWN?
VOUR WAIT IS OVER. UP UNTIL NOW 8AM
EXPANSION HAS COST AS MUCH AS
$195.00. NOW OMEGA MICROWARE IS

PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OP A
TRULV AFFORDABLE EXPANSION CARD.

NOW VOU CAN RUN pascal, Fortran.
56K CPM WITH A Z80 SOFTCARD
INTEGER BASIC. APPLESOFT AND OTHER
LANGUAGES ON VOUR APPLE. NOW VOU
CAN INCREASE USUABLE MEMORY POR
VISICALC. NOW VOU DON'T HAVE TO PAN A
FORTUNE TO HAVE ALL THIS.

AT $129.95, OMEGAS RAMEX16 IS THE
LOWEST PRICED CARD AVAILABLE
TODAV.

WHAT DO VOU GIVE UP WHEN VOU
PURCHASE THIS FIRST REALLV
AFFORDABLE RAM EXPANSION CARD?
WELL. VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO REMOVE
ONE RAM CHIP FROM THE MOTHER BOARD
OF VOUR APPLE. VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO
STRAP A CABLE FROM THE CARD TO VOUR
MOTHER BOARD. THAT'S IT. WHAT VOU
GET IS A SIMPLE, RELIABLE, BOARD
THAT JUST PLUGS IN. MEMORV REFRESH
IS ACCOMPLISHED ON THE BOARD
ITSELF.

THE RAMEX 16 IS GUARANTEED NOT JUST
FOR 90 DAVS. NOT EVEN 6 MONTHS. OUR
WARRANTV IS FOR ONE PULL VEAR FROM
DATE OF PURCHASE. WE WILL REPAIR OR
REPLACE ANV BOARD THAT IS DEFECTIVE
THROUGH MANUFACTURE FOR A PERIOD
OF ONE VEARAFTER PURCHASE PROV IDED
THIS DAMAGE IS NOT USER INFLICTED.

ORDER VOUR RAMEX 16 NOW Bv CALLING
TOLL FREE 1-800-835-2246. KANSAS
RESIDENTS CALL 1-800-3622421.
MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED OR
SEND $129.95. ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD
$7.80 SALES TAX.

ANOTHER OUALITV PRODUCT FROM
OMEGA MlCROWARE INC.

FORMERLV omega software
PRODUCTS. INC.

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO. IL 60606
PHONE 312-648-1944

OMEGA MICROWARE. INC.

»PPlE *N0 APPlESOF' \8£ 8E6ISTE8E3
'ihxhasks of «pple computes, inc. pascal is *
SEGISTE8ED 'BOEMfffK OF 'ME SEGENTS OF r«£
JNIV OF C*. SAN 3IEG0. VISIOlC IS * 8£6IS'E8E3
'50EMA8* OF PERSONAL SOFfWABE CPM IS »
8E6ISTE8ED 'S*3£M«£* OF DIGITS. BESEWCm INC.

:80 is a segis'eses 'somwk of :ilOg inc.

SOFTCWJD IS * e£GISTE8E3 '8VTKMK of
MIC80S0FT.
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qon is beRe
THE EARTH HAS ENTERED A TIME WARP . . . AND THE BATTLE HAS JUST BEGUN

jpynght 1981 B
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BOTH BARRELS

STAR CRUISER

CYBEA STRIKE

AUTOBAHN

PULSAR II

A two game pack featuring "High Noon" and "Duck

Hunt" You'll love the bad guy that tails oil the root

and the dogs lighting over the ducks Fun for the

young and the young at heart

Copyright 1980 By Sirius Soltware, Inc

Save yoursell Irom the swooping aliens! This is a fast

action arcade style game that can be played from
ages three and up. but beware, the difficulty in-

creases with each new wave ol aliens

Copyright 1980 By Sirius Software. Inc.

Interstellar challenge for the dedicated arcade gamer
You are in command of a light transport ship equip-

ped with Hyperspace Drive. Antimatter Torpedoes.

Local and Galactic Sensors, Meteor Shields, and
an Instrument Panel which continually tabulates

all information vital to your mission You alone can
prevent the clone take over of the allied settlement

bases WARNING this game requires practice to

play successfully

Copyright 1980 By Sirius Software. Inc

Hair raising excitement at 120, 160, and 200 kilome-

ters per hour! Drive through heavy tralfic, oil slicks,

narrow roads, and dark tunnels (with headlights)

Watch out for the fire trucks! Only on the Autobahn
can you drive this fast

Copyright 1981 By Sirius Software, Inc.

A unique two game series that provides scoring
options for separate or combination game play To
destroy the "Pulsar" is no easy task It Is surrounded
by spinning shields that send out orbs of energy
aimed directly at you "The Wormwall" places you in

one ol the strangest mazes ever created The walls do
not connect Openings only occur temporarily as

moving colored segments in the walls cross In addi-

tion, there are munching mouthers in each level of

the maze ready to gobble you up should you mis-

judge the time and location an opening will occur

Copyright 1981 By Sirius Soltware, Inc

Contact Your Local Computer Dealer For More Inlormation • Dealer Inquiries Invited

Sirius Software, Inc.
2011 Aiden Way #2, Sacramento, California 95825

Is » Robbers was programmed by Alan Merrell

ch was programmed by Larry Miller Orbltron
ed by Eric Knopp Gamma Goblins was programmed

Ngo E-Z Draw was programmed by Naslr Gebelll
Pascal Graphics Editor was programmed by

eakers was programmed by Mark Turmell Gorgon,
itoms Five. Space Eggs. Both Barrels. Star Cruiser, Cyber Strike,

and Pulsar II were programmed by Naslr

COPYRIGHT INFORMATION All software mentioned In this advertlse-

i are copyrighted products ol Sirius Software, Inc All rights re

served Apple and Applesott are registered trademarks ot Apple
Computer Inc Higher Text Is a copyrighted product ol Synergistic

Soltware We use Control Data disks tor highest qua.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS All software mentioned in this advertisement

require an Apple II or II with 48K with the following exception:

Draw requires a 4SK Apple with Applesoft In ROM (or a 64E Apple II or

II • ) Pascal Graphics Editor requires an Apple II or II • with Language
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Phantoms Five simulates a fighter-

bomber mission in real time, three

dimensional color graphics. While you
try to make your bombing run, you have
to avoid being hit by anti-aircralt lire

and light oil enemy aircralt as well.

Copyright 1980 By Slrius Software, Inc.

Hatch some iun with the Spiders,

Wolves, Lips, and Fuzzballs. Space
Eggs will crack you up! Each package

includes a multi-color T-shirt iron-on

that says "I FRIED THE SPACE EGGS."

Copyright 1981 By Siiius Soltware. Inc
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This is the graphics editing package
we based our business on Includes
the Higher Text Character Generator
by Ron & Darrell Aldrich and over 20
original and imaginative type styles.

Copyright 1980 By Sinus Software, Inc

D2D0073
A Product Of Sinus Software. Jnc.

Pascal
Graphics

Editor

The prolessional graphics editing
package for use within the Pascal

environment

Copyright 1981 By Sinus Software, Inc
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In the center of an orbiting space station

you are protected only by a revolving

force shield Enemy forces are advanc-
ing from all directions and begin to

place killer satellites in orbit around
your station And then, look out for the

meteors!

Copyright 1981 By Slrius Soltware, Inc

^=

A "bloody" good game for the

true-blue game freak Your mission in

this exploratory operation is to deliver

whole blood to Hemophilia, a city in

the sky, and return to Anemia Base
before the Gamma Goblins

overcome you. A real heart stopper'

Copyright 1981 By Sirius Software. Inc.

ur TortY mid Krtrrr noo • n product or smus sorrwnite. inc
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What say »ego out
ajjd

${0tap a feW???

Endless Excitement Stomping Sneakers And A Swarm Of Other Creatures

Copyright 1981 By Slrlus Software. Inc.
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P/au Copts £ Robbers
In The Tombs Of Ancient Egypt

I Copyright 1981 By Slrlus Software, Inc.
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Whereyoursecret weapon
is the fourth dimension ...

Copyright 1981 B^
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Mac from Entex irentfue

computing

equipment

euolUDtion

_____

The Smallest mini

On The Market

David Lubar

MAC is the tricycle of the computer

age. It is geared for beginners, has a few

bells and whistles, but it can't go too far.

MAC. according to the booklet that accom-

panies him. is a mini computer. MAC can

function in many modes, acting as a calcu-

lator, an organ, a game machine, or a

programmable computer. The unit features

a multi-function keyboard, four-by-four

dot matrix display, built-in speaker, and a

numeric display bar. In the calculator

mode. MAC does addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division with up to

eight digits. He also has a memory key

which can store the most recent value

displayed. The instructions cover these

functions and also explain how to use

constants and perform exponential calcu-

lations. There is also a good tutorial on

negative numbers. The section concludes

with several games that can be played in

the calculator mode.
The game-playing mode has four games:

concentration, tic-tac-toe. slot machine,

and tactics. The tic-tac-toe game is a

disappointment. The computer is merely

the referee, displaying the squares selected

by two human players. The computer isn't

even smart enough to know when there is

a winner. Concentration is fun. Two players

take turns selecting pairs from a four-by-

four grid. If the pair is a match, the numbers

remain lit and the player gets another

turn. Tactics is a simplified version of

nim. Two players take turns switching off

lights on three grids, playing until someone
is forced to switch off the last light. Slot

machine is a game requiring good reflexes.

The player or players try to stop the moving
lights in patterns that are worth points.

Also available from the game mode is a

program that will tell the time in different

areas of the world. The player enters the

time in his location, then gives the time

zone of the desired place. Mac responds

with the time in that nook of the world.

Mac can be played
with either an organ

or piano sound.

In the music mode. Mac can be played

with either an organ or piano sound. The
organ sound sustains as long as the key is

held, the piano note decays rapidly. Mac-

can also record and play back music. The
user can either enter a song by playing it

on the keys, or enter a series of values for

pitch and duration. While the "program-

mable" method is more tedious, it allows

for more variations in duration and for

half steps in the two-octave range. There
is no way to edit mistakes when entering

music. If there is one slip, the only way to

fix the music is to re-enter the entire

score. Children might find this frus-

trating.

Being a computer, Mac is. of course,

programmable. The language is somewhat
limited, but could be a good way to intro-

duce children to the concept of program-

ming. Commands are entered as two-place

decimal numbers, and perform the func-

tions of turning the LED's on and off. and
generating tones. As with the music mode,
there is no way to edit mistakes, so pro-

grammers would be advised to write out

their code before entering it. The manual
contains several sample programs for games
that can be played on MAC. Each game
is accompanied with a card that slips in

front of the display window, blocking off

unused lights.

While "mini computer" might be some-
what of a grandiose title. MAC does provide

the owner with a programmable, game
playing computer. Children will enjoy
MAC. and parents might even get a kick

out of making MAC flash their initials or
finding out what time it is in Kuala
Lampur.
MAC is manufactured by Entex Indus-

tries. Inc.. Compton CA. 90220.
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Odyssey

Hits No Homers

ireatiue

computing

equipment

evnluntion

David Lubar

Odyssey 2 from Magnavox is a computer
videogame system with a nice appearance,

great packaging, and little else. The unit

includes a membrane keyboard, two built-

in joysticks, an AC adaptor, and a slot for

game cartridges. Hooking up the Odyssey
is a simple task; as with most video games,
it plugs into a switchbox that attaches to

the VHF line of any television. The car-

tridges are nicely designed with a handle

for easy insertion. The instructions warn
against pulling a cartridge when the power
is on. but there is no light to indicate

whether the juice is flowing, virtually

guaranteeing a zapped ROM sooner or

later. The joysticks are surprisingly flimsy.

One failed in the middle of a game. We
opened it up and fixed a disconnected
cable, after which it worked fine. However,
a view of the interior convinced us that

the hardware wasn't designed for rugged
use.

Odyssey offers color graphics and sound.

The sound comes through the TV and is

definitely an enhancement to the games;
the graphics are low resolution. Along
with the unit, we also received a selection

of cartridges for review, as well as the

highly touted Quest for the Rings Game.
Details follow.

Showdown in 2100 A. D.

Alien Invaders— Plus

This is a variation of the well-known
arcade game. The player has a huge triangle

at the bottom of the screen. The triangle

can be moved back and forth using the

joystick. The player fires using the button

attached to the joystick. Above the player

are eight robots, eight cannons, and eight

barricades. To win. the player must destroy

the robots. The Invaders move back and
forth in a jerky fashion. They also move
downward occasionally. Above all this is

a "Merciless Monstroth." which shoots at

the player. If killed it returns. Against

these terrible odds, the player has the aid

of three blockades. If he is hit. he can get

The instructions warn
against pulling a

cartridge when the
power is on, but there is

no light to indicate
whether the juice is

flowing.

another cannon from a blockade. Each
cannon gained results in the loss of a

blockade. The game doesn't present a

score in the usual manner. Instead, the

player gains one point for killing all robots

while the aliens get a point if they kill the

player. The first side to reach ten points

wins. This is a one-player game with no
options or variations. According to the

package, it is a "multi-mode game car-

tridge." That phrase seems to stretch the

truth slightly.

Las Vegas Blackjack

Well, not exactly. The player can hit or

double, but he can't split his cards. Also

54

Las Vegas Blackjack

missing from the realism of Vegas is the

ability to go into debt. Apparently, the

Odyssey doesn't deal well with negative

numbers. At one point during play, a loss

on a doubled bet put one of the players

under, causing the game to display a twos-

complement version of his score. It told

him he had 9991024 dollars left.

Putting this aside, the game is standard

blackjack. One or two players make a

bet. decide whether to hit or stand, then

watch the dealer draw. The computer
sticks to the rules, drawing cards until it

reaches a value of seventeen or higher.

Despite the problem with negative

numbers, this cartridge was one of the

more enjoyable in the batch we
reviewed.

Showdown in 2100 A.D.!

A version of gunfight for one or two
players, this game was fairly entertaining,

though the gunfighters had a tendency to

jump about the screen a bit. Each player

gets six bullets per round. The screen is

scattered with trees from which the bullets

ricochet, making it possible for a player

to shoot himself. The game ends when
one player has been killed ten times.

This cartridge does display one nice

touch. If only one player is using it, the

computer automatically controls the other

gunfighter.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



PRICE
BRERKTHROUGH

We've done i
• it again' As a leader in small computer sales we must constantly find new mays lo save customers money while offering quality products Our most

popular seller the Apple II Plus, is now available with 64K of user RAM at the unbeatable price of only $1249 This Is possible because uie manu/aclure (he

16K RAM Card thai expands (he factory Apple II 4SK to it's maximum capacity of 64K The Ram Card allows use of Integer and Applesoft Basic and other

languages like Pascal Its a must for large data bases. Vtsicalc. and the Z 80 cards The card is made from high qualify components and has a full one year

warranty

64K APPLE II PLUS*
'48 K Apple II Plus with 16K Ram Card

ONLY
16K °nlv S1025 48K °"" 51089
DISK II DRIVE
DISK II DRIVE

WITH
CONTROLLER CARD

ADDON

Apple Cards and Hardware
tiH Boo. Cord by CCI ..IM
li.pmp. SoMo*. »/P—col ST*

MMIflMMaa/kmhctCM S40

Hooco»n»ifci II ***
Noootloo AfHt C" SSO

VK» VKU.KI. 00 ColoaM.»)CmMn ***

Z-M Soh< ..d by Mkio.1* 100
lMlK.»l..Jk,Mk.».«h ISO

ABI N.mrt. K^prf ItU oi nr. k>M) 110

ALf 1 Vole* Mode Cord IM
ALF * Vole* Moolc C.id . . I**

Lux Loon Coo. Pro. » . .
SS

Hkn SCI DUk Drl... (A-40 * A 701 CALL
SSNAIOScrlol/PoroUclCordAotT. . .!•»

Sop H Tniolnol M C olomn Cord SI*

SVA ZVX4 MoBobptot r Dlok Cooa.ll.. SSO

SVAl.ISaooloDc. rDWiCMota S4S

TtiuooViClock Plo. H«
110

,d 145

010

PoroUol Prbotor iMorloco Cord 135

HlSpccd Srrtol Ii.ioH.ii- Cord US
iCord ...»»
Co.. 45

itl*Vo4c*o> 470

A D D A Interior. H*
| j, ponoloH rhOMlO . . - 009

lol.ol X 10 C.atrnllcr Cord I**

Clock /CoWador Cord H5
CPt MoHI fcoortloo Cord !*

no
»C*od 110

.140

/Coboaor Hodolo 00

GPIBIE£E-4MCord 140

Aoracbroaoao Sorlol l.tcriocc Cord .110

C.amolro Porollol liM«rf.«. Cord .00

ArllKioolic Piocrooor ( ord .100

Wo corn oil CCS tor*., pfeoo. coll lot boot pricoo

Software for the Apple
VWcdc II ISO
CCA Dolo Moo.ooj.pl 05
OB Moolot .1*0
WordSlorlApaooMcol.ponlaa) .100

. *S
in

.CALL
110

I Vl.lplol .110
HoclEot
To. I

DOS Toookll .65

To. Plooaot .
... 00

Door Joaoo Portfolio I ..loom. 45
Da»Joo..Ncojo»Q»«4ap llippH»T 05
Apple Fortroo 105
Co.nollo.Ooo Bo. Sfotoo. 400

Printers

Epson MX-80 CALL
Aoodo. 0500/0501 w/XK BaBor .

1100

C. Hob Stanrritrr 15 CPS 1J00
C Itbo St.rwrltc 45 CPS 1*00

El-.-MX.T0 CALL
tooooMXOOl 1 CALL
Popot Tkjot IDS-445 *0*

Popo. Tbjor IDS 460 04*

P.por Tbjor IDS 5*0 1»0
Sllctvp. « Apple II l.torkc. corf MO
Quovr Spilnl 5 45 140*

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
800-854-6654
California and outside

Continental US
(714) 698-8088

TELEX 695000 BETA CCMO
Video Monitors

-* h
Aa>dok'LoodnVld*olOOirB*\W. ISO
Aaidek (HHocbll ir Colo. SSO
NEC IT Groo* Pkoopfcof Sctooo . CALL
NEC 11" RGB Hl-Roo Cotot CALL
Poooooalc IS" Cofcn 440
Soapo 0" B»W ISS

SoopoQ- Groo. Pb uipb ir Scroop CALL
Soap, ir B*w too

Spay* 1r Groo. Pboopkor Scroop . .
2*5

Sanyo IS* Colo. pi/oMoBortl uoolall.p 4*0

ATARI 800 16K $749
Al.ri 400 l*K
410 Piopr.

SIO 1)1.1. IMi>
1115 Dool Dtok Drloo (DM Deo I

SH TpotmoI Prbalor

.

•50 Iptcrleco Modal.
16K Ram Mr.«» Hodolo
I6K K.m Memory Modolo (bo

M*
65

ISO
.1*0

NEC Microcomputer

PL S001A 12K Mem ( nmput*. CALL
PL M12A I O I!...- . 37K R.-. CALL
PC-M31A DmI NMDM Or*** | k-.li CALL
PI*-.**- writ* tor mmorw iMiWrnatto*. ibo«l tW Ntt c»«f-lrf

(Vrf«m.i .nlorrnatlon Phone -r.Jrt- uurvg VISA. MASTI h<

AMERK I b«*
wwv h«n>f-rt, cc.-J.wts m rtnflfWil -**•?. oi pereon*l

check UH'.w. ten .Uv* '" tatr*.-)'. Unkf-w pr«p*-nd wKhc<kth. pWdi*- *k1

5% tot tiiapping h.-n-ititrt) «nd In-

UtTJIlBaJliaHlhl

i >f .it».n* paa-osM* wnd for a wiNl-n. quotation All mOMtomtnt

m, Mibtecl to pne-t changj* and <iv«iU<-*lity wiiti'iut rmmew AH equip

menl » rtew md niulactutet'. wattoMilv IuaaiaTIv *J0

i i pnre> maty ittffer from in^tl *<i>t pt-kret

Send Orders to:

G®LjQ§0D0DQ©[r

GQDDQjpDDftQLTS m^i order

8314 Parkway Drive

La Mesa, California 92041
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Our incredible
low pricesjust

12% lower.

Have a merry
puteranda

happysoftware.
lake an additional2% offour listed prices, until December 24.

16 K RAM KITS

NEC 4116 200 ns

DISKETTES

MD 525-01.10.16

MD 550-01.10.16

M0 577-01.10.16

MD 557-01.10.16

FD 32 OR 34 -9000

F0 32 OR 34 -8000

FD 34-4001

PRINTERS

DISKETTE STORAGE
5V. " PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE
8" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER WITH INSERTS

PROTECTOR 5Y."

PR0TECTOR 8"

17 95

26 50

44 50

34 80

4560
36 00

45.60

48 60

2.50

350
995

21 95

24 95

INTEGRATED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
N0RTHSTAR

ALTOS

ZENITH 289

CALIF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MORROW DESIGNS

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

ANADEX DP 9500

ANAOEX DP 9501

CENTRONICS 739

C-ITOH 25 CPS PARALLEL

C-ITOH 25 CPS SERIAL

C-ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL

C-ITOH TRACTOR OPTION

EPSON MX-80

EPSON MX-80 F/T

EPSON MX-100 GRAPHIC

EPSON GRAPHICS ROM
IDS-445G PAPER TIGER

I0S-460G PAPER TIGER

I0S-560G PAPER TIGER

INFOSCRIBE 500 9X9. 150 CPS

MALIBU 200 DUAL MODE

NEC SPINWRITER 3510 SERIAL RO

NEC SPINWRITER 3530 PARALLEL RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 SERIAL RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 PARALLEL RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7700 D SELLUM OPTION

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM OPTION

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80

0KIDATAMICR0LINE82A

OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A

OKIDATA MICROLINE 84

1295 00

1295 00

765 00

1440 00

1495.00

1770.00

1870 00

195.00

$CALL

SCALL

SCALL

90 00

779.00

94500

1195 00

1495 00

2995 00

2195 00

2195 00

2645 00

264500

2795.00

2295 00

399 00

569.00

899 00

1199 00

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM 145 00

NOVATION D-CAT DIRECT CONNECT MODEM 155 00

NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO

ANSWER MODEM 219 00

NOVATION APPLE-CAT 349 00

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT MODEM 17500

UOS 103 JLP DIRECT CONNECT/AUTO

ANSWER 209.00

DC HAYES MICROMODEM II (Apple) 299.00

DC HAYES 100 MODEM (S- 100) 325.00

DC HAYES STACK Smart Modem (RS 232) 249 00

LEXICON LX- 11 MODEM 115 00

APPLE HARDWARE
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER 209 00

ABT APPLE KEYPAD 119.00

MICROSOFT Z-80 SOFTCARD 299.00

MICROSOFT RAMCARD 170 00

ANDROMEDA 16K CARD 170.00

VIDEX 80 X 24 VIDEO CARD 299.00

VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER 99.00

M & R SUPERTERM 80 X 24 VIDEO BOARD 315.00

NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR 235.00

SANYO 12* MONITOR (B & W) 249 00

SANYO 12" MONITOR (Green) 279 00

SANYO 13" COLOR MONITOR 469 00

TEECO 12" HIGH RES GREEN MONITOR 159 00

SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) A&T 165 00

SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) KIT 135.00

SSM IEEE 488 INTERFACE 369 00



MOUNTAIN HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 209 00

SUPERTALKER SD200 259 00

ROMPIUS WITH KEYBOARD FILTER 179 00

ROMPLUS W/0 KEYBOARD FILTER 1 30 00

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00

COPYROM 4900
MUSIC SYSTEM 459 00

ROMWRITER 149 00

APPLE CLOCK 252 00

A/D + D/A 299 00

EXPANSION CHASSIS 625 00

VISTA COMPUTER CO.

APPLE 40 Track Drive A40 (163 K Bytes) 389 00

APPLE 80 Track Drive A80 (326 K Bytes) 54900
APPLE 160 Track Drive A160 (652 K Bytes) 799 00

APPLE 80 Column Card 329 00

APPLE 8 Inch Disk Drive Controller 549 00

CALIF. COMPUTER SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200A MAINFRAME 359 00

2032A 32K STATIC RAM 599 00

2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM 499 00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER &CP/M 339 00

2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O 249 00

2718 2 SERIAL/2 PARALLEL I/O 269 00

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O 199 00

2810 Z-80 CPU 249 00

APPLE BOARDS
7710A/D ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL

INTERFACE 139.00

7712A SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE 149.00

7424A CALENDAR/CLOCK 99 00

7728A CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE 99.00

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW WORDPROCESSOR 89 00

MAGIC WAND 275.00

WORDSTAR-APPLE 259 00

MAILMERGE-APPLE (REQUIRES WORDSTAR) 90 00

SPELLSTAR-APPLE (REOUIRES WOROSTAR) 169 00

DATASTAR 199 00

EXPEDITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER 89.00

PFS: PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM 79 00

PFS: REPORT GENERATOR 79 00

ASCII EXPRESS TERMINAL PROGRAM 59 95

Z-TERM COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 89 95

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 165 00

MICROSOFT COBOL 550 00

DB MASTER 2 4 179 00

VISICALC 3 3 169 00

VISIPLOT 14900
VISIOEX 16900
CCA DATA BASE MANAGER 99 00

A-STAT COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICS PKG 119.00

APPLE GAME SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS 24 95

POOL 15 29 95

RASTER BLASTER

GORGON

APPLE PANIC

24 95

3295

24 95

CP/M SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT BASIC-80 299 00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER 319 00
MICROSOFT FORTRAN-80 399 00
PEACHTREE SYSTEMS CALL
MAGIC WAND (REQUIRES CP/M" ) 275 00

WORDSTAR (REOUIRES CP/M- I 325.00

MAILMERGE (REQUIRES WORDSTAR) 110 00

SPELLSTAR (REQUIRES WORDSTAR) 199 00
DATASTAR 24900
SPELLGUARD 239 00
CP/M PICKLES & TROUT FOR TRS-80 II 175 00

MORROW DESIGNS

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS

Controller, PS. Cables. Microsoft Basic. CP/M* . A&T
DISCUS I (Single Dnve-250 K) 799 00

DISCUS I (Dual Drive-500 K) 1429.00

DISCUS 2D (Single Drive-500 K) 869 00

DISCUS 20 (Dual Drive- 1 MEG) 1499 00

DISCUS 2+ 2 (Single Drive-1 MEG) 1099 00

DISCUS 2+ 2 (Dual Drrve-2 MEG) 1999 00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Controller. PS. Microsoft Basic. CP/M. A&T

DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes)

DISCUS M20 (20 Megabytes)

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes)

DECISION 1 COMPUTER

294900

3829 00

3949 00

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00

PERCOM DOUBLER II 159 00

DOUBLE ZAP II / 80 45 95
TANOON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429 00
TANOON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE 299 00

LNW DOUBLER WITH DOSPLUS 3 3D 159 00

TRS-80 SOFTWARE

NEWDOS/80 2 MOD I 139 00
LAZY WRITER MOD I 125.00

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD I. Ill 99 00

SPECIALDELIVERYMODI.III 119 00
X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I. Ill 199 00

TRACKCESS MOD I 24 95
OMNITERM SMART TERMINAL MOD I. Ill 89 95

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER FOR MOD I 165.00

CORVUS
FOR S-100, APPLE OR TRS-80
MOD l,ll

Controller. Case/P S . Operating System. A&T

5 Megabytes

10 Megabytes

20 Megabytes

MIRROR BACKUP

Z-80A, CP/M. NIX (UNIX Identical). 32 to 1 MEG of

memory

Floppy and /or Hard Disk CALL

SD SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
VERSAFLOPPY II A&T

VERSAFLOPPY II KIT

SBC 200 (Z-80 CPU) A&T

SBC 200 (Z-80 CPU) KIT

Z-80 STARTER KIT

EXPANDORAM II KIT (OK)

SUPPLIES

AVERY TABULABLES
1.000 3Vi X •<!„

3.000 3V> X %
5.000 3'h X '*„

3245 00

464500

5545 00

725 00

849
14.95

1995

UARCO PAPER (Prices F.O.B. S.P.)

389 00

329 00

369 00

299 00

289 00

220 00

9Y; X 11 18 lb white

14% X 11 18 lb white

29 00

39.00

We stock a complete line of computer covers, printer rib-

bons, print wheels & NEC thimbles-CALL US FOR YOUR
NEEOS

We built a reputation on our prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell lor 30 days II anything is

wrong, just return the item and we II make it right And of

course we n pay the shipping charges

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders COD orders

accepted up to $300 00

Please add $2 00 tor standard UPS shipping and handling

on ordeis under 50 pounds, delivered in the continental U S

Call us for shipping charges on items lhal weigh more than 50

pounds Foreign FPO and APO oiders please add 15% lor

shipping California residents add 6% sales tax

The prices quoted are only valid lor slock on hand and all

prices are subject lo change without notice

(213)706-0333
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Odyssey, continued...

Matchmaker!, Loglx! and Buzzword!

Matchmaker! is concentration for one
or two players. The game displays a five-

by-four grid containing letters from A to

T. A player selects two letters. If the

pictures behind the letters match, the player

scores a point and gets to go again. Oddly
enough, in the two player version, the

score for player one is on the right and
the score for player two is on the left.

This seems slightly backwards. For those

who like concentration, this version is

fun.

Buzzword! is hangman without the gal-

lows. The player tries to find a hidden

word by guessing one letter at a time.

Hach correct letter is displayed wherever
it occurs in the word. After eight incorrect

guesses, the word is revealed.

Logix! is a version of Mastermind. The
player must guess a five digit number. A
display informs him how many digits in

his guess match those in the target number,

and how many are in the correct place.

The screen only has room for six guesses.

After this the screen scrolls, losing the

first guess.

None of these games offers automatic

replay. To play again, the player must

press reset, then reselect the game.

The Quest for the Rings

This game is beautifully packaged and
illustrated. The box contains a game car-

tridge, game board and pieces, keyboard

overlay, and a rulebook with excellent

graphics. Quest is a good idea that, given

the limitations of the Odyssey, just doesn't

quite make it as a game. The concept is

nice; players take the part of characters

who roam through labyrinths in search of

magic rings. There are four characters;

warrior, wizard, phantom, and changeling.

The one positive aspect
of Quest is that it is a
cooperative game.

The warrior has a sword, the wizard throws

spells, the phantom can walk through walLs.

and the changeling can become invisible.

During play, characters go into rooms
and try to reach the magic ring. The rixMiis

are occupied by various monsters. The
monsters try to kill the players. The
labyrinths aren't really mazes, but rooms
filled with obstacles. In the Shifting Halls.

the walls move. In the Crystal Caverns,

the walls vanish and reappear. In the

Infernos the walls are hot and deadly.

While all this might make an attractive

game, the slowness and low resolution of

the graphics detract greatly from the fun.

Quest can be played in several ways. A
player can go solo into selected labyrinths,

or two players can go for a romp. The full

game involves a map and game pieces.

One player sets up locations, some of

which have rings hidden beneath them.

Two other players travel across the map.
Whenever there is an encounter, it is played

out on the screen.

The one positive aspect of Quest is that

it is a cooperative game, thus maintaining

the spirit of Dungeons and Dragons.

Beyond this, it doesn't live up to its

promises.

In Conclusion
When compared to other units on the

market. Odyssey' does not fare well. The
games are. at best, mediocre, the hardware

doesn't seem designed for long life, and
none of it comes close to living up to the

promotional hype.

Odyssey' is priced around $200 and
manufactured by Magnovox Consumer
Electronics Companv. P.O. Box 6950.

Knoxville.TN 37914.' D
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1500 CRT Terminal 1.095 105 58 40
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920 CRT Terminal 895 86 48 32
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2030 KSR Printer 30 CPS 1.195 115 67 43
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later. . .with WordPro PLUS"
it already has! Now all the marvelous
benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's
largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80
column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor
available—but at savings of thousands
of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the
new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With
WordPro PLUS, documents are dis-

played on the computer's screen. Edit-

ing and last minute revisions are simple
and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are
easily re-called from memory storage
for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At
a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future. .

.

Invest in WordPro PLUS. .

.

Call us today for the name of the
WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX: 95 1579
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Children's

Discovers

System

Betsy Staples

The first time you see Cursor the Great
slither across the screen of the Mattel
Children's Discovery System, you wonder
what's happening. The second time, you
realize that he is a dot matrix man running
across to confirm that you have turned
the machine on. The 30th time, you just

wish he would hurry up so you get on
with the "discovery."

Cursor the Great is the protagonist in

the Activity Books that come with the

Children's Discovery System. He explains

each activity, and gives detailed instructions

for carrying it out.

The Discovery System, which is designed
for children aged 6 to 1 1 and is priced in

the $100 to $125 range, is a small computer
in a plastic housing with a touch-sensitive

keyboard, LCD display and 2K of memory.
The keyboard is arranged alphabetically
with cursor-control and function keys on
the right-hand side.

It is the LCD display which limits the
system most severely. It responds very
slowly in some modes, and the letters,

which are formed from a 5 x 7 matrix, are
so large that only 16 can be displayed at

once on two lines of eight characters

each.

The basic Activity Book, which we
assume comes with the machine, and gives

instructions for using the three modes
that are included in the basic system:

type, music and art.

Type Mode
Activities for the type mode are word

games, starting, of course, with Hangman.
There are sections on palindromes, ana-

grams, homonyms, synonyms, antonyms,
endings, abbreviations, alphabetizing and
"creative writing." The explanations and
activities are excellent, but since there is

no feed back, most could be done just as

easily with a pencil and paper. As one of

our young testers commented. "I like

computers that tell me whether I'm right

or wrong."

Musk Mode
The music mode can best be described

as pointless. The first 16 keys on the

keyboard—A-N— are the music keys, on
which songs in the key of C, which have
no accidentals and no more than 16 dif-

ferent notes, can be recorded and played
back.

The really bad news is that there is no
way to control tempo, or even assign values

to the notes. Cursor the Great suggests

60
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The process of entering music
in Music Mode looks like this.
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Easy on your eyes
and your budget

This high quality professional computer monitor

provides sharp, clear display of up to 80 characters by
25 lines of text, making it ideal for word processing as

well as standard business applications

Lightweight industrial grade construction gives

maximum portability with reliable operation

Color monitor also available for Apple," Atari and
other popular computers See your authorized NEC
America Dealer

80 character display makes it ideal for word
processing and scientific applications

SEC
NEC America, Inc.

1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
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Small Business
Systems User!

WHEN BUYING CHECKS,

Computer Forms

ON THE DOOR OF YOUR

DFS Computer Forms are

• Sold by a Local Business

• Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Available in Small Quantities

• Compatible with Existing

Software

• Very Economical

DFS
.I.U.IIII.1JJ.I...I1
iTIIll-i'h i«ii

P.O. Box 643 • Townsend, MA. 01469

36460

Discovery System , continued.
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The Music Mode keys are marked in yellow on the keyboard.

adding rests after notes that should be sustained. This doesn't

quite make it.

On a more positive note, again, the explanations are good—
particularly the descriptions of intervals and "Major, Minor

and 7th Sounds"—and there is a sizable collection of songs

which can be played in 16-note segments.

Unfortunately from an educational point of view, there is

no connection made between the music produced on the

computer and standard musical notation. There is one illus-

tration in the manual of a piano keyboard with a staff overlaid

upon it and the typing keyboard letters lined up under the

corresponding keys. This is not enough to convince a child

that a musician would not expect to see the beginning notes

of "Long, Long Ago" written as "C C D E E F."

Art Mode
Art mode is a good introduction to computer graphics and

the tedium associated with drawing pixel-by-pixel. The Activity

Book offers a bit of art history as well as some hints on

technique (perspective) and several games and puzzles to

design.

Propeller Plane Jet Airplane

^•K <FTF=»"
Flamingo I^ n^^^"^^—

|

Space Rocket

62

Suggested shapes that can be drawn in Art Mode.
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WHY THE MICROSOFT
Mi':!: »Ji\M iii I :*'• a if :
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AH EVEH BETTER IDEA.
Memory— you never seem to have quite

enough of it.

But it you're one of the thousands of Apple
owners using the Sof tCard, there's an economical
new way to expand your memory dramatically.

16K ON A PLUG-IN CARD.
Microsoft's new RAMCard simply

plugs into your Apple II," and adds 16k

bytes of dependable, buffered

read/write storage.

Together with the Sof tCard,

the RAMCard gives you a 56k
CP/M system that's big enough
to take on all kinds of chores that

would never fit before (until now.

the only way to get this much
memory was to have an Apple

Language Card installed).

GREAT SOFTWARE:
YOURS, OURS, OR THEIRS.

With the RAMCard and
SoftCard, you can tackle large-

scale business and scientific

computing with our COBOL and
FORTRAN languages. Or greatly

increase the capability of CP/M

/*9S«T"

• •••
• • — i •

applications like the Peachtree Software account-
ing systems. VisiCalc™ and other Apple software
packages can take advantage of RAMCard too.

And RAMCard gives you the extra capacity to

develop advanced programs of your own, using the

SoftCard and CP/M. Even with the RAMCard in

place, you can still access your ROM BASIC
and monitor routines.

JOIN THE SOFTCARD
FAMILY.

The RAMCard is just the

latest addition to the SoftCard
family — a comprehensive sys-

tem of hardware and software
that can make your Apple more
versatile and powerful than you
ever imagined.

Your Microsoft dealer has all

the exciting details. Visit him
soon, and discover a great idea

that keeps getting better.

Microsoft Consumer
Products, 400 108th Ave. N.E..

Suite 200, Bellevue. WA 98004.
(206)454-1315.

/HKTftpSOfT
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iscovery System,

continued..

Math I keyboard.
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Discoveries in Math I

Of (he software packages (Mattel calls

them Learning Fun Modules) we received

for review, the best was Discoveries in

Math I. The package includes a ROM
cartridge, keyboard overlay and activity

book. The ROM cartridge slides into a

slot on the front of the system. The key-

board overlay decreases the sensitivity of

the keyboard.

Math I. which comes with the basic

unit, offers a choice between calculator

and mathquiz modes. Calculator mode is

just that: the machine can add. subtract,

multiply and divide numbers that are no
more than seven digits long as long as

their answers are no more than eight digits

long.

Unfortunately, it can only deal with

two numbers at a time. To add a column
of numbers, the child must add the first

two. get a total, then add the next number
to it. and so on.

The calculator mode includes a set of

keys that perform metric conversions auto-

matically. To find out how many meters

equal 27 feet, for example, the child would

enter 27 and press the feet-to-meters key.

The answer. 8.2296. would appear on the

screen.

Aside from the metric conversion fea-

ture, the calculator mode does nothing

tha( an inexpensive pocket calculator can't

do. but the explanations of rounding and
negative numbers are very good, as are

the sample problems.
in mathquiz mode, the Discovery System

displays sample problems for the child to

solve. The child selects the difficulty level

he wants and the type of problem (addition.

sub(rac(ion. multiplication, division) that

he wants to practice. If he selects more
than one type of problem, the machine
will offer a mixture of the types he

selects.

If he answers correctly, he hears a

"victory tune" and a new problem appears.

If he is wrong he hears "a long low note."

his incorrect answer is erased, and he
must try again. Short of typing the correct

answer, the only way to get rid of a problem

is to press the "tell me" key. which gives

the right answer and allows the child to

move on to the next problem.
In flash card quiz, the child may choose

a constant which will appear in all the

problems— a handy feature for practicing

multiplication tables. Mathquiz includes

a lesson on probability and several inter-

esting games and exercises.

After each ten prob'ems. the computer
stops to tell how many problems the child

has answered correctly.

One drawback is that all problems in

this mode are presented in a linear format

(465 + 323 = ), and the answers must
be typed in from left to right. This is not

the way most children set up problems in

school, and it is certainly not the way
they are taught to solve them.

ZE
x D
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* 7
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A sample multiplication problem

in Calculator Mode.

Another annoyance is that rather than

appearing all at once on the screen, the

problems chug across from the right-hand

side— a very slow process.

Other Software

We were less impressed with the Dis-

coveries in Music and Discoveries in Art

modules we examined, although in both

cases, the Activity Books were very well

done with plenty of illustrations and excel-

lent explanations. It seems that the hard-

ware is just a bit too limited to fulfill the

expectations created by the books.

We judged the Discoveries in Arcade
Action I extremely tame for a generation

of children brought up on hand-held Space
Invaders and video game systems. Dis-

coveries in Words I would have qualified

as merely "a waste" had it not been for

the section on "trick words" in which the

child is presented with several lists of

suggested incorrect spellings. Suggesting

that one might possibly think of spelling

"oak" "ok" is worse than saying "don't

put beans in your ears"! As a result we
rate this cartridge "not acceptable."

Summary
Taken as a whole, the Children's Dis-

covery System certainly has a great deal

more educational value than most of the

electronic toys and games on the market.
It is, however, far from the acme of com-
puter assisted instruction.

With the exception of Words I. all the

Activity Books are excellent, and might

be worth buying even without the com-
puter. The computer, though, probably

lends enough novelty to the learning situ-

ation that children will be encouraged to

do the activities just because they are

"computerized."

Mattel Toys. 5150 Rosecrans Ave.. Haw-
thorne. CA 90250.
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micro Isb presents a

Duyfhe
TAXMANAGCR and turn

your apple into a faxdeduction.

Let the TaxLaws work foryou-
buy the TAX-MANAGER in December

and deduct theApple and the Program THIS YEAR!

Use The Tax-Manager to help

you prepare your taxes. Then
include the cost of this program
and part of the cost of your
computer as a deduction.

You don't have to be an ac-

countant to understand it. Sim-
ply enter your tax information

into this easy-to-use program.
Then sit back and relax while it

© 1961. Micro Lab Inc

quickly computes the informa-

tion and prints most of your fed-

eral income tax schedules. Get
The Tax-Manager now and start

the New Year with your taxes

under control.

When tax laws change, don't be
concerned. The Tax-Manager
will never be outdated. With

Micro Lab's Extended Warranty

Plan ($30 a year) you can update
to the current version at no ad-
ditional cost. You will not have
to reinvest more money in a new
program. The Tax-Manager,
which is the first of the Micro
Lab Tax Saver group, will keep
you current.

THE TAX-MANAGER IS NOW
AVAILABLE AT THE INTRO-
DUCTORY PRICE OF $150.

Apple is a trademark ol Apple Computers. Inc

micro Isb
systems that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park. IL 60035 . 312-433-7550
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TI Logo Language

Turtles and Sprites for the 99/4

Betsy Staples

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: TI Logo

Type: Language

System: TI 99/4 with disk drive and
memory expansion unit

Format: Command module with disk

Summary: An educational tool

designed to develop
problem-solving skills

Price: S299.95

Manufacturer:

Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 53
Lubbock. TX 7940H

My first inkling that ordinary people

could learn to use computers came from
a "scholarly paper" about "Turtle Geom-
etry" that crossed my desk at Drew Uni-

versity about five years ago. The title was
intriguing, so I read it. even though I

knew it had been written by a professor

of mathematics, a subject I had striven to

avoid since my junior year in high school.

I was shocked to discover that the ideas

presented in the paper were not only

comprehensible, but quite unmathema-
tical.

Recently. I met Turtle Geometry again

on the TI 99/4 computer, and it was even
more fascinating, because this time the

turtle was at my command in TI Logo.

Developed at M.I.T.. Logo is intended

to help primary through high school age

young people cultivate their problem-
solving skills. It has been tested at the

Lamplighter School in Dallas. TX. and in

the New York City public schools.

Turtle Mode
Let's get back to the turtle. You enter

"Turtle Mode" by typing TELL TURTLE.
The triangular turtle appears in his home
(the center of the screen I and the cursor

appears in the lower left-hand corner of

the screen.

The turtle moves forward or backward.
You specify how many "steps" he is to

take, and he leaves a line of that length in

his wake.

The LEFT and RIGHT commands cause

the turtle to turn the number of degrees
specified, although the word "degrees" is

never mentioned. Thus, the commands
RIGHT 90. FORWARD 30 make the turtle

turn 90 degrees and draw a line 30 steps

long.

If you forget to specify how many steps

he is to take or degrees he is to turn, the

computer responds with TELL ME MORE.
The entire line must then be retyped,

including the missing information.

If you make an error in typing the

command. "FORWARD 10." for example,

the computer says "TELL ME HOW TO .

..." Once again, the entire line must be

retyped correctly.

The turtle can't draw forever, and when
he reaches the end of his tether, the length

of which is never specified, the OUT OF
INK message appears, and the screen must

be cleared before any more drawing can
be done.

CLEARSCPEEN

FORWARD 50

RIGHT 144

FORWARO 50

RIGHT 144

FORWARO 50

RIGHT 144

FORWARO 50

RIGHT 144

FORWARD 50

Figure 1. The turtle draws a star.

Additional commands include PENUP.
PENDOWN and PENERASE. which arc-

self-explanatory, and PENREVERSE.
which allows the turtle to erase a line he

has crossed and draw a new one.

It takes a bit of practice to get the

turtle's trail to intersect exactly where

you want it when drawing complex shapes,

but if you pay attention, you learn some-

thing each time you fail.

r
1

Shape Design

PLANE -+
TRUCK t
ROCKET A
BALL #
BOX

j

Figure 2. The five basic shapes.

Sprites and Shapes
"What is a sprite? It's an invisible thing

you can talk to. You must tell a sprite

about itself before you can use it."

The things that a sprite can be told

about itself include: shape, color, speed

and heading. There are five shapes— plane,

truck, rocket, ball and box — built into

the language, and an alleged 16 colors,

many of which are indistinguishable from

others— purple and blue, for example, were

identical on my monitor. You can talk to

32 sprites at a time by giving them
numbers.
The following sequence:

TELL SPRITE 1

CARRY :TRUCK
SETCOLOR :GREEN
SETSPEED 60
SETHEADING 90

defines Sprite I as a green truck which is.

at present, moving at a speed of 60 parallel

with the bottom of the screen. To make
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THE
DATA
FACTORY

Version 5.0 being unveiledJanuary 1st-

buy it in December
and SAVE $120.

The 4.0 version of The Data Factory is being sold now for $150. Our new 5.0 version will retail for

$300. Save $120 from the cost of the new edition by purchasing the 4.0 version and our Extended

Warranty for $30. You can then update The Data Factory to get the new 5.0 copy in January.

The new version offers so much power and control that it's difficult to imagine what else you'd want
in a data base. The 5.0 version of The Data Factory includes a personal input routine that allows you
to completely customize your inputs; a new output routine brings pin point control to your printouts;

a new sort feature works with amazing speed (1000 names in under six seconds); multi-data disks

on-line; and other new features never before offered on micro computers. Micro Lab leads the way.

1961. Micro Lab. Inc Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers. Inc

micro lab
systems that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 60035 • 312-433-7550
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Turtles & Sprites, continued...

the truck change course and move per-

pendicular to its current path, you would
simply type SETHEADING 0.

Sprites can also be commanded to

FREEZE. THAW and move to the center

of the screen (HOME). And like the turtle,

they can move FORWARD and BACK,
and have their headings adjusted with

RIGHT and LEFT commands.

Figun .?. A new shape can be created

using the MAKESHAPE command.

When you tire of the five standard

shapes, you can design your own using

the MAKESHAPE command. Typing
MAKESHAPE causes a 16 x 16 grid to

appear on the screen, and by moving the

cursor around on the grid, you can fill in

the blocks that will create the shape you
want. The shapes you make can be treated

as sprites.

Tiles and Characters

The manual lists "code numbers" for

64 of the 96 characters available on the

99/4. Using the MAKECHAR command,
you can modify them at will.

The grids that are used to create new
shapes and characters are the "tiles" of

which the entire screen is composed. There
are 32 columns and 24 rows, and by speci-

fying a character number, column number
and row number you can position a char-
acter on the screen.

You can also change the colors of the

tiles, as well as the background color of

the screen.

A

Teaching Mode
Now that you have mastered the basics,

you are ready for some serious program-
ming. The Logo manual, however, never

refers to "programs" or "programming."
All work done in Logo is accomplished

through "procedures."

The first procedure described tells the

turtle how to draw a box. "You teach the

computer a procedure by typing TO and
the name of the procedure." When you

type TO BOX. the screen turns green and
you are ready to teach the computer how
to draw a box.

After you have created the procedure
called BOX. you have only to type:

TELL TURTLE
BOX

and the turtle will draw a box.

Procedures can be combined and linked

to one another with individual commands
as in Figure 4.

In Sprite Mode, procedures can be
written using sprites, tiles and background
colors. One of the sample procedures in

the manual creates four trees using the

rocket and ball shapes, moves them off

HOME so they are all visible, and changes
the color of the tops in sequence to simulate

the change of seasons. See Figure 5.

Figure 4. The BOX and TRIANGLE pro-

cedures are combined to draw a house.

Figure 5. SEASONS: An advancedproce-
dure.

The section of the manual titled "More
Advanced Procedures" describes the use

of subprocedures. the REPEAT command,
variables, the TEST command. IF...

THEN...ELSE, and recursion.

Using these advanced procedures, you
arc able, by the end of the manual, to

create a reasonable-looking explosion and
a decent approximation of a flying bird.

(Figure 6.)

Documentation
In the introductory chapter, several

special function keys are described. A
very thorough description of the "erase"

key is given, for example, but when 1

looked for the key on my computer, it

was nowhere to be found. After some
experimentation. I figured out that shift-

T was the equivalent of "erase" on my
computer.

MAKESHAPE 6

-f-H

MAKESHAPE 7

MAKESHAPE 8

ii:

< • '

TT
' ' i . i

H-i 1"

TO FLAP

CARRY 6

WAIT 10

CARRY 7

WAIT 10

CARRY 8

WAJT 10

FLAP

ENO

TO BIRO

TEH. SPRITE 1

SETCOL0R HED

SETSPEEO 5

SETHEACING 45

FLAP

ENO

Figun n. Recursion is used to make a
bird fly.
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Our classic arcade
game, Dogfight,
has consistently

been a best seller.

This new. revised
edition adds new
features to chal-

lenge your skill.

You. and perhaps
another player,

will fight realistic,

animated, graphic
monsters for the

Crown Of Arthain.

This com-
puterized board/
dungeon game,
with 20 levels of

difficulty, requires

skill and planning.

Palace In Thun-
derland. our
newest release, is

another fast-

playing, machine
language adven-
ture in the style of

Mad Venture.
Where will you be
when the lights go
out?

Can you meet the
challenge of Mad
Venture? This dif-

ficult adventure
has been de-

scribed as the
"most captivating

and exciting to

date."

OMCfw lab (reseats

(£ri)imt

48K • APPLESOFT IN ROM • DISK DRIVE
—

Apple is a trademark ol Apple Computer*, Inc. CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD 1961 Micro Lab, Inc
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Turtles & Sprites, continued...

After repeating this procedure for several

other keys. I stumbled on the "Quick
Reference Guide" hiding on page vi

between the Table of Contents and the

"Setting Up" section of the manual. There
was no explicit explanation of the alternate

keys, but given the information I had
already acquired through trial and error.

I was able to make sense out of it.

This seems a rather careless treatment

of a problem that could be quite confusing

to a child or an inexperienced teacher.

And even though newer versions of the

computer undoubtedly have the required

keys. TI should have included the alternate

combinations in the text for the conveni-

ence of users with older models.

Another minor annoyance was the refer-

ence in the documentation to the colon.
":" as "dots." For example. "Never type

dots in front of a number." The symbol

has a perfectly good English name, and I

see no reason not to introduce it properly.

The semicolon fares somewhat better. It

is referred to as ";". You don't learn its

real name, but at least it is spared the

indignity of being called "dot-comma."

Perhaps Tl felt "comma" was too complex

a word for children to understand.

With the exceptions mentioned above,

the manual is clear and complete with

plenty of screen diagrams to show what

each procedure ought to be produce. It is

written in a slightly condescending style,

obviously intended to appeal to children

working independently: it probably does.

Summary
Logo is definitely fun. It gives you a

sense of satisfaction very early in the

learning process by providing instant feed-

back. The sample procedures are short

and simple, and you can see at once if

you have made a mistake. If you have

done everything correctly, you get immed-

iate positive reinforcement which heightens

your desire to move on.

The structure of the course, as set forth

in the manual, is modular. One short

explanation and an example— drawing a

box. for instance—could be an entire lesson

for a young child or part of a longer

session for a high school student.

The complete TI Logo setup requires

the software (command module and disk),

the 99/4 computer and monitor, disk drive,

disk controller, and memory expansion

unit. The suggested price for the software

is S299.95.
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Seymour Papert and the
Logo Universe

Richard H. Eyster

The event was the first of its size and
kind. Dr. Seymour Papert. the twinkling,

bearded prophet from M.I.T.. was in town
for a fortnight. Throughout the summer
he and eight hand-picked tutors had worked

toward the two-week workshop that was
about to unfold. Titled "Computer: A
Language for Learning." its scope was a

comparison of computer languages, an

introduction to state-of-the-art computer
technology, and an in-depth exploration

of Papert's own brainchild. Logo.

Logo is a child-oriented computer lan-

guage developed in the Artificial Intelli-

gence Laboratories at M.I.T. Its power
derives from its simplicity. It is a language

directed toward color, toward graphics.

toward children. Its driving forces are a

turtle, a demon, and 32 sprites.

The turtle is a triangular animal that

follows explicit directions, and leaves a

colored track behind, to show where it

has been. The demon drifts like a whistle-

bearing referee about the screen, measuring

distance, watching quadrants, checking

conditions. Finally, there are the sprites,

nimble, invisible spirits that transport purple

snowflakes. grey A*s. and rust red sub-

marines across the cyan screen.

The great hope is that Logo is not simply

another computer language, but an envi-

Rlchand H. Eyster. 253 West 72 St. si.so*. New
York. NY UKI2.V

ronment in which children can begin to

build, not with their hands but with their

heads. It is an electronic Erector Set. a

collection of toys only thought can touch.

Unlike the great predominance of other

available languages that preclude or greatly

restrict the access of young children. Logo
confers upon the child a limited, rich sense

of power.

Papert has set about
creating an

environment in which
geometry is

second-nature.

Each computer language has its bounds

and its priorities. There are clearly things,

many of them more scientific or business-

oriented, more easily undertaken in lang-

uages other than Logo. Yet for the young,

inquisitive child, it is difficult to imagine

a world endowed with more potential.

Papert has subtitled his book (Mindstorms)

"Children. Computers, and Powerful Ideas."

One suspects that he might have said

"Revolutionary Ideas" but for the political

overtones.

He was long a colleague anil collaborator

with Piaget. and in many ways has borne

his classic ideas into the technological

age. Building upon the idea that children

learn most effectively from models and
examples. Papert has set about creating

an environment in which geometry is

second-nature. Three-year olds bisect the

Logo universe with glowing orange lines.

Kindergarteners learn to fashion squares

by turning turtles 90°. First graders set

about erecting small-scale housing devel-

opments, all the while learning pleasurable,

step-at-a-time mathematics.

Logo has been in existence for several

years, and considerable experimentation

and refinement have been undertaken.

Yet other than the publication of Mind-
storms and Papert's own work with Texas
Instruments and Apple to develop Logo
capability, the Language has not really

moved significantly beyond the research

facilities at M.I.T. It was to take the

language and his thoughts to the educa-

tional community that the twoweek work-

shop was established.

From all across New York, from publish-

ing houses and computer centers, from

public schools where Logo is targeted for

a September debut and from a farm in

Iowa. H) participants arrived that morning
in early August. They worked in two shifts

to maximize time on the machines.
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ARTSCI explains why som
word processing systems

are better than others.

Let's begin with an easy to understand explanation of what a word

processor is and how ARTSCI has created a professional system.

A word processing system is simply

an easier, faster and less expensive way

to type. With modern word

processor, documents are entered on a

video screen instead ol paper.

You can enter your first rough draft

without concern about errors or

spelling. Simply go back and insert

letters, delete words and even move
paragraphs with a lew keystrokes. No
document will ever have to be retyped.

WORD PROCESSING
AND THE APPLE II

The APPLE II is the most

expandable, inexpensive micro-

computer available today. It can

perform almost any task, including

word processing.

I he standard APPLE II however.

uses a 40 column video displav I his

display causes a serious word

processing problem: How do you

display a full sized 80 column letter'.'

Most word processing programs

available today do not solve this

problem.

THE MAGIC WINDOW
ARTSCI has developed the MAGIC

WINDOW word processing system

that incorporates the full power of a

professional word processor and solves

the APPI I "S display problem without

expensive hardware.

I he first feature of a professional

word processing system is the ability to

enter and edit data in a fast and

friendly manner. The MAGIC"
WINDOW operates just like a

standard typewriter. The electronic

paper moves to the left across the

video screen as you type. Almost any

si/e document can be represented on

the video screen. You can see the edges

of the paper through this MAGIC"
WINDOW as you type

The rule is: What
you see on the screen

is what you'll get in

print. However,
it you print using

proportional spacing,

the result will look even c

better than the screen. fr-£

This typewriter simulation, together

with simple to use menu selection of

functions and electronic editing

abilities, creates the finest word
processor available on the standard

APPLE II.

MAGIC SPELL
The second feature of an advanced

word processor is the ability to find

and correct mistakes. I he most

common mistakes in most documents

is the misspelled word.

ARTSCTs MAGIC" SPELL program

will take any document you can create

and find spelling errors. Over l().()0()

commonly misspelled words are known

to MAGIC SPELL. You can also add

new words to the vocabulary at any

time.

CUSTOM LETTERS
The third feature of a professional

• word processing system is the ability

to alter a document by replacing

names and other related data from

mailing lists.

Form letters, invoices, and almost any

document can be individualized by

replacing names, addresses or an)

other personal data anywhere in the

document using A R ISO'S BASIC"

MAILER.
By using the BASIC" MAILER you

can take any mailing list and sort

through the list by different criteria

and print personalized letters with a

few simple keystrokes.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM
These three programs. THE MAGIC

WINDOW. MAGIC SIM I I AND
THE BASIC" MAILER, together form

the only complete and professional

word processing system available on
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Apple is a trademark of Apple Compuler Inc.

the standard APPI. I II computer
svstem.

ARTSCI TAKES THE
WORK OCT OF
WORD PROCESSING

\

For a more thorough: explanation of

the ARTSCI word processing system

send for our free booklet.
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Papert, continued...

Each participant spent two hours daily

listening to Dr. Papert lecture on subjects

ranging from the meaning of Piaget to the

international impact of computerization.

Another hour was spent each day in a

special tutorial workshop. Three hours
were devoted to largely non-directed ex-

ploration of Logo on the Texas Instruments

machines.
It was a powerful, persuasive fusion of

theory and practice. Participants— the vast

majority of whom were teachers— had
considerable opportunity each day to ex-

plore the Logo universe. On monitors
around the conference room, forests arose,

submarines lurked, taxis pulled up. picked

up passengers, and drove away.

Papert has set himself
the challenge of making

mathematics
accessible.

The power and appeal of Logo are built

not upon its color or its terminology. Rather

they derive from its accessibility. Papert

found himself at the forefront of his field.

one of the nations's leading mathematicians.

Rather than deal in obscure esoterica that

might further promote the elitism already

inherent in the field, he has set himself

the challenge of making mathematics acces-

sible, almost second-nature.

Conventional mathematics education has

taken a terrible toll, creating a wide-spread

unease and resistance to things numeric.
It is Papert's hope and belief that math-
matical principles learned early, learned

naturally, learned first-hand, may provide

the sort of initiation into the field that

can transform the next generation's view
of mathemetics and all of education.

While the three-hour computer sessions

provided participants with an opportunity

to become familiar with microcomputers
and the Logo language, it was Papert's

daily address that made the two-week
experience especially valuable for many
of the participants.

He was a whimsical, unpredictable
speaker with a delightful collection of

foibles. To call him an absent-minded
professor risks branding him as a buffoon.

His eccentricities deepen his appeal, and
make the glow of his conception that

much more approachable. During a

thoughtful struggle to find the right words,

he took to grasping the podium uncon-
sciously and wrestling with it as he thought,

nearly tumbling head-first over it on several

occasions.

When he listened to a remark from the

audience, he bowed his head, nodding

and rubbing his finger across his mustache

in thoughtful attention. He had persistent,

daily trouble attaching the microphone,
and several times it simply fell off, filling

the room with thunderous static as he

paced back and forth, oblivious to the

noise.

He spoke of the dawning technology
and the power it provides us. He quietly

called into question a great many private

assumptions and public prejudices. He
talked about education simplified or educa-

tion transformed.

Future Technology
We have already seen the awesome

decrease in price in the production of

computer chips, so that now the central

processing unit, the heart of the computer,

is available for under $1. The current

expense derives not from the computer
but from the display and the keyboard.

Technology is now becoming available

which will enable the picture-tube to give

way to the flatscreen TV, based on tech-

nology not unlike that in the digital

watch.

A replacement for the cumbersome
keyboard is already available (I have played

with one produced by the Children's Tele-

vision Workshop) as a plastic sheet the

size of a place-mat. When volume rises

sufficiently to drive down the cost of the

flatscreen and the two-dimensional key-

board, computers will be readily available

for less than $100. The time-frame is five

years.

Current Technology
Robert Mohl, a former M.I.T. student

and currently a member of an organization

harnessing computer/videodisc technology,

spoke as a guest lecturer. He demonstrated
a system already available in which the

participant can control the computer
through voice commands, by touching the

computer screen, or by pointing from
across the room.

Teleconferencing techniques, by which
it appears that a group of executives from
around the country are actually in the

same room, are already being developed.
A videodisc system enables the viewer to

move at will about the town of Aspen,
Colorado, driving down any street, turning

in any direction, asking for information

and old photographs of tum-of-the-century

houses, retracting to a bird's-eye view of

the entire town. One selects the intersection

again, simply by touching the screen

display.

Ratio of Students to Computers
Even now, even before the price begins

its final descent, Papert argues for one

microcomputer per child. He cites educa-

tional advantages and the break-away

superiority of a nation with computer-

educated masses. He cites the figure of

$25,000-540,000 as the current per child

cost for education. With computers already

available at $500 apiece, a child could be

guaranteed a personal computer—even
with occasional replacement or upgrade—
for approximately 5% of the cost of his

education.

Impact on the Workforce
Papert quotes with deep concern the

latest Business Week forecast of some
45,000,000 people needing to be re-trained

for careers rendered obsolete by large-

scale computerization. He speculates on
the emergence of education as the primary

concern of society in the coming years.

However, its student-teacher ratios, its

emphasis on adult re-training, and its impact

on the role of the individual teacher may
be far afield from our conventional views

of education.

Papert equates
computerism with
racism and sexism.

Role of Computer Specialists

On the role of mathematicians and com-
puter specialists:

We have before us the opportunity to

design the future, not simply to predict it.

The largely white, male, technocratic struc-

ture that has profited so richly in the past

stands now to move ahead of the rest of

society by immeasurable degrees. There
is the possibility that those with the oppor-

tunity to create languages will devise lang-

uages with increasing difficulty and shrink-

ing access, thereby solidifying and mag-
nifying the power of those already

enfranchised.

There is, nevertheless, the opportunity
to demystify the exotic, simplify the arcane,

and render the computer simple, accessible

and democratic. In Papert's own words,
the choices before us are not so economical
or educational as they are political. We
have the ability, then, either to restrict or
to disseminate the power of technology.
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SystemsWith Spice. .

.

Everything^ Nice

with California Computer Systems
Spice up your S-100 or Apple II™ with system
enhancements from ASAP From mother-

boards and mainframe cabinets to I/O boards

and RAMs. we have the California Computer
System product that will give you the added
capability you need

FOR S-100 USERS

32K Static RAM Board — 200 ns rams
compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco and

others 32K memory divided into 8K blocks

Fully static 2114 RAMs Assembled and
tested.

Part Number 2032C Price S610 00

16K Static RAM Board — 200 ns rams.
compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco and
others. 16K memory divided into 4K blocks.

Assembled and tested.

Part Number 2116C Price S29000

64K Dynamic RAM Board — For 8080 and

Z-80 based S-100 systems Provides

processor-transparent refresh 200 nS. 4MHz
Supports IMSAI-type front panels

Expandable. Assembled and tested

Part Number 2065C Price $550 00

Z-80A CPU Board — 2 or 4MHz. switch

selectable 158 instructions, including 8080s
78 instructions for total 8080 software

compatibility. 2K monitor ROM and RS-232-C

port on-board. Assembled and tested

Part Number 2810A Price: $26500

Floppy Disk Controller — Controls up to

four 5' i" and 8" drives in any combination.

Double-sided and side-select signals for

double-sided drives Compatible with IBM

3740 and System 34 standards.

Part Number 2422A Price S36500

CP/M" Version 2.2 Free With Purchase

S-100 Mainframe — 12-slot motherboard

Active termination on all bus lines. Built-in

power supply, fan and circuit breaker

"Double path" trace pattern Solder plated

circuit area Assembled and tested.

Part Number 2200A Price: S47500

220IA|220VAC| ... S475O0

asaii
computer
products, Inc.

1196 E Willow St . Signal Hill. CA 90606

S-100 Motherboard — 12-siot capacity

using standard S-100 connectors. Capable of

supporting CPU's at 4MHz and above "Double

path" trace pattern. On-board voltage

regulator.

Part Number 2501A Price S150O0

4 Port Serial I/O Interface —
4 individually-controlled asynchronous ports

Fully buffered inputs and outputs Includes

ROM circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user

supplied) Ports meet RS-232-C interface

specs 3 control and 3 status registers per

port.

Part Number 27I0A Price: S275O0

2 Serial. 2-Parallel I/O Board — Fully

buffered inputs and outputs Includes ROM
circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user supplied).

Parallel ports have full four-line-per-port

handshaking and 8-bit data transfer Serial

ports meet RS-232-C interface specs Port A
transmits and receives in asynchronous

mode: Port B in either synchronous or

asynchronous.

Part Number 27I8A Price: S275 00

4-Port Parallel I/O Board — 3 i/o ports

and one output port Seven bit status register

Fully buffered inputs and outputs ROM
circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user supplied)

Ports provide 8-bit parallel data transfer:

TTL-compatible

Part Number 2720A Price: S195 00

FOR APPLE II™ USERS

Synchronous Serial Interface —
Compatible with RS-232-C (configurations A
thru E. 1978) Supports full or half duplex DTC
type interface.

Part Number 77I2A Price S14900

Programmable Timer — Time events in

continuous, single shot, freguency compar-
ison and pulse width comparison modes
Interface patch area for custom interface

applications

Part Number 7440A Price: S 95 00

Asynchronous Serial Interface — rs-232

C compatible (configurations A thru E.

1978). DCE type interface: supports

half or full duplex operation

Part Number 7710A Price: $139 00

Catendar/CIOCk Module — Accurate, real-

time counting Software programmable for 12-

or 24-hour format Each decimal digit of data

is separately addressed for freedom of data

format

Part Number 7424 Price: S 99 00

3 3
1 Digit BCD A to D Converter —

Converts DC voltages to BCD numbers for

monitoring and anaylsis. 400 mSec per

conversion -3 999 to »3 999 VDC full scale

±5°i non-linearity.

Part Number 7470A Price S 95 00

12K ROM/PROM Module — Capable of

accepting operating systems, system patches

or firmware in 2K increments of mixed ROM or

PROM Addressable 12K in any of 4 16K

blocks 2316E ROM and 2716 PROM
compatible.

Part Number 71 14A Price: S 8500

Parallel Interface — Two bidirectional 8-bit

buses for interface to peripherals Two pro-

grammable control registers Four individ-

ually controlled interrupt input lines, two
usable as peripheral control outputs.

Part Number 7720A Price: S12500

Arithmetic Processor — Add. subtract,

and divide: trig and inverse trig functions:

square roots, logarithms and exponentiation.

Fixed point 16 and 32-bit operation

Part Number 781 1 A Price $349 00

Centronics Printer Interface — interfaces

high-speed Centronics-type parallel printers to

Apple II™ computers Features 8-bit parallel

data output bus. 4-bit status input. Data

Strobe and Acknowledge handshake signals

and printer reset signal

Part Number 7728A Price: S12500

Toll free outside California

(800)421-7701

Inside California:

(213)595-6431

(714)891-2663
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ASAP offers a 120-day buyer protection policy full money-back guarantee it not

totally satisfied

Ordering inlornution: name, address phone: ship by UPS or Mail Shipping

charge: add $2 50 up to 1 lb (UPS blue) U S Mail add S1 50 (U S only) (S25 00

minimum order)
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Papert, continued...

Compulerism
Papert equates computerism with racism

and sexism, insofar as the vocabulary of

an idea has profound and subtle influences

on the shape and evolution of thought.

To date, computer vocabulary has tended

toward the esoteric, the masculine, the

jargonized. Even in a world as enlightened

as Logo, the five shapes pre-packaged

into the system la rocket, a plane, a ball,

a box. and a truck) are more conventionally

boy/military-oriented than one might hope

or expect. Even this goes to substantiate

Papert's emphasis on the importance of

the coming decade.

We still have enormous, nearly infinite

choices before us. However, as the choices

become conventions, and the conventions

become accepted practice, the petrification

of alternatives sets in. and only a major

revolution can accomplish what a simple

decision can accomplish now.

A favorite metaphor of Papert's is the

evolution of the QWERTY keyboard for

the typewriter. QWERTY evolved as a

means of arranging the letters to deal

with a problem of the earliest, slowest

typewriters: placing the commonest keys

at intervals to avoid having them strike

simultaneously and lock. The fact that

technology has now moved far beyond
such speed considerations has not allowed

for a more rational keyboard arrange-

ment.
Habit and deeply entrenched custom

has meant that the earliest, casual decisions

have lasted, and are likely to last far into

the future. Papert exhorts his listeners to

consider the ramifications of decisions

made now. If we are to develop ideas that

will be the QWERTYs of the future, then

let them be well-considered, far-sighted

QWERTYs.

Children's Views of Computers
Early Piaget studies indicated that very

young children associated life with motion.

Clouds were thought to be alive; trees

were not. Increasingly, studies are revealing

that the criterion for what is living is

shifting from motion to amotion. Such
toys as Merlin and Simon, electronic games
that react with light and sound, straddle

the world of the living and the nonliving,

even for relatively sophisticated children.

Such games are thought to possess "brains."

and are even accused (in view of the

computer's rather insensitive ability to win)

of "cheating."

Even the eongratulations/too-bad tunes

painstakingly selected by Mattel, et al..

appear to backfire for young children who
completely misinterpret the tunes— it is

beyond their experience and imagination

to have someone happy to lose, sad to

win. The tune Merlin plays when it wins a

game of tic-tac-toe is thought to be not

sympathetic, but taunting. The shift of

criteria for what constitutes life may indeed

have profound and subtle implications,

particularly as we move into an age of

increasingly life-like computers.

It may be that Logo will

simply become a
language to

outgrow— the computer
equivalent of

training wheels.

Hard Mastery vs. Soft Mastery

Papert spent considerable time during

the final lecture delineating what he saw

as "hard mastery" versus "soft mastery."

Hard mastery is largely ends-oriented, male-

dominated, hierarchical, and complex. Soft

mastery is process-oriented, step-by-step,

simple, interactive, and accessible.

Hard mastery dominates the convent-

ional approach to math and science educa-

tion—not subjects customarily given over

to exploration or built upon concrete

models. Rather, they are pyramidic struc-

tures to be mastered with few. if any.

daily-life examples on which to build. The
concepts of cosine and degrees, of quantum

and vectors are baffling, even alienating,

to many.
We have, in the words of an elderly,

wise woman from the New York City

Board of Education, "begun to witness an

increasingly soft-mastery-oriented culture

trying in vain to deal with the unbending,

hard-mastery construction of conventional

education."

It is the overriding challenge to all those

involved in education that we take an

active role in the design of the future of

education. As long as schools were com-
partmentalized and pretechnological. there

was little chance that an elite few could

dictate the course of the future. Now as

we cross the threshold into the computer
age. it may well be that the foremost

challenge, the greatest threat, we face

comes from the subtle direction and empha-

sis of something as simple and primary as

a computer language.

There is still much that one can question

and second-guess about the structure of

the Logo system. The fact is that immedi-

ate, colorful, beeping rewards for minimal

input may undercut a child's desire to

tackle more far-reaching challenges. In

that lack of rigor, in that orientation toward

quick, simple gratification, some will no

doubt see, despite the interactive nature

of the language, parallels with the sins of

television.

Papert has created a language that serves

as an introduction for young children,

that belies the myth that computers belong

to white-coated PhDs. Yet one can also

see ample reason to hope that Papert

turns his extraordinary gifts to questions

of rigor and information-handling, questions

which other, less dynamic languages ad-

dress more directly.

At this point. Logo is not likely to be

harnessed by scientists and researchers,

by business interests or even by computer

hobbyists. Its priorities are too heavily

allocated toward the graphic and child-

like. Yet there is an enormous appeal in

the Logo universe. Some may see it as

simply a "children's computer language."

In the same way. it may be that unless

such questions concerning more sophis-

ticated uses are addressed. Logo will simply

become a language to outgrow— the com-

puter equivalent of training wheels.

If this should come to pass, that Logo

does not or cannot address these long-

term concerns, then we may well see a

future in which Logo is considered fun

but impractical, and everyone beyond age

eight will work with more conventional,

complex languages.

We have the capability of creating lang-

uages that are abstruse and jargon-barbed,

high-threshhold languages that will serve

to keep out the commoners. We also have

the capability of creating languages that

open the computer-dominated future to

all members of our society.

On the one hand, there is a future

perhaps not so different from that en-

visioned by Hesse in Magisier I. tali, in

which a highly educated, male-dominated

elite cloisters itself off from a society falling

farther and farther behind. On the other

hand, though not without its own risks,

there is the opportunity to share the wealth,

to provide every member of society with

the means of harnessing the power of

technology.

That Papert. a member of the elite, has

made it his goal to destroy that elitism is a

cause for enormous hope. That serious

questions remain, that Logo has not yet

overcome every shortcoming, is hardly

surprising for a language in its infancy.

And it may well be that Papert will not be

able to resolve every difficulty on his

own.
Yet he has set in motion a process, a

technology, a world-view that others are

sure to perpetuate and refine. In so doing,

particularly at this pivotal, formative hour,

he may succeed in bringing to life some-

thing more powerful and enduring than a

turtle, a demon, and a handful of sprites.
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Three-Way Forms Handling

IMP is equipped with both friction and adjustable tractor feed (2-1/2

to 9-1/2 inches) to provide three-way forms handling — single sheet, roll paper,

and fan fold.

The
Hardware
and Software
Compatible

Axioms versatile IMP-APPLE is the

only high quality impact printer

specifically designed to operate

with the popular APPLE computers.

It's completely hardware and
software compatible with APPLE.

Even comes with cables and
connectors for direct plug-in to

the computer. No additional

interface is needed.

Nitty Gritty

IMP prints 80, 96 or 132 columns of crisp hardcopy at a speed of

one line per second. The 7x7 dot matrix has a standard 96 ASCII

character set. IMP's stylish low profile case will complement APPLE
in any home or office. And, in addition to being distinctively

styled, IMP is rugged, with a heavy duty mechanism, ribbon

cartridge and single snap-out board for easy maintenance.

Visit your local computer store to see Axiom's

IMP-APPLE in action.

•Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

Enhances HiRes Graphics

IMP greatly enhances HiRes

graphics. While other printers can only

reproduce sraphics on a 1 for 1 basis, IMP

provides over 20 different aspect ratios, with

complete control over horizontal and vertical

resolution, placement, and orientation. For example,

a chart could be reduced and printed on one portion of

the paper, with text added. IMP also enhances APPLE'S alpha-

numeric capability by providing lower case. It's super simple to

operate, too, with all printer commands controlled with a simple

key stroke. Another plus, IMP is one of the few printers compatible

with PASCAL. How is all this versatility made possible? For one
thing, IMP has a 2K byte ROM in its special APPLE interface,

while others have 256 bytes or less.
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Valdez:

A Supertanker
Simulation

Mike Kohlrust

ill

creative compafclRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Valdez

Type: Supertanker

System: 16K Apple, PET. Northstar.

TRS-80. CP/M. 24K Atari

Formal: Disk and Cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Excellent

Price: $15.95 cassette; $19.95 disk

Manufacturer:

Dynacomp. Inc.

1427 Monroe Avenue
Rochester. NY 1461

«

To me. a simulation is valuable, in direct

proportion to its ability to mirror the world.

In a wider sense, games, such as the

fantasies that are widely available, are

also simulations, but their primary purpose

is as games. I feel that the main purpose
of a simulation is to tell or teach me
something about the real world. If there

is fun to be had in the process, so much
the better. Valdez succeeds on both
accounts.

The object of Valdez is to navigate a

supertanker from the North Pacific approx-

imately 100 km. into the port of Valdez.

Alaska. All of the important characteristics

of a .100.000 ton supertanker have been

accurately programmed into the simulation.

In addition, a 64.000 point bit map is

included.

All navigation must be done in relation

to this map. This sounds easy. After all.

all you have to do is tell the tanker when
to turn and when to stop, right? Wrong!
When I said that all of the characteristics

of the tanker had been simulated I meant

just that. Turning an object which weighs

over .100.(XX) tons isn't done on a dime;

neither is stopping or accelerating it.

Momentum is one of the most important

factors to be considered in the operation

of this type of ship.

Once you have learned to control the

ship through helm and engine commands,
you must guide it through narrow passes

into Valdez harbor. Once again this isn't

as easy as it sounds for the computer is

sailing other ships downstream from Valdez

into the North Pacific. If you manage to

dodge all of these ships, and there can be

up to a dozen on the screen at any given

time, you must then dodge the icebergs

76

generated by the Columbia Glacier.

As if this isn't enough, you must take

into account the tides in the area, which

are quite strong and varied, and can have

strange effects on your course.

( )nce you have made it into Valdez you

must dock with the floating unloading

station by bringing the ship to a dead stop

with an accuracy of a few meters. As I

said, it isn't as easy as it sounds!

The feel of the simulation is one of

accuracy and authenticity. Never having

piloted a real supertanker. I can't swear

to that, but shortly before purchasing this

simulation I read "Supership!" by Nix-1

Mosterat. and the problems he discusses

in the rxx)k all show up in the simulation—
including the unreliable power plants!

It is obvious that someone has put a

great deal of time and effort into Valdez

and that it has paid off. On the whole, the

results of interacting with this simulation

have been an increased appreciation of

the difficulties involved in operating this

type of ship and several burned dinners as

I have put off turning the hamburgers

while trying "just one more round."

All of this isn't to say that the simulation

is perfect. After all. no program is. There
are several minor problems. The first is

that the "play value" of the simulation has

been somewhat neglected. For instance,

there is no scenario at the beginning to

set the scene. In addition the Apple II

version that I have makes no use of the

strong points of the Apple such as its

sound and graphic capabilities. This is

common with programs that have been

developed for one system and translated

into others. Apparently Valdez was devel-

oped on a Northstar system and translated

to most others.

However, one of the nicest things about

this program is that it can easily be modified

to achieve the exact feel you want. Moving

the opening down a few lines leaves room
for a nice scenario and sound is easily

added, even by a novice Applesoft pro-

grammer like me. Modifying the For/Next

loops in lines 149 and 157. for example,

can produce any radar effect that you
want. My program has been modified to

include both sound and variable radar

scans, which make the simulation much
more enjoyable for me. The only problem

is that the wider scans take quite a while

to display. I'm surprised that a short

machine language program hasn't been
incorporated here to speed up the display

generation.

All in all Valdez is an excellent simulation

and one of the few in this class that is

available for all popular computers and
on cassette. The best thing 1 can say

about it is that it is exactly what I expected

to be able to do when I bought my Apple
a few months ago. 1 hope to see more
such programs in the future— especially
in cassette form. D
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CCHPLTING |
!! ONE OF THE WORLDS LARGEST INVENTORIES

Now Selling Atari R
, PET R

, TRS-80" Software
Atari

SI4 95 no.
$19 95 no-
.
:

: 9 95 now
$29 95 now
>29 9S now
$39 95 now
S24 9Snow
$19 95 now
$1500 now
$35 00 no.
$24 00 now
$24 95 now
$19 95 now
$99 95 now
$15 95 now
$39 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now
$24 95 now
$39 95 now
$39 95 now
$19 95 now
$15 95 now
$300 00 now (294.44

$12.74
$16.94
$10.04
•2S.44
•2S.44
U3.M
$21.24
$16.94
$12.74
$29.64
$20.44
$21.24
116.94
$•4.44
$13.54
$33.94
$16.94
$16.94
$21.24
$33.94
$33.94
$16.94
$13.54

j
I
IS

19

19

1
19

a
a
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B Call Toil-Free

§800-344-4111
Q (Outside California)

u
B~
S
B

Poker Solitaire (cass j

Gomofcu icass )

Revers> icass j

Cypher Bowl (cass i

Rescue at R>ge< icass i

Star Warrior (cass )

Invasion Orion (cass )

Oatesiones of Ryn icass i

Conflict 2500 icass i

Empire of the Overmind (cass >

Tanktics (cass )

Atart- Mailing List (disk)

Atari' Character Generator <o>sk)

Text Wizard (disk)

Alan- Character Gen (cass i

Le Stick

Checker King (cass )

M.croChess (cass )

Survival 'Adventure (disk)

3-D Superqraphics (disk)

3D Superqraphics (cass )

Mmd Boggles I (disk)

Mmd-Boggiers I (cass )

VersaWriter Graphics Tablet
HKJden Words
Spatial Relations
Word-Scramble
Preschool Fun
Fastgammon (cass )

Assembler (cass )

6S02 Disassembler (cass i

6502 Disassembler (disk)

Tank Trap (cass )

Tank Trap (disk)

Tan Trek (cass )

OS Forth (disk)

Starbase Hyperion (disk)

Name Thai Song (cass )

Jaw Breaker (disk)

Pornopoty (disk)

The Broker (CCD (disk)

Super Modem Pak (CCD (Disk)

Alan- SnuH(CCI)ldisk)
Utility Man (CCD (disk)

Tanktics (cass)
Faniasyland(disk)
Empire of the Overmind (cass)
Bridge 2 (cass)
Nominoes Jigsaw (cass) Dynacomp
intruder Alert (cass)
Alpha Fighter (disk)

Compu-read(disk)
Letter Perfect (disk)

Sammy Sea Serpent (Cass) PDi
Cnbbage (Thesis) (Cass)
Vacate
Kross N Quotes PDi (Cass)
Star Raiders (cart)

Stock Charting

Pet
AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

B i Nuclear Bomber icass I $15 00 no*
Midway Campaign (cass \ $15 00 no*
No Atlantic Convoy Raider (cass i S15 now
Nukewar (cass I S15 00 no*
Conflict 2500 icass i S1 5 00 now
Planet Miners ( cass ) $1 5 00 now
Computer Acgmre (cass i $20 00 now
Lords of Karma (cass ) $20 00 now

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Introductory 3-Pack (disk) $49 95 now

(Rescue Morloc s and Datestonesi
Rescue at Rigei (cass ) $29 95 now
Temple of Apshai (cass ) S39 95 now
Hellfire Warrior (cass ) $39 95 now
Starfieet Orion icass ) S24 95 now
Invasion Onon icass i $24 95 now
Morloc s Tower icass i $19 95 now
Datestones ot Ryn (cass | $ 1 9 95 now

TRS-80
$12.77
$12.77
$12.77
$12.77
$12.77
$12.77
$16.97
$16.97

$39.97

$25.47
$33.97
$33.97
$21.27
$21.27
$16.97
$16.97

$19.44
$15.44
$13.94
$13.94
$16.94
$21.14
$10.14
$12.64
$10.14
$12.04
$10.14
$67.94
$10.44
$12.04
$25.44
$25.44
$•4.04
$42.44
$25.44
$04.04
$20.44
$50.04
$25.44
$15.24
$14.34
$14.34
$10.04
$25.44

$150 00 now $127.44
$16 95 now $14.34
$15 00 now $13.54

$200 00 now $140.00
$16 95 now $14.34
$39 95 now $33.04
$24 95 now $21.14

$1750
$17 50 now
$1500 now
$1500 now
$19 95 now
$24 95 now
$1 1 95 now
$14 95 now
$1 1 95 now
$14 95 now
$1 1 95 now
$79 95 now
$22 95 now
$14 95 now
$29 95 now
$29 95 now
$99 95 now
$49 95 now
$29 95 now
$99 95 now
$24 00 now
$59 95 now
$30 00 now
$17 95 now
$16 95 now
$16 95 now

now
$29 95 .

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VisiCalcidiski $199 95 now $107.77
Checker King icass > $19 95 now $10.07
Gammon Gambler icass I $19 95 now $10.07
MicroChess icass i $19 95 now $10.07
Bridge Partner (cass i 519 95 now $10.07

*'ek icass ) $19 95 now $10.07

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
KRAM ld.sk> $99 95 now $44.97
Super KRAM Idiski $175 00 now $140.77
Request Idiski $225 00 now $101.27
Thinker I disk |

$495 00 now $420.77
Space intruders icass i Si9 95 now $10.07
Ail MICRO-ED 10%OffU»t
An Microcomputer Workshops 15%OffLI»1

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
Super Nova icass ) its 95 i

Galaiy Invasion icass ) Sis 95 #

Attack Force icass ) $15 95 i

Cosmic Fighter icass l SIS 95 r

Meteor Mission II icass I $15 95/

BROOERBUNO SOFTWARE
Gaiacic Trilogy idiski $39 95 «

Galactic Empire icass I $14 95 n

Galactic Trader icass i $14 95 n

Galactic Revolution icass i $14 95 n

Tawaia s Last Redoubt icass I St9 95«

OATASOFT
lago i disk i $24 95 now
Fooiban Classics Idiski $24 95 now
Arcade 80 Idiski $24 95 now
lago icass i S19 95 now
Football Classics icass i S19 95 now
Arcade 80 icass i S19 9Snow
Sigmon (COLOR) icass I S29 9Snow
SECS (COLORl Icass J $29 95 now

$13
$13
•13.00
$13.
$13

$33.
$12
$12
$12
$16.

$21.1$
$21.1*
$21.1*
$16.00
•10.1
$16.
$25.30
$25.30

VISICALC
Special for Pet, Atari & Apple

Regular $200.00 List

$149.00

Invaders From Space (disk)
Duel N Droids (disk)

Pmbaii idiski

Pigskin (disk)

Quad (disk)

Basketball (disk,

Gammon Challenger (drsk)

Everest Explorer (disk)

Superscript (disk)

System Savers (cass i

Invaders From Space icass j

Duel N Drwds (cass )

Pinball (cass I

Pigskin (cass )

Ouad (cass i

Basketball (cass |

Gammon Challenger icass )

Everest Explorer (cass )

All Adventure International
All Automated Simulations
All Avalon Hill

All Hayden
All Microsoft

ACORN SOFTWARE
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$20 95
$29 95
S149S
$14 95
$14 95
$14 95
$14 95
$14 95
S14 95
S14 95
S14 95

now $17.7*
now $17.70
now $17.71
no. $17.7*
now $17.70
now $17.70
now $17.70
now $17.70
now $25.30
now $12.66
now (12.
now (12,
no. $12
now S12.
now $12.66
now S12.
no. •12.00
to. (12.66
15% ON List
15% Off List
15%OffU*t
15% Off List
15% Off List

Adventure International 1 5% off sug retail

Alan' Salan (CDS) (disk)

Atari ' Satan (CDS) Icass)
Typing Tutor (IMAGE ) iCass)
16K Ram (Atari-

1

Computation i
Thesis) icass)

$33.04
$25.44

$15 00 no. $13.94

Apple^
See full page of Apple" products elsewhere in this

magazine.

QOfQOfl
Word Star
Mail Merge
Super Sort
VisiCalc 3 3
Wurst of Huntington Computing
Nibble Express
Soft Porn Adventure
Time Lord
French Hangman
Alicia Sp bilingual reader

H4H Slock Trader
Grow (CIA)
All Edu Ware

$39 95 no. $33.09
$375 00 now 0200.00
$125 00 no. 0100.10
$200 00 no. $100.00
5200 00 no. $140.00

$19.99
$12 95 no. $11.99
$29 95 now $25.39
$29 95 now $25.30
$29 95 now $25.30
$29 95 now $25.30

$190 00 now $101.49
535 00 now $31.49

15% Off U»l

VersaCalc
llabfi*

All Serendipity
All Smus
All Sybex Courses
Wm at the Races
Disk Prep
PLE Chip

jtOOOOi
$60 00 i $50

15%OffLi*t
15% Off List
15% Off Ual

$39 95 no. $33.00
$2500 no. $21.10
$60 00 no. $50.99

Wt maintain a huge inventory of software for Apple' and
hardware Call us toil tree loutside Caiit

i
tor the latest prog

rams We also stock a large supply of computer books Visit us
in person at our new 3300 square loot store at 1945 South
Dairy in Corcoran Calif

APPLE is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Post Office Box 1235
Corcoran California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-41 1

1

Call us for any Software
not listed here. Most Prices are

15% Off List
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Stephen Kimmel
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If you want the computer to have an
impact on the maximum number of people.

then you have to pick a task that in some-

way affects the lives of many of them. In

this frame of mind. I kicked off the sheets

and blankets, poked Georgia in the ribs

and asked her what the most common
human activity was.

"Huh? What time is it?" she moaned, a

model of erudition.

"Three o'clock. What's the most common
human activity?"

"Sleep." my wife the dietitian and presi-

dent-elect of the Oklahoma Dietetic Associ-

ation said. She was unconscious again

almost before she finished the word.
"Oh." I responded. I lay there thinking

of some way for the computer to affect

the way people sleep. As with breathing.

I couldn't imagine a way for the computer
to become involved in this undeniably

common activity.

Eating is the most common human
activity that involves any thought processes.

Unlike breathing or sleeping, we have to

Stephen Kimmel. 47.S6 s. Irvingtoii Place, Tula,
OK 741.15.

:>.

decide what we are going to eat.

And for millions of Americans it isn't

simply a matter of finding out what's in

the refrigerator. Nearly 40% of all Ameri-
cans are on some kind of diet. This includes

about 5% on diabetic diets and an equal

Eating is the most
common human activity

that involves any
thought processes.

number on salt restricted diets for high

blood pressure. Nearly a third of us are

trying to lose weight. Look at your hook-
store if you need more evidence. Look at

the best seller lists. See how many diet

books you find.

Aha! A perfect application for the home
computer! Enrich the lives of millions by

enabling them to take better control of

their diets and hence their lives. Or is it?

Nutrition Is an imprecise Science
Nutrition is a classic example of a field

where precision doesn't matter. Consider
a specific example: vitamin C in an orange.

The nutrient tables will tell you to the

nearest milligram what is contained in an
average orange. One medium California

Navel orange contains 85 milligrams of

vitamin C. A Valencia orange has 59.

Oranges from Florida contain an average
of 68 milligrams. All of which is meaningless
because oranges can range from a tiny 2"

in diameter to a colossal 4". That means
that two oranges of the same variety could
vary as much in size as 800% with a

corresponding variation in vitamin C
content.

Actual content will vary according to

the weather, the soil, and a thousand other

factors. There are ways of telling exactly

how much vitamin C there is in a specific

orange. Unfortunately, the orange is

inedible when the process is complete.
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The Text Solution for APPLE II®

Now APPLE II® Owners Can Solve Text Problems
With VIDEOTERM 80 Column by 24 Line Video Display

Utilizing 7 X 9 Dot Character Matrix
Perhaps the most annoying shortcoming of the Apple II" is its limitation of displaying only 40 columns by 24 lines of

text, all in uppercase. At last, Apple II* owners have a reliable, trouble-free answer to their text display problem.
VIDEOTERM generates a full 80 columns by 24 lines of text, in upper and lower case. Twice the number of characters as
the standard Apple II" display. And by utilizing a 7 by 9 character matrix, lower case letters have true descenders. But
this is only the start.

VIDEOTERM, MANUAL,
SWITCHPLATE VIDEOTERM

'•*$-Xl' ()»,-. /

6123456789: ;<>?
( A B C D E F G H I J K L h N

P0R5TUVHXYZI \) A
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'abcdffohijk lino
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7X12 MATRIX
18X80 OPTIONAL

i • 1 1 1 1
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1 I \ ] 1 .
' i t : d I ' 9 h

J
< '

pqrstiv««]fll!)*|

Advanced
Hardware
Design

Available
Options

BASICS VIDEOTERM lists BASIC programs, both integer and Applesoft, using the entire 80
columns Without splitting keywords Full editing capabilities are offered using the
ESCape key sequences tor cursor movement With provision for stop/start text

scrolling utilizing the standard Control S entry And simultaneous onscreen display
of text being printed

Pascal Installation of VIDEOTERM in slot 3 provides Pascal immediate control of the
display since Pascal recognizes the board as a standard video display terminal and
treats it as such No changes are needed to Pascals MISC INFO or GOTOXY files.

although customization directions are provided All cursor control characters are

identical to standard Pascal defaults

Other The new Microsoft Softcard* is supported So is the popular D C Hayes Micro
Boards modem II' , utilizing customized PROM lirmware available from VIDEX The power-

ful EasyWnter* Professional Word Processing System and other word processors
are now compatible with VIDEOTERM Or use the Mountain Hardware ROMWriter*
(or other PROM programmer) to generate your own custom character sets Natural-
ly. VIDEOTERM conforms to all Apple OEM guidelines, assurance that you will have
no conflicts with current or future Apple II' expansion boards

VIDEOTERM s onboard asynchronous crystal clock ensures flicker-free character display
Only the size of the Pascal Language card. VIDEOTERM utilizes CMOS and low power con-
sumption ICs. ensuring cool, reliable operation AM iCs are fully socketed for easy
maintenance Add to that 2K of on board RAM. 50 or 60 Hz operation, and provision of power
and input connectors tor a light pen Problems are designed out. not in

The entire display may be altered to inverse video, displaying black characters on a white
field PROMs containing alternate character sets and graphic symbols are available from
Videx A switchplate option allows you to use the same video monitor for either the
VIDEOTERM or the standard Apple II* display, instantly changing displays by flipping a
single toggle switch The switchplate assembly inserts into one of the rear cut outs in the
Apple IV case so that the toggle switch is readily accessible And the Videx KEYBOARD
ENHANCER can be installed, allowing upper and lower case character entry directly from
your Apple ll' keyboard

1K of onboard ROM firmware controls all operation of the VIDEOTERM No machine
language patches are needed for normal VIDEOTERM use

Firmware Version 2.0

Characters
Options

7x9 matrix
7 x 12 matrix option.
Alternate user definable
character set option.
Inverse video option

Display 24 x 80 (full descenders)
18 x 80 (7 x 12 matrix with full descenders)

Want to know more9 Contact your local Apple dealer today for a demonstration VIDEOTERM is available

through your local dealer or direct Irom Videx in Corvallis. Oregon Or send for the VIDEOTERM Owners
Reference Manual and deduct the amount if you decide to purchase Upgrade your Apple II' to full terminal

capabilities for half the cost of a terminal VIDEOTERM At last

7X9 MATRIX
24X80 STANDARD

Appl« II' is a trademark of Apple Computer Iftc

ROMWriter" is a trademark of Mountain Hardware Inc

M.cromodem li' n a trademark of D C Haves Associates Inc

Sollca»d* is a trademark Of Microsoft

EasyWriter* is a trademark of Information Unlimited Software Inc

• VIDEOTERM includes manual $345
• SWITCHPLATE S 19
• MANUAL refund with purchase S 19
• 7 x 12 CHARACTER SET $ 39
• MICROMODEM FIRMWARE $ 25

APPLE II® OWNERS!
introducing the

KEYBOARD & DISPLAY
ENHANCER

PUT THE SHIFT AND SHIFT LOCK BACK WHERE IT BELONGS
'SEE REAL UPPER AND lower CASE ON THE SCREEN
'ACCESS ALL YOUR KEYBOARD ASCII CHARACTERS

Videx has the perfect companion •

woftl procfsaou software the KEYBOARD
AND DISPLAY ENHANCER (natal the

enhancet in your APPI I II rind be typing m
Ma lust like a typewriter If you want an

upper case character, use the SHIFT key or the

CTRL key for shift k>rk Not only that, but you

see upper and lower case on the screen as you

type Perfectly compatible wtlh Apple Writer

and other word processors like, for example

Super Text

If you want to program in BASIC, tust put it

back into the alpha lock mode and you have

the original keyboard back with a few im

provemenls Now you can enter those elusive *>

characters directly from the keyboard

quire the Control key to be pressed with the

RESET to prevent accidental imli

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY
ENHANCER a* rei <>mmended for use with all

>f the APPLE I bfncJudm6l
F.PROM and dip switches mounted on a PC
board, and a jumper cable Easy installation

meaning no soldenng or cutting traces Alter

nate default modes are dip switch selectable

You can even remap the keyboard, selecting an

alternate character set. for custom applications

PRICE • KDE 700 (REV 7 or greater) M29
• KDE 000 (REV 6 or Ivm) *IW.

Apple II" is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

I!
idex

VIDEX
897 N.W. Grant Avenue
Corvallis. Oregon 97330
Phone (503) 758-0521
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Bite by Byte, continued.

Fortunately, the fact that accuracy is

impossible is unimportant. The body is a

remarkably efficient chemical factory. If

you eat too much of something, then the

body will save it; as it does when it stores

vitamin D in fat tissue: convert it to some-
thing else, protein to glucose and fat

(Almost all Americans eat too much
protein); or throw it away, as it does with

excess iron. If. perchance, you don*t eat

enough of something, the body will take

it out of storage, make it out of something
else if it can. or simply do without it for a

while.

It is difficult, at best, to determine what
a human needs to consume. It depends
on his metabolic rates, his particular body
chemistry and his weight. Anyone who
believes that accuracy in this field is possible

is invited to tell me to the nearest gram
what he weighs— and converting your
weight from a bathroom scale doesn't count

since it is only accurate to the nearest

pound. Maybe. The point is that it is

absolutely impossible to say exactly what
any individual needs to consume.

It is impossible to know precisely what
you eat. and equally impossible to know
precisely what you need to eat. Your
response to this fact of life is to eat a

variety of foods every day. The surest

way to become malnourished is to eat the

same thing every day for a prolonged
period of time. The surest way to maintain

good nutrition is to eat a wide variety of

foods, including breads, meats, vegetables,

fats, and fruits.

Enter the Computer
This may make it sound as if there is no

need for computer programs. Not quite

true. There is growing awareness of the

importance of nutrition; even doctors are

beginning to take nutritional considerations

seriously. Few human activities have as

much potential to improve the quality of

our lives as eating well.

Nutrition calculations, however, while

simple, are tedious and time consuming.
Not surprisingly there is a great deal of

activity in this field. It is comparable to

anything except accounting and games,
with at least fifty programs in use. under
development and/or for sale in America.
Now look through the ads in this magazine.
Where are all the diet programs?
Almost every hospital and every school

with a nutrition curriculum has a diet

program running on its computer system—
typically the Megalith 5000 series

machine—and almost all were developed
in-house. So there are programs out there,

and there are people writing diet pro-

grams.
Why. then, are there so few for small

computers? A fair question and one that I

asked myself frequently in preparing this

article. The answer lies in the fact that

most of the programs were written by
people who suffered from Big Computer
Psychosis.

Big Computer Psychosis, as we all know,
is a horrible malady that afflicts people
who have a moderate working knowledge
of some so-called "main frame computer."

There is growing
awareness of the

importance of nutrition.

They can be instantly identified by their

use of the phrase. "That'll never fit on a

microcomputer." Their logic runs like this:

"I had a hell of a time getting this on my
$100,000 computer. It just barely fits. 1

don't know much about microcomputers,
but I know they're smaller than my com-
puter. Therefore, it will never fit on a

microcomputer." Wonderful logic. Also
very wrong.

Texas Tech University, like most large

schools, has a Department of Food and
Nutrition within its college of Home
Economics. (That is certainly an artifact

of the days when medical people thought
nutrition had little to do with an individual's

health and dietitians were fat old ladies.)

Texas Tech's diet program is called,

cleverly enough. DIET. It is available as

a deck of cards (740 for the program. 647
for the data base) for duplication costs.

DIET is written in Cobol and executed
on an IBM 370/145. It was designed for

nutrition students to use in performing
detailed analyses on one or more days of

meals. The student enters the quantity

and (he f<xxl eaten and the program com-

putes the quantity of each of 28 nutrients

consumed during the time period. The
Texas Tech program, which is one of the

best, contains 626 foods and 28 nutrients.

That's quite a hit of information.

It is easy to see why a diet program
would be difficult to fit on a computer of

any size. Basically, a diet program is very

little more than a database manipulator.

The essential mathematics are very simple.

You multiply the nutritional content of a

given food by the amount eaten, add the

results to the other fixxls eaten during a

given time periixl and compare the total

to the recommended daily allowance
(RDA). The program isn't much. It is the

data base that consumes all the memory.
As a rule of thumb you need at least

100 foods to even begin to do a reasonable

job of simulating an American diet. The
question is how many nutrients and qualities

you want to maintain for each. Suppose
you have 20 nutrients for each of 300

foods and you store them as floating point

variables. Further assume that each fixxl

has a twelve-letter name. Without even
blinking you've used up nearly 28000 bytes.

Then if you use data statements to put

the information into memory, you've used

up that number again. Now you've
consumed 56000 bytes, more than most
personal computers have available. And
you still haven't determined the individual's

RDA.
Your choice, then, is fewer foods or

fewer nutrients or better programming.
Since most of the creators of large programs

have large computers, they choose the

brute force approach. Small wonder they

don't think a home computer can do the

job.

Contrary to the opinion common among
programmers working on large machines.
the small computer is fully capable of

doing the job. Some of these programs. I

found, do the job better than the monsters.

In this article I will review a few of the

programs available. Some are magnificent

efforts. Some are simply funny.

Diet Information Program
The first of our programs is in Dwyer

and Critchfield's "Basic and the Personal

Computer." Diet Information Program was
originally designed as a practical example
of a data base program. It includes 28
fotxls and 18 nutrients— too few to be of

any practical use. Pick 28 foods, any 28
foods, and cat nothing else. If you stick to

it for over a week, write and tell me what
you ate.

Indeed, the authors really have illustra-

tive purposes in mind and the program
wasn't meant to be used. I( performs the

most fundamental task of a diet program:
you input a group of ftxxls and the program
(ells you how that compares with your
requirements. It you were unable to find

anything better, you can easily expand
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-

resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish

outstanding programs from ordinary ones.

But if you've ever agonized for hours or

days just to get one image perfected, you're

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there's a better way.

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system
available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called

VersaWriter. it starts with an ingeniously

simple entry board consisting of a 1
4" X 1

2"

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear

plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing

or diagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the

clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or

complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached

to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the

other end. The VersaWriter resembles a

draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter

is a potentiometer. A cable from these

pontentiometersconnects to the paddle input

of the computer. No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the

arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that s needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter
really stands out. VersaWriter comes with

two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of "low level'' commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive

sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating

drawings that the user has created.

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $249.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00
Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00

Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Ann '» !*• iiQUHfd tudvmirt. Of AtxM* ComeuMf tnc

Of course the basic commands let you enter

a drawing freehand or by tracing it. Want a

wider brush stroke? Six widths are available.

Drawings can be independently scaled in

both the vertical and horizontal directions.

An enclosed shape may be filled in with

any of 1 06 colors. No. that is not a misprint-

By the same technique that a printing press

can create hundreds of colors from the

three primary ones, so can VersaWriter.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. After putting it in a shape table

it may be used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, rotated, colored or

moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter

can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table. These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or

partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the

image created by VersaWriter. For example,

by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-

ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route

with the drawing arm. Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated.

The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included. These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled

cross section of a human skull to colored

maps to animated cartoons to an electronics

schematic.

Software Updates
You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow. It was. But not any more. Several
routines and improvements were added to

the VersaWriter software since its intro-

duction. An added feature, the Expansion
Pac. is also now available. This third disk of

software contains an area distance program,

a microscope feature, and will save your
graphics in the exact colors you prefer. It

also includes shape tables for architecture,

plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, land-

scape, chemistry, games, and more; 350
predefined shapes in all.

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics device. We wanted to handle the

best one regardless of price. VersaWriter

has the best performance bar none. Surpris-

ingly, it also has the lowest price, just

$299.00 for the Apple version. It requires

an Apple II Applesoft in Rom (or an Apple
II Plus), disk, and 48K memory. VersaWriter

comes complete with two disks of software,

a comprehensive instruction manual, and
a 90-day limited warranty. The additional

Expansion Pac is available for $39.95.
The Atari version, which varies slightly

from the Apple version in number and types

of functions performed, is available for

$299.00. As new updates are developed
for the Atari. Peripherals Plus will furnish

them free to all customers— just send us
the disk and we'll supply the updated
material. We make this unique offer because
it is in our best interest to have you make
the best use of your computer. We're also

convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use they'll want one too.

Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not

completely satisfied we'll give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus

shipping both ways.
To order, specify Apple or Atari version,

send payment plus $3.00 shipping and han-
dling to Peripherals Plus, 39 East Hanover
Ave. , Morris Plains. NJ 07950. (New Jersey
residents please add 5% Sales tax.) Credit

card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or

American Express card. Credit card cus-
tomers may also call toll-free 800-63 1-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445).

For spectacular graphics on yourcomputer,
order VersaWriter today.

39 E. Hanover Ave.,

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Bite by Byte, continued...

1 BACON 52 SALAD DRESSING
2 BOUILLON 53 SPINACH
3 CORNED BEEF 54 BISCUIT
4 ROAST BEEF 55 WHITE BREAD
5 BOLOGNA 56 WHEAT BREAD
(i CHICKEN 57 CORNFLAKES
7 FLOUNDER 58 GRAHAM CRACKER
8 FRANKFURTER 59 CRACKER
9 HAM 60 FLOUR
10 HAMBURGER 61 PASTA
11 LIVER 62 OATMEAL
12 PORK CHOP 63 PANCAKE
13 SALMON 64 RAISIN BRAN
14 SAUSAGE 65 WHITE. RICE
15 TUNA 66 BROWN RK 1

16 TURKEY 67 WHEAT GERM
17 VEAL 68 APPLE
IK BEEF STEW 69 BANANA
19 PEANUT BUTTER 70 CANTALOUPE
20 PIZZA 71 CUCUMBER
21 CREAMED SOUP 72 GRAPEFRUIT
22 TOMATO SOUP 73 GRAPES
23 VEGETABLE SOUP 74 ORANGE
24 SOYBEANS 75 ORANGE JUICE
25 SPAGHETTI 76 PEACHES
26 BUTTER 77 PINEAPPLE
27 CHEDDAR CHEESE 78 RAISINS
28 COTTAGE CHEESE 79 STRAWBERRIES
29 CREAM CHEESE 80 TOMATO
30 SWISS CHEESE 81 WATERMELON
31 CREAM 82 CAKE
32 EGG 83 CANDY
33 MARGARINE 84 CHOCOLATE
34 WHOLE MILK 85 SANDWICH COOKIES
35 SKIM MILK 86 DOUGHNUT
36 MALTED MILK 87 GELATIN
37 YOG IK I 88 HONEY
38 BAKED BEANS 89 ICE CREAM
39 LIMA BEANS 90 JAM/JELLY
40 GREEN BEANS 91 PEANUTS
41 BEETS 92 CUSTARD PIE
42 BROCCOLI 93 FRUIT PIE
43 CARROTS 94 POPCORN
44 COOKED CARROTS 95 POTATO CHIP
45 CORN 96 PUDDING
46 LETTUCE 97 SUGAR
47 MAYONNAISE 98 BEER
48 PEAS 99 COFFEE
49 POTATOES 100 COLA
50 FRENCH FRIES 101 TEA
51 OIL & VINEGAR 102 WINE

Figure I. List <>t Foods

in Creative Computing 's Diet.
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the number of foods. The authors list

several fine sources of additional data

where you can find additional f»x>d numbers
to enter in your program.

Still, you will run out of memory quickly,

since the running program has the data as

both statements in the program and as

data. Very fundamental. Don't bother.

There are programs available that will do
the job.

Die!

Diet, by Creative Computing Software

as part of Ecology Simulations-2. is one

that will do the job. It is one of four

programs designed for classroom use. It

is an interesting combination: pollution

control, rat control, disease control and

fat control. Here we have the minimum
100 foods and only four nutrients for each.

However the four nutrients are the most

fundamental, protein, fat. carbohydrates,

and calories if you want to fall into the

fallacy of thinking of a calorie as a

nutrient.

The program implies the "wide variety"

concept of nutrition. If you eat a wide
enough variety you would pick up the

required vitamins and minerals. The

Quick. What didyou
have for lunch
yesterday?

Creative Computing program isn't really

designed for home use. It is geared toward
classroom application and instruction. The
student enters what he has eaten for break-

fast, lunch, dinner and a snack and the

program tells him how close he has come
to meeting his daily needs. It does a

reasonably good job.

To use Diet in the home environment
will require few modifications. It can be
used to design a workable diet and will

project how much you can expect to lose

or gain if you stick to a prescribed diet. It

might have been better if it allowed you
to adjust your menu on-line and gave you
a continuous update on how the foods

you had selected so far compared with

the prescribed quantities. These are fairly

simple modifications and well within the

abilities of most programmers.
The program really needs a printed sheet

to go with it so the user can record what
he eats, or plans to eat. To help you.

Figure 1 provides a list of the foods in the

Diet database. Make copies of it and use

it to record what you eat as you eat it.

The ability to recall what you have eaten
in the last 24 hours is frequently shaky.

Quick. What did you have for lunch yester-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



TheA2-GE1
Graphics Editor
forthe
Apple II

You bought your Apple for its graphics

capabilities. Now with the A2-GE1. you can

use those capabilities to the fullest

With Object Editor you can create whatever

objects you want in the colors of your choice.

You can also type in whatever 3D text you

want and in different sizes. And saving an

object is as easy as naming it.

Then give the object names to Motion

Programmer and see how the beautifully laid

out keyboard controls will let you switch objects

on or off. animate them, or add upper or lower

case 2D text mixed right in. It's remarkably

easy.

You can also record your entire presentation,

animation and all. for later use with Motion

Playback, or just take computer snapshots'

of scenes with Slide Show Playback

The A2-GE1 Graphics Editor requires the

A2-3D1 or 3D2 and includes Object Editor,

Motion Programmer Motion Playback, and

Slide Show Playback It also includes a special

A2-3D2 interface for BASIC programmers.

See your dealer for a
demonstration.

Graphics power
forthe
non-programmer!

I

7* 75 77 7»"

LOGIC
Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, I L 61820
(217)359-8482
Telex. 206995

A2-GE1 Graphics Editor
$34.95 on disk (48K and
A2-3D1 required)

A2-3D1 Graphics Package
$59 95 on disk (32K required)

A2-3D2 Enhancement
for color and independent
object manipulation

$24.95 on disk (48K and
A2-3D1 required)

A2-3D/A Saturn Navigator
a 3D adventure program
$24.95 on disk (48K, A2-3D1

.

and Applesoft in ROM required)

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

For direct order, include $3 for UPS or $5 for first class mail delivery

Illinois residents add 5% sales tax Visa and Master Card accepted
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Bite by Byte, continued...

BREAKFAST MENU

2100 Calories

Serving Unit Number of Servings

2 slices lunchmeat 1 2/3

1/2 cup cooked cereal

1 cup low fat milk (or buttermilk or yogurt)

l <s avocado 1 2/3

1 2 grapes 1 2/3
tea or coffee (no sugar) or bouillon 1

Select: 1 -Different Foods or 2-Return to Meal Menu

LUNCH MENU
2100 Calories

Serving Unit Number of Servings

2 eggs 1 2/3

1/2 cup rice 1 2/3

2 tsp. French dressing 1 2/3

1 cup low fat milk (or buttermilk or yogurt) 12/3
1 small orange 12/3
pickles (not sweetened) 1

Select: 1-Different Foods or 2-Return to Meal Menu

DINNER MENU
2100 Calories

Serving Unit Number of Servings

2 eggs 1 2/3
1/2 cup cooked spaghetti or noodles 1 2/3
1 cup cabbage 1 2/3

10 cherries 1 2/3

pickles (not sweetened) 1

Select: 1-Different Foods or 2-Return to Meal Menu

Figure 2. Sample Menus Produced by Flexidiet.

day? How many ounces of milk did you
drink yesterday? Was it whole. 2% or skim

milk? For the diet program to do its job

right, it has to know precisely what and
how much of it you have eaten. Unfortu-

nately, people don't drink five ounces of

milk. They drink a big glass or a little

glass. Once again we see the impossibility

of accuracy. That's the major problem
with our next program.

Flexidiet

Flexidiet is a part of the Body Buddy
package for the TRS-80 from Instant Soft-

ware. Hmmm. Instant Software— instant

food. Could I be so rude as to draw an
analogy here? After all. we all know how
gixxl instant food is. Some of it is adequate.

An author of high principles certainly

wouldn't take a cheap shot like that. A lot

of Instant Software's programs are

adequate. Flexidiet isn't one of them.

Flexidiet is an . . . uh . . . attempt at

solving the problem of home use. It has

an apparent HH foods, but these are far

tix) few since most of them are vegetables.

Flexidiet. unlike the other programs, is a

menu planning program. You designate a

calorie level and a meal, and Flexidiet

prints a suggested menu.
Flexidiet solves the memory consumption

problem in a unique way. Each food is

assigned to an exchange grouping. All

fruits, for example, are grouped together.

A serving of each food in the grouping

has approximately the same number of

the four basic nutrients and. in theory,

can be exchanged for another in the

group.

The specific food doesn't matter, since

the quantity of the foods on the exchange
are designed to equalize the major
nutrients. If you are allowed one milk

exchange it doesn't matter if you have 1

cup of skim milk. 1/2 cup of cottage cheese

or 1 cup of unfavored yogurt. They can
be readily exchanged for one another.

Flexidiet indicates which food belongs to

which exchange group with an index. Thus
the program contains no data at all on
how much of each nutrient a food con-

tains.

The program plans the meals by fol-

lowing the old diabetic diet exchange
system which is very similar to the Weight
Watchers and TOPS systems. Each meal
is allowed a certain number of each type

of exchange. Breakfast, for example, might

have one milk exchange, two fruits, one
meat and two fat exchanges.

Flexidiet contains a meal pattern that

tells it which exchanges are allowed and
then, you guessed it. it randomly selects a

food with the correct exchange designation.

Now comes the problem which should be
readily apparent to everyone: some com-
binations of foods simply don't go together.

Figure 2. a print out of a Flexidiet menu,
demonstrates that.
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WOULD LIKE TO

ibm westinghouse broadcasting at&t
dow chemical nasa proctor & gamble
ef hutton allied chemical honeywell
apple computer trw chase manhattan
merrill lynch e i du pont new york life
itt-cannon price waterhouse u s army
univ of california g e univ of manitoba
xerox lawrence livermore lab sony
owens corning shearson loeb rhoades
cable news network hughes research
arthur young & co mountain computer
johns hopkins minolta sheraton corp
McDonnell douglas bank of louisville

Impressed?
Thanks to customers like these. DB MASTER is

the second fastest selling business software package
for the Apple II.

Even more impressive are the comments from

some of our customers. As Mr. M. Robert McElwain,

Senior VP of the Bank of Louisville states. "After hav-

ing purchased more than 400 software packages. I'm

still trying to establish a list of top ten that I whole-

heartedly endorse. I don't have ten. but I'M ONE
CLOSER—DB MASTER has been added to the list

It's a real treat to acquire those which are truly out-

standing. DB MASTER is quality software which I

highly recommend."

DB MASTER is a registered trademark of Barney Stone and Alpine

Software Inc Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer

1981 Stoneware Microcomputer Products

Equally impressive is the range of features built

into DB MASTER. As Mr. McElwain continues, "I

could comment on the screen formatting, short forms,

security, auto date . . but where do I stop? With over

100 Apples, we think we recognize good software

when we use it."

Our special thanks to Mr. McElwain. And to all our
equally impressed customers.

As they all know, in today's highly competitive

marketplace, a good name is hard to come by.
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Bite by Byte, continued...

Flexidiet. not satisfied with one bad
idea, compounds it with another. The
program contains a single diet plan. Other
calorie levels are obtained by simply multi-

plying the base pattern. For example, a

2100 calorie diet is I 2/3 of the base 1200
calorie diet. The mixed fractions this

creates are a nightmare. Quickly, and
exactly, everyone go slice up 1 2/3 of l fs

of an avocado. I'll give partial credit to

anyone who can figure out how much of

an avocado that is.

Of the entire group. Flexidiet was the

funniest of the programs. My wife and I

laughed until we cried trying to get reason-

able combinations of foods. This gobbler
is completely worthless except as an ice

breaker at parties. Nice try. Instant Soft-

ware. Go to the back of the class.

Flexidiet was the
funniest of the
programs.

One vast improvement in your pro-

gramming would be to avoid the double

whammy of having all the information in

the computer twice. Douglas Green's Diet

program, which appeared in November
19W) Creative Computing, handles the

database as an external file which is all

loaded into memory once from a cassette

or disk file. That program lists 97 foods

and seven nutrients— apparently an
adequate number of both. It is a put-in-

the-foods. get-out-the-analysis program
similar to most of what is done in the

field. Here, unlike Creative Computing's
Diet program, the foods aren't set up as

meals, a fact which does make the program
somewhat awkward to use. Again the

needed modifications are well within the

scope of any programmer who can translate

the program to his machine. The program

was written for the Wang system 2000;

translation isn't simple.

Compudiel
One of the best programs, and certainly

one of the most obscure, is Compudiet by
Information Technology Systems. The
program is designed to work on a 16K
TRS-80. My current version has 127 foods

and 13 nutrients in its database. Compudiet
1.4. which has an uncertain release date,

is said to contain 200 foods and 20 nutrients,

and will be comparable to many of the

programs the "Big Computer Psychosis"

people have.

It overcomes the database problem with

another program which is definitely avail-

able. BASICIO. also from Information

Technology Systems, is a machine language

program that is built into other programs
and performs what amounts to a core

801 2043B
802 2045C
803 2049C
804 2049D
80S 20508
806 2051D
807 2051E
808 2052C
80? 2052D
810 2060
811 2061
812 2063
813 2065
811 2067
815 2069
816 2070
017 2072
818 2074
819 2075
820 2077
821 2079
822 2081
823 2083
821 2085
825 2087
826 2089
827 20?0
828 20?2
829 20?4
830 20?5
831 20?7
832 2099
833 210(1
834 2102
835 2104
836 2106
837 2108
838 2110
839 2112
810 2114
841 2116
842 2118
843 1-056
844 2140A
845 2144A
846 2115A
847 2146B
848 211BA
84? 2119ft
850 2 156A

SHRIMP COOKED (FRENCH FRIED)
SHRIMP CANNED MEDIUM 2.5" LONG
SIRUPS MAPLE
SIRUPS MAPLE
SIRUPS SORGHUM
SIRUPS TABLE BLEND CHIEFLY CORN LIGHT & DARK
SIRUPS TABLE BLEND CHIEFLY CORN LIGHT & DARK
SIRUPS CANE AND MAPLE
SIRUPS CANE AND MAPLE
SOUPS ASPARAGUS CREAM OF CAN MADE WITH HATER
SOUPS ASPARAGUS CREAM OF CAN MADE WITH MILK
SOUPS BEAN WITH PORK CAN MADE WITH HATER
SOUPS BEEF BROTH CONSOMME CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS BEEF NOODLE CAN MADE HITH HATER

1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.

1.

1.

t.
1.

CAN MADE HITH HATER
CAN MADE HITH MILK
CAN MADE HITH HATER
CAN MADE HITH HATER
CAN MADE HITH MILK

SOUPS CELERY CREAM OF
SOUPS CELERY CREAM OF
SOUPS CHICKEN CONSOMME
SOUPS CHICKEN CREAM OF
SOUPS CHICKEN CREAM OF
SOUPS CHICKEN GUMBO CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CHICKEN NOODLE CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CHICKEN HITH RICE CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CHICKEN VEGETABLE CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CLAM CHOHDER (MANHATTAN) CAN HITH HATER
SOUPS MINESTRONE CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS MUSHROOM CREAM OF CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS MUSHROOM CREAM OF CAN MADE HITH MILK
SOUPS ONION CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS PEA GREEN CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS PEA GREEN CAN MADE HITH MILK
SOUPS PEA SPLIT CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS TOMATO CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS TOMATO CAN MADE HITH MILK
SOUPS TURKEY NOODLE CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS VEGETABLE BEEF CAN MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS VEGETABLE H/BEEF BROTH CAN MADE H/HATER
SOUPS VEGETARIAN VEGETABLE CAN MADE H/HATER
SOUPS BEEF NOODLE DRY MIX MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CHICKEN NODDLE DRY MIX MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS CHICKEN RICE DRY MIX MADE HITH HATER
SUUFS ONION DRY MIX MADE HITH HATER
SOUPS PEA GREEN DRY MIX MAOE HITH HATER
SOUR CREAM CULTURED
SOYBEANS MATURE SEEDS DRY COOKED
SOYBEANS SPROUTED SEEDS COOKED DRAINCD
SOYBEAN CURD TOFU 2.5" X 2.75'
S0Y3EAN FLOUR FULL FAT STIRRED
SOYBEAN FLOUR LOH FAT STIRRED
SOYBEAN FLOUR DEFATTED STIRKED
SOY SAUCE

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

X 1'

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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SHRMP
CP
TBSP
TBSP
CP
TBSP
CP
TBSP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
PIECE
CP
CP
CP
CP

Figure .?. Datadiet Database.

image dump and retrieval with the cassette.

The data is dumped exactly as it appears
in the computer. It saves and loads a

huge array of data very quickly and with

maximum economy of both memory and
tape.

Why haven't you heard of Compudiet?
Because Information Technology Systems
doesn't have the economic resources of

Instant Software.

What makes Compudiet such a great

program isn't the fact that it loads faster

than anyone else's program or that it has

a large database. No. the real strength of

Compudiet is that the author recognizes

the fact that the computer and nutrition

analysis are only a part of the total weight
loss system. Compudiet comes with a

dieter's manual ( ! ) that is designed to help
you identify the whys and wherefores of

your eating. It addresses the issue of

whether you eat when you are nervous or
bored or lonely. Only Compudiet is con-
cerned with the reason for a weight prob-

lem, and of the group. Compudiet has the

best chance of helping you lose weight.

But. alas, the program may no longer

be available. Such is justice.
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Datadiet

So far we have seen nothing to really

stir the big guys from their conviction

that the task is tin) big for a home computer.

Compudiet. they say smilingly, is a nice-

try but horribly limited. Well, boys and
girls, that's about to change.
Out in California is a bunch of folks

who will make all these people stand up
and take notice. There is a program that

would show these people that a small

computer can do anything the big ones
can do. IPC Datadiet has a program called

Datadiet (don't you love the originality in

this field?) that contains 1000 foods

(expandable to 1500) and 14 nutrients.

That's more foods than almost any of the

megalith programs. It is designed to operate

on a 48K TRS-80 with two 35-track single

density disk drives. Fifteen hundred foods
with 14 nutrients and a long name? How
do you get all that into a small computer
at once? Simple. You don't. You bring

whatever data you need from the disk

and you leave the rest safely out of memory.
Thus, you can have a couple thousand
foods available to you and still have some
room for your program.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



MODEL III DISK KITS
TWO 40/track drive kit and hardware Cornea
complete with all the necessary hardware and 2 J ^^_
drives ot your choice. (MPI or TANDON 40 kxa—aaf esssssf

track) NO SOLDERING OR TRACE CUTTING 'ajljjjjjjsajjaajajw*
REOUIREL> COMPLETE EASY TO FOLLOW H
INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED 875 95 ^^
TWO 80/track drive kit and hardware Same as above 1,095.00

ONE 40/track drive kit with all hardware and your choice ol MPI or TANDON 40/

track drive (INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED) 599 99

ONE 80/track drive kit with all hardware and one MPI 80/track drive No soldering 1

(INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED) 699.99

TRS-80 MODEL III. 48K. 2 40 Track TANDON or MPI drives 2.095 99

TRS-80 MODEL III. 48K . 2 80 Track MPI drives 2.325 99

1 YEAR WARRANTY

16 K MEMORY 19.95
MODEL I. Ill APPLE AND EXIDY Instructions included

(MOD 1 Keyboard requires jumpers. $2.00 extra)

ARCHBOLD SPEED-UP MODIFICATION FOR MOD I

TRS-80. RUN UP TO 300% FASTER CPU SPEED! SPEED UP
SLOW PROGRAMS WITHOUT SOFTWARE! 45.00

^^^^™™"Tm5nTtors^^^^^™^~
Black and White Monitors 12" (TECO) 129.95
Green Phospher Monitors 12" (TECO) 159.95
AMDEK Black and White 12" Monitor 159.95
AMDEK Green Phopher 1

2" Monitor 100G 189.95

MODEL I DISK DRIVES
These drives come complete with power supply and chassis.

90 day warranty on disk drives. ALL DRIVES COMPLETELY
TESTED PRIOR TO SHIPPING! 40 track drives are fully

compatible with TRSDOS, NEWDOS-80. LDOS etc

Fully compatible with the PERCOM DOUBLER and Double
density! 80 track drives require MAKE-80 program to run

regular software. (SPECIAL! GET A FREE 2 DRIVE CABLE
WHEN BUYING 2 or more DRIVES!)
40 TRACK MPI or TANDON DRIVES 319.95

80 TRACK MPI 439.95

DOUBLE SIDED 80 TRACK MPI 579.95

2 DRIVE CABLES 25.95

4 DRIVE CABLES 35.95

SPECIAL DOUBLE SIDED CABLES (CALLS)
MAKE-80 CONVERT 40 TRACK TO 80 TRACK.
(SPECIFY MOD I. Ill) 29.95

DISKETTES
SPECIAL: Brown Bag Diskettes (Verbatim) Bag of » . 49.95

SPECIAL: Brown Bag Diskettes too Quantity 214.00

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES Bo» ot to 32.50

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKETTES too Quantity 275.00

SPECIAL DISK HOLDER
Holds 50 Diskettes
Reg Price $35.95

SPECIAL '21.95

PERCOM DOUBLER II (Includes DBLDOS) Doubles storage

on Model I disk drives. Installs in Exp. Int. in minutes! Will not

effect normal operation! 169.95

NEWDOS-80 (New Version 2) 139.95

LDOS 139.95

DOSPLUS 3 3 W-95
(Specify Mod I of III)

LYNX TELEPHONE MODEM -
k

AUTO/DIAL AUTO/ANSWER. gP k
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE AND ^ ^^
HARDWARE FOR MODELS I AND III Ijjl MV
The RS-232 is not needed! Completely '^vjj^^^
assembled. LYNX MODEMS are compatible with

ST-80 III also 299.95
ST-80 III: Smart terminal program. Allows saving data to disk

or sending data from disk and more! Mod I or III ... 149.95

PRINTERS
SPECIAL: FREE CABLES AND FREE SHIPPING

WITH ALL PRINTERS!
CABLES FOR MODEL I EXPANSION INTERFACE, MOD III.

or PMC-80 EXP 100 or PIF-40 only.)

PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH COMPUTER!

HIGH QUALITY DOT MATRIX
EPSON MX-80 (Tractor feed only) 539.95
EPSON MX-80 FT (Tractor and Friction feed) 639.95
EPSON MX-70 (Tractor feed only) 419.95
EPSON MX-1 00 (Tractor and Friction feed 14.5 wide) 695.95
EPSON MX-80 Hi-Res Graphics Option 89.95
Add-On Friction Feed Adaptor for MX-80 or MX-70 59.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 (Friction and Pin feed) . . 414.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82 (Friction and Pin feed) . . 597.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83 897.95

(Friction, Pin and Tractor feed 14.5")

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A. 120 cps 625.00
(9x9 matrix w/descenders)

OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A 120 cps 925.00
(9x9 matrix w/descenders)

TRACTOR FEED ADAPTOR for 80 and 82 75.00

^ETTE^iuTLrT^mNTERs"
The C-itoh Daisy wheel printer is one of the finest Letter

Quality printers we've seen WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS???
Exchange Daisy wheels to get the kind of printing fonts you
need. 12-10 pitch. Excellent with Scripsit or Electric pencil.

Let's face it, sometimes dot matrix doesn't hack it! (You can
use standard Diablo Carbon ribbons with the C-itoh to get
crisp "COPY READY" printouts!)

C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 25 CPS 1,795.25
C-ITOH DAISY WHEEL 45 CPS 1,995.25
C-ITOH TRACTOR FEED 219.95

PMC-80 COMPUTER
16K LEVEL II Fully compatible with

all TRS-80 Mod I Software 595.95

PMC-81 COMPUTER 16K LEVEL II

with upper/lower case Upper/lower case
driver in ROM Auto key repeat Numeric keypad

4 programmable keys Built in speaker 100% Mod I software compatible 979.99
EXPANDER 100 PMC's expansion interface 32K. disk controller, printer interface

(Expands PMC-60/81 to 48K) 499.99
RF-MODULATOR lor PMC or TRS-80 to TV Hook-up Completely assembled and
tested (Plugs in Video port) UHF CH 33 39.96

TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries Book. 132 pp 22.50

Microsoft Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries. 312 pp 29.95

Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries. 300 pp 29.95

CALL TOLL FREE: 800-528-1149
NO SURCHARGE FOR VISA MASTER CARD OR AMERICAN EXPRESS" 1

(10% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON C O D S OVER $200 00) Send Certified Check.

Money Order or Check

"
INC.

CALL FOR
FREE 100+ PAGE

CATALOG!!!
TRS-80 IS A TM OF TANDY CORP PMC-80 IS TM OF PERSONAL MICROCOMPUTERS
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

4877 E SPEEDWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85712
(602) 323-9391
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Bite by Byte, continued

Datadiet wasn't designed with the home
user in mind. It was written to serve

professional dietitians and physicians. No
home user needs the kind of power avail-

able through the Datadiet system. The
system appears to be capable of coping
with a hospital dietitian's entire work load.

Of course, this program doesn't come
cheap. Datadiet sells for $399 to users

who don't require special consultant help,

which shouldn't be necessary since the

instructions are amazingly clear and easy

to follow. This is a fully professional pro-

gram and while the price tag seems a

little steep to me it is in line with the sort

of accounting software that is suitable for

major commercial purposes. Figure 3 is a

listing of a small portion of the database
in Datadiet.

IPC Datadiet has two other programs
currently available which are also designed
for the nutrition professional. Recall24
uses a much smaller database than Datadiet

with just 54 foods. However, using the

exchange system it offers an effective 170

foods. When you use the exchange system
you can't get much more than protein, fat

and carbohydrates although Recall24 does
include cholesterol too.

Datadiet wasn't
designed with the
home user in mind.

Recall24 has the best fully interactive

menu evaluation I've seen, giving running

totals of each nutrient. The program cal-

culates your current diet according to

sex. age. and activity level. After entering

what you have eaten in the last 24 hours
(a 24 hour recall), the program evaluates

what you have eaten by food groups. Again,

this is a fully professional program (that is

suitable for home use) and you pay for it.

Recall24 goes for $160.

Fastfood is. by comparison, dirt cheap
at $35 and is essentially identical to

Recall24. except for the diet evaluation.

The foods in the Fastfood database are—

I

assume everybody has already guessed— 50
of the most common fast foods, ranging
from Egg McMuffin to Kentucky Fried

Chicken. The reason that Fastfood is so
much cheaper is that it is much less use-

ful.

IPC Datadiet plans to get into the home
market with Home Nutrition Guide, which
will cost about $35 and have the Recall24
database. Unfortunately it will lack the

evaluation portion of the program— the

worst thing they could have cut out.

The following is a partial list of computer
programs available that relate to diet.

Diet

Classroom Instruction

Creative Computing
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown. NJ 07960 $24.95

Flexidiet

Party Game/Weight Loss
Instant Software

Peterborough. NH 03458 $9.95

Compudiet
Weight Loss

Information Technology Systems
P.O. Box 2667

Sarasota. FL 33578 $19.95

Recall24

Medical Professional

IPC Datadiet

P.O. Box 28156
San Jose. CA 95125 $160

Datadiet

Medical Professional

Same as above $399

Fast Food
Same as above $35

The following programs are in use at

major institutions. Interested readers should

check with the institution concerning
system requirements and availability.

Mini List Computerized Nutritional

Analysis

University of California at Berkeley
Department of Nutritional Science
Database contains 235 foods. 50 nutrients.

$75

Contact: Janet C. King. Ph.D.

DIANA (Dietary Analysis)

Los Angeles Valley College

Family and Consumer Studies Depart-
ment
Database contains 635 foods. 10 nutrients.

Price on request

Contact: Ida Jaqua

Little Falls Hospital

Clinton. NY 13323. $3000
Contact: Mary E. Kilby. RD

FOINANA. User's Guide to Food $. and
LEAN
University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension Service

St. Paul. MN $25-$100
Contact: Muriel S. Brink, Extension Nutri-

tionist

Pillsbury's Computerized Nutrition

Exhibit

Pillsbury Company
Minneapolis. MN
Contact: Marlene A. Johnson. Consumer
Relations
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YES! I'd like to give
some time to a friend
and subscriber.

GiftofTjme*

$25 (5 hours Plus 1 FREE hour)

$50 (10 hours Plus 2'/J FREE hours)

$100 (20 hours Plus 6 FREE hours)

Number of

Certificates

$25

Total Cost

$50

$100

TOTAI
'The "Gift of Time" applies to our regular

Information Service Network connect times

between the hours of 6 PM to 5 AM local

time weekdays and all day weekends at

300 baud or less—and is not applicable to

any purchase or surcharge costs.

Buyer's Name:

(Name)

(Address)

(City)

(State) (Zip)

Where a "Gift of Time" is being purchased

for a friend, a certificate will be sent to you
so it may personally be presented to the

individual.

Please check the appropriate box(s):

niama non-subscriber to the

CompuServe Information Service. A
check or money order lor the "Gift of

Time" Certificate is enclosed.

Glama subscriber to the CompuServe
Information Service. A check or money
order for the "Gift of Time" is enclosed.

This is a gift for a friend.

This is a gift for myself.

My user I.D. is as follows,

Please make check or money order out to

CompuServe Information Service. Gift

Certificates must be redeemed by
March 31. 1982.

CompuServe
Information Service Division

5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard
Columbus, Ohio 43220
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IFOR NEW USERS.
CompuServe is in the holiday

mode. If you subscribe to our

system for the first time in

November or December, we'll give

you two free hours of CompuServe

access time instead of one. That's

a $10 savings just to get started.

So get thee to a Radio Shack

Store", get a demonstration, then

buy the Videotex software package

for most popular computers

($29.95) or buy the system without

software for "dumb" terminals

($19.95).

And . . . once you're a sub-

scriber, you can clip the adjacent

coupon and take advantage of our

second "gift of time". Good deal?

You bet!

Radio Shack is a trademark

ol Tandy Corporation.

BASIC MENU
• Electronic mail • Financial data

& historical information • Special

interest data • User newsletters

• CB simulation • Newspapers
• AP wire • Games • Plus, when

you need it, languages, file cre-

ation & storage (128K free!), soft-

ware downloading, other services.

Over 130 separate entries on the

current menu.

CompuServe
Information Service Division

5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard

Columbus, Ohio 43220
(614)457-8600 (800)848-8990

IFOR CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS.
You can give a friend and

subscriber six hours or more
connect time on CompuServe at

a savings of 20 to 30% off the

regular $5.00 per hour rate. See
the adjacent coupon for actual gift

certificate values. If you are your

only friend with a computer or

terminal, give yourself the gift.

There will be lots of access time

over the holidays, and these

special low prices will let you or

your friend connect with the

fascinating world of the

CompuServe Information Service

at a substantial savings.
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Operation Apocalypse

World War II

Revisited

Games are an abstraction of reality.

One of the simplest games is the Oriental

game of Go which is a fight for territory.

The rules of Chess are more complex
than Go and the game more closely resem-
bles a battlefield. The microcomputer
allows the submersion of rules in the bowels
of a program and frees the participant

from the details allowing him to concentrate

on clever strategies and sweeping plans
of attack.

Strategic Simulations has introduced a
new computer game called Operation
Apocalypse which simulates major World
War II land operations. It requires a 48K
Apple II with Applesoft ROM Card or an
Apple II Plus and one disk drive. The
game is actually four games in one since

it has four different scenarios representing

four different WWII battle operations.

The battlefield is laid out before the
players on the Apple screen. Battle move-
ments are shown in color as tanks and
troops march across the terrain and the
sounds of battle are heard as the artillery

is fired or forces engage in combat.
My only previous contacts with war-

gaming were Risk. Diplomacy, and
Stratego, parlor games played with markers
on a board (if you don't remember, ask
your father). I seem to have stepped into

the latest rendition of a genre unknown

George Miller. 2426 Bush Si.. S;in Fiancbco, CA
441 1.S.

George Miller

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Operation Apocalypse

Type: War

Sysiem: 48K Apple with Applesoft.

Disk Drive

Formal: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Excellent

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations. Inc.

450 San Antonio Road. Suite 62
Palo Alto. CA 94306

to all but a fanatical group of war-gaming
freaks. One reason you have to be fanatical

to be a war-gamer is that it ofen takes a
great deal of time to learn the rules and
play the game. The computer changes all

of that.

The most complicated part of the Opera-
tion Apocalypse rules is listed in an
appendix as the combat resolution tables.

The players need not read these since the

computer knows them and resolves all

combat accordingly. The computer also

keeps a running score to let you know
which side is winning. The eight-page

90

instruction book can be read, but it is

more fun to put the game into automatic
mode and watch the computer take over
the playing of both the Allies and the

Germans.
For two hours you can sit in front of

the screen and watch the raging tides of

war as the computer plays itself. You can
pick up most of the rules of the game just

by watching. The next step is to ask the

computer to play the part of the Germans
as you assume command of the Allies.

You can choose between two levels of

difficulty which govern the strategy used
by the computer, and you can choose
whether or not your forces are invisible

(a la Stratego). I made the mistake of

going into invisible mode and promptly
lost track of all my troops. (The game
comes with two plastic boards and pens
for keeping track of invisible units.) After
honing my skills on the computer I invited

one of my friends over for a session and
let him be the Allies while I took control
of the German army.

Each game lasts about three hours, but
allows plenty of opportunities for saving

the game so you can continue at a later

date. There is a real time element which
allows you only a certain amount of time
to decide where to move before the com-
puter passes on to the next phase. The
element of chance is provided not only in

random terrain setup and combat resolu-

tion, but also in a comical fashion called

panic moves: sometimes the computer

CREATIVE COMPUTING



NEW IMPROVED SOFTWARE FROM
THE ESSENCE OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IS CONTINOUS IMPROVEMENT

EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS
WANTED
FROM YOUR
COMPUTER
BUT DIDN'T
KNOW HOW
TO ASK ...

COMPUMAX INC., a nationally recognized software

house, has been serving small businesses tor live

years.

WE OFFER:

• A complete business accounting software system

running on 18 different microcomputers.

• Powerful programs that even first time computer

users can install and run immediately.

• Interactive packages, with data entered only once

and rippling through the entire system.

• Low price coupled with quality software in the

same package.

• ALL COMPUMAX programs include the BASIC
source code for a greater flexibility.

• Response time is immediate; unequalled in the

industry

ORDER ENTRY . . Sales Orders/Purchase Orders

MICROLEDGER General Ledger

MICROPAY Accounts Payable

MICROREC Accounts Receivable

MICROINV Inventory Control

MICROPERS Payroll/Personnel

ASK ABOUT THE ALL NEW
. MAXILEDGER . . .

G/L with Departmentalizing Capabilities

• MICROBOMP . . .

Bill of Materials Processor

. MICROTEACH . . .

Courseware Authoring System

You want an accounting system for your office.

A study tool for your children. A way to

organize your personal finances and household

operations.

You don't have to be a computer genius to get

what you want from your computer.

COMPUMAX has everything you want at a very

affordable price.

COMPUMAX offers new improved business,

educational and personal software COMPUMAX
software is straightforward, powerful and flexible.

And, best of all. reliable.

• TRS-80 MOD III. II. I • CBM • APPLE • ATARI 800
VECTOR • EXIDY • DYNABYTE "MICROSOFT CP/M-

• SUPERBRAIN • NORTHSTAR • MICROPOLIS
• CP'M is a Trademark ol Digital Research

SEE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
OR,

P.O Box 1139 • Palo Alto. California 94302
415/854-6700
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Sweet
Success at
Strategic

Simulations

We interview founder
and president

Joel Billings

David H.Ahl
I

D.A.: You have an impressive line of war
games. Where are you jit>iny from here?
J.B.: The current games we have under
development are a high-resolution strategy

baseball game that we hope to be out

before the All-Star game. Another is the

Napoleonics game. "The Campaigns of

Napoleon."
D.A.: Why a new Napoleonics game?
J.B.: The main difference is that we are
trying to put people into the position of

the actual leader. In most war games you're

not only Commander-in-Chief, but also

Division Commander. Batallion Com-
mander, etc. You move every unit to

exactly the point where you want them.
In Napoleonics. you are just the Army
Commander. You give orders to the
different units and let the computer move
them as if the computer were the Corps
Commander or the Division Comman-
der.

D.A.: So that means you give orders to

Strategic Simulations' booth at the 6th
West Coast Computer Faire.

Joel Hillings

other commanders who may have their

own thoughts?

J.B.: Yes. you have dispatches that you
have to send out to the corps. If they are

far away from you. there's a time delay.

You also may have a corps commander
who does what he wants instead of listening

to you. Perhaps you say. "you must attack

that town. It is priority level one. Take
that town." But maybe he's a very
unagressive guy. Say there are 100 infantry

men in the town, but his timid forward
observer reports, "there are 10.000 enemy
in that town." He thinks, "we are only

10.000 ourselves. I'm not going to attack

that town." He sends a dispatch to you
that you get days later saying. "I encoun-
tered 10.(XX) men in this town." In fact, all

you encountered was 100 men and the

unintelligence and unagressiveness of that

leader. In this game, you must now deal

with leaders that are going to act on their

own. as opposed to being in complete
control as in other war games. This game
is different.

D.A.: I understand you were pleasantly

surprised at the reception that the market
gave to Warp Factor.

J.B.: Yes. it has done really well and.
more than likely because of it. we will be
coming out with a campaign game that

hooks into that same theme. In other
words a campaign space game that has a

some economics in it. The player would
go around trading on planets but when he

gets into a battle he would use Warp
Factor to fight.

D.A.: Is Warp Factor essentially a war
game set in space?

J.B.: It is a tactical level game where you
have individual ships (you can have up to

10 ships total — five on a side). At the start

all you say. "I want three Enterprise-type

ships and two X-wing fighters and I am
going to fight some Cloragons. You set

up the battle and go at it. It is ship-to-

ship. Whoever kills the most wins.

I).A.: But it's not an active game where
you have to get the other guy in your
sights. It's all strategy?

J.B.: That's right. Before each battle you
enter your orders: allocate your energy,

different weapons systems, ships, trans-

porters, etc.; and the other player does it

also. Then you have the execution phase

and the computer prints out what ships

have fired at each other, what kind of

damage has been done. etc.

D.A.: Is the other player a computer or

person?

J.B.: Hither. In our games we have both
two player and solitaire capabilities. We
will continue to do that as much as possible.

As you know, most other computer war
games are only solitaire. We like the two-

player option. That way it has to be strategy

oriented. If you design it for two people
and then put in solitaire tru>de I think you
get a better game than if you design it just

to be a solitaire game. You tend to simplify

a lot of things that way.
D.A.: Some people have speculated that

in the future games will be played on
time-share systems or multiple player games
will be played on multiple computers.
J.B.: We hope that will happen to some
degree. But I don't think it will for quite

some time. It is something we would like

to work on. But it depends on how many
computers are out there and how many
people can get different bunches of com-
puters together.

What we would like to do is a fantasy

game that has multi-characters like the

Dungeons and Dragons game. i.e.. when
you go into the Dungeon, you go in with

several characters, not one man. Further-

more, these characters can be played by

many people or by just one person. Each
of the characters can do different things.

Just like D & D.

D.A.: Except that D & D requires a

Dungeon Master.

I.B.: We could have the computer do
(hat.

Stacks of games awaiting shipment.
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Ifyouwant a choice
inprintwheels^

here's the firstchoice
in printers.
jfe-O^V

i

The Diablo 630.

It's the first printer that lets you use either metal or plastic print wheels. So you can

choose the print wheel that's just right for the job.

The 630 works as well with a 96-cnaracter plastic daisy print wheel as it does with an

88-, 92-, or 96-cliaracter metal daisy print wheel. In over 100 different type styles.

Every 630 lias fewer moving parts than competitive

printers, which makes it more reliable. And it offers unsurpassed print

quality. Compatibility with Diablo supplies. And bi-directional

printing capability.

So ifyou want to change your print wheels, you'll just have

to change your printer.

To a Diablo 630 printer.

DiabloSystems
xmyx

DuU^aad XhKc«• .m- mdnmrfad XEROX CORPORATION
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Sweet Success, continued...
D.A.: Then there is Sorcerer's Cave.
which doesn't require a Dungeon Master.
Its played with large cards. On each turn

a new card is turned over which shows
whatever you will go into. It might be just

a path to another place, or it could be a

chamber. If it's a chamber then there is

one thing in each chamber on the first

level (the thing could be a treasure, a

monster, disaster etc.). On the second
level down there are two things in each
chamber and on the third level, three.

Each player has a party of two to four

people and. depending upon the attributes

of the people in your party, you select a

person to deal with whatever you meet in

the chambers. If you meet a disaster and
someone has a heart attack, you must
select one of the people in your party to

carry the victim. If you meet the Sorcerer,

you want somebody in your party who
has magical powers to deal with him.
Drawfs know escape routes and can get

around some of the obstacles. Of course,
there is always the option of fighting with
those you encounter. Or you can try to

negotiate and get it to join your party.

J.B.: I don't know what we will do in the

fantasy realm. We don't like to copy existing

games.
Right now we are doing a game about

the Graf Spec. It is about a ship, in World

War II, which was sunk off the coast of

South America. The game will use the

Bismarck system but with more tactical

combat.

We plan to do a
fantasy game in

which the player
has several
characters.

We are also working on an old-fashioned

sailing ship game where you have one
ship on each side in semi-real-time (faster

than real-time, for in those days a battle

could go on for hours). It will be a strategy

oriented game but. to some extent, a paddle

game. You will give orders, and if you say

"Turn." the ship will turn on the board.

At the bottom you will have little men
which will show you how many crew you
have. You will have five "crew-factors"

and as you lose them they will be removed
from the screen. The same thing will occur
with your rigging; you may have a certain

amount of sails and. as they are shot down,
you lose them from the screen.

D.A.: I understand you only have two
game designer/programmers in house. How
many people do you deal with on the

outside?

J.B.: Right now. four and we are looking

at three others.

D.A.: When we were talking earlier, you
mentioned that more future releases would

be in assembly language.

J.B.: Right. Hopefully most of them and
certainly anything that takes a lot of time

will be in assembly language. On the other

hand, we really can't afford to spend more
than six months designing a game. So
there's a give and take. The longer we
take, the better the game will be. but the

longer we take, the less likely we will be
successful and ahead of our competition.

D.A.: You also mentioned a strategy of

taking a general game framework and
overlaying several different scenarios in

it. say a space game, or historical game
etc.

I.B.:Right. For example, the Graf Spee
game planned for release this summer
will use many of the same features of the

Bismarck system and hopefully be easier

for us to program.
D.A.: Fascinating.

For more information, contact Strategic

Simulations Inc.. 465 Fairchild Drive. Suite

108. Mountain View. CA 94043.

World War II, continued...

will decide that one of your units has
panicked and madly moves the unit ran-
domly about, often mucking up your care-
fully figured plans.

The packaging of Operation Apocalypse
is superb. Inside an attractive box are

found the rules, a game selection card, a
floppy disk, two plastic record charts
outlining the 7x18 hexagonal battlefield

grid, and four color pens for marking
your hidden troops. The materials are of

high quality. The instructions are beautifully

typeset. (IBM are you listening'.') Stategic

Simulations. Inc. has their act together.

They know how to write computer software

which has no bugs (I haven't come across

any after many hours of play), and they
have an extremely user-friendly presenta-

tion. (Just put the disk in. turn your machine
on. and away you go.) All this for $59.95.

The business software products sold
for large mainframe computers lixik shixldy

by comparison and often sell for hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Has no one else

noticed this disparity?

I shall describe in detail just one of the
four games that come with Operation
Apocalypse: Advance to Contact. As men-
tioned before, even though there are elab-

orate rules in the game, the computer
knows them and will tell you when you
make an illegal move and describe your
possible correct moves.

The main difference in the four games
is the objective or victory conditions. The
objective in Advance to Contact is to

take control of. and hold the cities. The
hex grid painted in color on the screen
represents a valley which has become a
key point in the Allied advance. Units are
dispatched to take the towns and hold
them before the German player can organ-
ize and set up defensive positions that

would hold back the advance.
The Germans see what is happening

and quickly dispatch units to the area.

The Allied units enter from the left side

of the screen and the German units enter
from the right side. There is a river which
crosses the valley. There are open plains,

cites, forests and rough terrain in the valley

which have varying effects on the move-
ment of troops and the combat of forces.

Each side receives 15 units in turns 1-10.

The game lasts 20 turns.

There are four types of units in this

scenario: tanks, infantry, artillery and
engineering units. Each type of unit has
different characteristics. The tank bat-

talion, for example, can be set to any one
of six modes: defense, normal, transport,

fire, attack, and reorganization. The tank
battalion cannot move in defense mode,
but can resist strong attacks from the
enemy (good for holding cities once
captured). The transposition mode allows
the battalion to move long distances but
leaves it vulnerable to attack. The fire

mode allows the tank to fire a short distance
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over rivers or lend support to its own
troops from behind the lines. The attack
mode allows only limited movement, but
quickly destroys an enemy not in attack
or defense mode. The reorganization mode
allows no movement and is very vulnerable,

but permits a unit to build up strength.

A player may selectively change the
mode of each of his units at the beginning
of each turn. You may either change from
any mcxle to normal mode or from normal
mode to any other mcxle (i.e. to go from
attack mode to defense mode takes two
turns: attack-normal-defense). The engi-
neering units have an interesting mcxle
which allows them to build a bridge across
a river.

Playing The Game
The computer first randomly constructs

the hex grid containing the layout of the

valley. The Commander of the Allied forces

goes first and must follow the following
sequence of play:

1. Artillery Arrival Phase. There is some
artillery off the screen which can be
directed to certain parts of the valley.

The player's turn starts with an artillery

bombardment. There is nothing to do here
except watch various cells of the grid

flash as they are hit and listen to the

awful sound of explosions.

2. Artillery Plotting Phase. Here is where
the player can make a strategic decision.

By directing the cursor to various cells of

CREATIVE COMPUTING



World War II, continued...
the grid, he can indicate where the next

round of artillery will hit on the next turn.

You must be careful to remember where
you aimed since you may wind up bom-
barding your own troops next turn.

3. On-Board Artillery Phase. Any tank

or artillery battalion you have on the screen

which is in Fire mode can be fired. You
must be quick and indicate exactly where
the fire is directed or the computer will

just move on to the next phase.

4. Reorganization Phase. All units in

the reorganization mode will take on more
strength. This phase is automatic and the

players don't see anything on the screen.

5. Mode Change Phase. The player gets

the opportunity to change the mode of all

units under his command except artillery

units which fired in the previous artillery

fire phase.

6. Landing Phase. Paratroop units that

are scheduled to arrive in this turn land at

predetermined drop zones. Seaborne units

will land. Units arrive in attack mode
except artillery units which arrive in normal

mode. The Advance to Contact scenario

has no paratroopers or seaborne units so

this phase is not used.

7. Movement Phase. This is the most
important phase— the one where a player

can move any unit which is in a mode
which permits movement. When a unit

moves into a cell adjacent to an enemy

unit then combat automatically takes place

(the exception to this is the night moves
which take place every fifth turn). The
combat between rival forces is resolved

by the computer which determines the

losses to each side. The strength of each
unit is reduced by the appropriate amount.

If the strength of a unit drops below 1

then the unit disappears forever from the

game and the victor can advance into the

emptied cell and continue his attack (if

he is in the attack mode). To move a unit,

the player types in a number from one to

six indicating which one of the six cells

around his hex he wishes to occupy. The
unit then moves in that direction (if he is

not blocked). You get to see. pictured on
the screen, the tank or infantry man trudge

into the adjacent hex accompanied by a

ticking sound not unlike the syncopated

rhythm of marching feet. When two
opposing forces meet, the combat is repre-

sented by a flashing light and an explosive

sound.

At the end of each turn the computer
displays the score, indicating which side

is winning.

Suggestions for Improvement
I guess it is only human nature to want

better after being shown the best. After

whetting my appetite for computer simu-

lations. Operation Apocalypse has inspired

me to imagine ways to improve the game.
Although the computer has reduced a

game from days to hours of playing time.

I still felt a need for more action. The
movement of units was too slow (about

ten seconds) for my trigger happy fingers.

The invisibility aspect was poorly

addressed, and offering cards for you to

use in keeping track of your men eliminates

the advantages of having the computer
do the tedium for you. Stratego is nice in

that your men remain visible to you, but

invisible to your opponent. This is imposs-
ible on the screen. Furthermore, the turns

take a long time, leaving you and your
opponent alternately bored. How about a

simulation which incorporates two micro-

computers with each player having his

own screen showing him only his own
men and allowing the players simultaneous

moves?
Operation Apocalypse represents hun-

dreds of hours of playing pleasure, a most
worthwhile investment. The rules are

clearly and briefly explained. The various

scenarios and random terrains provide
endless tests of one's military prowess. I

foresee these computer games stepping

closer and closer to reality, and try not to

think that they may be training the generals

of future wars who might do battle on
screens much like the ones described

above.
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Two New Apple Utility Disks!
With Free PEEKS, POKES & POINTERS Wall Chart!

«315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103

UTILITY CITY
91 of our most-atked-for Apple Utilities

; I MULTI-COLUMN CATALOG PRINTER
Catalog to your printer or CRT in any column width & an,
number of columns File codes A sector numbers optional

APPLESOFT LIST FORMATTER
Lists each program statement on a new hne with page breaks

tor printer fcsOngs A great de bugger 1

APPLESOFT COMMAND HIDER
Put Invisible tunctKmang commands m your prog*amv

RUN COUNTER /DATER
Potts Date A updated Run Number >n your programs

APPLESOFT SEARCH & REPAIR
Access program ines in memory to* repa* or alteration

SORTFILE
Sort A store on OVsfc versatile, Wa«f A custom/able'

DOUBLE LOADER
Run any Applesoft We wnrie your program stays m memory'

I LINE TRANSFER
Move program bnes to drfferent parts of your program

AND MORE! 21 UTILITIES IN ALL!
Customize your programs' Renumber to 6SS35 Save m^srWr
A inverse Me names Convert dec to he* A binary o* integer to
Applesoft Append programs Run, catalog or bst with 1 hey

i your text screen to t

PIUS APPLE TIP BOOK NUMBER THREE!
40 PAGES o' new tips tricks 4 trttCbM DOS '

Programming me Reset Key i more Pius understandable
eiptanabom ot how each utiktv City program works— One of

e best Apple learnmaj toots anywf>er«'

• Utility City

$?OSO i/ 40 page Beagle Bros Apt** T«> Book - 3
" • Appte P€€KS, POKES A POINTERS Chart

alpha plot
Hi-Res Apple Graphics Utility
by Bert Kersey A Jack Cassidy

HIRES DRAWING
Create hires pictures, appendable to your programs

'
' Keyboard or paddkt? cursor control

: Optional Rubber Band Cursor See bnes before you draw
:
Draw m any color, color ma or REVERSE (opposite)

I
1 Circles, boxes, elapses & pie charts, Med or not

HI-RES TEXT ^Upper A Lower Case in any color or reverse J^}
Professional looking MtOfORTrONAL SPACING 1 4^
Attractive, easy to-read lower case with true descendei
(no addrbonal hardware necessary)

I
Adjustable pent we with a matching flashing cursor

: ; Adjustable leading A kernang for optimum rcadabrirty

Mufti dVcct>onal typing-up, down, A even backwardV
Type is posrfjonabte anywhere on either rn res screen

BONUS FEATURES ON THE DISK:
HI-RES SCRUNCHCH: Store your hi res images on disk m as

fettle as one third the normal memory space 1

IMAGE SMimiR: Transfer any portion of your hi res image
to any other screen location'

IMAGE COMBINER: Instantly superimpose rmagcV
HI/LO CONVERTER Convert Hi Res pictures to to Res A

back1 Create fascinating abstract images of your drawings

BONUS WITH EACH DISK!
:•: -i POKE your Apple all rwght tons with thts ninety 11 x 17 refer-

§j§ ence poster 1 The most useable PEEKS, POKES, POINTERS A
:£££ CALLS scrounged up from every source imaginable* A great

'.:•££* companion to our onginal Apple Command Chart
t

.

^TOLLFR^?!^^k:

caw^ ,isau>» «*»«?,

Or order by mail

I RUSH) The disks checked below
I Plus The Tip Book and PEEKS & POKES Chart!

[O UTILITY CITY * 31 00) D ALPHA HOT ($41.00)
(Prices include First Class Shippin3)

j Specify: 3.5 or [13.3 «i r»«ow>« j<w<r\«.j

\S Alpha Plot on Applesoft Disk

I • 40 page Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book- 4

I • Apple PEEKS. POKES a POINTERS Chart

NAMES-

ADDR**

I CITVS-

VISA
VISA.MASTIKCAUD
Include Account No.
A Expiration Date.

1^ ^J

DECEMBER 1981

_ eagle tros Software
Our programs are practical, friendly & user-oriented, and
always come with an amazing amount of documentation &
juicy Apple information If your dealer doesn't have our stuff,

get on his case about it, or order oVectty from us We sfwp all

casks & books WITHIN 48 HOURS
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Mail U S check, money order or Visa/MC Numbers
to BEAGLE BROS, Dcpt. C

4315 Sierra Vista,

San Diego, CA 93103

^r" Telephone (714) 596-6400

Please add $4 50 for shippins outside US or Canada
COD orders, add 13. California residents, add 6%
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LOST
COLONY

By David Feitelberg

The scene is "Warren's World," the world's first attempt at colonizing a planet in deep space. The next sup-

port ship from Earth isn't due for about 15 years, and . . . well, let's just say that things aren't going too

smoothly. An election was held for an economic manager to straighten things out, and guess who won!

You are presented with all the human, natural, and industrial resources of the planet, with instructions

either to make things better or be voted out of office in shame. A remarkable simulation, LOST COLONY
arms you with maps and charts as tools for resource management. You assign human and robotic labor

forces, explore new land, and allocate production quotas. At the same time you must determine equitable

pay scales and taxes that will both optimize productivity and keep the populace happy (or at least quiet and
working).

Communication is handled by your TRS-80* model I or III, using sentences like, "ASSIGN 1200 SEMI-
LITERATE MEN TO FARMING," or commands as short as "1200 FARM." A challenging game, LOST
COLONY might give you insight into real life management as well. Available on 16K tape or 32K disk for on-

ly $19.95 each.

INVADERS
FROM
SPACE

By Carl Miller

A fast machine language ap-

proach to this classic (and ad-

dictive) space game. The aliens

drop bombs, move around, and
try to overrun your bases.

You choose the speed, enemy
bomb frequency and accuracy,

and how many shots and bases
you have. Unlike other games
of this type, you can move your
base and simultaneously fire at

the invaders. Fun for all ages
and skill levels, it has full

sound effects for even more
excitement.

Available for TRS-80* model I

or III. Only $14.95 on 16K tape
version or $20.95 on 16K disk.

ASTROBALL
By John Allen

More features, thrills, and
sound than even our famous
PINBALL. With ASTROBALL in

your TRS-80* model I or III the
arrow keys become flipper but-

tons, the screen becomes the
play board, and you become
the "Pinball Wizard!"

A flying saucer and moving
spaceships add to the fun.

Knocking out five meteors
earns you an extra ball, while
black holes swallow the ball in

play.

ASTROBALL's five skill levels

will have all your family and
friends lining up for the pinball

action. Available on 16K tape
or disk for just $19.95 each.

By Steven Keams

Huge antimatter rocks appear
on the Tactical Display Screen
of your spacecraft. You blast
away but they just explode into

smaller chunks for you to
destroy.

To add to your woes, alien

ships and time bombs appear
periodically. If the ships hit you
or the timers reach zero—
BOOM! Maneuver, fire lasers,

jump to hyper-space

—

anything to avoid the on-
slaught. For one or two players,

with nine skill levels.

A realtime arcade game with
sound, for TRS-80* model I or
III. Versions for 16K tape or 32K
disk are $19.95 each.

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE SUPPLIED FOR TRS-80* MODELS I & ///

»• n
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue. S E

Washington. D C 20O03

(202) 544-4259



EVEREST
EXPLORER

By William Godwin & Don Knowlton

Towering above the clouds, the summit of Mount Everest is a forbidding spot. Only a handful of daring

adventurers have made it to this five-mile-high pinnacle where the air is thin, violent storms erupt with little

warning, and danger lurks at every footfall.

EVEREST EXPLORER lets you challenge the world's highest mountain without ever leaving home. This

logistical simulation goes beyond most adventures, forcing you to make all the life-or-death decisions re-

quired at every step of the attempt.

Assigned an expedition budget, you must select the manpower, food, fuel, shelter and oxygen supplies you
will need to support your quest. Now the adventure begins as you manipulate your resources to outwit the

elements and terrain, establishing ever higher encampments. Weather, route, season, climbers' condition

and morale all play key roles in the final question: Will you reach Everest's 29,028 foot summit—and return

to tell about it?

Available for TRS-80* model I or III for $19.95. Order on 16K tape, or the 32K disk version which includes a
"save game" feature and other enhancements.

BASKET-
BALL

By John Allen

You have to be fast to keep up
with the action as you try to

outscore your opponent in five

minutes of one-on-one basket-

ball against a friend or your
TRS-80* model I or III.

Steal the ball, duck around your

opponent and slant toward the

basket for a lay-up! The
graphics are based on a
3-dimensional depiction of a
basketball court, and ball drib-

bling sounds add to the
realism. It's all there but the
cheers in this fast, machine
language game!

Available on tape for only

$14.95, or disk for $20.95. Re-

quires 16K.

MONEY
MANAGER

. „»-

By Andrew P. Bartorillo

A complete management tool

for the home budget, it accu-
rately keeps track of your check-
book and provides an easy
method of budget allocation.

You can store information on
up to 100 checkbook entries

per month (250 with 48K),

specify any automatic
withdrawals, keep records of

tax-deductibles, and record ex-

penses by category. You can
even break up charge account
payments into the proper
categories.

Requires TRS-80* model I or III

with a minimum of 32K and one
disk drive. Order now for only
$39.95.

By Richard Wilkes

Using your SUPERSCRIPT
Modified SCRIPSIT* Word Pro-

cessor and a compatible
printer, you can now underline,

boldface, insert text during
printout, slash zeros, set type
pitch, subscript and, of
course, superscript! You can
even read your directory and
kill files without ever leaving

SCRIPSIT*.

Includes drivers for popular
printers and easy instructions.

Just $50.00 for TRS-80* model
I (requires 32K, 1 drive, SCRIP-
SIT/LC*) or model III (requires

32K, 2-drives, model I version
of SCRIPSIT/LC*).

ACORN PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE AT FINE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE

•Trademark ol Tandy Corp

MAIL ORDERS: Include $2 00 shipping & handling

(DC residents add 6% sales lax).

CHARGE CARD CUSTOMERS: Call (202) 544-4259

for fastest service. P'iCM Subiecl to Chjnoe
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Making sense out of masses of data

Evaluation of
VisiTrend and VisiPlot
from Personal Software

David H.Ahl

July 3. 1981. My financial officer handed
me the results for the month of June. Not
a remarkable event in itself, except that

June 30 marks the end of our fiscal year.

Sitting at my desk. I got out my pocket

calculator and started to manipulate the

Sample line chart.

figures to develop fourth quarter, second
half, and fiscal year results. I immediately
realized that the job was about twice as

big as it had been a year before and even
considerably larger than six months earlier.

The reasons: we acquired a new magazine
(Microsystems) at the beginning of the
year, started a new magazine (SYNC) in

January, and established a new division

(Education Center) in February. All this

meant that I was faced with the financial

figures from seven separate operating
entities rather than the four that we had
at the end of the previous fiscal year.

Hence I decided that it was time to

learn VisiCalc. VisiPlot, and VisiTrend.
Although I had a minimal working knowl-
edge of VisiCalc. the combination Visi-

Bar chart printed by Apple Silentype
printer.

Trend and VisiPlot package had just

recently arrived and I hadn't even taken

off its plastic wrapper.

My first chore was to get the monthly
data for the entire fiscal year into VisiCalc.

This I did with little difficulty. However,
as I approached the end of the first quarter

the speed with which the program was
accepting the data slowed noticeably. Each
column of the table consisted of 28
individual entries such as total sales,

subscription revenue, retail sales. Periph-

erals Plus individual sales, and the like. In

addition, each column had eight calculated

subtotals and eight calculated percentages.

Thus, at the end of a quarter the program
was dealing with approximately 40 x 3 =
120 separate pieces of data.

Sample area chart.

98

Sample bar chart.

By the end of six or seven months of

data, entry had become annoyingly slow,

and by the end of twelve months, it had
really bogged down. Nevertheless. I was
consoling myself with the thought that,

once in. it was there forever for whatever
analyses I may wish to do. All told, it

took about two hours to enter the approx-
imately 275 data points for a full fiscal

year. I had also, in that time, entered all

of the column and row titles and the various

formulas for calculations of subtotals and
percentages, and had printed out the
resultant table.

A brief aside. Printing is probably one
of the least capable attributes of VisiCalc.

There is no "intelligence" whatsoever built

into the print routines. For example, the

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Accounting Plus II

It Figures

figures that the same people who
brought you Accounting Plus* on the larger

computer systems wouldn't forget the Apple**
Accounting Plus II brings to the Apple
Computer a completely integrated, easy to use

accounting system. Accounting Plus II doesn't

require any special hardware, only 48K of

RAM and two floppy drives or hard disk,

and you don't have to be a CPA to use it.

Accounting Plus II organizes and streamlines

your paper flow and generates checks,

invoices, statements and purchase orders on
pre-printed forms. The system supports a solid

audit trail which your business requires and
your accountant demands.

Modules now available:
• General Ledger
• Accounts Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• Inventory with purchasing

For additional information call or write

Systems Plus Inc., 3975 East Bayshore,

Palo Alto, CA 94303 Phone 415/969/7047

Seeing is believing.

Systems Plus

•TM of Software Dimension*. San Jt»e, CA
•*TM of Apple Computer*. Cupertino, t \
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VisiTrend, continued...

printer will space across by individual

spaces to "print out" a blank line. Fur-

thermore, the routines do not take advan-
tage of printers that do have some "intell-

igence" built in. I use a Diablo 1640 printer

with bi-directional printing and a fairly

large print buffer built in. While not as

fast as a line printer, for normal corres-

pondence the printer is more than ade-

quate. On the other hand. VisiCalc does
not take advantage of the buffer or bi-

directional printing capabilities and.

appears to wait for a signal from the printer

that it has printed a character before
sending the next one. Thus, a 60-line page
that is normally printed out in about two
minutes, takes over ten minutes with

VisiCalc.

I don't mean to sound negative. The
program is still faster, more capable, and
more accurate than any alternative, par-

ticularly pocket calculator and pencil.

Nevertheless, there are certain frustrations

in using it.

VlslPlot

Currently available for only the Apple
computer, VisiPlot is one-half of a new
package from Personal Software that also

includes VisiTrend. The VisiPlot portion

of the package, as its name suggests, allows

one to display data in graphical form on
the screen and print it out on a wide
variety of supported line printers. The
program can make six types of charts:

line, bar, area. pie. hi-lo. and scatter. In

addition, it allows combining the same or

different types of charts. For example, a

line chart may contain one. two or three

lines. A comparative bar chart may display

two different bars on the same X axis or

two bar charts may be displayed one above
the other. A line chart may be combined
with a hi-lo chart. While the possibilities

are not endless, they should be sufficient

to meet most normal business needs.

Like VisiCalc. the VisiTrend and VisiPlot

package is entirely menu-driven. Actually.

VisiTrend and VisiPlot make much more
extensive use of menu commands than

does VisiCalc. Menu items are selected

with the right and left arrow keys and
space bar. Although the commands do

what one would "naturally" expect, to

provide even more help, when a one-
word menu item is selected, it is highlighted

in reverse video, and a more complete
explanation of the item appears immedi-
ately above it. Even if one presses the

wrong key. or selects an inappropriate
item, there are built-in escapes and exits

on every level at nearly every point.

Usually, when using a program for the

first time. I get into some kind of trouble
that necessitates reloading the entire disk.

In my first eight hours with VisiTrend
and VisiPlot. this did not happen once. I

am not saying that all went perfectly;

however, when faced with a difficult

situation, I was always able to bail out
without losing any data and without having
to reload the program.

Combination line and bar chart.

Bars may be displayed side by side for
comparative purposes.

As the manual says. "Any time you
seem to be at a dead end with no way to

continue, press any key except reset, shift,

or control." From my personal experience.

I can verify that this advice really works.

A Tutorial Manual

The manual is divided into three sections.

The first section (24 pages) is an intro-

duction to VisiTrend and VisiPlot including

definitions, program and disk loading
instruction, and some general background
about using the menu. The majority of

the manual. 105 pages in all. is devoted to

B tutorial in how to use VisiPlot. VisiTrend.

and the data entry and edit program. This
tutorial section is divided into five lessons,

each of which takes about one hour to go
through fairly thoroughly.

After completing two lessons in their

entirety. I skipped around a bit to get to

the sections describing what I really wanted
to do with the data that I had. As a result.

I probably missed learning about some of

the features and nuances of the system.

On the other hand, in a six-hour period. I

was able to produce sixteen charts and
run several trend projections, which was
far more productive than the same six

hours would have been with calculator,

pencil, and graph paper.

The third section of the manual. -X
pages, is a reference guide to the use of

VisiTrend and VisiPlot. I saw nothing in

it that was not previously covered in the

Two groups of bars may be displayed

simultaneously.

tutorial section. However, it may be more
efficient once one is proficient with the

system, to look up desired capabilities in

the reference section, rather than leafing

around in the tutorial section.

Personal Software also thoughtfully

includes a pocket reference card which
has no less than fourteen 3 x 6" panels of

information. One wonders whether pocket
reference cards aren't getting a bit out of

hand: but I found this one quite useful.

As the saying goes. "A picture is worth
a thousand words." hence I have included

a substantial number of charts with this

article. Some of them arc taken directly

from the screen while others are printed

on an Apple Silentype printer. There is

little difference between the two as the

print out program merely replicates the

high resolution screen on the Silentype

printer. Other printers that are supported
by the VisiTrend/VisiPlot program include

the IDS Paper Tiger 440 and 445 (with

graphics option installed), the NEC Spin-

writer 5510. 5515. 5520. and 5525 (with

graphic option iastalled) and the Trendcom
200.

Education ot Readers % %

91% of readers have attended college
77% have a college degree
41% have a Masters. PhD or higher

Charts may be "improved" by adding
normal type.

Data Entry Surprises

The VisiTrend/VisiPlot package con-
tains an extensive data entry and editing

facility. This facility allows the user to

create a new data series, and modify
existing data series. The editor allows one
to jump to specific places within a list,

insert new data points between existing

data points, delete points, format the
manner in which data are displayed, print

the contents of a series and the like. Like
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Get the Most FromYour
FC-80MwithKACET NECDOS
RACET NECDOS does more for your PC-8001 than any other

DOS. Its faster, more efficient and easier to use. It's upward
compatible with the disk operating system supplied by NEC It's

loaded with extra features to let you stretch the limits of your

system. It's only $175. and what's more. BASIC-based TRS-80"
software can be converted to RACET NECDOS via a set of

convert programs

Greater speed without sacrificing RAM - RACET NECDOS is

over 254 times faster for random file reading and writing, up to

2 3 times faster for sequential I/O . . . and 15 times faster for

loading screens But RACET NECDOS takes up no more RAM
space than the factory supplied DOS Many disk I/O functions

have been relocated in the disk drive computer And machine
language files can be saved and loaded from diskette, further

minimizing RAM usage.

User friendly and self-protective - RACET NECDOS makes
programmming easier. BASIC and DOS commands may be
intermixed. Help and Error messages are displayed in English.

Syntax errors cause display of the offending line. "AGAIN'' and
"HELP" commands as well as a directory utility provide
additional assistance. A unique "SUPERZAP" feature permits

diskette modification and repair of blown diskettes A
"CONVERT UTILITY" simplifies conversion from factory DOS

File password protection, full color and ROM support, diskette-

size files and elimination of MOUNT and REMOVE commands
are other advantages.

Options and Expansion - Want to do even more with your PC-
8001? RACET gives you the capability Options include a
machine language sort package ($50) and an ISAM (binary tree)

file handling system, the KFS-80 ($150) There is RACET
NECDOS for hard disk (Winchester) users, and even a CP/M"'
call-compatible version For more advanced programming, the
RACET NECDOS Enhancements and Utilities package gives the
more sopohisticated user an elaborate set of extensions and
utilities RACEnet". a networking package, will be available in the

first quarter of 1 982

Continued Support - Through the RACET NECDOS User's
Group Newsletter we will answer your questions, share
applications and operating tips, and provide information on
enhancements as they become available

No one gives you more than RACET COMPUTES To get the
most from your PC-8001 . write or call today

•RACET NECDOS and RACEnet are trademarks ot RACET COMPUTES. LTD
"TRS 80 is a Trademark ot Tandy Corporation

'"CP/M is a trademark ot Digital Research

EF-RACET computes ltd-^jL_ Integrity in Software ^J

RACET COMPUTES. LTD
1 330 N Glassell. Suite M
Orange. CA 92667 (714) 997-4950
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STOCKS- BONDS -COMMODITIES
IS YOUR INVESTMENT A SUCCESSOR A FAILURE?
DO YOU REALLY KNOW?

Whether you manage your own investments or use the
services of a bank. stockbroker. investment advisor. etc.

you need a moneybee.

The most prestigious financial magazine* published said. ". NONE of the
WIDELY AVAILABLE PORTFOLIO-MONITORING PROGRAMS WILL TELL USERS WHAT
THEY REALLY NEED TO KNOW: THEIR TOTAL RETURN OVER A SPECIFIED PERIOD.

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ADDITIONS AND WITHDRAWALS OF CASH."

NOW MONEYBEE DOES! AND MUCH MORE!

Without accurate measurement of investment performance, success may
be largely a matter of chance

moneybee i • calculates investment performance over various specified

time periods and from inception. adjustments are made for amounts
and timing of additions and withdrawals from the portfolio,
evaluates the effectiveness of the investment program and decision

making. Comparisons are made with alternative investments in the
"Market" andTreasury Bill relatedCertificates of Deposit. A record
is maintained of dividend and interest received, brokerage commis-
sions and margin expenses Video display and color graphics. Single
disk system is required.

D TRS-SO D Applesoft $69 95

MONEYBEE IX - What investments in what combinations may produce your
desired investment objective? moneybee ix can put together
combinations of stocks. bonds. savings accounts. commodities. cd's,

etc. that you specify and determine the resulting combination's
effect upon Investment Return. Riskandpure Volatility. It is particu-

larly USEFUL FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN AN INVESTMENT WITHIN A

"FAMILY" OF MUTUAL FUNDS AND HOW VARIOUS COMBINATIONS AND/OR
SWITCHING MAY EFFECT THE INVESTMENT PROGRAM DUAL DISK SYSTEM. 48K
REOUIRED.

D TRS-80 D Applesoft $129 95

COMING:

beta analyzer
Portfolio Manager
recommendation analyzer

Timing/Stockpicker Analyst
Asset Mix Allocator
Mutual Fund Analyst

MONEYBEE
INVESTMENT SOFTWARE

tm 8 JO Camtlview Plaza

69(X) h Camelback Rood

Scottsdalt, AZ 85251

Name (Pnntl

Address

City Slate Zip

Please send the items checked for D APPLE II D TRS-80 Total «_

Arizona residents add 5% tax *-

Shipping & Handling •_

D » Total Enclosed «-

2.75

Exp date . D Check or M

Signature

Orders cannot be shipped unless accompanied by payment
Including shipping and handling and tax where applicable.

MONEYBEE™ A Division ofROBERT GENTRY & ASSOCIATES, LTD
(602) 941-5315

APPLE SOFT is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER. INC TRS-80 is a trademark of TANDY CORP

•details upon request Scaler Inquiries Imitd
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VisiTrend, continued.

i3*Tt.iM etc .francos

Bar chart printed by Apple Silentype

printer.

the menu-driven plotting portion of the

program, the data entry and editing portion

of the program were simple to use.

However. I did not expect to have to

use them with live data as I had all of the

data that I wanted entered on a VisiCalc

disk. VisiTrend/VisiPlot has the ability to

accept data from VisiCalc which has been

stored in the "standard" data interchange

format (DIF). However, as a sentence

buried in the middle of page 2-49 points

out. "This means that interchange between

the two products is only possible if you

have a copy of the VisiCalc program at a

version number higher than the 1.37."

While I do. it just so happens it was not

the one that I used in entering all the

fiscal year data.

Even so. it appears that it would have

taken at least as much time to edit the

VisiCalc data for plotting as it did to

enter new data. For example, my columns
consist of three individual months followed

by a quarterly summary. For plotting

CIH PRICI COMPARISON

I I I I
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Labels may be inserted anyplace on the

chart.

purposes, each of the quarterly data points

would have to be edited out. Likewise,

my rows include individual sales results

followed by subtotals and percents for

each of our seven divisions. Again the

subtotals and percents would have to be

deleted. 1 judge that re-entering the data

points that I wished to plot took no more
time than editing the original VisiCalc

file. This, of course, would not always be

true and (he data interchange feature is

not one to be downgraded.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



T/tlakerll:
itdoesanumberonVisiCalc

!

VisiCalc is a fine aid for the computation of numerical
problems. But it does have two major limitations: it is

available only for a small number of systems, and its use
is limited strictly to numbers, not words. To overcome
these substantial limitations, Lifeboat Associates intro-

duces T/Maker II.

Unlike VisiCalc, T/Maker II is designed to run on most
small business computers with CP/M* or similar operat-
ing systems and a video terminal with cursor addressing
capabilities. And soon there will be T/Maker II versions
available for UNIX,™ RT-11 '" and other systems.
Works with words as well as numbers. Like VisiCalc,

T/Maker II reduces the manual tasks involved in comput-
ing and calculating financial documents. But since most
business problems and reports involve words as well as
numbers, T/Maker II also functions as a full-screen text

editor for word processing.

T/Maker II is the most advanced aid for the analysis and
presentation of numerical data and text material. In a
matter of minutes, an entire document— including all

edited text, all figures and all calculations- can be created,
reviewed on your screen and reported in printed form.
T/Maker II turns your small business computer into a

powerful, sophisticated and convenient tool. A tool that

will save you money, time and energy, and eliminate the
need for costly time-sharing.

With T/Maker II you can easily perform an unlimited
number of analytical and reporting tasks which integrate
numerical and text processing. You'll find T/Maker II per-
fect for such things as:

rows and columns, define the relationships and T/Maker II

will do the rest: it will perform the computations and for-

matting necessary to prepare your document. When
you're finished you can analyze your report on your
screen or store it on a diskette. Or, you can have the report
printed with presentation quality.

And when any changes have to be made, simply enter
the new figure or relationship and tell T/Maker II to adjust
and recalculate all the new results.

Editing capabilities. As a full-screen editor for word
processing, T/Maker II handles text up to 255 characters
wide. It includes features like text formatting and justifica-

tion, centered titles, a text buffer for block moves and
repeated inserts, global search and replace commands
for printing your letters, reports and documents. Wide
documents are supported by horizontal scrolling.
Low cost. The cost of T/Maker II is only $275 plus shipping
and handling. Dollars well spent once you consider all the
time, energy and money it can save. T/Maker II is brought
to you exclusively and supported completely by Lifeboat
Associates, world's largest computer software publisher.
For more information send us the coupon below.

* Mail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates. 2B06

I

I

I

• Financial Statements
• Statistics

• Profitability Reports
• Revenue and Expense
Analyses

• Portfolio Evaluations

• Price Lists

• Rate Structures

• Expense Accounts
• Cash Flow
Projections

• Checking Account
Reconciliations

Mail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates, 2606
1651 Third Ave., NY, NY 10028. Or call (212) 860-0300.
D Please send me more information on
T/Maker II.

U Please send me a free Lifeboat
Catalog featuring over 200 programs.
including integrated accounting
and professional practice systems.
office tools for bookkeepers and secre

lifeboat Associates I
taries and sophisticated tools lor pro-
grammers.

^j^fW

Namsu

Title

-Zip—

PersonalSoft ware. Inc. UNIX i

mark ol Bell Laboratories

. . . and much, much more.
Easy to learn and use. You don't have to be a program-
mer to operate T/Maker II. Just follow T/Maker lis easily
understood and ordered instructions, set up your data in

As an example of what T/Maker II can do. see the chart below. The operator entered only the data shown in boldface.
T/Maker II calculated and reported all the other values.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I T/Maker II is a trademark ol P. Roizen.
CP M is a trademark of Digital Re
search. Inc. VisiCalc is a trademark of trademark of Digital Equipment Cor

Company-

Street

City

States

1978

— Actual —
1979 1980

Growth
Rate Average

Total

(000's) 1981

—Projected—
1982 * 1985

Item A
ItemB
Total

42.323

45.671

87,994

51.891

46.128

98.019

65.123

49.088

114.211

24.04

3.67

13.93

53,112

46,962

100,075

159.34

140.89

300.22

80,782

50,891

131,673

100,206

52,761

152,966

191,262

58,791

250,053

% Item
% Item
Total

48.10

51.90

100.00

52.94

47.06

100.00

57.02

42.98

100.00

8.88

9.00

52.69

47.31

100.00

158.1

141.9

300.0

61.35 65.51 76.49

38.65 34.49 23.51

100.00 100.00 100.00
Two intervening years not shown.

lileboat Associates

1«! Third A«e
(.'l»l lull's

M (212) 860 0300
Ma 640693 (LBS0FT NYW
1WX 710 S81-2524

LIFEBOAT WORLDWIDE otters you the world s largest library of software Contact your nearest dealer or Lifeboat

UfekMtkK Lifeboat Associates Lid lifeboat Associates GmbH
OK Bids if

12 8 Shiba Daimon
Minato kujohyo 10S lapan
lei 03 43) 3901
lelei 2423296 ILBI1Y0)

Lifeboat Associates Ltd
Pi) Ira US
London WC2H 9LU England
lei 01 836 9028
Wei 893709 (LBSOFTGl

PO Bm 168 Aefenstiasse 3b
CHI] 340 Ban Switzerland

lei 042 •

Wei 86W6S IMIC0 CHI

Intersofl GmbH
Scril3%i£an>nwi-K 5

0-804Slsmaninj I"

W 089 966 444
D-804Slsmaning W Germany

Lifeboat Associates
Wo 5213643 tISOFD)

lifeboat Associates SARI
10 Grande Roe Charles de Gaulle

12600 Asnieres France

W 1 733 08 04

Mo 250303 (PUBLIC X PARIS)

Software with full support
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VisiTrend, continued...

As mentioned earlier, nearly every

combination of charts is possible. Unfor-

tunately. I tried to produce several that,

try as I might. I could not. For example,

using the VisiTrend program I more about

that later) I ran a projection of sales for

the next twelve months. 1 attempted to

plot current sales for periods one to twelve

and future sales for periods thirteen to

twenty-four. Unfortunately, without exten-

sive editing, this is not possible. It was
easy enough to plot both sets of data on a

line chart however it was not easy to plot

data set one from period one to twelve

and data set two from thirteen to twenty-

four. Also, since most of my other charts

were bar charts. I wished to present these

data (twenty-four months worth) in a bar

chart format. Unfortunately. I could not

do it. Some experimentation indicated that

the upper boundary on the number of

bars that could be displayed is sixteen,

however. I could not find this any place

in the manual.

Other New Visi-Packages

VisiDex. named for the popular Rolodex

information retrieval system, allows storage

and retrieval of screens full of information

in a free-form, unstructured manner. It

can also maintain a calendar of appoint-

ments and reminders. One can think of

the screen as a 5 x 7" filing card with up

to twenty lines. Up to thirty-six keywords

can be specified for each screen and the

entire screen can be recalled by any

keyword. Additional facilities include the

ability to set up "templates" for applications

such as mailing lists, on-screen editing,

sorting keywords in alphabetical or numeric

order or for print out purposes, and
selective printing of partial screens. The
price of VisiDex is $199.45.

VisiTerm is a communications software

package designed for use with several

popular modems such as the DC Hayes

Micro Modem and others. The package

provides full upper and lower case ASCII

communications, with proportional spacing

and smooth scrolling at speeds up to 1200

bps. The package is principally designed

for the transmission of VisiCalc (.lata. text.

VisiPlot graphics, and related programs.

The program comes with pre-defined

regular, boldface, and APL characters,

although it also allows the user to design

his own character set. Like the other

packages in the series. VisiTerm is menu
driven with single stroke characters. Retail

price is $149.95.

As mentioned in the VisiPlot review.

VisiCalc has been updated to support a

Data Interchange Formal (DIFi. a program

independent data storage technique. The
updated VisiCalc also supports Boolean

functions and arithmetic comparisons as

well as having 17 new simplified commands.
It. like (he other new Visi-series packages.

is supplied on (he Apple 16-sector diskette

format. Price of the revised VisiCalc is

$199.95.

Sample pic churl.

Another minor difficulty I ran into was
in the printing out of pie charts. Again,
not in the manual, is the fact that a pie

chart can only have eight slices and.
unfortunately. I was trying to produce a
ten-slice pie. Much consternation and
gnashing of teeth until I figured out what
was amiss and combined several of the

pieces. Another small problem with pie

charts: the eight different colors looked
delightful on the screen, however, on the

printer several of them are represented

by the same method of shading. Hence. I

found it was most satisfactory to use just

three colors: white, black and green which,
on the printer, are all distinctly different.

VisiTrend

The VisiTrend program develops ancill-

ary data series used in analyses and
forecasting techniques. The methods
include derivation of moving averages.

smoothing data, percent of change, leading,

lagging and cumulative total functions.

Additionally, new series can be created

by taking ratios logs, or other mathematical

or logical transformations of the data.

The program performs linear multiple

regressions I using the ordinary least squares

method). It also calculates and displays

the major statistical measures of a multiple

regression including the standard errors

of the coefficients and the regression, t-

statisiic. R-bar squared, the F-statistic and
the Durbin-Watson statistic. It also per-

forms trend line forecasting.

Needless to say. this is an extremely
comprehensive statistical package and most
users will not need a fraction of what the

program can deliver. Nevertheless, there-

are probably one or more statistical

measures useful to each different user, so
the program offers a complete smor-

gasbord.

For my purposes. I was interested in

trend forecasting using linear regression

and a moving average function with

exponential smoothing. I had no trouble

using either of these capabilities and. in

about one-half hour, was able to develop
several trend forecasts and moving aver-

ages. 1 then stored the results of these

forecasts, moved back to the VisiPlot

portion of the package, and plotted the

results.

, -

Line chart with a projection made by

VisiTrend.

Two lines on chart with VisiTrend least

squares projection.

While it is helpful to have detailed

statistics, one can get overwhelmed. At
one point, when I was running trend lines

on virtually everything in sight. 1 took a

break and got to thinking. "What am I

going to do with all of these data?" The
computer, of course, will generate anything

you want. However, it is only a tool and
human judgment must be used, probably
more than ever before, to determine what
the computer ought to be doing.

In Summary

I found the VisiTrend/VisiPlot package

exceptionally user-friendly and easy to

learn. The manual, particularly the tutorial

section, is outstanding. While user mistakes

are inevitable, the software Ls quite forgiving

and rarely, if ever, loses any data. The
package helps analyze data accurately,

produces attractive charts and graphs, saves

time, and is an outstanding business tool.

1 recommend it highly.

VisiTrend/VisiCalc is produced by
Personal Software. Inc.. \ZM) Bordeaux
Dr.. Sunnyvale CA. 94086 and is available

for $259.95 at computer stores throughout

the country.
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How a Microcomputer Helps Develop
Your Students' Interest in Reading!

Introducing the New
High Motivation Reading Series

Computerization enters the classroom with a
"teacher's aid" that's designed to motivate students
to read! This unique series combines the use of
stimulating texts, read-along cassette tape, plus
simple-to-operate programs that measure reading
skills using the TRS-80® computer.

Lessons are performed at the computer, and consist

of comprehensive instructional activities in true/
false and multiple-choice formats. These activities

test the students' retention, their ability to draw
conclusions from facts, their understanding of vo-
cabulary words, and their knowledge of whether
certain facts were important to the story.

Instant Feedback Makes It Easy!

Answers are entered by pressing a single key on the

keyboard. The computer evaluates the student's

Retail prices may vary al individual Mores and dealers

Please send me more information on the
High Motivation Reading Series:

Charles Lindbet|h Amelia tartar! (26-25001, The Hound of the Basket-

wiles (26-2501), Dracula (26-2502), Mobs Dick (26-250)1. The Beatles

(26-25041. 20.000 Leaeues Under the Sea (26-25051. Student Recotds

:<.250»|

Mail To:

Radio Shack, Education Division
Oept. 82-A-333, 1300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102

NAME.

scho™ phoif

AOORESS

CITY STATF 7IP

choice and displays a message. If the question was
missed, another opportunity to answer is given. If

the answer was
correct, a rein-

forcement message
is displayed and
the next question
follows. At the end
of each activity, a
report is displayed

showing the per-

cent correct. With
the optional Stu-
dent Records Sys-

tem, a score will automatically be stored on disk for
later review by the teacher.

Texts That are Sure to Motivate!

With titles like Charles Lindbergh/Amelia Earhart
and The Hound of the Baskervilles available now,
and others like Dracula, Moby Dick, 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, and The Beatles to come, it

should be easy to convince your students to "hit the
books"! They're illustrated, written at an interme-
diate level (grades 4-6), and equally well-suited for
younger students working above grade level, those
working at grade level who want to sharpen their

skills, and older students who need extra motivation
to succeed in reading.

All selections in the series sell for under sixty-five

dollars, and require TRS-80 PILOT Plus and a 32K
Model I lower-case Disk System (Model III versions
available soon). For more information, stop by
your nearest Radio Shack store or Computer Cen-

Radio /hack
Over 6200 Radio Shack Stores and Dealers
and 180 Computer Centers Nationwide
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GE Programmable Clock Radio

PvEAT/Z WAKENING
Stephen B. Gray

Set the DISPLAY switch to RADIO,
then press calculator-like keys 9. 6, 3 and

ENTER. The 5/8"-high digital LED display

shows 96.3, the LED near the FM key

lights up to show you've selected an FM
station and. if you're in New York City.

WQXR-FM conies in loud and clear.

-J

Next, press the 8. 8. and ENTER
keys, and 880 shows up on the LED display.

the LED near the AM key lights up. and

in New York you're listening to WCBS-
AM.

Computer Control

How does this little $1 16.95 table-top

radio— which has no tuning dial— tell the

difference between FM and AM stations?

That's only one of the many things this

General Electric 7-4880 programmable

digital clock radio can do. because it's

built around a Texas Instruments TMS1 100

four-bit, single-chip microprocessor.

The 1 100 is a member of TI's TMS1000
family, and has 2.048 bytes of ROM. 512

bits of RAM memory. Over 40 million of

the low-cost TMSIOOO-family chips have

been shipped in the five years they've

been used in industrial controllers, com-

puter terminals and peripherals, timers.

TV tuners, appliances, toys, games, etc.

Presets and Scan
While you're listening to WQXR. press

the STORE STATION key and then the

1 key. Later, anytime you want to hear

WQXR. just press the RECALL STATION
and 1 keys, and you've got it. You can

preset six of your favorite stations this

way. with any mix of FM and AM stations

you want.

Using the up-arrow and down-arrow
keys, you can scan across either the FM
or AM bank, if you're "just shopping."

Press the FM key. and the display reads

88.1. Press the up-arrow key. and the

microprocessor changes the display to 88.3.

because it's been programmed to display

only the frequencies at which you'll find

FM stations, which are 0.2 megahertz

apart.

Keep the up-arrow key held down, and

the FM band will be swept all the way
from 88.1 to 107.9 MHz in about 22

seconds, or the AM band from 530 to

1610 KHz in about the same time, going

from 530 to 540 to 550 to 560. etc. On
either band, when you reach either end,

the scan stops. Just press the up-arrow or

down-arrow key again, and the scan starts

all over again, moving immediately from

107.9 to 88.1 or vice versa, or from 1610

to 530 or vice versa, so you don't ever

have to backtrack.

If you accidently enter a frequency not

allowed for a station, such as 555 AM or

99.2 FM. the display will alternate between

an E for error and the number you've

entered. You can't fix>l the micropn>cessor:

it knows what frequencies are allowed.

Press the OFF key. and the display read

OFF. Then press the AM or FM key. and

the radio automatically tunes to the last

AM or FM station played, thanks to the

micropn>cessor's memory.

Time Display

That's only the radio portion of this

clock radio, which General Electric calls

"The Great Awakening." and which is

advertised as "The GE Computer Radio.

At 6:00 A.M. it's smarter than you are."

The same LED display that shows you

the station frequency, will also display

the time.

To set the time, just set the DISPLAY
switch to TIME, press the keys for the

time, plus the PM key if necessary, and

ENTER. If you try to enter the time as

12:60. the computer will reject it. and

display an E.

By the way. if you turn off the room
lights, the time/frequency display immedi-

ately switches from bright to dim. This is

not the microprocessor's doing, but a

photocell that automatically adjusts the

display to "optimum brightness in any

room." as the manual puts it.

Wake-Up Controls

This GE Programmable Clock Radio
has two sets of wake-up controls, for his-

and-her or weekday/weekend use.

Set the DISPLAY switch to the WAKE
1 position, then select one of the three

wake-up methods. In the first choice, the

radio turns on at the wake-up time, to the

station stored in preset 1 (or in preset 2. if

you're using the WAKE 2 control).

In the second method, the radio turns

on at the time you select, followed by an

alarm tone. The number of minutes
between the radio turn-on and the alarm

is determined by the Snooz Alarm, which

you select by pressing the SNOOZ key.

then numerical keys to choose a time

between 1 and 59 minutes, then ENTER.
The SNOOZ cycle is preset in the micro-
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on Software and Hardware for

TRS-80
SOFTWARE

NEWDOS/80 version 20(specify Model I or III) $149.00
Flextext I $29.95

Utilize the additional features ot the 737/739 under
Model I or III Scripsif

Flextext II $29.95
Utilize the additional features of the NEC spinwriter

under Model II Scripsif

Flextext 80 (available soon)
Utilize the additional features of the MX-80

under Model I or III Scripsif

Chextext $79.95
Spelling checker for Model I and III word processing

Microclinic $24.95
The ultimate in memory and disk diagnostics

Meal Master $24.95
Meal planning and grocery shopping aid

Sprint 80 $14.95
Creates your own custom serial printer driver

Professional Football Predictor $29.95
Let your TRS-80 pick the winners

Bionic Basic $74.95
Expand your Model I disk basic features

Interactive Business System $500.00
An inventory control system for manufacturing

Micro Accounting System $489.00
The finest general business package we've seen

HELP/CMD $14 95
Adds 'HELP" feature to NEWDOS/80 version 1.0

MISCELLANEOUS
Apparat's Data Separator $29.95

16KTRS80or APPLE memory kits $19.95
9Vi" x 1 1" blank white.tractor feed paper.full box $24.95
9'/2" x 1 1" blank white.tractor feed paper.half box $14.95

14V2"x 1 1 "green bar.tractor feed paper.full box $34.95

3V4" x 1 5/1 6"'tractor feed mailing labels $1 9.95

Model II add on drives (call for prices)

Model II business software (call for prices)

SERVICE CENTER SPECIAL
Disk drive tune-up $29.95
Complete-cleaning, alignment, and speed adjustment.

With any tune-up you may purchase your choice
1 box Verbatim diskettes $19.95
BASF head cleaner $9.95

APPARAT'S PROM BLASTER
An eprom programmer for all 25 X X and 27 X X chips TRS-80'
MOD I S III or APPLE $14900
Bus Extender with power source, enclosure and
5 card slots $149.95
Mini version with 2 card slots and no enclosure $69.95

Apparat, Inc.

NEW LOWER PRICES ON
TANDON DISK DRIVES

Complete with power supply, chassis & configured
for TRS-80* Model I or III

e Single sided 40 track $295 00
e Dual 40 or Single 80 track $425.00
e Dual sided 80 track $515 00
• Special -2 Dual sided 80s $999.00

Model I DOS and drive

package add $54.00
Includes above drives and
NEWDOS/80 version 1.0-the

established DOS \g0
MODEL III SUPER SYSTEM

Approximately 2.1 megabates of disk storage using 2 dual

headed 40 track drives internally and 2 dual headed 80 track

drives externally.

$3299.00 with NEWDOS/80 version 2.0

$1 895.00 same as above with only 2 single
sided 40 track drives(no DOS)

NOTE: These Model III computers contain Apparat installed

disk drives and memory They are warranted by Apparat. Inc.

for 90 days.
Attention Dealers: Call or write for information on our new
dealer discount package.

PRINTERS
Call for our incredibly low prices on printers.

All printers come with free cable. We carry:

ANADEX CENTRONICS NEC
EPSON OKIDATA DAISY WHEEL

CABLES
Printer cables $29.95

(specify printer and TRS-80 Model)
Disk Drive Cables
2 Drive

3 Drive

4 Drive

Extender Cable
Special Cables

$29.95
$34.95
$3995
$12.95

(call for prices)

More Savings
MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGE

Converts a standard TRS-80 Model I to Double Density
LN Doubler-NEWDOS/80 V.2 & box of 10 Verbatim Diskettes

$330 00 value tor only $269 00 • LN Doubler alone $149.00

DISKETTES
Double density-soft sectored-replacement guaranteed Hard
Hole protected. (6*4" only)

Verbatim Datalife 5'V 40 track

Apparat's No Name 5V 40 track

Verbatim Datalife 8" Model II

FLIP SORT SPECIAL
The ultimate file box filled with

50 diskettes 5V
Flip sort alone

$2495
$21 95
$3995

$11995
$29 95H

On-going Support for Microcomputers'

4401 S Tamarac Pkwy • Denver. CO 80237 • (303) 741-1778 • (800) 525-7674
Scnpsit & TRS 80 are a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation

Freight FOB Denver call for shippin
iTiii inma BM'gniiiriiwrfiiiiiTiaa
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The Great Awakening, continued...

processor to nine minutes at the factory,

but can be changed.

The third wake-up method sounds only

the alarm tone, without turning on the

radio. The loudness of the alarm tone can

be adjusted with the volume control.

If both WAKE 1 and WAKE 2 are set

to the same wake-up time, the micro-

processor forces WAKE 1 to override,

and the radio will tune in to the station

stored in preset 1

.

You can drift off to sleep with the radio

playing, and it will turn itself off automa-

tically. Just switch the DISPLAY selector

to the SLEEP position, choose the number

of minutes the radio is to play before

turning off. by entering it on the keyboard,

and press ENTER. To turn the radio off

sooner, just press OFF.
So you can set this radio to lull you to

sleep on one station, turn itself off. then

wake you with music from another station

and/or the alarm tone.

Block Diagram
The 7-4480 is the first General Electric-

radio prtnluct to use a microprocessor.

The internal circuitry consists of four major

electrical blocks: frequency-synthesized

tuner, timekeeping function, user controls,

and power supply. The block diagram is

something like that shown in Figure I.

The synthesizer in this GE radio uses

varactor diodes in place of the conventional

metal-plate variable-capacitor gang tuner.

When operated with reverse bias, these

diodes effectively look like capacitors,

whose capacity can be varied by changing

the magnitude of the applied DC voltage.

TIMER

T
TUNER

KEYBOARD

I
POWER

Figure I.

Tuning thus involves varying a DC voltage

instead of physically moving the plates of

a conventional gang tuner.

Overall, the varactor system is more
complicated and more expensive than the

conventional gang tuner. However, because

it is electrically tunable, it is compatible

with circuits controlled by the micro-

processor.

Because the local oscillator uses

varacton and is tunable by varying its DC
voltage, it is known as a voltage-controlled

The only thing you
can do with a baked
Apple is eat it.

The more you stuff your Apple 11™ with plug-in

boards, the more of a chance it has to overheat.

And once that happens, it wont do anybody any
good. Your program bombs and you start losing

time and money.
The solution? Simple. Take two minutes to install

the Dana Industries fan in the back of your Apple,

and you'll practically never have to

worry about overheating again.

So pick up the Dana Industries
i

fan at your local

computer store.

And your Apple
will have a long and
fruitful life.

"Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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oscillator ivlui. By ouiiding this VCO
into a digitally-controlled feedback system,

whose parameters are externally controlled,

a phase-locked loop (PLL) system is

formed.

The PLL is a stable, highly accurate

oscillator that can be precisely tuned over

a wide frequency range when supplied

with a digital input code. By varying this

code word appropriately, it is possible to

tune in any station on either the FM or

AM band.

In the GE system, the PLL code word

is generated as follows:

1. The user enters the desired station

frequency into the keyboard.

2. The microprocessor reads this key-

board input, then generates the appropriate

1 >bit digital code word.

3. The microprocessor sends the code

word to the crystal-controlled PLL in serial

form, one bit at a time.

4. When the PLL has received the entire

code word, it uses this information to

tune the radio to the station requested by

the user.

The PLL compares two frequencies to

see if they're in phase. The PLL has a

frequency divider, programmed by the

15-bit code word, which divides the fre-

quency of the station you select, down to

a lower frequency that's compared with a

crystal-controlled reference frequency. If

the divided-down frequency is above or

below the reference frequency, a feedback

correction Ls applied to the varactor diodes.

to close the loop.

The microprocessor controls radio

tuning, and also keeps time by monitoring

the 60-11/ power line and counting the

cycles. When the time changes, the micro-

processor updates the display-driver IC

by sending it a 32-bit serial code word.

Power-Failure Protection

The clock radio has built-in power-failure

protection. To use it. plug a 9-volt alkaline

battery into the battery compartment.
When the AC power fails, the battery

will maintain the memory storage and
timekeeping operations, for a short period.

However, the battery hasn't enough power

to permit using the radio as a portable;

the battery only keeps the memory on

and the clock going.

The 7-4880 will still be around by the

time you read this. A very similar model
was in the works at the time of this writing,

with a blue fluorescent time display,

separate alarm indicator, and with a tone

control for the radio.

General Electric could easily have added

a calculator to the clock radio, even if the

display has only four digits. But. according

to a GE engineer. "Market research tells

us that people aren't interested in that

kind of thing, generally. The marketing

policy is to go for the common denomi-

nator." D
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Whyuse their flexible discs:
Athana, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua,

Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using

MEMOREX
for as low as $1.94 each?

Find the flexible disc you're now using on our cross reference list...
then write down the equivalent Memorex part numberyou should be ordering.

>*•* «« W.».,

IOOHN4

1M
30*
so*
3 OS
SO*
IN
34S
3M

214
IM
214
234
214
234

1U
in
21*
irt

t«H 1**0. H>

Memorex Flexible Discs.. .The Ultimate in Memory Excellence
Quality
Memorex means quality products that you can depend on
Quality control at Memorex means starting with the best
materials available Continual survetllance throughout the
entire manufacturing process The benefit of Memorex's years
of experience in magnetic media production, resulting, tor

instance, in proprietary coating formulations The most sophis-
ticated testing procedures you'll (ind anywhere in the business

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc » certified to be 100
percent error tree fact track of each flexible disc is tested,
individually, to Memorex's stringent standards of excellence
They test signal amplitude resolution, low-pass modulation,
overwrite, missing pulse error and extra pulse error They are
torque-tested, and competitively tested on drives available
from almost every major drive manufacturer in the industry
including drives that Memorex manufacturers Rigid quality
audits are built into every step of the manufacturing process
and stringent testing result in a standard of excellence that
assures you, our customer, of a quality product designed for
increased data reliability and consistent top performance.

Customer Oriented Packaging
Memorex's commitment to excellence does not stop with a
quality product They are proud of their flexible discs and they
package them with pride Both their packaging and their
labeling have been designed with your ease of identification
and use in mind. The desk-top box containing ten discs is

convenient for filing and storage Both box labels and jacket
labels provide full information on compatibility, density, sec-
toring, and record length. Envelopes with multi-language care
and handling instructions and color-coded removable labels
are included A write-protect feature is available to provide
data security.

Full One Year Warranty — Your Assurance of Quality
Memorex Flexible Discs will be replaced by Memorex if they
•re found to be defective in materials or workmanship within
one year of the date of purchase. Other than replacement.
Memorex will not be responsible lor any damages or losses
(including consequential damages) caused by the use of

Memorex Flexible Discs

Quantity Discounts Available
Memorex Flexible Discs are packed 1 discs to a carton and
10 cartons lo a case Please order only m increments of 100
units tor quantity 100 pricing We are also willing lo accom-
modate your smaller orders Quantities less than 100 units are
available in increments of 10 units at a 10% surcharge
Quantity discounts are also available Order 500 or more
discs at the same lime and deduct 1%; 1 .000 or more saves
you 2%. 2,000 or more saves you 3%: 5.0O0 or more saves you
4%. 10.000 or more saves you 5*©: 25.000 or more saves you
6%. 50,000 or more saves you 7% and 1 00.000 or more discs
earns you an 8«b discount off our super low quantity 100 price.
Almost all Memorex Flexible Discs are immediately available
from CE Our warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get
you the quality product you need, when you need it ft you need
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for you.
call the Memorex compatibility hotline Dial 600-538-8080
and ask tor the flexible disc hotline extension 0997 In California

dial 800-672-3525 extension 0997

Buy with Confidence
to get the fastest delivery from CE of your Memorex Flexible Duct, send
or phone your order directly to our Compute* Products Division Be sure
to calculate your price using the Cf prices in thts ed Michagen residents
please add 4% sales tax Written purchase orders are accepted from
approved government agencies and most we* rated l«ms at a 10%
surcharge for net 10 telling AH sales are subject to availability,

acceptance and verification All tales are tinai Prices, terms end
speomcatKma ere tubtect to change without notice Out of stock items
vnll be placed on beckorder automatically unless CE is instructed
differently M<mmum order $50 00 International orders are invited with
a $20 00 surcharge lor special handling m addition to shippingcharoe*
All shipments are FOB Ann Arbor Michigan Mo COD s please Non-
oertilted and foreign checks require bank clearance

Mail orders to Communications Electronics Box 1002 Ann
Arbor. M*ch.gan 48108 USA Add 18 OO per case or partial-case of
100 S'tnch discs or MOO per case ot too 5'. -inch mm. d»*cs for

UP S ground snipping and handling in the continental USA H you
have a Master Card or Viae card, you may can anytime and place
a credit card order Order toM-tree in the United Stales Call
anytime 600-521-4414 tl you are outside the US or in Michigan.
d«l 313-994-4444 Dealer inquiries invited All order knes al

Communications Electronics are staffed 24 hours

Copyright '1M1 Communications Electronics*

VISA

Order Toil-Free!

(800)521-4414
In Michigan |3 1 3) 994-4444

For Data Reliability--Memorex Flexible Discs

ICOMMUNICATIONS
I ELECTRONICS"

Computer Products Division
854 Phoenix a Bo» 1 002 D Ann Arbor. Michigan 48 1 06 U S A
Call TOLL-FREE (BOO) 521 -4414 or outvda USA. (31 3) •44444
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David H.Ahl

Update on Digital Audio
and

One Man's Pick in Records

Two years ago at the summer Consumer
Electronics Show I was intrigued to sec-

how digital electronics were making inroads

into audio equipment. I described many
of these principals and the resulting

products in an extensive article. "Digital

Audio" in Creative Computing. June

1980.

Carrying this technology one major step

forward, at the 1981 Winter CES. JVC
showed the first commercial all digital

record.

The terminology is confusing. "Digital"

records have been with us for several

years. However, the digital record pio-

neered by Telarc and Crystal Clear uses

a digital mastering process but the final

disk can be played on a standard turntable.

Not so for the all digitals. The disk is

identical to a video disk and consists of

l's and 0's which in the JVC design are

read by a capacitance scan device. Unfor-

tunately show goers on Friday and Saturday

did not hear the JVC system as the

prototype disk had been ripped off by

someone on Thursday. One wonders what

he's going to do with it.

A new development in high quality

recording, CAX. was announced recently

by CBS. The CAX process, also called

"companding." is a combination of two
processes; namely, compression of dynamic

range during initial recording and expansion

of dynamic range during playback. The
system uses a low cost ($50) decoder added

to a conventional hi-fi system. With it. a

compressed record provides a dynamic

range equal to the best digital record (85

db) but with virtually no surface noise

and at a cost per disk equal to conventional

records. Companded records and decoders

should be available in about six months.

I heard a demo of the system at the

ITA conference in March and hearing

quiet passages with complete absence of

surface noise was absolutely remarkable.

At CES, the equipment manufacturers

seek the highest quality source material

to show off their amplifiers, speakers.

cartridges, etc. This usually means a digital,

direct-to-disk or half-speed master record.

When I evaluated the various digital audio

products. 1 reasoned that 1 ought to use

the same high quality source material.

Hence. 1 acquired fifteen assorted records.

(See record reviews in Creative Computing.

Mar 79. Aug 79 and J un 80.

In the spring of 1980. The New York

Times ran an article describing "small"

recording manufcturers. Feeling a kinship

to these companies— after all. Creative

Computing was once a small magazine—

I

sent for a cross-section of their wares.

While the majority of these disks did not

have the same sonic quality of the digitals,

they almost all were good quality perfor-

mances. Furthermore, many were not

available on any major label.

Most of the small labels focus on an

unfulfilled niche in the musical spectrum.

Some are dedicated to young, modern
composers. Others seek out original ver-

sions of old manuscripts. Almost all are

committed to performances played on the

instruments originally specified by the

composer and not a later arranger who
adapted the work to modern instruments.

In just the past quarter century and

particularly the last decade, recordings of

early music, played on period instruments

or accurate copies, have become widely

available. In the 50'sand 60s. groups like

the Deller Consort and New York Pro

Musica were the exception. Now they

abound. What these performers have found

and you will find in live performances or

recordings— is that the music is almost

infinitely adaptable. Older scores give the

performers a good deal of freedom with

regard to instrumentation. As a result,

each performance is virtually assured of

having a fresh sound. This is a delight

you'll experience when you sample various

disks that I've mentioned below plus other

records on these labels.

The quality of the pressings are uniformly

high. This is a welcome relief in a day

where the reject rate on records from

major manufacturers is climbing faster

than inflation. The manager of a Sam
Goody store in the New York area told

me that a 20% flaw rate was not uncom-

mon.
In my previous piece. I commented on

the difficulty exchanging a flawed record

purchased in a distant city. Keith Holzman

of Nonesuch wrote to me informing me
that they, at least, would accept a defective

return directly for a replacement if it could

not be exchanged at the retail outlet. This

also is the policy of the small record

companies I contacted.

Although most of the small companies

are striving for widespread retail distribu-

tion, they generally do not have it today.

Hence, most have catalogs and will accept

direct mail orders.

I've listed some disks below that are

worthy of your consideration. Since this

is a one man review, obviously it reflects

my personal taste and knowlege. Although

I occasionally listen to rock and disco

music. 1 hardly consider myself an expert

on it. Hence, I've restricted these listings

to the classical area. Companies with

records made by digital, direct-to-disk and

other high quality recording techniques

are identified by IK,).

American Gramaphone (HQ)

Fresh Aire III by Mannheim Steamroller.

This series of three records is a collection

of original music set in a hybrid musical

style combining the long-lived forms of

the classics, performed on today's instru-

ments in today's idiom. Volume III begins

with the fanfare "touch piece" Toccata
performed on a synthesized sequencer.

The balance is mixed moods in "the style

of 18th century rock n roll. " Different

and tasty.

Chalfont Records I HQ)

Danzas Fantasticas is a disk of classical

Spanish dances by I alia. Turina. Albeniz

and Granados. Familiar pieces such as

1 alias "Ritual Fire Dance" and Albeniz's

"Triana" from "Iberia" along with several

unfamiliar pieces are played with precision

and aplomb by the London Symphony
under Morton Gould.

Carlo Curley Goes Digital. The magni-

ficent 4-manual Allen organ with 164 stops

and 5500 watts of power driving 380

speakers is played by Carlo Curley. "the
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IF YOU ENJOY MUSIC, WHY JUST LISTEN?

You and your Apple » ouUI be making
beautiful musi< together!

loin the thousands o4 Apple owners who *ir«*

making musir without the years oi practice

needed for » onventional instruments You » an

quit kk .nut easil) enter .i song from sheet musir
lust follow the detailed examples and instrur tions

pro* ided

THE PRODUCT. All s economical 9 voice Mush
( ard \u t is just $195, the gourmet t von »• Musm
( ard MC16 is $245 (use 2 for t» voices or t tor '*)

Both come with detailed manual, complete suit

ware and cable foi connection to youi stereo

system

THE SOFTWARE. We re t onvitu ed our ptodur t is

hv i.ir the easiest to us*- and most versatile system
for the Apple You n**t man) features not available

m other systems, plus .t very large note capar itv

Ami no customer has ever reported .i "bug
1

Of fflOl

THE HARDWARE. Al I strives lot the best qua I it)

possible n<> M( i card has evei been returned

with .i in,hum. it luring defer t

THE COMPANY. Ai I has been making computer
controlled synthesizers since 1975 We made the

first iihish piTipht-r.il lor the Apple and it's still

one ot the most popular

Available through Apple tie. tiers, or write tor

more information

WANT TO DUPLICATE DISKS QUICKLY?

ALF's disk duplication service has been .i major
soun e oi qualit) reprodur tion tor Apple
compatible software houses since l*'H<> Now you
t .in use the same te< hniques tor t.ist and .it t urate

reproduction yourself, with ALF's Cop) System
w h) spend over SIO.ikm) tor ,i duplit atton system
when tor juSl $595 von t .in t onnet t the Al I ( Op)
System to youi own Apple! ( opying tune is about
17 to 1 7, t set oruls depending on number « »t drives

used Ih.it s over 1.MK) disks in M hours Imm a

Single system Are you t ompletelv i ontident ol

youi present copying methods? At All, accurate
reproduction is more important than speed the
Al I c opv system is designed to produr e perfer t

t opies every time

Special hardware and software copies art) stan

d.ird 1 1 <>r id set tor Apple formal disk Hardware
plugs easily into < omputer no permanent
t hanges required It you wish to do your own drive

maintenance, the manual (ells how to use si,in

d.irtl Shugart pro* edures and .i< < essories, and .ill

necessary software is included

loo bus) to «t't into <lisk copying? You can still

count on ALF's convenient copying service Ask

about our t opy resist.mt and double Ihmii

servu es too!

\\ nte lor t omplete details

NEED CONVENIENT
FLOPPY DISK PROTECTION?

Al I \ i loppy Moves are tper tall) designed looffei
ure.it protection with more convenient use than
other methods Fhey're designed with two layers

oi corrugated cardboard with a special "cross

grain' construction for extra strength Ihe stan
d.ml square size holds 1 i minifloppres for mailing
or par king m produt ts Ihe larger re» tangular size

holds rmmtloppM-s plus .1 standard 5Vj x H'.

booklet IH' 1 v 1 1 folded in half) Available with an
adhesive » Insure tab for use .is .1 mailer (jusl seal

with tab, address other side, and mail) Software
houses write tor details tin .1ttr.1t live, protet live

p. it kaging for your prodm ts

Small quantit) price is >">C t «»r standard box

Available singl) .it computer dealers, in large

quantities from Al I (New dealer inquiries

invited ) * uiAu« Hi

A L F PRODUCTS INC. 1448 ESTES DENVER, CO 80215

Bit Pit Chas Andres

a /tctcy u/Ac i flimkj Mm A

onfy o<w4 /or lefcyrfort tttvrs
t

o hasn't r/t/s i*fteiomry\
O ttOUTINC LOOPLD t-OMH
atNOUCH fit WHfKt '£

ypue wogK rrwe?

fI HANT TO tI

r>*#M
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Record Pick, continued...

Liberate of the organ." Included are Bach's

"Toccata and Fugue in D" (naturally),

Widor's stirring Toccata from "Symphony
#5" and five other pieces by Bach. Widor,

Mozart and Clarke.

J.S. Bach

Crystal Records

Prunes. "In Norway, the word Sviske

(Prune) in musical circles means a piece

of music familiar and/or easy to listen

to." Here we have an unusual trio of horn,

bass horn and piano performing Bach's

"Air for the G-String." Schubert's "Sere-

nade" and three other pleasant pieces by

little-known composers.

Trio Sonatas. The Los Angeles Baroque
Players on this record consists of the "more

traditional" violin, flute (the melody voices),

cello (low voice) and harpsichord (har-

monics). The Bach "Trio Sonato in C" is

a traditional church sonata as is the Fasch

trio in G. The Fesch "Trio Sonata IV in

G" is more lighthearted while Stamitz

reflects an early classic style. The perfor-

mances are sensitive and intuitive.

Crystal has many other unusual chamber
music disks in their catalog. Somewhat
annoying is their practice of mixing baroque
and very modern on the same record, but

if you like both they have much to offer.

Crystal Clear Records I IK.) >

1685: A Sound Odyssey. Fernando
Valenti plays the solo harpsichord in this

record. The eight pieces range from the

pre-baroque Purcell "Suite in G" to familiar

baroque pieces of Bach. Scarlatti. Handel

and Rameau to the late baroque "Sonata

in G" by Soler, a pupil of Scarlatti. A
sonic delight.

The Digital Fiedler. Released in both

digital and direct-to-disk versions, this

record features Arthur Fiedler conducting

the Boston Pops in Tchaikovsky's "Capric-

cio ltalien" and Rimsky-Korsakov's "Cupric-

cio Espagnol." During playback. Fiedler.

then K2. clapped his hands and exclaimed

. . . "Listen to that!" . . . "No. hiss, by

God!" . . . "That's marvelous!" I couldn't

have said it better.

Delos(HQ)

Vivaldi: The Four Seasons. Every record

library probably has at least one recording

of Vivaldi's best known work. 1 had two.

Why consider another? Simply because

this recording by Gerald Schwarz and the

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra is the

purest 1 have heard— not only because of

the digital recording, but the precision

playing.

I recently heard the Los Angeles Cham-
ber Orchestra in Avery Fisher Hall and I

can honestly say that the richness of their

sound is well captured on this record.

1 previously reviewed several other Delos

records and remarked on their extensive

catalog of music for brasses. Their new
releases have broadened into most of the

chamber music area. Their double-fold

packaging is beautiful and the jacket notes

focus on the music rather than the record-

ing technique. My applause to them.

Desto
Desto's catalog focuses on early music:

medieval, renaissance and baroque. If

you're not familiar with early music, I

recommend Desto's cat. MR-1, a sampler

of medieval and renaissance sounds for

the bargain price of $2.98. Also a bargain

in these days of LP's with 12-15 minutes

of music per side is Desto's practice of

frequently offering 25-30 minutes per

side.

Mediaeval and Renaissance Sounds. Of
the six albums in this series, I particularly

like Vols. 4 and 6 although all are interesting

and diverse. Instruments such as the

krummhorn. sackbui and kortholt create

joyfully noisy sounds rarely heard today.

If your image of early music is one of

solemnity and reverence, cast it away —
these records are of dances, songs and

festivities. This is the popular music of

the 13th century, not that for the theater

or court. And it's delightful.

Lute Music of J.S. Bach. One of the

oldest known musical instruments, the lute,

is the forerunner of today's banjo and

guitar. Not all the pieces on the record

were composed for the lute, but soloist.

Walter Gerwig. interprets them in a rich

way that shows a profound love of the

music.

Digitech (HQ)

Digital Hits of 1740. This is a personal

favorite. Yes, I have at least three record-

ings of everything on it. but one just can't

have too many of the Pachebel Canon.

Mouret Rondeau (Masterpiece Theater

theme). Bach Jesu or Albinoni Adagio.

These are not "authentic" performances,

but thoroughly modern ones to really show
off a sound system.

]

fl *&&

"ll says this proxramminit is brought to you by
the Letter A' and the number '8'!"

Empire Brass Quintet Encores. The five

young musicians of the Empire Brass

Quintet have achieved a well-deserved

reputation for virtuosity, versatility and

vitality. So often, one or two instruments

dominate in brass groups. Not so with the

EBQ- And nowhere is their well-balanced

tone shown to better advantage than in

this album of Gershwin. Bernstein. Scott

Joplin and Sousa. A perfect summer
evening concert.

Finnadar Records (HQ)

Chopin. Prokofiev and Scriabin. This

limited edition of 5000 direct-to-disk records

by the talented Idil Birel playing the piano

is striking in its brillance and clarity. Her
interpretations include two Chopin Maz-

urkas. Scriabin's "Sonata #10" (the sonata

of trills) and Prokofiev's "Sonata ff2"

(rediscovery of the pianos percussive-

Foundation

Music From The Water Gap. Every

summer Edward Brewer leads a group of

chamber musicians in a series of weekly

concerts by a slow-moving tributary of

the Delaware River near the Water Gap.

The setting is magnificent and I make a

point to attend as many of these free

summer concerts as possible. Most of the

pieces performed are familiar but Brewer

occasionally throws in a pleasant sur-

prise.
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THE SECRET IS OUT For your Apple
$1 25. 4 disks, over 200 pages of documentation. Requires Applesoft* in ROM, 48K, DOS 3.2 or 3.3. Disk.
$10.00 HI-RES SECRETS Demo Disl>.

ASK YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT FROM:
AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS, P.O. Box, 30160. Eugene. OR 97403 (503) 345-3043

Visa/Mastercard accepted

Apple is a registered Iredemerk I
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Record Pick, continued...

So it is with the first piece of the record,

an oboe quartet by Luigi Gatti. Although
in the style of Mozart and Haydn, Gatti's

works have never been recorded before.

Other pieces on the record include Mozart's

"Divertimento in D," Bach's "Harpsichord

Concerto in E"and (inevitably?) Pachebel's

"Canon in D." The record costs $6.00;

profits go to the Artists For Environment
Foundation.

Gasparo (HO)

Brahms: Sonatas for Viola and Piano,

Op. 120. Between the baroque and modem
period, there are precious few solo pieces

for the viola. The shining exception is

this pair of sonatas by Brahms ably played

on this record by the Zaslav Duo. The
performances remind me of a beautiful

conversational exchange between two
instruments.

Mozart and Heiden: Quintets for Horn
and Strings. The Mozart quintet. K. 407,

is a difficult work, particularly in Mozart's

time played on a valveless horn. It is

charming, stylish and emotional. Bemhard
Heiden composed his quintet in 1952; it

ranks as one of the few modern composi-
tions I enjoy. In the first movement. I

particularly like the suggestion of a distant

March in sharp contrast to the expressive

romance in the Andatimo movement.

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab (HQ)

Elgar: Falstaff Symphonic Study. Fan-

tasia and Fugue, The Sanguine Fan.

Composed just before the Great War
following a period of personal depression.

Elgar portrays Shakespeare's Falstaff as

generous, funny or vicious, depending upon
what the listener wants to hear. Elgar

transcribed Bach's Fantasia and Fugue in

c minor after his wife's death when all

desire to compose seems to have fled.

Nevertheless it is a marvelous wedding of

his art of the large orchestra to older

music, probably appropriate for the brave

new world following the Great War. The
pieces on this two-record set are compe-
tently performed by Sir Abrian Boult and
th London Philharmonic.

A Tchaikovsky Spectacular. What else

but the Overture "1812". Marche Slav

and Romeo and Juliet on this "Original

Master RecordingT Andre Previn's record-

ing features the artillery and carillon which
have become almost essential to any
modern-day recording of this music. How-
ever, my personal favorite on this record

is Romeo and Juliet with its glowing,

melodious love theme.

Carmina Burana was the title given to a

13th century manuscript found in a Bavar-

ian monastery. Carl Orff set the song to

swinging, vigorous and, occasionally,

clashing music. Scoring is for soloists, large

chorus, small choir, boy's voices, large

Carl Orff

CARMINA
BURANA

Andre Previn

Mill

Sound 80 (HQ)

Schubert: Symphony #5. Schubert was

only 19 when he composed the much-

loved number five of his seven and a half

finished symphonies. Performed only by

amateurs during Schubert's lifetime, it was

not until over 100 years later in the 1930's

that it gained its deserved foothold. The
precise and sensitive performance of the

St. Paul Chamber Orchestra led by Dennis

Russell Davies is captured unerringly on
this direct-to-disk recording.

orchestra, two pianos, and multifarious

percussion. Andre Previn leads this massive

piece, spectacularly put on disk by MFSL's
half-speed production of the original

master.

Musical Heritage Society

Having been a member of the Society

since its founding, I have today over 220

MHS records. Originally specializing in

the baroque, MHS has broadened out

considerably in recent years. Out of their

catalog of nearly 4000 records it is quite

impossible to find two or three favorites

to review so I'll mention some of the

notable projects of MHS.
Currently, they are undertaking to record

all of the Bach cantatas, a herculean effort.

Six volumes of sacred music by Vivaldi

revealed some splendid and infrequently

recorded scores. Releases by little-known

composers. Baun (Six Sonatas For Harp
and Harpsichord, MHS 4317) and Corrette

(Laudate Dominion, MHS 4085), for exam-

ple, have introduced me to an enormous
body of music rarely heard in concert.

Not limited to the baroque era. MHS
offers all the Beethoven symphonies and
piano sonatas, Haydn symphonies, Pro-

kofiev symphonies, Mozart piano music

and Schubert piano works as well as

numerous other complete series. Off the

beaten path they even have 20-record

series. "History of Spanish Music." Best

bet is to get their catalog for $2.00.

MHS just announced their first digital

record, "250 Years of Great Choral Musc-
at the bargain price of $8.95. about half

the price of some other labels. Watch for

a review.

Dennis Russel Davies conducting the St.

Paul Chamber Orchestra

Telarc (HQ)

Boito: Prologue to Mefistofele, Verdi:

Te Deum. Although Italian, Boito looked
more to the weight and depth of Germans
for his inspiration. Boito's monumental
Faust was a failure but the revised version,

Mefistofele. and particularly the prologue
won wide acclaim. Verdi's last work, his

Te Deum, has both festive and mournful
parts unlike versions of other composers.
Both works are performed with color and
breadth by the Atlanta Symphony Orches-
tra and Chorus under Robert Shaw.

Chausson: Concerto, Op. 21. This
unusual concerto for piano, violin and
string quartet forms a sort of bridge from
the romanticism of Franck (Chausson's

teacher). Schumman and Brahms to the

impressionism of Ravel and Debussy.
Israelii Margalit plays the piano and Loriz
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PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
The Printer Solution

$2495
Store paper

neatly &
conveniently

Optional
Shelf

for
different

sized
paper...
add 9.95

for these printers:

Anadex; Atari 825: Centronics 737, 739
Epson MX-80. MX-80FT; Okidata u80. u82

$34.95 for thist printers:

Epson MX-10O; Dataroyal (requires optional shelf)

Custom sizes & shapes available- call for quote & quantity pricing

JAW BREAKER
$2995

FOR ATARI

* Amazing HI-RES
Graphics

* Outstanding use

of sound
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Machine
Language
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" THE BEST GAME WE'VE EVER SEEN! "

Fast Machine Language action makes this
the most amazing game we've seen to date.
Jaw Breaker has sound, graphics, speed...
everything required for a fantastic best seller.

Call 1-800-645-6038
NY. State Residents call (516) 997-8668

3&W MIZ'S
Picture the fastest, most accurate schoolteacher you ever had. point-

ing out all your spelling errors so you can correct them instantly

This new spelling checker for Electric Pencil and Scripsit dies is

modeled after her: it's virtually impossible to misspell with MIZ SPELL'
Unlike other spelling checking program*:
MIZ SPELL will operate on one or more disc drives (Some others
require a minimum of two )

MIZ SPELL will work with words of any length (Others have limits

on maximum word length (

MIZ SPELL is interactive; you can correct mistakes as they are
pointed out (Some require multiple, time-consuming passes.)

Check these features v*. other spelling checkers:

MIZ SPELL maintains separate dictionaries for specialized vo-
cabularies, each with a 27.000 word capacity. ( 18,000 included )

MIZ SPELL learns new words from your text files as it checks for

spelling errors. (Words can also be deleted from the dictionary—
but not accidentally, as with some other programs

)

MIZ SPELL offers such options as ignore word in text, delete word
in text, change word in text, add all remaining words, etc

MIZ SPELL permits user configuration of system, including specifi

cation of default extensions for original and corrected text file.

TRS-80 Mod l/lll $E\Q95 CP/M 8
"

48K Disk Single Density $7995
TRS-80 and TRSDOS are registered trademarks of Tandy Radio Shack Corp.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

DEALER INQUIRIES IHVITEO. MIZ SPELL" put*shed by SoiPub.
Inc For information, contact ftcnard Taylor President, Programs
Univniied at the address or phone numbers shown below

FOR TRSDOS
OR CP/M

Meet author ARNOLD SCHAEFFER
Attends Georgia Tech, majoring in

computer science. First exposed to
computers in 6th grade; sold first

program at age 16. Characterizes
self as "not a good speller",

was inspired to write MIZ
SPELL when he examined
available programming in

store, decided "it could
have been done

much better.

LJQW TO ORDER' Aoa J ' °° ,c" P°sla9e and HandlingnvsTT iu wni/Ln. NY Residents ado sales tax

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 645-6038 (except NY*)
COMPUTER TO COMPUTER: (516) 334-3134

WRITE: Dept 881 C. Box 265. Jericho. NY 1 1753

VISA-
*NY Slale residenis call 516 997 8668

(Call collect for orders only please)

ATTENTION. SOFTWARE AUTHORS. SotPub Inc maybe the aggros
sve marketer you've been seeking tor your programs For details, contact
Richard Taykx, Programs Unttmrted at the address or phone below

FULLGUARANTEE
If for any reason dissatisfied with any purchase from PROGRAMS
UNLIMITED, return merchandise in original condition and pack-

aging tor prompt, lull refund

jmmimmmm. ,W«'.t»>.*A\i
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Record Pick, continued...

Maazel the violin solo parts. Personally. 1

feel the digital recording process is almost
more beneficial to chamber performances
such as this than to "large" pieces. You
can almost believe the performance is

taking place in your living room.

Titanic

Bach: The Goldberg Variations. Most
performances omit the repeats in the

variations. John Gibbons, on this disc,

does not because, in his words, "hearing

the music twice is an advantage if the

piece is complex, subtle, original, profound
and at the same time terse." Without the

repeats, the piece is akin to a half-size

replica of a cathedral built from full-size

stones.

Banchelto Musicale: Works of Tele-

mann. One of the few permanent baroque
orchestras in the U.S.. Banchetto Musicale

performs all their music on original instru-

ments. My favorite piece is the Overture
in D. a late work written when Telemann
was 84. To me. it's an exciting work
particularly with the prominent role given
to two hunting horns in several move-
ments.

The Titantic catalog focuses principally

on baroque and early classical chamber
music.

Varese Sarabande

Boy With Goldfish. This is perhaps:

the most unusual piece in this collection

of reviews. The piece is termed a "heroic

fantasy for soloists, chorus and orchestra"
and is based on the Hawaiian Legend
Paintings of John Thomas. The seven

BOV WITH GOLDFISH

incredibly colorful paintings and narrative

poem of the legend are reproduced in

full-color on the double jacket. The
orchestra is augmented by Hawaiian
percussive instruments that I can't begin

to describe. Most impressive!

1750 Arch Records

This label focuses principally on never
or seldom-recorded works of all musical
periods. Hence, the two reviews below
are merely a sampling of a very diverse
line.

Dowland: Fantasies and Dancesfor the

Lute. Unusual for the age (circa 1600).

Dowland travelled to France. Italy and
lived in Germany and Denmark as well as

his native England. Hence, these pieces

incorporate many varied styles of lute

playing. They include fantasies, pavans.

galliards. an almand and a jig. A quite

delightful record.

A Night in the Garden Court. This is a

collection of 1 1 varied works played by
the San Francisco String Quartet. Most
familiar are Dvorak's "Humoresque."
Pachelbel's "Canon in D." and two andante
cantabiles by Haydn and Tchaikovsky.
Intermingled are the gypsy-like "Csardas"
by Monti and "Hora Staccato" by Dinicu-

Heifetz. Nice music from a more gracious
world than 1981.

Addresses

American Gramaphone Records
Distributor:

Precision Sound
24310 Second Place West
Bothell. WA 9801

1

Chalfont Records
(see Varese Sarabande)

Crystal Records. Inc.

2235 Willida Lane
Sedro Wooley. WA 98284

Crystal Clear Records. Inc.

P.O. Box 3864
San Francisco. CA 941 19

Delos

Distributor:

Supersounds. Ltd.

2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 315
Santa Monica. CA 90403

Desto

Distributor:

CMS Records. Inc.

14 Warren Street

New York. NY 10007

Digitech

Distributor:

Sine Qua Non Productions. Inc.

25 Mill Street

Providence. RI 02904

Finnadar Records
Distributor:

Atlantic Recording Corp.

75 Rockefeller Plaza

New York. NY 10019

Foundation Records
Artists For Environment Foundation
Walpack. NJ 07881

Gasparo
P.O. Box 90574
Nashville. TN 37209

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab. Inc.

P.O. Box 919
Chatsworth. CA 91311

Musical Heritage Society

14 Park Road
Tinton Falls. NJ 07724

Sound 80
2709 East 25th Street

Minneapolis. MN 55406

Telarc Records
Distributor:

Audio Technica
1221 Commerce Drive

Stow. OH 44224

Titanic Records
43 Rice Street

Cambridge. MA 02140

Varese Sarabande Records
Distributor:

Discwasher
1407 No. Providence St.

Columbia. MO 65201

11750 Arch Records
1750 Arch Street

Berkeley. CA 94709
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Just when you thought it was safe
togo back underground again.
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Your greatest challenge lies ahead— and down
wards. Zorb II: The Wizard of I robozz. will be
unlike any computer age adventure you've ever
encountered. The underground world of Zork is

designed to be lived and experienced in the most
realistic sense. It features the largest vocabulary,
the widest range of command options, the special

capability to let you speab in complete sentences
rather than two word commands, and the most
intriguing plot in the genre. And because Zorb's
mysteries are of the most challenging nature, it

will tabe all your intellectual abilities to survive
and emerge victorious from the Great Under
ground Empire.

Zorb II is the extraordinary successor toZorb I.

which hit #4 on the SOFTALK Top 30 in its first

month on the marbet. both run on 32K Apple Us
with a 16 sector disb drive. And both are available
now tor Christmas.

The door to Zorb becbons you. Look for it at

i,x,x c"mpu,cr iriFocom
Infocom. Iik e> I aneuil ll.ill Marketplace, Boston MA 02109
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The West Coast Computer Faire Moves to the West End of London

<%m<M

10-12 September 1981, Cunard Hotel, Hammersmith, LondonW6
David H.Ahl

Why should an American magazine
report on a British computer show?
Three reasons: 1) Many manufacturers

introduce new products in Europe before
bringing them to the United States. Some
of these products were at the show. 2)

Other new prcxlucts. which are not likely

to be introduced into the United Stales in

the near future, use state-of-the-art tech-

nology and principles which are of interest

to anyone involved in the computing field.

3) The PCW show is one of the best

European shows, conducted in the tradi-

tions of the highly successful West Coast

Computer Faires and. as such, is significant

in the field of personal computing.
1 will make no attempt to report on

every exhibitor but rather will focus on
some of the highlights and "significant"

products at the show.

By anybody's measure, the show was
an incredible success. In talking with the

other exhibitors on setup day. we all

expected that Thursday would be rather

slow as it had been last year, that Friday

would pick up a bit. and that Saturday
would be a really big day. We were
wrong.

The show opened at 10:(X) AM on Thurs-

day. By 11:00 AM the queue stretched

from the front door of the hotel around
the entire hotel and far up into a housing

area in Hammersmith. All the parking

areas within a one mile radius were com-
pletely filled. The buses and underground
coming into Hammersmith were crowded

to capacity— mostly as a result of the

PCW Show.
By two in the afternoon it was all but

impossible to move through the rather

narrow six foot aisles.

Friday, it calmed down a bit. but Satur-

day all hell broke loose. Many groups
outside of London had arranged buses to

bring in computer clubs, school classes,

and interested hobbyists. The registration

people were swamped and the capacity

of the hotel was sorely strained, however,
unlike America, the British remained
remarkably civil and polite throughout
the entire day.

Unlike other shows at which we always

wonder how to get home with the books.

magazines and other merchandise thai

isn't sold by the end of the show, at this

show we had absolutely nothing left. In

seven years, 1 have never gone home from

a show having sold absolutely every single

book, magazine. T-shirt, catalog, etc. It

was a euphoric feeling as I downed a few

pints with the PCW crowd after the show
to realize that I had no worries about

shipping material to our agent in Britain

or back home, that I didn't have to come
back on Monday and pack up. and that

the only thing left to do was to convert a

substantial number of pound notes into

dollars.

Needless to say. the PCW people were

extremely pleased with the show and are

already making plans to expand the facili-

ties for next year's show. This one. inci-

dentally, the fourth, was twice the size of

the previous show. If it keeps growing at

this rate, it could well be a rival for some
of our major American shows.

By 1 1AM on opening day of the show the

line stretched completely around (lie C un-

ard Hotel in Hammersmith.

w
t
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Don't make your

computer old

before its time

New there's Palantir — Word Processing and Accounting

Software for Today's Computers

You've just gotten a brand new computer. Don't tie it down

with old software. Two-year-old software will make it run

like a two-year-old computer.

The microcomputer industry is the fastest growing, most

exciting industry in the world. Today's printers, terminals and

disk drives can do things no one even dreamed of two years

ago.

But a computer is just a dumb piece of metal until software

gives it life, and, unfortunately, microcomputer software has

not kept up with the hardware.

Until now.

There's a commonly held belief that you should not buy new

software because it hasn't been tested. We say, "Hogwash!"

At one time those complaints might have been valid, but the

software industry has come of age. We do our testing before

we release a product, not afterwards.

More importantly, we've learned that quality cannot be

tested into a product, it must be built in from the beginning

by people who know what they are doing.

And we do.

We formed Designer Software because we believed that the

quality hardware of today demanded software of equal

quality. It took a lot of time, sweat, money, care, experience

and talent to make that belief a reality.

We set high standards, but our team of CPA's, systems

analysts, programmers, writers, artists and marketers that

created Palantir"' Word Processing and Accounting have

exceeded all of our expectations.

Palantir"' is the most professional packaged software ever

to be offered to the CP/M® market.

We don't expect to convince you of that with just one ad, and

we won't try. But if you're in the market for business software,

we hope we've convinced you to find out more about

Palantir"" — today's software for today's computers.

Designer Sopwarc

HOUSTON

CP« <i a <*Q.ti«<»d trademark of Digital tox

For more information and the name of a dealer near you, please write, call,

telex or use The Source. Dealer, distributor and OEM inquiries invited.

3400 Montrose Blvd. • Suite 718 • Houston, Texas 77006
(713)520-8221 • Telex 790510 • Source TCU671

D**g»«r Software and Paloniv Uod+maita of Pok»nt« Int
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Show, continue

Acorn Computers

By far the most crowded stand (in Europe

a booth is called a stand) at the show was
that of Acorn. Acorn was showing, for

the first time, the BBC Microcomputer
System. The system is based on a 6S02A
(same as Apple, Atari, PET, etc.) with up
to 48K of memory, a 73-key keyboard,

including 10 user-definable function keys

and four cursor control keys. The display

features mixed high resolution graphics

with upper and lower case text. It has

color in all eight display modes. The highest

resolution mode has 640 x 256 pixel reso-

lution with two colors or 80 characters x

32 lines of text. Medium resolution mode
has 160 x 256 pixels with sixteen colors

and 20 characters x 32 lines of text. It

also has a teletext display mode of 40
characters x 25 lines. It can handle pro-

grams from audio cassettes at both 300
and 1 200 baud and provides motor control

for standard cassette recorders.

Acorn's BBC microcomputer has spec-

tacular graphics at an attractive price.

The machine has a three-voice music
synthesis unit with full envelope control

to feed an internal loud speaker. It has
both parallel and serial line printer inter-

faces. It also provides a serial interface to

the RS-423 standard. This is a new standard
which has been designed to be interchange-

able with RS-232C but offers considerably

enhanced specifications in maximum cable
length and data transfer rates. The machine
also has four analog inputs for game paddles

or control applications.

The system and applications software
is fundamentally modular. A 16K ROM
contains a machine operating system. This
system supports an event timer, four chan-
nel analog-to-digital converter, keyboard
and keyboard buffer, music tone generator
and buffer, serial input/output interfaces

and a parallel input/output port.

The Basic interpreter is effectively

MicroSoft Basic with several powerful
extensions including longer variable names,
integer floating point and string variables,

multi-dimension arrays, extensive string

handling capabilities and multi-line string

functions. A very powerful capability is

full recursion on all functions and pro-

cedures. It also has Algol-like constructs

including If... Then... Else... and Repeat...

Until. Like Algol and Pascal it has both

procedures and local variables.

The BBC microcomputer is likely to be

increasingly important in the future. Just

because the BBC has selected Acorn to

produce the first computer to their speci-

fications, doesn't mean that other manu-
facturers cannot also produce a BBC-
compatible machine. My guess is that they

will do so and that within a few years the

BBC Basic and other specifications will

become standard on all small British-made

microcomputers. Since this is fundamen-
tally MicroSoft Basic with some extensions,

it is reasonable to expect that these stan-

dards will creep over to America.

Acorn Computer Ltd., 4A Markethill,

Cambridge CB2 3NJ, England.

Sinclair

Probably the person most miffed about
not getting the contract to produce the

first BBC machine is Clive Sinclair. We
saw Uncle Clive, as he is sometimes called

by our British friends, wandering about
the show but he was unwilling to comment
about his future plans. However, rumor
has it that the ZX82 will be fully BBC-
compatible, will be considerably cheaper
than the Acorn version, and will be avail-

able sometime in mid to late 1982.

For the entire duration of the show,
people were queued four and five deep
around the Sinclair stand waiting to make
purchases. Judging from the number of

people I saw walking around with a ZX81,
16K memory box or ZX81 cassettes under
their arm, the Sinclair people must have
done exceptionally well.

Biggest attraction on the stand was the

new ZX81 printer which offers full alpha-

numerics and graphics for £49.95. The
printer is a thermal device which uses

aluminized paper and essentially prints a

copy of anything on the screen. While we
have seen this capability previously in

$600plus printers it is quite amazing to

see it in a printer the size of a paperback
book selling for about $100.

Sinclair Research Ltd., 6 Kings Parade,

Cambridge CB2 1SN, England.

Data Applications

The handsome DAI personal computer
was being shown running a wide variety

of software demonstrating educational,

scientific and commercial applications.

Based on an 8080A. the machine has 48K
of user memory and a resident semi-

compiling high speed basic with floating-

point mathematics built in. The display is

one of the few that provides sixteen colors

in the highest resolution mode, 255 x 335
pixels. In addition, it has two lower reso-

lution modes, a character mode (60 char-

acters x 24 lines) with both upper and
lower case and split screen modes which

Bird's eye view of the Creative Computing
sales tables.
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THE BACKBONE
OF YOUR SYSTEM

The Heath/Zenith 19 Smart Video Terminal gives

you all the important professional features, all for under
$700* You get the flexibility you need for high-speed

data entry, editing, inquiry and transaction process-

ing. It's designed to be the backbone of your system
with heavy-duty features that withstand the rigors

of daily use.

Standard RS-232C interfacing makes the 19 com-
patible with DEC VT-52 and most computer systems.
And with the 19, you get the friendly advice and
expert service that makes Heath/Zenith a strong

partner for you.

Pick the store nearest you from the list on page 33. And
stop in today for a demonstration of the Heath/Zenith

1 9 Smart Video Terminal. If you can't get to a store,

send $1 .00 for the latest Heathkit " Catalog and the

new Zenith Data Systems Catalog of assembled com-
mercial computers. Write Heath Co., Dept. 355-846.

Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

Your strong partner

Completely ad-

dressable blinking

cursor lets you
edit anywhere on
screen.

Reverse video by
character lets you
emphasize words,

phrases or paragraphs.

High resolution CRT
gives you sharp, easy-

to-read image, reduces
eye-strain.

Complete ASCII
character set includ

ing upper case,

lower case with

descenders, and
special graphic

symbols.

80 character by 24

line format, plus 25th

line for operator mes-

sages and prompts.

Professional

quality keyboard,

standard type-

writer layout, 72
keys, including

12 special function

keys.

Z-80 microprocessor-

control makes the Heath/

Zenith 19 capable of

multitude of high-speed
functions. It's the only

terminal with ROM
source code readily

available.

Insert and delete

character or line plus

erase to end of line

and end of screen

make the 19 ideal

for sophisticated

editors like WORD-
STAR

Cursor and
special functions

are accessible

by keyboard or

computer, using

either DEC VT-52
or ANSI Standard

protocols

Keypad in

calculator format

permits fast,

easy entry of

numeric data.

'In kit form, FOB. Benton Harbor. Ml Also available completely assembled
at $995 Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice

CP-202B



At a New
Low. Low, Pnce!

Microline

A great buy

- List Price is $449.

The Microline 80

is a quiet

small printer

with field proven

reliability.

Featun

•Friction

•
Prints e;

•Print
• Printheai

cycle

• 132-columl

• Available

pin paper feed, roll or fan fold

nded characters and block graphics

80 characters per second

ated at 200 million characters continuous

compressed print .
|CT

232C Serial Interfaces:
U51

ORS-256 (256 Character Memory) . $109.00

MSP 100 (Unbuffered, Switch

Select Data Rates) $120.00

ISP-200X (200 Character Memory) $215.00

ISP-2000X (2000 Character

Memory) $300.00

er available options:

ljustable Tractor Feed -

odel 54100201 $50.00

Parallel Output,

ble to printer $ 35.00

Ribbons $ 3.00

into a Word Processing or

Data Processing System

by adding one of the NEW
Okidata Printers

Microline

83A 82A

If you require a system printer, the new Okidata

Microline 82A, 83A, 84 should be your choice.

These printers feature:

•9x9 Dot Matrix heads rated at 200 million

characters continuous duty - true tower descenders

•Full forms control - vertical tab, top of form

Block Graphics

•Bidirectional, Short Line Seeking

•Dual Interface - Parafel & RS-232C Serial

Microine 82A - 80-column,
UST

120 characters per second $649.

Tractor Optional $ 50.

Microline 83A - 136-column,

120 cps, built-in tractor $995.

Mkraine84- 136-column,

200 cps, built-in tractor $1395.

Optional Serial Interfaces - RS-232C:

HS-RS232 - 256 Character Buffer $150.

HSRS232 - 2K Character Buffer $ 180.

ASK FOR OUR
INSTANT DISCOUNT
From Roy Hawthorne
Talk To Bill Tokar On

Applications

CALL TOLL FREE
U.S.A.

1-800-521-2764
MICHIGAN

1-800-482-8393

Remember:
We are open
8:30 AM to
6:00 PM EST
Monday — Friday No Credit

Card Penalty

"The Stocking Source"
24069 Research Drive
Farmington Hills, Ml
48024
313-474-6708
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Show, continued

The DAIpersonal computer Li an attractive

all-in-one unit.

mix graphics and characters. It also has
three built-in tone generators and one
noise generator, dual audio cassette inter-

faces with motor control, stereo hi-fi output

channels (!). game paddle inputs, three

programmable input ports, and an RS-
232 serial interface with programmable
baud rate.

DAI Basic is unique to the DAI com-
puter. While it has many extensions over
"standard" Basic, some of the commands
and functions will be unfamiliar to those

people used to MicroSoft Basic. It has

four variable types including integer,

floating-point, hexadecimal, and string. It

includes arithmetic and Boolean operators,

four graphics commands and three sound
commands as well as 40 functions (com-
pared to a more typical 20-25 functions in

other Basic implementations).

Price of the DAI personal computer is

£595 (about $1200). We understand that

arrangements are being made to export it

to the United States.

Data Applications (UK) Ltd.. 16B Dyer
Street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire. GL7
2PF, England.

Commodore Business Machines

Commodore was probably the best repre-

sented company at the show with stands

on both floors, all showing the full range

of CBM. PET and the VIC-20 computers

and peripherals.

This may be my imagination, but it

seemed that there were more software

The show attracted a wide cross section

of visitors— businessmen, educators, hobby-

ists and people who were just curious.

packages available for the VIC-20 in

England than in the United States. Adjoin-

ing the Commodore stand was one spon-

sored by the VIC center, the UK*s first

store devoted to the VIC-20 computer.
The PET computer is far and away the

best selling small computer in Britain.

The continued support given to the PET.
and now the VIC. by Commodore and its

dealers indicate that this domination will

probably continue for some time.

Commodore Business Machines Ltd..

818 Leigh Rd., Slough Trading Estate.

Slough. Berks. England.

Other Computers

Transam Computers were showing the

latest peripherals for their Tuscan S-100

system. This is a high-end Z80-based system

which runs CP/M and supports several

Winchester hardware disks, high speed
communications, and A to D.

Research Machines also make several

high-end systems including their 380Z and
480Z computers. These are both Z80 based

and have high resolution text and graphics

modes. Research Machines introduced

Varitext at the show which allows software-

switchable 80 or 40 character per line

displays. This allows the user to choose
the most appropriate line length and char-

acter size for various applications such as

programming, classroom presentation, lab-

oratory control and word processing. It

also includes features such as windowing,

highlighting. 128 user-defined characters,

selective dimming, smooth scrolling, and
fast screen filling.

Display produced by the Research

Machines .180Z.

NEC was attracting a great deal of

attention with their PC-8001 desktop com-
puter. Apparently this is now the best

selling personal computer in Japan and
they are determined to repeat this success

in Europe and the United States. We were
very impressed with the PC-8001 when
we reviewed it and expect its acceptance
will live up to NEC's expectations.

IngersoII Electronics is now the exclusive

sales distributor for Atari 400 and 800
computers in the UK. Getting the most
attention were the software packages from
Thorn/EMI such as Darts and Pool (these

packages are available in the USA from
Creative Computing).

Tangerine Computer Systems was show-
ing several new peripherals for their Micro-

tan line of computers including a high

resolution graphics card and 6502 controller

card. More interesting however, was the

"Tantel" Prestel Adapter. This functions

as a full Prestel adapter and also allows

communications to a computer through a

cassette interface port which enables pages
of information to be down-loaded into

the computer memory for further pro-

cessing (more about Prestel will appear in

a future issue of Creative Computing).

Peripherals

While many peripherals were being

shown at the PCW Show, the one getting

the most attention was a speech synthesizer

board produced by Arfon Microelectronics

Ltd. The unit comes with interfaces for

the Apple. PET. TRS-80. and RS-232 sys-

tems. The AML speech synthesis system
is based on the National Semiconductor
"Digitalker" system chip set. The card

contains a speech processor chip and two
64K bit speech ROMs which contain a

vocabulary of 156 words and subsounds.

Also included on the card are a power
amplifier, small loudspeaker and interface

circuitry.

The system uses speech compression
synthesis techniques. This technique drama-

tically reduces the amount of memory
required to store speech when compared

The show was also the site of the 2nd
European Microcomputer Chess Champ-
ionship. (Full report coming up. I
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Show, continued...
to other systems such as digitization, pulse

code modulation, and adaptive code pulse

code modulation. The quality of the output
speech was outstanding and the program-
ming required to integrate the use of the
unit into other programs is minimal.
US prices are approximately $170 for

the Apple card and $240 for the PET.
TRS-80 or RS-232 system. Arfon Micro-
electronics Ltd.. Cibyn Industrial Estate.

Caernarfon, Gwynedd. Wales.

Software

About half of the software being shown
was imported from the United States and
has already been described on these pages.

The balance of the software was produced
in the UK but is unlikely to be exported.
There are several reasons for this. First,

business-oriented software does not seem
to be highly transportable beyond national

boundaries due to different ways of doing
business, different income tax and sales

requirements, and the like. Another reason
is that the software companies in the UK,
like those in the United States three or
four years ago. tend to be rather small. At
this point in their life cycle, most of them
have a difficult time just doing business at

home and haven't the resources or expertise

to do business abroad. The exceptions
are companies such as Thorn/EMI who

have arranged for licensing or distribution

of their products through major manufac-
turers and software vendors in other

countries.

One notable exception is DJ A I Systems
Ltd. who have been marketing "The Last

One" system worldwide. This is a program
generator system which will write complete
programs using instructions in plain English,

thus supposedly removing the requirement

for the user to learn a computer language.

We had a preliminary review of "The
Last One" in the August issue of Creative

Computing, however, we expect a more
comprehensive review in a future issue.

Apfeldeutsch (means German by Apple)
is a new concept in language learning. It

s^ruJfc?

"How'i the programming going?"
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consists of nine diskettes of tests and
teaching routines with all instructions in

English, an instruction booklet, six audio

cassettes recorded in German with dia-

logues and listening comprehension tests,

one text book (all in German with printed

versions of the dialogues on the texts,

exercises, and background material) and
a workbook in English with grammatical

explanations, exercises and a glossary.

While the user will not be proficient at

speaking German after taking this course,

it is an excellent beginning to learning the

language. It can go a long way to helping

one speak and be understood while tra-

veling in German speaking countries, in

coping with applications forms and offi-

cialdom, and in talking to ordinary

people.

Price in the US will be approximately
$200. For more information, contact Wida
Software. 2 Nicholas Gardens. London
W5 5HY. England.

Computer Clubs

Britain's Amateur Computer Club was
founded in 1972 which probably makes it

the oldest surviving amateur computer
club in the world. The ACC organized a

grouping of amateur computer clubs for

this show. Sixteen separate user groups
exhibited out of the over 200 user groups
in the country. The overall theme was
"Join a computer club before you buy
your computer" and the clubs seemed
quite successful at convincing people to

do so.

Adjacent to the Computer Clubs area

was an exhibit area sponsored by the 20

some-odd local ComputcrTowns through-

out the UK. These are open-to-the-public

computer centers modelled on Bob
Albrecht's ComputerTown in California

and staffed by volunteers. For one reason
or other, the ComputerTown concept has

caught on much more strongly in the UK
than it has in the US and these centers
are doing a thriving business throughout
the country. They are supported in spirit

and in editorial coverage by Personal
Computer World magazine whose previous

editor, David Tebbutt. was ;i strong sup-

porter of the Computer Town concept.

David, incidentally, recently left PCW to

form his own software company of which
we'll be hearing more in future.

All in all we were extremely pleased

with the show and you can be sure we will

be back again next year.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



TAX
PREPARER

»

REAL
ESTATE
ANALYZER

i

t-jHumimaat

dir/Iit itistilict &rll it Ctjo.

&rll it the perfect combination of (Return &< (sKoman
QftPhatever it is, some ideasjust turn a man on

You can get excited about Howardsoft products because they
turn your computer on to a whole new world of high-speed,
error-free tax and financial analysis. This labor-saving combi-
nation of your quality hardware and our quality software frees

your time to do what you want to do instead of what you have
to do.

TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft:
A package for year-long record-keeping and year-end tax filing; prepares
returns for several forms & all schedules using on-screen facsimiles; prints

in IRS format for filing; buy now and purchase low-cost updates at year end.

REAL ESTATE ANALYZER by HowardSoft:
A flexible package for evaluating real-life loans & investments; provides
cash flow & R-O-l projections as well as payment tables and objective

decisions; can be used for yield to maturity of discounted bonds, present

value of future income stream, buy vs. lease decisions, APR of loans, &
much more . . .

CREATIVE FINANCING by HowardSoft:
A tool for objectively comparing alternative investments and projecting fu-

ture results; professional in both analyses of cash flow & R-O-l and client-

oriented report printouts; allows what-if studies for changes in economy,
loans, rents, taxes, & more . . .

$150 EACH AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
^ 0-J m CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Howard Software Services
lor the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

6713 Vista del Mar | La Jolla. CA 92037
|

(714)454-5079
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Colour and
Civility

Betsy Staples

Short skins, antiquity, and limitless civil-

ity were among the elements thai contri-

buted to our culture shock in England.
When we finally set foot on term firma

at London's Gatwick Airport— 12 long
hours after boarding in New York— we
almost immediately experienced a sense
of deja vu. Many of the young women
were clad in skirts short enough to qualify

them for life in the late 60s.

Wherever we travelled, we noticed thai

those young people who were not dressed
in pants had chosen very tight, mid-thigh
length skirts. And whether they wore pants
or skirts, all the fashion-conscious wen-
shod in pointy-toed, pointy-heeled shoes,

frequently metallic silver or gold in color.

This year we also noticed many more
of what I can only describe as "punk
people." Even in the country, miles from
London, we saw young men and women
with tatoos on their faces, arms and who
knows where else, wearing skin-tight pants
and truly bizarre hair styles. The hair

styles ranged from the simple l-forgot-to-

comb-it-this-moming to the multi-colored,

kinky this-is-what-happens-when-you-stick-

your-finger-in-an-electrical-outlet to the
easy care POW look. I will resist the
temptation to make any further editorial

comments on the subject.

Although our purpose was to attend
the Personal Computer World Show in

London, we arrived a few days early and.

despite the warning of our host at the bed
and breakfast house where we spent the

first night that there was absolutely nothing

of interest in that direction, headed south

and east to spend some time sightseeing.

By Ihe Sea
We visited the seaside resort towns of

Brighton and Hastings which we found
charming and sedate by comparison with

such American equivalents as Atlantic-

City and Miami Beach. Although the

weather was only pleasantly warm by our
standards, the English apparently felt it

as a bit of a heat wave, and in Brighton
we saw many people sunning themselves
in front of little wooden cabanas over-

looking the pebbled beach. In both towns,

sail boarding seemed to be quite popular
in spite of rather rough water and cool

temperatures.

On the way to Hastings, we stopped in

the town of Lewes which boasts, among
other points of interest, a medieval castle

and Anne of Cleves's house, both of which
provided excellent fodder for the imagina-

tion. The description "lord of all he surveys"

took on new meaning in the tower of the

castle, and from the ground, it was obvious
that the holder of the castle had an immea-
surable advantage over the attackers

below.

Even though things had become more
peaceful by the time Anne of Cleves lived

in Lewes, we were not envious of the

lifestyle to which her home bore witness.

Sunday afternoon found us in Canterbury
where we explored the Cathedral and its

precincts. Although the interior, with its

statues and stained glass windows, is beau-
tiful, we were far more impressed with
the architecture as seen from the outside

and with the grounds, which include the

remains of a monastery.
From Canterbury, we travelled north

to Colchester, the oldest continuously
occupied town in England. There we were
momentarily reminded of our true mission

when we saw an Apple computer and
IDS Paper Tiger printer perched incon-
gruously on the front desk of the tiny, old

hotel at which we stayed.

It seemed improbable that the proprietor

would need a computer to keep track of

reservations for the fewer than 20 rooms
in the hotel, so we asked and were told

that he used it to schedule bookings for

private parties in the downstairs disco
lounge. Of course, we are always glad to

see people using personal computers, but

this was clearly overkill!

Pizza and Potatoes

In Colchester, we had lunch in a Pizza-

land, one of several indigenous fast food
chains. The featured item on the menu
was a nutritionist's nightmare: two slices

of pizza, two baked potatoes and a serving
of cole slaw.

We passed up (be potatoes and pro-

ceeded to explore the museum housed in

Colchester's Norman castle and the remains

of the town wall left by the Romans.
The following morning we went to the

coach station to catch a bus for Cambridge.
We had the bus equivalent of standby

status since we had not purchased tickets

the required 4K hours in advance, and
were disheartened to see a troop of 27

teenagers join our queue. A sigh of relief

followed quickly, however, when the leader

told us that they were a group of German
students travelling in England, and that

they did not have tickets either.

When the bus arrived, there was plenty

of rix)in, so we boarded, then waited while

the German teacher and the bus driver

discussed the fate of the 27. Finally the

driver climbed aboard and drove off.

leaving the students standing on the plat-

form.

One of the other passengers inquired

about the delay, and the driver said he-

had not wanted to take the students

because he was afraid (hey would get

stuck in Cambridge and he would be

blamed. Another passenger asked in a

horrified tone if the young people were
English. When the driver replied that they

were German, she sounded relieved and
said. "Oh. that's all right, then." The sins

of the fathers are visited upon the sons'.

In Cambridge we took a walking tour

of the University guided by a rugged-

looking woman wearing National Health
glasses and sensible shoes. We spent two
hours roaming the beautiful campus and
learning about education at Cambridge,
including the tutorial system, punting, not

walking on the grass and who is allowed
to use which gardens.

From Cambridge we journeyed back to

London to prepare for the show. Everything

was in order, and we set up our stand in

record time. The show was successful for

us in terms of sales, and we enjoyed meeting

many of our British readers and contribu-

tors.

In London, as in the surrounding country-

side, we were very impressed with the

civility and general helpful attitude of the

British people. Everyone we met. from
bus drivers and waiters to the show man-
agement and our own subscribers was
helpful, tolerant of our ignorance, and
extremely polite. Even the bank teller

into whose cage we dumped a large stack
of bills for conversion at one minute past

the closing hour of the bank did not so

much as act annoyed.
Their standard of living is far below

ours, (heir telephone system is abominable,
and (heir showers are useless, but we
Americans could learn a great deal about
making life more pleasant for other people
and for ourselves, if we took a few lessons

in manners and atti(ude from the British.
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asyWriter and the Sundance Secretary

Howdy. pardi».i < :<>m«i on in and set yourself

down It's time to say Whoa to old typing, and
hello to a whole new world of APPLE based
software. IUS and EasyWriter " we're the

pioneers . . blazing a trail to greener
pastures of productivity and profit

Today any hombre worth his business salt is

checking out the advantages of EasyWriter

word processing. Like increased p-r-c-d-u-c-

t-i-v-i-t-y that cuts work time right in half.

It's called EasyWriter PRO cause it gives a fella

real professional results.

EasyWriter PRO word processing is one of

those new fangled things that helps untangle
work backlogs and smooths those office

problems right out. Now work is easier and
results come faster, with EasyWriter PRO from IUS.

EasyWriter Original was lust that, one of the ori-

ginal APPLE based word processing systems.

EasyWriter PRO is a whole lot more. More high
quality help for the old timers, more easy trails

for the tenderfoot

So mosey on over to your APPLE dealer,
pardner, and check us out. You'll like what
you see, EasyWriter. The Professional Word
Processing System from IUS.

And remember, your software from IUS is

never outdated, only updated. You can get
all the fine details from your local dealer.

INFORMATION UNLIMITED SOFTWARE. INC..

281 Arlington Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707
(415)525-9452

llllt'l Word Processing System. LWI
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The Planet
of the Double Sun

Caxton C. Foster

In many a science fiction story the

protagonists find themselves on a planet

circling a double or triple sun. The strange

multiple shadows, perhaps of different

colors, and the spectacle of the suns
orbiting around each other provide good
and undeniably alien descriptive material

for the author, who often gets paid by the

word. For many years it was believed that

in actuality no stable planetary orbit could

exist in a multistar system. Since science

fiction is fiction, the authors went ahead
calmly with their stories emphasizing the

fiction at the presumed expense of the

science. Recently, it has been discovered

that fiction was not as fictitious as was
believed and that indeed there can be
stable planets orbiting multiple suns.

New computer studies have shown ( 1

)

that if our sun were replaced by two stars

0.4 astronomical units apart (an astronom-
ical unit is equal to the mean distance of

the earth from the sun. approximately 93
million miles) each with mass and lumi-

nosity of half that of our sun. all the

planets except Mercury would survive with

orbits almost unchanged and the earth

would receive approximately the same
amount of radiation as it does now and.

hence, would remain at the same temper-
ature it now has.

A second example replaced Jupiter with

a star equal in mass and luminosity to the

taxion C. Foster, Department of Computer and
Information Science. Univcrsitv ol Ml—II llnwlli

Amherst. MA 0100.1.

sun. Mars would be lost this time, but the

other planets including the earth would
remain. Again the earth would not change
its temperature substantially.

Figuring that a home computer occasion-

ally ought to be permitted to do a computa-

tion and not always be forced to play host

to assorted demons and dragons I set out

l'i«ure I. Two bodies in the x-y plane.
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THE GREAT
ciLMJi,ul=l:

2nd Edition

TheBASIC
Handbook

Encyclopedia of the
BASIC Computer Language

by
David A. Lien

ARP
• ARD • WH

IAR
JiTIFlC

IheIhe only book that simplifies the BASIC language by

explaining its many dialects is now even better! We've added

240 BASIC words from the world's latest computers, for a

new total of nearly 500 words detailed in a concise

easy-to-read manner.

The 480-page 2nd Edition BASIC Handbook tells you

everything you need to know about today's BASIC language.

It explains all significant Statements, Functions, Operators

and Commands, so you can put them to work instantly!

If there's an alternate way to write a program using other

BASIC words, the Handbook shows you how. If a program

needs a Function your computer doesn't have, the Handbook

generally has a subroutine which does the same thing. And

it's all alphabetized and indexed for fast access!

The big new 2nd Edition helps you convert those "strange"

programs found in magazines and professional journals to

RUN on your computer. Extra sections describe many

specialty BASICS, including Atari, Sinclair, Tektronix,

TRS/Color, plus Disk BASIC.

CIRCLE 286 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For students, businessmen, hobbyists, and pros— anyone

who works with BASIC, the updated Handbook is

indispensable. Order your Second Edition today! It's the

missing link between you and more computer power!

Yes! Give Me More BASIC Power!
Please send copies of THE BASIC HANDBOOK
2nd Edition.

D My check for $19.95 each and $1.65 P&H is enclosed.

(Californians add 6% tax.)

D Charge it to my MasterCard or Visa (circle one).

Acct. No. Exp. Date

Name

Address

City State Zip

Signature

Mail to: CompuSoft " Publishing, 1050-E Pioneer Way, Dept. B
El Cajon, CA 92020

Or Call: (714) 588-0996 to order now!



Take a bite...

...of Apple
Orchard!

Your Apple will love you for subscribing to APPLE ORCHARD! An official publication of

the International Apple Core. APPLE ORCHARD has all the information you need for

your Apple. In addition to outstanding feature articles, we present new product
information, product and book reviews, program listings, articles and news
from member clubs (maybe yours!), and IAC information, including club listings,

sponsor listings, and upcoming events.

Please enter a subscription to APPLE ORCHARD for:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY _STATE, _ZIP_

Subscription rale S10 00 for lour Issues

SS 00 additional required for first class postage to Canada. Mexico. APO. and FPO addresses
S10 00 additional required lor air mail postage to overseas and other foreign addresses

Check or money order enclosed VISA D MasterCard

No.

Reply to:

Exp.

Apple Orchard Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1493

Beaverton, OR 97075

Subscribe today!
You . . . and your
Apple . . . won't want
to miss a single

issue!



Double Sun, continued.

to build a model of a solar system with

one planet and two suns.

Orbital Mechanics
It has been over thirty years sinee 1

studied meehanies and orbital dynamics
and all I eould remember was that every

object in the universe attracts every other

object directly proportional to the pnxluct

of their masses and inversely as the square

of the distance between them. Thus, if

M i and M 2 are two masses at distance

d from each other the force drawing them
together is proportional to:

rating them can be calculated using the

theorem of Pythagoras:

vTx ,)
2 + (Y,-Y

2 )
2

F = k
m,

Since we are interested only in general

models we will set the constant of propor-

tionality K equal to one. Dredging yet

deeper in the river of time I recalled that

force equals mass times acceleration, or:

ma , or

F
a = —

m
So the acceleration that mass 1 will undergo

will be:

= £ = "L23
1 ~ m, ~ A 2

proportional to the mass of the other object

divided by the distance squared.

Figure I shows two bodies in space.

We assume that they are confined to the

plane of the paper. The distance d sepa-

To simplify our calculations we need
to resolve the force F into its X and Y
components. See Figure 2. The large

triangle is formed by points M 1 and M2
anil lines AX parallel to the X-axis and
AY parallel to the Y-axis. The length of

these sides is given by:

AX = (X
2
-X,) , and

AY = (Y
2
-Y,)

We want to separate F into its components
F x and Fy . The two triangles are similar

si) we can sav that

AY
F = F • —r
y

r
d

Now that the force has been resolved we
can also resolve the acceleration into two
components parallel to the X and Y axes

as:

Ax " Fx/M

Ay = Fy/M

Knowing the acceleration in the X direction

we can make the approximation that over

a short time interval ill the force is constant

i because the masses don't move very much
if dt is small).

l-iuurc 2. Resolution <•! force t mil. us \ ami Y components.
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Thus: Vx
= V

x
+ A x

• dt

V
y

= V
y

+ Ay dt

Now we further assume that for the short

interval dt the velocity (V„ and Vy 1 is

constant so

dtX = X + V.

Y = Y + V. dt

If we make dt very small these approxi-

mations will be almost exactly true, but

we will have to do a large number of

calculations to get any noticeable move-
ment of the masses. A reasonable com-
promise between accuracy and speed seems
to be found in the range of dt between O.I

and 1.

^ _X,_ —

x

2
^

M
l

M
2

1

center

of

screen

Figure .1. Brinnini! the center of mass in the

center of the screen.

When there are two masses to work
with and they are of comparable size they

will orbit about the center of mass of the

system. If we don*t want the center of

mass and. hence the two suns, to wander
off the screen we must make certain that

the initial conditions we give the system

I the initial values for X 1 .Y,.X 2 .Y 2 .

V X1 . Vyl . Vx2 . and Vy2 ) do not

contain a net motion in any direction.

I chose to begin my program with each

body lying on the X-axis moving strictly

vertically. Therefore. Y, = Y 2 =
V X1 = Vx2 = 0. To vary the initial

conditions 1 read in Xj and Vyi . the

position and velocity of body I. To bring
the center of mass to the center of the
screen we can look at Figure .1 and
calculate that

IM, X,| = |M
2

' x
2 i

-X

Similarly to bring the net velocity of

the center of mass to zero we have

V
V2 = -V

v.

M,

M,



jbleSun, continu

The Three Body Problem

Two bodies rotating about each other

define a plane in space. For simplicity

and also to reflect the basically planar

nature of our solar system we are going to

assume that our three bodies move in a

common plane.

Figure 4. The two suns attract the planet and each
ether.

Now that we have seen how to handle

the two suns we can introduce the planet.

We assumed in the program that sun 1

had unit mass and express the mass of the

second sun as a multiple of this unit. We

Figure S. The addition of two forces.

assumed that the planet had a mass very

much less than that of either sun so that

the planet would have no effect on the

orbits of the suns. That assumption can
be discarded if desired, but in real solar

systems it is pretty close to being correct.

Given this assumption the two suns attract

each other and both of them attract the

planet.

The mutual attraction of the suns we
have already considered. Let's look at the

planef. There are two forces acting on it.

One due to sun I . the other to sun 2. Each
of these forces can be resolved into X
and Y components and then the two X

components can be added together and

the two forces in the Y direction can be

added together giving a net X and a net Y
force. Figure 5 shows this addition of forces

graphically.

Let Ihe Sunshine In

One of the important characteristics of

a planetary orbit is the amount of energy

received from the sun or suns. Even with

a single sun this can be a problem. Figure

6 shows a highly elliptical orbit and it is

obvious without any mathematics at all

that this planet is going to have cold winters

and absolutely ferocious summers. Our
old Earth's orbit is only slightly elliptical

being about two million miles closer to

the sun in January than it is in July. With

that small difference the tilt of the axis of

Figure f>. A highly elliptical orbit leading to hot

summers and cold winters.

the earth is more important than the

increased energy received by the total

planet and January turns out to be winter

in the northern hemisphere and July is

usually considered summer. In the southern

hemisphere these two effects reinforce

each other rather than opposing as they

do up here. Given an equal balance of

land and water between the two hemi-

spheres (which we don't have), one would
expect that the climate of the southern

hemisphere would be more extreme than

in the north— the summers hotter and the

winters colder. Fortunately, the southern

hemisphere is (at present anyway) mostly

water covered and the high thermal inertia

of the ocean smoothes out this variation.

The axis of the earth being tilted relative

to its orbit at 23 1/2 degrees means that

the sun is high overhead in summer and
low in the sky during winter. On the tropics

of Cancer and Capricorn the sun is directly

overhead at noon on the first day of

summer and only about 45 degrees above

the horizon on the first day of winter. It is

thermal inertia that causes the hottest

and coldest parts of the year to lag behind

the days of maximum and minimum solar

altitude. If the angle above the horizon is

degrees, then the surface of the earth

receives an amount of sunshine propor-

tional to the sine of 0: or:

S = ksin0
Taking the first day of summer as unity,

then on the first day of winter the amount

of energy received from the sun per square

meter is about seven-tenths of unity since

the sine of 45 degrees is 0.707.

Our hypothetical planet might have an

axial tilt as does the earth but we are

going to ignore that for now. However,

with two suns of possibly different

luminosity (energy output) we are going

to have variations in solar input (called

"insolation") depending on how close we
are to the suns. For the planet to resemble

the earth this variation probably should

not exceed a ratio of 0.7 to 1 over a year

period. Short term variations, during the

revolution of one sun about the other,

might be larger than this because thermal

inertia will tend to smooth them out. but

a larger annual variation would make the

seasons pretty extreme for comfort.

Figure 7 shows the energy radiated from

a star intercepted by a unit area at distance

r and that same "cone" of energy at distance

2r. At a distance of 2r the cone intercepts

an area of four units— twice as long and

twice as high— as it did at distance r. So
the energy received per unit area from a

liuure 7. The interception of energy radiated from s.
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Double your
disk storage capacity .

.

simply by switching
to Omni's new

reversible disk.
If you have an Apple, TRS-80, Zenith, North Star or

any other single-sided 5'/4" disk drive, you can
double disk capacity by simply switching to the
Flip/Floppy disk from Omni. It works just like your
present disks, except you can flip it over and
record on the reverse side. So you can consolidate
programs and files that used to require two disks.

You can halve your disk requirements. And save
money.

Each disk comes with some impressive specifica-

tions: They're certified error-free at more than twice
the error-threshold of your system. Rated for more
than 12 million passes without disk-related errors or

significant wear. And precisbn fabricated with such
standard features as reinforced hub rings.

Call Omni toll-free today. Get premium disks. Twice
the capacity. A full money-back guarantee.
Unbeatable price. And if you order a ten pack now,
a free S5.CO storage case as well.

A

Omni Resources
4 Oak Pond Avenue, Millbury, MA 01527
(800) 343-7620 In Mass. (617) 799-0197

Dealer inquiries invited.

Software Houses: We also offer duplicating and
formatting services.

$21.00-Fivepack
(Equivalent to lO single-sided disks)

$40.00Ten pack
(Equivalent to 20 single-sided disks)

Free
Protective plastic

storage case with each
lO pack ordered by
12/25/81

Order toll-free (800) 343-7620.
In Mass. (617)799-0197.

Send the following Flip/Floppy disks.
I understand they nave a full 90 day money-back
guarantee if I'm not completely satisfied.

System & model *
Five packs @ $21.00

Ten pocks @ S4000

"

* includes plastic case

Snipping and handling

5% sales tax (Mass. only)

Total

Check (to Omni Resources) COD.
MasterCard Visa

Card *
Name
Address

1.50

Exp.

Tel
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>uble Sun, continued

point source falls off as (he square of the

distance from the source.

Two suns in our model solar system

may have different luminosity. In real life

the brightness of a sun is related to its

mass and its age. but we are going to

ignore that and take any values we like.

Again sun I will be assumed to be the

standard and have luminosity of I while

sun 2 has luminosity of L2. Then the

insolation will be:

.= -L +
L2

R 2

where R , and R 2 are the distances of

the planet from suns I and 2 respectively.

Plotting the Results

My program was written for the PET
which, while it has many interesting

characters that can be displayed, is not

really intended for plotting continuous

curves in space. The smallest unit that

can be placed at an arbitrary location on

the screen is a quarter square. There are.

naturally, four of these characters:

BOB
The screen itself is 40 characters wide

by 25 high, which gives us 80 units of

width and 50 of height. We assume that

the center of the screen represents the

point (O.Ot with positive X to the right

and positive Y up. The details of the plot

routine are presented in the listing and
are not of sufficient general interest to

warrant discussion here.

M
2

= 1 Xj = IS, V
l

.1

L
2

= 1 X
p

= 20, V
P

= .6

Max shine = 4.52

Min shine = 3.54

Figure 4. A liable or hit around sun I.

M
2
= 2 X,=5 V

l

= .4

L
2
=2 X

p
=20 V .39

Max sunshine = .84

Min sunshine .67

Figure B< A stable orbit around hoth suns.
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Some Experiments

I'm still exploring various solar systems

whenever I can get time on "my" machine.

I'll report on only three here.

System I. Stable orbit around both suns.

(See Figure 8). In this system sun 2 is

twice as heavy and twice as bright as sun

1. The initial position of sun 1 is at point

5.0 with an upward velocity of 0.4. Con-

sequently, sun 2 will be located at point

-2.0 moving down at 0.2 in order to keep

the center of mass in the center of the

screen. The planet is located initially at

20.0 moving upward at 0.39. As may be

seen from Figure 8. the two suns revolve

about their common center of mass in

concentric ellipses and the planet about

both suns in a larger ellipse. The maximum
insolation (sunshine) is 0.84 and the

minimum is 0.67 for a ratio of 0.8 to 1

w hich is smaller than that observed in our

own topics. This then would be an

eminently liveable planet.

System 2. Stable orbit about one of the

suns. (See Figure 9). Here the two suns

are of equal mass and luminosity. They
revolve around each other in a pair of

interlocking ellipses, while the planet traces

out a flattened corkscrew path as it revolves

about one of the suns. Initial conditions

placed sun 1 at point 15.0 moving up at

0. 1 5 and the planet at 20.0 moving up at

0.6. The ratio of minimum to maximum
insolation is 0.78 to 1 which is about the
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Oo-Topos^he first and o.

adventure program written
directly for Microcomputers
by a science fiction writer.
Now, Michael Berlyn, author ,

of Crystal Phoenix and
Integrated Man transports
you to the truly distant, alien
world of*Oo-Topos. It's an
original science fiction tale
programmed for adventure.

See your local software
dealer and discover Oo-Topos.
Requires DOS 3.3 Applesoft'"' in ROM
From

£NTiENT SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 4929, Aspen, Colorado 81612
(303) 925-9293
1981 by Sentient Software, Inc. , .,,, , , -

...deserves a top spot
in the realm

of adventuring."'
oftalk Magazine

Exclusively distributed by

La Cienega Blv

wood, CA 9030
(800) 421-5770

.A (800) 262-4242
Applesoft » a retpst'

of Aop>*
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Double Sun, continued...

same as the previous system. No doubt

adjustments could be made to the initial

conditions that would cause the suns to

maintain a constant distance from each

other and hence, keep the insolation even

more nearly constant.

System 3. An unstable orbit. Here we
have one of the many possible unstable

situations. Sun 2 is again twice the mass

of sun 1 and they dance around each

other now approaching and receding. This.

however, is not what makes the orbit of

the planet unstable. The problem is that

the planet starts out with too small a

velocity. It spirals down until it closely

approaches one of the suns where a "gravity

whip" causes it to gain speed and be thrown

out of the system. This gravity whip has

been used in flybys of Jupiter to accelerate

and redirect some of the Pioneer spacecraft

on their way to Saturn.

I'm still exploring solar systems. It's as

much fun as reading about them. As a

matter of fact, maybe one might serve as

a good background for a story of my
own:

"John stood on the beach watching the

blue sun set behind the waves. The red

companion glared down from high in the

sky. It was the beginning of the little

summer when the planet approached the

bright blue star most closely: and already

it was hot and humid. John heard a noise

behind him and turned..."

Y display limit

spurious /
points

/ / \

sun 2

O *- planet

sun 1

M
2

= 2 X, = 10, Vj = .2

4 ' 1 Xp - 15, V
p

= .75

Figure 10. An unstable orbit.

5 TS=0 BS=1000
10 REM TWO SUNS ONE PLANET
20 PRINT "INPUT DATA ON SUN 2"

36 PRINT "MASS=",
40 INPUT M2
50 PRINT "LUMIN0SITV=",
60 INPUT L2
70 PRINT" INITIAL X OF SUN 1=",

38 INPUT X<1>
90 X<2>=-X<l)/M2
100 PRINT "INITIAL VV OF SUN 1=";

110 INPUT W<1>
120 VV<2>=-W<1)/'M2
130 PRINT "INITIAL X OF PLANET"";
140 INPUT X<3)
150 PRINT "INITIAL VV OF PLANET"";
160 INPUT VV<3>
170 DT=1
180 PR I NT "3"
190 REM RA IS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SUNS
200 RA=<<X<1>-X<2)>t2+<V<1>-V<2)>t2)t.5
210 REM RB IS THE DISTANCE FROM PLANET TO SUN 1

220 RB=< <X< 1 )-X<3> > T2-K V< 1 >-V<3> > 12) 1 .

5

230 REM RC IS THE DISTANCE FROM PLANET TO SUN 2
240 RC=<<X<2>-X<3))-T2+<:V<2>-V<3>>t2)t.5
250 REM AX IS ACCELERATION IN THE X DIRECTION
260 AX(l>=M2*<X(2>-X<l))/RAt3
270 AX<2>=-AX<1)/M2
280 AX<3> = <X<l>-X<3>>/RBt3+M2*(X<2>-X<:3)>/RCt3
290 REM AV IS ACCELERATION IN V DIRECTION
363 AV •: 1 > =M2* < V < 2 )-V < 1 > >/RA 13
310 AV<2)=-AV<1)/M2
320 AVC3>=<V<l>-V<3)>/RBr3+M2*<V<2)-V<3>>/RC13
330 FOR 1= 1T0 3
340 VX<I>=VX<I>+DT*AX<I>
350 W<I>=W<I>+DT*AV<I>
360 X<I>=X<I>+DT*VX<I>
370 V(I)=V(I>+DT*VV<I>

380 PX=X<I>
390 PV=V<I>
400 00SUB 900U
410 NEXT I

420 REM CALCULATE HEADING INFORMATION
430 T=T+1
440 IF VC1X0 THEN Fl = l

45© IF V<1»0 AND Fl = l THEN M=M+1 F1=0
460 IF V<3K0 THEN F2=l
470 IF VC3>>0 AND F2=l THEN V=V+1F2=0
480 PR I NT "3"
490 PR I NT "VEAR= " ; V ,

"SUNTH» " ;

M

500 PRINT "TIME=";T
510 \$=\/RBt2+L2/RCrZ
520 PRINT "SHINE= M ;100*IS
530 IFIS>TS THEN TS=IS
540 IF IS <BS THEN BS=IS
550 PRINTTS.BS
*«fl ravm iqn
9O00 REM PLOT THE POINT PX,PV
9010 TX=INT<PX/2>
9020 TV=INT<PV/2>
9030 DX=INT(PX-2*TX>
9040 DV=INT<PV-2*TV>
9O50 D=2*DX+DV
9060 DS<0)=123DS(1)=126;DS<2>=108DS<3)=124
9070 IF TX>20 THEN TX=20
9030 IF TX<-20 THEN TX=-20
9090 IF TV>12 THEN TV-12
9100 IF TV <-12 THEN TV=-12
9110 REM SHIFT CENTER
9120 TX=TX+20
9130 TV=13-TV
9140 REM CALCULATE POSITION ON SCREEN
9150 L=40*TV+TX+32768
9160 POKE L,DS<D>
9170 RETURN

READV.
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LOOK WHATYOUR ATARI
WANTS FOR CHRISTMAS.

Before this Christmas is past, give a Cybersqft ™ present.
This Christmas, treat the ATARI in your house to the very
best in software. Your ATARI leads the way in micro-computer
excellence. So should your software.

We have the "best of the best" programs from the Grand
Masters ofmicro-computer software: Automated Simulations,
Crystal, Swifty Software, Adventure International, Datasoft,
Personal Software, and Dvnacomp. All sold bv mail. And, with the
CYBERSOFT ironclad guarantee*.

Space Chase (Swift}' Software) 16K Niflv eye-hand
coordination tests . . . Ifyou clear one galaxv'oP'planets" and avoid
destruction at the hands ofan alien snip vbu are rewarded bv an
attack by two aliens and then three. Game keeps score and
displavs' high score. Colorful Graphics and good playing.
Cassette $14.95 » r-v~B

Fastgammon™ (Quality Software) 8K The best of the
computer backgammon games. You can repeat games with the
same dice rolls to trv different strategies. You ron dice or let

computer roll for you. This machine language program challenges
experienced and beginners alike.
Underutilizes ATARI* graphics but

Blaving quality more than makes up.
assetfe $19.95
(NEW.) Temple at Apshai (Automated
Simulations) 32KJusfreleased for
ATARI, theprogram many lielieve to be
the best of the role-fantasy games now
available. You will encounter as manv as
30 monsters in more than 200 rooms.
Select from 18 different actions: fighting
to evesdropping. Cassette $39.95
(NEW!) CrusK, Crumble and Chomp
(Automated Simulations) 32K Tired of
destroying countless monsters? This one
is for you. You are the monster. Pick
from six. You mav be the giant
amphibian, Gosh'illa. Knock down the
Golden Gate bridge, or tip over the
Empire State Building. But look out for
the National Guard. You pick the goal
and see ifyou can make ft. Five
objectives. Cassette $29.95

Bridge 2.0 (Dynacomp) 24K Now
you can practice your bridge at home
before you have to embarrass yourselfat
the neighbors. Bridge 2.0 bids'(Goren)
and plays both contract and duplicate
bridge.lt even doubles ifyou get carried
awa'v with your bidding. No graphics,
but clearly arranged format makes
playing Bant Cassette $17.95

NohiinoesJigsaw (Ihniacomp) Z4K
A 60 piece jigsaw puzzle'vou complete
on vour screen. Three levels of difficulty

tries and how

'CYBERSOFT Ironclad Guarantee.
We fully guarantee the software we sell, if

for any reason, you are not satisfied with
your purchase, return the program within
30 days in its original packaging. We'll
refund your money, no questions asked.

Our order system is as accurate and fast as
our software. Just dial

1-800-247-2000 EXT. 505
(In Iowa 1-800-362-2133, extension 505).
(Jr. you can write to CYBERSOFT at P.O. Box
505"Bellevue, Washington 98009. VISA and
MasterCard gladly accepted.

Include $2.00 handling charge per order.
Washington residents add 5.4% sales tax

© Copyright ISSfCybrnofl Inc., 206-363-7366
2*13 122ml I'l.nr NX Bt-lli-vut-. VVA 9WX15
'Atari in registered tmilriiKirk ofATARI Inc.

to confound you. Scoring is a function ofhow manv
difficult thepuzzle. Cassette $17.95

Star TVek 3.5 (Adventure International) Z4K Lots of color,
lots ofaction as vou hvperwarp through the quadrants
in vour search for Klirigons. Tnisproi$ram will satisfy the
"tr'ekkie" in us all. Cassette $14.95 '

Adventureland (Adwnture International) 24K Designed for
the novice at adventuring and a great way to get hooked on the
world ofadventure. As you make vour way through an enchanted
world vou will encounter wild animals, spell-ridden critters and
more. Your task is to avoid the perils as you try to collect the 13 lost
treasures. Cassette $14.95

Mission Impossible (Adventure International) 24K Another
adventure from the great Scott Adams. Beginning 'Good morning,
vour mission is . .

.", four task is to save a nuclear reactor from
"destruction. This adventure game is not easy. Cassette $14.95
(For Your Business.)

File Manager 800 (Synapse) 40K The premier data base
management system available lor ATARI. Not a translation. File

Manager fully utilizes the special
keyboard ofATARI. It creates files, sorts
data, prints tables to vour specifications.
The full documentation is clear and
easily understood. We think this one is

fully competitive with data base systems
at several times the price. Disk, 825
Printer $94.95

VisiCalc™ (Personal Software) 32K
If you use your ATARI for any business
purpose or for vour personal" finances.
you will want VisiCalc. It probably sold
more computers than any program
other than Star Raiders. VisiCalc creates
a very large accountants ledger pad
upon which vou write with vour ATARI.
The fundamental difference is, if vou
change anv figure! s) the balance of the
figures are automatically adjusted.
Extensive documentation outlines the
full features of this fantastic business
tool. Diskette $199.95

Text Wizard™ (Datasoft) 32K
ATARI owners have waiteda long time
for a high quality, full blown word
processor. This easv-to-usc and
comparatively Inexpensive program has
received raves from users across the
country. Thisprogram fullv utilizes the
unique ATARI keyboard and ease of
cursor movement. Justifies right, left
and center. Pagination. Word'search and
substitute. Diskette and ATARI 825,
Centronics 737 or Epson MX-80 printer.
$99.95

r '
Cybe^SOft
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Lee Felsenstcin

Renaissance Man
Creative Computing talks to the designer
of the Sol-20, Expander and Osborne 1.

Some months ago I had the opportunity

to chat with Lee Felsenstein about a broad

range of topics. Lee grew up in Philadelphia

but went west to UC Berkeley in the early

60's. He was involved in more than a fair

share of "protest" activities including,

significantly, the free speech movement.

I first met Lee when he more-or-less

was the engineer packed with the first

Sol-20 delivered to Creative Computing.

At that time he still dressed in Army
fatigues left overfrom hippie days.

Today Lee is rarely seen in public in

other than a pinstriped three-piece suit.

Yet his thoughful views of technology

andpeople remain strongly shaped by the

idealistic 60's.

Not incidentally, Lee is the designer of
three significant computers: the Sol-20;

its successor, the Expander; and the

Osborne I.

L.F.: The Osborne I. You probably can

tell from that there's an implication for

an Osborne 2 and an Osborne 3 in the

works somewhere.
D.A.: In your mind or otherwise?

L.F.: Well, it exists in my mind and
otherwise. I am not prepared to discuss

David H. Ahl

what is going to be in these particular

machines. As you might expect they are

going to involve enhancement of certain

aspects of the basic unit.

D.A.: Didn't you also have a major role

in designing The Expander, the so-called

Swedish Sol? What about that?

L.F.: A delightful machine! It's one that

people can get their "greasy" little fingers

into and make it do lovely things of which
I never thought. That was the whole point

behind much of my computer work. The
Expander is an S100 machine, although it

is really the extension of a Sol. It's the

next Sol that would have been. It's a Z80
machine with color. It has interrupts to

relieve the programmer of onerous burdens.

In it the original Sol personality module
grew into an NE50 Bus. which is for a
little piggy-back card (or stack of cards)

that fits inside.

The SI00 memory boards also use a

neat piggy back arrangement for putting

more than 16K of memory in just one
slot. Of course, you can fit more dynamic
memory than static memory on the same
size board. This is fine unless you're a

static memory fanatic like I am. The
original Swedish Sol (ahem. Expander)
which exists in four painstakingly-wired

prototypes has 8K of static RAM on it

and a provision for adding a piggy-back

board with 8K more. I put in the static

RAM but had to fight some opposition to

it. I feel that in an SIO0 environment,

dynamic memory is asking for trouble

With it you cannot always control the

environment of what a user puts on the

bus.

The Osborne machine is my first foray

into dynamic memory. Please note that I

have survived. I'm a bit surprised.

In working with dynamic memory, one

has to realize, as I hope I never forget,

that all digital design is actually analog

design. There is no such thing as cleanly

switching from one state to another except

for tunnel diodes and I don't believe they

exist. You go through states and levels

and you follow certain profiles and curves

but you will jiggle and bounce and under-

shoot and overshoot which all matters.

One has to be at least a passable analog

designer in order to be a good enough
digital designer. I have seen several designs

that have foundered on the rocks of the

analog considerations.

D.A.: Not to change the subject, but

what happened to the Community Memory
Project? Some three or four years ago
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All You Ever Need To Spend

•••••

•••••

TITLE: "THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER ii ••••

Enables ANYONE to write complete, running, debugged BASIC LANGUAGE Pro
grams in 35 to 40 minutes with NO PRIOR PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE OR
ABILITY

IF you are one ol the many who bought a microcomputer in the beliel that with
just a little studying you could write your own programs, you. now Know that you
can t

IF you. as a busmesman. thought you could have stock soltware modilied at a
reasonable cost with reasonable results, you Know that s not possible either

IF you are a hobbyist getting tired of the untold hours it lakes to write a program
only to lind it takes more hours to debug than to write

IF you are a skilled programmer you don't have to be reminded ol the repetitious
time spent on each new application

IF you have left your micro-computer sitting somewhere gathering dust meet
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER'
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' is not |usl another data base generator
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' . at your direction, makes complete run

ning programs that are thoroughly documented, easy to modify at any time by YOU 1

THE PROGRAM WRITER'REPORTER" cuts programming lime up to 90°. lor a
skilled programmer
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' will make anyone a skilled programmer in

30 to 35 minutes!
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' does the work 1 You can answer the simple

direct questions and THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' CREATES AND ALL
IN BASIC LANGUAGE
Q After THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER" has produced a program, can it be
modified?
A Yes. the resulting program is modular, fully documented and readily accessible
tor alterations or deletions
Q Does the program created use so much disc space that there is very little space
left tor the record storage?
A No. the code produced is extremely compact despite complete documentation
If requested THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' will even pack ' or compress
information You may even delete the "remarks" making it even more space
efficient.

Q. Must I be expert or even conversant with Basic Language''
A No. all questions to and answers from the operator require no computer
language knowledge, simple every day English will do
Q. What about math ability?

A If you can count your fingers and toes, you'll have no problems
Q Will the programs which I produce with THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER'
be bulky, slow or amateurish?

9 •* «" *••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• • * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A No the resulting programs will be sophisticated and extremely fast operating
For example should you create a mailing list or inventory program, the time for any
record to be retrieved and displayed trom a lull disc would lake a maximum ol
I second
O Must the programs produced conform to a pre determined format and tile
length'
A No. you determine format .< to lit your requirements

Q Can I develop my own business progran
A yes
Q What are the limitations 1 What programs can I produce with THE PROGRAM
WRITER/REPORTER' ">

A Your own ingenuity and hardware limitations 100 s ol different programs
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
The Reporter Package makes reports your way
Record access by a hashing algorithm guaranteeing fast record retrieval
Duplicate keys permitted
Record deletion automatically supported
Record access and file maintenance is user transparent
Minimal disc overhead since there is no special assembly language routine call

ed No Basic overhead
Programs produced can be transported between 6800. 6502. 8080. Z80. 8085. 8086

and Z8000 based systems
Can be used with Micro Soft Basic and CP'M systems
Complete tile maintenance including update ol any record in any field, delete

and add new records even with duplicate key

/VATILOVeS
Vital

800-255-5119

Information InC. 78<WM*tinDf. OwlindPjri KSM204 •
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Renaissance Man, continued.

you planned to use the Sol-20s as terminals

to a PDP 1 1 as a node.

L.F.: Currently the group is showing off

their relational data base system sequitor

which is the core of the Community
Memory System which has yet to come
but may do so later this year. The partici-

pants in the project have always seen it as

a long range project. The work that has

been going on has been very unspectacular.

Every year I have been asked, "where is it

now?" and 1 say "Oh. we're still building

it." The building blocks are mostly built,

the Provost multi-CPU operating system

is functioning. The file system is the one

thing that is not fully formed. Provost is

operating for the X25> network package

and we are selling that (We're not selling

anything actually: we are licensing it.)

When asked about
Community Memory,

I always say "Oh, we're
still building it."

So Community Memory Project has built

three major building blocks: 1) a multi-

CPU operating system— finished and avail-

able. 2) The sequitor relational data base

system. This is basically a combination

between a word processing system and a

relational data base system — finished and
lieing demonstrated. 3) A file system— work

is in progress.

The system runs on an LSI-11. under

RT-11. However, it's written in C so it

can run on whatever machine has the

compiler or co-generator. Incidentally, we
are looking for a good 6502 co-generator

for C. We know about the one from Van-

derbilt University but it doesn't really meet

the requirements.

D.A.: I understand you've also been
involved with Bill F.tra in the development

of some new video systems. Can you

enlarge on that?

L.F.: The Digital System for Etra is a

modular system, il seem to have a constitu-

tional prohibition against designing anything

not modular.) It can be reconfigured at

several different levels. It could go down
to a "hobbyist" grade digital video system.

I Infortunately. even hobbyist grade digital

video systems are not cheap at this time.

On the side. Bill Etra was trying to

make a "Video Freaks Digital Video
Processor." The problem was that he had
no idea who was going to buy it or why.

He thought thai all of his video freak

friends would immediately buy one as

soon as they were available but that kind

of hope is not sufficient to get a company
going. That is not substitute for manage-

ment no matter how much money you

have, because no matter how much money
you have you will run through it.

D.A.: Wasn't he financed by an Australian

group initially?

L.F.: I wouldn't say financed: he got a

contract to produce a .VI) video processor.

With that money he then went and started

something he called Video Modular
Systems and. unfortunately, he is an

impatient fellow and charged off in all

directions at once and 1. unfortunately,

went with him. But the money didn't last.

In the process, we got sonic designs done

to the point of prototype. Engineering,

such as it was. did their job. However,

then came the problem of marketing and

that's where it all blew up.

D.A.: What about the product?

L.F.: It's basically a big memory box and

some interface electronics. Each box has

eight 32K cards, that is 256K bytes. That's

one field. A frame consists of two fields.

oiid and even. The US standard is 525

lines per frame which is made up of two

interlaced fields, alternate lines, tine field

alter the other. So we really store one
field at a time and the next one is the next

interlaced field. So to be very strict about

it you need two of these boxes to store

one frame. But if you do that and freeze

the picture you find that there is a flicker

between the two fields. Every alternate

line is displaced a little bit if something

has been moving. The solution to all of

this has been simply to throw away that

second field and replicate the first field

so that every line says the same thing.

That, of course, saves an entire memory
box too.

D.A.: That's for black and white. For

color, do you need three boxes?

L.F.: Yes. red. green and blue. There

may be other ways of splitting up the

picture also.

Bear in mind, in this form, these memory
boxes are not for video freaks, they're for

video engineers and people who have video

studios and transmitters. A system like

this should have six boxes to store a full-

color frame consisting of two fields and

provide the ability to manipulate the

picture. That's SMKOOO for starters. Then
you need more boxes to switch the video,

manipulate the picture, etc. And you need

a computer to run it. an LS1-1 1. Each box

has a computer interface card in it and a

ribbon cable.

Bill Ftra had a minor crisis when he

found out that 1 had ordered an LSI-11

just to run his box. He thought I was

going to take a piece of perf board, put a

lew sockets on it and do my magic thing

and we would have a controller for it. But

what he found was that he bought a very

good computer with the money he may
or may not have had. It's a big professional

studio-quality system. The kind of things

Adwar
APM*
polishes
up
your
Apple
color

graphics
for
video
tape.
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Adwar APM polishes up your
Apple color graphics for video

tape
Want to videotape your Apple

color graphics7

Just plug your new Adwar
Apple Proc Mod* into slot number
7 It s that simple

Now the non standard output
ol the Apple computer can be
recorded as stable full-color

images on video tape
You can show edit or

duplicate polished crisp color

graphics
The new Apple Proc

Mod another exciting innovation

from Adwar Video Corp
100 Fifth Avenue New York
NY 1001

1

Call today for complete details

212 691-0976

ADWAR
VIDEOS

The Video Buyers Advantage
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Renaissance Man, continued.

that can be done with it involve a large

number of special effects. Right now the

industry builds video boxes for particular

special effects. In contrast, this one has a
degree of generality in it that makes it

kind of interesting. It is going to be a very

good play tool. We are already running it

with the postage stamp effect which puts

a reduced moving picture inside of a frozen

full-size picture.

D.A.: Can it produce some of the effects

that NBC used on that famous football

game that they broadcast without sound?
You recall, it was at the end of the 1980
season between two teams that had no
possibility of getting into any champion-
ships. The entire game was broadcast using

only video special effects as the com-
mentary. They had closeups of referee

signals, split images with four and five

images at one time, frozen images with

moving overlaps, etc.

L.F.: That's the kind of thing this memory
box can do. The box can be reconfigured

instantaneously through the computer.
That's the trick; it's not hard wired. You
can do things such as frozen animation by
distributing little reduced pictures across

the screen in any relationship. Not neces-

sarily an X-Y relationship, starting from
upper left to lower right, but you can spot

these pictures around the screen and keep
running around and changing them, grab-
bing a frame each time and putting it

anywhere.
D.A.: Lee, you seem to be involved in

scores of fascinating projects. What are
you most enthusiastic about?

Even hobbyist grade
digital video systems

are not cheap. After all,

to store one video frame
requires 256K of

memory.

with toys and. as a result, continue to do
so on a larger scale and fight wars, make
pollution, etc. Why not be honest and
just make toys? The personal computer
seems to be one of the best toys around
and it would seem to be valuable func-
tioning in this society to serve just as that.

But 1 call the Community Memory
Project a project to allow the world to
take itself over through the manipulation
of toys, or by creating particular toys that
would otherwise have no reason to exist.

That's what I find interesting: the bestowing
of technology under circumstances and
in forms which allow people to broaden
their collective horizons. D

L.F.: I am enthusiastic about community
memory and its relation to people. In it

people will use technology in ways that

might be called altruistic but are actually

very self-interested from the standpoint
of society as a whole. I am not interested

in technologies as toys. The toy theory of

history says that men grow up playing

i-|G|-OSl-|-|-i=

...And then the salesman suggested this unit if

M were not \ri'ktnx perfection.
"

Apple Music! 9 Voices! $198!

ALF Music
Synthesizer

Nine Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an
unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for
$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for
creating music with the Apple.
The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY

programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-
sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply -easy editing, playback with low-res
display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The
two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of

about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff
become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a
dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,
(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

Professional musicians will still want to use the original
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and
volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But
for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,
the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available
today.

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk
II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch
cords are included).
AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198 00
AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248 00
To order, send payment plus $3 00 shipping and handling

to Peripherals Plus. 39 E Hanover Ave Morris Plains. NJ
07950 Credit card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or American
Express. Credit card customers may also order toll-free

Toll-free 800-43 1 -81 12 39 E Hanover Avanua
(in NJ 201-540-0*45) Morns Plains. NJ 07950
CIRCLE 239QN REAPER SERVICE CARD
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Creative Computing is published in

Mom'stown. NJ. the home of the original

Seeing Eye dog. Now. from Cambridge.

MA. we learn about a Seeing Eye
Computer that enables the blind to

read printed material. —EBS

"It's the most wonderful thing in the

world — I can't describe the joy of putting

a piece of paper on the machine and

hearing what is there—" The speaker is

Linda Skroski, a music graduate from the

University of Colorado who has been

blind since birth. Linda can do almost

anything. She skis, she sings, she travels

abroad, she runs an office. And now. for

the first time, she can read a book with-

out using Braille, without asking sonic-

one else to read it to her. and without

waiting for a pre-recorded tape.

Homer Page, head of the program for

disabled students at the University of

Colorado, is also blind. He ran for the

state legislature in 1980 in spite of what

some people might consider a handicap.

During the campaign he read "hundreds

of things, from letters to summaries of

legislative documents."
Around the country are computer

users who cannot see the video screen or

the computer printouts. But they are just

as efficient as their sighted counterparts.

The Kurzweil Reading Machine is the

miracle that makes all this possible. Phys-

icist Mike Hingson, also blind, travels

around the country for the National Fed-

Ruth -Carol Cushman.
Boulder. CO 80.102.

1401 Mariposa Ave..

eration of the Blind demonstrating the

machine and teaching people how to use

it. "It's the greatest thing since Braille."

he says.

Designed by Ray Kurzweil. an engi-

neering graduate from M.I.T. who
started programming computers when he

was twelve, the machine uses an elec-

tronic scanner with a speech synthesizer

to read printed material aloud. It is pro-

grammed for one thousand linguistic

rules plus two thousand exceptions and

can read 200 different type faces at up to

250 words per minute. A new era of inde-

pendence has opened for the blind who
can now read—on their own— a wide

variety of materials: books, magazines,

newspapers, business memos, personal

typed correspondence, and computer

output.

Out of about 40,000 books published

each year, only about 350 are available in

Braille. Those that are available are ex-

pensive and time-consuming to produce

and bulky to store. For instance, Leon

Uris' Exodus cost $93.20 to transcribe

into Braille and requires three feet of

shelf space to store.

A blind professional may spend up to

S2(X) a week for an assistant to read

printed material aloud. With the advent

of the Kurzweil. the blind can now read

anything they wish at any time they wish.

And they can do so in privacy. As one

user pointed out. "It's sort of embarrasing

to ask someone you don't know to read a

risque novel out loud!"

Even children as young as first graders

learn to use the machine quickly and love

it. At the Beethoven School for the Blind
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in Boston the children (age 6 through 12)

nicknamed the machine "Kurzie" and re-

gard it as almost human. One happy child

summed it up: "What it does, it takes a

picture and conies out in a voice. It's like

a radio— you're like the radio

announcer—you decide what you want

to hear."

Originally this voice had a "heavy,

foreign accent," but a newly developed

synthesizer has a deep resonant "bari-

tone" voice that produces a more natural

sound. Like most standard synthesizers

the Kurzweil reproduces the sixty or so

phonemes (basic units of sound! that

make up English speech. But in addition,

the Kurzweil device has a system that

analyzes the syntax of each sentence. It

duplicates nuances in pronunciation by

differentiating sounds according to their

relationship to preceding and following

sounds and silences.

"Sometimes you feel as though there's

really a tiny, little person sitting inside

the box. and maybe you should invite him

out for coffee," says Nancy Cateora, a

volunteer who works with the machine at

the University of Colorado Libraries.

Nancy sees the Kurzweil as one way of

helping end prejudice against the blind.

Although few people would admit to

such prejudice, there is no doubt that it is

harder for a blind person to get a job than

it is for the sighted. "This machine should

bring about a lessening of preconceived

notions of what (he blind are capable of

doing." says Nancy. "In the four years 1

have worked with the blind, 1 have found

their limitations are ones / set for them.

It's Afv hangup, not theirs .... These
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Are you ready to step into the world of

The Ultimate
Fantasy Experience

Wizardry—a revolutionary game for your APPLE II com-
puter. Never before has a game done so much, so well, so
fast! Groups of up to 6 adventurers explore a deep and
mysterious maze in search of loot and glory. Brawny
fighters, frail mages, nimble thieves, all must cooperate to

survive. Not only must you battle hordes of monsters, but

you must also solve the secret riddles hidden in the

mazes. Starting from the safety of the castle, you must
map the 3D maze as you move through it, swiftly running

down the corridors and smashing through doors! Sud-
denly you encounter a group of monsters in their hideous
lair! Leaping to the attack, swords swinging, your fighters

wreak havoc amongst the monsters! Mages utter spells,

causing destruction! Thieves skulk around in the corners,

ana priests attempt to bring the blessings of the gods
upon your party! After the melee, there may be a chest to

open, traps to evade, and loot to be divided!

A partial list of Wizardry features includes—A 10 level

maze—8 character classes—5 races—20 stored on disk—
3D maze display—complete castle—hundreds of monsters

and magic items—monsters appear in mixed groups—50
castable spells, usuable by players, magic items and even

monsters—44 page illustrated manual and much, much
more all for $49.95 (NY. residents add sales tax).

But don't take our word for it, Wizardry received reviews

in the May issue of Creative Computing, the April issue of

Popular Mechanics, page 38, and the August issue of

Softalk magazine.

At Leading Computer Stores Everywhere

c
q. 4.~ 1, 1 SOFTWARE, INC. Dept. GOlf-tecnj

6 Majn street f ogdensburg, New York 13669 / (315) 393-6633

Apple is the registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER. INC.
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Seeing-Eye, continued...

A teenager roads her lexl h(Kik wiih ihe help of the Kurzweil Reading
Machine ai ihe Special Education Rixim. Kennedy School. Medford.
MA.

Linda SkroaU, shown wiih her ageing-eye do«. is enihusiasiic aboui (he

numher of blind people who are now able Co read for ihe firsl time on
iheir own.

minds shouldn't be wasted by being

shunted into niches We think are appro-

priate."

The U.S. Office of Civil Rights would

agree with Nancy. They have purchased

ten machines for their headquarters,

their regional office, and for the Office of

Civil Rights Training in Denver. This is

the largest order placed by a single orga-

nization for the internal use of its staff.

By mid-1980 more than 200 reading

machines had been placed in schools,

libraries, rehabilitation centers, and

offices in the U.S., Canada, England, and

Australia. In New York the machines are

considered so vital the legislature pro-

vided $550,000 to purchase and install

them in each of the twenty-two public

library systems. "The KRM opens up a

whole new world of reading services for

the blind and physically handicapped,"

stated the New York Library Association

in support of the legislation.

Eventually many blind people will be

able to own their own Kurzweil. How-
ever, at present the cost is almost pro-

hibitive. Musician and composer Stevie

Wonder was the first person to acquire

his own Kurzweil which he uses to read

about computers and music as well as for

recreational reading. (One of the first

books he read was The Secret Life of
Plants after recording popular album by

the same name.

I

The Kurzweil Reading Machine was
actually field tested by blind users

through the National Federation of the

Blind. This testing resulted in many im-

provements to early models. For ex-

ample, Kurzweil modified the machine to

read photocopies, to handle italics and

columns, to scan a page, and to respond

to many additional user commands. A
new compressed speech feature enables

the blind to read print at a rate fifty per-

cent faster than normal human speech.

As improvements continue to be made,

older models are quickly updated by in-

sertion of a re-programmed cassette so it

is not necessary to purchase a new
machine to benefit from new develop-
ments.

To operate the machine, a user places

the material on a glass surface, and then

commands the machine to perform cer-

tain tasks by striking control keys on a

small computer terminal. Under the glass

a camera moves back and forth across

the page: it can be stopped at any time by

the user and commanded to spell a word,

give punctuation, or back up and repeat.

The user can also speed up or slow down
the voice and adjust its tone.

The original 1974 prototype, which
could read only print typed on Ray
Kurzweil's personal typewriter, occupied
half a room and cost a fortune to build.

Three years ago the KRM had been re-

duced to the size of a photocopier and
was priced at $50,000. Although this

model seems a miracle to those who use

it, Ray Kurzweil was not satisfied. New
models weigh only about 90 pounds and
are priced at $29,500.

Still not satisfied, the Kurzweil people

recently gave a voice not only to the

printed word— but also to computer out-

put. Called "Speech Output System" or

"SOS," this new device stores the output

from the external computer in the KRM
memory and then produces the spoken
word. All of the controls available on the

conventional KRM are also available on
SOS so the user can command the

machine to "spell," "repeat," "locate,"

etc.

At the touch of a button the user can
hear what is normally displayed on video

terminals or on print-outs. The KRM 3 is

compatible with any computer which
outputs industry standard ASCII commu-
nications code, according to Kurzweil's

latest new release.

Other new spin-offs from the original

KRM include the Kurzweil Talking Ter-

minal, which will enable voice impaired

people to communicate orally when it is

attached to any terminal, and a print-to-

Braille machine, which will convert a
500-page book to Braille in three days
instead of the usual three to six months
now required. The corporation is still

working on improvement and hopes to

reduce the machine to the size of a brief

case at a cost of no more than an auto-

mobile.

Blind user Gayle Powell looks forward
to the day when blind people can buy
their own Kurzweil: "When we can read

our own office memos, instructional ma-
terials, and letters." he says, "we can be-

come truly independent and can end job

discrimination against the blind."

For further information, write to:

Kurzweil Computer Products. Inc., 33
Cambridge Parkway. Cambridge, MA
02 142 or phone ( 6 1 7 ) 864-4700.

"Well George. I'd say. no. no. no. a thousand
limes, no. ' seems prettv delinile.

"
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short programs...shew

While flames flicker thirty stories above, you and your crew of brave firefighters

must try and save the people who leap from the inferno. Once a person has been

caught, he must be taken to the ambulance, but hurry—another jumper is on his

way down. If you save ten people before losing five, you win.

Tim Basham
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WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR YOUR APPLE COMPUTER
LET AN ACP PROFESSIONAL PUT TOGETHER
A SYSTEM TO MEET YOUR BUSINESS OR
PERSONAL NEEDS.

flfappkz computerVHM Sales and Service ;r-^_
Apple II® 64K
: ?&&«„, Maxi-System
• Disk II w/controller
• Apple ii w/48K Call for more pricing!

Total Value $2719°° your price $2229°
save'. For Pascal System add $425°°

•fcnppk: H hardware clearance up to 25 c

vr|T» COMAJTCH
M100 »•. OCHateuM

MM N_

wt» >oow ¥«n« wmyiw vtr<

New ^pp4c software

Vis.c«ic-No*B«tlef TnanE.ef 16900
Vitiptot—Orapn your
V.ncalc WofhthMts

VtstlftncWiftiptol— Vitiplot
wr/Tr*nd Analysis

Viaidax—The Ultimate
DBMS V.sicaic CompatiDlt

VmUrm- Comm on . c ata
«'0.h»r Syilemi

BPI Oarwal LMMr
BPI Account • Racai »afjia

BPI Invtmory

Stoch'tt* Inventory Syslam
Intotory Inventory System

Microcom Microcouf i»r

Microcom Microislagrapn
Accounting Plot II Bil P*0
Storwwara DB Matter

I Utility Pkg (For .Mvil

ACS BASIC ACCOUNTING SYSTEM Total
accounting system includes OVL. Aim, A/P.
PAYROLL 69900 Nt-

14900

23900

219 00

20900

229 00
22900
1250 00

Buy a
System
and
Save

We only offer Apple
CPM software which
has been evaluated
by our software staff

WORDSTAR The Benchmark of
Wordprocesting software requires ZftO
4«Ma }4900
vTsao CP'WWordproceaaor has no
screen menus uses new keycaps
i supplied! to display Key functions

319 00 New
mail MERGE A Wordstar Enhance-
ment Pkg allows form-letter genera-
lion 4 chained priming 109 00
SPELLQUAP.OW.il proofread Wordstar
4 VTS40 Ten files agamst an
espanaabte 20,000 worn dictionary

16900
SUPER SORT-WW sort, merge. 4
perform record selection on your
CP'M Date Files 18900
FORTRA 80-By Micoso't 195 00

COBOL 80 By Microsoft 749 00

,^\ Breakthrough In Mass Storage!

New Double Sided Double Density DMA Floppy Disk
Subsystem For Your Apple II

Features:
• High speed DMA transfer of data ( 1 microsecond byte)
e Complete documentation provided — includes theory

of operation, source code for DOS enhancement
utilities, schematics and diskette

e Uses all standard Apple DOS commands (OPEN
CATALOG. LOCK DELETE. LOAD, etc ) except for

INIT which has been improved and enhanced m a Vista
formal routine

e Compatible with Apple DOS 3 2 33 Pascal 1 1 and
CPM 2 2 (with the 280 soft card by Microsoft)

• ?K « 8 PROM contains Autoboot functions and all

eight-inch floppy driver code allowing complete
compatibility with Apple DOS 3 2 3 3

• 120 days parts and labor warranty
e Immediate delivery

System Includes:
• Vista V1000 subsystem w case power supply & two
QUME DATATRAK 8 Disk Drives

e Vista A800 Quad Density DMA Disk Controller with
software

e S-foot interconnecting cable (50 pin)

INTEORATEO
INTERNAL

SLIDE IN
RACK MOUNTING

FEATURE

J

List Price

V1000 — 2295.00
A800 — 595.00
Cable — 49.00
Ready To Run $2939.00

Advanced Computer
Products System
Package Special

$249500

NEW
Wordstar from Micro-Pro
The "ultimate Word Processor"
requires Z80 Softcard Ramcard
and 80 col card

$349.00
Mail-Merge
Enhancement package for

Wordstar available now

$169.00

Locksmith Ver. 3.1
Back-up your valuable software
only

$79.95

ROMWRITER
Program your own EPROMs Create your own
tirmware Programs 2K. 2716 5V EPROMs
Disk software package provides easy EPROM
programming EPROMs are verified after
BURN RUN your programs from on-board
socket or install

them on ROMPLUS e-l 7c Of|

'ADVANCED
*-COMPUTER

..ODDCTS

STORE »1 1310 "B" E Edmger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 Showrooms
STORE «2 542 W Trimble Road. San Jose. CA 951 31 • (408) 946 7O10 Specializing in Systems

RETAIL STORES
OPEN MON SAT

FOR INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
1310 E Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705

TWX: 910-595-1565

P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. Calif 92713
Direct Order Lines: (714) 558 8813
(800) 854-8230 or (8OO) 854 8241
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To: David Henderson
and Creative Computing
Erom: Readers
Re: The Small Computer Industry

David Henderson's "open teller" to

the small computer industry in the May
l<)8l issue of Creative Computing
inspired a flood of letters from readers.

The opinions printed here are repre-

sentative of the many different views

expressed in those letters.

In addition two people wrote to offer

solutions to the Apple/Centronics com-

patibility problem. Gil Taylor of Van-

couver. WA. recommends a text

processing program called T.O.U.G.H.

from Nibble. Box 325. Lincoln. MA
0/771 S24.

Jim Osborn wrote his own text for-

matter which he plans to market under

the Micro-Media name. His address is

P.O. Box 453. Arlington Heights. IL

MHHI4.-EBS

. . .the Japanese Will Gary Martin

So Apple and Creative Computing say

the unfortunate Mr. Henderson is at fault

( May 1 98 1 1. "He should learn a little about

the product he buys" and ".
. .let him also

be informed." Horse hockey!

Mr. Henderson and the millions of com-
puting neophytes like him don"t want to

be "informed." Mr. Henderson isn*t "in-

formed** about his copying machine, type-

writer or telephone. He just uses them,

knowing little and caring less about how
they work.

What he wants from the micro industry

is a cheap black box with an "on" button

that will do word processing and a mailing

list. There is nothing technically impossible

here nor is the demand for a turnkey

"appliance" unreasonable. Yet what

Creative. Apple. CCA and others in the

industry respond with is "It's a jungle out

there and if you get bitten, we're not

responsible."

Mr. Henderson's problem is not new.

yet the industry has seen fit to ignore it

and blame the victim. Under our economic

system, if the present pillars of microdom
won't satisfy the Hendersons, other such

as Lanier. IBM and the Japanese will.

And as Tandy. Apple. Commodore et

al find themselves eclipsed by those who
know that the essence of this business is

really customer support, not the latest

whiz-bang hardware innovation. I wonder

whom they will blame then.— Gary Martin.

1415 W. Casino #111. Everett. WA
98204.

The Dealer's Paint of View
As a computer store owner 1 feel obliged

to respond to the recent article by David

Henderson. His problem is more universal

than any of us realize, and I wholeheartedly

sympathize with his plight. It is surprising

that he was able to inject humorous notes

into his very serious situation, for if I

found myself in his shoes, it would be

difficult to be droll.

When I am out of town on business. I

make a practice of visiting local computer
stores to learn new merchandising tech-

niques, store layouts, and gather any other

information that can be used to improve

my own operation.

The knowledge (or lack of it) demon-
strated by some computer store personnel

is nothing short of shocking. I could use

reams of paper telling stories about the

unprofessionalism and lack of product

knowledge encountered. Most of these

stories would be strikingly similar to Mr.

Henderson's experiences.

In many cases it is quite obvious that

some computer stores assume that they

are selling something as common as a

vacuum cleaner, and that the customer

should not bother them requesting infor-

mation that is contained (somewhere)

within their manuals.

This is a very dangerous practice because

it creates customers who either under-

utilize their computers or put them in the

closet as a bad investment. The resulting

bad publicity as these unhappy customers

tell their friends is bad for the entire

micri>computing industry.

I. for one. would be pleased to see

some sort of industry certification process

to separate the peddlers from the profes-

sionals, and the manufacturers should

demand a minimum level of competency
before franchising a store to carry their

products.

Another danger that we face is the

proliferation of mail order discount houses.

Advertisements have over-sold the con-

sumer on the ease of operation and the

amount of training necessary to use fully

the power inherent in today's micro-

computer. Therefore the consumer is mis-

led into saving a few dollars and purchasing

mail order. These customers invariably

return to my store after United Parcel

E. Craig Martin
Service "installs" their computer, displaying

rage, tears, or embarrassment. 1 refrain

(with some difficulty) from saying. "1 told

you so!"

These people just didn't realize that

included in our price is the knowledge,

service, advice and handholding that are

the value-added items that my customers

receive as part of our standard business

policy. All a mail order house needs is a

couple of minimum wage high school

dropouts who can paste on UPS labels.

Our employees are professionals, and are

paid a professional wage and we are proud

of them!
We encourage any customer to try any

software before purchase, and we offer

training in the use of the program. This

training is free on our premises, or we
will provide training at a nominal charge

on the customer's premises.

In the event of defective software media

after purchase. I make an immediate

replacement. After all. why should my
customer have to hasssle with the manu-
facturer to get a replacement diskette?

That is my responsibility, not his!
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OSI RS-80 COLOR-80 OSI
GALAXIAN 4K - One of the fastest and finest

arcade games ever written for the OSI, this one
features rows of hard-hitting evasive dogfighting
aliens thirsty for your blood. For those who
loved (and tired of) Alien Invaders. Specify
system - A bargain at $9.95 OSI

LABYRINTH 8K • This has a display back-
ground similar to MINOS as the action takes
place in a realistic ma« seen from ground level.

This is, however, a real time monster hunt as you
track down and shoot mobile monsters on foot.
Checking out and testing this one was the most
fun I've had in years! - $1 3.95. OSI

THE AARDVARK JOURNAL
FOR OSI USERS - This is a bi-monthly

tutorial journal running only articles about OSI
systems. Every issue contains programs custom-
ized for OSI, tutorials on how to use and modify
the system, and reviews of OSI related products.
In the last two years we have run articles like

these!

1) A tutorial on Machine Code for BASIC
programmers.

2) Complete listings of two word processors
for BASIC IN ROM machines.

3) Moving the Directory off track 12.

4) Listings for 20 game programs for the OSI.
5) How to write high speed BASIC - and

lots more —

Vol. 1 (1980) 6 back issues - $9.00
Vol. 2 (1981) 4 back issues and subscription for

2 additional issues - $9.00.

ADVENTURES!!!
For OSI. TRS80. and COLOR-80. These

Adventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures that

take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures are inter-

active fantasies. It's like reading a book except
that you are the main character as you give the
computer commands like "Look in the Coffin"
and "Light the torch".)

Adventures require 8K on an OSI and 16K on
COLOR-80 and TRS-80. They sell for $14.95
each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANT. You'll have to explore a Martian city

and deal with possibly hostile aliens to survive

this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVENTURE. It

is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of problems.
Exciting and tough!

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle)

This one takes place aboard a familiar starship.

The crew has left for good reasons - but they for-

got to take you, and now you are in deep trouble.

DEATH SHIP (by Rodger Olsen)

Our first and original ADVENTURE, this one
takes place aboard a cruise ship - but it ain't the

Love Boat.

VAMPIRE CASTLE (by Mike Bassman)
This is a contest between you and old Drac -

and it's getting a little dark outside. $14.95 each.

OSI OSINEWNEWNEW
TINY COMPILER

The easy way to speed in your programs. The
tiny compiler lets you write and debug your pro-
gram in Basic and then automatically compiles a
Machine Code version that runs from 50-150
times faster. The tiny compiler generates relocat-
able, native, transportable machine code that can
be run on any 6502 system.

It does have some limitations. It is memory
hungry - 8K is the minimum sized system that
can run the Compiler. It also handles only a
limited subset of Basic - about 20 keywords in-

cluding FOR, NEXT, IF THEN, GOSUB, GOTO
RETURN. END, STOP. USR(X). PEEK, POKE,
:'.'./. .S.\ , Variable names A-Z, and Integer
Numbers frdrri 0-64K.

TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It can
be modified and augmented by the user. It comes
with a 20 page manual.
TINY COMPILER - $19.95 on tape or disk OSI

SUPERDISK II

This disk contains a new BEX EC* that boots
up with a numbered directory and which allows
creation, deletion and renaming of files without
calling other programs. It also contains a slight
modification to BASIC to allow 14 character
file names.

The disk contains a disk manager that con-
tains a disk packer, a hex/dec calculator and
several other utilities.

It also has a full screen editor (in machine
code on C2P/C4)) that makes corrections a snap.
We'll also toss in renumbering and program
search programs - and sell the whole thing for —
SUPERDISK II $29.95 (5'/4") OSI

BARE BOARDS FOR OSI C1P
MEMORY BOARDS!!! - for the C1P - and they
contain parallel ports!

Aardvarks new memory board supports 8K
of 2114s and has provision for a PIA to give a
parallel ports! It sells as a bare board for $29.95.
When assembled, the board plugs into the expan-
sion connector on the 600 board. Available now!

PROM BURNER FOR THE C1P - Burns single

supply 2716's. Bare board - $24.95.

MOTHER BOARD - Expand your expansion
connector from one to five connectors or use it

to adapt our C1P boards to your C4/8P. - $14.95.

16K RAM BOARD FOR C1P - This one does
not have a parallel port, but it does support 16K
of 21 14's. Bare Board $39.95.

WORD PROCESSING THE EASY WAY-
WITH MAXI PROS

This is a line-oriented word processor de-
signed for the office that doesn't want to send
every new girl out for training in how to type a
letter.

It has automatic right and left margin justi-
fication and lets vou vary the width and margins
during printing. It has automatic pagination and
automatic page numbering. It will print any text
single, double or triple spaced and has text cen-
tering commands. It will make any number of
multiple copies or chain files together to print an
entire disk of data at one time.

MAXI-PROS has both global and line edit
capability and the polled keyboard versions
contain a corrected keyboard routine that make
the OSI keyboard decode as a standard type-
writer keyboard.

MAXI-PROS also has sophisticated file

capabibilities. It can access a file for names and
addresses, stop for inputs, and print form letters.
It has file merging capabilities so that it can store
and combine paragraphs and pages in any order.

Best of all, it is in BASIC (0S65D 51/4" or
8" disk) so that it can be easily adapted to any
printer or printing job and so that it can be sold
for a measly price.

MAXI-PROS - $39.95. Specify 5% or 8" disk.

SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC IN ROM MA
CHINES - C1S/C2S. This ROM adds line edit
functions, software selectable scroll windows,
bell support, choice of OSI or standard keyboard
routines, two callable screen clears, and software
support for 32-64 characters per line video.
Has one character command to switch model
2 C1P from 24 to 48 character line. When in-

stalled in C2 or C4 (C2S) requires installation
of additional chip. C1P requires only a jumper
change. - $39.95
C1E/C2E similar to above but with extended
machine code monitor. - $59.95 OSI

ARCADE GAMES FOR OSI. COLOR 80 AND
TRS-80 (8K OSI. 16K TRS-80 AND COLOR-80)

TIMETREK - A REAL TIME, REAL GRAPHICS
STARTRECK. See your torpedoes hit and watch
your instruments work in real time. No more un-
realistic scrolling displays! $14.95.

STARFIGHTER This one man space war game
pits you against spacecruisers, battlewagons, and
one man fighters, you have the view from your
cockpit window, a real time working instrument
panel, and your wits. Another real time goody.
$9.95

BATTLEFLEET • This grown up version of Bat-
tleship is the toughest thinking game available on
OSI or 80 computers. There is no luck involved
as you seek out the computers hidden fleet. A
topographical toughie. $9.95

QUEST A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others. Quest is

played on a computer generated mape of Alesia.
Your job is to gather men and supplies by comb-
bat, bargaining, exploration of ruins and temples
and outright banditry. When your force is strong
enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a
life or death battle to the finish. Playable in 2 to
5 hours, this one is different every time.
16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 ONLY. $14.95

OSI

Please specify system on all orders
This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We offer over 120 games, ROMS, and data sheets for OSI systems

and many games and utilities for COLOR-80 and TRS-80. Send $1.00 for our catalog.

AARDVARK TECHNICAL SERVICES, LTD.
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110
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Another service we offer is hardware
repair. If we cannot repair it, we won't

sell it. and if we cannnot complete repairs

or maintenance within one hour, the

customer receives one of our demonstrators

at no charge— regardless of the age of his

machine*.

My company has been in business for

over ten years, having added micro-

computers to our other electronics lines

four years ago. Two years ago it became
obvious that computers were the direction

to go, so I changed the name of the

company to reflect the direction of our
business. During the ten year history of

my company I have always followed the

same general business philosophy—

a

dollar's worth for a dollar spent.

Unless this philosophy becomes more
prevalent within the industry the peddlers

will leave such a bad taste in the mouth of

the consumer that our industry will cease

to exist. I have seen many computer stores

go out of business, most of whom used

"peddler" sales tactics with little or no
product knowledge or customer support.

With ten years behind me, I must be
doing something right.

It is imperative that we become know-
ledgeable, service oriented professionals,

and rid our ranks of the peddlers if we are

to enjoy a long and prosperous future.

Mr. Henderson's advice, "let the buyer
beware," is most appropriate, unless1 this

industry undergoes a rapid maturation.

For our own sake, let us hope it happens
soon. Remember, our customers are the

most important people in the world. Let's

give them the service they are entitled

to.— E. Craig Martin, President. Illinois

Computer Mart, Inc., Route 8, Sweet's

Corner Plaza, Carbondale, IL 62901.

Hire a Consultant
RichardAuerbach

I have read with interest the open letter

from Mr. Henderson and the response by

Mr. Roybal of Apple Computer. As the

President of Cornell Micro Systems, I feel

that I must take exception to both the

letter and the response.

Mr. Henderson has a legitimate com-
plaint, and Mr. Roybal's response boils

down to "buyer beware." But, there is an
answer. Mr. Henderson had the answer

but refused to listen to the advice he

received— find a computer programmer.
Mr. Henderson found that too

"expensive."

/ have been advocating
for over fouryears

the philosophy that has
made my

company grow.

I have been advocating for over four

years the philosophy that has made my
company grow. We are not bringing any-

thing into the market place, but the tried

and true method of approaching a com-
puter involvement. This is the area that I

feel that Mr. Roybal is not answering the

comment by Mr. Henderson. We feel that

the correct approach to getting involved

with a computer be it a SI.000 machine

DoYourHomework
Larre Egbert

The open letter by David Henderson
and the reply by Phil Roybal in the May
1981 issue struck a note with me. I recently

decided to purchase a microcomputer.

The uses that I defined were as follows:

scientific data processing, word processing,

and computer assisted instruction. With
this variety of applications I went through

quite a quandary as to what computer to

buy, what software to support it with, and
what printer to buy.

Having had no experience with micro-

computers whatsoever, I checked each
of these points out very carefully. I checked
with various dealers and found, as usual,

very biased opinions. Biased toward what
would profit them the most in some cases

and in other cases just simple bias against

use of a particular product.

I checked with people who owned com-
puters, software or printers, I checked
the magazine evaluations such as those

found in Creative Computing. Lastly I

tried out several of the better computers,

software and printers.

Of course, all of this took time, but I

am now a happy owner of a system that

does all I wanted and much more. Of
course. I have had problems, but I've

worked them out. and I might add. with

the help of the dealer and the manu-
facturers from whom I bought the

system.

In all. I would say that the secret is to

do the homework necessary to know what
you, as a buyer, can expect.

What system did I buy? Well, let's just

say that Phil Roybal would be happy with

it. — Larre N. Egbert, Associate Professor

of Biology, Utah State University. Logan.
UT 84322.

or a $20,000 machine is as follows:

First, a feasibility study. This should be

an objective evaluation of the business

needs and requirements. The study should

show how the programs are going to work,

i.e., screen displays and sample reports.

Second, what hardware is best suited

for that project, and the recommendation
should take into consideration the growth

capability of the hardware as well as the

business environment in which it will be
used. It should also consider ease of main-

tenance and projected down-time. The
recommendation should give the full price

of the hardware and peripherals that are

needed to run the software.

Third, how much the software will cost.

How much is based on existing packages

and to what degree they might have to be

modified to meet the client's requirements,

or if customization is required and that

cost.

This report should be custom written

for the client and the consultant/software

house must be totally objective in its

evaluation and recommendation. The firm

preparing the study should not be in the

hardware business nor be getting commis-
sions from the hardware dealer or manu-
facturer. The study should become the

property of the client so that if he desires,

he can have competitive bids based on
that study.

At this point, my company stops to

give our client the time to decide whether

to computerize or not. In some cases, the

study has shown that the time/money
savings are not sufficient to warrant any

computer acquisition at all. If the cost is

agreed upon, a contract is negotiated and
signed, and a full sytem spec is developed

and must be signed by the client before

any coding is done. We tell our clients

not to sign a spec until they fully understand

everything in the document. Full documen-
tation and training round out the entire

package.

I realize that this method does seem to

cost more, but what is Mr. Henderson's

time worth? He bought products that did

not work and equipment that was not

compatible, and ended up with a bad
taste about computers and the computer
industry.

The Mr. Hendersons of the world will

continue to take a beating until we in the

industry —manufacturers, dealers, and soft-

ware houses— work together to educate

the small businessman and let him know
that doing the job properly is in his own
best interest. The old saying. "There is

never enough time to do a job right, but

always enough to do it again" holds very

true in our field.— Richard Auerbach,
President, Cornell Micro Systems, Inc..

93 Old Homestead Rd.. Wayne. NJ 07470.
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tnt *"rrvTrnT
^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaOen DISCOUNT

DATA PRODUCTSmM presents

YESS "* O^t
APPLE SOFTWARE

i^^^^^^^^j **< GAMES *** UTILITIES *** BUSH
'

Software at Affordable Prices for the budget minded individual °Ci^
APPLE UST
ADVENTURE PRICE
INTERNATIONAL

OUR
PRICE

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

<*^^Adventure Hint Book 7 95
Adventures tl. «2, »3 D 39 95

6 35
27 95 1

DAKIN i LIST OUR
Adventures »4 S5 «6 D 39 95 27 95* 3 3 Programming Aids D 90 00 7195 SENSIBLE SOFTWARE *mcl p",Ce

Adventures • 7 »8 »9 D 39 95 27 95 1 DATA SOFT Applesoft- Plus Sir

Adventure "10 Savage Island D 20 95 16 75 Micro Painter O 54 95 24 SO »
Basic D 25 00 19 95

Planetoids 19 95
Poker Tournament 19 95

15 95
15 95

* OELTA SOFTWARE * DENVER SOFTWARE
Applesoft Optimizer 20 00 15 95
DOS Plus D 25 00 19 95

Tank Command 14 95 11 95
HAYDEN SOFTWARE Disk Organizer 25 00 19 95

ASTAR INTER. CO
"Super Invaders" D 24 95

Sargon II D 34 95 24 50 t Disk Recovery D 20 00 23 95

19 95
Reversal D 34 95 27 95 MultiDisk Ctlog III D 25 00 19 95

ARISCI
Data-Graph O 49 95 39 95 Super Oisk Copy III D 30 00 23 95

Magic Window 99 95
Magic Mailer D 69 96

79 95
55 95

Histo-Graph D 29 95 23 95
Assembly Lang Dev 39 95 3195
Applesoft Compiler 0200 00 159 95

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
00-Topos O 32 95 25 95

AUTOMATEO SIMULATIONS SIERRA SOFTWARE
Introductory 3 Pack D 49 95 39 95

HIGHLANDS COMPUTING Alien Lander 24 95 19 95
(Rescue Morioc s and Oatestones) Crae 2 O 24 95 19 95 Retro-Ban O 29 95 19 95
Temple ol Apshai O 39 9f>

D 39 QS
31 95
27 951

Meat 2 D 19 95 15 95
Oldars Revenge Wi; D19 95 15 95

Space Adventure D 29 95 23 95
Hellfire Warner
Star Warrior D 39 95
Crush. Crumble &

31 95
Tartunan Wizard II D 24 95 19 95
Creature Venture D 24 95 19 95

StRIUS SOFTWARE
E-Z Draw 3 49 95 34 95t

Crunch D 29 95
Dragon s Eye D 24 95

23 95
19 95

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Tax Preparer O 99 95 79 95

Phantoms 5 O 29 95 23 95
Space Eggs D 29 95 23 95
Pulsar II D 29 95 20 95 t

Rescue at Rigei 29 95
Morioc s Tower D 19 95

20 951

15 95
Real Estate Analyzer DI50 00 119 95 Autobahn 29 95 23 95

Oatestones of Ryn D 19 95
Tues Morn Ortrback D 29 95

15 95
23 95

INNOVATIVE OESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 15 34 95 27 95

Orbitron D 29 95 23 95
Gamma Goblins D 29 95 23 95

AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY Shuttleboard D 29 95 23 95 Gorgon O 39 95 31 95
Sneakers D 29 95 23 95

Empire Overmind D 35 00 27 95 MICROSOFT Epoch D 34 95 27 95
Mir Leag Basebin 30 00
Tanktics O 29 00
M|r Leag Baseball T 25 00

23 95
22 95
19 95

Typing Tutor D1995 1595
Olympic Decathlon 29 95 23 95
Adventure O 29 95 23 95

* SIR-TECH SOFTWARE * S0FTAPE
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CO.

B-1 Nuclear Bomber T 15 00 II 95 FORTRAN-80 D195 00 154 95
PFS Per Filing Sys D 95 00 75 95

Midway Campaign T 15 00 11 95 ALDS D125 00 99 95
PFS Repon O 95 00 75 95

Nukewar T 15 00 11 95 WordStar D315 00 249 95 SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Conflict 2500 T 15 00
Plane! Miners T 15 00

11 95
11 95

* MICRO SOFT * MICRO PRODUCTS Apple Doc 3 3 O 44 95 39 95
The Correspondent O 59 95 47 95

Computer Acquire T 20 00 15 95 * MUSE Ace 3 3 39 95 31 95
Lords of Karma T 20 00 15 95 ON-LINE SYSTEMS Ascii Express 3 3 79 95 63 95
Empire Overmind T 30 00
Tanktics T 24 00

23 95
19 95

Mission Asteroid 19 95 15 95
Mystery House D 24 95 19 95

Z-Term D 99 95 79 95
Online 89 95 71 95BRODERBUND SOFTWARE Wiz & Princess O 32 95 25 95 Speed Star 013500 10895

Galactic Empire O 24 95 19 95 Cranston Manor O 34 95 27 95
Galactic Trader 24 95 19 95 Football D 39 95 27 95 t STONEWARE
Galactic Revolution D 24 95 19 95 Trilogy of Games 24 95 19 95 OB Master 0225 00 1 79 95

Snoggle D 32 95 25 95 Cribbage O 24 95 19 95 STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Alien Typhoon O 24 95 19 95 Missile Defense D 29 95 20 95 J Computer Bismark 59 95 47 95
Tawaia s Lst Redoubt O 29 95 23 95 Soccer D 29 95 23 95 Computer Quarterback D 39 95 31 95
Alien Ram O 24 95 19 95 Paddle Graphics D39 95 3195 Computer Conflict 39 95 3195
Payroll 0395 00 319 95 Sabotage O 24 95 19 95 Topedo Fire D59 95 41951
Space Warrior O 24 95 19 95 Superscribe Word Pr D 89 95 7195 Cartels 4 Cutlhroats O 39 95 31 95
General Ledger 0395 00 319 95 Gobbler D 24 95 19 95 Computer Baseball D 39 95 31 95
Apple Panic O 29 95 23 95 Expediter II The Warp Factor D 39 95 31 95
•UOOECO AppleSft Compiler O 99 95 79 95 Shattered Alliance 59 95 41 95t
Raster Blaster O 29 95 23 95 Dev Sys D 79 95 64 95

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
Ultima O 39 95

Speed-asm 39 95 31 95 SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
OoomCavern Sorcerers D 20 00 15 95

31 95 PERSONAL SOFTWARE Higher Graphics II 35 00 24 50 1

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE * CAVALII Checker King D 24 95 20 95 Higher Text 40 00 3195
Hyperspace Wars O 29 95 23 95 Gammon Gambler 24 95 20 95 Odyssey 30 00 23 95
L A Land Monopoly D 29 95 23 95 Monty Plays Monopoly D 34 95 28 95 Wilderness Dungeon D 32 50 27 95
Home Money Minder D 34 95 27 95 Zork D 39 95 32 95 Modifiable Data Base O 79 50 54 95
3-D Skiing O 24 95 19 95 Microcness O 24 95 20 95 Modifiable OB ll 015000 11995
Torpedo Terror D 24 95

O 74 95

19 95
59 95

Desktop Plan II 0199 95 159 95
Bridge Partner O 24 95 20 95 UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICAThe Home Accountant

The Guardian D 29 95 23 95 Visiplol D 179 95 148 00 Appleworld 59 95 47 95

CPA General Ledger D250 00 199 95 Visicalc3 3 D199 95 159 95 Super Kram D175 00 139 95

CPA Ace Rec D250 00 199 95 Visitrend 0259 95 207 95 3-D Supergraphics D 39 95 31 95

CPA Ace Pay D250 00
CPA Payroll 0250 00
CPA Prop Mgl 0175 00

199 95
199 95
139 95

Visidex D199 95 159 95
Thinker D495 00 395 95Uiiilsim nilQ Q^ 1 1Q Q*>

CCA Data Mgnt Sys D 99 95 85 95 Space Reiders O 29 95 23 95

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES VERSA COMPUTING
Versawnter 289 00 239 95

PLEASE CHECK EOR SYSTEM REOUIRE ME NTS HE IOB( ORDERING Versawnter Expansion Pak 1 . D 39 95 31 95
INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME *TRS-»0 *ATARI ^COMMODORE
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADD 10% SHIPPING

All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check Money Orde Catnier Check DIRECT ORDER INQUIRIES TO:
For Faster Delivery Service COD Cash Only/Master Charge Visa DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
Mastercharge - Visa add 3%. and California Resident* Add 6% sales Tea P.O. BOX 19674-MC
include expiration date on card

Please Allow Sufficient Time for Checks lo Cleer
Prices Valid Through This Month s issue

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
SAN DIEGO, CA 92119

Please Add S2 50 tor Shipping
Please Specify Tape or Dish PHONE 714-287-0190
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Magazines Can Help
Michael Lamb

After reading the open letter by Mr.
Henderson and the reply by Mr. Roybal
of Apple Inc.. I was left with mixed feelings

because I agree with both sides of the

issue. Both viewpoints were equally valid,

but as you had added, the problem can
best be solved by thorough communication
between parties.

The mini/micro computer age came
upon us quickly and as with all new and
novel products there were people who
were out to "cash in" on the bonanza.

Hence, some dealers were ripping off the

public. These people have been weeded
out thanks to the efforts of your magazine
and others.

The problem facing the buyer today is

to pick out from the many choices of

computers and peripheral equipment (i.e.

printers, monitors, circuit boards, software

packages, etc.) that which will service his

needs. Here the salesman plays the larger

role in that he may be quick to sell, but

slothful to reveal all the facts. If you don't

ask. he normally won't bother to tell you
the drawbacks or shortcomings of the

systems which you may consider purchas-

ing.

Not all salesmen are that way. For
example, here in my community I only

deal with one dealer, not because 1 get

terrific buys, but solely because the sales-

man was the first to admit he didn't know
how a particular software package operated

and didn't proceed to "snow" me about it.

Instead, we sat down and both tried out

the package; thus. I knew full well all the

pros and cons of what I was buying. This

is how all purchases should be made. It

leaves the buyer knowing what he has.

and the salesman knowing what he sold.

The crux of the matter, then, as Mr.

Henderson told it was that his "package
deal" wasn't ideal. 1 think that there is

some truth in that, because many dealers

The salesman was the
first to admit he didn't

know how a particular

software package
operated.

now are offering package deals to sell

their computers. I am sure that the com-
panies are aware of it. too.

For example. I too. purchased a system
similar to Mr. Henderson's and discovered

that the printer (Centronics 737) has an
interface card manufactured by the com-
puter maker. The problem here is that is

the Apple people go out of their way to

interface another company's printer then

they should do so to fully utilize all the

printer's capabilities or not at all.

I realize that the problem is software

oriented: however, if they make the inter-

face, they should develop the software

for the device. If the companies cannot

do this then they should add a disclaimer

to their product so the buyer will know
what the product cannot do.

Too often now, even in your magazine,

there are ads that tell how great products

are and that they will interface to your
computer; but fail to add that the functions

that make their product so great are not

fully supported by that interface. This I

feel is a deliberate misleading of the

buyer.

However, this still leaves it for the buyer

to discover, and/or the salesman to inform

the buyer. The only alternative we have
left is to continue supporting magazines
like yours which tell us about the products

which we purchase. We can only hope
that the companies will get the message
and either inform us or develop the

products we need (i.e. software or hardware

packages that fully interface and support

all functions of the peripheral device they

interface) and thus increase the sales and
popularity of their products.

If that cannot be done, then we should

continue to use your magazine and tell

others how to develop the necessary soft-

ware or hardware to do the job.— Michael
W. Lamb Sr., 6721A Saratoga Ave. NBU
#3, Tucson. AZ 85708.

Support Your Local Retaiter
James Wilson

In reference to the letter by David
Henderson in your May. 1981 issue. I am
glad to see that Creative Computing has

the courage to print a letter on a subject

with which I am in total agreement. 1 had
some computer knowledge before purchas-

ing 'my system. I spent quite a few hours

working with the software to insure it was
what I wanted, but in spite of this. I found
many shortcomings after working with it

for several months.

One of the most obvious errors which 1

as a non-accountant missed in the Accounts
Payable program was the inability to enter

a credit on the invoice side. The software

company now claims that this is an
enhancement for $75 rather than a cor-

recting measure. Once again the small

businessman is trying to stick it to another

small businessman.

On the positive side. I also own an
Apple II at home and have found all the

software companies with the exception

of Personal Software Company, very willing

to re-copy my disks that have been locked

from DOS 3.2 to DOS .13. 1 do not blame
them for having their programs locked

because of all the piracy in software going

on today.

My salvation in my business system was
my local retailer who corrected all the

programs and really has kept me operating.

My advice to everyone is to get a good
local retailer and support him.— James
W. Wilson, President. Glen Control Inc..

Box 563. 400 N. Pierce St.. Lansdale. PA
19446.
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OTHERS MAY SEE
THE ERRORS OF YOUR WAYZ

ONLY MICROSPELL
CORRECTS THOSE WAYS.

Lifeboat Associates, the world's foremost
s.ource for microcomputer software, proudly
presents MicroSpell.'" the first program that not

only isolates spelling errors in your text, but ac-

tually corrects them.
MicroSpell works with your word processor.

And if you have the best word processing system,
why settle for anything less than the best spell-

ing corrector?

Goes Beyond The Competition
Other spelling programs function primarily as

spelling checkers, merely pointing out words
with suspect spelling. It's left up to you to deter-

mine the correct spelling and then type it in.

MicroSpell. the only spelling program that

knows how to "spell," corrects the error automat-
ically. Here's how it works: MicroSpell will read
your text, carefully looking for words that might
be spelled incorrectly. When it comes across? a
word that it's not absolutely sure of. it stops and
shows you that word, along with its context. Then
it searches through its own built-in dictionary

and presents a list of guesses which it "thinks"
might be correct. All you have to do is press a key
and the misspelled word is corrected. There is no

need to bother with your own dictionary, or even
to type in the change. MicroSpell will do it all for

you!
The Most Complete Built-in Dictionary

MicroSpell uses word stems and suffix strip-

ping routines, so its dictionary of 25,000 word-
parts can deliver over 150,000 words to you. And if

that's not enough. MicroSpell will let you add
thousands of additional words, so you can create
and store specialized dictionaries of technical
terms, unusual expressions, even acronyms. And
you can let MicroSpell know just when any of

these special dictionaries are wanted.
MicroSpell is highly interactive and designed

to complement word processing systems that
create ASCII text using a CP/M " compatible
operating system. It requires minimum disk stor-

age capacity of 70K per drive.

So why settle for a program that merely finds

your mispellings when you can get the one that

corrects your misspellings? MicroSpell. It cor-

rects the errors of your ways.
MicroSpell is brought to you exclusively and

supported completely by Lifeboat Associates.
Call or send us the coupon below.

LIFEBOAT WORLDWIDE otters you the worlds largest library of software. Contact your nearest dealer or Lifeboat:

lifeboat Associates Lifeboat Inc

/.V'h.idAve OK Bide Sf

S»«Y<vk NY 100?8 1 ? 8 Shiba Daimon
W (2m8WOMO Mntto ka Ma KM lanan

Wb 640693 (I BSOFINYW !H 03 437 3901
TWX 710 HI 2524 Mei 2423296 IIBITO

lifeboat Associates Ltd

PO Bo, 05
London *C?H 9tll Enfland
lei 01 836 9028
telen 893709 (IBS0F1GI

Lifeboat Associates GmbH Inteisott GmbH
Hinteineiestrasse Schlosseartenwei 5

Posttach 251 D 80451smj
6330 Cham S»itreiland lei 089 966
lei 042 36 8686 lelei 5213641 IISOfDl

lelei 865265 IMX0 CHI

lifeboat
World's forem

Lifeboat Associates SAM
10 LVande Rue Charles de Gaulle

D 80451smanmg W Getmani 92600 Asmetes fiance
"'444 tell 733 08 04

lelei 250303 (PUBLIC X PARIS!

I
Mail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates,

I

1651 Third Avenue, New York. New York 10028

I or call (212) 860-0300.

I

Please send me more information on MicroSpell.

Please send me a free Lifeboat catalog.

Nnmf -Title

Company-

Street

City_ -State
MicroSpell is a trademark ol Bob Lucas
CP;M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
Copyright ' 1381. by Lifeboat Associates
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Therefe Always a Quill "Pen

In order for you to understand my reply,

let me state that I have a 48K Apple with

Programmer's Aid. resident Integer Basic.

Applesoft card, disk drive Centronics elec-

trostatic printer. Epson MX-80 printer,

and an ALF music synthesizer.

In addition to about $1000 worth of

games. I have many utility programs for

graphics, music, data handling and text

processing.

Now I want to tell you something. Mr.
Businessman. I believe you would have a

hard time in your business if you bought
any of the equipment needed for your
business by going into just one place and
listening to one salesman. I don't think

you would do it. You would know what
you want, what was available, what it

could do and what its limitations were
before you spent the money. You wouldn't

buy a pick-up truck if you were going to

deliver heavy equipment. You wouldn't

buy a two-burner hotplate if you were
going to run a restaurant.

There are small business computers.

(There is a comparison chart in the same
issue of Creative Computing in which your

letter appeared) which run from $3000 to

$9450. There are printers which run into

the thousands of dollars which give high

speed letter quality printing. There are

word processors costing two to five times

as much as my Apple-Writer. There are

other systems, other configurations, other

languages. There are business oriented

programs costing hundreds of dollars for

each module. There are megabyte disk

drives costing in the thousands of dollars.

How could anyone intelligent enough to

own his own business and survive be naive

enough to just walk into a computer store,

listen to a sales pitch and walk out with a

sophisticated machine expecting miracles?

One look at the ads in any computer
magazine should have told you that you
were buying, essentially a home computer,
which can be expanded to do very amazing
things applicable to business.

Mr. Henderson, have you ever thought

just what an astounding thing you have?

Good Lord, man! This is Buck Rogers
stuff! You speak of "back to the old Smith

Corona." If you can produce a page of

error-free type in under a minute on the

old Smith Corona, you are some kind of

typist. How about adding a paragraph in

the middle after you have completed the

page, or changing the spelling of one often

repeated work in the twinkling of an eye?

Let me see you produce a ten-page docu-

ment on the Smith Corona in ten minutes

while you are out in the kitchen making a

sandwich.

Certainly the Centronics is a dot matrix

machine. Didn't you know that when you
bought it? Didn't you look at type samples?

Did you actually believe the little Cen-

tronics would do the same job as a Spin-

writer, thimblewriter, daisywheel. ink-jet

or IBM? For a tenth of the cost?

Letme seeyouproduce
a ten-page document
on the Smith Corona in

ten minutes while you
are out in the kitchen
making a sandwich.

Sure, your kid can play "Mary Had a

Little Lamb" on the telephone! What the

devil has that got to do with what a

computer can do? I can produce complex
music on my Apple just as I bought it. but

with only one melodic line. With the

purchase of an ALF board. I now have

the ability to produce very complex music

in three voices and play it through an

external amplifier. It is beautiful and worth

every penny!
I bet when you buy an automobile you

know more about it than you knew about

your Apple when you made that purchase.

If you had never seen an automobile in

your life, would you know how to make it

work? Can you imagine the instructions

necessary? All of us are "programmed"
from birth to understand the complex tools

Ed Jackson

of our highly technological society. Com-
plicated instructions which came in manuals

with earlier production models are not

included anymore. I read a very early

Ford manual which went into detail about

inserting the ignition key. which way to

turn it. where to place the gear shift, how
to depress the clutch, the starter, move
the gearshift, release the clutch, apply

the brakes and so on. It was very funny to

read, but I bet the first people who bought

cars were darned glad the instructions

were there. I bet they even read the manual.

You know the old saying: when all else

fails, read the instructions!

I don't own a business. I do own an

Apple. And I am convinced that for a

small business, (not G.M. or Sears) an

Apple II. expanded with proper peripherals

and software, can do the job.

My first computer was a TRS-80. It was

stolen from my home and I replaced it

with an Apple. Much as I love my Apple.

I am sure if I still had my TRS-80. 1 would

be very happy with it too. I now believe I

would have bought the Apple first, except

I had never even heard of it at the time. I

saw a demonstration on TV some time

later and looked for it when I had to

replace the '80. But before I bought either

machine. I bought the operating manual,

and read it from start to finish. I also did

this with the disk drive and the Applesoft

card.

My final advice to you. sir. is to heed

the 'caveat emptor' advice with which

you ended your letter. Why the devil didn't

you think of that before you spent all that

money? May I respectfully suggest if you

have any further trouble that you turn

the whole thing over to your 1 2-year old

son? You can bet your socks he can make
it work. He will be able to figure it out

because if he was able to play "Mary Had
a Little Lamb" without any instructions,

or long distance phone calls, he has an

open, inquisitive mind that explores pos-

sibilities. That's what computers are all

about. The future! I think you should

stick to your "Old Smith Corona" and if

that fails you, there's always a quill pen.—
Ed Jackson. 4100 Fairlane. Fort Worth.

TX76119.
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Ifyou own or use a micro-computer, then chances are that

from time to time, you've wished that someone could simplify

programming.
Because as useful as micro-computers are, they can only ever

be as good as the programs they run.

Well then, how does this sound?
No more program-coding. No more debugging. And no more

time wasting.

Arguablymore comprehensive and advanced than anything else
of its kind, The Last One is a computer program that writes computer
programs. Programs that work first time, every time.

By asking you questions in plain English about what you want
your program to do, The Last One uses your answers to generate a
ready-to-use program in BASIC.

What's more, with The Last One, you can change or modify
your program as often as you wish. Without effort, fuss or any
additional cost. So as your requirements change, your programs
can too.

And if, because ofthe difficulties and costs of buying, writing

and customising software, you've put offpurchasing a computer
system up to now, you need delay no longer.

Available now.
The Last One costs $600 plus local taxes where applicable and is

now available from better computer stores.

For further information, write to D.J. 'AT Systems Ltd.,

Two Century Plaza, Suite 480,

2049 Century Park East,

Los Angeles,CA 90067.

Tel: (213) 203 0851.
THEWSTONE
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Microcomputer
Applications in Clinical

Medical Education:

Cardiac Arrest and Resuscitation

J. Michael Dean, M.D.

Physiological systems are complex: their

behavior is often difficult for a student to

understand. Recently, computer simula-

tions have been used to teach students

about various aspects of physiological

function. However. I know of no computer
programs for teaching physicians how to

administer drugs during cardiac arrest and
resuscitation.

In the hospital, particularly in the

intensive care unit, cessation of a patient's

heart beat (cardiac arrest) is a frequent

occurrence, requiring immediate therapy.

This therapy is often taught as the "A-B-
C-Ds":

A. Airway maintenance (removing food
from mouth, etc.)

B. Breathing (artificial ventilation)

C. Circulation (external compression

of chest)

D. Drug therapy (by physicians only)

Extensive training programs exist for

teaching "CPR." or cardiopulmonary
resuscitation. These programs teach mouth
to mouth ventilation and external cardiac

compression on mannequins. These manual
activities are called "basic life support."

Nearly anyone can be taught to do CPR.
and CPR can be conducted outside medical

facilities. Drug therapy is generally

restricted to hospital settings, and is carried

out by physicians or highly trained

nurses.

Evaluation of experienced individuals

such as physicians and nurses shows that

CPR skills must be repeatedly reviewed
and drilled in order to be effective. Even
with regular practice, an actual cardiac-

arrest is an emotional and terrifying

experience. The expression "computer

overload" has beeen used to describe this

situation in which stress overwhelms the

expertise of the expert.

Medical students, interns, and residents

are taught in the classroom about various

drugs used in cardiac resuscitation. How-
ever, there are no effective methods for

reviewing the use of this information under

simulated conditions of cardiac resuscita-

tion. Mannequins are used widely to

practice the mechanics of CPR. but no

one has yet devised a way to use them to

teach drug administration. Thus, when
the real event occurs, the physician must

recall information which he learned in a

quiet classroom and apply this in a stressful

situation. If "standard" approaches are

unsuccessful, the physician finds himself

in an area of uncertainty. This added
stress compounds the "computer overload"

IDENTIFY ALL COMMANDS BY
NUMBER OR LETTER.

Time: 3 minutes

Weight: 13 kg.

FINE VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION

1. EPINEPHRINE 1:10000 (cc)

2. SODIUM BICARBONATE (meq)

3. ISUPRELImcgms/minl
4. ATROPINE (mgms)

5. DOPAMINE (megms/min)

6. CALCIUM CHLORIDE 10% (cc)

7. BRETYLIUM (mgms)

8. CALCIUM GLUCONATE 10% (cc)

9. DEFIBRILLATION (watt-sec I

A. LIDOCAINElmgtmi
B. pH MEASUREMENT (requires 10-15 min)

C. CESSATION OF EFFORTS (final)

D. DOLBUTAMINE (megms/min)
E. PACEMAKER PLACEMENT (need 20 minutes)

Figure I. Initial menu showing available command! and

describing the patient being simulated.

2. "Hit com' to enter the command." Cont.

"How many meq of sodium bicarbonate do you wish to give?"

26.

"This action required three minutes."

J^'Hit cont" to enter the command." Cont.

"How many cc's of epinephrine 1 : 10000 do you wish to give?"

X

"This action required two minutes." (Rhythm changes to "coarse fibrillation"!

9. "Hit cont* to enter the command." Cont.

"How many watt-seconds of energy to defibrillate?"

20.

"This action required two minutes." (Rhythm changes to normal rhythm.)

_C;_"Hit 'cont' to enter the command." Cont.

Figure 2. Typical sequence of commands lo resuscitate patient. The rhythm change*
automatically appear on the screen in place of previous rhythms. l!scr inputs are

underlined.

J. Michael Dean. M.I).. Chief Resident's Office,

Children's Hospital of I os Angcle*, P.O. Box 5*700,

1 os \neeles. CA 'KHIM.
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J^il22\:WORLD BU|LDERs ,m

By David Mullich, author of THE PRISONER

WORLD BUILDERS, the colonial stage of the Empire history... the first Interactive Fantasy of the EMPIRE GAMING
TRILOGY. Join the travelers, scouts, builders, plunderers, asteroid miners, and high-technology homesteaders

.

pioneers on the fringes of the galaxy., citizens ot an Empire still in its infancy. You can be any of them... you can be
all of them. Your goals are to survive, to conquer, to prosper.

Explore the Empire using WORLD BUILDER'S extensive English vocabulary Pilot your All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) through
treacherous swamps or rugged mountains, or build a thriving community in the midst of a desert, but beware...

You will traverse weird and fantastic landscapes draped in spectacular colors, thanks to a new. sophisticated
high-resolution graphics system developed by the makers of IFs. And more: a soft-cover "Chronicle" retraces the
EMPIRES's history from its inception to the time of the WORLD BUILDERS.

The EMPIRE GAMING TRILOGY will be completed by INTERSTELLAR SHARKS'™ and ARMAGEDDON.

Applesoft. 48k. DOS 3 3 S32 95 ..;. II I t. K M V_ I I V\L [HIIImMvL.) Avollobk* at youriocol computet store

Edu-Ware Services, Inc. 22222 Sherman Way Suite 102 Canoga Park, CA 91303 (213) 346-6783
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Resuscitation, continued...

CARDIAC ARREST SIMULATION EVALUATION REPORT.
THE INITIAL RHYTHM OF THE PATIENT WAS FINE VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION.

THE INITIAL pH of the patient was 7.16

THE TIME PRIOR TO RESUSCITATION WAS 3 MINUTES
THE WEIGHT OF THE PATIENT IS 13 KILOGRAMS

Time in minutes

Rhythm treated

pH after treatment

Treatment chosen
Dose chosen

Response
Final Rhythm

3

Fine ventricular fibrillation.

7.35

Sodium bicarbonate (mcql

26 TOTAL (which was 2.0 meq per kilogram.

I

COMMENTS: APPROPRIATE DRUG CHOICE.
RHYTHM UNALTERED BY YOUR MEASURE.

Rhythm unaltered by your measure.

Fine ventricular fibrillation.

While we're on the subject of sodium bicarbonate. I agree with your dosage.

Time in minutes

Rhythm treated

pH after treatment

Treatment chosen
Dose chosen

Fine ventricular fibrillation

7.1K

Epinephrine 1 : 10000 (cct

3 TOTAL (which was 0.2.1 per kilogram!

COMMENTS: APPROPRIATE DRUG CHOICE
RHYTHM ALTERED BY YOUR MEASURE.

Response Rhythm altered by your measure.

Final Rhythm Coarse ventricular fibrillation.

While we're on the subject of epinephrine, your dose seems a bit high.

I wouldn't ordinarily use more than 0.15 cc/kg.

THE MYOCARDIUM IS IRRITABLE.

Time in minutes 8

Rhythm treated Coarse ventricular fibrillation

pH after treatment 7.10

Treatment chosen Defibrillation (watt-sec)

Dose chosen 20 TOTAL (which was 1 .5 per kilogram. I

COMMENTS: APPROPRIATE DRUG CHOICE
RHYTHM ALTERED BY YOUR MEASURE.

Response Rhythm altered by your measure.

Final Rhythm Normal sinus rhythm

While we're on the subject of defibrillation. 1 agree with your dosage.

You left the patient in normal sinus rhythm. This supports the circulation adequately. Good work. Doctor!

Figure 3. Evaluation portion of the simulation. Program contains a wide spectrum of comments to deal with other user choices.

problem, as the physician tries to think of

alternatives which will restore his patient's

heart beat.

I have written a program entitled

"Cardiac Arrest Simulation Program." or

CASP. which is a simulation of a situation

in which a patient has had or will soon
have a cardiac arrest. The program user

is required to intervene with drugs that

would actually be available to him. After

the physician has either saved the patient

or given up. the computer prints out an
evaluation of every step that the physician

took during the resuscitation procedure.

A graphic summary is also provided. There
are no identical simulations (i.e. the

simulation is stochastic), and the physician

can practice as long as desired.

CASP is written in an enhanced HP
Basic for use on the HP 9845B desktop
computer. It requires 50K. RAM. which
includes extensive documentation. I am
preparing a version for the Apple II

microcomputer, which will allow more
widespread use of the program. The
program is currently in use in our intensive

Mannequins are used
widely to practice

the mechanics of CPR,
but no one has yet
devised a way to use
them to teach drug

administration.

care unit as a teaching tool. Interns and
residents practice cardiac resuscitation at

the terminal before encountering the real

life situation. Several senior residents have

used the program as a practice patient

with which to teach interns and medical

students about cardiac resuscitation. All

users agree that the program has enhanced

their performance in actual emergencies.

The beginning of a typical run is shown

in Figure 1. The patient is described as

having "fine ventricular fibrillation." He
weighs 13 kilograms. The time elapsed

since the heart began fibrillating is three

minutes. Fine ventricular fibrillation is a

situation in which the heart does not pump
any blood, so the patient is unconscious.

He will die soon if the heart beat is not

resumed.

During cardiac arrest, the acid builds

up in the blood and the pH (a measure of

acidity) drops. Thus, one measure which

must be taken early is correction of the

acidity with administration of sodium
bicarbonate. Figure 2 shows the initial

commands which were used in this
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CARDIAC ARREST SIMULATION EVALUATION REPORT.
1 HI INITIAL RHYTHM OF THE PATIENT WAS VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA.
THE INITIAL pH OF THE PATIENT WAS r>.W

THE TIME PRIOR TO RESUSCITATION EFFORTS WAS 8 MINUTES
THE WEIGHT OF THE PATIENT IS 77 KILOGRAMS.

Time in minutes 8

Rhvthm treated Ventricular tachycardia

pH after treatment 6.W
Treatment chosen No intervention. Rhythm spontaneously altered.

Response Rhythm affected.

Final rhythm Coarse ventricular fibrillation.

pH BADLY NEEDS CORRECTION.

Time in minutes 8

Rhythm treated Coarse ventricular fibrillation.

pH after treatment 6.99

Treatment chosen No intervention. Rhvthm spontaneously altered.

Response Rhythm affected.

Final rhythm Fine ventricular fibrillation

pH BADLY NEEDS CORRECTION.

Time in minutes 8

Rhythm treated Fine ventricular fibrillation

pH after treatment (>.W

Treatment chosen No intervention. Rhvthm spontaneously altered.

Response Rhvthm affected.

Final rhythm Cardiac standstill.

pll BADLY NEEDS CORRECTION.

Figure 5. Spontsneoua deterioration of rhythm without treatment. Rhythm instability is exaggerated in ihis

example to accelerate changes.

particular simulation. The menu from
Figure 1 remains on the screen, and drugs

are selected by numbers. The clock

changes according to the amount of time

it would require in real life to administer

a drug. The physician followed the sodium
bicarbonate with epinephrine and finally

with electric shock (defibrillation) to restore

the heart beat to normal. At this point,

the program provides the physician with

an evaluation of each step (Figure 3). In

this particular example, the physician used

correct doses and drugs. If drugs were
not correct, the computer would provide

pertinent negative feedback. High or toxic-

doses would cause harmful side effects.

Low doses would be ineffective.

At the end of the evaluation, a graphic

summary of the run is provided (Figure

4). The top graph shows the acid content

(pH( of the blood during the arrest. The
more acidic the blood, the lower the pH.
The second graph shows the probability

of response. This is a parameter which is

used by (he program to determine whether
a response will occur (by comparing it to

a random number). This parameter is based

on the duration on the rhythm, the pH.
the dose of the drug, the irritability of the

heart (myocardial irritability), and appro-

priateness of the drug selection. If the

random number is less than the parameter,

a response occurs. The third graph shows
the myocardial irritability (which is merely
a flag with three possible values). The
fourth graph shows the presence or

absence of circulation. Hopefully the

program ends with circulation present!

Figure 5 shows a similar situation, but
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Figure 4. Graphic summary of arrest simulation. Phis luminary is different simulation than the other

example figures.

the physician in this case does not inter-

vene. I have accelerated responses in this

figure to show a rapid deterioration of

the cardiac rhythm. Thus, the patient will

become worse with time if the physician

does not intervene expeditiously.

Simulations have been successfully used

in many fields, particularly for dangerous

tasks or situations in which beginner's

mistakes could cause injury or result in

other serious consequences. With the
continuing explosion of microcomputer
technology, such programs will appear in

other fields, such as medicine. Hopefully,
this will improve the quality of medical
education and patient care.
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CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
a Widest variety

a Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly customer service

a Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone

AND MORE.
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Murphy's Eleventh Law as it

Applies to Data Entry

T. R. Todd

Definition of the Law
It is almost certain that everyone has

heard of Murphy's Law at some time in

their lives. Simply stated it is:

• If anything can go wrong, it will.

Applications of this principle can be seen

in the NASA Space Program, in traffic

tie-ups. in cooking, in virtually every facet

of the human condition. Many have
probably seen the corollaries to the basic

law also. For instance:

• Nature always sides with the hidden

flaw.

• Left to themselves, all things go from

bad to worse.

In his book The Official Rules (197«).

New York. NY. Dell Publishing Co.). Paul

Dickson has put forth a comprehensive
listing of Murphy's Laws. In the eleventh

law. he asserts that:

•It is impossible to make anything
foolpriH>f . because fools are so ingenious.

This applies to many aspects of daily life,

but it is especially applicable to the area

of computers, and specifically data entry.

People who do data-entry work are not

fools by any means. However, with the

advent of personal computing, many people

are sitting down at a computer for the

first time.

T. R. Todd. 95.1 Fonwallow (Hurl. San Jo*.-. CA
"5120.

How It Applies to Data Entry

When someone faces a computer for

the first time, there is a certain amount of

anxiety in the relationship. Some never

get over it. One of the many ways to

overcome this problem is in the program-

ming interface to the user. As stated in

the age-old acronym. GIGO (Garbage In.

Garbage Out), the only way to get good
results from the computer is to get good

input from the user.

It is therefore the responsibility of the

program, and thus the programmer to

make sure that the input to the program
will produce the desired results. If this

cannot be assured, then it should at least

ensure that the input will not cause a

program error. There can be nothing more
frustrating tt) computer novices than to

be told that they made an error when
they didn't know what they were supposed
to do.

INS String used for input and output of routine

EDI 1 ) Data type parameter:

1 = Character string (parameter ED(2) is required):

2 = Integer value (parameters ED(3) and EDI4) are required):

3 = Decimal value (parameters ED(3) and ED(4) are required).

Also used as a return code parameter to the caller:

= value passed is the desired data type, was within limits, and has

been formatted back into INS;
-1 = Error has occurred and user has been notified of the error and how

to correct it.

ED(2) Length of character string

ED(3) Minimum acceptable value of integer or decimal number

ED(4) Maximum acceptable value of integer or decimal number

ED(5) Working variable

Figure I. Variables Used by the Input Edit Subroutine.
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Hail to the Chief
by

Phillip W. Brashrar

and
Richard G. Vance

CS-4704 Apple II Disk. 48K »248S

Your object in this simulation is to be
elected president In your campaign you
set your strategy and carry it out week by
week. You may run TV or magazine ads.
travel to different states, hold news con-
ferences and participate m a debate
You must take a position on ten campaign

issues such as Energy Policy. Unemploy-
ment. Taxes. Mid-East Policy and Strategic
Arms Limitations You must manage your
fund raising efforts to business, labor and
mass direct mail solicitations

The package includes four models of
varying complexity, each can be used at
ten levels of difficulty The more complex
models introduce the influences of incum-
bency, campaign finance and spending
limits

Hail to the Chief haa been used as a
teaching aid in Political Science. Voting
Behavior and Computer Science at the
University level since 1976 It is a well
proven package which includes a compre-
hensive manual.

Gradebook
DiskCS-4 709S24 95 Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus

The GRADEBOOK system is a package often interlocking pro-

grams in APPLESOFT BASIC on a single diskette Gradebook
brings the speed and accuracy of the computer to the teacher's tra-

ditional grading and record- keeping procedures In this process,
several new capabilities emerge Some are described below, while
you will discover others for yourself as you explore this highly in-

teractive, user-oriented system designed with the classroom
teacher in mind

1) CLASSFILE INITIATION leads you step by step through setting

up a class file and storing it on the disk.

2) SCORE ENTRY uses the roster set up in CLASSFILE INITIATION

to enter a class set of scores on one or more assignments

3) SINGLE STUDENT EDITOR permits you to fill in incompletes ".

correct mistakes made in SCORE ENTRY, etc.

4) CLASS ROSTER CHANGE is exactly what it sounds like

5) RECORD CHECK first summarizes the state of the class as a

whole, then lets you check on how any individual is doing.

6) STATISTICAL SUMMARY can actually be run at any time you
want a detailed summary of student performance for an entire

class.

Story Time and Don't Fall
Disk CS-4 702 $24 95 Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Story Time
What s your name'' Please name someone
you like What are you afraid of Name a
food you don t like. Using the answers to
these questions, the computer makes up a
delightful story presented with sound and
full-color graphics Over 100.000 variations
are possible which incorporate different
locales Idesert mountain seashore, school
yard) weather time of day. and surprise
events (find a creepy cave, haunted house,
pink flying saucer and much morel

Don I Fall

Several new features make this adaptation
of hangman belter than ever You can choose
words from nine categories (sports, countries
etc I Every letter you guess that is not in

the words brings you one step closer to
falling in the water In the second part of
each round you give the computer a word
which it must guess, otherwise it falls in

Three skill levels

Scientific

Plotter and
Curve Fitter

Scientific Plotter
DiskCS-4803 $24 95
Requires 48K Apple II Plus

Turn your Apple into a valuable and
versatile laboratory tool Scientific Plotter

produces high-resolution graphs with ease
and elegance Data can be entered through
the keyboard, from disk dies or directly

from Basic subroutines The scale and
endpoints of the graph are under your control

Numeric labels are automatically added to

theaxes Text labels can be placed anywhere
on the screen, with horizontal or vertical

orientation
This brief description barely begins to

cover the full range of this versatile graphic
aid The program can scale logarithmically.

scale each axis independently, plot selec-

tively tn quadrants of the screen, plot with

any of twenty symbols in four different sizes,

and much more Anyone who needs to

convert data into meaningful graphs will

find that Scientific Plotter is an invaluable
aid

Curve Fitter
Disk CS-4804 $34 95
Requires 48K Apple II Plus

Curve Fitter gives visual meaning to your
data Information can be entered through
the keyboard or from disk Curve Fitter can
also accept information from analog instru-

ments such as spectrophotometers or pH
meters Data can be scaled, converted to
log form, or offset by a constant Smoothing
and averaging features are included in the
program
With a choice of three methods of Inter-

polation and three methods of least squares
fitting. Curve Fitter can provide the beet
high resolution curve for any meaningful
data Once the curve has been produced,
unknownscan be entered and an interpolated

value will be returned
With many user-oriented features, such

as numbered axes, four selectable plotting

symbols, and the ability to save all data on
disk. Curve Fitter will prove invaluable to

anyone working with data

Disk Organizer

Disk CS-4802. $24 95 48K Apple II Plus

Tired of writing scads of disk information

on tiny little labels? Let your Apple do the

work with Disk Organizer. This utility program

examines each disk, displays the number
of free sectors, searches for control char-

acters, and creates a file of your programs
The file can be sent to the screen or to a

printer And that s lust the start You can
sort the file by program name, program
language, or disk volume number, and search

for a specific program, for all programs in a
certain language, or for all programs on a
specific disk Once a file is created, it can
be transferred to any disk For those emer-
gencies when you need to save a tile and
have no space on available disks, the program
includes an ititiahze utility Disk organizer

can save hours of time that were once i

searching for programs

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morns Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E x press orders may be called

m toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll free 800-631-8112
In NJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software
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Murphy's Law continued...

10 DIM ED(5)
100 REM • -

110 Rrtl » « ENTRY POINT OF INPUT EDIT SUBROUTINE » »

120 REM « »

130 ON EDC1) GOTO 230. 300. 300
l'.O REM » «

150 REM « » INPUT VALUES ARE IN ERROR « «

160 REM > *

170 PRINT "INPUT ERROR TO EDIT ROUTINE"
180 PRINT "ED(1)=";ED(1);",ED<2>=";ED(2>;",ED(3)=";ED(3>;
190 PRINT ".ED(4)=";ED(4>
200 EDO) = -1

210 GOTO 600
220 REM » «

230 REM « « CHARACTER STRING FORMATTER « »

240 REM « «

250 INS = INS "[10 SP1"
260 IF LEN(INS) < ED(2> THEN GOTO 230
270 INS = IEFTS(INS.ED(2)>
280 GOTO 600
290 REM « «

300 REM « » ENTER HERE FOR 'NTCCER AND DTCIMAL VALUES » »

310 R£M » »

320 ED(5) VAL(INS)
330 REM « «

340 REM « « RANGE CHECK » «

350 REM « »

360 IF EDC5) >= ED<3) AND ED<5) <= ED(4) THEN GOTO 400
370 PRINT "ERROR- VALUE MUST BE BETWEEN ";ED<3);" AND ";ED(4)
380 ED(l) = -1
390 GOTO 600
400 INS - STRSCEDCS))
410 ON ED(1> GOTO , 430. 500
420 REM « «

430 REM « « CHECK FOR INTEGER VALUE * »
440 REM » «
450 IF EDC5) l INTCED(5)> THEN GOTO 600
460 PRINT "ERROR- VALUE MUST BE AN INTEGER"
470 ED<1) = -1
480 GOTO 600
490 REM « »

500 REM » « FIND THE DECIMAL POINT. IF PRESENT AND » «

510 REM » « FORMAT THE HUMBER TO TWO DECIMAL PLACES » «

520 REM « «

530 FOR I = LEN(INS) TO I STEP -1
540 IF MIDS(INS.I.l) = "." THEN GOTO 580
550 NEXT
560 INS = INS ".00"
570 GOTO 600
580 INS = LEFTSUNS "00". 1*2)
590 REM » «

600 REM » » COMMON EXIT POINT FROM INPUT EDIT SUBROUTINE «

610 REM » «

620 IF ED(1) > THEN ED< 1 ) =

630 RETURN

Figure 2. Input Data Edit Subroutine.

1000 PRINT "ENTER NAME ==>"; (Tall user what data you want)
1005 INPUT INS (Road input data)
1010 ED(1) = 1 (Sot string data typa)
1015 ED(2> « 13 (Sot string length)
1020 GOSUB 100 (Call odit subroutine)
1025 IF EDO) < THEH (Chock for orror on input)

GOTO 1000 (If error then roquost data again)
1030 REM INPUT IS VALID, OPERATE ON IT.

Figure .?. For a Character String of Length 13.

2000 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF COPIES (BETWEEN 1 AND 10) ==>";
2005 INPUT INS (Road input data)
2010 EDO) l 2 (Sot intcgnr data typo)
2015 ED(3) • 1 (Sat minimum valua)
2020 ED(4) = 10 (Sot maximum value)
2025 GOSUB 100 (Call edit subroutine)
2030 IF EDO) < THEN (Check error on input)

GOTO 2000 (If orror request data again)
2035 REM INPUT IS VALID. OPERATE ON IT.

Figure 4. For an Integerfrom I to 10.

3000 PRINT "ENTER UNIT PRICE = = >";
3005 INPUT INS (Road input data)
3010 EDO) = 3 (Set floating point data typo)
3015 ED(3) = .01 (Sot minimum valuo)
3020 ED(4) 1000 (Sot maximum value)
3025 GOSUB 100 (Call edit subroutine)
3030 IF EDO) <

GOTO 3000
THEN (Check orror on input)

(If error requost data again)
3035 REM INPUT IS VALID , OPERATE ON IT.

Figure 5. For a Decimal Number between 0.01 and 1000.00.

The User-Friendly Interface

To make the user feel more relaxed,

and get more done in a given amount of

time, the program should lead the user

through every step of the data entry in a

non-threatening way. Specifically, there

are three basic responsibilities that the

program should bear to ease the burden

on the user.

The Helpful Interface

First, the program must explicitly define

the type of input it expects. If the program

is for a data-entry clerk in a business

environment, dealing with the same pro-

grams and data every day. the definition

need not be too specific. However, the

casual user may not understand the request

for input data and so. for the casual user

the program must be more explicit, perhaps

providing more information (when
requested) about a specific data element.

For instance, if the user does not

understand the data request, he might

have the immediate option of entering a

question mark. The input routine could

recognize the question mark as a request

for more information about the data
required, and supply the data type,

minimum and maximum values, or string

length. These values have all been supplied

to the subroutine as parameters for its

own determination of the correctness of

the data: why not share this information

with the user, as needed?
Second, the input itself should not

generate any Operating System or Basic

messages. There can be nothing more
frustrating to a user than to provide a

character string entry when an integer

data element was requested and get the

baffling message: TYPE MISMATCH
ERROR.

I would recommend that all input be

taken in by the program in character-

string form, then internally converted to

the proper data type under program
control. This will eliminate many problems,

and eventually much wear and tear on
the keyboard.

Third, the user should be told about
mistakes as they are entered, and also

told why they are not considered good
input. If a program expects an integer

value between I and 99, a value of 5984.98

will clearly be out of range, but not
necessarily out of the range of possibilities

in the user's mind. At this point the user

should be told that the input was in error,

what kind of error was made, and what
the program considers to be good input

for that data element.

In addition to this, there is the myth of
the electronic brain that has been popular-
ized by the pseudo-technical TV programs
which show the "computer technician"

disagreeing with the results of a computer
run. and simply running the program again,

with no changes, to achieve a better
result.

An Input Edit Subroutine
The code contained in Figure 2 is a

comprehensive input editing subroutine.
It requires little input from the user, and
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Murphy's Law continued...
returns the input value to the user in the

INS variable, edited and formatted accord-

ing to the specifications provided. Figure

1 shows the input and output requirements

on this routine.

If the user is asked to input some
character data, the example in Figure 3

defines the calling sequence required to

invoke the subroutine character input.

Only the data type and the string length

are required for this type of data, and the

string is returned to the user formatted to

the length specified. (Alternately, this

routine can be used to format variable

length character strings to a standard length

for output in columns, left justified.)

For an integer value, the calling sequence

is defined in Figure 4. For a decimal value,

see Figure 5 for the invocation. Both of

these data types require a range of accept-

able values, as well as the data type

parameter. The integer request is checked
to see that the data has no fractional part,

and the decimal is truncated or expanded
to two decimal places regardless of the

input. Upon return to the user, the data
type variable ED( 1 ) is set to zero to indicate

that the input is as requested, or to -1 to

indicate that an error message was issued.

If the return code is zero, then the input

from the user has been returned in the

variable INS, formatted according to the

routine's specifications. All numeric values

are formatted into a character string, and
decimal numbers are either truncated or
padded to two decimal places.

How the Code Works
The code shown in Figure 2 was origi-

nally written for the Apple II with the

Applesoft II firmware card, and sub-

sequently modified for the Commodore
PET. The code has been formatted here

to be for general use. and has none of the

"tricks" available to these two systems

which might make it inapplicable in other

Basic dialects.

The dimension statement at line 10

should be inserted at the beginning of the

program to define the structure for input

to the subroutine. Entry is made to the

routine at a common point, line 100, for

any data type. Line 130 uses the data type

parameter to choose the correct routine

to be executed. If the ED(1) data type

parameter is not set for each call to the

subroutine, or if an invalid data type is

used, the error routine at line 170 will

notify the user. With any kind of luck, all

entries to this routine will be thoroughly

tested before it is turned over to the user,

so that these messages will never be seen

by the ultimate user. However, they will

provide a valuable debugging tool to the

program during the development
process.

The character string formatter, starting

at line 230, simply adds a string of ten

blanks to the character string until the

string length is larger than the specified

length in ED(2). The string is then truncated

to the specified length. Note: the code at

line 250 uses the PET notation convention

to indicate the 10 blanks.

At line 300, the integer and decimal

value routine first converts the character

string from the input statement to a numeric

value in the work variable ED(5). Note:

At this point, any extraneous non-numeric

characters are eliminated because the VAL
built-in function takes only numeric char-

acters from the string, and only up to the

first non-numeric character. Therefore,

input such as "125.72G51" will be taken

as "125.72." The range check is then done
at line 360. and the error routine at 370 is

entered if the numeric value is outside

the range of the numbers specified in

ED(3) and ED(4).

If the number is within range it is then

converted back to a string, and the data

type is once again checked to differentiate

between decimals and integers. Integers

are tested at line 450 to insure that no
fractional part exists and, if this is true,

the routine transfers control to the exit

Used properly, this

interface can do much
toward the

advancement of
computers, and
specifically small
computers, in our

daily lives, by removing
some of the mystery
and difficulty from

their use.

routine. An error message is printed to

the user if the value contains any fractional

part, and exit is made with an error return

code. Decimal numbers are formatted

starting at line 500 by searching for the

decimal point within the string. The search

is done from right to left to save time,

because this routine is intended for a

commercial application. In a scientific

application it may save time to search for

the decimal from left to right if the numbers
being handled are very small. If a decimal

is found, the line at 580 adds two zeros to

the end of the string and truncates the

string at a position two characters beyond
the location of the decimal point. If a

decimal point is not found, then line 560

adds a ".00" to the end of the string and
goes to the common exit point.

At the common exit point, line 600. the

data type parameter is tested for error. If

the value is non-negative, then the value

is set to zero to indicate that the value

passed to this routine in INS is now returned

to INS and meets all of the user's specifica-

tions as passed in the ED(n) parameters.

The routine then simply RETURNs to its

caller.

Programming Notes

There are a few things about this routine

and its invocation that bear mentioning.

Line number 410 in Figure 2 makes the

differentiation between decimal and

integer-type numbers. These are the only

types that will come to line 410. so the

comma after the GOTO is there to indicate

that there is a value missing, and the only

addresses supplied are for cases 2 and 3.

An alternate approach to this, and equally

valid, is to recode the line to read:

410 ON (ED(1) -1) GOTO 430, 500

This method was not chosen because it is

felt that there is less confusion to the

reader of the code to indicate that a value

is omitted, rather than to be constantly

changing such a pivotal value as the

argument of an ON...GOTO statement.

It should be the responsibility of the

code which calls this subroutine to keep

track of the cursor location. If the sub-

routine is entered with good input, then

the return is made with ED(1) set to zero,

and the cursor is exactly where it was left.

If the input data is in error, then the

subroutine will print a one-line error

message and return to the caller with

ll)i 1 ) set to - 1 . This should be an indication

to the caller that there is some adjustment

to be made in the cursor, as well as another

input request to be made again.

The calling routine may also sound an

audible alarm (if implemented) when ED(1)

is returned as a -1. This is an excellent

human-factor item, as the end user will

be notified that an error has occurred

without having to look at the screen after

each item of data is entered.

Possible Changes
If the user wishes to have a variable

number of decimal places— this routine

was designed with a commercial application

in mind— this could be easily accomplished

with another input variable. Another
improvement which could be made to

this routine would be to allow for character-

string formatting with right alignment. This

could be used for columnizing numbers
on reports. The code required for these

improvements is left as an exercise for

the reader.

The subroutine described in this article

will provide the programmer with the

capability of providing the user with what

is termed a "user-friendly" interface. If

used properly, this interface can do much
toward the advancement of computers,

and specifically small computers, in our
daily lives, by removing some of the mystery

and difficulty from their use. It may not

make the process foolproof, but the

techniques discussed in this article will

challenge the ingenuity of fools.
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Riverbamk Software inc.

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
an arcade-like race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND*

REQUIRES
APPLE II* * OR
APPLE II PLUS * •

48K, 13 & 16

SECTOR DISK,

PADDLE CONTROL

VISA/MASTERCHARGE
MONEY ORDERS/COD
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR
INQUIRIES INVITED

$30.00 PER DISK
MD. RESIDENTS ADD 5%
U.S. CURRENCY ONLY

See your local dealer
or call Toll-free

24 hours for

ORDERS ONLY:
1-800-327-9191 ex. 244
(Outside Florida)

INQUIRIES AND FLORIDA
ORDERS: 301-479-1312
SMITH'S LANDING ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 128
DENTON, MD. 21629

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-
wick Farm, Karlskoga, and Monaco • Five speed manual or

automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight

levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Speeds to 198 MPH • controlled skids • spinouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turns •
narrow corners • obstacles • identified circuit features • number of laps selection •

flashing last lap indicator • 'Christmas tree' controlled start • switch for silent operation •
blue post marks 300' intervals • best lap/best race times posted • fully instrumented control

panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • position indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tape • lap counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating
fuel gauge

RIVERBANK WILL REPLACE DAMAGED DISKS WITHIN 1 YEAR OF PURCHASE. RETURN DISK WITH PROOF OF
PURCHASE PLUS FIVE DOLLARS POSTAGE AND HANDLING FOR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT
(TEN DOLLARS OVERSEAS)
•TRADEMARK MUSE CO , BALT MD * * APPLE COMPUTER. INC . CUPERTINO. CA
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BIG. BAD MATRIX ?

Beginners in Basic, as well as many
people with quite a lot of experience,

have real trouble understanding arrays

and matrices. This may be because it is a

little difficult at first to see the real value

of these concepts. Once the techniques

are mastered, and it becomes possible to

"visualize" an array or matrix, these

extremely powerful features of Basic and
many other high-level languages become
useful tools. The purpose of this article is

to introduce these concepts and a few of

the techniques involved in matrix/array

programming, and to point out some of

the places where arrays can be used.

What is an Array

An "array" is like a list. Visualize it as a

vertical stack of boxes. The boxes are

piled up, and the stack is one box wide

and several boxes high. Thus the pile has

only one dimension, that of height. It is

only one box wide, so it has no width.

There is no depth, either.

The computer doesn't see things quite

this way. but since what it does is totally

"transparent" or "invisible" to the user,

we don't really care. The stack of boxes is

convenient for human minds to picture,

and we can draw it on a piece of paper.

But what good is a pile of boxes if the

boxes are empty? Can't we put something

useful in them? The boxes are called

variables, and they function just as any

other Basic variable functions. Each box

can store a number or a string (unless you
are using Atari Basic, which can store

only numbers in an array or matrix...strings

are handled differently.) Figure 1 shows

how our stack of boxes or variables,

collectively called an array, should be

visualized.

+
! 8 < (Box 1 contains 8>
+ +

! 7 ! (Box 2 contains 7>

I 3 ! (Box 3 contains 3>
+

! 1 ! (Box 4 contains 1)
+

! 6 ! (Box 5 contains 6)
+ +

Figure I.

When an array is first DIMensioned
(more on this later), it has nothing stored

in the boxes. Most Basics automatically

initialize the boxes to 0, but if there is any

Keilh Brewster. 1152 Snowberry Ct.. Sunnyvale.
, CA 94087.

doubt, it's good practice to initialize them

as part of the program. There are many
ways to put values in the boxes.

First, they can be "stuffed" in by direct

assignment statements. To do this, we
must know the name of the array. Let's

call it array A. The boxes have numbers
automatically, numbering from A(l) to

A(N). where N is the number of the bottom

box. In our example, the boxes (called

elements) are numbered from 1 to 5. To
specify the array and box to be "stuffed,"

we use the following format:

ARRAYNAME ( ELEMENTNUMBER

)

For example, in our example, if we want

to put 100 into box 3, we can do it like

this:

A(3>=100
In typical Basic manner, we can use a

variable to represent the box, too! Since

we are going to get used to using the

word "element" instead of box, well choose

the variablename E (for Element). Now
we can do this:

E=3: A<E>=100

Once again, the value 100 has been stored

in the element that is numbered A(3l.

You can DIM an array

for practically any
number of elements,
but remember that

unused elements use
memory, so don't get

carried away!

Note to Atari users: Don't leave any
spaces in array/matrix variables, or you
just might "crash" the system. Specifically,

don't ever type A (E)! You can confuse
Atari Basic very badly this way. and it

may go away and sulk, leaving you with

no way to reestablish communication
except by pressing RESET and losing your

program. This may not be a problem with

newer Atari systems.

The wheels are going around in the

mind, and the question is about to be

asked: Why should I use a variable to

stand for the element number? Well, you
don't need to do this to assign values to

elements directly, but what if you want to

Keith Brewster

READ out of the DATA statement into

your array? Here's how this is done:

10 REM STUFF ARRAY A FROM DATA
STATEMENT

20 DIM A(10>
30 FOR E - 1 TO 5
40 READ A(E>
SO NEXT E
60 DATA 8t7f3fl.6

This little routine reads the values from

your data statement (line 60) and stuffs

them in sequence into the array. Note the

DIM statement in line 20. This just reserves

memory space for a ten-element array.

You can DIM an array for practically any

number of elements, but remember that

unused elements use memory, so don't

get carried away! Note. too. that many
systems allow you a ten-element array

without a DIM statement (TRS-80 and

Applesoft Basics do this), while others

require a DIM statement for all arrays

(Atari does this). The word DIM stands

for DIMension.
Another Atari-specific note: Atari Basic

does not allow you to READ directly out

of a DATA statement into an array, and

you must use a normal variable in the

READ statement, then do an assignment

from the normal variable to the array

element.

In Atari Basic, you would add line 35

READ X, then change line 40 to read

40 A<E)=X
The rest of the program is the same.

Now we know how to loop using FOR
NEXT until our array is full. But what

happens if there are ten elements in the

array and only six numbers in the DATA
statement? We get an OUT OF DATA
error message. What can we do to prevent

this? The easiest and most widely used

method is to place an end-of-data marker
as the last piece of data in the DATA
statement. A number— selected so that it

would not otherwise appear in the data

statement— is used for this purpose. A
good example might be 10000. Listing I is

a typical routine that uses this technique.

10 REM EXAMPLE OF END MARKER
20 E =

30 E=E+1
40 READ A(E)
SO IF A(E)=10000 THEN A(E)=0:GOTO

100
60 GOTO 30
70 DATA 8t7t3flr6> 10000
100 REM REST OF PROGRAM CONTINUES
110

Listing I.



WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service... Support...

Software.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodore Systems allows 3

CPU s (Expandable to 81 to access a

single Commodore Disk

MULTI-CLUSTER OCPUsl S 795

Each Additional CPU tup to 81 . . . S 199

16K B (16K RAM-40 Column) - Lim. Oty $995
32KB(32K RAM-40 Clm.) -Lim. Qty $1295
4016 (16K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) $995
4032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) $1295
8032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-80 Clm.) $1495
8050 Dual Disk (1 Meg Storage) $1795
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) $1295
8010 IEEE Modem j 280
C2N Cassette Drive $ 95
CBM - IEEE Interface Cable .....!.!.!!!!"!!!"!

'.

'. i 40
IEEE - IEEE Interlace Cable

'.

'. $ 50
VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer \

'. \ \ \ \ . ! $ 295

ALTOS
ACS 800O-2 64K 1M $ 4500
ACS 8000-15 64K 1M $ 5990
ACS 8000-6 208K 14.5M

" "
$10490

ACS 8000-7 208K 29.0M $11690
ACS 8000-10 208K 10M $ 8500
ACS 8000-10/MTU $10990

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER $ 645
MX-80 FT $ 745
MX-100 $ 945
MX-70 $ 459
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 (RS-232) $ 75
8150 (2K Buttered RS-232) $ 150
8161 (IEEE 488)

8131 (Apple Card) .

.

8230 (Apple Card) .

.

8220 (TRS-80 Cable).

55

85

25

35

DIARLO 630 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 - Serial - RS-232 $2710
Tractor Option $ 250

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) $3055
5510 (Serial) $3055
5520 (KSR-Serial) $3415
Tractor Option $ 225

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $1330
32K APPLE II* $1430
48K APPLE II* $1530
APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS . $ 650
APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490
APPLE III 128K - In Stock!

w/Momtor
Into Analystpak $4740

AMDEK MONITORS
Video 100 12" B*W $ 179
Video 300 12" Green $ 249
Color 1

13" Low Res $ 449
Color I1 13" High Res $ 999

INTERTEC COMPUTERS
64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M'" . . . $3495
64K OD Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage), CP/M™. . $3995

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400 (16K RAM) $ 399
Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1080
Atari 410 RECORDER $ 89.95

Atari 810 DISK DRIVE $ 599.95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals.

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 1 8K $ 29 95
WordPro 3 (40 Clm )16K ....$ 199.95

WordPro 3* $295
WordPro 4 (80 Clm ) 32K .... $ 375
WordPro 4* $ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY. CALL US FOR OUR NEW 6O-PA6E CATALOG.
WE WILL MATCH ANY APWERTISED PRICE ON PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR "IN STOCK" CONDITIONS.

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617)449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

M.tterChirge and VISA Accepted
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.

SPECTACULAR
OFFERS

BASF. WABASH,

MAXWELL, 1 J OPUS

We stock the complete line of BASF diskettes,

reel-to-reel tapes, mag cards, disk packs and
cartridges. We also carry MAXELL. OPUS and
WABASH products. All are 100% certified and
fully guaranteed.

Box of 10 diskettes: 5<*' 8'

OPUSss/sd $20 $21

BASF ss/sd 23 24
WABASH ss/sd 23 24

MAXELL ss/dd 31 39

Sectoring must be specified.

5 tt " or 8" Vinyl Storage Pages 107$5

LIBRARY CASES JB>
8" Kas sette/10 $2.99 Xf^Ul
5V4" Mini Kas-sette/10 . $2.49 X^^

HAROHOLE DISK PROTECTORS

Reinforcing rings of tough mylar

protect disk hole edge from

damaae.
5Vi" 8"

Applicators $3 $4
Hardhole Rings (50) $6 $8

DISK DRIVE HEAD
CLEANING KITS

Prevent head crashes and
ensure error-free operation.

5V4-or8" $19.50

5i

SFDC- 10 CASSETTES 10/$7

(All cassettes include box and labels.)

Get 8 cassettes. C-10
Sonic, and Cassette/8
Library-Album, as illustrated,

for only $8

v>SNAP-IT POWER CENTER

Turns 1 outlet into 6. Wall
mount or portable. Circuit aJT>
breaker, lighted switch and
UL approved.

4-x3"x2" $19.95

We also offer printer ribbons, printwheels,

type elements, equipment covers, power con-

soles, paper supplies, storage and filing equip-

ment, furniture and many other accessories

for word and data processing systems. Write

for our free catalog.

VISA • MASTERCHARGE • MONEY
ORDERS • CERTIFIED CHECK • FOR

PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW TWO WEEKS
• COD. REQUIRES A 10% DEPOSIT • CAL.

RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX • MIN $2
SHIPPING & HANDLING • MINIMUM

ORDER $10 • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR FULL REFUND

PRODUCTS
8868 CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92123

Toll Free 800-854-1555 Order Only

lation or Calilorrv~
*

(714) 268-3537

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Big Bad Matrix, continued...

Another way to load an array is by use

of the INPUT statement. This allows you

to put numbers directly into the array

from the keyboard. To do this, simply

substitute for line 40:

4.0 INPUT "NUMBER. PLEASE *iA<E)

40 PRINT 'NUMBER. PLEASE *. INPUT X

A(E)-X

(for Atari sustains)

When all your numbers are in, you can

enter 10000. and the program will jump
out of the loop and proceed from line

100.

Before we leave the array and start

talking about the matrix, there are a couple

more things you should know. In most

Basics (Atari's is the notable exception),

you can store strings in the elements as

well as numbers. But you can't put strings

in a numeric array. You must DIM the

array as follows:

DIH A*(10)

Now. anything you put into any of the

elements of array AS (pronounced "A
dollar" or "A string") will be stored that

way. so you can't put numbers into a

string array and expect to do calculations

10 REM iixii ALPHABETICAL SORT
XXXXX

20 REM xxx HOUSEKEEPING xxx
30 DIM A*<10): REM x DIMENSION

STRING ARRAY TO HOLD UP TO 1

1 STRINGS x

40 HOME
100 REM xxx LOAD STRING ARRAY A

FROM CONTENTS OF DATA STAT
EMENT AT LINE 150 xxx

110 FOR E = 1 TO ot REM x NOTE
THERE ARE 6 ITEMS IN THE DAT
A STATEMENT X

120 READ A»(E>: REM PUT DATA
ITEMS INTO ARRAY ELEMENTS X

130 NEXT E
ISO DATA CAN . ARRAYS. NUMBER OR M

ORD. DO. TASKS! .SORTING
20C REM xxx SORT ARRAY A* USING

ASCII VALUES REPRESENTING F

IRST LETTER OF EACH ITEM IN
THE ARRAY xxx

210 FOR I = 1 TO 6'. FOR E = 1 TO
5

220 IF ASC <A*(E)> > ASC (A«<E
+1)) THEN GOSUB 1000 : REM
x TO SNAP SUBROUTINE x

230 NEXT E

240 NEXT I
300 REM xxx PRINT OUT SORTED AR

RAY xxx
310 HOME
320 FOR E = 1 TO 7

330 PRINT A«(E>;" "i

340 NEXT E
999 END
1000 REM xxx SNAP CONTENTS OF T

HO ELEMENTS xxx
1010 TL* A«<E>
1020 A»(E> A«(E 1>
1030 AS(E + 1) TE*
1040 RETURN
1050 END

3RUN
ARRAYS CAN DO NUMBER OR WORD
SORTING TASKS!

Listing 2.

170

with them! Of course you can use VAL to

convert numbers stored as strings to pure

numbers.

An excellent example of string array

use is when you want to sort a bunch of

words in (for example) alphabetical order.

See Listing 2 for an example of this.

The DIM Statement

Now let's take a quick look at the DIM
statement. This should go toward the

beginning of your program, certainly before

the array is used. Remember, too, that

more than one DIM for the same array

name is illegal. Your program will be

interrupted by a rude error message if

you use a GOTO to send the program

back to a line before the original DIM
statement! So get the DIM out of the way

at the beginning of the program, then

don't let the program loop back to a line

lower than the DIM line number!

Any time you want to

enter a significant

number of words,
sentences, or numbers
using INPUT or want

to READ them from disk

or DATA statement,
use an array!

In Atari Basic, all arrays must be

DIMmed. Applesoft and Radio Shack

Basics give you the first ten (or so) elements

"free." But it's a good idea to get in the

habit of DIMming all arrays (and matrices),

just in case you want to use an Atari

system for more than Star Raiders!

In summary, any time you want to enter

a significant number of words, sentences,

or numbers using INPUT or want to READ
them from disk or DATA statement, use

an array! When you are done, you can

print out the list with the program in

Listing 3.

200 REM PRINT CONTENTS OF ARRAY A

210 E=0
220 E=E+1
230 IF A<E>=10000 THEN 300
240 PRINT A<E>
250 GOTO 220
300 REM PROGRAM CONTINUES...

Listing X

Matrices

Now bring on those big. bad matrices!

No. a matrix isn't something you sleep on

(nor is array some kind of disk-shaped

fish): A matrix is an array with more than

CREATIVE COMPUTING



ATTENTIOI
COMPARISON SHOPPERS

HOW DOES A $299 BYTEWRITER-1
STACK UPAGAINSTA $650 EPSON MX-

YOU DECIDE!

The Only 80 Column Dot
Matrix Printer Under $300.
Why do we dare to compare the

Bytewriter-1 to the Epson MX-80,
the industry leader? Because we
feel strongly that dollar for dollar,

the Bytewriter-1 is tough to beat for

performance and quality.

Our extensive testing has proved
that the Bytewriter-1 interfaces

problem-free to the TRS-80, the
Apple II and the Atari 400 and 800.

We are not going to tell you that the
Bytewriter-1 is better than the

MX-80, but by comparison, and for

half the cost, you get more than a
reliable printer— you get a great
value.

Call or write for more information
today.

Comparable features.
Uncomparable price.

K
9514 Chesapeake Drive

San Diego, CA 92123
(714) 278-0633

Outside CA call

TOLL FREE (800) 854-1081

TWX. 910-335-1269

TRS-80 Is a trademark of Radio Shock, Div.

of Tandy Corp.
Apple II is a trodemark of Apple Computer

Inc.

Atari 400 & 800 are trademarks

of Atari, Inc.

MX-80 is a trodemark of

Epson America, Inc.

FEATURES BYTEWRITER-1

Print speed

Paper feed

Ribbon

Life

expectancy

60 lines per minute

Friction feed
original plus 3 copies

Black, cartridge $9.95

Printhead— 100 million char.

Drive Mech.— 10 million char.

Ribbon— 5 million char.

Dimensions 3.8" x 15" x 9"

Character
set

Interface

Warranty

Printhead
replacement

Cost

96 ASCII

Parallel

90 days

$29.95

$299

EPSON MX-80 4

46 lines per minute

Pinfeed
original plus 2 copies

Black, cartridge $14.00

50— 100 million char.

5 million char.

3 million char.

5.2" x 14.7" x 12"

96 ASCII

Parallel

90 days

$30

$650

30 Day
Money Back
Guarantee



MICRO
LEARNINGWARE
EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

FOR
TRS80 MODEL I & III

TRS80 COLOR COMPUTER
APPLE II

COMMODORE

LOW PRICKS

Individual programs 97.98

Packages of 4-7 programs 924.98

We have a large selection of

educational programs in:

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

JUNIOR HIOH MATHEMATICS

ALGEBRA

ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS EDUCATION

HISTORY

GEOGRAPHY

SCIENCE

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY BUILDING

GERMAN LANGUAGE

COMPREHENSIVE FARM
RECORDS ACCOUNTING

For detailed information, circle

the reader service or write:

MICRO
LEARNINGWARE

Box 2134
N Mankato MN 56001

507-625-2205

TRS80 istrademarkofTandyCorporation
APPLE is trademark of Apple Computer
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Big Bad Matrix, continued...

one dimension! Remember we said an

array is "one dimensional" because it has

only height, and no width or depth? A
matrix has more than one dimension,

(usually two. but three- and even four-

dimensional matrices are not really

unusual.)

To keep it simple we*ll discuss two-

dimensional matrices in this article. Think

of a matrix as several arrays, all of the

same length (height) set side by side. The

result is often called a "table." but computer

people say matrix. There's one in Figure

2- matrix M

Col.l Col. 2 Col. 3 Col.

4

+ + + +

Row II 45 ! 20 ! 45 ! 25 I

+ + + + +

Row 2" 30 ! 10 ! 40 ! 20 I

+ + + +

Row 3! 105 ! 200 ! 305 1 -95 !

+ + +

Row 4! 300 > 50 • 350 I 250 I

+ +

Row 5! 75 I 30 I 105 ! 45 I

+ + +

Figure 2.

Anything true of an array is essentially

true of a matrix, too. You can assign both

Row and Column numbers to variables.

The DIM procedure is similar but not

identical. The following is a correct DIM
statement for our example matrix that

has five rows and four columns:

DIM M(5f4>
Notice that the number of rows to be

used is always the first number in the

parentheses. It is followed immediately.

without so much as a space, (especially if

you are working with an Atari system) by

a comma, and then immediately by the

number of columns you want to DIM.
Remember that the rows are horizontal

and •he columns are vertical. The DIM
statement takes the following form:

DIM MATRIXNAMECROW, COLUMN)

For convenience, we'll use these matrix

variables: R is the Row variable, and C is

the Column variable. Let's assume we want

to load the matrix we have created with

DIM M(5.4) statement above, and we want

to use the values shown in the earlier

example. What should the DATA state-

ment look like, and how can we READ
into such a matrix?

The easiest way is to use two nested

FOR NEXT or other loops, one to handle

the columns, and the other for the rows.

Let's assume that we want to load the

matrix horizontally. That is, the first four

numbers in the DATA statement will go

into Row 1. columns 1.2,3.4 in that order.

Listing 4 shows how to do this.

10 REM STUFF MATRIX FM DATA STMT
20 R=l
30 FOR C=l TO 4
40 READ M<RrC>
50 NEXT C
60 DATA 45.20.65.25.30.10.40,20.

105.20 0,3 05.-95.30 0.50.35 0.250
75,30.105,45

Listing 4.

172

When we RUN this program, the first

four numbers in the DATA statement

will be stuffed into the first horizontal

row of the matrix. Now we need to add an

outer loop that will cycle through the

Row values. 1 to 5, Listing 5 is the same

program with the two loops, properly

nested.

10 REM STUFF MATRIX FM DATA STMT
20 FOR R=l TO 5
30 FOR C=l TO 4

40 READ M(R,C)
50 NEXT C
60 NEXT R
70 DATA 45,20,65,25,30,10,40,20
80 DATA 105,200,305,-95
90 DATA 300,50,350,250,75.30
100 DATA 105,45

Listing 5.

RUNning this program will load the matrix

with the values shown in the example. To
print it on the screen, try Listing 6.

200 REM PRINT MATRIX CONTENTS
210 FOR R-l TO 5
220 FOR C=l Tb 4
230 PRINT Ri" 'iC;* "i "STORES '!

M(R.C)
240 NEXT C
250 NEXT R

Listing 6.

You can "format" the print-out to fit your

particular system...

Here are a few ideas for programming

using matrices:

• Look-up tables.

•Storing numbers or strings for later

use (remember, no strings with Atari!).

• Mathematical manipulations such as

adding the first column to the second

column and putting the sum in the third

column.
• Multiplying a whole potful of numbers

by another number.
• Storing files as a table.

For example you could write a check-

book balancer that stores old balance in

column 1. check or deposit in column

two. new balance in column X date in

column 4, and check number in column
5. Or you could store data on people:

name in the first column, address in column

two. phone in column 3, etc.

Assuming you have "loaded" a 4 column

by 5 row matrix like the one described,

here's how to do arithmetical manipulations

of its elements.

MULTIPLY COL 1 BY COL 2

(Store product in Col 3)

300 FOR R=l TO 5
310 M<R,3)=M<R.l )"M<R.2>
320 NEXT R

Notice here that only three Basic lines

need to be used to multiply practically

any number of elements! Division, addition,

subtraction, and the various Basic functions

can also be used in this manner. Here's a

short routine to look up numbers in a

matrix that are related to the number in

column one. For example, if you store

the amount of each check written in

CREATIVE COMPUTING



column one, and you want to print out
only those checks written for a certain
amount, you can do it like this.

400 INPUT -ENTER AMOUNT" ;AM
410 FOR R=l TO 5
420 IF AM=M(Rtl) THEN PRINT

H(Rrl)>* |H(R»2>t* SM(R,3>;
' "SM(Rf4)

430 NEXT R

The program loops through the row
numbers, checking column 1 in each row
for equality with the number you entered
as AM. When it finds a match, it prints

the contents of the other columns on that

row. These columns can be used for

practically anything you want! In the case

of string matrices, they could be addresses,

phone numbers, birthdates. anything you
might want to look up. In this case, column
one would contain the person's name.
AM would of course have to be AM$.
and the matrix would have to be dimen-
sioned as a string matrix.

By now your curiosity should have been
aroused, and you should be thinking of

ways to use matrices and arrays in your
own programming. They are a powerful
way to store data. You can READ in the

data either from a DATA statement, or
from disk. Disk operations are far too

system-dependent to cover in a general

article, but read the DOS and Basic manuals
that come with your system.

Each system is different in terms of the

RAM memory used to store each matrix/

array element. This information is in one
of the books supplied with your system. If

you can't find it. you can write a Basic

program that DIMs. then stuffs a matrix.

By using PRINTMEM (TRS-80). PRINT
FRE(O) (Atari. Apple), or the equivalent

command that tells your system to print

out the remaining user memory. A little

experimentation will let you find out how
much RAM is used each time you use

these powerful features of Basic.

In closing, you should know that matrices

and arrays give you one "free" element
that you can use any time you DIM an
array or matrix! This is row (matrices) or

element (arrays) 0. For example, you can
store a number like this:

A(0)=100

Or, in a matrix, you can do this:

M(0)=100

M<0,1>=101

M(0r2>=102

M(l,0)=103

and so forth.

Element 0, Row 0, and Column are

always there, and you should be using

them if you have very limited memory
available.

One of these days, someone will whisper

in your ear. "Who's Afraid of the Big.

Bad Matrix?" And you can confidently

respond. "Not 1!"
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#19 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We'll match any advertised price
on any item that we carry. And if

you find a lower price on what you
bought within 30 days of buying
it. just show us the ad and we II

refund the difference.
It's that simple.

DISK WITH /MANUAL
/ ONLY

Combine our price protection
with the availability of full profes-
sional support and our automatic
update service and you have the
Ultimate Software Plan.

It's a convenient, uncomplicated,
logical way to get your software

MANUAL
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MedicallPAS-31 $849 (40
Dental ! PAS-3) (849/(40

ASYST DESIGN
Prof Time Accounting $549 $40
General Subroutine $269 $40
Application Utilities $439 $40
COMPLETE BUS SYSTEMS
Creator $269 $?>
Reporter $169 $20
Both $399 $45

COMPUTER CONTROL
Fabs IB-tree) $159 $20
UltraSortll $159/$25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1) $ 99/(25
Pearl (level 2) (299/(40
Pearl (level 31 $549 $50

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2 2
NorthStar $149 $25
TRS-80 Model II [P*T)( 159/(35

t^ (New items or new prices)
CP/M users specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

MicroDolis
Cromemco
PL/l-80
BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-SkJ
Tex
rvspwii

DMA.
Ascom
DMA-DOS
CBS
Formula

GRAHAM-DORIAN
Oanaral Ladasi
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Job Costing
Payroll II

Inventory II

Payroll
Inventory
Cash Register
Apartment Mgt
Surveying
fVW'lilCdl

Dental

MICRO AP
S- Basic
Selector IV

»169/$25
(189/(25
(459/(35
$179, $30
$ 85/(15

65/$15
90/$ 15
90/(15
50/$ 10

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
TextWriler III $111 $25
DateBook II (269/(25
Milestone $269 $30
OSBORNE
General Ledger $ 59/$20
Acct Rec/Acct Pay $ 59 $20
Payroll w/Cost $ 59/(20
All 3 $129/(60
All 3 CBASIC-2 $199/(75

>s Enhanced Osborne $269 (60
.'With C Basic (349/(75

PEACHTREE
General Ledger (399/(40
Acct Receivable (399/(40
Acct Payable (399 (40
Payroll (399/(40
Inventory $399 $40
Surveyor $399 $40
Property Mgt (799/(40
CPA Client Write-up $799 $40
P5 Version Add (129
SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt(CDOStoCP/M) $ 69/$na
Ralfor ( 86/(na

SOHO GROUP
MatchMaker ( 97/(20
WorkM (177/(20

OTHER GOODIES
•r Select (269 (na
s Forcaster (199/(na
^ Micro Plan $419 $n,i

*" The Last One $549 ina
SuperCalc $269/(50
T.lig.t

BSTAM
$189/(30
(149/(15

BSTMS (149/(15
Tiny C ( 89/(50
Tiny C Compiler (229/(50
CBASIC-2 ( 98/(20
Nevada Cobol (129/(25
MicroSlat (224/(25
Vedit (105/(15
MmiModel (449/(50
StalPak (449/(40
Micro B (229/(20
Raid (224/(35
String/80 ( 84/(20
String/80 (source) (279/(na
ISIS II (199/(50
Plan 80 (269(30

(149/(15
(179/(35
(369/(45
(539/(45

(729/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40
(493/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40
(729/(40

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
GLorARor APorPay (599/(40
Inventory Control (599/(40
Analyst (199/(25
Lettenght (179/(25

(269/(25
(469/(35

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS
HDBS
MDBS
DRSor ORSorRTL
MDBS PKG
MICROPRO
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge

(269/(35
(795/(40
(269/(10

(1295/(60

(319/(60
( 89/(na

OSorl
s NAD
SUPERSOFT
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
Forth 18080 or Z80
Fortran
Fortran w/Hatfor
Other

TCS
GL or AR or AP or Pay
All 4

*•• Compiled each

UNICORN
Mince
Scribble
Both

WHITESMITHS
C Compiler
Pascal mcl C )

DATA BASE
FMS-80

( 89/(20
( 87/(20

( 49/(20
( 84/(20
( 84/(20
(149/(30
(219/(30
(289/(35
l.-ss 10

( 79/(25
(269/(99
( 99/(25

(149/(25
(149/(25
(249/(50

(600/(30
(850/(45

INFO UNLIMITED
EasyWnter
Daladen
Other

MICROSOFT
Softcard(Z-80CP/M)
Fortran
Cobol

MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar /MailMerge
SuperSort I

s Spellsfar

(224
(349
ii-ss m
(259
(179
(499

izeo
$ 99
(349
(159
(129

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc 3 3
CCA Data Mgr
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm

Visidex
Visiplol

Visilrend/Visiplol
Zork

PEACHTREE'
General Ledger
Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory

(159
( 84
(159
(129
(159
(149
(229
( 34

(224/(40
(224/(40
(224/(40
(224/(40
(224 (40

(109/(25 *'2BA?E|I
WordStar Mail-Merge (419/(85 condor II

DataStar (249/(60 'Access/80Datasta
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star

MICROSOFT
Basic 8o
Basic Compiler
Fonran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort
Macro-80
Edit-80
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80

Condor II

(249 (60
(119/(40 •'Optimum
(199/(40
( 1 75/(40

(649 (45
(595/(50
(899/(50
I6M ISO
$749(50

(289/(na
(329/(na
(349/(na
(5/4 (na
$124/(na
$144 $na
( 84 ina
(224/(na
$1/4 ina

PASCAL
Pascal/MT • (429/(30
Pascal Z (349/(30
Pascal/UCSD 4 (429/(50
Pascal M (189/(20
WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch 1179/(50
SpellGuard (229/(25
VTS/80 (259/(65
Magic Wand (289/(45
Spell Binder (349/(45

OTHER GOODIES
dBASE II (329/(50
VU«3R

lusew/Visicalc) ( 79
^ Context Connector

i use w/Visicalc (129
*f Micro Courier (219
*• TCS Apple

(complete business) (269/(99
Super-Text II (127
Data Factory ( 1 34
DB Master (184
Charles Mann less 15%
STC less 15%

ORDERS ONLY- CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1 800 854-2003 ext 823 • Calif 1 800 522 1500 ext 823

Overseas— add (10 plus additional postage • Add (2 50 postage and handling per each item • California
residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. COD ok • Prices subiect to change without notice
All items subject to availability • " — Mfgs Trademark

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 666-7677

Int I TELEX 499-0032 BVHL Attn DiscSoft • USA TELEX 194-634 BVHL Attn DiscSolt •

TWX 910-321-3597 BVHL Attn DiscSoft
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9t

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

J

INC.

15620 South Inglewood Atrnur

lawndalt. California 90260

(21.1) 970-OW

The QT System* is designed for both

businessmen and engineers in accordance

with the latest IEEE standards. Among other

functions, it can be used for accounting and

word processing, as well as a variety of

scientific applications. The system will soon

be available with MP/M • to allow multiuser,

multi-tasking operations. This means, for

example, that an engineer could be working

on scientific applications in the lab while an

accountant is writing payroll checks in the

office. QT also offers a full line of business

QT SYSTEM +

and applications software, ranging from a

business package to word processing.

Technical specifications: 4MHz Z-80A CPU
• Dbl-sided, dbl-den. 5Vi" & 8" floppy disk

controller (handles both drives simulta-

neously) • Two 8" dbl-den., sgl. or dual

sided disk drives, expandable to 4 floppy

drives • CP/M* 2.2 included • 64K RAM •

Comes complete in single mainframe •

EPROM/ROM in any combination to 8K •

MINI-
SYSTEM*
(5V«")

Two RS232C serial I/O ports • Two parallel

I/O parts • Hard disk compatible • Real time

clock • Std. 2K monitor program & disk

routines included on ROM • Power-

on/Reset jump to monitor program • 2716

(5V) EPROM programmer (software incl. on

monitor ROM)(ext. 25.5V @ 50ma req.) •

Uses Z-80A CPU vectored interrupts •

Assembled, tested & burned •Documen-
tation included.

With Terminal 920C Add $900.00

SYSTEM + I (1MB+)

SYS+SS Computer System with 8" Single Sided Drives (801 R)

without Terminal

A&T (6 Slot) $3595.00

A&T (8 slot) $3695.00

A&T (12 slot) $3795.00

MINI-SYSTEM + I (V2MB+)

Computer System with 5V Single Sided Drives (uses B-51 Disk

Drives) No Terminal

A&T (6 slot) $2495.00

A&T (8 slot) $2595.00

SYSTEM + II (2MB+)

SYS*DS Computer System with 8" Dual-Sided Drives (Qume

DT-8) without Terminal

A&T (6 slot) $4495.00

A&T (8 slot) $459S.0O

A&T (12 slot) $4695.00

MINI-SYSTEM + II (1MB+)
J

Computer System with 5'/«" Double Sided Drives (uses B-52 Disk

Drives) No Terminal

A&T (6 slot) $2795.00

A&T (8 slot) $2895.00

V

V

\

DDC-88-1 Dbl Den Controller. AST. two 8 dbl den

drives (601 R) CP/M* 2 2 cabinet, power supply

& cables SPECIAL $1495.00

DDC-M-2 Two 801R disk drives with cabinet, power
supply, tan 6. cables 11200.00

DOC-M-22 Two DT-8 Qume drives with cabinet, power
supply, (an & cables $1600.00

DDC-M-3 Cabinet with power supply, (ans

& cables 6 275 00

00C-M-4 Cabinet only t 75 00

Double Density - Cal Comp Sys
5T or 8" disk controller with free CPM 2 2

CCS-2422A AST $374 95

Eipando RAM II - SD Systems
4 MH; RAM board expandable from 16K to 256K
SDS-RAM216K 16K kit 5269 95

SOS-RAM216AT 16K A&T $339 95

SOS-RAM232K 32K kit $329 95

SDS-RAM232AT 32K Ail $379 95

Bare Board $35.00 each
10 for $300.00

Uses TMS-4044 or 5257L $35.00 each

DISK DRIVE PRODUCTS
QT DISK DISK DRIVES
PACKAGES 8"

Shugart 801R Sgl. Sided Dbl/Den $ 450.00

Qume Datatrak Dbl/Den OME-8DS (SSIR)compatible

$ 650.00

Pkg ol two $1250 00

5V4"
MPIB51 MPI B-51 6 235 00

Sgl Sided Sgl/Dbl Den

MPI-BS2 MPI B-52 $350.00

Sgl Sided. Dbl Den

MPI-Btl

MPI B-91 S 375.00

Sgl Sided. Dbl Den. 77 tracks

Shugart SA400 SHU-SA400 S 250 00

Sgl Sided. Dbl/Den j

PARTS

S-100 PRODUCTS
SDS-RAM246K 48K kit $369 95

SDS-RAM24SAT 48K AST $419 95

SDS-RAM264K 64K kit $409 95

SDS-RAM264K 64K AST $459 95

PROM-100 - SO Syalema
2708. 2716. 2732. 2758 & 2516 EPROM programmer
SDS-PROM-100K kit $220.00

SOS-PROM-100AT AST $275 00

ITHACA AUDIO REV 2.0 Z-80 BD QT MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

SEALS ELECTRONICS 32K STATIC BD

A
TRS-80 • A PPLE • EXID Y
4116 200 ns 8 for $32.00

2716 (5V-450ns) $ 9.00

2716 (5 & 12V-450 ns) $ 9.00

2732 (5V) $40.00

2114L 300 ns 8 for $36.00

100 - $3.50 ea.A

MICROPROCESSORS
ZOO (2MHz) $1095
Z60A (4MHz) . $12*5
6502 $11 25

6600 $1250
6602 $16.00

6035 $20.00
6060A $ 3 50

6065A $20 00
6066-4 $60.00

•OSS $60 00
•74S $60.00
TMSOSOOJL $29 95

80S0A SUPPORT

6212 $ 3 50

•214 $ 4.50

6216 $ 2 95
6224 $ 4.00

8228 $ 6.00

•234 $ 6 00
•243 $ 5 00

•251 $ 7.00

8253 $1900
•253-5 $20.25

•255 $ 1.26

•257 $1795
•2S7-5 $1900
•259 $1995
•275 $6965
•27* $17.60
•274-5 $16.00

•216 $16.60

KEYBOARD CHIPS

AY5-2376 $13.73
ATS 3600 $13.75

BAUD RATE
GENERATORS

MC14411 $11.00

1 6432 XTAl $ 4.9S

DISK CONTROLLER

1771B01 $24.95

1791B01(CER) $37.96

EPROMS
1702A $ 496
270* $ 6.26

2616 I5VI $ 9 00
2716 15V) $ 9 00
271* (5 6 12V) $ 9 00

275* $1995
2532 $40 00

2732 $4000

USRT
S2350 $ 7 95

MISCELLANEOUS
OTHER COMPONENTS
N»T20 $ 3.25

NIT2* . $ 2.50

N6T67 $ 2.00

N8T96 $ 2.00

1488 $ 1.26

1489 $ 1 25
03205 $ 3.00

03242 $14.00

P3404 $6 75

TMS5501 $19.00

DM1131 $ 300

UARTS
TR1602B $ 4.50

AVS-1013A $ 4.60

CHARACTER
OENERATORS

2613 $10.96

UP CASE IS6.12V)

2513 $10.96

LWR CASE (5612VI
2513 $ 9.75

UP CASE (5V|

2513 $10.96

LWR CASE <5V)

6600 PRODUCTS
6802P $1800
6821P $ 6.26

6S40P $11.25

6S4SP $22.00
6850P $ 4 80
6860P $11.65

6I75P $ 7 40



SBC+2/4
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

Features: 1K RAM (which can be located at

any 1K boundary) plus one each Parallel and
Serial I/O parts on board • Power on jump to

on-board EPROM (2708 or 2716) • EPROM
addressable on any IK or 2K boundary • Full

64K use of RAM allowed in shadow mode •

Programmable Baud rate selection. 110-9600

• 2 or 4MHz switch selectable • DMA
capability allows MWRT signal generation on
CPU board or elsewhere in system under DMA
logic or Iront panel control • Two program-
mable timers available for use by programs
run with the SB02/4 (timer output and
controls available at parallel I/O connector:
parallel input and output ports available for

use on CPU board)

Bare Board $ 60.00
Kit $190.00
A&T $295.00

V

Z+80 CPU
Features Power on jump to on-board EPROM
(2708. 2716 or 2732) • EPROM addressed on
any 1K or 2K boundary, also shadow mode
allows lull 64K use of RAM • On-board USART
for Synchronous or Asynchronous RS-232
Operation (Serial I/O port) • Programmable
Baud rate selection. 1 10-9600 • Switch select-

able 2 or 4 MHz • MWRITE signal generated
if used without front panel • Front panel com-
patible

Bare Board $ 50.00
Kir $i50.oo
A&T $210.00

RAM + 16

Features S- 100. 16K x 8 bit static RAM • 2 or 4

.

MHz • Uses 21 14 1 K x 4 static RAM chip • 4K
step addressable • 1K increment memory
protection, from bottom board address up or

top down • Deactivates up to six 1K board
segments to create "holes" for other devices •

DIP switch selectable wait states • Phantom
line DIP switch • Eight bank select lines

expandable to '<. million byte system • Data,

address and control lines all input buffered •

Ignores I/O commands at board address

Bare Board $ 35.00

4Mhz Kit $190.00

4Mhz A&T $225.00

RAM+ 65

•S-100. 16K x 8 bit static RAM «2 or 4MHz
•Uses2114L (300NS)CHIP»Addressablem4K
steps 'Memory protection in IK increments,

from bottom board address up or top down •

May deactivate up to six 1 K segments of board
to create "holes" for other devices • DIP switch

selectable wait states • Phantom line DIP
switch (Features bank selection by I/O

instruction using any one of 256 DIP switch-

selectable codes—allows up to 256 software-

controlled memory banks
Bare Board $ 35.00

4MHz Kit $210.00
4MHz A&T $250.00,Vs

<T

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

J

INC.
1*620 South lnglr»<H>d \trnur

I aondalr. ( •lilurnia V02MI

(2l.l|»70-»»«

QT PRODUCTS
tEbkEXPANDABLE* REV II

DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD
Features: Runs at 4MHz • 3242 refresh con-
troller with delay line • Four layer PC board
insures quiet operation • Supports 16K. 32K.
48K or 64K of memory • 24 IEEE-specified

address lines • Optional M1 wait state allows

error free operation with faster processors •

Optional Phantom disable • Uses Z-80 or on-
board refresh signal • Bank on/off signal

selected by industry standard I/O port 40
(Hex) • Convenient DIP switch selection of

data bus bits determines bank in use • 3 watts
low power consumption • Convenient LED
indication of bank in use

Definitely works with
Cromemco and North Star

Bare Board $ 75.00

I

KIT

No RAM ... $230.00

16K $280.00

32K $360.00

48K $480.00

64K $525.00

MT
16K $350.00
32K $450.00

48K $575.00

64K $675.00

CLOCK/CALENDAR+
FOR APPLE II. S-100 OR TRS-80
Features Date/Month/Year • Day of week
• 24 hour time or 12 hour (a.m./p.m.) select-

able • Leap year (perpetual calendar) • 4

interval interrupt timer: 1024Hz (approx 1

millisec). 1 sec . 1 min . 1 hr • On-board bat-

tery backup • Simple time and date setting •

Simple software interface • Time advance
protection while reading

Battery Included
S-100 or Apple TRS-80

A4T $150.00 A&T Only . . . $150.00
Kit $100.00

Bare Bd $ 60.00

WATCH FOR THE FOLLOWING NEW BDS
• 4 Port Serial Bd (APR)
• E-PROM Programmer (MAY)
• Floppy Disk Controller (JUN)
• Hard Disk Controller (JUN)
• Color Video Bd (AUG)V^

V

i/o+

INDUSTRIAL GRADE I/O BD

Has two serial Sync/Async ports (RS-232.

current loop or TTL) with individual Xtal

controlled programmable baudrate genera-
tors • Four 8-bit Parallel ports, one latched

input port and other three can be programmed
in combinations of input, output or bidirec-

tional • Also, has three 16-bit Programmable
Timers and an 8- level Programmable Interrupt

Controller w/Auto restart (8080 / Z80) • Other
features include; on-board clock divisor for

timers, completely socketed, wire wrap posts
tor easy port configuration plus more.

Bare Board $ 70.00
Kit $200.00
A&T $375.00

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE
1-800-42 1-5 1 50

(CONTINENTAL VS. ONLY)
(EXCEPT CALIFORNIA)

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
CP/M and MP. M are trademarks of Digital Research
TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack

SILENCE+
MOTHERBOARDS

These motherboards are among the quietest

on the market. A unique grounding matrix —
with each line completely surrounded by
ground shielding — eliminates need for ter-

mination and gives high crosstalk rejection •

They're customer-proven, without crosstalk

sometimes operating at 14MHz • A LED power
indicator helps eliminate zapped circuits •

IEEE S- 100 std compatible, available with 6. 8.

12. 18 or 22 slots • (The 22 slot board fits Imsai
chassis and has slot for front panel )

6 Slot 12 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 25.00 Bare Board . . $ 30.00
Kit $ 40.00 Kit $ 70.00
A&T $ 50.00 A&T $ 90.00

8 Slot 18 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 27.00 Bare Board . . $ 50.00
Kit $ 55.00 Kit $100.00
A&T $ 70.00 A&T $140.00j

QT MAINFRAMES

57," Disk Mainframe with 25A Pwr Sup

MF+MD12 (12 slot M/B) $500.00
MF+MD8 (8 slot M/B) $475.00
MF+MD6 (6 slot M/B) $450.00

MF+MD w/0 M/B $400.00

O.T. Mainframe
MF*12 (12 slot M/B) $450.00
MF+18 (18 slot M/B) $500.00
MF+22 (22 slot M/B) $600.00

MAINFRAME* DISK DRIVE

r*
\

Includes cabinet. 25

amp power supply.

IEEE S-100 compat-

ible 6. 8 or 12 slot

motherboard and dual 8" disk drive with disk

drive power supply.

MF+DD6 $625.00

MF+DD8 $650.00
MF»DD12 $675.00

DDC-8
SINGLE 8" DISK CABINET

Accepts one 8" disk drive (Shugart. Remex.
PerSci, Siemens, etc ) • Fan cooled, with data

cable and AC line filler to eliminate EMI •

Operates from 100-125VAC/200-250VAC at

50-60HZ e Disk drive NOT included.

DDC+8 $195.00

TERMS OF SALE Cash, checks, money orders,
credit cards accepted Also COO orders under
$100 00 Minimum order $10 00 California resi-

dents add 6% sales tax Minimum shipping and
handling charge S3 00 Prices subject to change
without notice International sales in American
dollars only ^^^^
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Set to Tune Up

uou TRS-80
^J

Howard Silver

Have you ever wondered how some
TRS-80 game programs create sound

effects, or how people teach their com-

puters to play music?

Generating sounds with a computer has

been the subject of recent articles in various

computer journals. Most are written for

the serious hobbyist with a knowledge of

both hardware and software. My objective

is to offer a tutorial introduction to this

subject and give you some simple routines

which you can run on your TRS-80. without

any hardware modifications.

Your kids can have fun as well as learn

from these routines, and it gives you
something simple with which to impress

your friends. When you get beyond this

article you will undoubtedly want to consult

the literature and learn how to use such

hardware as digital-to-analog converters

and synthesizer boards, to allow you to

generate higher quality audio.

I will attempt in this article to show
how simple digital tones can be generated

by software and how this technique can

be extended to keyboard controlled sound

generation. In this way you can convert

your TRS-80 keyboard into a piano-like

keyboard or into a sound effects gen-

erator.

The only hardware you need is an

amplifier/speaker. Radio Shack's Archer

mini-amplifier with adjustable volume

control goes for about $12, and will do

just fine for this purpose. All you have to

do is connect the AUX jack from your

Howard Silver. 10 C'lairmonl Drive. WoodcHN
Lake. NJ 07675.

tape recorder to the input of the amplifier

and you're wired for sound. Don't forget,

however, to reconnect the AUX jack when
you want to CSAVE programs.

The easiest way to generate sound is to

program your computer to output a square

wave (i.e., alternating Os and Is) at a

frequency in the audio range approxi-

mately 100-10,000 Hz). One thing I dis-

covered quickly is that if you try to do
this in Basic, the interpreter inserts far

You can convert your
TRS-80 keyboard into a
piano-like keyboard

or into a sound effects

generator.

too much delay, and all you hear is low

frequency "static."

In machine language, we have the

opposite problem: since instructions are

executed in a few microseconds, we get

frequencies way above the audio range;

however, we can slow things down to the

desired speed by inserting some time delay

into the program.

If your machine language routines are

fairly short, as they are in these examples,

176

they can be easily POKEd into memory
and executed via the USR command with

Level II Basic. For longer machine language

programs, system programs such as

EDTASM and T-Bug are handy.

To illustrate, here is a simple routine to

output a square wave to the amplifier/

speaker. It is written in Z-80 assembly

language. (Such routines can be converted

to machine code using EDTASM or by

hand assembling with a Z-80 coding chart.)

An advantage to assembly language or

machine language programming is that

you know exactly how long it takes to

execute an instruction— that's important

here. The cycle times are shown with the

instructions in Listing 1.

The first instruction outputs the Z-80's

accumulator (A) contents to Port 255 (hex

FF); the TRS-80 decodes this port address

Instruction Cycle

Times

NEXT OUT
LD

LOOP DJNZ
INC
JR

(OFFH), A 11

B. 150 7

LOOP 8/13*

A 4

NEXT 12

*8 cycles if the condition is not true.

13 if true.

Program Listing I. Assembly Language

Routine to Output Square Wave at Audio

Frequency.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Professional Software Introduces

POWER
by Brad Templeton

II POWER TO YOUR S89-
9*

COMMODORE COMPUTER
POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.
POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K
ROM) that contains a series of new commands and
utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC
user, POWER contains special editing, programming,
and software debugging tools not found in any other
microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by
Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond
the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement
keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro-
gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN
produce previous and next lines of source code.
COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc-
tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional
Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579



Tune Up, continued.

logic — 1

logic —

H t h Figure I. Square wave sent to audio output

circuit.

Program Listing 2. Basic routine to load

and execute tone generation program.

5 LOAD TONE GENERATION ROUTINE
10 POKE 16526.0 :P0KE 16527.125
20 FOR X-32000 TO 320101READ ASPOKE X.AiNEXT
30 DATA 205. 127. 10, 211. 255. 69fl6. 254. 60. 24. 248
35 'ENTER FREQUENCY FACTOR AND CALL MACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINE
40 input n:x»usr<n>

ORC 7D00H
7D0O CD7F0A CALL 0A7FH .PASS BASIC ROUTINE PARAMETER TO HL
7D03 D3FF NEXT OUT (OFFH), A i OUTPUT ACCUMULATOR TO CASSETE RECORDER PORT
7D03 43 LO B.L
7D06 10FE LOOP DJNZ LOOP .DECREMENT COUNT UNTIL ZERO REACHED
7D07 3C INC A .BIT VALUE SENT TO CASSETE 'S JACK
7D08 1 BF8 jr NEXT 1 IS CHANCED EVERY SECOND TIME

Program Listing 3. Assembly
language and machine code for

revised tone generation

routine.

and sends the two least significant bits of

A to a cassette audio ouput circuit: a

signal generated by this circuit goes to

the AUX jack, which is now connected to

the amplifier/speaker. The TRS-80 Ref-

erence handbook (page 46) discusses the

audio circuitry if you are interested.

Accumulator A has a random number
initially, but that doesn't matter since we
are alternating Os and Is anyway. The
OUT instruction, incidentally, is equivalent

to the Level II Basic instruction OUT
255.X where X can be any 8-bit number.

Register B is used as a delay counter,

and the LD instruction loads it with decimal

150 initially. This number was chosen
arbitrarily for illustration. The DJNZ
instruction causes B to be decremented
by one, and then jumps to the specified

location LOOP (which is the same place)

if the result is not zero. Therefore, the

program will continue to execute this

instruction (i.e., remain in the LOOP) until

the count reaches zero. For our illustration

DJNZ is executed 150 times.

After exiting the loop, INC A results in

incrementing A by one; the least significant

bit is always complemented by this opera-

tion and the next bit is complemented
every second time. This gives us the pattern

of alternating 0s and Is.

The last instruction, JR. returns us to

the first instruction and causes the new

bit value to be outputted. We, therefore,

have generated a square wave as shown
in Figure 1.

The delay counter (register B) establishes

the time between successive outputs, and
thus the frequency of the square wave.

From what I can gather from the descrip-

tion of the audio output circuit in the

Reference Handbook, an approximation
of a sine wave is generated at a frequency

corresponding to the square wave fre-

quency of the next to least significant bit.

This frequency is then

f= 1/2(1)

where T is the time between successive

OUT instructions in the assembly language

program. Since the DJNZ instruction is

repeated 150 times (the initial value placed

in the B register counter), the total number
of cycles works out to

11+7+ 13(150-1) + 8 + 4+ 12= 1979

OUT LD DNJZ INC JR

The TRS-80 clock runs at a rate of

1.774 MHz, so that T is then

1979

1.774
= 1116 microseconds

and the frequency of our tone should be

10»

4(1116)
= 224 Hz.

For those musically inclined, this corre-

sponds to the note A below middle C on
the scale.

The Basic routine shown in Listing 2

will allow you to POKE the machine code
for the tone generation program discussed.

A modification was made to allow us to

select the tone frequency by inputting an
8-bit number, which is then passed along

to the machine language.

Lines 10 and 20 insert the coded machine
language instructions (data on line 30).

Line 40 allows us to input a variable N (N

should be an integer from 1 to 255), and
X = USR(N) calls the machine language

routine. The corresponding machine code
is shown in Listing 3.

Listing 3 has added one line to Listing 1

and changed another. The instruction

CALL 0A7FH branches to a subroutine

stored in the Level II Basic interpreter.

This subroutine loads the value of N
specified by the USR command into the

16-bit register paid HL. Since N is only an
8-bit number here, it appears in the 8-bit

L register. The instruction LD B.L then

moves N from L to B in preparation for

the decrement and jump operation (DJNZ).

LD B.L takes four clock cycles.

The total cycles are calculated as pre-

viously:

11 + 4 + 134N-1) + 8 + 4 + 12 = 13N +
26 = 13(N+2)

178 CREATIVE COMPUTING



MODEL II DISCOUNT
TRS-80® BUY

DIRECT

26-4002

64K 1 Drive

•3288.00

26-4160 1 Drive Exp $1034.00

26-4161 2 Drive Exp .1574.00

26-4162 3 Drive Exp .2114.00

26-4150 Hord Drive -1. ... 3994.00+

26-4151 Hord Drive -2. ... .3144.00+

26-4530 Scripsit II . . 265.00

26-4512 Profile II . . 162.00

26-4511 Visicolc II . . 265.00

26-4501 Gen Ledger .180.00

26-4506 Moil List ...72.00

PRINTERS

CERTROniCS

BEST PRICES
Text Quality Centronics

739-1 Printer $729.00

Pocket Computer

26-3501 1.9K PC $188.00

26-3503 Cassette IF 45.00

14-812 Recorder 72.00

26-3505 Mini Printer 134.00

WRITE US FOR A
FREE CATALOG

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

MODEL III

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

CALL US. .

.

SAVE MONEY
We carry the full line of TRS-80 Computers. All

other software, furniture, and accessories at dis-

count from catalog price. We stock most Items

to assure you fast delivery and save you money.

We Offer The Total Package. . .

—SATISFACTION - Thousands of satisfied

customers since 1978

—FAST DELIVERY - We ship all in-stock items

within 24 hours

—LARGE INVENTORY - Largest in Southeast U.S.A.

—HONESTY - No gimmicks - No worry mail

order ease

—TOLL FREE PHONES - Doesn't cost you a

penny to call us

WE ARE THE BEST!

26 1061 4KI. S609.00

849.0026-1062 16K III...

26-1066 48K III

W 2 Drives. RS232 2069.00

COLOR

26-3001 4K $318.00
26-3002 16K Ext. Basic. . . . 408.00
24-3003 32K Ext. Basic 578.00
26-3010 Color Video 333.00
26-1206 Recorder 34.00

ALL POCKET AND COLOR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SOLD AT DISCOUNT

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

MICRQ MANAGEMENT SVSTECTS, INC.
No Taxes on Out Of

State Shipments

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
DEPT. #3

115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W.

. .. , cu . . CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728
Immediate Shipment
c c* l, »* * u~~e <912 ) 377-7120 Ga. Phone No. & Export
rrom atocK on most items tmn i> • rt(Ut.>i4 irniim..!, d n» t«.dy c^.

CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A copy of the manufacturer's war-

ranty can be obtained free upon
specific written request to the

Electronics Department of our

Cairo. Georgia Retail Store.
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rune Up, continued.

10 DEFINT A-Z
15 'LOAD KEYBOARD CONTROLLED TONE ROUTINE
20 POKE 16526.0 POKE 16527.125
30 FOR X-32000 TO 32023 READ A POKE X. A NEXT
40 DATA 205.127.10.14.255.221.33.255,56.237.89,
69, 16. 254. 28, 203, 155. 175. 221. 190. O. 200. 24, 241
45 'WAIT FOR KEY TO BE PRESSED
50 K«»INKEY«
60 IF K»-"" THEN 50
65 'SEND CHARACTER CODE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINE
70 N-ASC<K«>
80 X-USR(N)
90 GO TO 50

Program Listing 4. Basic routine for

keyboard controlled tones.

Program Listing 5. Assembly
language and machine code for

keyboard routine.

ORG 7DOOH
7000 CD7F0A CALL 0A7FH
7D03 OEFF LD COFFH
7009 DD21FF38 LO IX.38FFH 1 ADDRESS FOR SENS I NO ANY KEY DOWN
7009 ED59 NEXT OUT (C), E i OUTPUT INDIRECTLY TO CASSETTE RECORDER PORT
7D0B 45 LD B.L
7DOC lOFE LOOP DJNZ LOOP
7D0E 1C INC E
7DOF CB9B RES 3. E i MAINTAIN NORMAL SIZE CHARACTER DISPLAY
7011 AF XOR A
7012 DDBEOO CP <ix*o> > RETURN TO BASIC ROUTINE
7015 CA RET z 1 ONLY WHEN KEY RELEASED
7D16 1BF3 JR NEXT

and the tone frequency is

1.744 x 10" 34100

4xl3(N+2) N+2 Hz

where N ranges from 1 to 255. Table 1

illustrates the fact that a variable 8-bit

delay factor N allows us to produce tones

which span the audio range.

N f

225 133 Hz (lower C on music

200 169 scale)

100 335
50 656
20 1550

10 2840
5 4870
2 8530
1 11370

Table I. Audio Frequencies generated

from values of Delay Factor N.

Incidentally, since the machine language

routine loops endlessly, you can exit it

only by pressing the Reset button (the

Break key only gets you out of a Basic

routine).

The revised tone generating routine

allows us to input a number which, in

effect, selects the tone frequency or pitch.

However, we must stop and restart the

program every time we want to change
the pitch.

How about controlling the pitch from
the keyboard while the program is running?

That's easy to do, and it gives us something

very useful—a "piano-like" TRS-80 key-

board. A Basic routine which produces
keyboard controlled tones is shown in

Listing 4; the assembly instructions and
machine code are given in Listing 5.

Listings 4 and 5 illustrate the usefulness

of linking the Basic and machine language

routines. That part of the program which
waits for a key to be pressed can be written

in Basic since time is not critical. Once a

key is pressed, the machine language code
issues the tone and also checks the key to

insure that it has remained down. When
the key is released, control returns to our

Basic routine and silence reigns until we
press the next key.

To make the keyboard
really "piano-like"

requires a scheme
whereby the ASCII

codes are converted to

a number relating to the
physical position

of the key.

From the Basic listing, we see that lines

20-40 load in the machine code and the

program loops between 50 and 60 until

any key is pressed. Line 70 returns the

ASCII code of the corresponding key as

N and line 80 calls the machine language

routine, again passing to it the parameter

N.

After loading register L with N by calling

the subroutine at hex address 0A7F, the

C -register is loaded with the device address

255 and a 16-bit index register. IX, with

the keyboard address hex 38FF.

180

The OUT(C),E instruction outputs the

number in E to the device whose address

is stored in C. Register E is being used to

output the alternating Is and Os. The
accumulator A, used for this purpose in

our previous programs has another function

here.

The instruction RES3.E (reset bit 3 of

E) is an optional one which I threw in

after noticing that the video screen alter-

nated between normal size and double

size character width while the program
was running. The hardware diagrams show
that bit 3 of the word being outputted

controls the character size mode select;

by resetting bit 3 after incrementing the

8-bit number we keep the screen in the

normal size character mode. This is advan-

tageous if you wish to add software to

display information while the tones are

sounding.

The program segment

XOR A
CP (IX+0)

RET Z
returns control to the Basic routine if the

number found in the keyboard address

hex 38FF is zero. The keyboard hardware

(again see the TRS-80 Reference Hand-

book) will return zero to this address only

when no key is down; hence, this is an

easy way to sense the release of a key. If

the key is still down, we remain in the

machine language program, jump back to

NEXT, and continue to output Is and Os.

The timing analysis is similar to that

for the previous programs; for large enough

N most of the time is spent executing

DJNZ LOOP, at 13 cycles per instruction.

When this program is run, we get a different

tone for each key pressed— in fact we
can also use the Shift key in conjunction

with the other keys to give us twice the

number of different frequencies. The Shift

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Spelling Errors? Does your TRS-80* wordprocessor need help?

T.M.

CAN SPELL rendezvous AND mnemonic AND OVER 38,000 OTHER WORDS
Now let TRS-80 and Proofreader by Aspen Software Company check your Scripsit*. Electric Pencil, or other

documents for spelling and typographical errors. It has all the features needed to meet your proofreading requirements.

Checks every single word of even your biggest
document in under 5 minutes.

1 The 38,000 word dictionary is one of the
largest available.

Dictionary can be easily extended to add more
words such as technical terms or names.

• All unknown words are listed on the screen and
can be saved on a file for printing.

• Works with almost any TRS-80 wordprocessor
including Scripsit and Electric Pencil.

• Comes with complete and easy to understand
User's Manual.

• Proof-Edit ' ", optional interactive corrections feature for Model l/lll

QKAMMATlk"
BEYOND SPELLING CHECKING

A spelling checker may not be enough! This paragraph
contains a number of common errors (indicated by
underlining) that will be discovered by Grammatik that

would seldom ever be caught by a spelling checker.

FOr example. Grammatik checks for improper word
usage as identified by a number of writing style man-
uals (such as "Seldom ever). Grammatik will check for

the presence of certain words such as jargon or sexist

terms, h also checks for consistant punctuation, cap-

itali/Ation. balanced quotation marks and parentheses.
and and repeated words. In addition, it will produce a
list ol all unique words found in your document with the
number of times each was used. Grammatik comes
with a dictionary of commonly misused phrases and a
dictionary of sexist terms. It also includes a complete
set of utilities to build., son. and merge phrase and
jargon dictionaries of your own. Works with Scripsit.

Electric Pencil, and other standard TRSDOS text tiles.

MODI I I Requires .<2K RAM. I disk drive. TRSDOS or NKWDOS
MODI I II Requires MK RAM. I disk drive. IRSDOS2.0

(can check 1.2 files using XFERSVS)
MODE1 III Requires I2K RAM. I disk drive. TRSDOS

M.iiiual onk spccltv miidel (refundable)

Proofreader
$54.00

$109 00
$64 00
$3 00

Proof-Edit
$30 00

N/A
$30 00
$5 00

Grammatik
$49.00

$99 00
$59 00
$5 00

Aspen Software programs are professional quality

software tools developed for the TRS-80 by a Ph.D. in

Computer Science. Other tools include:

— SOFT-SCREEN ' "• a powerful, state of the art full

screen text editor. Over a year in development, Soft-

Screen is compatible with all TRS-80 programming
languages, including BASIC. FORTRAN. MACRO.
Ratfor, and COBOL. F.asy to use. comes with tutorial

and full documentation.

— RATFOR. a structured language preprocessor

lor Fortran developed at Bell Labs. Aspen Software
Katlor provide! a number of extensions, including

"case" and "string". Includes complete manual with

all the information needed to learn and write Ratfor

programs. Requires FORTRAN.

— PP-RATFOR. a pretty printer for use with Aspen
Software Ratfor. Automatically formats and indents

Ratfor source programs.

PP- Ratfor Both Soft Screen
$3000 $7400 $6900
$49 00 $13900 $99.00
$3400 $8400 $75 00

$12.00 $1500
MODI 1 I. Ill require 4MK. 2 drives. IRSDOS
MODI I II requires MK. I drive. TRSDOS 2.0

Please call or write for details about our wordproceMor . .

Ratfor

MODEL I $49 00
MODEL II $99 00
MODEL III $59 00
Manual only(refundable)

mm T.M

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. pjM Formerly
ASPEN SOFTWARE

Terms: Cash, check, money order. VISA, or taaSt^-n SOFT-TOOLS P ®' "°* 339

Master Card. NM residents add 4% tax. Rem Oept.C
When ordering, specify model, memory size. l**» Tijeras. NM 87059

number of drives, and operating system. Dealer inquiries invited 1505) 281 1634

• Trademark ol Tandy Corporation Proofreader. Grammatik, and Soft-Screen are trademarks of Aspen Software.
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Tune Up, continued.

key does not affect the printing of alpha-

betic characters since they all print as

upper case regardless; however, different

ASCII codes are returned depending on
whether Shift is down along with the other

key. All keys, except Break, can be used
here (including Enter and the space bar).

At this point there is one problem. The
ASCII codes are rather unrelated to the

physical position of the keys on the

keyboard. To make the keyboard really

"piano-like" requires a scheme whereby
the ASCII codes are converted to a number
relating to the physical position of the

key. Then we can get a uniform increase

(or decrease) in tone frequency as we hit

keys in successive positions— as on a piano

of course. The routine in Listing 6 accom-
plishes this. The assembly language routine

is the same one used in Listing 5.

The ASCII-code-to-key-position conver-

sion is done by defining an array Bill.

where I is the ASCII code and the value

of B(I) is the physical position of the

corresponding key (lowest position number
in upper left of keyboard and highest in

lower right. For this example only the

lower case characters are used (i.e. Shift

key should not be held down): The ASCII
codes are 8. 9, 10, 13. 31. 44 to 59. and 64

to 9 1 — a total of 49 keys excluding Break

.

The data on line 80 identifies the position

from 1 to 49 in order of ascending numer-
ical ASCII code. Lines 50 to 70 of the

program assign these position values to

the array and line 1 10 converts the ASCII
code Y of the key pressed to its position

Z.

Line 120 then converts the position

number to the 8-bit delay factor N, which
ranges from 245 for key 1 down to 5 for

key 49. Since the larger the delay, the

lower the frequency, we have the tone
frequencies increasing in steps from the

upper left to the lower right on the

keyboard. As in our previous routine, we
then pass N to the machine language
routine and return to Basic only when the

key is released.

ORG 7D00H
7D00 CD7FOA CALL 0A7FH
7D03 OEFF LD C. OFFH
7D05 DD21FF38 LD IX.38FFH
7D09 3E01 START LD A. 1 : START WITH HIGHEST FREQUENCY
7DOB S3 DURATION LD D. L . LOAD TONE DURATION FACTOR
7D0C 47 BITCMPL LD B. A
7D0D ED59 OUT <C).E
7D0F 1C INC E
7D10 CB9B RES 3. E
7D12 10FE BITVAL DJNZ B I TVAL
7D14 13 DEC D
7D15 20F5 JRNZ BITCMPL
7D17 X INC A 1 DECREASE TONE FREQUENCY
7D18 BC CP H 1 REPEAT UNTIL LOWEST
7D19 20F0 JRNZ DURATION 1 FREQUENCY IS REACHED
7D1B AF XOR A
7D1C DDBEOO CP (1X4-0)
7D1F C8 RET z

7DSO 18E7 JR START j REPEAT SEQUENCE IF KEY HELD DOWN

Program Listing 7. Assembly language and machine codefor sound effects generation.

Note that line 120 can be changed to

suit one's needs. One useful variation for

budding music composers is to choose
values of N corresponding to notes on the

scale— this is probably best done using

another number conversion data table.

One idea which I will leave for you to

pursue, is to use alphabetic keys such as

A. B, C, . . . G to generate corresponding
notes on the music scale. The shift key
can then be used to take you up or down
one octave. Note that the array B(I) was
dimensioned to 128 in line 10 of the

program, allowing for use of upper case

ASCII character codes.

As a parting shot, here is a suggested

modification of Listing 6 that will give

you a rather startling array of keyboard
generated sound effects:

30 FOR X=32000 TO 32033:READ
A: POKE X,A:NEXT X

40 DATA 205.127.10.14,255.221,33,255.

56.62, 1 ,85,7 1 .237.89.28,203, 1 55, 16,

254.21.32.245.60.188.32.240.175.221.

190.0.200.24.231

120 M=INT (ABS ( (Z-2) /8)) :N=256*2
t<M+l)+ 2t (Z-8»M)

10 DEFINT A-Z DIM B<128)
15 'LOAD PIANO KEYBOARD ROUTINE
20 POKE 16526.0 POKE 16327.125
30 FOR X-32000TO 32023 READ A: POKE X A : NEXT X

40 DATA 203. 127. 10. 14. 255. 221 . 33. 255. 56. 237, 89
69. 16.234.28.203. 155. 175.221. 190.0.200 24.241
43 'CONVERT CHARACTER CODE TC KEY POSITION
50 READ B(8>, B(9). B( 10). B( 13) .8(31)
60 FOR 1-44 TO 59: READ B(I>: NEXT I

70 FOR 1-64 TO 91: READ B(I) NEXT I

80 DATA 25. 26. 27. 38. 39. 47. 12, 48. 49. 10. L.2.3.4. 5,

6. 7 . 8. 9. 1 1 . 37. 24. 28. 44. 42. 30. 16.31. 32. 33.21. 34 35. 36.
46. 45. 22. 23. 14. 17. 29. 18. 20. 43 . 15.41, 19 40. 13
85 'WAIT FOR KEY TO BE PRESSED
90 K«-INKEY*
IOC IF K««"" THEN 90
105 'CONVERT KEY POSITION TO FREQUENCY FACTOR AN1
TC MACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINE
11C Y-ASC(K«>: Z-B(Y)
12C N-250-5»Z
13C X-USR(N)
140 OOTO to

Program Listing 6. Basic routine for "piano-like" keyboard.
182

The revised assembly language routine

and machine code is shown in Listing 7.

Upon pressing a key, this routine does
not merely issue a single frequency, but

rather a sequence of tones decreasing

monotonically in frequency. The number
of cycles of each tone (i.e. its duration)

and the number of tones in the sequence
are variables dependent on the particular

key pressed.

As done previously, line 1 10 of the Basic

routine returns a number Z identifying

the physical position of the key pressed.

Line 1 20 calculates a 16-bit number. N. to

be pressed to the machine language routine.

The lower 8-bits, sent to register L, control

the tone duration; the high 8-bits, passed

on to register H hold the number of tones

in the sequence. The sequence repeats

itself over and over so long as the key is

held down.
The calculation of N in line 120 insures

a wide range of values; as a result, you
will be amazed at the variety of sound
effects generated by the same routine as

different keys are hit. When the duration

is relatively long, you will hear the notes

distinctly, as if you swept your fingers

across a piano keyboard. If the duration

is shorter, the tones run together, resulting

in bird-chirps, machine-gun, and phaser-

like sounds. I'll leave it to you to figure

out how the assembly language routine

accomplishes all this.

If the examples presented in this article

have whetted your appetite, a natural next

step would be to write a routine to play a

song, where notes have been stored as

numbers in memory. If you do try this,

one thing to remember is that the duration

of each note should not be dependent on
its frequency. The sound effects routine

just discussed doesn't meet the criterion,

since lower notes will last longer than
higher notes. Hopefully. I've given you
enough to tackle that and other interesting

experiments.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Computer Exchange
Apple 11 +

* 16K $ 1049
*48K $1099
*64K $1258
Disk II W/ 3. 3 DOS $ 499

SAVE
22%
29%
27%
23%

All are 1981 models with Apple RAM. 64K unit is 48K
unit with Microsoft 16K RAM board. 64K units
include Applesoft and Integer BASIC'S when used
with DISK II. The Apple II no longer comes with game
paddles Paddles are extra -CALL

HARDWARE
Disk II and 3 3 Controller

Disk II only

Corvus
# 5 Meg Hard Disk

10 Meg Hard Disk
20 Meg Hard Disk
Mirror

Ask about other Corvus accessories
Mkro-Scl 5' Drives for Apple II:

it A70. 286K. 5" Drive
* A40, 160K. 5' Drive

Controller Card
with utility diskette

Apple, Language /Pascal System
MAR. RF Modulator
SUP R TERM
MONITORS:
*ATI:

for

Apple 11/11+

SAVE
23%
18%

$499
$439

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

SANYO:

NEC

9" B&W
12- Color
9" B&W
12* B&W
12- Green
13" Color
12" Color
12* Green

. box of 10:DISKETTES,
Apple
Maxell
Memorex

Apple, Game Paddle
ISC Vldeostfck. Joystick
Keyboard Company: Joystick II

Numeric Keypad
SSM AIO, Serial/Para. Interface

CCS: Serial Interface Card
Parallel Interface Card

Apple. IEEE-488Card
Apple. Clock /Calendar Card
80 Column Video Cards:
* Apple, Smarterm

Vldex Videoterm
Ask about other Videx accessories

PRINTERS:
Apple, Silentype w/ Interface

Centronics. 737
Apple, Centronics 737 Interface

Epson
MX80
MX 80 FT
MX lOOW/Graphlcs
MX 80/ 100 Interface

MX 80 friction feed adapter
MX 80 graphics option

MISCELLANEOUS:
Apple, Graphics Tablet
Mlcromoft

* Z80 Softcard
fk 16K RAM Card
it Hayee: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
* Apple, 1 YR Extended Warranty

Mountain,CPS Multifunction Card

$499
$369

S 79
$379
$ 25
$319

$139
CALL
$159
$249
$299
$449
$429
$225

$ 44
$ 39
$ 25
$ 30
$ 35
$ 39
$119
$159
$129
$ 99
$339
$239

$299
$249

$329
$759
$169

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

$695

$249
$159
$299
$249
$175
$179

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

20%
18%

21%
25%
27%
19%

CALL
CALL
32%
33%
25%
20%
30%
21%

21%
33%
45%
20%
20%
22%
21%
20%
35%
37%
25%
15%

17%
18%

17%
26%
33%

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

28%
20%
26%
11%
20%
13'

APPLE/// call

SOFTWARE
Apple:

Language /Pascal System
DOS 3 3
Apple Writer
The Controller
Apple Pilot

DOS Tool Kit
Apple Fortran
Apple Plot

Tax Planner
Dow Jones News & Quotes
Dow Jones Portfolio Eval.

Personal Software:

Visicalc 3.3
Visiplot

Visitrend.Vlslplot

Visidex
Vlsiterm
Desktop Plan II

Visifile

Zork
Muse, Super Text II

Info. Unllm., Easywriter
Hayden, Sargon II (chess)

PFS. Filing/Data Base
Stoneware. DB Master (new version) $ 179

$299

for

Apple 11/114

SAVE
$ 379 25%
$ 49
$ 59
$495
$119
$ 59
$149
$ 49
$ 99
$ 69
$ 45

$159
$139
$199
$159
$119
$159
$199
$ 29
$109
$199
$ 29
$ 69

20%
21%
21%
27%
22%
25%
30%
33%
28%
10%

25%
28%
31%
30%
27%
21%
30%
27%
27%
13%
22%
28%
22%
35%Soltech. Stockfile (Inventory)

Microsoft (on disks):

Typing Tutor $ 15 30%
Fortran 80 $149 25%
A.L.D.S. $110 10%
BASIC Compiler $299 25%
TASC Compiler $159 22%
Olympic Decathalon $ 24 24%
Cobo I 80 $ 559 25%

Epson, MX SO Graphics Dump $ 7 30%
Insoft

it ALD System II $110 10%
* TransFORTH II $110 10%
it Accounting Software $ 365 66%
A full professional quality integrated GL. AIR, A IP,

Payroll package. Hotline support available Sand lor

Ira* sample printouts.

Peachtree. Inventory CALL CALL
Broderbund, Payroll CALL CALL

* Central Point Software: $ 35 10%
Copy II Plus Will copy most copy protected software
lor your backup in 45 seconds I NEW!

• STAR INDICATES
SPECIAL VALUE

TOLL FREE
NATIONAL ORDER DESK

(800)547-1289

IS*

• Superbra in 64K
Double Density

Superbrein 64K
Quad Density

SUPRBRAIN

$2379
SAVE
40%

$ 2895 28%

A
ATARI

ATARI 800 32K

$739
SAVE 32%

Atari 400 16K $325
Atari 820 Printer $249
Atari 810 Disk Drive $449
Atari 410 Program Recorder $ 59
Atari 16K RAM Module $ 85
Atari 850 Interface $159
Atari Star Raiders $ 29
Atari Software CALL

Repair Department
(503)772-4401

Above prices for mail orders only Our store show-
room is 259 Barnett Rd., Unit 2, Medford. OR. Store
prices, which include software service, differ from
mail order prices. No mail order sales at store. CALL
ORDER DESK.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100. Money Orders. Cashier Checks
or Bank Wire welcomed. Visa and MC orders add
3% Personal or company checks are accepted
(allow 20 days to clear). Add 3% for shipping,
handling and insurance; UPS ground Is standard.
6% total for UPS Blue or 10% total for foreign orders
or US Parcel Post. Include your telephone number.
No COD ' s. Prices are subject to change without
notice. Order desk hours are 9 to 6 PDT. 10 to 3
Saturdays

REFERENCES:
Custom Computer has been an Apple dealer since
1978 Our bank reference is First Interstate Bank
(503) 776-5620 We belong to the Chamber of

Commerce (503)772-6293

.Mappkz computerWW Sales and Service
We are an authorized dealer and repair center and
will repair all Apple equipment regardless of where
you purchased it, in or out of warranty. Normally our
turn-around time on repairs Is 24 hours. Call before
sending equipment.

Technical Hotline
(503)772-3803
(CUSTOMERS ONLY-PLEASE
HAVE INVOICE* OR
PACKING SLIP #)

Oregon Order Desk
(503) 773*3803

NO SALES TAX
Computer Exchange
_« -em ,r National Sales Oept. of CUSTOM COMPUTER W 918Dept. i

259 Barnett Rd., Unit 3, Medford, OR. 97501
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EPSON PRODUCTS

range Micro.
LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

HERE AT LAST! A friction

feed kit for your EPSON
MX 80770. The kit allows the

user to convert his Epson
printer to a friction feed and
pin feed mechanism.
The friction feed will

accept single sheets of your
letterhead, or multiple

copy forms such as invoices

with up to 4-part carbon copies.

The pin feed replaces the adjustable sprocket mech-
anism. It allows use of 9'/2 " wide continuous fanfold

paper which is an industry standard size

No drilling required. Installation takes about 30 min-

utes. All parts are included with easy to follow instruc-

tions. $75.00 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case descenders • 80 CPS
• Bi-directional, logic seeking
per line • 64 special graphic
characters • TRS-80 Com-
patible • Form handling •

Multi-page printing • Adjust-

able tractors

MX80. (List $645)$ Call

Graftrax-80 Dot Graphics
Upgrade. (List $95) $ Call

MX 80 FT includes Friction

Feed

40. 66. 80.132 columns

I $745) $ Call

Super low-priced dot res-

olution graphics -5x7 dot
matrix • User replaceable
printhead & Top of Form
MX 70. (List $450)$ Call

Same basic features as
the MX 80 • PLUS friction

feed for single sheets •

PLUS 15" wide carriage

MX 100. . (List $995)$ Call

Daisy Wheel Letter

Quality 25 CPS (Optional

45 CPS) • Typewriter quality

• Centronics parallel • RS
232 Serial (Optional) • Pro-

portional spacing • Bi-direc-

tional • Programmable VFU
• Self test • Diablo compatible • Friction feed (Optional

tractors) • 136 printable columns • Manufactured byTEC
VISTA V300 (C ITOH) Starwriter (List $1895) $ Call

High Speed Letter Qual-
ity • 55 CPS • Typewriter
quality • Bi-directional •

Plotting & Proportional

spacing
77XX RO. Serial/Parallel

i List $3055) $2575
QUME 9/45 typewriter
quality

DIABLO 630 Typewriter quality

T MATR'

$ Call

$Call

Dot graphics • 100 CPS • Bi-directionai. logic-seeking
• Tractors & friction feed • 5-Alphabet fonts • 8 char-

acter sizes • Proportional spacing

NEC 8023 DOT MATRIX st $795) $ Call

TELEVIDEO CRT'S

TVI910, TVI912C. TVI920C. TVI950- Please call toll

free. Prices are too low to advertise $ Call

739
Radio $ hack Line F inter I

with grapnics and word
processing Print Quality • 18

x 9 dot matrix; suitable for

word processing • Underlin-

ing proportional spacing
• right margin justification •

serif typeface • 80/100
CPS • 9!4" Pin Feed/Friction

feed • Reverse Platen
• 80/132 columns • Top
of Form

CENTRONICS 739-1 (Parallt 1 List $955) $725
CENTRONICS 739-3 (Serial List $1045) $815



le printer specialists.

Dot Graphics. Wide Car-

riage • 11 x9dot mat
lower case descenders •

Dot resolution graphics • Bi-

directional, logic seeking
• Up to 200 CPS • RS 232
Serial & Parallel • Forms
control • X-ON/X-OFF • Up
to 6 part copy.

ANADEX 9501

R TIGER

(List $1650) $1350

IDS460G
IDS560G

at Resolution Graphics,

quality print, speed 9 wire

staggered printhead with

lower case descenders •

Over 150 CPS • Bi-direc-

tional, logic seeking • 8
character sizes; 80-132 col-

umns • Adjustable tractors
• High-resolution dot graph-
ics • Proportional spacing
& text justification

i $1094) $ Call

(List $1394)$ Call

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
CCS APPLE PARALLEL Interface & Cable $150
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II parallel

interface board & cable $110
MICROTRONICS Atari parallel interface $69
TRS-80 CABLES to keyboard or Exp. Interface . . . $ Call

NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem S Call

THE GRAPPLER TM

VISIT OUR
PRINTER PRO SHOPS

If you live in California, or are visiting, don't miss our
two Printer Pro Shops, devoted to and filled with all the
printers you want. Expert consultation and know-how to
assist you in getting the best printer for the application.

SHERMAN OAKS, 13604 Ventura Blvd.. (213) 501-3486

ANAHEIM. 3150 E. La Palma, Suite I, (714) 630-3622

Store Hours: M-F 10-6. Sat. 10-4

At Orange Micro our printer specialists fit the right

printer to your application. Call us today for free consul-
tation (and don't forget to ask for your free catalog).

AND CABLE

The Grappler™ interface

card is the first to provide
on-board firmware for Apple
high resolution dot graph-
ics. No longer does the user
need to load clumsy soft-

ware routines to dump
screen graphics— its all in

a chip. Actually, it's our
E-PROM, and it is replace-

able to accommodate the Anadex. Epson MX 70, 80* and
100. IDS Paper Tigers. Centronics 739, NEC Prowriter.

and future graphic printers. The Grappler™ accepts 18

software commands including Hi-Res inverse, 90°

rotation, double size, and much more Invented by, and
available from Orange Micro and Orange Micro deal-

ers only. $ Call for price.
'Requires GRAFTRAX 80

Phone orders are WELCOME: same day shipment Free use of VISA
and MASTERCARD CODs accepted Personal checks require 2 weeks
to clear Manufacturers warranty included on all equipment Prices sub-

ject to revision

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854-8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322.

%Orange micro
Inc.

31 50 E. La Palma, Suite G. Anaheim, CA 92806
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Recursive
Programming

in Basic
in Basic
in
in Basic

Antonio Leal

To many personal computer users, the notion of "recursive"

programs is an elusive topic usually thought of as belonging

to advanced computer science and higher-level programming
languages. While Basic was not designed to support recursive

subroutines, they can be implemented with a small amount of

bookkeeping, and their use is well worth the effort. A great

deal of time can be saved in coding complex programs.

However, a thorough understanding of the nature of recursion

is necessary first.

The following article describes some of the important concepts

in recursive programming and show how they can be used.

The examples show how to program recursively in Basic.

Finally, recursive programs are applied to searching game
trees. First, however, some background information about

functions in general will be helpful.

Functions

The concept of a "function" is fundamental to mathematics

and computer science. In programming terms, a function is

just a subroutine. However, it has more structure than a

subroutine in Basic does. It consists of a function name, a

number of input variables called "arguments" or "parameters."

a body of program code, and an output quantity called the

"function value." Here is an example of a function written in

mathematical form.

f(x,y) = x2 + y
1

The letter f is the function name. The
variables x and y are the arguments. In

order to use the function, numbers are

substituted for the arguments x and y and.

after computation the result (value) is

returned through the name. For example,

if we let x=3 and y=4. the result is 25. In

other words. f(3.4) returns 25 as the value

off.

One nice property of names assigned

to functions is that they can be used directly

in other program expressions. For example,

suppose that the above function was part

of a program. Then, if we wrote:

b = 2 + f(3.4)

the value of the function (25) would be

added to 2 resulting in the assignment of

27 to b. Thus, when functions are given

names, they may be activated simply by

using the name rather than saying

GOSUB.
A function can also be written in sub-

routine form. The following example is

not in any particular programming lan-

guage, but is generally accepted in most

procedural languages such as Pascal. See

Figure 1.

The subroutine may. of course, be placed

anywhere within the main program and is

activated by using its name.

A very important concept related to

functions is the "scope" of the variables.

The variables specified as arguments (the

X and the Y in the example above) are

always local to the subroutine and lose

- SUBROUTINE F(X.Y) Subroutine namea and arguments

Code

- RETURN Return

Figure 1.

,— MAIN PROGRAM•a
X=3 (global X) Main Program Code

SUBROUTINE S(X)

Subroutine Code

X=4 (local X)

RETURN

Main Program Code

END
Figure 2.

Dr. Antonio Leal. 6636 Sedan. Canojta Park. CA
91.107.
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THEY SAY THE JAPANESE
ARE COMING AND WILL

DOMINATE MICROCOMPUTING.
THE INNOVATORS SAY WELCOME!

In 1978 Exldy Introduced
the Sorcerer " Microcomputer
to the personal computer
marketplace.

It was clearly ahead
of its time and the competition in price

and performance. The graphics were
superior, upper/lower case characters

were standard and numeric keyboard

was included. Printer, communication
and dual cassette electronics were
built-in. not options. Twice as much
information was displayed on the screen.

The competition created their next
generation to catch up.

In 1980 Exldy Introduced
their Integrated desktop
Computer System 80 for the vmry
small business. It was an extension

of the Sorcerer® computer . .

.

not obsoletmg it but

^expanding its capacity

from the home to

the office.

Its price/performance

outstripped the

competition in desktop

computers. Dual disk drives

with 1.2 million words of information,

letter quality printer and office

automation software a complete
business computer breaking a new
price barrier.

In 1981 Exldy Systems
Introduced Multi-Net 80, the first

MP/M. CP/NET and CP/IV

trademarks of Digital Rese,-

1234 Elko Drive

Sunnyvale. California 94086

1408) 734-9831

multi-processor, multi-user, multi-tasking

computer system with MP/M'",
CP/NET" and CP/NOS'" for the serious

small business. Once again the

Multi-Net is an extension of the same
Sorcerer® Computer purchased in 1978

or 1980. Your getting started' computer
becomes your 'getting serious' computer
in a multi-user, multi-task environment.

Networking becomes a reality with
Exldy Systems, with our competition
it's a twinkle in their eye.

By adding Multi-Net 80 capacity

to your stand alone computer system

you add a minimum of 35 megabytes of

Winchester storage and true 16 user

capability because each user has their

very own CP/M compatible Z80
microcomputer. That's true

upward compatibility in both

hardware and software from the

company that delivers Innovation

in Microcomputing'"

What do we say
about competition?
We welcome it!!!

INNOVATION IN MICROCOMPUTING
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Recursive, contin

their meaning outside of it. For example
consider the program skeleton in Figure

2.

In Figure 2, the variable X used in the

main program is not the same as the X
used inside the subroutine. When the

subroutine is activated, the main program

(global) X is saved and a new (local) X is

created for use inside the subroutine. When
control is returned to the main program,

the old global X again becomes active

and retains its original value. Thus, in the

example above. X would have a value of

3 after exit from the subroutine even though

the local X was set to 4 inside the sub-

routine. This "shielding" happens to all

variables specified as subroutine (function)

arguments.

The scope of variables suggests the

notion of program "environment." which

is simply a list of all variables that are

currently visible and can be used or

changed. As execution jumps in and out

of subroutines, the environment changes
accordingly, with all bookkeeping done
by the computer system.

Recursive Functions

A recursive function (subroutine) is one
that uses itself in its own definition.

Recursive definitions are very convenient

for describing certain types of mathematical

formulas and. as we shall see later, for

programming complex problems. For
example, factorial can be described in

both recursive and non-recursive form.

The straight-forward definition of factorial

is the following.

In other words, x! is the product of all of

the integers from 1 to x, assuming the x.

itself, is a positive integer. The recursive

definition of x! looks like this.

x! = (x)(x-D!

This definition uses factorial in defining

it. It says that if you want to know what x!

is. just multiply x by x-I factorial. Of course,

you cannot compute the result until you

know what (x-D! is. so the computation

will have to wait. To get (x-1)!, we can

use the definition again. (x-D! is simply

(x-1) times (x-2)!. etc. You can easily see

that this type of definition is not good
unless there is some way of stopping it.

Every recursive function must have a

"stopping rule." The rule is simply the

initial value for x=l. The complete
recursive definition must include the initial

values.

1! = I

x! = (x)(x-D!

Now we know that when the iteration

(recursion) reaches 1. the result is 1 and

the recursion stops. This allows it to

,- SUBROUTINE FIX)

1. IF X=l THEN RETURN 1

2. ELSE RETURN X»F< X-1)

L- END
Figure 4.

START END

A
1. 5! = (5)(4!) 9. result is 120

A
2. 4! = (4)(3!) 8. result is 24

A
3. 3! = <3)<2!) 7. result is 6

A
4. 2!=<2)<1!) 6. result is 2

A

5. 1! - I _J
Figure 3.

MAIN PROGRAM

10 DIM F( 100)

20 F(l)=l
30 INPUT X
40 GOSUB 100

50 PRINT F(X)

60 STOP

space for intermediate results

initial value

desired value for computation
first subroutine call

final result

end program

RECURSIVE SUBROUTINE
100 IF X= 1 THEN RETURN
110 X= X-1

120 GOSUB 100

130 X= X+1
140 F(X)=X»F(X-1)
150 RETURN

stopping rule

sets up environment for next call

recursive call

restores environment for return

recursive definition

subroutine return

Figure 5.

tions

can be made. Figure 3 shows the procedure

for 51

A program or subroutine for factorial

would have to call itself within its own
program body. That is. inside the subroutine

would be a use of its own name. However,

before this call can be made, a test is

required to see if the ending condition

(stopping rule) has been met. See Figure

4.

Again, the above form is meant to be

an outline of how the subroutine would

look and is not part of any particular

programming language. Notice that F itself

was used in line 2. For an initial call of

F(5), that is. 5!. the subroutine would call

itself 4 times. The recursion would be 4

levels deep. Each call would automatically

set up a new environment in which the

local X is different from previous calls.

Thus, they do not get mixed up. Finally,

on the last call, when X=l. the stopping

condition is satisfied in line I and a 1 is

returned as a result. At this point, all of

the subroutine "returns" occur, and the

waiting computations are made up the

line until the subroutine exits for the last

time with the answer to 5!

Some recursive functions depend upon

more than just the previous value of the

argument. For example, the Fibonacci

sequence depends on the previous two
values. Thus, two initial values must be

specified when giving the recursive defini-

tion.

f(I)= 1

f(2) = 1

f(x) = f(x-l) + f(x-2)

This definition says that the value of the

function is the sum of the previous two

values and leads to the following

sequence.

x: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
f(x): 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34

Recursion in Basic

There is no problem with having a

subroutine call itself in Basic. The computer
system will keep track of all of the return

points in order, but that's all it will do.

Since arguments are not allowed, the

environment must be explicitly created

and saved by the programmer. This can

be done by dimensioning each single

variable. (Variables already in the form
of arrays must have their dimensions
increased by 1.) This extra dimension is

required to hold all of the intermediate

results of recursion and creates space for

"local" variables. The elements of each
dimensioned variable correspond to the

depth of recursion and an index will keep
track of its depth. This means that every

time a subroutine call is made, the index

must be decremented and, conversely,

every time a return occurs, it must be

incremented. When the index reaches 1.

we will know that the stopping rule is to
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CREATURE VENTURE

You have just inherited your Uncle Stashbuck's mansion
but first you must rid it of the horrible creatures that have

taken it over and find your uncle's buried treasure.

Directing the computer with two word commands such as

'Go North', 'Get Key', 'Look Room', 'Punchout Boogeyman'
etc. you will need to explore deep into the mansion to finally

find the Stashbuck Fortune.

There are tons of High Resolution graphics plus some
clever animation just for fun.

Requires 48K Ram, Applesoft Rom and disk.

All High Resolution characters generated with Higher

Graphics II by Robert Clardy.

CREATURE VENTURE on disk

$24.95

GOBLINS

Escape to GOBLIN Country an adventure to challenge

your wits and cunning where you will need skill and sorcery

to survive Dragons, Ogres and Goblins.

Myths and Magic, Treasure and Danger.

Fantastic High Resolution Graphics and animation help
you on your journey.

Requires 48K, Applesoft ROM and disk

A world apart — enter if you dare!

GOBLINS on disk

$27.50

TARTURIAN
THE TARTURIAN requires 48K RAM, APPLESOFT ROM,

and disk. As you explore the 160 rooms (each done in HI-

RES! gathering weapons and treasure that will prepare you for

the final battle against the TARTURIAN, you will encounter

deadly KROLLS, battle the MINOTAUR, try and get by
COUNT SNOOTTWEEKER, decipher the YUMMY YAKKY'S
secret, make friends with the TULIESWEEP, avoid GHOULS,
explore the PILLAR tombs, discover secret passages and more,
5 interlocking programs.

TARTURIAN on disk

$24.95

OLDORFS REVENGE
OLDORF is a well done and exciting HI-RES game using

over 100 HI-RES pictures. OLDORF requires 48K, Applesoft
Rom, and Disk. As you explore the caverns and castles (each
locale is done in HI-RES) looking for treasure, you must battle
the one-eyed, two-thumbed torkie; find the grezzerlips' sword;
visit the snotgurgle's palace and get through the domain of
the three-nosed ickvup - Plus MORE!

OLDORF on disk

$19.95

CRAE

The finest Global Applesoft program
editor on the market today and here's

why:
Written entirely in Machine Language.

Global Find (Search) for anything in your
program; Global Change (Replace) that

can substitute anything in your program,
anything!; List 40 columns across on
screen with no added spaces; The fastest

renumber in the business; Quote (Copy
command for moving program lines

anywhere in your program; Automatic
Line Numbering; HEX/ASCII Memory
Dump. Plus 5 more powerful commands.
CRAE co-resides in memory with your
Applesoft program so that all editing of

your program is done right in RAM.
If you are familiar with TSO then you
are familiar with CRAE. Compatible
with Neil Konzen's P.L.E. Requires
48K RAM, Applesoft ROM and disk.

CRAE on disk with manual

$39.95

MCAT 2.0

MCAT 2.0 is a fast binary utility

which creates a sorted master catalog

which is saved on disk as a binary file

(Fast). The master catalog can be easily

updated a whole diskette at a time
(Add, Delete, Replace), List/Print have
global search capability and one or two
columns. Provisions for duplicate volume
numbers. Approximately 1200 file names.
48K or 32K, 13 or 16 sectors DOS
supported.

MCAT on disk with 10 page manual

$24.95

SPECIALS

EROM 1,2,3

$99.95

CRAE and MCAT on one disk

$59.95 with manuals

EROM #1
Requires Applesoft ROM & ROM-

PLUS. CRAE'S powerful Global change/
find, optimizes List Command, Hex to
Decimal and Decimal to Hex conversion
now available on a 2716 EPROM.

EROM #1 with manual

$49.95

EROM #2
Requires Applesoft Rom and Romplus
CRAE's Autoline numbering, format

ted memory Dump, Append, Number
Conversion (Hex/Dec) on one 2716
EPROM.

EROM #2 with manual

$34.95

EROM #3
CRAE's powerful Renumber and

Quote function now on two 2716 EP-
ROMS.

EROM #3 with manual

$34.95

pppkz
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR SEND CHECKS TO

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
14422 S E. 132nd

VfSA-

Renton, Washington 98056
(206) 228 6691

Washington residents add 5.4% sales tax. Applesoft and Apple
are registered trademarks of Apple Computers. Inc.

Romplus is a registered trademark of Mountain Computers. Inc

CIRCLE 2S9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

dppkz

master charge
L - ....... »S



:ursive, continu

be used. Figure 5 shows how factorial

would be programmed in Basic using recur-

sion.

Suppose that a value of 5 is given to X
in line 30. The first call to the subroutine

occurs in line 40. In line 100. the stopping

condition is tested and fails, so X is

decremented (to 4) and the subroutine is

called again. This time, however, the return

point is line 130 and not line 50 as it was
for the first call. The "loop" between lines

100 and 120 continues until X=l when
line 100 causes a return. The return is to

line 130 and the subroutine begins to

"unwind." The successive returns "loop"

between lines 130 and 150 placing inter-

mediate results of computation into succes-

sive F locations. When the recursion is

finished (handled automatically by the

system), the subroutine returns for the

last time to line 50 and the final result in

F(5) is printed. (To watch it run, insert

145 PRINT F(X) .)

The reason that X must be incremented

in line 130 before the recursive definition

in line 140 is that the result of computation

must be placed into the next F location. If

the lines were reversed, when the bottom
recursive level was reached and X=l,
F(X-l) would refer to F(0) which is not

defined. Lines 130 and 140 could, however,

be reversed if the recursive definition was
changed as follows.

130F(X+1)=(X+1)»F(X)
140X=X+1

However, some versions of Basic do not

allow computations within the parentheses

if they are on the left-hand side of the

equals sign. Thus, the former method is

better.

Writing a program for the Fibonacci

sequence is not much more complicated.

The program structure is identical. How-
ever, the stopping rule in line 100 must

check for X less than or equal to 2 rather

than X equal to 1 because there are two
initial values. See Figure 6.

10 DIM F( 100)

20 F(l)=l
30 F(2)=l
40 INPUT X
50 GOSUB 100

60 PRINT F(X)

70 STOP

100 IF X<=2 THEN RETURN
110 X=X-1
120 GOSUB 100

130 X=X+1
140 F(X)=F(X-l)+F(X-2)
150 RETURN

Figure 6.

Searching Game Trees

Using recursive programs to calculate

simple functions like the examples above
is not very practical. They can be done

I straightforward loops which

run faster, take less space, and are less

complicated. However, when the task

becomes complex, recursive programs can

save a lot of coding time and make the

program easier to debug. One of the places

that recursive routines can help is in

searching game trees. If you have been

reading David Levy's columns on "Intelli-

gent Games." then you have learned that

computers can be programmed to play

games by constructing a "tree" of board

positions using the legal moves. Then, by

searching the tree for good positions, the

program can "look ahead" in time and

base its current move on what it discovers

about possible future situations.

One of the problems with game trees is

that they are difficult to construct using

dimensioned vectors and arrays found in

common programming languages such as

Basic. Each node in the tree must carry

information about its depth from the root

node, whether it is a MAX or a MIN
node, all information describing the current

board position, and its value calculated

by combining the values from all of its

successor nodes. Furthermore, there must

be links established between each node
and its predecessor as well as between
each node and all of its successors. This

is particularly difficult since it may not be
known how many successors each node
will have. Programs must be written that

will access and modify this tree data

structure keeping all of the connections

straight and the data for each node separate

from other nodes.

Recursive subroutines can eliminate the

need to consider some of these problems.

Using a recursive subroutine, it is not

necessary to explicitly construct and
maintain a game tree data structure. This

may be a little hard to believe, but it is

possible to capitalize on the way recursive

subroutines behave in order to construct

a tree and search it at the same time. This

is accomplished as follows. Suppose that

the subroutine, itself, were a node in the

game tree. In this case, a tree node would

be more than just a collection of data. It

would be a procedure. The tree node
could then generate successor board
positions and call itself recursively on each

of them. The linkage between one node
and its predecessor and successors would

be maintained by the computer system

automatically in the form of subroutine

calls and return points. All that is required

is a careful construction of the subroutine

so that it can handle different situations

as they occur. The following program
skeleton is an outline of what this type of

subroutine would look like. It is not a

complete program since it uses English to

explain what should happen at various

points. These places can be filled in and
will vary depending on which game is

programmed. However, the general struc-

ture will be the same for all games that

can use search trees. See Figure 7.

The variable D is the recursion index

and represents the current depth of the

tree. B(D) is the current board position

being analyzed at depth D. V(D) contains

the values of the nodes, either MAX or

MIN depending upon which type of node
it is. This node type is kept in variable M
which is set to 1 for a MAX node or to

for a MIN node. By writing M=l-M, the

value bounces back and forth between
and 1. 1(D) is used to count the number of

successors of each node. It must be

dimensioned by D to record which suc-

cessor is being examined at each depth.

Line 1 is the stopping condition. If D=l.
the bottom of the tree has been reached

and it is time to call the heuristic function

on the board position B( 1 ). This function

analyzes the board position and returns a

value in V(l) which is a measure of how
good it is. The higher the number, the

better the position. Line 2 sets V(D) to

either a very large number or to a very

small number depending on whether the

node is MIN or MAX. The reason for this

is because comparisons will later be made
in order to obtain the highest (or lowest)

value of all of a node's successors. This

line initializes the value.

Line 3 begins the loop which will examine

all of the node's successors, one at a time,

and call the recursive subroutine on each
one. Notice that it is dimensioned by D so

that successors of nodes at different levels

in the tree do not get mixed up. Line 4 is

the place where the next successor is

actually generated. Since the recursion

index runs downward to 1. the next

successor is in D- 1 . If the game is complex,

there may be a lot of code at this place

and more than one variable may be

required to hold all of the information.

The next 3 lines set up the environment,

call the subroutine recursively, and restore

the environment to its original form. These
lines are familiar to those shown in previous

examples. D lowers and raises the current

depth and M reverses from MAX to MIN
and vice versa.

In line 8, the value of the current node
is updated. It is set to the MAX (or MIN)
of its present value and that of the successor

that was just analyzed. When the loop is

finished, V(D) will contain the MAX (or

MIN) of all of the current node's successors

and will be ready to be used by its

predecessor. Lines 9 and 10 complete the

loop and return up one level in the tree.

The interesting feature about this pro-

gram is that, at any one time during

execution, only one "path" from the root

exists. The program creates the tree as it

is searching it, hopping up and down the

branches in the form of subroutine calls

and returns. There is no explicit tree data

structure which must be maintained by
the programmer. All of the necessary
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information is contained within the sub-

routine.

The above program is an outline of
only the recursive part of the total game-
playing program. There are three other
major parts in addition to any graphic
output, etc. They are (1) the heuristic

function. (2) the next move (successor)

generator, and (3) the supervisor. The
heuristic function can be a subroutine called

as shown in line 1 in the example above.

The next-move generator can be placed
directly inside the subroutine or pro-

grammed as a subroutine itself. These
programs are specific to the particular

game. The supervisor, however, can be
outlined in general.

The supervisor starts the board in its

initial position (or current position if the

game is in progress) and calls the recursive

subroutine once for each possible move.
The move that comes back with the highest

ilue is the one that is chosen by the

computer to play. The supervisor is.

essentially, the top node in the tree and.
thus, is a MAX node. It must, therefore,

call the recursive subroutine with a M1N
in order to get it started. As long as no
win or loss situations are found, the program
keeps on playing moves.

This program looks remarkably like the

recursive subroutine, and the two programs

can be combined with a little ingenuity.

Don*t forget to save the node with the

highest value in line 10 or it will be lost.

This is not necessary in the subroutine.

Even though the above example pro-

grams are not complete and require details

to be filled in, they do show the enormous
power of recursive programs. With higher-

level languages such as Pascal becoming
popular, recursive programs will be easier

to write and. as a result, will be applied in

more areas.

1. IFD=1 THEN set V(l) to the value of the heuristic-

function on B( 1 ) and RETURN

2. Set V(D) to a very large number if M=0 (MIN) or to

a very small numberifM=l (MAX)

3. FOR 1(D) = 1 TO the number of successors of B(D)

— 4. Replace B(D-1 ) with the next successor of B(D)
5. D=D-1 and M= l-M (new environment)
6. Call the Subroutine recursively

7. D=D+ 1 and M= l-M (old environment)
- H. Set V(D) to the MAX or the MIN of V(D) and

depending on M

9. NEXT 1(D)

10. RETURN

Figure 7.

SUPERVISOR

1. D = chosen depth of search

2. Construct initial board position BID)

3. M=0(MIN)
4. Set V(D) to a very small number
5. FOR 1(D) = 1 to the number of successors of B(D)

_ 6. Replace B(D-1 ) with the next successor of B(D)
7. D=D-1
8. Call the Recursive Subroutine

9. D=D+1
— 10. Set V(D) to the MAX of V(D) and V(D-1

)

11. NEXT 1(D)

12. Make move with the highest V(D) and change board
B(D)
IF "WIN" THEN STOP
Get opponent's move and change board B(D)
IF "LOSS" THEN STOP
GOTO 4

13.

14.

15.

16.

Figure fi.
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SOFTWAREA
ATARI

MMWfllMC MTMIMTVOMMl
1 Adventuretand (Cats)
2 Pirates Adventure (Cats)

•3 Mission Impost (Cass)

4 Voodoo Castle (Cms)
as The Count (Cats)

"6 Strange Odyssey (Caaa)
7 Mystery Fun House (Cats

•8 Pyramid ot Doom (Cats)
•9 Ghotl Town (Cast)
• 10 Savage Island (Caaa)
• 11 Savage Island II (Caat)
• 12 Golden Voyage (Caat)
Adventures 1-12 (Caat)
Lunar Lander (Caat)

Star Trek 3.5 (Caaa)
Galactic Empire (Caat)

Delestones of Ryn (Caaa)
Inveelon Orion (Cass)
Mortocs Tower (Caat)
Rescue at RtgtX (Caaa)

1995
1995
1995
19.95

19.95
1995

)S 19 95
$ 19.95

$ 19.95

$ 19 95

$ 19.95

$ 19.95

$100 00
( 14.95

S 19.95

$ 1995

New
New
New
Now
New
New
New
New
New
New

New
New

U.50
1 a. Ja-

la.

»

U.SO
14.SO
14JO
14JO
14JO
14JO
14JO
14JO
14JO
•7JO
15JO
14JO
14JO

$ 1995 New 14.S0

S 24 95 New 10.SO
S 19.95 New U.SO
$ 29 95 New 14.90

Bask: (Rom) $ 60 00 New 47JO
Word Processor (Diet.) $15000 New lltJO
Basketball (Rom) S 30.00 New 14.90
Asteroids (Rom) $ 40 00 New JtJO
Star Raiders (Rom) $ 40.00 New St.S0
Space Invaders (Caat) $ 20.00 New 14.00
Educatlon-Maalar (Rom) $ 25 00 New 10.90
Economics (Caat) $ 30 00 New 14 *0
Spelling (Cats) $ 30.00 Now I4J0
Physics (Caaa) $ 30.00 New 14 SO
US History (Caat) $ 30 00 New 14.50
World History (Cats) $ 30.00 New 94.50
Basic Algebra (Caat) $ 30.00 Now 94.50
TeleUnk (Rom) t 25 00 Now tO.SO
Music Composer (Rom) $ 60.00 New 44 SO

MHM
Compu-Reed (Disk) $ 29.95 Now 14.50
Compu-Math Fractions (Ditk) $ 39.95 New Jt SO
Compu-Matn Fraction! (Caat) $ 29.95 Now 14 SO
Compu-Math Decimals (Disk) $ 39.95 Now St.SO
Compu-Math Decimals (Cass) S 29.95 New 04JO
UK SOFTUMM

Letter Parted (Dlskl $149.95 Now 1IMJ0

OH-UtH SVSTtAU

WUzerd Princess (Disk) $ 32.95 New U.SO
Jawbreaker (Disk) $ 29 95 Now 14.S0
Sod Pom Adventure (DM) $ 29.95 Now 94.90

MIISOHm. SOeTUaVM

Vltacalc (Disk) $199.95 Now 14LS0
Checker King (Caaa) $ 19.95 Now 14.10
Microchett (Caaa) $ 19.95 New 14JO

OWNJTV SOtTtlMrM

Fastgammon (Cess) $ 19.95 New 14.50
Name Thai Tune (Dlsk| $ 17.95 Now 14.S0
Name Thai Tuna (Cast) $ 14.95 Now 1I.S0
Slarbate Hyperion (Disk) $ 22.95 New 14.50
Slarbeae Hyperion (Cats) $ 19.95 Now 14.50
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• SEND FOR FREE

PRICE LIST & CATALOG •
DEDUCT 3S IF PAYMENT ACCOMPANIES
ORDER. INCLUDE $2 00 FOR SHIPPING AND
HANDLING IF YOU PHONE ORDER WE WILL
CREDIT $1.00 FOR CALL. CALIFORNIA RESID-
ENTS ADD 6«» SALES TAX ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FROM STOCK WITHIN 48 HOURS WE ACCEPT
MASTERCARD AND VISA. CODS ADD $5 00

• 518 E. ECHO CT.,

SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
PHONEORDERS (714) 886-0761 ^

CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BEING OVERCHARGED!

DON'T Pay Credit Card Surcharges

Pay a U.P.S. C.O.D. "Fee"

Even Pay for the Call!

DO CALL OMEGA TOLL FREE!

(^JKr EPSON £T^"
""~"~1-^

j/Tsr mx-80 A ^^f
IEEE $55, TRS-80 $35. "^^^fc Ptl/
APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90. ^-^J*
RS 232 $70

ATARI 800 1SK
$ 7*9

>

/ O —mn \

/ mm»fi)]£ _ \

WEST COAST
1-800-235-3581

EAST COAST
1-800-556-7586

CALL OMEGA AND FIND OUT WHY WE ARE AMERICAS FASTEST
GROWING COMPUTER SALES COMPANY!

Omega sales company
CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



/

products!!

We carry the complete line of
ATARI Hardware, Software

Peripherals, and accessories.

COLO!
(Actual size

Genuine 14K $24.95 retail)

ATARI SPECIALS
ATARI 400 16K Personal Computer

410 Program Recorder

810 Disk Drive

820 40 Column Printer

822 40 Column Thermal Printer

825 80 Column Printer

830 Acoustic Modem
850 Interface Module

Buy an atari 800 16k
and receive a
Bracelet

$39

$ 60

$449

$299

$349
$599

$159
$139

CX852 8K RAM Memory Module $39.95

CX853 853 16K RAM Memory Module $89.95

CX30-04 Paddle Controller (pain) $15.00

CX40-04 Joystick Controller (pair) $15.00

With any purchase of ATARI Hardware or
Software over $500 you can buy the bracelet
for only $9.95.

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE W/O NOTICE.

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE.

WEST COAST
1-800 235 3581

3533 Old ConeiO Rd #102
Newbury Park. CA 91320
1 -805-499 3678

CA. TOLL FREE 1 800 322-1873

OMEGA SALES CO.

d L
EAST COAST

1 -800-556-7586
12 Meeting street

Cumberland. Rl 02864
1-401 -722-1027

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



& VSZBRDRy
with the

System Monitor

Richard T. Simoni, Jr.

When I first purchased my Apple II two

years ago and started programming in

Integer Basic. I thought about a myriad

of small editing features which would

make my life as a programmer easier. I

tried in vain to implement the features,

and simply concluded. "Well, it must be

beyond the capabilities of the Apple."

That was before I learned some rudimen-

tary 6302 assembly language and dis-

covered a tricky little feature tucked into

the System Monitor of the Apple.

The feature is called the "character out-

put switch" (CSW), and is included in the

Apple design to allow character output to

be sent to a peripheral card PROM driver

program (which might then send the out-

put to a printer, for example). The
essence of the CSW is memory locations

$36 and $37. individually called CSWL
(CSW Low) and CSWH (CSW High),

respectively. At any one time, these loca-

tions hold the starting address of the cur-

rent character output routine. When you
press Reset and enter the System Moni-

tor, this address is $FDFO. the starting

address of the COUT1 routine in the

Apple Monitor. This routine takes the

number stored in the accumulator ( A-reg-

ister) and displays its ASCII equivalent on

the screen at the current cursor position.

Every time the Apple wants to print a

character on the screen, execution

branches to the address stored in the

CSW.
Now the big question comes up: "How

do I use these CSW locations to make my
Apple do strange and wonderful things it

couldn't do before?" Well, the solution is

to change the address stored in the CSW
from the location of the Apple's output

Richard T. Simoni. Jr.. »29 Farnham Park Dr..
Houston. TX 77024.

•3EFL

03EF- A9 00 LDA #$00
03F1- 85 36 STA $36
03F3- A9 03 LDA #$03
03F5- 85 37 STA $37
03F7- 60 RTS
03F8- kC EF 03

Lisiinu 1

JMP $03EI

routine to the location of your own
machine language routine. After accom-
plishing its purpose, your routine can then

jump to Apple's output routine, and
you've fooled the Apple. It'll never know
the difference!

Of course, before writing sneaky rou-

tines that control the cursor, list programs
with continuous user control over the

speed of the output, etc.. we must devise a

method to replace the address stored in

locations $36 and $37 with the address of

our own routine. Since page three of

memory can be used for machine lan-

guage programs in both the Integer Basic

and Applesoft II Basic memory map. I

have chosen to start our routines at mem-
ory location $300. Our routine will then be

"activated" by storing the address $300 in

the CSW (locations $36 and $37). This can

be accomplished in a number of ways,

such as the Monitor command:
•36:00 03 (return)

I personally prefer to use the short

assembly language program shown in List-

ing 1. This program is executed by typing

the Monitor CTRL-Y command. Once
this program and our routine are entered,

therefore, all that is needed to "activate"

the routine is:

•(CTRL-Y) (return)

This main control program can be used

with each of the routines described in this

article.

Stoplist

Enough of the preliminaries. Let's

plunge into some actual wizardry. The
first routine is named Stoplist. and is

shown in Listing 2. After entering this rou-

tine along with the main control program
(I will assume from here on that you have
already done this), the CTRL-Y command
will activate Stoplist. Try listing some
memory (*000.FFF) and touch a key as

the data scrolls by. The display will freeze

until you press another key. The routine

Litting 2.

•300L

0300- 18 PHA ;HAVE A-REG
0301- AD 00 CO LDA $C000 ;WAS KEY PRESSED?
030J)- 10 08 BPL $030E ;H0, BRANCH TO END
0306- AD 10 CO LDA $C010 ;CLEAR KEYBOARD
0309- AD 00 CO LDA $C000 ;WAIT UNTIL ANOTHER
030C- 10 FB BPL $0309 ; KEY IS PRESSED
030E- AD 10 CO LDA $C010 ;CLEAR KEYBOARD
0311- 68 PLA ; RESTORE A-REG
0312- nc F0 FH JMP $FDF0 ;SEND CHAR TO SCREEN
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izardry, continue

SUBROUTINE ADDRESS FUNCTION

PREAD SFB1E lets Y-register=PDL(X-register)

ADVANCE SFBF4 advances cursor

BS SFC10 backspaces cursor

UP SFC1A moves cursor up
LF SFC66 moves cursor down (line feed)

COUT1 SFDFO displays ASCII character in A-register

at current cursor position

IOSAVE SFF4A saves all registers in page zero locations

IOREST $FF3F restores all registers from these locations

Table 1.

NAME LOCATION FUNCTION

CSWL
CSWH

$36

$37
character output switch (see text)

ACC $45 temporary storage for the A-register

XREG $46 temporary storage for the X-register

IN $200 first location in the line input buffer

KBD $C0O0 keyboard data entry location

KBDSTRB $C010 clear keyboard strobe when accessed

Table 2.

•300L

0300- 20 HA FF JSR $FFlA ;SAVE REGISTERS
0303- A2 00 LDX #$00
0305- 20 IE FB JSR $FB1E ;LET Y-REG-PDL(O)
0308- CO 00 CPY #$00 ;IS Y-REG-0?
030A- P0 0B BEQ $0317 ;YES, GO TO END
030C- A2 FF LDX #$FF :N0, ENTER X-REG LOOP
030E- CA DEX
030P- E0 00 CPX #$00
0311- DO FB BNE $030E ;END OF X-REG LOOP
0313- 88 DEY ;Y-REG-Y-REG-1
0311- HC 08 03 JMP $0308 ;GO BACK TO Y-REG LOOP
0317- 20 3F FF JSR $FF3F ; RESTORE REGISTERS
031A- 4C F0 FD JMP $FDF0

— Listing .1.
-

;SEND CHAR TO SCREEN

will remain in effect if you enter either

Basic, but if you press Reset, the Apple
will put its own address back in the CSW
and you will have to re-activate with the

CTRL-Y command.
The Stoplist routine brings up a few

points which must be needed when
writing routines for use with the CSW
feature. You must protect the 6502 regis-

ters! Don't forget, when your routine is

called, the ASCII equivalent of the letter

or symbol to be displayed will be stored in

the accumulator. If you want this charac-

ter to make it to the screen, you must
make certain the value in the accumulator
is the same upon exiting your routine as it

was upon entry. In the Stoplist routine,

this is accomplished by pushing the A-
register on to the stack (PHA instruction)

at the beginning of the routine and then

pulling it back (PLA instruction) before

jumping to the screen output routine of

the Monitor.

Stoplist is also similar to most routines

using the CSW feature in that it refer-

ences some hardware-dependent memory
addresses and jumps to some routines in

the System Monitor. The Monitor subrou-
tines called by the programs presented in

this article are listed in Table 1 . Special

hardware-dependent memory locations

used by the programs presented in this

article are listed in Table 2.

Slowlist

Let's say after using Stoplist for a while,

you decide that you don't actually want to

stop the listing; you just want to slow it

down a bit so you can read it as it goes by.

Our next routine, named Slowlist and

shown in Listing 3. is for you. After keying

in the routine and activating it. you will

find that the speed of all screen output is

governed by the position of paddle 0. This

allows you to speed past the sections of

the listing you don't care about, and slow

down to digest the good parts.

Slowlist works by reading the paddle

position (using the PREAD subroutine in

the Monitor) and then creating a delay

proportional to that position. After the

delay, the routine sends the next charac-

ter to the Monitor COUT1 routine to be

displayed on the screen. Note again that

Slowlist makes sure to protect the regis-

ters. Since the routine changes the X and

Y registers, simply pushing the accumula-

tor on the stack as we did in Stoplist will

not protect the registers. Luckily, a simple

call to the monitor IOSAVE routine

stores all the registers in memory loca-

tions set aside for this purpose in page

zero. When all is done and the registers

must be restored, a call to IOSAVE's sis-

ter routine. IOREST. restores the regis-

ters to their original state.

Cursor Control

Often, when editing programs in either

Integer Basic or Applesoft II Basic. I find

myself confronted with a seemingly

unending string of key sequences using

the ESCape key to position the cursor just

where I want it. The only problem with

this is that each cursor move takes two

keystrokes instead of one. not to mention

that the cursor cannot be moved up or

down with the Repeat key. Cursor Con-
trol, shown in Listing 4. takes care of these

problems. Once activating the routine,

the cursor can be controlled by holding

down the CTRL key and pressing the A.

B. C. or D keys to move the cursor right,

left. down, or up. respectively. While this

also requires two keystrokes to move the

cursor a single post ion. additional moves
are made by continuing to hold the CTRL
key down until the cursor is in the desired

position on the screen. These control

character movements are also compatible

with the Repeat key.

While the method used by Cursor Con-
trol to accomplish its tasks is fairly

straightforward, some of the instructions

near the end of the routine are rather

confusing. This section erases the control

character typed by the user from the input

line buffer. This buffer starts at location

$200 and holds the ASCII value of each
character typed into the input line.

Although a typed control character goes

into the buffer, it is not shown on the

screen, and therefore would not normally

have to be eliminated from the buffer.

Unfortunately, any control character

inserted within an Applesoft statement
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•300LL

0300- 20 1A FF JSR $FFlA ;SAVE REGISTERS
0303- A5 15 LDA $15 ;GET CHARACTER
0305- C9 81 CMP /C$81 ;CTRL-D PRESSED?
0307- DO 06 BNE $030F ;N0, GO TO NEXT CHECK
0309- 20 1A FC JSR $FC1A ;MOVE CURSOR UP
030C- He 2A 03 JMP $032A ;END, ERASE CTRL-D
030F- C9 83 CMP #$83 ;CTRL-C PRESSED?
0311- DO 06 BNE $0319 ;N0, GO TO NEXT CHECK
0313- 20 66 FC JSR $FC66 ;MOVE CURSOR DOWN
0316- nc 2A 03 JMP $032A ;END, ERASE CTRL-C
0319- C9 82 CMP #$82 ;CTRL-B PRESSED?
031B- DO 06 BNE $0323 ;N0, GO TO NEXT CHECK
031D- 20 10 FC JTR $FC10 ;MOVE CURSOR LEFT
0320- HC 2A 03 JMP $032A ;END, ERASE CTRL-B
0323- C9 81 CMP #$8l ;CTRL-A PRESSED?
0325- DO 17 BNE $033E ;N0, GO TO END
0327- 20 Fl FB JSR $FBF1 ;MOVE CURSOR RIGHT
032A- AD 00 02 LDA $0200 ;GET CHAR INPUT
032D- C9 85 CMP #$85 ;CTRL CHARACTER?
032F- BO 05 BCS $0336 ;NO, BRANCH
0331- A9 AO LDA #$A0 ;REPLACE CTRL
0333- 8D 00 02 STA $0200 ;WITH SPACE
0336- A5 16 LDA $16 ;QET LINE LENGTH
0338- C9 00 CMP #$00 ;LENOTH-0?
033A- FO 02 BEQ $033E ;YF.S, DON'T DECREMENT
033C- C6 16 DEC $16 ;N0, SUBTRACT ONE
033E- 20 3F FF JSR $FF3F ; RESTORE REGISTERS
0341- He FO fi; JMP $FDFO

- 1 islinu 4. —
;SEND CHAR TO SCREEN

*300L

0300- C9 AO CMP #$A0 ;NON-CTRL CHAR?
0302- BO 07 BCS $030B ;YES, GO TO END
0301- C9 8D CMP #$8D ;RETURN CHARACTER?
0306- FO 03 BEQ $030B ;YES, GO TO END
0308- 38 SEC
0309- E9 10 SBC #$10 ;MAKE CTRL FLASHING CHAR
030B- 1C FO FD JMP $FDF0

LUtina 5.

jSEND CHAR TO SCREEN

will cause a "SYNTAX ERR" message
(except in a PRINT statement, of course).

In order to keep the routine compatible
with Applesoft (Integer Basic doesn't

have this problem). I wrote Cursor Con-
trol such that all control characters were

eliminated from the input buffer.

The last routine I will present here is of

use primarily to Disk II owners. When I

first came home with my brand new disk

drive. 1 plugged it/in and wrote a short

program in Basic to save on my crisp new
diskette. (Just to see if it would work.) In

my excited frenzy to think of a suitable

name under which to save the program. I

made the irrational decision to type in

quickly a random series of letters as the

file name. So I had a program named
"AFDYUOIS1IS" on my diskette catalog.

Much to my dismay. I found I couldn't

reload the program or even access it in

order to delete the strange name from my
diskette. After repeatedly seeing the

"FILE NOT FOUND" message. I realized

that when I originally saved the program.
I had inadvertently inserted a control

character into the file name. Since control

DECEMBER 1981

characters don't show themselves on the

screen. I didn't know which character I

had typed, and I didn't know where in the

name I had typed it.

This horrible situation prompted me to

write Ctrl-flash (shown in Listing 5).

another CSW-oriented routine which dis-

plays all control characters as flashing

characters on the screen. After activating

the routine, try typing some control char-

acters. They will "flash before your eyes."

The method used in Ctrl-flash is simple.

If the program detects the character code
in the accumulator to be a control charac-

ter, the program subtracts just enough
from the character's ASCII code to pull it

down into the range of numbers the Apple
displays as flashing letters.

I hope you will be able to use the tech-

niques presented here to further explore

some of the inner capabilities of the Apple
hidden deep within its circuits. With some
imagination, you should be able to write

your own routines to suit your own needs.
CSW routines have a habit of becoming
extremely useful to the programmer who
uses them!
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CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING LIST

GIN RUMMY 3.0 The best card game ever
put into a computer Plays a full regulation
game, with layoffs, knocks at 10 points or less
Changes strategy to counter your play Disk
version keeps score from game to name

TRS-80 Cass. $16 95 Disk $21.95
Atari 24K Cut. $19.95 Disk $24.95

CASINO BLACK|ACKfCOUNTER learn to
beat the house with card counting, practice
strategy with a tireless dealtl Very realistic

simulation of a casino table, uses complete
casino rules House' deals with 1 to b decks

TRS 80 Cats. $14.95 Disk $19.95
Atari 16K Cass. $19.95 Disk $24 9?

CRIBBAGE MASTER A sharp card partner
plays hard tor every point in play, hand and
( rib Counts every play point. His Nobs, His

md will Muggins you if you make an
error Excellent card graphic s

TRS-80 Cass. $14.95 Disk $19.95

CONCENTRATION Match the pairs ol
figures on the screen — superb graphics with
sound Ideal game for children of all ages

TRS-80 Cass. $9.95
Atari 16K Cass. $14.95

LABYRINTH RUN Set a time record as you
whi/ through turns, slaloms and reverses but
hit a wall and you're out' High speed graphic s

TRS-80 Cass. $9.95
Atari 16K Cass. $14.95 Disk $19.95

YACHT Roll five dice and fit the results into
12 scoring categories Up to 4 plav
sc reen die e graphic s TRS-80 Cass. $14.95

Atari 16k Cass. $14 95

TRS-80 3-CAME PACK Cm. Cribhage and
Blackjack on a single disk at a substantial
saving $39.95

ATARI 3-CAME PACK Gin. Blackjack and
Concentration on a single disk $39.95

SAIES TAX ACCOUNTANT Handles the
problems of calculating quarterly reports

TRS-80 Cass. $14.95

ONE-DISK MAILING LIST Holds over 450
names, addresses on one disk, includes com-
pany name, new 1(1 digit zips Prints one-up
labels and notebook format listing Sorts by
name or zip, prints user-selected labels, with
up to 5 codes for each entry Mod I disk conv
t'> Ml TRS-80 Disk $34.95

THE LISTMAKER II Holds 400 names or
items, plus codes in 1(>K. sorts and prints total
list or < ode selec ted entries Not a mailing list

Mod III version holds CSV spec ify when order
ing IRS 80 Cass. $9 95

CHECKBOOK PLUS Solves the problems of

monthly checkstub and bank statement recon-
ciliation Screen prints TRS-80 Cass. $10.95

PRINTING CALCULATOR Chain and mixed
calculations, constants and memories, op-
tional dollar format Prints calculation steps
and results TRS-80 Cass. $9.95

LOAN AMORTIZATION II Monthly pay
ment. interest, principal, with annual sum-
maries, in c lean dollar format for any si/e

straight-line loan Screen prints on full si/e or

QPII TRS-80 Cass. $7.95

CALCULATOR A CHECKBOOK Both on a

single c ombtnation disk or i assette, with I oan
Amortization II included as a bonus

TRS 80 Cass. $17.95 Disk $22.95

LIFE LIST S(«'c i.il program tor birders; sorts

& keeps trac k of sightings Searc hes list by
name, date place Prints overall search lists

Mod I disk conv to III TRS-80 Disk $24.95

QSO LOG Special program for amateur
operators holds all details of 70 QSO's in 16K.
190 in *2K (specify) Instant onscreen access
to entries, prints sorted c alls and details

TRS^O Cass. $14.95

MANHATTAN SOFTWARE
PO BOX 106t

WOODLAND HILl S. CA 91 365
All Atari programs operate with jovtlH Vs

10% discount on orders of 1 or more programs
Add S1 SO shipping and handling — 48 hour shipment

Overseas orders add 1 s-x. for Air Mail Postage.
California residents add VX. tax.

14-hour \ inliT I irte

(21 3) 704-8495

CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE CARD



^"ePROGRAM store

Our Most Popular

Unbelievable Realtime 3-D Graphics!

FLIGHT SIMULATION
From Sub-Logic
A graphic tour de force that will truly capti-

vate you. If you haven't seen this brilliant

program, you haven't fully utilized the capa-
bilities of your computer! During FLIGHT
SIMULATION, you instantly select instrument
flight, radar, or a breathtaking pilot's

-eye-view. But be sure to strap yourself in --

you're liable to get dizzy!

Once you put in some air time learning to fly

your computer head for enemy territory and
try to bomb the fuel depot while fighting off

five enemy warplanes. Good Luck!

Apple II 16K tape $25.00
Apple II 32K disk $33.50
TRS-80 16K tape $25.00

Prepare yourself for the adventure of your
life as this classic fantasy /logic game takes
you into the world of the Colossal Cave. Your
computer is your guide as you search for

treasures, solve puzzles, explore, and avoid
the dangers that lurk within.

Complete version of the original Adventure,
originally written for the DEC PDP-10 in FOR
TRAN. The program has been translated to

bring you all the enjoyment in your home com
puter.

TRS-80 (32K disk), Apple (32K disk^

SPECIAL SAVE $10: $19.95 thru 12/31! ap^/

DEATH
MAZE

From Med Systems
A new breed of adventuring! Venture
through a graphically represented 3-D maze,
with halls that could dead end - or recede to
infinity. Step through the doors or drop into

the pits. Will you encounter monsters and
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob-
jects and information? Will you ever get out
alive?

TRS-80 ( 16K tape), Apple ( 32K tape) $14.95
TRS-80 (32K disk) $19.95

Also Available: ASYLUM for TRS-80 (16K
tape) $14.95

TRS-80'• APPLE • ATARI
The Program Store carries more than 1000 programs for TRS 80, Apple, and Atari.

If the program you want is not listed here, call us: we probably have it in stock!

rr VOYAGE TO

VALKYRE
By Leo Christopherson from AOS
Combine the animation and music techniques

pioneered by Christopherson with the chal-

lenge of his first fast moving arcade game
and you have VOYAGE TO VALKYRE!

You speed through a magical maze guarded by
ferocious birds that swoop down to attack if

you don't get them first. To list all the play

and options of this exciting game would take

the 16 pages of instruction included.

Tape: TRS 80I16K) $34.95

Disk: TRS 80 (I6K), Apple (48K) $39.9$

From Adventure 6 Stoneware
These are realtime action simulations of a des
cent to the Moon. In common, they all have
super graphics, realistic movement and con
trol, and sound. The skillful are rewarded
with high scores, the clumsy can look forward
to spectacular crashes!

LUNAR LANDER: TRS 80 t Atari (16K).
$19.95
TRANQUILITY BASE: Apple ( 32K disk).

$24.95

FILE MANAGER800
From Synapse Software
An extremely powerful and versatile database
manager for use in both professional and per

sonal applications. You define the format of

the records to be filed and FILE MANAGER
800 gives you full control over sorting,

searches, and retrieval.

You can store up to 1000 records on each disk

and the program will allow up to four drives.

Access to any record takes less than I.S se-

conds, and most commands can be entered

with self-prompting single keystrokes.

Atari (II0K disk)... $99. 95

Crush,Crumble
andChomp!

From Epyx *
It's a monster movie, and you are the mons-

ter! You can be The Glob, Kraken. Mantra,

Mechismo, Arachnis, or Coshilla or even
design your own "custom" monster (disk ver-

sion only). This hilarious action game is

loaded with graphics and sound as you prac

tice your villany. With 6 monsters, cities,

and 5 game objectives, you get a choice of

more than 100 possible scenarios. A monster's

life is not all carnivorous crunching, though:

The combined resources of the police, sci-

ence, and armed forces are bent on your

destruction.

TRS-80 (16K tape or 32K disk)

disk). ..$29. 95

Coming soon for Atari.

Apple (48K

GALACTIC SAGA
By Douglas Carlston from Broderbund/A.l

.

Take control of the Galactlca as you navigate
through an uncharted 3-D universe. In GAL-
ACTIC EMPIRE, you attempt to unify a star

system that is randomly created each time you
play. TRS 80 (16K tape) $14.-95. Apple (48K

disk) $24.95. Atari ( 32K tape) $19.95.

GALACTIC TRADER pits your bartering
skills against those of the other inhabitants as
you try to accumulate riches and power. But
watch out for the assassins and the energy
cartel they're out to getcha! TRS-80 ( 16K

tape) $14.95, Apple (48K disk) 24.95.

Diplomacy and deviousness play equal parts in

GALACTIC REVOLUTION. It's a game that

combines tactics, social manipulation, and
Machiavellian ruthlessnes. For more Intrigue,

this game allows more than one player. Sound
effects. TRS-80 ( 16K tape) $14.95. Apple
(48K disk) 24.95.

TAWALA'S LAST REDOUBT makes you the
rebel leader. You must intercept and decipher
the messages of the dethroned Emporer Tawa
la in order- to initiate an assault on his exile

kingdom. Apple (48K disk) $24.95. Coming
soon for TRS-80.

Control The Whole Universe -- Get All Three!

Visit our othe>r stores: Seven Corners Center • Falls Church,VA A W. Bel I Plaza • 66OO Security Blvd. • Baltimore, MO

BEm TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 Call (202) 363-9797

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Dept. C 12 Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase

price, plus $1.00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add
6% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed
information on card.



Get the most from your micro with The
software and accessories from one of ftogram

the world's largest selections. Store

CALL TOLL FREE
800424-2738

^^S^rSS^S S=S^= SCOTT ADAMS'

TEMPLE OF APSHAI
The first of the DunjonQuest series, and still

one of the most popular. In exploring over
200 rooms in the magical labyrinth, you will

encounter more than 30 kinds of fearsome
monsters guarding over 70 treasures. Some of

the treasures will help you in your quest, but
you must still watch out for the many mons
ters and traps that spring out from the walls

and shadows.
Apple (48K disk) TRS 80 ( 16K tape, 32K
disk) $39.95

LOWER REACHES OF APSHAI : Four more lev

els. Requires above program. $19. 95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR
Sequel to APSHAI, this thriller gives you four
levels to explore with sixty rooms each. New
monsters, new traps, new challenge!
Apple (48K disk), TRS 80 ( 16K tape, 32K
disk) $39.95

KEYS OF ACHEREON: Four more levels,

quires above program . $19.95
Rv

MORLOC'S TOWER
A completely different 6 level "dunjon" hides
treasures and trouble. Defeating the dreaded
Morloc takes wit and determination.
Apple (32K tape, 48K disk), TRS 80 { 16K

tape, 32K disk). Atari (32K tape or disk)

$19.95

DATESTONESOF RYN
Rex the Reaver and his band of 24 cutthroats
have made off with the treasured datestones.
They're hiding in an labyrinth of caves in the
Haunted Mountains. It is your job to find them
before they find you.
Apple (32K tape, 48K disk), TRS 80 (16K

tape, 32K disk). Atari ( 37K tape or disk)
$19.95

TUESDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK
An amazingly realistic football game that lets

you captain the team of your choice against
the team you choose for the computer. 96
possible offensive /defensive combinations are
available. A database includes the teams' ros
ters as well as their strengths and weak
nesses just like the real thing!
Apple (48K disk), TRS 80(48K disk) $29.95

RESCUE AT RICEL
First of the "Starquest" series, it's an inter

planetary adventure. The evil High Tollah has
captured ten prisoners; if you don't find and
save them they will be transformed into enemy
aliens and set out after you!
Apple (32K tape. 48K disk), TRS 80 (16K
tape, 32K disk). Atari (32K tape or disk)
$19.95

STAR WARRIOR
You're on your own, light years from Earth in

intergalactic space. If you thought saving the
princess in RESCUE AT RICEL was a chat
lenge, wait 'til you pit yourself against STAR
WARRIOR! Order the second edition of the
Starquest Series now.
Apple (32K tape, 48K disk), TRS 80 ( 16K
tape, 32K disk). Atari ( 32K tape or disk)
$19.95

MICROCOMPUTER
GAMES

From Avalon Hill

Fine war and strategy games for the home
computer that pit your skill against the pro
gram. 16K tape unless otherwise noted.

MIDWAY CAMPAIGN relive the battle as
you control our naval forces. TRS 80. Apple,
Atari (32K) Sit. 95

B 1 NUCLEAR BOMBER avoid MiCs C

missiles as you pilot this advanced aircraft.

TRS 80. Apple. Atari (16K) $14.95
NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOY RAIDER

lets you simulate the Bismark convoy raid of
1941. TRS 80. Apple. Atari (16K) $14.95

NUKE WAR choose espionage or arms
buildup to control a nuclear confrontation.

TRS 80, Apple. Atari (16K) $14.95
PLANET MINERS one to four players

compete, staking claims in the solar system.

TRS 80. Apple, Atari (24K) $14.95
CONFLICT 2500 star battle in the 26th

century for up to 10 players. TRS 80. Apple,
Atari (32K| $14.95

LORDS OF KARMA adventure in a land

where good deeds score more than treachery,
TRS 80. Apple. Atari (40KI $20

TANKTICS combines gameboard t com
puter in a strategic WWII tank battle.

TRS 80. Apple. Atari (24K) $23.95
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL play soli

talre or head to head, using names t statis

tics of real players. Apple (48K disk) only.

$24.95

ADVENTURE

THE PROCRAM STORE
Franchises Available

By Scott Adams from Adventure International
Twelve different adventures make up this ac
claimed series. Written in machine language
for fast response, they support lower case (if

installed) and have over 100 words in their
vocabularies.

Until you've played an Adventure, you can't
appreciate the hours of challenge and fun
built into each program. Each tests your pow
ers of reason and deduction as you attempt to

accomplish your mission using the implements
you have, find or devise. Tape for TRS 80
16K, Apple 24K, Atari 24K (Adventures 1 9
only for Atari)

.

1. ADVENTURELAND caves, pits, magic
words and the dragon. . . $19.9$
2. PIRATE'S ADVENTURE go from your
London flat to Treasure Island. . . $19.95
3. MISSION IMPOSSIBLE complete your
mission or the reactor is doomed. . . $19.95
4. VOODOO CASTLE Save Count Cristo
from his fiendish curse. . . $19.95
5. THE COUNT when you awaken in Tran
sylvania, watch your neck .. . $19.95
6. STRANGE ODYSSEY find alien treasures
at the edge of the galaxy .. . $19.95
7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE try to leave the
most bizarre funhouse you've seen. . . $19.95
8. PYRAMID OF DOOM search the labyrinth
for ancient treasures... $19.95
9. GHOST TOWN just because something
moves doesn't mean it's not dead. . . $19.95
10. SAVAGE ISLAND II first part of a new
series for advanced adventurers. . .$19.95
11. SAVACE ISLAND *2 part two: requires
the purchase of part one (above) . . . $19.95
12. GOLDEN VOYAGE you have just 3 days
to rejuvenate the near dead king. . .$19. 95

Three Adventures on disk (TRS 80 32K

,

Apple 48K), choose:
13 4 6 7 9 10 12 $39.95 per disk

SARGON II

By Dan & Kathe Spraklen from Hayden
Acclaimed the best of the microcomputer chess
programs. SARGON II came in third in the 9th
North American Computer Chess Champion
ship, playing against much bigger machines!
You haven't really played chess against your
computer until you've tried this brilliant pro
gram.

Tape: TRS 80 ( I6K ). Apple ( 24K ) $29.95
Disk: TRS 80 I32K). Apple I24K) $34.95

Prices Suo/ecf lo Cnanoe

J

THE PROGRAM STORE • Pept C 12 Box9609 • 420Q Wisconsin Ave. NW • Washington, P.C 20016

Item Price Postage Si -00 name— Total addr

| ^ZZZZ^^ZHZHZ^ n CHECK

L

Total

DVISA city
MASTERCARD MC Bank #_

state zip
Card# . Exp J
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Neaten Up Those Messy
Numerical Tables

Donald J. Taylor

Displaying several columns of numerical

data side by side can be a problem with

the Apple II computer. A number can
require as many as 15 character spaces

and the standard display width is only 40

wide.

Another nuisance with columns of data

is that the Apple prints the number in

either fixed point or scientific notation

depending on the size of the number, and
it does not print trailing zeros or trailing

decimal points. While this is nice for the

clarity of numbers printed by themselves,

it is not so nice for columns because it

causes the display width to vary and messes

up the alignment of decimal points and
exponentials in the column. A severe case

chosen to illustrate these problems is shown
in Column A of Table 1 (giving values of

x*(10-»-x) for x=-4 to 10 in steps of 0.5).

Aside from neatness this variation in

number format makes it harder to scan

the column, and to pick optimum tab

settings.

A big help in getting more columns to

fit within the display is to truncate or

round off digits that are not of interest

and only distract the eye. The usual simple

ways of doing this round or truncate to a

set number of decimal places. As a result.

Donald J. Taylor. Ph.D. H0.S.1 E. Avon Lane. Lincoln.

NF. 6KMKS.

when fixed point data ranges over more
than one decade the number of significant

figures in the data varies (e.g.. 1.23. .12.

.01). For this kind of data one would
often prefer to maintain a set number of

significant figures, not decimal places ( 1 .23.

.123. .0123).

Another problem one occasionally

encounters with the simple roundoff

methods is that the internal roundoff of

the computer gives you a long string of

unwanted nines, or of zeros ending in a

one. after the intended roundoff place

(1.22999999. or 1.23000001); defeating the

intention of shortening the width and
possibly causing the number to run into

the next column.
The subroutine listed below solves all

of these problems for the user who can
use a scientific notation format. It provides

a user-selected fixed number of significant

figures which does not change from one
decade to the next. It also converts the

number to an absolutely uniform format

so that the alignment of a column is perfect

as shown in Column B of Table 1 . Column
B shows the same data as column A after

conversion to scientific notation by the

subroutine (with roundoff to three signifi-

cant figures).

The way this routine works is by con-

verting the number to a string which is

then disassembled using the lefts. midS.

and right} functions. It is then reassembled

Table i

1

SAMPLE DATA COLUMNS

COLUMN - A COLUMN - B

-4E-04 -4.00E-04
-1.10679718E-03 -1.11E-03
-3E-03 -3.00E-03
-7.90569415E-03 -7.91E-03
-.02 -2.00E-02
-.0474341649 -4.74E-02
-.1 -1.00E-01
-.158113883 -1.58E-01

1.58113883 1.58E+00
10 1.00E+01
47. 43416*9 4.74E+01
200 2.00E+02
790.569415 7.91E+02
3000 3.00E+03
11067.9718 1.11E+04
40000 4.00E+04
142302.495 1.42E+05
500000.001 5.00E+05
1739252.71 1.74E+06
6000000 6.00E+06
20SS4B04.8 2.06E+07
70000000 7.00E*07
237170825 2.37E+08
800000000 8.00E+OB
2.68793601E+09 2.69E+09
9E+09 9.00E+09
3.00416378E+10 3.00F+10
1E + 11 1.00E +U

A- AS THE APPLE PRINTS ,

B- AS CONVERTED BY THIS

PROGRAM WITH ROUNDOFF TO 3 SIG-
NIFICANT FIGURES IN THIS CASE.
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Introducing Something New In

Apple Data Base Systems

Good

*120 Super

$450

Great

$200

Good, Greatand Super.

There are some pretty good Apple
data base systems out there. DB
Master and PFS for example Not
good enough, however, because
you take what they give you which
is usually too much or too little.

Now STC, the company that intro-

duced simplicity to small computers,
brings you three versions of its

highly successful IFO data base
package Three different levels of

capability at three different prices.

You get what you pay for and you
get a lot.

Good.
Version I is our proven low-cost
package. It organizes information
files and manipulates them. Very flex-

ible report formats. Version I will

satisfy most users for such jobs as
client listings, inventories, real estate
data, employee records, patient pro-
files, membership rosters, etc. The
price is also very satisfying $120.

Version II employs two drives. This
means larger on-line file capacity
faster access to information and
more flexible reporting capabilities. It

also incorporates the Soundex data
retrieval capability. Whats more.
Version II supports the 80-column
board, lower case and the Epson
printer— to our knowledge, no one
else does. Version II is indeed great.
At a great price $200.

Super.

Version III is designed for the
CORVUS hard disk, hence offers
far more capacity and far faster

access than diskette-based system.
Version III also employs the Soundex
system. Like Version II. it supports
the 80-column board, lower case
and the Epson printer. The price is

also super $450.

When You Grow You Get Credit.
You can easily expand to Version II or
Version III. What's more, we'll give
you credit when you do.

We Use Only Maxell Diskettes.
You probably know Maxell is the
most reliable diskette made We use
Maxell exclusively for all STC
programs.

For More Information.
We'll be happy to direct you to your
local STC dealer. Just write or call

Software Technology for Computers
PO Box 428. Belmont, MA 021 78
(617)923-4334.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

(Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer
Company.)

SOFTWUtE TECHNOLOGY tor COMPUTERS
PO Box 428 Belmont MA 021 78 (61 7) 923-4334
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rabies, continue

by concatenation into a truncated string

mantissa (factor that multiples the expo-

nential), and string exponential for the

scientific notation format. In the process

it inserts zeros where needed so that the

decimal point and exponential always

appear at the same places in the string.

If the user would prefer to insert blank

places instead of zeros, this can be accom-

plished by changing the string of zeros in

line 140 to a string of blank spaces. Zeros

are needed however, if the rounding routine

is to be used. Aside from this, about all

there is to the routine is the series of tests

made before converting a number to

determine which category it is in to start

with— scientific notation, zero, fixed point;

less than one. less than 0.1, or greater

than or equal to one— since each of these

categories requires a different routine.

The rounding routine works by rounding

the already truncated mantissa to one

less place. It does this by converting the

mantissa to an integer (same digits without

the decimal point) and adding five. The
result of this addition is then truncated to

one less place to complete the rounding.

This is why the program gives "D" digits

with truncating alone but only "D"-l with

rounding added. When rounding is used

just set "D" to one more than the number
of digits you want. The rest of the rounding

routine is involved with increasing the

exponential by one for the case where

the leading digit is a nine that rounds to a

ten.

The subroutine with truncation (but not

rounding) is listed as Program 1. This

program truncates the mantissa to whatever

number of significant figures the user selects

between 1 and 9. Its execution time is

about 100 millisec. For the user who prefers

roundoff to truncation, the routine listed

as Program 2 can be inserted as a block in

Program 1 at the place indicated by the

line numbers. It will round off to whatever

number of significant figures the user selects

between 1 and 7. With rounding the total

execution time is about 140 millisec.

Since the output results are concatenated

as the last step in the routine from separate

strings for the mantissa and exponential,

the user can easily alter the print format

by inserting spaces between mantissa and
exponential, or deleting "E" or even the

exponential or the mantissa.

Program Description

Inputs:

X=value to be truncated or rounded,

and converted to uniform scientific nota-

tion.

1) number of digits in mantissa after

truncation.

D-l =number of digits in mantissa after

rounding.

Output: X$=converted value.

What the Lines Do:
Line 122 sets sign string. SS. to sign of

Program I.

too
102
101
106
108
110
112
114
116
118
120
122
121
126

128
130
132
131

136

138
110
112
162
161

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION FORMATTER
CONSTANT SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
TRUNCATOR/ROUNDER
BY DONALD J. TAYLOR
JUNE 1,1981
INPUTS REQUIRED X AND D
X=INPUT •
D=*DIGITS FOR TRUNCATION
D-l«« DIGITS FOR ROUNDING
X« = OUTPUT

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

S* * ' *: IF SGN <X> = - 1 THEN S* = •-
X « ABS (X>:x« = STR« <X>:P « LEN <X«>
IF P > 1 THEN IF MID« <X*,P - 3,1) - 'E' THEN P* = MID* (X«,P - 2)

!X* - LEFT* <X»,P - 1>:X» = LEFT» <X*.1> + •.' MID» <X»,3>: GOTO
110

THEN X» « ' O'iP* - *: GOTO 161
< 1 THEN GOTO 136
STR* ( INT <X>>

LEFT* (XI*. 1) •.' + MID* (XI*. 2) MID* <X*. LEN (XI*>
•0' + STR* < LEN (XI*) - l>t GOTO 110

MID* <X*,2.1) ' 'O' THEN P* •-02'tX* = MID* (X*.3.1) + '

IF X

IF X

XI* -

X* =

P* -

IF

•)

:

MID* <X*,1>: GOTO 110
P* = '-Ol'tX* = MID* <X*,2,1)
X* - X* + '00000000'
X* = LEFT* (X*,D + 1)

X* - S* + X* 'E' P*
RETURN

MID* <X*,3)

Program 2.

m REM
116 X* »

118 X
150 IF
152 P *

151 IF
156 P* =

158 P* -

160 X* -

ROUNDING ROUTINE : LINES 111-160
LEFT* (X*,l) MID* <X*,3>

WAL <X*> + SIX* = STR* (X)
LEN <X*> THEN GOTO 160
VAL ( RIGHT* <P*.3>> + 1

SGN (P) = 1 THEN GOTO 158
'-' + RIGHT* (CO" STR*
•• RIGHT* (CO"
LEFT* (X*,l)

ABS <P> ) >,2>!
STR* < ABS (P>)),2)
MID* (X*,2.D - 2)

GOTO 160

the number (a blank space for positive

numbers).

Line 124 converts absolute value to a

string and finds its length.

Line 126 tests to find input numbers
already in scientific notation format and
converts them to a string format. X$
becomes the mantissa and P$ the expo-

nential in this and following conversions.

Line 128 tests to find input numbers

that are zero and converts them to the

final string format.

Line 130 tests for numbers less than

one and sends them to line 136 for further

testing.

Line 132: Any input number reaching

this line is a fixed point number greater

than or equal to one. The line converts its

integer value to a string. The length of

that string is used in the next line to

locate the decimal point.

Line 134 shifts the decimal point by re-

concatenation to form a mantissa and
forms a string exponential using the length

of the string formed in line 132 to determine

the magnitude of the number.
Line 136 tests for numbers less than 0.1

and formats a mantissa and exponential

for them.

Line 138: Input numbers reaching this

line are less than one but greater than or
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equal to 0.1. It formats a mantissa and

exponential for them.

Line 140 concatenates a string of trailing

zeros to the mantissas to act as place

fillers. (Blank spaces can be substituted

for the zeros if preferred unless rounding

is to be done.)

Line 142 truncates the string for the

mantissa to the desired length.

Line 162 concatenates the sign, mantissa.

"E," and exponential strings to form the

final result. The user can modify as

desired.

Line 164: Return to main program.

In the rounding routine:

Line 146 converts the mantissa string

to an integer (removes the decimal

point).

Line 148 adds 5 to effect rounding to

nearest integer and converts result to a

string.

Line 150 tests for mantissas that did not

increase in string length (an increase would

indicate that a leading 9 had increased to

a 10) and sends them to line 160.

Lines 152 to 158 increase the exponential

by one for cases where a leading 9 becomes

a 10 during rounding.

Line 160 re-concatenates the mantissa

with a decimal point in the proper posi-

tion.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Innovative Design Software, Inc.
ANNOUNCES

SHUFFLEBOARD
for your APPLE II.™

only $29.95

NSHklT
Real time

HIRES Color

Graphics

SHUFFLEBOARD
• Play Against

your APPLE or

another opponent

• An accurate and
challenging game
following in the

tradition of Pool 1.5

POOL 1 .5 features

• Realistic, life-like motion

• HIRES Color Graphics

• Choice of 4 popular pool Games

• You've Got to see it to believe it!

• Only $34.95

— Another first from IDSI

POOL 1.5

"IT (Pool 1.5) is so realistic, you begin filling in the details of the pool hall

yourself"

— Softalk Magazine

Both of these excellent games require a 48K APPLE I I/Plus and a DISK II. Pool
1 .5 requires a set of game paddles or Joystick. Order directly from IDSI or see
your nearest APPLE dealer.

Apple ll/Plus is

a Trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.

Pool 1 .5 is a trademark
of IDSI

IB1-M
P.O. BOX 1658
Las Cruces N.M. 88004
(505) 522-7373
CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ma.l.rCard tftH
We accept
Visa, MasterCard,
Check or Money Order.



The TRS-80 is a marvelous machine
which is capable of much more than the

Level II Reference Manual would have

you believe. Without leaving Basic, it is

possible to write a program which will do
much more than its listing suggests.

For example: A program when LISTed
gives:

10 PRINT "JUST A SIMPLE ONE
LINER."

But when it's RUN
THIS IS DEFINITELY NOT
JUST A SIMPLE ONE LINER
Or another program LISTs as:

10 PRINT "I AM THE WALRUS"
20 PRINT "GOO GOO GJOOB"

and runs as

I AM THE WALRUS
GOO GOO GJOOB
GOO GOO GJOOB
GOO GOO GJOOB
GOO GOO GJOOB
As you have probably deduced, there

are lines in both runs which do not appear

in a listing but are still included in the

run. In the first case it is a print statement

and in the second it is a FOR-NEXT loop

which is "unlistable." In fact almost any
line under 115 characters, not including

line numbers, can be made unlistable.

But first let's try an example. Type
exactly what is written— don't insert or

delete spaces or change spellings of words
or anything— there will be plenty of time

to be creative later.

Type:
10 PRINT "HOW IS THIS PRINTED?":

REM
THESE WORDS ARE GOING TO DIS-

APPEAR
and ENTER it

Now type: Edit 10 and ENTER. Type
32 then the space bar. then 36C and keep
pressing the backspace key until the cursor

does not move any further. Now press

I'aul Tiernan, 117 Military Road. Henley South.

South Australia M)22.

ENTER. RUN it. LIST it. Amazing isn't

it. When you list your program you can't

see anything, but when you run it

HOW IS THIS PR'NTED
is displayed. You may have noticed that

when you type LIST the line flashes on

and then off. Don't worry, this is not

noticeable in a long program listing and

not, in any case, to the uninitiated!

To generate your own invisible line:

1) Turn the computer on and make
sure it is running properly by typing ?MEM
and ENTER. The computer should return

with 3284 (for 4K) or 15572 (for 16K).

2) Type in and ENTER the line that

you want to make unlistable. (it must have

fewer than 115 characters).

Answers in a quiz
program could be

hidden, so that cheating
would become almost

impossible.

3) LIST the line. Make sure that there

is nothing that you may want to change
(If there is. do it and return here after-

wards).

4) Count the number of characters in

the line (including spaces, line numbers,

etc.).

5) Type EDIT followed by the number
of your line, and ENTER. This puts you
into the Insert mode.

6) Press X (and don't ENTER). This
brings the cursor to the end of the line

and puts you into the Insert mode.
7) Tyne:
:REM

Then type the same number of characters

as there are characters in the line, plus

five. (It doesn't matter what they are;

they're going to disappear anyway.)

8) Press the SHIFT and up arrow keys

simultaneously.

9) Type in the number corresponding

to the previous number of characters in

the line plus five, followed by a backspace.

(For example, if you had counted 31

characters in step 4, you would type 36

and backspace). This should place the

cursor directly after the M in REM. (If it

doesn't, type X and go back to step 8).

10) Again type the number that you

counted in step 4, plus five, this time

followed by a C (Do not ENTER).
11) Keep pressing the backspace key

until the cursor doesn't move any further.

12) Now press ENTER. You can RUN
or LIST your program as much as you

like.

How It Works
The principle is very simple. When you

RUN the program, the computer executes

the first part of the line, and when it

reaches the REM statement it disregards

the rest— which consists of backspaces.

When you LIST it the entire line is

displayed, but, because of the backspaces

after the REM statement, the line is printed

over. This happens so quickly that it

appears that there is no line there.

There are quite a few things that this

idea could be used for, apart from puzzling

your friends who understand Basic. One
thought is that answers in a quiz program

could be hidden, so that cheating would

become almost impossible. (If you choose

to use this idea, use line numbers ending

in 3, 7 or 9 to prevent accidental EDITing
by unwitting students). Another use is

that in programs for publication, you can

sneak your name in, to stop pirating of

your ideas. This is by no means a compre-

hensive list of uses— just a few ideas to

stimulate your imagination. D
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TRS-80 sensational
software

creative
computing
software

Air Traffic Controller Z-Chess III
Cassette CS-301 7 $ 1 9 95 Requires 16K

$11 95
Requires 16K

• CS-3006

real !ime pro-

Outs you in the chair of an air traftir

»'r You control 27 prop planp*; |

ind takeoff and fly over your a-'

You give orders to change altitude turn maintain a
hoidmg pattern approach and land ai I*
Wnllen By an air traffic r.onlroller this re,,

language simulation includes navcq.i'

requires planes lo take off and land ml
continuously variable skill level you w
absorbing and instructive Simula'

See disk version below

Solar Energy Analysis

Disk CS-3802 (32K) $99 95

F Chart Solar Energy Analysis eliminates
many of the tedious calculations required
when designing solar-heating systems
Beyond providing a thermal analysis the
program allows designers to quickly deter-
mine the effects of changing any specifica-
tions allowing fast accurate and inexpensive
experimentation

Systems using air liquid or domestic hot
water m any climate can be analyzed in

detail The program expands the traditional

F -Chart procedure by taking ground-water
temperature into account and allowing for

mixing valves in domestic hot water systems
F-Chart Solar E nergy Analysis quickly pays
tor itself by freeing you from time-consuming
calculations

The disk version of the program includes
a data base of all necessary climatic data
for any location m the United States These
data are in the printed booklet included
with the cassette version but must be entered
manually for your geographic location

This is one of the most sophisticated computer chess playing
programs available today Seven different skill levels provide
practice tor the beginner as well as challenge the more experi-
enced players The speed of Z-Chess will also surprise you
Even at the highest skill level it is one of the fastest chess pro-
grams available

See disk version below left

Deep Space Games
Cassette CS-301 3 1 19 95 3 Programs Requires 16K

SPACE LIFEBOAT Can you find a suitable
planet lor the survivors of a space
accident?

Advanced
Air Traffic Controller

Disk CS-3519 1 16KI $19 95

This is an advanced version ol Air Traffic

Controller (Cassette CS-30061 ottering
additional features and challenge

Z-Chess on Disk
Disk CS-35 1 3 1 32K I S24 95

This is a disk version ol cassette CS-301

7

ASTEROID Escape from enemy space in
a small but powerful ship in this machine
language game

GALAXY 1 Secure your solar system before
the enemy threat arrives

Order Today
To order any ol these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are nol
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800 631 81 12
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative computing softwape
TRS-SO » m* tgiiiiffM u * o* T*OJ» Co«t> CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CAR0
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Random Access fortheTRS-80

James H. Garrett

How many times have you sat down at

your computer to master random access,

but given up in despair?

I had attempted it at least a dozen

times and had given up as many times.

But, when one of my business programs,

using sequential files returned an "out of

memory" error, there was no more putting

it off. So, out came the manuals, books on

programming, all of the magazine articles

I had been saving and anything else I

could find on the subject.

Here I was again, totally confused, and

wanting to quit, but knowing that this

time 1 could not. Everything seemed either

to be written for an expert programmer,

using very technical language, or was buried

in such a maze of gosubs and inkey strings

that solving an Adventure game would be

a snap compared to figuring it out.

I was eventually able to put it all together,

but it was a slow process. The result is a

simple program with no bells or whistles.

It was written with one objective: learning

to use random access files. When this is

accomplished, it will be easy to add
refinements such as the INKEYS function,

subroutines, and other programming
enhancements or frills.

This article does not propose to answer

all questions about random access and

may even generate more questions than it

answers. Many things are passed over lightly

with the thought that the reader who wants

more detailed information can get it from

other sources. The sole purpose of this

article is to explain, in simple language,

how to get a random access program up

and running.

The first thing that must be done is to

OPEN a file for random access, assign a

buffer, and give the file a name. I chose

James H. Garrett. Box 781. Holly Hill. FL 32017.

the name "FILES." but any name will

suffice. In my program this is done eight

times, one for each time the files are used

for the purposes listed in lines 190-260.

Each OPEN statement is the same.

The Field Statement

The next step is writing the FIELD
statements. These statements are not the

same. In fact, three different FIELD
statements are used, depending on what

action is to be taken with the file. This

was not explained in any manual or article

that I read, and is one of the main reasons

for the difficulty I had in learning random
access. Let's take a closer look at what

the FIELD statement is and why three

different ones were required.

Information is stored in chunks of 255

bytes, but forget the word byte and use

the word character. Thus, information is

stored in chunks of 255 characters. A
character is a letter, a number, a space or

a punctuation symbol. These 255 characters

are called a physical record, and when we
write to. or read from, the disk, this entire

physical record is moved from the computer

to the disk or from the disk to the computer.

The space for 255 characters is taken up

by a physical record regardless of how
little information we put into it.

If the information that we wanted to

store was exactly 255 characters long the

FIELD statement would be simple. In most

cases, however, the information is con-

siderably shorter and contains information

that has to be separated, such as names

and addresses. As a result we have to

"define the field."

Put another way. we have to tell the

computer how many characters are in the

name and how many are in the address.

Easy enough. We can estimate that 99%
of all names will not exceed 63 characters.
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and the same is true for most addresses.

However. 63 + 63 = 126. so we would

not be anywhere near the 255 characters

that will be taken up by the physical

record.

What we do then, is devise a method of

storing two names and two addresses in

each physical record. If we do this, 126 +
1 26 = 252, so we leave the space for only

three characters unused. We then have

two subrecords in each physical record.

Lines 300 to 340 are a FOR-NEXT loop

used to input two names and two addresses

into the subscripted variables NS(1) and

A$(I). When this is done, the program

moves to line 350, OPENS the file, and

then goes into another FOR-NEXT loop

at line 360.

Line 370 begins one of the three FIELD
statements used in the program. The first

time through the FOR-NEXT loop, I is

equal to 0. Zero times anything is zero, so

DU$ takes up zero space. N I $( I ) is assigned

63 characters and A1S(I) is assigned 63

characters. DU$ is a "dummy" string and

is not used for storing information. Its

purpose is to format the 255 available

characters and enable us to create sub-

records. Many confusing explanations of

how DU$ is used are already in print so I

will not cloud the issue further by giving

my own version. It is sufficient to say that

"this is one way that it will work."

Now let's look at the FIELD statements

in lines 620 and 630. These are similar to

the ones discussed above, but are not

quite the same. A FOR-NEXT loop is not

used; instead the computer is directed to

use the specific subscripted variables of

N1S<0) and A1S<0) in line 620 and NISI 1)

and Al$( 1 ) in line 630. It is possible to use

the same method as above, but I wrote it

this way intentionally to provide a different

approach to the problem.
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Random Access, continued...

The third FIELD statement is used at

line 530. The reason that it is used this

way is because we want to look at a
subrecord contained within a physical

record. This part of the program begins
on line 490 where we are asked the number

of the item that we want to observe and
to input it as the variable "X." Let us say

that we want to look at our entry number
410. Thus X = 410. On line 500. PR (the

physical record number) is set equal to

the integer of 410 - 1 (409) divided by 2

10 '

20 '

30 ' *
40 '

50 ' *
60 '

70 '

80 '

90 '

100 ' *

110 ' *
120 '

130 '

140 * *
150 ' * - * -

160 CLEAR 6000
170 DIM N$(20)'
180 CLS
190 PRINT "1.
200 PRINT "2.

210 PRINT "3.
220 PRINT "4.
230 PRINT "5.

240 PRINT "6.
250 PRINT "7.

NO FRILLS

RANDOM ACCESS

TECHNIQUES

BY

JAMES H. GARRETT
BOX 781

HOLLY HILL, FL 32017

*

*
*

;.-

*
-..-

*
*
*

*** FOR ALPHA SORT ***

ADD TO OR CREATE FILE"
SELECT ONE ITEM TO REVIEW"
REVIEW ENTIRE FILE"
CORRECT ONE ITEM"
CHECK FILES FOR UNUSED RECORDS"
INPUT FILES FOR ALPHA SORT"
CHECK FOR END OF FILE"
SEARCH FOR NAME"

X
260 PRINT "8

270 INPUT "SELECTION"
280 ON X GOTO 290 , 480 , 600
290 CLS'
300 FOR I - TO 1

310 INPUT "NAME" ; N$(I)
320 IF N$(I) = "@" THEN 350
330 INPUT "ADDRESS" ; A$(I)
340 NEXT

740 , 930 , 1110 , 1300 , 1390
*** ADD TO OR CREATE FILE ***

350 OPEN "R"
,

360 FOR I - TO 1

"FILES"

370 FIELD 1

380 NEXT
390 FOR I = TO 1

400 LSET N1$(I) = N$(I)
410 LSET A1$(I) = A$(I)
420 NEXT

I - LOF (1) + 1

( I * 126 ) AS DU$ , 63 AS N1$(I) ,63-AS A1$(I)

430
440 PRINT
450 PUT 1

,

460 CLOSE
470 GOTO 180
480 CLS'

LOF =

I

490 INPUT "WHICH RECORD DO YOU WISH TO SEE"
500 PR = INT ( ( X - 1 ) / 2 ) + 1

* ( PR - 1 )

1 , "FILES"

* SELECT ONE ITEM TO REVIEW ***
X

510 SR = X - 2

520 OPEN "R"

(( SR - 1 ) * 126 ) AS DU$ , 63 AS Nl$ , 63 AS Al$530 FIELD ]

540 GET 1 , PR
550 N$ = Nl»W : A$ - Al$
560 PRINT N$ , A$
570 CLOSE
580 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE
590 GOTO 180
600 CLS'
610 OPEN "R" , 1 , "FILES'
620 FIELD 1 , 63 AS N1$(0) , 63 A
630 FIELD 1 , 126 i AS DU$

, 63 AS
640 FOR I - 1 TO LOF (1)
650 GET 1 , I

660 FOR Y - TO 1 : Nl$ -
' N1$(Y)

670 N$(Y) - Nl$ ! A$(Y) - A1$(Y)
680 PRINT N$(Y)

,
A$(Y)

690 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONT"
;

700 NEXT Y
710 NEXT I

720 CLOSE
730 GOTO 180

*** REVIEU ENTIRE FILE ***

63 AS A1F$(1)

Al$ = A1$(Y)

(204) + 1. Thus. PR is equal to 205. The
information we want to observe is located
on the disk in physical record number
205. but we only want to observe the
information contained in the subrecord.

Line 510 seems a bit confusing unless
we remember that operations in parenthesis
are done first, then multiplication and
then subtraction. SR (the subrecord) is

set equal to PR(205)-1 times two. or 408.
This is then subtracted from "X" (410) to
give us the number 2. We are now looking
for subrecord 2 in physical record 205.

In line 530. we FIELD SR - 1 (or 1)

times 126 as DUS and get subrecord 2
into N1S and Al$. Notice that these are
not subscripted variables this time. Had
we wanted the information that was stored
in subrecord 1 . SR would have been equal
to I. 1-1 = 0. times 126 would equal
and DUS would consume nothing. The
first 63 characters would go into Nl$ and
the second 63 characters into Al$.
Now you know as much about FIELD

statements as I do.

The GET Statement

Continuing at line 540 we use the GET
statement to get the physical record from
disk, and we tell the computer that we
want number PR or 205. This it does and
the information is stored in Nl$ and Al$.
which are at this point called "buffer field

names" and are not. in the ordinary sense,

string variables.

To stay out of trouble in this area, do
not use buffer field names as variables

elsewhere in your program. Line 550
accomplishes this by making NS equal to

Nl$ and A$ equal to A IS. Line 560 prints

N$ and AS. We could just as easily have
printed N1S and A1S, but then our buffer

field name would have become a variable
name and problems could creep in. Again,
suffice it to say. "this is one method that

will work." If you want to know why, and
you are a glutton for confusion, consult
the manuals.

We just looked at subrecord number
410. but the file has not yet been created.

Let's see how to create or add to a file.

In lines 300 to 340 we input information
for storage. Lines 350-380 OPEN the file,

name it and set up the field. Line 390
starts another FOR-NEXT loop and in

line 400 we run into a new word. "LSET."
LSET N 1 $( I )= NS( I ) means to set or place
NS(I) into N1$(I) on the left side. In line

370 we FIELDed 63 as N1S(I) so N1S(I) is

63 characters long. If the name that we
entered as N$(I) in line 310 is "Smith" (5

characters), NI$(I) would start on the left

as Smith and would be followed by (63-5)

or 58 spaces.

In the same manner, if the name that

we entered was 65 characters long, we
would only have room for 63 of them, so
the last two would be chopped off. The
number of characters that we FIELD is

what is used; no more and no less. And
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ts, continued...

this brings up a problem for you to solve.

Because all 63 characters are used, many
blanks are on the right and should be

removed when we bring the record back
from the disk. What is a fast way to remove
them?
On with the program. Line 430 estab-

lishes where the end of the file is so that

our new information can be PUT at the

end. Line 440 tells us where the end is.

and line 450 PUTs it there. Line 460
CLOSEs the file, and we then return to

the menu.

Correcting

Now we can add to the file and review

one item in the file. How do we correct

an item? Glad you asked. Correcting is

the same as reviewing (lines 490 to 560).

but at that point correcting takes a different

direction. If you are with me up to here, I

don't think that we need to tell each other

that a subroutine could have been used.

Anyway, lines 750 to 820 are the same
as 490 to 560 which were reviewed earlier.

Line 830 prompts us to enter an "at" symbol
if we want to delete the name from the

file, or type in the name as it should be. If

the name is deleted, line 870 deletes

anything stored in A$ to eliminate possible

future problems. The rest of this section

is the same as adding to the file.

The other parts of the program are

"goodies" that would be used as internal

parts of other routines, but are shown as

stand alone routines for clarity. For exam-
ple, "Check Files for Unused Records"
could be put into the "ADD TO FILES"
part of the program to automatically fill

in subrecords that had been deleted in

the past.

The "Input for Alpha Sort" would be
used so that names could be machine
sorted instead of disk sorted, which will

save disk wear. Using only the first four

characters of the names to be sorted will

speed up sorting and conserve memory.
The "Check for End of File" should be

built into the program so that it is impossible

to attempt to put more information on a
disk than it will contain.

The "Search for Name" routine was
thrown in because some manuals indicate

that you have to have a written copy of

your files showing the record number, or
remember each record number, to find

anything. This routine will give you all

names that begin with the first three letters

of the name that you are seeking. This
could have been done more efficiently

with a MIDS routine, but here again I

wanted to keep the overall program
simple.

Anyway, this should be enough infor-

mation to get you started with random
access. I hope it will save you much of the

frustration that I encountered, and maybe
will get you to the point that the manuals
can be understood.

740 CLS' *** CORRECT ONE ITEM ***

750 INPUT "WHICH RECORD DO YOU WISH TO CORRECT" ; X
760 PR = INT ( ( X - 1 ) / 2 ) + 1

( PR - 1 )

•FILES"
* 126) AS DU$

770 SR - X - 2

780 OPEN "R" , 1

790 FIELD 1 , ((SR - 1)
800 GET 1 , PR
810 N$ - Nl$ : A$ - Al$
820 PRINT N$ , A$
830 PRINT "ENTER @ TO DELETE FROM FILE"
840 INPUT "CHANGE NAME" ; N$
850 IF N$ - "@" THEN 870
860 INPUT "CHANGE ADDRESS" ; A$ : GOTO 880
870 A$ = ""

880 LSET Nl$ - N$
890 LSET Al$ - A$
900 PUT 1 , PR
910 CLOSE
920 GOTO 180
930 CLS"
940 C =

950 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING RECORD NUMBERS ARE OPEN"
960 OPEN "R" , 1 , "FILES"
970 FIELD 1 , 63 AS Nl$(0)

. 126 AS DU$
,

1 TO LOF (1)
I

TO 1 : Nl$ - N1$(Y)

63 AS Nl$ , 63 AS Al$

*** CHECK FILES FOR UNUSED RECORDS ***

A$(Y) = A1$(Y)
1 )

980 FIELD 1

990 FOR I -
1000 GET 1

1010 FOR Y
1020 C = C + 1

1030 N$(Y) = Nl$
1040 IF LEFT$ ( Nl$
1050 PRINT C
1060 NEXT Y
1070 NEXT I

1080 CLOSE
1090 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"
1100 GOTO 180
1110 CLS'
1120 C -
1130 OPEN "R"
1140 FIELD 1

1150 FIELD 1

1160 FOR I -

1170 GET 1
,

1180 FOR Y -

1190 IF LEFT$ ( NH
1200 C - C + 1
1210 N$(C) -

1220 NEXT Y
1230 NEXT I

1240 CLOSE
1250 FOR I =

1260 PRINT I

1270 NEXT
1280 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"
1290 GOTO 180

, 63 AS A1$(0)
63 AS Nl$(l) , 63 AS Al$(l)

Al$ - A1$(Y)

@" THEN 1050 ELSE 1060

*** INPUT FILES FOR ALPHA SORT ***

,
1 , "FILES"

63 AS N1$(0)
126 AS DU$

,

TO LOF (1)

, 63 AS A1$(0)
63 AS Nl$(l) , 63 AS Al$(l)

TO 1 Nl$
1 )

N1$(Y)
"@" THEN 1220

LEFT$ ( Nl$ , 4 )

TO C
N$(I)

X

, 1 , "FILES'
63 AS N1$(0)
126 AS DU$

*** CHECK FOR END OF FILE ***

63 AS A1$(0)
63 AS Nl$(l)

,

'END OF FILE IS "LOF (1) :

: PRINT "THERE ARE " X * 2

63 AS Al$(l)
X = LOF (1)
" RECORDS IN THE FILE"

1300 CLS*
1310 OPEN "R"
1320 FIELD 1

1330 FIELD
1340 PRINT
1350 PRINT
1360 CLOSE
1370 INPUT
1380 GOTO 180
1390 CLS'
1400 C -

1410 INPUT "WHAT IS THE NAME THAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR" ; N$

'PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"

*** SEARCH FOR NAME ***

1420 OPEN
1430 FIELD
1440 FIELD
1450 FOR I
1460 GET 1

1470 FOR Y

"R"
1 ,

, 1 , "FILES"
63 AS N1$(0)
126 AS DU$

,

TO LOF (1)1

I

TO 1

1480 C - C + 1

1490 IF LEFT$ (Nl$
,

1500 PRINT C , Nl $
1510 NEXT Y
1520 NEXT I

1530 CLOSE
1540 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE"
1550 GOTO 180

, 63 AS A1$(0;
63 AS Nl$(l) , 63 AS Al$(l)

Nl$ - N1$(Y)

3) - LEFT$ (N$ , 3) THEN 1500 ELSE 1510
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Takeyourpickofthe litter.
When you're ready to let your computer out and

introduce it to the rest of the world, one of the Cat
family of Modems is the way to do it.

Take your pick You can't go wrong They're all

purebreds—from Novation, the recognized world
leader in personal communications.

CatAcousticModem
Fast, accurate, reliable originate/answer modem-

with built-in diagnostics. Just add your computer
and phone Then dial up the world $189**

SuperMike
Replace your phone's

carbon mike with Super
Mike. No more carbon

granule problems Making
things perfectly clear has

never been so easy.

$14.95**

Auto-Cat
Answers automatically and stores data in your

computer until you're ready The world's first LSI 103

modem State-of-the-art, all digital, crystal controlled

direct connect.

You're off the hook for under $250**

NEW

Apple-Cat II

Major breakthrough—the intelligent modem.
Slips into your Apple All auto functions, selectable

baud rates, Serial RS-232 port, BSR X-10 controller**"

easy-to-use self-prompting format Other options
available

From $389** including software

D-Cat
Get the performance and reliability of a direct

connect modem (up to 20dB improvement) with the

portability and price of an acoustic Use it at home
Use it at work Truly unique So's the price $199**

Novation
Call for details: (800)423-5410
In California (213) 996-5060
Available from Avnet Electronics, Hamilton Electro, Hamilton Avnet,
Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops, Computerland, and your local

computer store.

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356

•Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc Cat is a trademark of Novation, Inc which does not make Apple computers
"Suggested retail price *"BSR is a trademark of BSR Corporation
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FARM IS A VERY INTER-
ESTING PLACE TO VISIT.

IT IS HOME FOR ALL
NIMALS.

HICKENS,
HORSES,

N FARMER
RKVERY
WE EAT.

Grammar on
the Microcomputer

Glenn Fisher

You've just written a program you're

proud of. You show it to a friend who
starts laughing when your program says,

"That is a elephant." Then, "You got it

right in 1 turns!" shows up. Cheer up— this

article will show you how to teach your

microcomputer correct grammar, and in

the process give you some practice in

using string functions. It will also introduce

you to that wonderful operator, the semi-

colon.

You will end up with some routines you

can include in your programs to make
their output grammatically correct, so your

friends (and purchasers) will say "Wow,
how neat!" instead of "1 counters'— that's

pretty funny!"

Plurals

Plurals are easy to do; they simply involve

adding "s" to the end of a word when you

have more than one of something. So we
will need two things in our routine: an "s"

to add, and a check that the number is

more than one (actually, since we usually

add "s" to zero amounts— zero counters—

we need to check that the number is not

equal to one). Here's the routine:

100 PRINT'YOU TOOK";N:
"COUNTER":

110 IF N <> 1 THEN PRINT "S";

120 PRINT
N, of course, can be whatever variable

you are using in your program. The action

lies in the semicolons at the end of lines

Glenn Fisher.

94702.

1517 Holly Si.. Berkeley. CA

100 and 1 10, which keeps your computer

waiting at the next space on that line for

the next thing to print.

If N is equal to 1 . the program goes to

line 120 and the PRINT causes the com-
puter to go on to the next line. However,

if N is NOT equal to 1, the computer will

print the letter "S" in the next space (right

after COUNTER), and then the PRINT
in line 120 will cause the computer to go

on to the next line.

If the plural occurs in the middle of a

line of print, the remainder of the line

can be printed in line 120.

100 PRINT "IN";N;"TURN":
1 10 IF N <> 1 THEN PRINT "S ";

120 PRINT "YOU GOT";R:"RIGHT."
The statement in line 120 must start

with a space, since the semicolon leaves

no space between strings (lists of letters

or other characters) when they are

printed.

Words which change their form from

singular to plural take a little more work.

I usually just find an easier way to do it;

for example, printing "This is try #1"

instead of "You have had 1 try." Here's

one way to do it:

100 PRINT "OUT OF";N;"TR ";

110 IF N=l THEN PRINT "Y";:GOTO
130

120 PRINT "IES";

130 PRINT "YOU GOT";R:"RIGHT."

On the PET, with its nice cursor control

keys, you can put the "s" on the word,

then check for the value equal to 1 to

remove it:

100 PRINT "YOU TOOK ""N'COUN-
TERS ';: I N=l THEN PRINT "—";

1 10 PRINT
What you print is a backspace (Shift-cursor

across) then a space to erase the "s."

Correct Articles

"That is a animal"? Only on a computer,

and it's easy to fix. Usually the problem

occurs (as in the game Animal) when the

user has entered a word (as the variable

W$ in the following example). We need

to check that the first letter of the word is

a vowel. LEFT$(W$,1) provides us with

the first letter. MIDS(WS.l.l) will also

work.

90 EN$=" ":REM EQUALS A SPACE
100L$=LEFT$(W$,1)
110 IF LS="A" OR LS="E" OR LS= "1"

OR L$="0" OR L$="U" THEN ENS
="N ":REM EN$="N,SPACE"

120 PRINT "THAT IS A";EN$;W$;"."

If the word starts with a vowel, line 1 10

will set ENS equal to N space, and line

120 will print "THAT IS AN . .
." ENS is

initially set to just a space in line 90 so a

word starting with a consonant will have

a space printed between the "a" and the

word: "THAT IS A . .
." The semicolons

between "THAT IS A." ENS. and WS in

line 120 guarantee that they are printed

with no spaces between, so you have to

put in the one you want after "a" or "an".

The advantage of this method (storing

the value as a variable. ENS) over the one

used for plurals is that you can get the

correct article every time WS appears by

just preceding it with ".
. . A";EN$;. The

other routine takes three lines every time

you want the plural. You will need to look

at your program and see which method
meets your needs.

Now you've learned a little about the

semicolon and some string functions.

Hopefully you can teach your computer

to use correct grammar! Now for the final

exam— can you figure out a way to get

"an hour" and "a house?"
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IF YOU CAN RECOGNIZE
VALUE, YOU CAN SAVE;

I 11 J J^TlTlL' Tli<: ' >iti:i» STVI I.S HI vmi:iim \ JTlTlW

KJ\J II I 11111 1 II

I

I li ll 1 1 I I IiIm II l ll l l l l IHW I II*500
M.T.I.

MOD PLUS
Now You Con Sove
$500 over comporoble model.

M998
We have raken the basic 16K Model III expanded
rhe memory ro 48K and added our MTI Double
Density, Dual Disk Drive sysrem. System is fully

compatible with Radio Shock DOS and peripherals.

MOD MI/EXPANDED
Some as above but has double storage capacity (708 storage)

Your choice of 2 dual headed 40 rrock drives or 2 single headed
80 track disk drives

*2499

MOD HI/280
Our largest MOD III. approximately 1 5 mega bytes of storage,

utilizes 2 dual heoded 80 frock, double density disk drives

Complete with manuals and professional operating system
Microsystems DOS plus 3

*2799
MTI MOD III, SALES, PARTS G SERVICE CENTERS-INDEPENDENT DEALERS

PHOENIX. AZ (602) 244-9739
SIERRA VISTA. AZ (602) 456-2479
TEMPE. AZ (602) 839-0546
TUCSON. AZ (602) 323-9391
ANAHEIM. CA (714) 773-0240
COV1NA. CA (213) 332-4088
HOLTVILLE. CA (714) 356-5185
INGLEWOOD, CA (213) 673-3295
LANCASTER. CA (805) 942-5747
OXNARD. CA (805) 486-5837
SAN DIEGO. GA (714) 275-4243
SAN JOSE. CA (408) 946-1 265
SANTA CRUZ. CA (408) 427-0836

WALNUT. CA (714) 594-831

1

FORT COLLINS. CO . . . (303) 221-1776
GROTON, C (203) 445-5166
HOLLYWOOD FL ... (305) 981-101

1

GEORGIA (404) 449-8982
KAILUA. HI (808) 261-6596
IDAHO (208) 785-1497
SHREVEPORT. LA (318) 865-7189
JOPLIN.MO (417)781-1748
MIDWEST (618) 345-5068
MISSOULA. MT (406) 549-971

5

RALEIGH. N.C (919) 755-1 1 75
JERICHO, NY (516) 997-8668

MANHA55ET. NY (516) 869-8335
NEW ROCHELLE. NY . . (914) 235-4444
TROY. NY (518) 273-841

1

N 6 S DAKOTA (701 ) 594-5674
CLEVELAND. OH (216) 779-6040
MAUMEE, OH (419) 893-4288
DALLAS, TX (214) 247-6679
CHEYENNE. WY (307) 632-9132
MEXICALI, DC (714)357-4717

OVERSEAS
AUSTRALIA 3877-6946
BELGIUM 1663-2452
REP OF SOUTH AFRICA .... 2145-1047

EA MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC.
3304 W. MACARTHUfV SANTA ANA, CA 92704

• (714)979-9923 • TELEX 6780401 TADIRIN •
US PWCES
FOO SANTA ANA
CALIFORNIA
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Gary Kessler

Computers are much better than humans
at figuring the number of days between
two dates, finding the day of a given date,

or knowing whether 1700 was a leap year.

Instead of requiring users to input (his

information, why not include calendar
calculations in your programs?

1 have had to write several date manip-
ulation routines, and see no reason why
others should re-invent the wheel when
there is other important stuff to do. so I

have described here five routines that I

have found very useful.

Note that all routines assume they are

receiving only good data. This is. of course,

a terrible assumption. I leave it to the

user of these routines to create his own
error checking methods. (This disclaimer

is consistent with Kessler's Law of Com-
puter Programming which states that a

documented bug is a feature.)

All routines need an array in the main
program containing the number of days
in each month. Listing 1 shows a sample
piece of code to accomplish this.

Leap Year Calculation

The problem of handling leap years

will occur in all calculations dealing with

dates. Just for review, now: each fourth

year is a leap year. The tricky part is that

centennial years (even centuries) are not

Leap, except every fourth centennial is a

leap year. For our purposes, a year is not

leap if not divisible by 4. If divisible by 4

and by 100. it is Leap only if divisible by

400 (e.g.. 1971 was not a leap, but 1972

was; 1900 was not a leap year, but 2000

will be.) A program to handle this deter-

mination is shown in Listing 2.

Convert Gregorian Date to Julian

Our normal style of writing dates—
month/day/year— is based on the Gre-

gorian calendar, the modern version of

which has been around since about 1582.

A Julian date is stored as the year followed

by the day number, where January 1 is

day 1. February 1 is day 32. etc. (e.g..

February 3. 1972 would be 72034). The
advantage of Julian dates is that they make

date calculations such as determining the

number of days between two dates, easy.

A drawback of all these methods how-

ever, is that only a two-digit year is.saved.

You can modify these routines easily to

overcome this problem, especially if your
machine can store eight digits in an integer

word. A Gregorian-to-Julian conversion

program is shown in Listing 3.

Convert Julian Date to Gregorian

Since Julian dates are not easily usable

by people, it is useful to be able to go
back and forth. A Julian-to-Gregorian

converter is shown in Listing 4.

Number of Days Between Two Dates
Many applications, banking and financial

ones, for example, need to be able to

calculate the number of days between
two dates. A routine which takes two
dates in Gregorian format (presuming the

first date precedes the second date) and
counts how many days are between them
is shown in Listing 5.

100 DIM D9< 1

110 FOR I = 1 TO 12 1000 REM CONVERT GREGORIAN DATE TO JULIAN
120 READ D? <I> 1010 i M = MONTH (1-12)
130 NEXT I 1020 REM D DAY <i-D9<M)>
140 DATA 31,28.31 .30,31,30,31.31.30,31 30 31 1030

1040
REM Y - YEAR (0000-9999)
REM

Uanna l. 1050
1060

Di =
IF M 1 THEN 1110

500 Kin II. 1 TO SEE IF GIVEN YEAR IS LEAF OR N01 1070 LET Ml I

REM i 000 FOR I = 1 TO Mi
520 REM Y - YEAR < 4 DIGITS) 1090 LET Di = Di + D9 (I)
530 1 - IF NOT A LEAP YEAR, 1100 NEXT I

540 1 IF IT IS A LEAP YEAR L 110 Dl = Di + D
550 REH l i 20 IF M < 3 THEN 1180

1130 G0SUB 560
570 i/4) » 4 <> Y THEN 610 1140 IF L = THEN 1180
580 IF INT (Y/i00> » 100 <> Y THEN 600 1150 REM FOUND LEAP YEAR & DATE AFTER 1 MARCH.
590 IF INT <Y/400) * 400 <> Y THEN 610 1160 LET Di = Dl + i
600 LET L - 1 1170 REM
610 RETURN 1180

1190
LET Yl = Y - INT (Y/100) * 100
LET J - Yi * 1000 + Di

Listing 2. 1200 RETURN

Gary Keader, Academic Computer CenCer. Si.

Michael's College. Win.x.ski. VT 05.404.
Listing 3.
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80 COLUMN GRAPHICS

The image on the screen was created

by the program below.

10 VISMEM: CLEAR
20 P=160: Q»100
30 XP-144: XR-1. 5*3. 1415927
40 YP-56: YR-1: ZP*64
50 XF-XR/XP: YF-YP/YR: ZF=XR/ZP
60 FOR ZI—Q TO Q-l
70 IF ZK-ZP OR ZI>ZP GOTO 150
80 ZT«ZI*XP/ZP: ZZ»ZI
90 XL=INT(.5+SQR(XP*XP-ZT*ZT)

)

100 FOR XI=-XL TO XL
110 XT-SQR(XI*XI+ZT*ZT)*XF: XX=XI
120 YY«(SIN(XT)+.4*SIN(3*XT) ) *YF
130 GOSUB 170
140 NEXT XI
150 NEXT ZI
160 STOP
170 X1=XX+ZZ+P
180 Y1»YY-ZZ+Q
190 GMODE 1: MOVE XI, Yl: WRPIX
200 IF Y1"0 GOTO 220
210 GMODE 2: LINE X1,Y1-1,X1,0
220 RETURN

COM W Tne Integrated™ Visible Memory for

the PET has now been
redesigned for the new
12" screen 80 column
and forthcoming 40

column PET computers
from Commodore. Like

earlier MTU units, the

new K-1008-43 package
mounts inside the PET
case for total protection.

To make the power and
flexibility of the 320 by 200

bit mapped pixel graphics display easily accessible, we have
designed the Keyword Graphic Program. This adds 45

graphics commands to Commodore BASIC. If you have been
waiting for easy to use, high resolution graphics for your

PET, isn't it time you called MTU?

K-1008-43M Manual only $10 (credited toward purchase)

k-1008-43 Complete ready to install package $495

Mastercharge and Visa accepted

Write or call today for our full line catalog describing all

MTU 6502 products, including our high speed 8" Floppy
Disk Controller for up to 4 megabytes of PET storage.

Micro Technology Unlimited
2806 Hillsborouqh Street

PO Bo« I2I06
Raleigh NC 77605 USA

I919I833 I458

NOW 80 COLUMN PETS CAN HAVE MTU HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD



tipple computer
' Sales and Service

Apple II Plus 48K-$Call Toll Free

Z80 Softcard $319.00
16K RAM Card $159.00
Videx80Col $289.00
NEC 12 Green Monitor $CALL
Zenith 12' Green Monitor $ CALL

APPLE OWNERSI Intercept Worldwide
Press & Gov't Agencies—Call Us For Our
Short-Wave Package Pricel

THE
COMM

CENTER
Open Tuesday thru Saturday

Laurel Plaza-198, Laurel,MD 20810
MD: 301-792-0600

CALL TOLL FREE
, 1-800-638-4486

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Date, continued.

I : I l-l "'I I:REM
ll n

Listing 4.

3030

3060

3210
3220

3240

3280
32^0

3310
3320
3330

3 360
3370

R| n -

Jl Ii' llll

the: day
i i.f.u .

OF I HI 2ND I'm 1 1 .

llll .Jiinm R Dl Di Ul Vt>

1 rJ T ' 1/1000) 1000

RE M

i> D7

GQSIW 1050

M8
DO

REN fin. I HANOI I TrU! RVI NINi. II AP
REM

1 Y7

t .' • 1

Y8
II tVi > 3 rHEN 3310
iiii re 1

FOR i

iJEi 560
if i o nil N

fj • l

Nl • ! .

URN
Lisiini! 5.

UHEF I

H7.D «. M8.DI DATE.

,1 Jill IAN
I I

•• 1 1 M llll FAN

tr-'l •

H » v.' • • r!l Y7)

VEARS, II

Day-of-Week from Date
It is often very useful to have a program

automatically calculate the day of the

week from the date. The routine in Listing

6 uses a well-known formula for this

calculation, and returns a 1 for Sunday. 2

for Monday 7 for Saturday. The input

is the date in Gregorian format and the

year is needed with all four digits.

Weekend Dates in a Month
This routine has a more specialized

1000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4075

4100
41 [0
»l »0

4130
4140
4130
4160

F-l M FIND DAY 01 Ul! I I FROM n, D I >

.,, „RETURN Ul WEEKDAY, UHERI i SUNDAY, ;;atui-T'h>

i I I

Rl M

I I I

FOR I
-

NEXT I
U Ul t

LET D?

THEN 4070
D9 (2

Ul i i ,'M «• INTv >/4)
U U i TNI I

U W [NT < < W-l
Ml M 1

i 1 rOl i

THEN 4130
Ml

U *- D9 <I>

D _

INT <<W-i>/7>
28

Lilting 6.
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A
ATARI
Computers

for people:

800TM$749
410 Recorder $59 00
810 Disc Drive $444 00
822 Printer $359 00
825 Primer $629 00
830 Modem $159 00
820 Printer $26900
850 Interlace $159 00
New DOS 2 System $21 00
CX70 Light Pen $64 00
CX30 Paddle $18 00
CX40 Joy Stick $18 00
CX853 16K RAM $89 00
Microtek 16K RAM $75 00
Microtek 32K RAM $169 00

400,„

$329
ATARI SOFTWARE

CX404 Word Processor $1 19 00
CX404 PILOT $68 00
CX413 Microsoft Basic $68 00
CX4101 Invitation To Programing I $1700
CX4102 Kingdom $13 00
CX4103 Statistics $1700
CX4104 Mialing List $1700
CX4105 Blackiar.k $1300
CX4106 Invitation to Programing 2 $20 00
CX4107 Biorythm $1300
CX4108 Hangman $1300
CX4109 Graph It $17.00
CX41 10 Touch Typing $20 00
CX41 11 SPACE INVADERS $1700
CX4112 States & Capitals $13 00
CX41 14 European Countries & Capitals $13 00
CX41 15 Mortgage * Loan Analysis $13 00
CX41 16 Personal Fitness Program $59 00
CX4117 Invitation To Programing 3 $20 00
CX41 18 20 Conversational Languages lea l $45 00
CX4121 Energy Czar $1300
CXL4001 Educational Master $2100
CX6001 1 7 Talk & Teach Series lea I $23 00
CX8106 Bond Analysis $20 00
CX8107 Stock Analysis $2000
CX8101 Stock Charting $2000
CXL4002 Basic Computing Language $46 00
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $46 00
CXL4004 Basketball $24 00
CXL4005 Video Easel $24 00
CXL40O6 Super Breakout $30 00
CXL4007 Music Composer $45 00
CXL4009 Chess $30 00
CXL4010 3DTicTacToe $24 00
CLS4011 STAR RAIDERS $39 00
CXL4012 MISSLE COMMAND $32 00
CXL4013ASTEROIOS $32 00
CXL4015 TeleLink $2000
Visicalc $149 00
Letter Perfect (Word Processor) $109 00
Source $89 00

(scommodore

CBM 8032 $1149
4016 $79900
4032 $999 99
8096 $1795 00
CBM4022 Printer $629 00
Tally 8024 $1699 00
CBM C2N Cassette Drive $69 00
CBM4040 Dual Disk Drive $1039 00
CBM8050 Dual Disk Drive $134900

SOFTWARE
WordPro3 Plus $229 00
WordPro4 Plus $329 00
Commodore Tax Package $399 00
Visicalc $149 00
BPI General Ledger $329 00
OZZ information System $329 00
Dow Jones Portfolio $129 00
Pascal $239 00
Legal Time Accounting $449 00
Word Cralt 80 $289 00
Create A Base $249 00
Power $8900
Socket 2 Me $20 00
Jinsam $Call

MAGIC $ Call

VIC 20 $259
Vic TV Modual $19 00
Vic Cassette $69 00
Vic 6 Pack Program $44 00
VIC1530 Commodore Datassette $69 00
VIC 1540 Disk Drive $499 00
VIC1515 VIC Graphic Printer $399 00
VIC1210 3K Memory Expander $32 00
VIC 11 10 8K Memory Expander $53 00
VIC1011 RS232C Terminal Interlace $43 00
VIC1 112 VIC IEEE 488 Interlace $86 00
V1C1211 VIC 20 Super Expander $53 00
VIC1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge $45 00
VIC1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor $45 00
VIC1901 VIC AVENGERS $23 00
VIC 1904 SUPERSLOT $23 00
VIC1906 SUPER ALIEN $19 00
VIC1907 SUPER LANDER $23 00
VIC1908 DRAW POKER $23 00
VIC1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE $23 00
VT106A Recreation Pack A $44 00
VT107A Home Calculation Pack A $44 00
VT164 Programmable Character/Gramegraphics $12 Oo
VT232VICTerm I Terminal Emulator $9,00

ca HEWLETT
PACKARD

TT™^

i i i i « « i i t « • « V \ \ \

HP* 85 $2595
NEWIHP»125 $3295 00
HP«83 $1795 00
HP«85 16K Memory Module $249 00
5'

4

" Dual Master Disc Drive $2129 00
Graphics Plotter (7225BI $2079 00
Call for HP Software Prices & Information

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4 $399
PHC 004 TI-99/4 Home Computer $399 00
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $169 00
PHP 1 700 RS 232 Accessories Interface $16900
PHP 1800 Disk Orive Controller $239 00
PHP 1850 Disk Memory Drive $389 00
PHP 2200 Memory Expansion (32K RAMI $239 00
PHA2100RF Modulator $43 00
PHP 1 100 Wired Remote Controllers(Pair) $31 00
PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions . $26 00
PHM 3013 Personal Record Keeping $4300
PHD 5001 Mailing List $60 00
PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager $18 00
PHM 3008 Video Chess $60 00
PHM 3010 Physical Fitness $26 00
PHM 3009 Football $2600
PHM 3018 Video Games I $26 00
PHM 3024 Indoor Soccer $26 00
PHM 3025 Mind Challengers $22 00
PHM 3031 The Attack $3500
PHM 3032 Blasto $22 00
PHM 3033 Blacktack and Poker $22 00
PHM 3034 Hustle $22 00
PHM.3036 Zero Zap $18 00
PHM 3037 Hangman $18 00
PHM 3038 Connect Four $18 00
PHM 3039 Yahtzee $22 00
PHM 3017 Terminal Emulator I $3900
PHM 3026 Extended Basic $8800
PHM 3035 Terminal Emulator II $45 00

DISCS
Sycom Blank Disk (10)

Maxell MD I

Maxell MD II 110)

PRINTERS
Epson MX 70
Epson MX 80
Epson MX 80 FT
Diablo 630
TEC 1500 Starwriter 25cps
TEC 1500 Starwriter 45cps

$29 00
$36 00
$46 00

Call tor Prices

$1495 00
$1795 00

No Risk, No Deposit On Phone Orders, COD or Credit Card,
Shipped Same Day You Call *

• on all m stock units (Qf\f\\ Q^^-QQ^A
IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575 \OwW/ AvO"0#JV
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
501 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN SOPHISTICATED ELECTRONICS

Tl Orrier

Phone orders invited (800 number is for order desk
only) Or send check or money order and receive

free shipping Pennsylvania residents add 6°o
sales tax Add 3* 'or Visa or M C Equipment
is subject to price change and availability without

notice Ptease can between 1 1 AM & 6 PM
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Date, continued..,

purpose. I wrote it when I was working in

a department where certain reports were
to be submitted on three consecutive work
days. Since no penalty was given when a
weekend came in the middle of those
days. I created the routine shown in Listing

7 to determine all weekend dates in a
given month. Note that another array will

be needed to store up to 10 dates, and no
month will ever have more than 10 week-
end days in it.

I hope these routines will save you some
work, or inspire you to do interesting

things with dates. I have not yet been
energetic enough, for instance, to write

something to figure out the days of all the

holidays that will occur during a given

year, with associated "hidden" Fridays and
Mondays. Perhaps that is the next logical

entension.

All of these programs were written by

me in Fortran, and are currently in use.

Users who wish to see listings of these

Fortran subroutines should contact me.
However, since Basic seems to be the

"conversational" language in this magazine.

I translated them into as basic a Basic as I

could manage. I would like to thank my
friend, Richard S. Moss, C.P.A., for

allowing me to test them on his Com-
modore PET.

090 DIM W9(10)

5000
5010
5020
5030
SO 40
5050
5060
506?
5064
'5066
5068
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5;>20
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270

DETERMINE ALL WEEKEND DATES IN A GIVEN MONTH AND
YEAR. INPUT M AND Y, WITH ALL 4 DIGITS.

REM
REM
REM
REM RETURN W9
REM AND W8
REM
LET D = 1
LET W8 =
FOR I = 1 TO 10

LET W9 (I) =0
NEXT I
G0SUB 4030
IF W <> i THEN 5110
LET W9 (1) = 1
LET W8 = W8 + i
LET Si = 7 - W + i
G0SUB 560
IF L = THEN 5150
LET D9 (2) 29
FOR J = 1 TO 5

LET W8 " W8 + 1

LET W9 <W8> - Si
IF SI = D9 (M) THEN 5270
LET W8 = W8 + i
LET W9 <W8) = Si + 1

REM
LET Si = Si + 7
IF Si > D9 (M) THEN 5270

NEXT J
REM
LET D9 (2) = 28 .

RETURN

Listing 7.

ARRAY LIST OF ALL WEEKEND DATES
LENGTH (NO. OF ENTRIES) IN W9

WE WERE THE FIRST!

TO OFFER:

• A Protection System for your BASIC Programs
• A Modem Communications Package
• A Bit Copier

• A Stock Charting and Evaluation Package
• A Real-Time Flight Simulator

• A 40 or 60 Column Communication Program
• A Joystick Compatible Micronet Program
• A P.. P.M. Adjustment Program
• The First Adult Board Game for a Micro

• ALL ATARI* 800* COMPUTER FIRSTS! •

We were also the first to bring Packman, Super Galaxian. Night Drive, and Ultra Invader

to the CBM owner. We have always been first in innovative software for the ATARI*
Computer and CBM.

DOES ANY OTHER SOFTWARE HOUSE OFFER
UP TO 50% IN ROYALTIES?

Before you submit your program to any other company. TRY USI We can support you
with technical help, a fully staffed sales force, direct dealer mailing, and major
advertising campaigns. We have dealers in every major U.S. city and 27 foreign

countries.

• TRY C.C.I. •

I Computer ^^

\ C on ** u ' , *,n,s /

* Indicates a trademark of Atari. Inc

Computer Consultants of Iowa Ltd.

P O Box 427
Marion. Iowa 52302
319 373 1306 CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD

744-0 5% SS/SD

Lots of: 10 $2.50 ea
50

100
2.40 ea.

2.19 ea.

SYNC0M
Ectype

5% SS/SD Certified

Lots of: 10 $2.95 ea."
50
100

2.65 ea
"•

2.50 ea."

'Prices subject to change without

notice. Add 3% shipping and
handling. Iowa residents please add
3% sales tax Please allow time for

checks to clear. Prices good in

Continental U.S.A.

"Free plastic library case with each
order of 10.
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kTARI* APPLE" TRS-8CV

ATARI' DESK CALENDAR

PORNOPOLY

SUPER-CUBE «1

SNUFF

SAUCER ATTACK

UTILITY MAN • A fantastic collection of 21 super utility programs tor the ATARI' 400/000'
Computer Included m this series is the now famous MIRROR IMAGE and PROTECTOR
Retail $99 95 32K required

COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE • Now available for the first time, a full modem
communications package for the ATARI* 400/600' Computer This package will allow the
user to send or receive BASIC as well as binary files (user to user) it will also allow the
downloading of text from any major data base such as the SOURCE or COMPUSERVE All

kinds ot fantastic features are built in free sectors, auto file unlocking, message sent, and
message received Retail $49 95

NITE FLYER- A real-time flight simulator You're flying at nighl with only your instruments
to guide you Somewhere far in the distance you see a tiny dot it's the air field 1 You must
successfully land your plane in a given amount of time Your complete working instrument
cluster will help guide you in Brakes screech . motor drones This is not a text game, but a
real-time flight simulator for the ATARI' 400/000' Computer Joystick required Retail

$24 95 24K required

FRAZZLE • This one will really frazzle your nerves Drive through the maze and avoid
touching any of the walls because if you do ATARI* 400/800* Computer 16K required
Dish only Retail $19 95

MAZE ENCOUNTER - You're lost in a 3-dimens>onal maze It's up to you to find your way
out -which turn to take, which corridor to go down ATARI" 400 800* Computer Disk only
Retail $19 95 16K required

MASTER DISK — Here is the disk filing system you ve been waiting for Store up to 125
disks per directory Search, list, delete, all in RAM Have you forgotten what the name of

that program was7 Enter the first letter and all programs with that first letter will be
displayed (Wild card is automatic) Master Disk contains super fast in RAM sort ATARI'
400/800' Computer Retail $24 95 16K required

INTEL TERM • The intelligent terminal program Full function interactive terminal, upload
files from disk or cassette to remote computer Download files from disk, printer, or
cassette from a remote computer Choice of 40-60 column display formats Changeable
while on-line Single-character codes to transmit frequently-used words or phrases
Displays disk-directory while on-line Joystick input Compatable with MicroNet Space
War Written m all machine language ATARI* 400/800' Computer Disk only Retail

$49 95 32K required

THE BROKER • The most comprehensive stock charting and evaluation program ever
designed for the ATARI' Computer System This package is by far the most professional of

its kind A 30-page instruction manual is included Two dish drives and 48K required
Retail $99 95 Soon available tor the Apple"

PORNOPOLY • You ve seen or heard about it on nationwide television or radio and read
about it m newspapers ThisisatripleX-Ratedaduitpartygame Requires2to4player Hi-

Res graphics board, property, and all transactions handled by the computer Available for

the ATARI' Computer APPLE*". TRS-80- and PET/CBM* Computers Retail $29 95
Distributed Worldwide

LOCPIK • A one- or two-drive bit copier 'or the ATARI* 400 600" Computer Will allow you
to copy virtually any disk-locked, copy-protected, etc Retail $49 95

CLONE KIT • A single or dual disk drive APPLE*" bit copier that s so incredibly fast you
won t be leive it Full track or halt track This is the KING of an APPLE'" bit copiers It can
duplicate virutually any disk Retail $49 95

SNUFF • ITS FINALLY ARRIVED' The R P M tester for the ATARI' 810' Disk Drive How
would you like to SNUFF out all those 1 38. 144 errors due to speed'7 Here is the solution all

of you ATARI' 810* Disk Drive owners have been waiting for All it takes is ' Snuff a

screwdriver, and a few minutes to bring up to factory specifications Hi-Res graphics
display a working tachometer on the screen that you can adjust to (1) one R P M Complete
with documentation So easy a child can do it' Retail $29 95 16K required

STAR TREK-THEOAME - Hi Resgrapics portray your battles with the khngons in amazing
detail Lazars fire, phasers blast Protect the galactic empire, if you can apple n*". 48K
required $34 95

NEW PROGRAMS

AMMC • THE ATARI* MASTER MESSAGE CENTER - The complete and total bulletin

board service for the ATARI' 800' Computer/Hayes Smart Modem** No additional

modules to purchase Here are just some of the many features mail, log-on. text and
program post all mail and post (time-and-date stamped as sent) Use up to four ATARI'
810' Dish Drives as one pool ot sectors allocated to user-profiles, mail pieces, or post
entries. DYNAMICALLY' We ve taken the best of all the bulletin board systems and
designed the ultimate program for your ATARI' Computer Written completely in 6502
Plus many more features Introductory price $129 95 until January 1. 1902. then $149 95
48K required Free Updates

SUPER-CUBES • Two outstanding, mind-boggling favorites Super-cube «1 is Rubick's
Cube*" Super-cube «2 is Soma*" Cube These are two of the finest mind puzzles ever
created for the computer Complete documentation TRS-80*" Color Computer 16K
extended BASIC $24 95

SAUCER ATTACK • Here thay come again Those crafty creatures from outer space The
zipons attack your earth fortress You must prevent them from landing and discharging
their deadly cargo You possess the ultimate weapon The super laser cannon But watch
out - the zipons have a tendency ot hiding behind clouds and mountains before launching
their attack Utilizes player missie graphics Joystick required ATARI' 400/800'
Computer 16K $19 95

BACKMAN - Like the arcade version but with some new twists All machine language
TRS-80** Mod I, III Level II Cassette only 16K $24 95

NUMBER BATTLE • Do your best to outwit your computer opponent by achieving the
highest score possible m the least possible time ATARI* 400/000' Computer 24K $19 95

'Indicates a trademark of Atari. Inc

Rubick's Cube is s trademark of Ideal

Soma Cube is a trademark of Parker Brothers
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Inc

Apple is a trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc

Prices subject lo change without notice.

\ Computer ^v

1 Consultants )

Computer Consultants ol Iowa Ltd.

P O Box 427
Marion, Iowa 52302
319 373 1306
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CURSOR

fortheTRS-80

Blinking Cursor! A really nice feature

if you happen to own an Apple II. But

what if you own a TRS-80? Are you
doomed forever to have nothing but a do-

nothing underline cursor? Never fear, an

answer is close at hand.

In this article I present four Assembly
listings outlining two techniques which

almost any TRS-80 owner can use to get

an action-packed blinking cursor.

The first technique involves using the

keyboard device control block driver

address that Basic calls whenever keyboard

input is needed, so the cursor only blinks

when Basic is waiting for user input.

The second technique involves using

the real time clock hardware interrupt

generated from the expansion interface

as a time base for a blinking cursor. This

makes it possible to have a continuously

blinking cursor as long as the user does
not press the system reset.

All TRS-80 owners should be able to

use the first technique since all TRS-80s
use a certain amount of keyboard input

through the running of normal Level II

Basic, but there may be isolated cases

where a TRS-80 owner may have the

expansion box connected without disks

and a software spooler running off the

keyboard DCB. I decided to cover these

few isolated cases because I own a 48K

Ray Horn Jr. PSC Box 3303. Edwards AFB. CA
93523

Ray C. Horn Jr.

TRS-80 with an expansion box and no
disks, so I can run a blinking cursor using

either technique.

The relative strengths and weaknesses
of the two methods depend upon whether
or not you have an expansion interface

with the real time clock feature. Both
techniques take an equal amount of

memory.
There is one important consideration

to bear in mind when deciding to use the

real time clock interrupt driven blinking

cursor. Cassette I/O will work reliably

only with Model I Level III Basic. This is

because without Level III Basic, cassette

I/O will become garbled because the ISR
(interrupt service routine) will be called

continuously every 25ms during cassette

operation.

With Level III Basic there are some
new cassette I/O commands that were

designed to be used with the real time

clock. 'LOAD' disables all interrupts before

cassette input then re-enables the interrupts

before going back to Basic, and the 'SAVE'

command works the same way. Since I

did not write the blinking cursor routines

with Level III in mind I'll leave it up to

the user to determine the necessary changes

that are needed in order to get BLINKs
3.0 and 3.21 (see Listing 3 and 4) to work
properly.

BLINKS 3.0 and 3.21 were designed to

be used in a clean Level II environment

without any cassette I/O as demonstration

routines to show that the basic principles

do work. The same goes for BLINKs 2.0

and 4.0 as they, too, are only for demon-
stration purposes. It would take a bit more

work to get the BLINKs to work properly

outside of a clean Level II set up.

Assembly Listing Comments
There are four Assembly Language

listings included with this article. Listing

I. BLINK 2.0. was originally intended to

be used at the top of my 48K PMC-80
computer but may be easily relocated using

an assembler by altering the 'ORG' on

line 140.

Listing 2, BLINK 4.0. is an optimized

BLINK 2.0 using only 51 bytes as compared

to Listing 1. which needs a total of 71

bytes for a saving of 20 bytes.

Listing 3. BLINK 3.0. is actually BLINK
2.0 retrofitted for use with the real time

clock hardware interrupt service routine.

Listing 4, BLINK 3.21, is an optimized

BLINK 4.0 using only 86 bytes.

All four listings are well commented
and all techniques are fairly straightforward

with few. if any, programming tricks.

Careful study of all four listings should

prove enlightening for assembly hackers

having difficulty implementing a blinking

cursor on a TRS-80 or PMC-80.

>»»>••»»•••••••>••••—•••••#«#»##»»•»••••• • '
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

* IKSsn" IS A I KADI MAKK ( )l IANDY CORP

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS-80-

OWNERS CQMPLITRQNICS
MONTHLY

||
NEWSMAGAZINE

I OR I RS-NO "

c. OWM KS

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I, II & III

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

NOW IN OUR 4th YEAR
PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PI HI Islll D IN Kl ( I M Issl I s

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
• FINCALC A COMPLETE FINANCIAI APPLICATIONS PACKAGI
• INI ORMATION SYSTI M Rl VII W
• STAT1ST1CAI COMBINATIONS
• PASCAI 'S rRIANGI I

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGI FOR BEGINNERS
• DIsK I II is
• MOD III REVIEW
• KEYBOARD IIHNDIK AND I IGHTING EXPI AIM D
• DOS COMMANDS IN LEVEI II

• PROBABILITY CURVI Gl Nl RATOR
• CAI CUI A I OK SIMUI A I IONs
• llll MEGABYTI GAP
• STOCKS AND BONDS
• BUDGE1 ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOMEl
• Nl WDOS so REVIEW
• DUTCHING Mil IIOKsl SYSTEM IIIA1 ( AN I UN
• A SIMUI ATEDGOl I (.AMI
• < ON I INI Ol is FORM SOUR!
• I AX SAVER Kl VII W

ANI ) M( )KI

&&*Y!& FINCAI C
^^'t^ 1 * ......T.^/^flr.^J A Complete Financial Analysis Package Used

^C-fl!^ To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal

S^ o^ And Effective Rates, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,

Taf^^ Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,
Amortization Schedule and More1&

SEND FOR OUR NEW M PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING I Is I INC is ol HUNDREDS OF TRS Hi" PKOC.KAMS AVAILAHI I ON
CASSETTE AND DISKI I 1 1 i S2 (Hi OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS ( )K SAMPI I ISSUE

All programs are supplied on cassette (add $3 (or Diskette Version - add S5 (or modilied Mod-ll Version!

•CQKIPIJTRQNICS
^*»*v«»vV^^l-At «"MA'lt/

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION S24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE S -I

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE

( = 1 July 1978* "12 Jurwl979»«24 Ink who • =30 Januai

Nl W SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

NEW!!!
MOD-II NEWSLETTER
$1 8/year (or ** Issues)

HOUR /^^
24 ORDER ^J

LINE

m (914) 425-1535

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

EXP DATE

NAMI

ADDRESS _CITY- _STATE /IP
•*• ADD $12 YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO) - ADD S24 YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OF U.S.A.. CANADA & MEXICO
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ECQMPUTRQNICS
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80* • ATARI* • APPLE* • PET* •
'TKS-M it j trademark of the Radio Slur* Dhhion o( Tandy Corp. - 'ATARI b a tadMurt ot Atari Inc. - -Apple h a trademark ol Apple Corp. - TM a trademark ol Commodore

BUSINESS PAC 100
100 Ready-To-Run
Business Programs

.,«* within
24-Hours

* All order. P*~"S

£?^aron.ee o" «
t 30-DOV -on'V J*^a|ty ,„, handlms)

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE).....Includes 110 Page Users Manual 5 Cassettes (Or Diskettes)
Inventory Control. ....Payroll.....Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.....

Checkbook Maintenance.....Accounts Receivable.....Accounts Payable.....

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

1 RULE78
2 ANNU1
3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEMT
6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
8 DEPRSV
9 DEPRDB
10 DEPRDDB
11 TAXDEP
12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBK1
14 MORTGAGE/

A

15MULTMON
16 SALVAGE
17 RRVARIN
18 RRCONST
19 EFFECT
20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY
23 REGWTTH
24 SIMPDISK
25 DATEVAL
26 ANNUDEF
27 MARKUP
28 StNKFUND
29 BONDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLACKSH
32 STOCVALl
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPE1
38 OPTWRITE
39 RTVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRINF
43 VALADINF
44 UTILITY

45 SIMPLEX
46 TRANS
47 EOU
48 QUEUE1
49 CVP
50 CONDPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ

NAME

53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB
55 QUEUECB
56 NCFANAL
57 PROF1ND
56CAP1

Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78 5

Annuity computation program
Time between dates

Day of year a particular date falb on

Breakeven analysis

Straicjhtirne depreciation
Sum of the digits depreciation

Declining balance depreciation

Double declining balance depreciation

Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

Prints NEBS checks along with daily register

Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table

Computes time needed for money to double, triple.

Determines salvage value of an investment

Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

Effective interest rate of a loan

Future value of an investment (compound interest)

Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan

Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

Simple discount analysis

Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for oblig.

Present value of deferred annuities

% Markup analysis for items

Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis

Black Scholes options analysis

Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

Value of a warrant

Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

Portfolio selection model 1 e what stocks to hold

Option writing computations

Value of a right

Expected value analysis

Bayesian decisions

Value of perfect information

Value of additional information

Derives utility function

Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity Inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost-volume-profit analysis

Conditional profit tables

Opportunity loss tables

Fixed quantity economic order quantity model

DESCRIPTION

As above but with shortages permitted

As above but with quantity price blush*
Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

Net cash flow analysis for simple investment

Profhabitty index of a project

Cap Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bat. required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGANAL Merger analysis computations

63 FINRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of project

65 PRTIDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRTIDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 T1METR Time series analysis linear trend

69 TTMEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FUPRtiF - Future price estimation with inflation

71 MAJLPAC Mailing list system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system links with MAttPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 LABEL1 Shipping label maker
75 LABEL2 Name label maker
76 BUSBCJD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TTMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system storage permitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 T1MCJSAN Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYNET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZONE Finds UPS zones from zip code
91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSFTLE Insurance pokey file

94 PAYROLL2 In memory payroll system

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH Purchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS SakMeaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor s rate of return on convertible bond
100 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

D CASSETTE VERSION
D DISKETTE VERSION

999*95
999.93

D TRS-80' MODEL D VERSION » 149.95 (Outsio ^N£
ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $3.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UK AREAS
ADO $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A, CANADA A MEXICO

iCQMPLITOQNICSi
*VW»T» *af*.t*sTCJ«u. AS«* I A'fT*. .*>' .* I

SO N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977
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CQMPLITRQNICS
• • • EVERYTHING For Your TRS-80* Model I or Model III • • •
' TRS-80" is a trademark of Tandy Corp

, Inc

• All orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add S3 00 for shipping in UPS A
• Add S4 00 lor C O D or NON-UPS Areas
• Add S5 00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries

Let Your TRS-80™
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

LEARN TRS-80™
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK 1/0

REMASSEM-1
Tired of buying book after book on assembly language programming and
still not knowing your POP from your PUSH?

REMsOFT proudly announces a more efficient way. using your own
TRS-80'" to learn the fundamentals of assembly language programming
at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience

Our unique package. "INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 ' ASSEMBLY
PROGRAMMING", will provide you with tne following

* Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes

* A driver program to make your TRS-80" video monitor serve as a

blackboard for the instructor

* A display program for each lesson to provide illustration and rein-

forcement for what you are hearing

* A textbook on TRS-80" Assembly Language Programming
* Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful routines to test

memory and to gain direct control over the keyboard video moni-

tor, and printer

* How to access and use powerlul routines in your Level II ROM
This course was developed and recorded by Joseph E Willis and is based
on the successful series of courses he has taught at Meta Technologies
Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center, and other locations in

Northern Ohio The minimum system required is a Level II. 16K RAM

REMDISK-1
YourdisksystemandyoucanreallystepoutwitliREM *i Educational

Module REMDISK-1. a short course revealing the details of DISK I O
PROGRAMMING using assembly language

Using the same format as our extremely popular introduction to assem-
bly language programming this "ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DISK I/O

PROGRAMMING" course includes

* Two 45-minute lessons on audio cas
* A driver program to make your TRS-80" video monitor serve as a

blackboard for the instructor

* A display program for each lesson to provide illustration and rein-

forcement for what you are hearing

* A booklet of comprehensive, fully-commented program listings

illustrating sequential file I O random-access lile I O. and track

and sector I O
* A diskette with machine-readable source codes lor nil programs

discussed in both Radio shack EDTASM and Macro formats
* Routines to convert from one assembler format to the other

This course was developed and recorded by Joseph E Willis lor the
student with experience in assembly language programming it is an
intermediate-to advanced-level course Minimum hardwire required is a

Model I Level II 16K RAM one disk drive sysi'

iCQMPUTRQNICS:
50 N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

PLEASE SEND ME:
DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL I CASSETTE) .

D REMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL I DISKETTE) .

.

DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III CASSETTE)
DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III DISKETTE)

DREMDISK-1 (TRS-80 MODEL I DISKETTE) ...

DREMDISK-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III DISKETTE) ...

. S69 95

S74 95

S74 95

S79 95

S29 95

$34 95

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535
NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

CREDIT CARD NUMBER .

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

NAME .

EXP DATE.

CITY STATE
' ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE '
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Enthusiastic youngsters rush to per-

sonal computers to learn programming
skills or to play games. The facility with

which these youngsters accept the com-
puters is hampered only by their lack of

typing skills. Others, a little past the age of

youngsters, find the computers myster-

ious and unapproachable. Many of these

people know how to type, but a refresher

course in typing would help them become
more comfortable when using computers.

The computer itself is the obvious

teaching machine to provide a lesson in

typing skills. "Typing Practice" starts out

by asking what level of difficulty the typist

(or the would-be typist) wishes to use. The
letters of the preferred level of difficulty

are displayed on the television screen. If

the letters are typed correctly. "100%" is

printed on the screen, accompanied by

the sound of bells. If mistakes are made, a

buzzer sounds and corrections are listed.

A few typing reminders for beginners:

Difficulty level number one emphasizes

the home keys on the typewriter. The
fingers rest on the ASDF and JKL; keys,

and the thumbs rest on the space bar.

Level one also includes the letters E and I

for practice. The next levels of difficulty

move the fingers to the keys adjacent to

Georgia A. Lawrence, M.15 Columbus Ave.. Van
Suvx. CA 4141 I.

Georgia A. Lawrence

the home keys. The typist should keep his

eyes on the television screen, not on the

keyboard. A book from the library could

If the letters are typed
correctly, "100%"

isprintedon the screen,
accompanied by the

sound of bells.

provide more helpful hints for beginners.

This typing program was written in

Applesoft Basic for the Apple II Plus and
should be adaptable to other systems.

Line 115 of the program instructs the

typist to leave no spaces between letters

or at the end of the group of letters

because the program checks the input in

this format. Line 120 permits the typist to

choose the level of difficulty from begin-

ner level one to advanced levels six and
seven. Lines 150-260 choose a random
number from the subroutines. This letter

and the next three letters are put into a

string. The order of the letters will be

rearranged every time one level of diffi-

culty is repeated. Many repetitions of

each level will improve typing ability.

Line 270 prints the letters to be typed,

and line 290 calls for the input from the

typist. Line 300 combines the group of

strings to one string to make checking for

accuracy easier. Line 305 reminds the pro-

grammer to add the bell over the exclama-

tion marks in line 310 to make the

program more fun.

Line 310 checks the input for typing

accuracy. Perfect typing receives a 100%

score. Line 320 checks for mistakes and

line 330 gives the sound of the buzzer

designating errors. Line 350 displays the

mistakes and the corrections.

Line 380 keeps the typist at the same
level of difficulty because he made typing

mistakes. Lines 390-420 permit the typist

who makes no mistakes to choose

between typing more of the same level of

difficulty or going to an advanced level.

Lines 450-720 are the subroutines which

assign letters for the different levels of

difficulty.

Learning to type with this program will,

we hope, be fun and easy for youngsters

who already enjoy computers. For those

who approach computers with caution

and timidity, we hope that re-learning to

type will change a distraction into an

attraction.

ffiraftttrayg^sgaa:::^^
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LOWEST SOFTWARE PRICES - UNBEATABLE DISCOUNTS

STOP
if you didn't buy from CPI

you poid too much! We won't be undersold.
We'll meet ong nationally advertised software prices

even 45 dogs after your order. (Just send a copy of the ad.)

rppl€ rppl€ flPPl€ RPPL€
Adventure Time

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adventured 1.2. 3 d 32.00

Ad.enture#4. 5. 6 d 3200
Adventured, 8. 9 d 3200
Adventured 10. 11. 12 d 32 00

Stone of Sisyphus d 24.00

Aid Adventure «1 t 12.00

Adv Hint Book d 6 50

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Rescue at Rrgel id 24.00

Moilocs Tower id 16 00

Datestones ol Ryn id 16 00

3 PAK IjII 3 abovel d 40 00

Temple ol Apshai d 32.00

Invasion Oiion c d 20.00

BROOERBUND SOFTWARE
Galactic Empne d 20.00

Galactic Iiadei d 20 00

Galactic Revolution d 20 00

Tawala s Redoubt d 24 00

EDU WARE
The Pusonei d 24 00

Tenons) d 24 00

ONLINE SYSTEMS
Mi Res Ad. «0 d 16 00

H. Res Ad. «

I

d 20 00

Hi Res Ad. »2 d 26 50

Hi Res Adv «3 d 28 00

Sottpoin Adv li latedl d 2400

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Wilderness Campaign d 16 00

Dungeon Campaign d 14.00

Wilderness Dungeon d ?6 00

Odyssey d 24 00

Doom Carein Soiceiei d 16 00

Escape liom Arctuius d 24 00

Dungeon Campaign c 12.00

Wilderness Campaign c 14 00

AVON HILL GAME
Empire Overmind d 28.00

Conflict 2500 t 12 00

Planet Miners c 12 00

Computer Acquire C 16 00

loidsol Karma c 16 00

Empire Overmind . . c 24.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
LA land Monopoly d 24 00

Torpedo Terror d 20 00

The Guardian d 24 00

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER
Otdorl's Revenge d 16 00

Tarturran d 20.00

Creature Venture d 20 00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Zork d 3400

Gammon Gambler d 21 00

Mont, Monopoli 4 29 00

Mont) Scrabblr d 29.00

MrcioChess d 2100
Bridge Partner 4 2100
Checkering c 17.00

MrcioChess c 17 00

* • * KEY • • •
d = Disk

c = Cassette

* * * b = book ***

Apples = BUSIN€SS
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

» 1 General ledger d 200 00

«2 Accts Rk d 200 00

#3 facts, fj| d 200 00

#4 Payroll d 200.00

DENVER SOFTWARE
Financial Partner d 140.00

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Tai Preparer d 80 00

Real Estate Analy;ei d 120 00

Creative Financing d 120.00

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Desk Top Plan II d 166 00

Visicalc 3 3 d 166 00

Visiplot d 15100
Vrsrtrend Visiplot d 219.00

Visidei d 16600
Visrterm d 127.00

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PfS (Filing Srsl d 76.00

PES: Report d 76.00

MICRO PRO (CPIM)
Spell Sort I d 195.00

Word Stat d 290 00

Data Star d 29000
Mall Merge d 95 00

Super Sort I d 155 00

Programmer Helpers
DENVER SOFTWARE

Pascal Programmer d 100 00

Pascal Tulo. d 100 00

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Assembly Dev Sys d 32 00

Applesoft Compiler d 160 00

IUS
FORTH Dev Svs d 112.00

MICROSOFT
Fortran 80 d 156.00

AIDS d 100 00

Basic Compiler d 316 00

Cobol 80 d 600 00

SOfT Card d 335 00

RAM Card d 165.00

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Prog line Editor d 32.00

Higher Fonts d 1200
Higher Teit II d 32.00

Higher Graphics d 28.00

Prorj. line Editor IROM 1 48 00

UNITED SOFTWARE
3 D Supei Giaphrcs d 32 00

KRAM d 80 00

Super KRAM d 140.00

Request d 180 00

Thmkei d 395 00

* * * * CPI SOPCR SflV€R * * * *

Select one of the following for only {17.90 (normally $29.95) with each pur-

chase of $75 00 or more and postmarked within 30 days of publication of this

issue.

TANKTICS THE PRISONER

* * .T.ral' ***** iHHi
How about Tandy dandies?
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

Escape from Traam d 16.50

Adventure #1.2. 3 d 32.00

Adventured?. 8. 9 d 32 00

Adventured 10 d 16 50

Curse of Crowley Manor d 16.50

Kid Adventure c 12 00

Mean Checker Macb c 16 00

Games by Lance ICoior! c 16.00

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Temple ol Apshai d c 32.00

Crush, Crumble 1 Chomp . d c 24.00

Invasion Oiion d c 20 00

BROOERBUND SOFTWARE
Galactic Empire d 12 00

Galactic Tutors d 32.00

Tawalas Redoubt d 16 00

EDU WARE
Prisoner iMod. III) d 24.00

AVON HILL GAMES
Empire otOvermrnd d 28 00

Maior league Baseball d 24.00

Lords ol Karma c 16.00

Tanktrcs d 23.50

Conflict 2500 d 12.00

Personal Pastimes
DATASOFT

Arcade 80

SECS IScreen Edilwl

Sigmon ICokltl

lafo

Football Classics

MICROSOFT
Olymprc Decathlon

FORTRAN 80

AIDS
BASIC Compiler

muMATH
Typing Tutor. . .

EdiUx Assm.t.

level III BASIC

Adventure lOfig.l

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Zork

Checker Ring

Time Trek

Mrcrochess ....

Brrdge Partner

Arcade Classics.

CCA Data Mgt 4.1

Monty

1600
2400
2400

2000
2495

2400

8000
8000
15800

6000
1600

2400

40 00

2400

34 00

17 00

17 00

1700
1700
2100
8500
29 50

ARCflDC in the Horn*
BROOERBUND SOFTWARE

Snoggle d 20.00

Galaiy Wars d 20.00

Alien Rain iGalanani d 20 00
Alien Typhoon d 20 00
Apple Panic d 24.00

Space Warrior d 20.00

Snoggfe IJoyst.cU d 26.50

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster d 24.00

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Astrord Field d 20 00
Star Threl d 24 00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Hyperspace Wars d 24.00

3 D Skiing d 20.00

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 1

5

d 2800
Shuftleboard d 24 00

MUSE
3 Mile Island d 32.00

ABM t ?o 00

Robot Wai d 32.00

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-Topus d

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Star Crurser d

Cyber Strike d

Phantoms Five d

Space Eggs . d

Pulsar II d

Orbrlron d

Autobahn . d

Gamma Goblins i

Goigon . 4

Sneakers d

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Galactic Attack 4
Wizardry d

SOFTAPE
Apple "21" d

Ciaps d

Gomoku d

Microgammon II d

Roulette d

Crosswords 4

Draw Pokei d

26 50

20.00

3200
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400

3200
2400

24.00

3200

1600

1600

1600

1600
1600
2400
2400

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Warp Factor d 32 00
Torpedo Fire d 48.00

President Elect d 32.00

Computer Bismarck 4 48.00

Computer Ambush d 48 00

Computer Napoleonic d 48.00

Computer Air Combat d 48 00

Computer Conflict d 32.00

Cartels 1 Cut Throats d 32.00

Computer Baseball d 32.00

Computer Quarterback d 32.00

Oper Apocalypse d 48.00

•Requites Z80SOFTCARD.

Prices subject to change without

notice All products full guaranteed

Didn't find it? Send for o Catalog of over 800 items, (incl. ATARI & P€T)

ORDERING INFORMATION

To insurs correct shipment, indicate computer make/model and it you desire disk or

cassette. Personal checks accepted, please allow 14 days for processing. For faster ser-

vice, make payment by: Money Order. Cashier Check. COD Master Charge or VISA

Card. For charge card indicate card type and date, expiration date and phone number.

California residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping charge: include $2.50 for domestic or

$10.00 tor international.

CPI
1
I

Computer Products

International

Dept. C
P.O. Box 56
Arcadia. Calif. 91006

CIRCLE 222 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Typing, continued...

100 REM THIS IS TYPING PRACTICE 380 PRINT : PRINT "TRY THESE LET
TERS AGAIN.': FOR I « 1 TO 1

104 REM PROGRAM BY G A LAWRENCE
390

ooo: NEXT i: GOTO 140
PRINT : PRINT 'WOULD YOU LIK

105 HOME : PRINT 'THIS IS TYPING
PRACTICE.

"

E THE SAME LETTERS AGAIN?'?:
GET MM*: PRINT : IF MM* »

110 PRINT : PRINT 'TYPE THE LETT Y' THEN 140
ERS IN ONE LINE WITH 400 IF MM* - 'N' THEN 410

115 PRINT 'NO SPACES BETWEEN LET
TERS.*: PRINT

410 PRINT : PRINT 'WOULD YOU LIK
E DIFFERENT LETTERS?"*: GET

120 PRINT 'WHAT LEVEL OF DIFFICU TY*: PRINT
LTY? (1-7)'?: get df: PRINT 420 IF TY* - -Y" THEN PRINT : GOTcB
DF 120

130 ON DF GOSUB 450 t 490 , 530*570 ? 430 IF TY* = "N" THEN END
610,650,690 440 END

140 PRINT 450 PRINT
150 LET X = INT <5 * RND (1) +

1)
460 A* = 'ASDFIVB* - 'EJKL»':C*

•SEFIA'
160 LET X* « MID* <A*,X>3) 470 e* - 'ek,di':g* = 'sejli':h* =
170 LET Y - INT (5 * RND <1> + •FSDAJ'

1) 480 RETURN
180 LET Y* = MID* <B*,Yr3> 490 PRINT
190 LET Z - INT < RND (1) * 5) +

1
500 A* - 'RIJUA':B* = *dekai':c* =

•FREUS'
200 LET Z* = MID* (C*fZ,3) 510 E* = 'LUARD':G* = •SRFUISH*
210 LET Q = INT <5 * RND <1) + JILJE'

1) 520 RETURN
220 LET Q* = MID* <G*,Q»3) 530 PRINT
230 LET K INT (5 * RND (1) +

1)
540 A* *sijuh':b* - 'HYKEG':C* =

•URLIT'
240 LET K* - MID* (E*»Kf3) 550 e* « 'fgtud':g* *geyri':h*
250 LET V - INT (5 * RND (1) + •HTREY'

1) 560 RETURN
260 LET V* « MID* <H*,V*3> 570 PRINT
270 PRINT X*?Y*,K*,Q*»Z*»V*r 560 a* = *yahrw:b* = 'qsjip':c* -
280 PRINT : PRINT "WOKUQ'
290 INPUT T* 590 e* = 'owpfl':g* * 'pegto':h* -
300 WR* = X* + Y* + K* + Q* + Z* + 'D0RWQ'

V* 600 RETURN
305 REM ADD BELL ON TOP OF EXCL 610 PRINT

AMATION MARKS IN LINE 310 620 A* « 'jvapu*:b* - "TBINQ':C* =
310 IF T* = WR* THEN PRINT I PRINT YMDML"

YOU SCORED 100%. VERY GOOD! 630 E* - 'QVFBN':G* = 'wbgme*:c* -
!

!
: GOTO 390 •ONHVR'

320 IF T* < > WR* THEN 330 640 RETURN
330 PRINT : PRINT a OOPS!l a !S = - 650 PRINT

16336: FOR JJ = 1 TO 55:B = 660 a* = 'zu/px':b* 'ktsvc:c* =
PEEK (S)JSOUND = B + B: NEXT "XYDB.'

jj: PRINT 670 e* = 'eqfn/":g* = 'iwcmz':h* -
340 FOR X - 1 TO 18 STEP 3 •XOHZC
350 INVERSE : IF MID* <T*»X»3) < 680 RETURN

> MID* (WR*fXf3) THEN PRINT 690 PRINT
MID* <T*,X»3>»: NORMAL : PRINT 700 A* - '2S28K*:B* "K83D3':C* =

a SHOULD BE S5 INVERSE : PRINT 'D3J7J'
mid* <wr*»x»3>j: normal : PRINT 710 E* - '7JF4F':G* = '9L9F5':C* =

• •: PRINT •J6J»0'
360 NORMAL 720 RETURN
370 NEXT X

228 CREATIVE COMPUTING



DISK with CONTROLLER
NEW DOS 3.3 $529
without . . . $445
Nearly Everything

for Apple

$1045

;cippi<z k
6K computer

WE WILL
MEET OR BEAT

ANY ADVERTISED PRICES
ON MOST ITEMS IF MERCHANDISE

IN STOCK
Apple II

48K $1095
64K $1249

ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR APPLE

APPLE
SOFTWARE

Alien Rain by Broderbund 22
Appleplot by Apple 59
Applewriter 65
Asteroid Field by Cavalier 19
CCA Data Mgmt 84
Cyber Strike by Nasir 29
Data Factory by Microlab 129
Desktop Plan II 169
DB Master II by Stoneware 199
DOS BOS by Beagle Bros 21

DOS Tool Kit 65
DOS 3.3 Upgrade Kit 49
Gorgon by Nasir 25
Fortran for Language System 159
PASCAL Language System 425
Peachtree Bus. Pkgs CALL
Personal Filing System 84
Pool 1.5 29
Pulsar II by Nasir 24
Raster Blaster by Budgeco 24
Sargon II Chess 32
Space Eggs by Nasir 25
Space I nvader/Cosmos Mission 19
Sub-Logic FS-1 Flight Sim 34
SuperText II by Muse 129
Ultima by Lord British 29
Visicalc II 1 59
Visitrend/Visiplot 219

LARGE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE IN STOCK!
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

Amdek 12" Color Monitor 349
Amdek 12" Green Screen 169
Amdek/Leedex 1 2" B/W 129
NEC 12" Green Screen 239
Sanyo 9" B/W 169
Dysan Disks (pkg 10) 50
Memorex Disks (pkg 10) 40
Verbatim Datalife Disks 35
A/D D/A by Mtn. Comp 319
Andromeda 16K RAMcard 179
Apple Game Paddles 25
Applesoft Firmware Card 149
CCS Interface Cards CALL
Centronics Interface Card 1 79
CPS Multifunction by Mtn. Comp 239
Expansion Chassis by Mtn. Comp 555
Graphics Input Tablet by Apple 649
Hayes Micromodem II 299
Hayes Smartmodem 239
HiSpeed Serial Card by Apple 155
Integer Basic Firmware Card 149
Joystick for Apple 47
ROMPLUS by Mtn. Comp 135
SSM AIO Serial/Parallel Card 149
SuperTalker Speech Synthesizer 239
Versa-Writer Digitizer Drawing Sys 239
Videx Keyboard Enhancer 115
Videx Videoterm 319
Z-80 SOFTCARD CP/M by Microsoft 319
EPSON Printers CALL
Paper Tiger 560 w/graphics 1495
Silentype w/interface 349
Starwriter Daisywheel by C. Itoh 1750

CALL 1-800-854-2833
PHONE ORDERS MON.-SAT. 8 TO 6 P.S.T.

TO ORDER Phone orders invited using Visa. Mastercard or
bank wire transfers Visa and MC service charge of 2% Mail
orders may send charge card number (include expiration date),
cashiers check, money order, or personal check (allow 10
business days for personal or company checks to clear) Please
add 3% ($5 00 minimum) for UPS shipping, handling, and insur-
ance APO and FPO include 5S ($7 00 minimum) Tor postage
Calif residents add 6% sales tax Please include phone number

on all orders FOREIGN ORDERS include IS handling — shipped
air FREIGHT COLLECT only Credit cards not accepted on
foreign orders All equipment is in factory cartons with manu-
facturer warranty Opened products not returnable Restocking
fee for returned merchandise Equipment subject to price
change and availability Retail prices differ from mail order
prices WE SHIP THE SAME DAY ON MOST ORDERS'

ImSh

(714) 579-0330 • MAIL TO: 1251 BROADWAY, EL CAJON, CA 92021



Successive Approximation By Computer
A Modular Approach

Jonathan C. Barron

An annuity is a finite sequence of

equal periodic payments such as mortgage
payments, installment payments or rent

payments. We assume that these payments
earn interest at a given rate compounded at

a given frequency per year. There are two
important values associated with an
annuity: the value of the annuity at the

present time, called the present value, and
the value at some future time, called the

future value.

The future value of an annuity is given

by the formula

S=R( ( t+I >**N-1)/I

where S=the future value

I=the interest rate per conversion

period

N=the number of conversion

periods

R=the periodic pavment
If R=$l. then S=((T + I)**N l)/I

which is known as the future value of SI

per period. In the parlance of the

mathematics of finance, the quantitv is

called "S sub N angle I". When R#SI.

then S R equals the future value of SI per

period.

The purpose of this paper is to explain

a mathematical technique for solving for

the interest rate, I. given the other variables

S, N, and R. and to develop a computer
program to implement the technique. The
reason a special technique is needed

follows from the fact that there is no
explicit way to solve for I in equation ( 1).

Jonathan C. Barron. Associate Professor of Mathe-

matics. Eastern College. St. Davids. PA 19087.
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The first step is to make
an initial guess at the
solution, it does not
matter what the initial

guess is;

the method will create a
sequence which

converges to a solution.

Thus we use an approximating technique

known as the method of successive

approximation by interval halving.

Before going into the details of how
we propose to solve this problem, let's

examine equation (I) more closely. Let

C=S R. then equation (I) may be written

as

C»((1+I)**N-1)/I

using the binomial expansion we write

N

> I

R=l * '

or p<i)«o

where p<i)»

R-2 * '

I**<R-1 >+N-C (2)

**fc

Since this problem originated from a

study of annuities we are able to make the

following observations.

|. 0<K=I due to the fact that I is a

percentage less than 10(1'

2. There are definitely N payments of

R dollars, therefore the value of S would be

at least equal to N times R. It follows that

S>N*R orC >N. hence N CXO.Thus. the

constant term in the polynomial P(l) is

negative, and the remaining coefficients

are positive. This implies, by Decartes

Rule of Signs, that there can beat most one

real positive root. It also implies, for

example, that it is impossible to ha\e an

annuity for which three payments of S3000

would result in a future value of $6000

(S=6000 N*R=3*(3OO0)=90OO).

3. The derivative of P(l) equals

p
' < I > (R-l> I** (R-2)

which is clearly positive for all positive I,

This means that I'd) is monotonically
increasing for positive I.

4. P(0)=N C<0. hence there is ex-

actly one real positive root. That is. P(l)

starts out less than zero and increases as I

increases forcing it to assume the value of

zero for some positive I.

5. If 1=1. then

P(1)=2**N-1-C

If P(l) were less than zero, then it would
follow from the above items that there is no

230 CREATIVE COMPUTING



COMPETENCY EXAM PREPARATION SERIES
8

This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and

assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a structured,

sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

The C.E.P.S. program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer

capability covering worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.

National Proficiency Series $1 ,299.00

X N.Y.S. Regents Competency Test, Preparation Series $' ,299.00

California Proficiency Assessment Test, Preparation Series $1 ,299.00

If desired separate Mathematics and Verbal packages are available for $799.00 ea. A Spanish language version of the

Mathematics Instruction Package is available at no extra charge. ^
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Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past exams

and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is provided in

accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading Com-

X prehension. Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Pnce $229.95

Independent Tests of S.A.T. series performance show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores.

C.R.E. Series - Educator Edition includes 28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence

Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams. Price $289.95

ODYSSEY IN TIME

tThis spectacular adventure game adds a new dimension of

;Say excitement and complexity to Time Traveler. Players must now
N compete with the powerful and treacherous adversary in their v

exacting quest for victory.

^," To succeed they must vanquish this adversary in combat that

V; / rages across 24 time periods. $

^2^*4- Odyssey In Time includes all the challenges of Time Traveler

j^fjp plus 10 additional eras, including those of Alexander the Great, *

Emperor Asoka of India, Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan. Each

\s game is unique, and may be interupted and saved for later play,

available for APPLE & TR-80 PET, 32K - $39.95

ISAAC NEWTON SJ£
\J

Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable ed- m^*3>,
jO^^yK ucational game ever devised — ISAAC NEWTON I ^\ TIME TRAVELER

A g. fT i , ]( hallenges the players to assemble evidence and *— !\

£V\\ ' IH discern the underlying "Laws of Nature" that have Confronts players with complex decision situations and *

j^fr^sV^/ produced this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an the demand for real time action. Using the Time Machine.

Bpvf9xf inductive game that dllovys players to intervene playersmust face a challenging series of environments that V

V vVmBP d( tivclv by proposing experiments to determine if include; The Athens of Pericles, Imperial Rome, $>

C*^K \\\\\
now <'d,d con 'orrn lo ,he " Ldws of Ndture" in Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon, Ikhnaton's Egypt, Jerusalem at X

""JpH \W. question. Players mdy set the level of difficulty
,ne lime OI tne crucifixion, The Crusades. Machiavelli's V

S. CM W from simple to fiendishly complex.
Italy. The French Revolution. The American Revolution. X

* TMWM In a classroom setting the instructor may elect to
and The English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich, X

V |g\fgm t house "Laws ol Nature in accordam e with the " V
, BgeX ,

, . . ,, Vikings, etc. At the start of each game players may choose a V
A ^BPf.^ complete instruction manual provided. ..... ... . , V
4 v|T\ For insight inio some of the basic principles underlying levelof difficulty ... themoredifficult.thegreaterthet.me *

J \V ISAAC NEWTON see coon , Isc her. BACH b) Douglas pressure. To succeed you must build alliances and struggle

JT ¥i|V K Hohtadler.ChapterXIXirvdMartinCardner'sMATHI- with the ruling powers. Each game is unique.
{

w ^ MATICAI CAMEScolumn in Scientific American. C)< toher. \

X 1977 and lune. 1959. S2«95. $24.95 X

Send S2.00 for complete Catalogue. — ^ ^
$5.00 Discount Coupon included in Catalogue. A\M^Gll ^^Q/ * W^tJ fC K~/OlTj .

\ PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR **^T
^*»

'

TRS-80. APPLE II & PET ~. Send check or money order to X

X (unless otherwise indicated) ^*"f
21 Milbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 11790 X

^ O disk or a cassette (please specify! (516)751-5139
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successive Approximation, continued
solution less than one. Hence. C=S R
must be less than 2**N-I. For example,

three payments of SI 000 could not produce
a future value of $8000 (S R=8 2*»N I

=7) unless the interest rate is greater than

10091 which is unlikely.

Let us begin with a general explana-

tion of the interval halving method for

approximating a root of a polynomial.

P(X). which has at least one real root.

The first step is to make an initial

guess at the solution. It does not matter

what the initial guess is: the method will

create a sequence which converges to a

solution. We denote the initial guess as

X0. We evaluate P(X0) and suppose
P(XO)>0. At this point it would be helpful

to know something about the nature of

P(X) in order to decide if X should be

increased from X0 or decreased from X0.
What we are looking for are two values for

which P(X) differs in sign. Since the nature

of the function to which we intend to apply
this technique is such that it increases as X
increases, we will assume for this discus-

sion that we keepdecreasing the argument,

X. by dividing by two until we find a

change in the sign of P(X). Thus, we
evaluate P(X) at X0 2. If the sign is still

positive, we try X0 4 and so on until P(X)
changes sign.

Suppose we find two values of X, say

A and B. such that P(A)>0 and P(B)<0.

Then since we are dealing with a con-

tinuous function, the solution of our
problem lies between A and B. Next we
compute P(X) at the midpoint of the

segment between A and B. The midpoint is

M=(A+B) 2. If P(M) is the same sign as

IN A), then the solution is between M and
B. otherwise the solution is between M and

A. For this discussion, let us assume that

P(X) changes sign between M and B. We
focus our attention on the midpoint of the

segment between M and B and repeat the

process. At each stage of the process. \sc

choose the interval over which P(X)
changes sign. The sequence of midpoints

obviously converges to the solution of the

problem since at each stage the interval

containing the solution becomes smaller.

In fact, when the length of this interval

becomes smaller than some predetermined

value we accept the latest midpoint as the

solution.

Now. let us apply this technique, using

a computer, to the problem of finding the

interest rate given the future value, the

number of payments, and the value of the

payment in an annuity problem. The
program we will develop for this will be
divided into several sections or modules
edch of which is a subroutine designed to

handle a different part of the solution. This

program was written for the Alpha micro
100 computer which permits the use of
labels for sections of a program. These
labels may be used in GOTO and GOSUB
statements rather than line numbers.
Those users who do not have the label

capability may use line numbers and
convert the label statements into remarks.

The first module is as follov

too variables:

110 input 'enter the future
value! mfutval

120 input-enter the number of
payments: -inum

130 input-enter amount of each
payment: -ipay

140 input -enter the number of
conversion periods per year! -iconv

iso rem sni-the future value of
1 per period for the

160 rem unknown interest rate
i -short for 's sub n angle i'

170 sni-futval/pay

180 if snknum or sni>2**num-1
print-invalid -:g0t0 variables

190 RETURN

Clearly, this module is used to enter

the known value of the variables and to

check to see if they are valid as explained in

items 2 and 5 above. It should be clear that

inequation ( I), S is replaced by FUTVAL,
N by NUM and R by PAY. Since the

Alpha micro permits variable names of any
length, we use variable names that suggest

to the reader what they represent. This

brings us to our second module.

200 INITIAL 'GUESS:

210 i«.i:zzz=i

220 GOSUB FUTURE 'VALUE

230 DIFF=SNI-FNA

240 S=SGN(DIFF)

250 RETURN

In this module, we compute the future

value of SI for the unknown interest rate I.

We makean initial guess at I in line 2l0and
we set ZZZ equal to I so that we may pass

this value to the subroutine. Our guess is

10%, but actually the initial guess could be

any value. However, the solution we seek is

less than 100%. The subroutine

FUTURE-VALUE is used to find the

future value of $1. denoted by FNA.forthe
initial guess. If your system has user

defined functions, then this task could be

handled by means of a user defined

function. The subroutine returns the value

of FNA needed in line 230. DIFF is the

difference between the future value of SI

for the unknown I and the future value of

SI for the initial guess, and S is the sign of

DIFF which is I if DIFF is greater than
zero, if DIFF equals zero, and -I if

DIFF is less than zero.

The purpose of the third module is

explained by its name.

300 FIRST'SIGN'CHANGE:

310 J-I

315 IF S— 1 GOTO 330

320 1-2*1 :zzz«i

232 CREATIVE COMPUTING



DISK 111
100% Compatible

Model III Disks
Complete Business
System includes:

48K TRS-80™ Model
III, Disk III™ 2 Drive

System, TRSDOS
and Manual.

$1882

DISK III Single

drive assy $599.00
DISK III Two
drive assy 864.00

DISK III Assy
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TRSDOS™ &
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120 day warranty
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III
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Successive Approximation, continued.

325 GOTO 335

330 I-I/2:ZZZ«I

333 GOSUB FUTURE 'VALUE

340 DIFF-SNI-FNA

343 U«SGN<DIFF>

350 IF U-S GOTO 310

355 D»I

360 RETURN

At this point, it should be noted that

FNA-C<l + I>*»N-n/I

is a monotonically increasing function for

all I greater than zero and continuous for

all nonzero 1. Consequently, if D1FF for

the initial guess is less than zero. i.e..

S8-!, then we should decrease 1 and check

again. The computer decreases I by
dividing by 2 in line 330. If the initial D1FF
isgreater than zero (S=l )weshould increase

I (line 320) and compute DIFF again. As
long as there is no sign change (line 330),

we store this value of 1 as variable J (line

310) and repeat the process. When a sign

change has been found, then one value will

be denoted by J and the other by 1. In other

words, 1 and J are the end points of an
interval containing the solution. We are

now ready to begin the interval halving

process which brings us to the next

module.

400 INTERVAL 'HALVING:

410 IF ABSU-JK1.E-06 RETURN

420 rj-<I +J>/2!ZZZ-D

430 G0SUB FUTURE 'VALUE

440 DIFF-SNI-FNA

450 Z-SON(DIFF)

460 IF Z"U THEN 490

470 J»D

480 GOTO 410

490 I-D

495 GOTO 410

We begin the interval halving process

by checking how close 1 and J are

numerically. If the distance between I and
J is less than .000001 then we accept D as

the solution. Just in case our initial guess is

so good that I and J are already within the

tolerance level set in line 410, we set D
equal to 1 at the end of the previous module
(line 355). When we study the output

module the reason for this will be clear. If I

and J are not within the tolerance, we let D
be the midpoint between I and J (line 420).

Next, the computer computes the future

value of SI (line 430) and computes a new
difference (line 440) and its sign (line 450).

Recall now that U is the sign of the future

value of SI for the value of 1 which

produced the first signchange. If DIFF for

the new value has the same sign then we
keep J fixed and replace 1 with D (line 490).

Otherwise, we leave 1 fixed and replace J

with D (line 470). The computer then

checks if these values are within the

tolerance and repeats the process if they

are not. This process will continue until 1

and J are within the given distance of each

other, then the solution and D will be

within the same distance so that we may
accept D as the solution with an error no

greater than .000001.

The reader can see at a
glance how the

program is organized.

To learn the result of the interval

halving process we use the next module,

soo output:

nodule such as the closing of flies if any

were used or printing out any special

messages. Line 620 provides the user with

the opportunity to run another set of data

without starting another run.

600 endit:

610 PRINT 'JOB COMPLETE'

620 INPUT-WOULD YOU LIKE

ANOTHER RUN (0-N0. 1-YES )? MANS

630 IF ANSO0 GOTO VARIABLES

510 PRINT USING'RATE PER PERIOD

640 END

The main module consists of a series

of GOSUB statements which control the

execution of the program. One may argue

that this is unnecessary since the program
is basically a "straight-through" or "top-

to-bottom" type of program. I chose this

method because 1 think that it makes the

program easier to read. The reader can see

at a glance how the program is organized

and how the method of successive

approximations is carried out by the

computer. Also, it makes the program easy

to modify. This program can be easily

modified to find the yield rate of a bond.

10 main:

#. X'tD*100 20 GOSUB VARIABLES

120 PRINT USING 'NOMINAL RATE 30 GOSUB INITIAL'GUFSS.» %'»CONV*D»100
40 GOSUB FIRST'SIGN'CHANGE

30 ZZZ-D
50 GOSUB INTERVAL'HALVING

40 GOSUB FUTURE 'VALUE
60 GOSUB OUTPUT

550 PRINT USING 'FUTURE VALUE
FOR THIS RATE MM*.** •»PAY*FNA

560 RETURN

The output module needs little

explanation. Line 550 provides a check of

how good our program has estimated the

rate I.

Our last module brings the program
to an orderly conclusion. Any necessary

'cleanup' operations are reserved for this

70 GOTO ENDIT

We conclude with the FUTURE'
VALUE subroutine.

700 FUTURE 'VALUE!

710 FNA»< < 1+ZZZ)»*NUM-1)/ZZZ

720 RETURN

For the reader's convenience, here is a

listing of the complete program:

10 main:

20 gosub variables

30 gosub initial-guess

40 gosub first 'sign 'change

50 gosub interval'halving

60 gosub output

70 goto endit

too variables:

110 INPUT'ENTER THE FUTURE VALUF I 'IFUTVAL

120 INPUT'ENTER THE NUMBER OF PAYMENTS: 'INUM

130 INPUT'ENTER AMOUNT OF EACH PAYMENT: MPAY

140 INPUT'ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONVERSION PERIODS PER YEAR: 'ICONV

ISO REM SNI-THE FUTURE VALUE OF 41 PER PERIOD FOR THE

160 REM UNKNOWN INTEREST RATE I-SHORT FOR 'S SUB N ANGLE I'

170 SNI-FUTVAL/PAY

234 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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travel to distant planets for the best deal!

Who wins? The one with the most money,
of course!

"10709. Apple II Disk. $19.95

For Orders, Inquiries and Technical Support, Call Toll Free

800-631-08S6
CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662 Book Company, Inc.
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330

335

340

345

350

355

iccessive Approximation, continued.

180 IF SNINUM OR SNI 2**NUM-1 PRINT • INVALID VGOTO VARIABLES

190 RETURN

200 initial'guess:

210 i-.i:zzz-i

220 gosub future 'value

230 diff=sni-fna

240 s=sgn<diff>

250 RETURN

300 fikst'sign-change:

310 J-I

IF S«-l GOTO 330

i=2»i:zzz=i

GOTO 335

i=i/2:zzz-i

gosub future 'value

diff-sni-fna

u=sgn<diff>

if u-s goto 310

D»l

360 RETURN

400 interval'halving:

410 IF ABS(I-J) l.E-06 RETURN

n»(i+j)/2:zzZ"D

GOSUB FUTURE 'VALUE

DIFF-SNI-FNA

Z-SGN(DIFF)

IF Z=U THEN 490

J=D

GOTO 410

I-D

GOTO 410

500 output:

510 print using'rate per period #. z*id*100

print using'nominal rate ***.*»• x ' i c0nv*[i*10o

ZZZ = D

GOSUB FUTURE 'VALUE

PRINT USING 'FUTURE VALUE FOR THIS RATE **. a tFAY*FNA

560 RETURN

600 ENDIT!

610 PRINT 'JOB COMPLETE''

620 INPUT-WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER RUN <0=N0. 1-YES)? MANS

630 IF ANSOO GOTO MAIN

640 END

700 FUTURE 'VALUE:

710 FNA-<<1+ZZZ)**NUM-1)/ZZZ

720 RETURN

236

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

195

520

530

540

550

COMPUTER CENTER
SUPER SELECTION &
DISCOUNT PRICES

ATARI

CROMEMCO

CSO/D

SYSTEM ZERO
W/64K. 16 FOC

'2399.

Z-2H HARD DISK SYSTEM $7899.
CS-3 SYSTEM THREE 6399.
CS-2 SYSTEM TWO 3799.
DDF ADD ON 5-1/4 DUAL DRIVE 1099.

APPLE
APPLE II PLUS (48K) $1200.

DISK II W 3.3 CONTROLLER 575.

DISK II W/O CONTROLLER 499.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

HP-85

•2750.

HP-83 $1S15.
16K RAM 260
5-1/4" DUAL MASTER DISK DRIVE ! .

'. 212s'
HP-IB INTERFACE 340.
ROM DRAWER 39.

MASS STORAGE ROM 122.
VISICALC (TM) PLUS 180.

RADIO SHACK TRS-80
J TRS-80 MODEL II 64K $3699.

TRS-80 MODEL II HARD DISC 4200.

TRS-80 MODEL III W/2 DRIVES 48K . 2200.

•Available Soon
TRS-ao it • tradttnark o) Tandy Corp.

COMPUTER CENTER
DigiByle Systems Corp.

31 East 31st Street. New York, N.Y. 10016

OUTSIDE NEW YORK CALL TOLL FREE:

(800)221-3144
IN NEW YORK CALL: 1212)889-8130

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD



31 Eatl 31il Street • New York, N.Y.
(bttwtn Madlton £ Ptrk Avmnun)

COMPUTER CENTER
'

480 Lexington Avenue • New York, N.Y.
(Amurican Brwndt Bldg.. befweon 46th I 47th SI)

presenting the LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE EVER ASSEMBLED.

»or ATARI® • APPLE • PET® • TRS-80® and other Microcomputers

at SUPER DISCOUNT PRICES!
ATARI

MISSILE COMMANO (ATI 3595
O ASTEROIDS (ATI 3595
D SPACE INVADERS (AT) 1795
D ASSEMBLER DEBUG (At 5395
D BASKETBALL (AT) 3595
O VIDEO EASEL-LIFE (AT) 3595
D SUPER BREAKOUT (AT| 3595
D MUSIC COMPOSER (AT) 53 95
D COMPUTER CHESS (AT)
O 3-D TIC TAC TOE (AT)
D STAR RAIDERS (AT)
PADDLES (AT)

D JOYSTICKS (AT)

28 00
35 95
35 95
.17 95
.1795

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ADVENTURE "0 (T) 425

O ADVENTURE (1.2.3) (01 (APT) 3595
D ADVENTURE (4.5.6) D (APT) 35 95
D ADVENTURE (7.8.9) |o| (APT) 35 95
D ADVENTURE (specify 1-12) (APT AT) . 1795
PROJECT OMEGA (T| 1795

a PROJECT OMEGA (T) [01 2250
PLANETOIDS [D| (AP| 1795

D MEAN CHECKERS MACHINE ( T 1 17 95
DR CHIPS (1 1795

D KID-VENTURE 1 (APT) 17 95
D LUNAR LANDER (TAT) 1795
D MOUNTAIN SHOOT (All 1345
D SLAG (T) ,795
STARTREK35 (ATT) 1795

DSTARTREK35 |D| (T> 1795
SUNDAY GOLF (AT) 13 55

D ZOSSED IN SPACE (T| 17 95
O SILVER FLASH (Tl 1795
D SILVER FLASH |D| (Tl 1795

MISSILE ATTACK IT) 1795
O STAR SCOUT (T| 1795

GALACTIC EMPIRE (AT) .. . 1 7 95

A VALON HILL
MIOWAY (ATAPPTi 1350
NUKE WAR (ATAPPTI 1350
PLANET MINERS (AT.AP.P.T) 1350
CONVOY RAIDER (AT.AP P T> 1350
B1 BOMBER (AT.AP.P.T) 1350
LORDS OF KARMA (AT.AP.P.T) 18 00
CONFLICT 2500 (AT.AP.P T 1350
COMPUTER ACOUIRE (AP.P.T) 16 50

ACORN SOFTWARE
ATERM (T) 1795
SYSTEM SAVERS IT 1355
DISASSEMBLER (T) 1355
DISKTAPE UTILITY (T| 1795
STAR TREK SIMULATION (T| 8 95

(T) 13 55GAMMON CHALLENGER
PIGSKIN (T)

ULTRA TREK (T>

SPACE WAR (T

I

WARP/LANDER (I
I

BASKETBALL 101 (T)
BASKETBALL (T|

D DUEL-N-DROIDS |D| [T]

DUEL-N-DROIDS (T|
INVADERS FROM SPACE
INVADERS FROM SPACE 101 (Tl
PIGSKIN |D| (T)

PINBALL ITI....
PINBALL |D] (Tl
SUPERSCRIPT |D] (Tl
EVEREST EXPLORER (T)
EVEREST EXPLORER [D| (T| .18 95

EPYX-AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
TUESDAY QUARTERBACK |OI (AP) 2695
STAR WARRIOR |C.D] (APT) 35 95
THREE PACK |0] (AP.P.T) . , 4500
STARFLEET ORION |C.D| (AP.T) 22 50

II you don't see it

listed, write...

we probably have
it in stock!

1355
1355
.895
895
1895
1355
1895
1355
1355
1895
18 95
1355
1895
28 95

Check program desired

Complete ordering inlormation

and mail entire ad

Immediale Shipments from slock

KEY:
AT -Atari

AP-Apple
P-Pet
T-TRS-80
C-Cassette
D-on Disc
If not marked-Cassette

ATARI is a trademark ol ATARI INC
APPLE is a trademark ol APPLE COMPUTES INC
TRS-80 is a trademark ol TANOY CORP

. PET IS a trademark ol COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES

**^ Prices subject lo change without notice

EPYX-AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
STARFLEET ORION |C| (PAT) .22 50
INVASION ORION |C.D| (APT) 22 50
INVASION ORION |C] (PAT) 22 50
TEMPLE OF APSHAI [D| (APT) 35 95
TEMPLE OF APSHAI |C| (P.T) 35 95
DATESTONES OF RYN |D C| (AP T) 17 95
DATESTONES OF RYN ICI (PAT) . . 17 95
MORLOC TOWER ICDI (APT) 17 95
MORLOC TOWER |C| (PAP) 17 95
RESCUE AT RIGEL [6.0] (APT) 26 95
RESCUE AT RIGEL |C] (PAT) 26 95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR |D| (AP T| . ... 35 95
HELLFIRE WARRIOR |c| (Pi 35 95

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE
ATTACK FORCE (Tl 14 30
GALAXY INVASION (T) 1430
METEOR MISSION II (T| 1430
SUPER NOVA (t) .... 14 30
COSMIC FIGHTER (T)

. 14 30

MED SYSTEMS
DEATH MAZE 5000 (AP) ID] 15X
DEATH MAZE 5000 |T| 1165
LABYRINTH (T) 1 1 65
RATS REVENGE IT).... 1165
REALITYENDS (T> nS5

CAUF. PACIFIC
3-D GRAPHICS (AP) |D| 3595
AKALAPETH OIDS (API ID] 31 50
APPLE (AP) 10] 26 95
FENDER BENDER (AP) |D] 22 50
RASTER BLASTER (AP) ID] 24 00
BUDGE S SPACE ALBUM (AP) ID] 35 95
BUDGE S TRILOGY (AP) (D| . ..! 2695

MICRO LAB
CROWN OF ARITHIAN (AP) ID] 31 50
DATA FACTORY (AP) ID] 130 00
MINI FACT (AP) |D| 65 95
DOGFIGHT (AP) |6| 26 95
MAD VENTURE (AP) |D] 22 50

SINUS SOFTWARE
STARCRUSIER (AP) [D] 22 50GORGON (AP) |D| 33 00
CYBER STRIKE (AP) |D1 36 00
PHANTOM FIVE (AP) ID] 26 95
SPACE EGGS (AP) ID] 24 00
ORBITRON (AP) [O] 2695

QUALITY SOFTWARE
3D TIC TAC TOE (T

1

1355
6502 DISASSEMBLER (ATi 10 55
ATARI ASSEMBLER (ATi 2250
ASTEROIOS IN SPACE |D| (AP) 17 95
BATTLESHIP COMMANDER (API 1355
BATTLESHIP COMMANDER |D| (API 17 95
FASTGAMMON |D] (APT) 22 50
FASTGAMMON (APT AT 1 1795
FRACAS ADVENTURE ID] (AP).... 22 50
OS LIGHT PEN (T| 1795
SKETCH 80 IT, ,355
FORTH (AT) |D| 69 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
COMPUTER AMBUSH |D| (AP) 51 50
COMPUTER BISMARCK |D] (AP T) 51 SO
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL |D] (AP) 31 50
COMPUTER CONFLICT ID] (AP) 35 00
COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS |D| (AP) 51 50
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK [D| (API 35 00
COMPUTER AIR COMBAT |D] (AP) 51 50
WARP FACTOR (D| (AP) 35 00
CARTELS 8 CUTHROATS ID] (AP| 51 50
OPERATION APOCALYPSE ID] (API 51 50
TORPEDO FIRE |D] (AP) 51 50

Ship the above programs as checked lo

Mr /Mrs

Address

City

Slate Z'P-

I have a
Name ol Computer

SUB-LOGIC
3D GRAPHICS (AP) 4500
30 GRAPHICS ID] (AP) 53 00
A-2 FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (AP) 22 00
A-2FS1 FLIGHT |D| (AP) 2900
T80-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (T| 22 00
30GRAPHICS (T) mm

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
CCAMGMT |D| (PAT) gooo
DESK TOP PLAN II |D| (AP) 17500
MONTY MONOPOLY |D| (API 3100
VISICALC |OJ (ATP.

ID]
API 17000

ZORK (T) [6] 3595
VISIDEX (AP) |D| 17000
VISIPLOT (AP) |D| ,6200
VISITERM (AP) [D| 135 00
VISITREND (AP) |D] 21000

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
ADVENTURE |D] (APT, 2550
ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT [D| <T> 8000
BASIC COMPILER 10] (Tl . . 17500
EDITOR ASSEMBLER (T| 25 50FORTRAN COMPILER |0] |T> 8000
LEVEL III BASIC (T) 44 00MuMATH |D1 (T. 6400
OLYMPIC DECATHALON |D] (TAP) 25 00
OLYMPIC DECATHALON (T> 2S00
TYPING TUTOR (APT)
TYPING TUTOR |D| (AC, 1795
Z-80 SOFTCARD |D] (AP 11500
16k RAM BOARD (AP) ,65 00

ON UNE SYSTEMS
HI RES ADVEN to |D] (AP) ,795
HIRESADVEN HI D (AJ 2250
HI RES ADVEN .2 |d| (AP.AT) .. .... 29 00
HI RES ADVEN »3 |D] (Ai ),on
HI-RES FOOTBALL |D] (AP) . . 3600
HI-RES SOCCER [D (AP, 2695
HI-RES CRIBBAGE |D] (AP) 22 50
MISSILE DEFENSE |D AI Mae
SUPERSCRIBE |D] (API 7600

BROOERBUND SOFTWARE
GALACTIC EMPIRE (AP) |D] . 22 50
GALACTIC TRAOER (AP) |0| 22 50
GALACTIC REVOLUTION (AP) |DI 22 50
GALACTIC TRIOLOGY (T) |D| 35 95TAWALAS REDOUBT (AP) ID] 2695HYPERHEADON (API |D| 2250
GALAXY WARS (AP) |D| 2250
ALIEN RAIN (AP) [01 20 00TANK COMMAND (AP) [D] ... ,3 55
GOLDEN MOUNTAIN (AP) |D] 1795
SNOGGLE |D] (AP| 2250

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
DUNGEON 8 WILDERNESS |D| (AP) 2900
DUNGEON |D| (AP) ,5™
ODYSSEY |D] |AP. 2500
WILDERNESS |DI (API ,8 ooPROGRAM LINE EDITOR |D] (API 3600
THE LINGOUIST (AP) |D| . . . 3600
HIGHER GRAPHICS II (AP) |D] 31 00
HIGHER TEXT II (API |D| 3100

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM (API |D] 85 50
PFS REPORT (AP) |D] 8556

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
00-TOPOS (API |D| 2970

TG PRODUCTS
PADDLES (AP) 3800
JOYSTICKS (API scoo

Number ol Programs Ordered

Amount ot order

N Y residents add Sales Tax

Add shipping anywhere in the US

Total amount enclosed

Charge my Master Charge

2.00

Visa

Signature

CREAT COMP,[JEC.81
K memory Card No

Personal Checks please allow 3 weeks
. Expires

Ma„to: digibyTE SYSTEMS CORP.
31 East 31st Street. New York. N.Y 10016

OUTSIDE NEW YORK CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221-3144
IN NEW YORK CALL (212) 889-8975

CIRCLE 1 73 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tjc^s^ec^cn^ewmou^hc^^^^^ IN NEW YORK CALL (212) 889-8975 S



Pat G. Lowry

Pi is an irrational number. Here's the

most irrational method for calculating

it that we've seen yet.

I would like to add one more way to

"calculate" pi to Jordan Mechner's

interesting article on the subject (Creative

Computing. May 1980). The method uses a

montc carlo simulation based on the

following diagram which shows a quarter

circle of unit radius inscribed in a unit

square.

Knowing the area of the circle relative

to that of the square permits the value of pi

to be found from the equation A = T 4 r 2
.

The area of the enclosed quarter circle

can be found by "throwing darts" at the

diagram using the RND(O) Basic random
number generator and keeping track of the

number of hits inside the circle relative to

the number of throws. Pi is then found by

multiplying the ratio of hits to throws by 4.

To decide whether a particular

"throw" yields a point inside the circle,

consider the coordinates of a random point

x.y inside the unit square. If x and y are

both random numbers between zero and
one, then the point lies within the circle and

is a hit whenever x 2 + y
2 < I (the radius of

the circle). If x 2 + y
2 > I then the point lies

outside the circle.

The following TRS-80 Level II Basic

program suffices to obtain a fair approxi-

mation to t after about 100,000 throws.

The variable called DRIFT is a measure of

the closeness of the approximation at a

given time. It represents the difference

between the number of throws and its

expected value based on the number of

hits. Thevariables MAX DRIFT and MIN
DRIFT represent the maximum and
minimum values reached by DRIFT over

the course of the simulation.

Incidentally, the Hindu value of;r is

better approximated by
ir= 3927/1250 = 3.1416

rather than the value of ir = 3177/1250
given. My favorite ratio expression for

«= 355/113 which is accurate to better

than one part in 100.000.

Pal G. l.owrv. 9010 Honon Road, laurel. Ml) 20X11.

An Irrational

Calculation of Pi

ie goto tee

28 REM COMPUTATION OF PI BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

38 REM BY PUT & LOHRY

48 REM 4/5/88

58 REM DATA DICTIONARY

68 REM

78 REM X 90«1

88 REM Y 8CVa

98 REM HITS THE NUMBER OF THROWS INSIDE ft UNIT CIRCLE

188 REM HISSES THE NUMBER OF THROWS OUTSIDE ft UNIT CIRCLE

118 REM THROWS THE NUMBER OF RANDOM POINTS GENERATED

128 REM PI THE CURRENT ESTIMATE=4*HITS/THR0WS

138 REM MP THE INTERVAL BETWEEN REPORTS

148 REM DR THE DRIFT. 4*HTS/P1-THR0WS

158 REM DX THE MAXIMUM DRIFT -SO FAR

168 REM DN THE MINIUM DRIFT - SO FAR

178 REM P4 A CONSTANT PI/4=355/113/4

188 REM

198 REM TOP LEVEL CONTROL

288 CLS : PRINT : PRINT

REM ENTER THE PRINT INTERVAL

REM INITIALIZATION

DX=8 . DN=8 : P4=355/113/4

218GOSUB298

228GOSUB258
238 GOSUB 338

248 REM INITIALIZATION

258 HITS=6 : HISSES=8 : THR0WS=8

268 as : PRINT : PRINT . PRINT

278 PRINT " SIMULATING PI"

288 RETURN

298 INPUT ' ENTER THE INTERVAL BETWEEN REPORTS"; NP

388 CLS : RETURN

318 REM

328 REM SIMULATE PI

338 FOR 1=1 TO NP

348 X=RND<8> . Y=KND<8>

358 IF X*X+Y*Y>1 THEN HISSES=HISSES*i

368 NEXT I : THROWS=THROWS+NP

378 HITS=THROWS-HISSES

388 PI=4*HITS/THR0WS

390 DR=NITS-P4*THR0WS

488 IF DfDDX THEN DX=DR

418 IF DR<DN THEN DN=DR

428 REM

438 REM REPORT THE CURRENT VALUES

448 PRINT 8 328, " THE MOST RECENT VALUES ARE:"

458 PRINT
"

468 PRINT "

478 PRINT "

488 PRINT
'

498 PRINT
"

588 PRINT
"

518 GOTO 338

528 END

HITS

THROWS

NO.

NO.

PI

DRIFT

MAX DRIFT

H1N DRIFT

="j HITS

=; THROWS

=";PI

=";DR

=";DX

=";DN

238 CREATIVE COMPUTING



ENTER THE INTERVAL BETWEEN REPORTS 71988

SIMULATING PI

THE HOST RECENT VALUES ARE:

NO. HITS = 778

NO THROWS 1888

PI = 3. 112

DRIFT =-7. 39826

HAX DRIFT = 9

HIN DRIFT =-7. 39826

THE HOST RECENT VALUES ARE

NO HITS

NO. THROWS

PI

DRIFT

H«X DRIFT

(UN DRIFT

= 1585

- AM)
= 3.17

= 14. 2835

= 14. 2835

=-7.39826

THE HOST RECENT VALUES ARE:

NO. HITS = 2372

NO. THROWS = 3888

PI = 3. 16267

DRIFT =15.8852

HAX DRIFT =15.8852

HIN DRIFT =-7. 39826

THE HOST RECENT VALUES ARE:

NO. HITS = 3145

NO. THROWS = 4888

PI = 3. 145

DRIFT = 3. 48698

HAX DRIFT = 15. 8852

HIN DRIFT =-7. 39826

ENTER THE INTERVAL BETWEEN REPORTS 718888

SIMULATING PI

THE HOST RECENT VALUES ARE:

NO HITS = 7898

NO. THROWS = 18888

PI = 1 156

DRIFT = 36. 8176

HAX DRIFT = 36. 8176

HIN DRIFT = 8

Sourcebook
of Ideas

Many mathematics ideas can be better illustrated

with a computer than with a text book.

m Mathematics:
A sourcebook of

Crcjtiv« Computing Pmt

Consider Baseball cards. If there are 50
cards in a set. how many packs of bubble
gum must be purchased to obtain a complete

set of players7 Many students will guess
over 1 million packs yet on average its only

329
The formula to solve this problem is not

easy The computer simulation is. Yet you
as a teacher probably don t have time to

devise programs to illustrate concepts like

this.

Between grades 1 and 12 there are 142

mathematical concepts in which the com-
puter can play an important role. Things
like arithmetic practice. X-Y coordinates,

proving geometic theorems, probability,

compounding and computation of pi by
inscribed polygons.

Endorsed by NCTM
The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics has strongly endorsed the use
of computers in the classroom. Unfortunately

most textbooks have not yet responded to

this endorsement and do not include pro-

grams or computer teaching techniques
You probably don t have the time to develop
all these ideas either What to do7

For the past six years. Creative Computing
magazine has been running two or three

articles per issue written by math teachers.

These are classroom proven, tested ideas

complete with flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

Teachers have been ordering back issues

with those applications for years. However.

many of these issues are now sold out or in

very short supply.

So we took the most popular 1 34 articles

and applications and reprinted them in a

giant 224-page book called Computers in

Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideas.

Ready-to-use-material

This book contains pragmatic, ready to

use. classroom tested ideas on everything
from simply binary counting to advanced
techniques like multiple regression analysis

and differential equations.

The book includes many activities that

don t require a computer. And if you're
considering expanding your computer
facilities, you II find a section on how to

select a computer complete with an invalu-

able microcomputer comparison chart.

Another section presents over 250
problems, puzzles, and programming ideas,

more than are found in most problem collec-

tion " books
Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook

of Ideas is edited by David Ahl. one of the
pioneers in computer education and the
founder of Creative Computing.
The book is not cheap It costs $15.95.

However if you were to order just half of the
back issues from which articles were drawn,
they would cost you over $30.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

If you are teaching mathematics in any
grade between 1 and 12. we re convinced
you II find this book of tremendous value. If.

after receiving it and using it for 30 days
you do not agree, you may return it for a full

refund plus your return postage.
To order, send your check for $15.95

plus $ 1 00 postage and handling to Creative
Computing Press. Morris Plains. NJ 07950.
Visa, MasterCard, and American Express
orders may be called in toll-free to 800-
631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445) School
purchase orders should add an additional

$ 1 00 billing fee for a total of $ 1 7.95.

Don t put it off Order this valuable source-
book today

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Helping Students Think
About

Marriage
and

Education

Mike Cuchna

Here's an automated sort of
Monopoly game that helps kids

think about the possible conse-

quences ofgetting married and or

staying in school.

I am by profession a mathematics
teacher and have taught for nine years at

Merced High School, located in Cali-

fornia's great Central Valley— a sleepy,

dusty farmtown on the way to Yosemite—
s<.) said one reporter when President Carter

stopped here for a Town Meeting.
Recently 1 have developed several com-
puter programs to enhance the mathe-
matics curriculum, and at the same time

introduce students and interested teachers

to the computer world.

Only recently has sufficent computer
hardware been available to accomplish
more than a token effort in programming.
Our school district over the course of

three years has purchased one Sol-20 kit

(first year), sonic boards, and one single

drive Micropolis disk.

Since district funding is somewhat
limited and many students are eager to

use the machine, we have acquired,
through the hard work of 25 Math Club
members, one Commodore SK PET. The
acquisition of equipment has allowed
inquisitive teachers and students to see.

use and appraise the capabilities of these

marvelous technological innovations.

One such instructor from the social

studies department came to me with a
request.

Mike Cuchna. 2942 El Camino Real. Merced. CA
95340.

This teacher devotes the latter pan of

each school year to the topic of family

life. In this unit students look at various

life experiences and discuss the con-
sequences of decisions leading to those

experiences.

His current project was designed to help

students understand career opportunities,

and he hoped to develop curriculum
materials that would help students consider

their life objectives better.

Given the random
selection of financial

and family

circumstances, as well
as an occupation based

on educational
preference, the student

writes a paper.

With the idea of introducing career

education into his "family life" curriculum,

and knowing we had two computers in

the school, the teacher approached me
about the possibility of developing a

computer program that would relate the

students' educational preferences to pos-

sible occupations and hypothetical family

situations, randomly generated to cover
the financial and personal circumstances
besetting a family.

With possible future careers as yet

unknown, his idea was for students to

keep their options open in the face of

advancing technology. To that end we
spent, with one other teacher, several

hours developing the format of presenta-

tion, content of choices, review of

decision-making information and the

mechanism of student interaction with

the computer-generated responses.

After about four hours of writing the

program— three hours for a student to

enter the program and two hours of

debugging (a little longer than antici-

pated)— out came the final program listing.

Several revisions are planned for next

year, principally the inclusion of a financial

section based on expenses incurred by a

family or individual — particularly fixed

expenses— and voluntary or involuntary

indebtedness associated with time pay-

ments. The program runs on both our Sol

and our Commodore PET: however, due
to memory limitations, the PET version is

only a subset of the program presented

here. Next year we hope to have two
PETs each covering half of the total

program. Currently the program requires

approximately I2K of RAM in two main
program sections, so we figure two PETs
at 8K each should do us nicely.

Not only have about 400 students had
an opportunity to interact with the com-
puter, but the information provided was
used as a stepping stone to stimulate student

thought concerning education and family

preference decisions and the possible

consequences of those decisions.

The Program
Now let me present a narrative of the

program in operation and a summary of

the variables used.

First the instructor explains the content

of the unit to be covered and the manner
of presentation with all required and
desired student outcomes. The students.
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MHZ, DOUBLE DENSITY.COLOR&B/ 1

GRAPHICS . .THE LNW80 COMPUTER

When you've compared the features of in LNW80 Computer, you'll quickly

understand why the LHU80 is the ultimate TRS80 software compatible system.

LNW RESEARCH offers the most complete microcomputer system at an outstand-

ing low price.
We back up our product with an unconventional 6 month warranty and a 10

days full refund policy, less shipping charges.

LNW80 Computer $1 ,450.00
LNW80 Computer w/BIU Monitor a one 5" Drive $1,914.00
All orders must be prepaid, CA residents please Include 61 sales tax.

Contact us for shipping charges

TRS80
PMC

Product of Tandy Corporation.
Product of Personal Microcomputer,

COMPARE THE

FEATURES

FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE

LNW80 PMC-80**
TRS-80*

MODEL III

PROCESSOR 4.0 MHZ 1.8 MHZ 2.0 MHZ

LEVEL II BASIC IMTERP.

TRS30 MODEL 1 LEVEL II COMPATIBLE

YES

YES

YES

YES

LEVEL III

BASIC

NO

48K BYTES RAM YES YES YES

CASSETTE BAUO RATE MO/1000 500 500/ 1500

aOPPY DISK CONTROLLER SINGLE/
DOUBLE

SINGLE SINGLE/
DOUBLE

SERIAL RS232 PORT YES YES YES

PRINTER PORT YES YES YES

REAL TIME CLOCK YES YES YES

24 X 80 CHARACTERS YES NO NO

VIOEO MONITOR YES YES YES

UPPER AND LOWER CASE YES OPTIONAL YES

REVERSE VIDEO YES NO NO

KEYBOARD 63 KEY 53 KEY 53 KEY

NUMERIC KEY PAD YES NO YES

B/U GRAPHICS, 128 X 48 YES YES YES

HI -RESOLUTION B/U GRAPHICS. 480 X 192 YES NO NO

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS
128 X 192 IN 8 COLORS

(NTSC).
YES NO NO

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS (RGB).
384 X 192 IN 8 COLORS OPTIONAL NO NO

WARRANTY 6 MONTHS 90 DAYS 90 DAYS

TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE $1,914.00 Jl .840.00 $2,187.00

LESS MONITOR AND OISK DRIVE $1,4S0.00 tl.375.00 ...

LNW80
. BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD t MANUAL $89.95

The LNW80 - A high-speed color computer totally compatible with

the TRS-80*. The LNW80 gives you the edge in satisfying your

computation needs in business, scientific and personal computa-

tion. With performance of 4 MHz, Z80A CPU. you'll achieve per-

formance of over twice the processing speed of a TRS-80*. This

means you'll get the performance that is comparable to the most

expensive microcomputer with the compatibility to the world's

most popular computer (TRS-80*) resulting in the widest soft-

ware base.

FEATURES:
TRS-80 Model 1 Level II Software Compatible
High Resolution Graphics

RGB Output - 384 x 192 in 8 Colors

. NTSC Video or RF MOD - 128 x 192 in 8 Colors

. Black and White - 480 x 192

4 MHz CPU
500/1000 Baud Cassette
Upper and Lower Case
16K Bytes RAM, 12K Bytes ROM

Solder Masked and Sllkscreened

LNW SYSTEM EXPANSION
• BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

AND MANUAL $69.95

WITH GOLD CONNECTORS $84.95

The System Expansion will allow you to expand your LNW80. TRS-80*.
or PMC-80** to a complete computer system that is still totally
software compatible with the TRS-80* Model 1 Level II.

FEATURES:
. 32K Bytes Memory
. 5" Floppy Controller
. Serial RS232 20ma I/O
. Parallel Printer
. Real Time Clock

Screen Printer Bus
On Board Power Supply
Solder Masked and Sllkscreened

LNW RESEARCH
C OR PORA T ION

2620 WALNUT
TUSTIN CA. 92680

LNDoubler* DOS PLUS 3.3D
Assembled and Tested H/DOS PLUS 3. 3D $175.00

Double-density disk storage for the LNU Research's "System Expan-
sion" or the Tandy's "Expansion Interface". The LNDoubler™ Is

totally software compatible with any double density software
generated for the Percon's Doubler***. The LNDoublerTM prov ides
the following outstanding features.

Store up to 350K bytes on a single 5" disk
Single and double density data separation
Precision write preconpensatlon circuit
Software switch between single and double density
Easy plug In installation requiring no etch cuts, Jumpers
or soldering

. 35, 40, 77. 80 track 5" disk operation
120 day parts and labor Warranty

-•• Doubler Is a product of Percom Data Company, Inc.

DOS PLUS 3. 3D

Micro Systems software's double density disk operating system.
This operating system contains all the outstanding features of
a well developed DOS, with ease in useablllty.

KEYBOARD

LNW80 KEYBOARO KIT $84.95

The Keyboard Kit contains a 63 key plus a 10 key, P.C. board, and
remaining components.

CASE
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LNW80 CASE $84.95

The streamline design of this metal case will house the LNW80,
LWN System Expansion, LNW80 Keyboard, power supply and fan,
LNDoublerlTI, or LNW Data Separator. This kit includes all the
hardware to mount all of the above. Add $12.00 for shipping

PARTS AVAILABLE FROM LNW RESERARCH
4116 - 200ns RAM

6 chip set $26.00
8 chip set $33.50
16 chip set $64.00
24 chip set $g4.00
32 chip set $124.00

. LNW80 "Start up parts set" LNW80-1 $82.00
. LNW80 "Video parts set" LNWSO-2 $31.00
. LNW80 Transformer LNW80-3 $18.00
. LNW80 Keyboard cable LNW80-4 $16.00

40 Pin computer to expansion cable $15.00
System Expansion Transformer $19.00

. Floppy Controller (FD1771) and UART (TR1602) . . . $30.00

ORDERS* INFO. NO. 714-544-5744

SERVICE NO. 714-641 -8850
VISA MASTER CHARGE
ACCEPTED

UNLESS NOTED
ADO S3 FOR SHIPPING



Helping Students, continued...

on a worksheet designed for the purpose,

enter an educational preference ranging

from quitting high school to graduate
studies. Second, the students make a

choice regarding marital and family status.

Thus equipped, they come to the com-
puter (others have a reading assignment)

and enter these three pieces of informa-

tion.

The computer then goes through a

selection process based on their input

values. Occupations are presented to the

student to view and choose based on his

expected educational preference. The
student then selects an occupational
preference. The computer displays the

occupation as well as salary range (figures

based on 1978 estimates) and related

occupations as a job cluster. The student

copies this information down and presses

the RETURN key to continue the pro-

gram. Financial information, generated
on a random basic, is then presented.

The student is again asked to copy this

information on the worksheet, and press

the RETURN key for the final program
segment.

Finally, the computer, based on student

choice of family preference, presents two
or three random family circumstances for

the student to copy. It should be men-
tioned that particular effort was taken in

the area of error trapping so that the

program would run without the student

being able to interrupt it. The information

presented by the computer is used as a

basis for a unit on decision making.
Given the random selection of financial

and family circumstances, as well as an

occupation based on educational prefer-

ence, the student writes a paper. The
papers are written on how to cope with

the various situations and then used in

class to develop discussion on various

alternatives one might choose to overcome
particular problems.

Variable Summary Table:

JS -

ss -

E$

FS

G$ -

RS
Z$

KS -

used to read data statements on
occupations and fate family

circumstances

means of keeping displayed occu-

pations page by page ( a summary
of JS values displayed)

student choice of educational

preference, used to present J$

values

student choice of family situa-

tions, used to present JS values

refinement of family situation,

used to determine number of fate

family situations possible

student choice of occupation

dummy variable to halt program
until student is ready for next pro-

gram section

replacement for JS to keep
circumstances from being dupli-

cated

D -

R -
F -

X -

Al -

Zl -

A2

counter to place 10 occupations

on the screen before page is

cleared and next page presented

counter to keep track of page dis-

played

numerical value of RS
adjuster to compensate for page
number and value of RS (R)

entered

counter for loop reading occupa-

tions

random number of financial situ-

ations to be presented

loop counter for checking values

of JS (occupations) that match ES
loop counter for financial circum-

stances

random choice of starting posi-

tion in financial circumstance

A4 -

03
Y5

Y4

Y3 -

PI -

X9

used to insure that different

financial circumstances are pre-

sented

used to insure that different

financial circumstances are pre-

sented

counter for family circumstance

random number of family circum-

stances to be presented (2 or 3)

random incrementer working
with list of family circumstance

random starting location in list of

family circumstances

number of values from list of

family circumstance to be used

(21 or 35)

loop counter to match family

circumstance FS and value read

JS

10 REM******************************************************
15 REM* WRITTEN BY HIKE CUCHNA APR 80 *

20 REM* PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY EXTENDED CASSETTE BASIC *

25 REM* *

30 REM******************************************************
50 DIM J$(45),K$(45),SS(400),H$(45)

100 COSUB 1010
130 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE OF EDUCATIONAL PREFERENCE:"
140 PRINT TAB(10);"A - QUIT HIGH SCHOOL AT 16 AMD ENTER THE JOB MARKET"
150 PRINT TAB(10);"B - GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL AND ENTER JOB MARKET"
160 PRINT TAB(10);"C - JOIN THE MILITARY AFTER HIGH SCHOOL"
170 PRINT TAB (10) ;"D - GO TO A TRADE, TECHNICAL, OR JUNIOR COLLEGE"
180 PRINT TAB(IO) ;"E - GO TO AND COMPLETE A 4-YEAR COLLEGE PROGRAM"
190 PRINT TAB(10);"F - COMPLETE GRADUATE STUDIES": PRINT
195 CURSOR 12,1
200 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE PLEASE THEN PRESS 'RETURN' ",ES
202 IF LEN(E$)>1 THEN 220
205 IF ES-"" THEN 220
210 IF ASC(ES)>64 THEN 240
220 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER A,B,C,D,E, OR F - DUMMY ": PAUSE 40

230 GOTO 195
240 IF ASC(E$)>70 THEN 220
245 IF ES="F" THEN LET E$="E"
250 GOSUB 1010
270 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE OF FAMILY SnUTATION:"
280 PRINT
290 PRINT TAB(10);"YOU WILL:"
300 PRINT TAB(15);"1 - NOT MARRY"
310 PRINT TAB(15);"2 - LIVE TOGETHER WITH SOMEONE"
320 PRINT TAB(15);"3 - MARRY BEFORE COMPLETING JOB PREPARATION"
330 PRINT TAB(15);"4 - MARRY AFTER COMPLETING JOB PREPARATIOtr
340 CURSOR 13,1
380 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE FOR -A- (1 THRU 4) THEN PRESS 'RETURN' ",F$
385 IF F$-"" THEN 400
390 IF ASC(FS)>48 THEN 420
400 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 1,2,3, OR 4 OXM MEATBALL": PAUSE 40
410 GOTO 340
420 IF ASC(FS)>52 THEN 400
421 GOSUB 1010
422 PRINT TAB (10); "WILL YOU"
424 PRINT TAB(15);"1 - HAVE CHILDREN"
426 PRINT TAB (15); "2 - NOT HAVE CHILDREN"
428 PRINT
429 CURSOR 12,1
430 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE FOR -B- (1 OR 2) THEN PRESS 'RETURN'", GS
435 IF GS="" THEN 450
440 IF ASC(GS)>48 THEN 470
450 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 1 OR 2 ONLY STUPID!!": PAUSE 40
460 GOTO 429
470 IF ASC(G$)>50 THEN 450
480 cosun 1010
485 PRINT "OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES BASED ON EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION"
486 PRINT "ENTER — A — AND PRESS 'RETURN' TO START LIST AGAIN"
490 LET C-0: LET EM): LET S$="": RESTORE

500 FOR X=l TO 112
510 READ JS
520 FOR Z=l TO 5

525 IF X=112 THEN 580
530 IF J$(Z,Z)OE$ THEN 650
535 LET OC+1
540 PRINT TAB(5);C;TAB(10);JS(6, 20)
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IMAGINE a computer printer/electronic

typewriter with a 100 character daisy wheel,

controlled by 6 microprocessors (including

2 Z-80's) with an all-electronic keyboard.all

in one machine!

THAT'S INCREDIBLE!

THAT'S THE TYPRINTER 221!

AUTOMATICALLY. IT WILL:

Center copy.

Line up decimal points.

Print vertical lines (to separate columns).

Layout columns.

Center titles (over a column).

Print flush right

Return carriage (at end of line).

Paper feed to pre-set starting point.

Indicate end of page.

Set tabs from one to many.

Clear tabs from one to all.

Set temporary margins (wherever you like)

as often as needed.

Repeat all typing keys as needed.

Underline copy.

Print bold face and underline.

Do reverse print (white on black),

sort of "reverse Video".

Allow alphabetic and decimal tabulation.

Indent paragraphs.

Store in non-volatile resident memory:

Often used line formats (margins &
tab stops).

Often used phrases (up to 835 characters)

in 10 "bins".

Up to 10 complete forms (tax,

medical, insurance, etc.).

Up to 14,000 characters in an

additional 26 "bins*".

Print perfectly spaced proportional letters.

Return to typing position after correction

with relocation key.

Allow one character to overlap another (0).

Right margin justification.

Print two columns with both right and left

margins justified and the center ragged.

Lift off errors (from single character to

entire line).
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IT WILL EVEN:

Allow a carriage return without a linefeed or

a linefeed without a carriage return.

Allow you to pre-set an impression

control for high-quality carbon copies.

Allow both vertical and horizontal

half-spacing.

Allow cancellation of copy before printing.

Allow express and normal backspacing.

Print in four different sizes: 10 pitch pica,

12 pitch elite, 15 pitch micron.

Allow insertion of a missing character

in an already printed line.

Accept paper up to 1
7" wide.

Backspace 1/10, 1/12, 1/15 or even 1/60

of an inch.

Buffer and print out one word at a time, or

one line or as many as 10 pages*.

Print up to 198 columns.

Do 1/2 line spacing for footnotes and

scientific notation.

Accepts carbon film or reusable nylon

ribbons.

IT HAS:

A lighted key to inform you that it's set to

temporary margin.

A factory installed noise reduction shield.

A 16K buffer/automatic spooler*.

A lighted key to indicate upper case only.

A Centronics standard parallel interface

and can be ordered with:

RS-232 Serial interface* or

IEEE (PET) interface*

A print speed of 20 cps and (because of

logic seeking circuitry) a through-put of

approx. 32 cps.

A built-in anti-glare shield.

IT EVEN HAS:

Carbon film ribbons in various colors.

20 character plasma readout that informs

you as to:

Number of characters to end of line.

Number of lines left to end of page.

The existence of an error condition.

The contents of a memory "bin".

Number of characters left in buffer.

An automatic "feature in use" indicator

(centering, storage, etc.)

With scrolling, both FORWARD and

BACKWARDS.

INCREDIBLE?

THE 221 OFFERS EVEN MOREI

It's totally compatible with all computers

and software

It will print in English, French, Spanish,

Italian and Germaa It will automatically

switch between English and foreign

keyboards*. (Under computer control).

Scientific, mathematic, financial and legal

daisy wheels available*.

Tractor feed available*.

Can be used as a stand-alone terminal*.

Can be used to access both TWX and

TELEX networks*.

TRY WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING.

TRY THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE.
TRYTHETYPRINTER221.

Suggested price $2850.00

Dealer inquiries invited.

(Call for store nearest you).

Service available through the world-wide

facilities of the Olivetti Corporation.

n HOWARD
INDUSTRIES

2051 E. CERRITOS AVE., 8-C
ANAHEIM, CA 92806

714/778-3443



the BEST H-

lower case adapter

lowfrwencasi

GRAPHICS 1 LOWER CASE CHARACTER GENERATOR
FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER

$69.95—AND—
the BEST
keyboard buffer

* SHIFT KEY UFFER/LOWER CASE CONTROL

$119.95
Separately, they have more features
and out perforin all the rest. But
together as a team they perform even
better. Look for the Graphics +Plus
soon. It's a RAM based character
generator to compliment the Lower
Case +Plus. Send for our free booklet
"Lower case adapters and keyboard
buffers from the inside, out".

CRO S¥ST€MS
1791-G Capital
Corona, CA 91720
(714)735-1041

INC

wiping Students, continued.

545 LET SS»SS+JS(6,39)
560 IF C/10=INT<C/10) THEN 580
570 O0TO 650
580 PRINT "PLESE ENTER YOUR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND"
590 INPUT "PRESS 'RETURN' OR PRESS 'RETURN' FOR THE NEXT PAGE",R$
605 IF R$=" THEN 635
606 IF R$="A" THEN EXIT 480
615 IF ASC(R$)>57 OR ASC(RS)<48 THEN 580
616 IF VAL(R$)>C THEN 580
617 IF VAL(R$)<=0 THEN 580
618 IF VAL(RS) <C-9 THEN 580
620 LET R=VAL(R$): LET F-R-10*D: LET S$"S$(34*(F-1)+1,34*F)
630 EXIT 670
635 IF X=112 THEN EXIT 662
640 LET D-D+l : LET SS="" : PRINT *&K"
650 NEXT Z

660 NEXT X

662 PRINT "OKU ONE TORE CHANCE - PICK A NUMBER - GET WITH IT!!": PAUSE 40: GOTO 4B0
670 GOSUB 1010
690 PRINT "YOUR CHOICE WAS: ": PRINT
691 PRINT " DESCRIPTION PAY(X1000) JOB CLUSTER"
695 PRINT " ";S$(1,15>;" ";SS{16,24) ;" ";SS(25,34)
700 CURSOR 13,1: INPUT "PRESS 'RETURN* TO CONTINUE", ZS
840 GOSUB 1010
850 PRINT "FATE HAS GIVEN YOU THE FOLLOWING FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES"
855 PRINT "TO DEAL WITH:": PRINT
860 LET Al=INT(RM>(0)*5+.5): IF Al<2 OR Al>3 THEN 860
870 FOR Zl-1 TO Al
880 LET A2=INT(RND(0)*50+1): IF A2>22 THEN 880
881 IF A3-A2 THEN 880: IF A4=A2 THEN 880

ON A2 GOTO 885,890,895,900,905,910,915,920,925,930,935,940,945,950,955,960,
965,970,975,960 985,990
PRINT "MAJOR MEDICAL EXPENCES FOR AN OPERATION $5000": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR FATHER DIES - INHERIT $20,000 - PAY 60% IN FUNERAL"
PRINT "EXPENSES AM) INHERITANCE TAXES": GOTO 1000
PRINT "CAR TRANSMISSION NEEDS $350 REPAIR WORK": GOTO 1000
PRINT "TOO MANY TRAFFIC TICKETS - CAR INSURANCE CANCELLED": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU GET A COST OF LIVING RAISE OF 14*": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR FOOD BILL INCREASES BY 10% OVER WHAT IT WAS" : GOTO 1000
PRINT "GAS REACHES S2.50/GAL - TRANSPORTATION COSTS UP 15%": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR RENT (HOUSE PAYMENT) INCREASES 5% EVERY SIX TENTHS": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR UNION VOTES TO STRIKE - YOU LOSE 2 WEEKS WAGES": GOTO 1000
PRINT "INTEREST ON PERSONAL SAVINGS INCREASES TO 9%": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU ARE OFFERED AN OPPORTUNTTY TO INVEST $5,000 AT "

PRINT "18.5% INTEREST BUT YOUR MONEY IS TIED UP FOR 6 MONTHS": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU DECIDE TO CHANGE JOBS - LOSING 15% OF YOUR ANNUAL SALARY": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YCUR NEW HOBBY NOW COST SlOO/MOtTTH OF YOUR SAVINGS": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR HOUSE IS ROBBED - LOSSES TOTAL $15,000": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU HAVE $2,500 IN LEGAL EXPENSES DUE TO A LN4SUIT": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YCUR RESIDENCE BURNS DOWN - LOSS OF $40,000 IN PERSONNEL"

882

885
890
891
895
900
905
910
915
920
925
930
935
936
940

945
950

955

960

965
970

975
976
980

985
990
991

1000
1005
1006
1007

1010
1020
1030
1035
1040
1070
1075
1080
1085
1090
1095
1100
1110
1115
1116
1120
1130
1140
1145
1150
1170
1180
1190
1200

PRINT "YOU GET PROMOTED BUT MUST MOVE TO ANOTHER STATE": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU flUST SERVE ON A JURY FOR A MURDER TRIAL - JURY SEQUESTERED FOR
Tt-»0 HEEKS" : GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU HAVE A TRAFFIC ACCIDENT, FOUND GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER AND"
PRINT "MUST PAY A FINE OF $10,000 AND GO TO JAIL FOR 6 MONTHS": GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOUR MOTHER DIES AND YOU MUST MAKE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS IN ANOTHER
STATE IMMEDIATELY' GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU SET UP A TAX SHELTERED ANNUITY FOR $250/MONTH" : GOTO 1000
PRINT "YOU CHARTER A TRIP TO EUROPE AM) THE COMPANY HANDLING IT"
PRItTT "GOES BANKRUPT WHILE YOU ARE STILL IN EUROPE"
LET A3«A2: IF Z-l THEN LET A4=A2
NEXT Zl
CURSOR 14,1: IN PUT "PRESS 'RETURN' TO GO ON",Z$
GOTO 1020
PRINT "&K"
GOSUB 1010
PRINT
PRINT

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : RETURN
RESTORE 3200: IF G$="l" THEN RESTORE 3440

FATE HAS DEEMED THE FOLLOWING FAMILY CIRCUMSTANCES"
FOR YOU:": PRINT : LET 03=0

LET Y5=INT(RND(0)*5+.5): IF Y5<2 OR Y5>3 THEN 1040
LET Y4=INT(RND(0)*5+5): LET Y3=INT(RND(0)*11)
LET Pl»35: IF G$-"2" THEN LET PI-21
FOR X=l TO PI

READ J$
IF X<-Y3 THEN 1150
LET Y3-Y3+Y4: IF Y3>P1 THEN EXIT 1170
FOR X9=l TO 4

IF J$(X9,X9)OF$ THEN 1140
IF J$=K$ THEN 1140
IF J$=H$ THEN 1140
PRINT J$(5,40): LET 03=03+1: LET K$=J$: IF Q3»l THEN LET H$-J$
IF 03>=Y5 THEN EXIT 1180

NEXT X9
IF G$-"l" THEN RESTORE 3200

NEXT X
LET Y4-1: LET Y3-1 : RESTORE 3200: GOTO 1080
CURSOR 14,1: PRINT "THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME — NEXT!!"
PAUSE 100: INPUT "PRESS 'RETURN' FOR THE NEXT STUDENT", R$
GOTO 100
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EVYMJJABUB
It's hard to put a price on the kind of knowl

edge InfoWorld gives you. The software and
hardware analyses, news stories and inter-

views contained in this very successful

microcomputer newspaper
will assist you in all your buy-

ing decisions—an you'll be up
to date on new developments
every other week.

Keep up with the industry.

Subscribe to InfoWorld, the

microcomputer newsweekly.

Mail this form or facsimile to:

InfoWorld, 375 Cochituate Road,'

Framingham, Mass. 01701

Or call (617) 879-0700

Outside MA (800) 343-6474

World "

Please start my subscription to InfoWorld, the microcomputer newsweekly

.

$25 one year $35 one year Canada & Mexico
$116 Airmail to Rest of World

My check is enclosed

Charge my: Mastercharge BankAmericard/Visa American Express

MC only list 4 digits above your name

Card No Exp. Date

Signature natp

First
Initial

Middle
Initial Surname

Company

IMpms
City State Zip Code

InfoWorld, 375 Cochituate Road, Framingham, Mass. 01701

Or call (617) 879-0700 Outside Mass. (800) 343-6474



Helping Students, continued...

2000 DATA "XXXXEACCOUOTAOT 10.7-26.OOFFICE 2870 DATA "XXCDXRECREATION 9.5-24.0SOC SERV
2010 DATA "XXXXEADVERTCSING 9.0-30.OOFFICE •

2880 DATA "XXCDXRESP THERAPY 9.0-17.0HEALTH
2020 DATA "XXCDFAIRPLANE MECH 13.O-20.OTRAMSP n

2890 DATA "ABXXXRETAIL SALES 6.2-15. 5SALES "

2030 DATA "XXCDFAIR TRAFFIC CR 1 1 . 0-26 . OTRANSP 2900 DATA "XXXXESEC TEACHER 10. 5-21. OEDUCATION "

2040 DATA "ABCXXAPPLIANCE REP 13.0-17.0MEC11/RPA1R 2910 DATA "XXXDXSECRETARY 7.0-13.OOFFICE
2050 DATA "XXXXEARCHITBCT 13.0-27.0DESIGN 2920 DATA "XXXDESECURITIES I*R 11.0-30.0SALES
2060 DATA "ABCXXASSEMBLER 7.0-13.0INDUSTRIAL 2930 DATA "ABCXXSERVICE STATION 6.0-11.0SALES
2070 DATA "ABCDXAUTO BODY REP 13.0-19.5MECH/RPAIR 2940 DATA "AICXXSPIPPING CLERK 8.0-11. OOFFICE "

2080 DATA "ABCDXAUTO tECH 13.0-19.5MECH/RPAIB 2950 DATA "XXXXESCCIAL SCIEOT. 13.O-30.0SOC SCI "

2090 DATA "ABCXXAUTO PARTS WORK 9.5-16.0SALES 2960 DATA "XXXXESOCIAL WORKER 10.0-20.0SOC SCI "

2100 DATA "ABCXXAUTO SALES WORK11 .0-19.5SALES n
2970 DATA "XXXXESPEECH PATHOL 11.0-30.0HEALTH

2110 DATA "ABCXXBAMK CLK/TELLER 8. 0-11.OOFFICE 2980 DATA "XXCDXSURVEYOR 9.0-17.OSCI/TECH "

2120 DATA "XXXXEBANK OFFICER 11. 0-30. OOFFICE «
2990 DATA "XXXXESYSTEHS ANALY 14.0-30.OOFFICE

2130 DATA "XXCDXBARBER 9.0-17.5SERVICE m
3000 DATA "XXXXETEC. WRITER 10.0-24 .OCCfflUNIC. "

2140 DATA "AXCDXDCOKEEPER 10.O-15.5OFFICE m
3010 DATA "ABCXXTELEPIDNE WORK 8.5-17.0MECH/RPR. "

2150 DATA "XXCDXBROADCAST TECH 13.0-26.OSCI/TECH 3020 DATA "ABCXXTELEPHONE OPER 8.5-12.0SERVICE "

2160 DATA "ABCXXBUILD COSTODIAH 8.O-13.0SERVICE 3030 DATA "ABCXXBUS/TRUCK DRIVE11.O-22.0TRANSBORT."

2170 DATA "ABCXXBOS tVCH REPAIR 9.5-22.0MECH/RPR 3040 DATA "XXCDXTV REPAIR 8.5-19.0MECH/PRR. "

2180 DATA "XXCDXCARPENTER 13.0-22.0CCNST. 3050 DATA "ABCXXTYPIST 7.0-10.OOFFICE "

2190 DATA "ABCXXCASHIER 7.0-11 .OOFFICE N 3060 DATA "XXXXEURBAN PLANNER 14.0-33.OOFFICE "

2200 DATA "XXXXECLERGY UNKNOWN 90C. SER. " 3070 DATA "XXXXEVETERINARIAN 17.5-40.0HEALTH

2210 DATA "XXXXECtXL/UNIV TEACH15.0-27. OEDUCATION M 3080 DATA "ABCXXWAITER 6.0-14.0SERVICE "

2220 DATA "XXXDECOMMER. ARTIST 8.0-27.0ART/DESIGN" 3090 DATA "XXCDXWELDER 10.5-22.0INDUSTRIAL"

2230 DATA "XXCDXCCMPUTER OPER. 9.0-22.OOFFICE 3100 DATA "XXXDXWHOLESALES 10.5-20.0SALES

2240 DATA "XXXXEELEM TEACHER. 9.0-20.0EDUCATIOH 3110 DATA "XXXXXX"

2250 DATA "XXXXEEHGINEER 13.0-30.0SCI.AEai, * 3200 DATA "X234MATE DIES "

2260 DATA "XXCDXENGINEIN3 TBCI1 9.0-17. 5SCI./TEai,," 3210 DATA "X234WIFE OR WOMAN HAS TWINS

2270 DATA "XXXXEEMVIRCTWEWT SCI13.0-26.09CI./TECH, « 3220 DATA "XX34HATE HAS EXTRA MARIRAL AFFAIR

2280 DATA "ABCXXFARM WORKER 11.0-22.0SCI./TECH, 3230 DATA "X234MATE BECOMES AN ALCHOLIC

2290 DATA "ABCXXFIREFiaiTER 10.0-19.0SERVICE 3240 DATA "XX34SEVERE COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

2300 DATA "XXXDXFLIGHT ATTEND. 9.4-15.5TRANSPORT, 3250 DATA "1234BREADWINNER BECOMES DISABLED

2310 DATA "XXCXEFORESTER 11.4-24.nsCI/TECH. 3260 DATA "XX34SERIOUS INLAW PROBLEMS *

2320 DATA "XXCDXFORESTRY TECH 8.0-13 .OSCI/TECH. 3270 DATA "X234WIFE OR WOMAN BECOMES PREGNANT

2330 DATA "XXCDXELECTRICIAH 13.5-24.0CCTETROCT, 3280 DATA "1234BREADWTNNER BECOMES PARTIALLY BLIND "

2340 DATA "XXXXEHEALTH INSP 10. 0-25.0SERVICE 3290 DATA "XX34MARRIAGE CONSIDERED HAPPY BY PEERS "

2350 DATA "XXXXEHEALTH SER ADMS14.0-44.0HFALTH ft 3310 DATA "X234COUPLE DECIDES TO ADOPT CHILDREN "

2360 DATA "ABCDEHEATING/AIR MEC11.O-22.0MECH/REPR,," 3320 DATA "X234COUPLE HAS RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

2370 DATA "XXXXEHOME ECONOMIST 9.5-21.0SOC SER 3330 DATA "X234COUPLE SEPARATED 3 MO. DUE TO JOB

2380 DATA "ABCXXHOTEL CLERK 7.0-10. OOFFICE H 3340 DATA "1234MAN IS DRAFTED

2390 DATA "XXXXEHOTEL HAMAGER 10.0-27.OOFFICE 3350 DATA "1234WOMAN IS DRAFTED
2400 DATA "ABCDEIND NKH REPAIR13.0-17.5MECH/RPR "

3360 DATA "X234FINANCTAL PROBLEMS
2410 DATA "ABCDEINSTHUtfENT RPR 12.0-16.5MECH/RPR M

3370 DATA "1234BREADWTNNER RETIRES INCOME 50% DOWN "

2420 DATA "ABXXEINSURAUCE AGEMT11 .0-30. OOFFICE "
3380 DATA "1234RECOGNITION FOR CHARITABLE WORK

2430 DATA "XXXDEIMTERIOR DESIG 8.0-30.0ART/DESIGN" 3390 DATA "1234PAREOT(S) MOVE IN WITH YOU "

2440 DATA "XXCDXIRONWORKER 11.0-21 .0COHSTRUCT M
3400 DATA "1234JOIN A SERVICE ORGNIZATION (1/MO.) "

2450 DATA "XXXXELAWYER 13 .0-40. OOFFICE B
3410 DATA "1234ELECTED MAYOR OF YOUR TOWN

2460 DATA "XXXXELIBPJAN 10.5-24.OEDUCATION "
3420 DATA "1234SISTER DIVORCED STAYS WITH YOU

2470 DATA "XXXDXLIBRY TECH 9.0-14.OEDUCATION 1
3430 DATA "XX34YOU GET A DIVORCE

2480 DATA "XXXXELIFE SCIENTIST 12. 0-28. OSCI/TECH "
3435 DATA "X234TEENAGED DAUGHTER FWB AWAY

2490 DATA "XXXDXLITHOGRAPHIC 11.0-22.0irCOSTRIAL" 3440 DATA "X23401E CHILD ILL - MEDICAL BILLS
2500 DATA "ABCXXLUMBER WORKER 9.0-17.5IHDUSTRIAL" 3450 DATA "1234WCflAN UNABLE TO BECOME PREGNANT
2510 DATA "ABCDXMACHINIST 11.0-1 8. 5INDUSTRIAL" 3460 DATA "1234MAN IS UNABLE TO FATHER CHILDREN
2520 DATA "ABCXXMAIL CARRIER 11.0-14.5SERVICE 3470 DATA "12340LDEST CHILD DIES IN CAR WRECK
2530 DATA "XXXDXMAHUF SALESWRKR10.5-35.0SALES 3480 DATA "1234YOU HAVE A HANDICAPPED ailLD
2540 DATA "XXXXEMARKEnHn RES 14.0-30.OOFFICE 3490 DATA "1234YOUR 16 YEAR OLD FATHERS A CHILD
2550 DATA "XXXXFMATHEMATICIAH 13.0-30.0SCIEMTCFIC" 3500 DATA "XX34DIVORCED-SPOUSE CUSTODY OF CHILD "

2560 DATA "ABCDXMEATCUTTER 11.0-17.0SERVICE It

3510 DATA "XX34DIVORCED-YOU GET CUSTODY OF CHILD "

2570 DATA "XXCDXMEDICAL ASSIST 8.0-11.5HEALTH 3520 DATA "1234CHILD GETS FULL SCHOLARSHIP TO USC "

2580 DATA "XXXXEMEDICAL WORKER 9.0-16.5HEALTH 3530 DATA "1234CHILD GETS SCHOLARSHIP TO HARVARD "

2590 DATA "XXXXEMEWSPAPER RPTR 10.0-27.0CatlUNIC 3540 DATA "1234CHILD CANNOT GET SCHOLARSHIP
2600 DATA "XXCDXNURSE LICENSED 9.5-13. 5HEALTil
2610 DATA "XXCXENURSE RN 11.0-17.0HEALTH
2620 DATA "XXCDXNURSING AIDE 7.0- 8.5HEALTH 1

2630 DATA "XXXXBOCCUP THERAPIST11.0-22.0HFALTH 1

2640 DATA "XXCDXOFFICE MfCH OPP 8.0-11. OOFFICE "

2650 DATA "XXCDXOPERATIOtI ENGIN11.0-22.0CCNST.
2660 DATA "XXXXEOPTatERIST 16.0-35.0HEALTH It

PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE OF EDUCATIONAL PREFERENCE:
2670 DATA "XXCDXPAIHTER 11.0-19.5COMST. A - QUIT HIGH SCHOOL AT 16 AND ENTER THE JOB MARKET
2680 DATA "XXXDEPERFORMING ART 10.5-27.5ART M B - GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL AND ENTER JOB MARKET
2690 DATA "XXXXEPERSCHNEL 11 .0-27. OOFFICE C - JOIN THE MILITARY AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
2700 DATA "XXXXEPHARfWCIST 10.5-14.5HEALTH D - GO TO A TRADE, TECHNICAL, OR JUNIOR COLLEGE
2710 DATA "XXCDXPHOTOGRAPHER 9.5-19.5ART/DESIGH" E - GO TO AND COMPLETE A 4-YEAR COLLEGE PROGRAM
2720 DATA "XXXXEPHYSICAL SCI 13.0-30.OSCI/TECH H F - COMPLETE GRADUATE STUDIES
2730 DATA "XXXXEPHYSICAL THERAP11 .0-22 .0HEALTH
2740 DATA "XXXXEPHYSICAN 25.0-55.0HEALTH « YOUR CHOICE PLE
2750 DATA "XXCDEPILOT (AIR) 15.0-55.0TRANSP. II

2760 DATA "XXCDXPLUMBER 15.0-22.0CONST.

2770 DATA "XXCDXPOLICE OFFICER 11.0-20.0SOC SER
2780 DATA "ABCXXPOSTAL CLERK 10.7-12. OOFFICE
2790 DATA "XXXXEPROBATION OFFICII. 0-20.0SCO SERV N PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE OF FAMILY SITUTATION:
2800 DATA "XXXDEPROGRAMMER 11.0-27. OOFFICE n

2610 DATA "XXXXEPSYCHOLOGIST , 3.0-27.0SOC SERV YOU WILL:
2820 DATA "XXXDEPUBLIC RELAT 11.0-33.OOFFICE 1 - NOT HARRY
2830 DATA "XXXXEPURCHASING 11.0-27. 50FFICE 2 - LIVE TOGETHER WITH SOMEONE
2840 DATA "XXXDXRADIOLOGIST 9.5-14.0HEALTH n 3 - MARRY BEFORE COMPLETING JOB PREPARATION
2850 DATA "XXXDXREAL ESTATE WIDE RANGSALES H 4 - MARRY AFTER COMPLETING JOP PREPARATION
2860 DATA "ABCXXRECEPTIONIST 6.5- 8.50FFICE « YOUR CHOICZ FOR -A- (1 THRU 4) THEM PRESS 'RETURM' 4
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WILL YOU
1 - HAVE CHILD
2 - NOT HAVE CHILDREN

YOUR CHOICE FOR -B- (1 OR 2) THEN PRESS RETURN '

1

OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES BASED OH EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION
1 ACCOUNTANT 9.7-24.0 OFFICE
2 ADVERTISING 8.0-28.0 OFFICE
3 AIRPLANE HECH 12.0-18.0 TRANS

P

4 AIR TRAFFIC CR 10.0-24.0 TRANS

P

5 ARCHITECT 12.0-25.0 DESIGN
6 BANK OFFICER 9.0-26.0 OFFICE
7 CLERGY UNKNOWN SOC. SER.
8 COLL/UNIV TEACH 14.0-25.0 EDUCATION
9 CONNER. ARTIST 7.0-25.0 ART/DESIGN
10 ELEH TEACHER. 8.0-18.0 EDUCATION

PLESE ENTER YOUR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND
PRESS 'RETURN' OR PRESS 'RETURN' FOR THE NEXT PAGE

11 ENGINEER 12.0-27.0 SCI. /TECH.
12 ENVIRONHENT SCI 12.0-24.0 SCI. /TECH.
13 FORESTER 10.4-22.0 SCI /TECH.
14 HEALTH INSP 9.0-23.0 SERVICE
15 HEALTH SER ADHS 12.0-40.0 HEALTH
16 HEATING/AIR NEC 10.0-20.0 MECH/REPR.
17 HOME ECONOMIST 8.5-19.0 SOC SER
18 HOTEL MANAGER 9.0-25.0 OFFICE
19 IND HACH REPAIR 12.0-16.0 MECH/RPR
20 INSTRUMENT RPR 11.0-15.0 MECH/RPR

PLESE ENTER YOUR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND
PRESS RETURN' OR PRESS •RETURN' FOR THE NEXT PAGE

21 INSURANCE AGENT 10.0-28.0 OFFICE
22 INTERIOR DESIG 7.0-28.0 ART/DESIGN
23 LAWYER 12.0-37.0 OFFICE
24 LIBRIAN 9.5-22.0 EDUCATION
25 LIFE SCIENTIST 11.0-25.0 SCI/TECH
26 MARKETING RES 13.0-28.0 OFFICE
27 MATHEMATICIAN 11.0-27.0 SCIENTIFIC
28 NEDICAL 'WORKER 8.0-15.0 HEALTH
29 NEWSPAPER RPTR 9.0-25.0 COMMUNIC
30 NURSE RN 10.0-15.0 HEALTH

PLESE ENTER YOUR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND
PRESS 'RETURN' OR PRESS •RETURN' FOR THE NEXT PAGE

31 OCCUP THERAPIST 10.0-20.0 HEALTH
32 OPTOMERIST 15.0-32.0 HEALTH
33 PERFORMING ART 9.5-25.0 ART
34 PERSONNEL 10.0-25.0 OFFICE
35 PHARMACIST 9.5-13.0 HEALTH
36 PHYSICAL SCI 12.0-28.0 SCI/TECH
37 PHYSICAL THERAP 10.0-20.0 HEALTH
38 PHYSICAN 22.0-50.0 HEALTH
39 PILOT (AIR) 13.0-50.0 TRANS P.
40 PROBATION OFFIC 10.0-18.0 SCO SERV

PLESE ENTER YOUR OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE AND
PRESS 'RETURN' OR PRESS 'RETURN' FOR THE NEXT PAGE36

YOUR CHOICE WAS:

DESCRIPTION PAY(X1000)
PHYSICAL SCI 12.0-2P.0

PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE

JOB CLUSTER
SCI/TECII

FATE HAS GIVEN YOU THE FOLLOWING FINANCIAL CIRCUNSTANCES
TO DEAL WITH:

YOUR RESIDENCE BURNS DOWN - LOSS OF $40,000 IN PERSONAL
POSSESSIONS
YOU ARE OFFERED AN OPPORTUNITY TO INVEST 55,000 AT
18.5» INTEREST BUT YOUR MONEY IS TIED UP FOR 6 MONTHS
PRESS 'RETURN' TO GO ON

FATE HAS DEEMED THE FOLLOWING FAMILY CIRCUMSTANCES
FOR YOU:
JOIN A SERVICE ORGNIZATION (1/MO.)
WIFE OR WOMAN HAS TWINS
MATE HAS EXTRA MARITAL AFFAIR
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME — NEXT!

!

^AT^SEND FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE!!

age after page of hardware and software^
products for your Apple® , Atari® or
TRS-80 . Hundreds of products offered at
low, low SALE prices. Write or phone to-

day and.SAVE!!

HOLIDAY
SOFTWARE
SPECIALS
FOR THE APPLE II"

ROBOTWAR - from Muse Software
Cat No. 3206 Apple 11/11 + ,48K, Aplsft ROM, disk $37.95

APPLE PANIC - from Broderbund
Cat No. 3204 Apple 11/11 + 48K. disk $28.95

EPOC - from Sinus Software
Cat No. 320* Apple ll/ll . 48K. di»k $33.95

FOR THE ATARI""" COMPUTER
JAWBREAKER - from On-Line Systems
Cat No. 3217 Atari. 24K, disk $28.95

STAR BASE HYPERION qmk, software

Cat No. 3224 Atari, 24K. cassette $19.95
Cat No. 3223 Atari. 32K, disk $21 .95

SURVIVAL/ADVENTURE usa software
Cat No. 3218 Atari. 32K. cassette t
Cat No. 3219 Atari. 32K, disk S24.95

FOR THE TRS-SO""'

MORTONS FORK - Adventure Intl.

Cat No. 3203 TRS-80 Modi. 32K.disk $28.95

STAR FIGHTER • Adventure Intl.

Cat No. 3209 TRS-80 ModI.32K.disk

Cat No. 3210 TRS-80 ModI8IIII.18K.cass

$28.95
$24.95

ATLANTEAN ODYSSEY
W/GRAPHICS - Interpro

Cat No. 3088 TRS-80 Modl.48K.disk $27.95

HOW TO ORDER
Mention this ad and WE PAY SHIPPING
Si HANDLING (UPS ground, USA only).

Write or phone. Pay by Check, M/C, Visa,
or COD. (Add $1.40 addl. for COD) Offer ex-

pires Jan. 1, 1982.

19511 Business Center Dr., Dept C
Northridge, CA 91324
(800) 423-5387 (Outside Calif.)

(213) 886-9200 (In Calf.)

Send for our FREE catalogue DAY!!
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Certain questions recur throughout our

lives. Among the more repetitive are the

all-too-famous "Why does a chicken cross

the road," "Why do firemen wear red sus-

penders." and "What do you do when
you're pelted about the head and shoul-

ders by a torrential downpour of comic
books when you open the closet door."

We've all heard them a thousand times

with the same cliche answers whipped off

by rote. But this time will be different. Not
owning chickens or red suspenders. I will

leave these topics to more mundane
writers. I have chosen to tackle the hard-

est of them all!

It comes as a terrible shock when a

person finally admits that he or she is an
avid— no. addicted—comic fiend. It was
hard for me to come to that point in my
life. In fact, it took a near tragedy. I can

remember that day well.

I dragged my weary body up the stairs

of the "A" train, a wicked device used
here in New York to test the durability of

a subway rider. On the pretext of buying

some cigarettes I entered my local

"candy" store. I knew what was there

before I went in. but I am the consummate
actor!

Glancing about. I walked in as though I

intended to head straight to the counter,

but it was difficult to keep my eyes from
straying. As though interested solely in

the commotion. I forced my gaze to a
collection of mewling, snuffling young-
sters, knowing well what they crowded
over. Deep in my heart I begrudged their

presence, bemoaning that at any moment

William O'Brien. 1 1 Donitan Place. New York. NY
10040.

one of those grubby little hands might

snatch up a first issue or the last copy of a

comic I wanted. I forced a casual "Oh."

and with a polite "Excuse me. please" I

placed myself between them and the pre-

cious contents of the racks.

Now I gloated as I snatched up title

after title without regard to price or num-
ber. I knew without looking that their lit-

tle eyes went wide with astonishment and

The folly ofmy ways
was all too clear to

me now! There,
slouched in the hall,

covered with comics,
I vowed to change

my life.

perhaps more than a little envy. Deep in

my heart I knew I should be ashamed. 1

hated what I had become: a comic junkie.

I raised myself from my crouch and left

the motley crew murmuring "Wows."
while parents sneered at me and pulled

the children away.

I paid for my purchase and quickly fled

to the secure confines of my apartment
where I pored over the colored pages,

drinking in the text. Not even the adver-

tisements escaped my notice. Then, with

my lusts stated. I took my precious poses-

sions to my sanctum sanctorum for stor-

age. Little did I know where opening my
hall closet at that moment would lead.

Whether it was pure coincidence or

some hand of a higher source giving direc-

tion to the warped pattern my life had
assumed, I do not know to this day. But

when I opened that door my life changed.
It was like a scene from every old com-

edy. Comics poured from the overtaxed

shelves in what seemed a never ending

stream, striking me. covering me with

their pulp pages. And then, when I

thought the worst was over, one last

comic fell. It was Battlestar Galactica #4.

I'll always remember it. Smack on the top

of my head it landed. Unconscious it was
worse. Visions of little children, grotesque

with vengence. swarmed about me.
clutching small change that fell just short

of the amount needed to buy a comic
book. When I awoke it was if 1 had been
reborn!

The folly of my ways was all too clear to

me now! There, slouched in the hall, cov-

ered with comics. I vowed to change my
life.

I pulled my old Apple II packing carton

out of the bedroom closet, narrowly

avoiding another avalanche, and began to

pack the piled pulpers. But I had not

purged myself completely! The sight of

old Doctor Strange covers, issue ftl of

Swamp Thing, the beauteous Spider-

woman all evoked a twinge deep in my
black heart. I couldn't just push them
aside, condemn them to a dark life sealed

in a carton— I just couldn't. Besides
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GHOST HUNTER
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THE ULTIMATE GAME
OF HIDE AND SEEK.

In the beginning. . . there was Star Raiders. s

Then. . .came Missile Command. H

Now. . .Arcade PLUS introduces Ghost Hunter, 1U the first in a new generation ofsoftware for

the Atari 400/800™ personal computers.

Your mission in Ghost Hunter 1 " is simple— rid the mansion on Huckleberry Hill ofghosts. .

.

before they get you!

Ghost Hunter s begins where most computer games end!

• 51 game variations!

• One or two playergame. . . you can play alone or head-to-head against another player!

• Choose from 16 different "floor plans" or let the computer randomly choose tor you!

• Special features allow you to "Build-A-Hunter" and "Hide-Instantly"!

• Fast paced, 10 color action with 4-channel music and simulated sound effects!

Ghost Hunter B is available on cassette or disk for Atari K 400/800™ computers with 16K

minimum memory from your local Atari computer dealer. Or send $29.95 (cassette)/$34-95 (disk)

+ $2.50 postage and handling (CA residents please add 6% sales tax).

'-[. ArcaJePLUS

Mar RaiJerianJ Mi«ile Ctrnimand

are tr.tJi-nurl.Not Atari, Inc.

GhuM Hunict !> .t trademark

,.t ArcaJePLUS
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The world is full

of intriguing problems
that never got into

a textbook.

Problems lor Computer Solution

by Stephen Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-
lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary
investigation Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
number theory, probability, statistics, cal-

culus and science Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included
several problems which have never been
solved He feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen
students insight and awareness
Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the
Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
wortn today had it been deposited in a
bank However, this problem was revised
to have a variable interest rate so it would
be a challenge to program Of course,
many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before
The student edition has 106 pages and

includes all 90 problems (with variations).

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy Cost is $4 95
The 182-page teacher edition contains

solutions to the problems, each with a
complete listing in Basic sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory involved Cost is

$9 95
To get one or both books send payment

plus $2 00 shipping and handling per
order to Creative Computing Credit card
orders may be called in toll-free to the
number below
Order yours today If you are not com-

pletely satisfied return it for a full refund
plus your return postage

creative
Gompuhin£

Morns Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-€31 -81 12

I In NJ 201-540-04451
CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CAR0

Comic Relief, continued...

which, some of them were eight years old

or older, and they were worth several

times the cover value. There was a pros-

pect I could relate to without self-degrad-

ation: profit! Why that's as American as

pizza!

My two selves, the gluttonous, comic
mongering snatcher of children's fanta-

sies and the zealous, patriotic, apple pie

eating, flag waving son of the pioneer had.

at last, found common ground. No longer

would 1 weasel my way to the front of the

racks to buy up those colored tomes

merely to gaze at the disappointment on

those small faces— now I would do it

because someday those comics would be

worth money.
This left me with another dilemma,

however. To trade, buy or sell anything

you must know what it is you have or don't

have. Stuffed in my Apple computer box.

how would I know what was there? My
memory was good, but not that good!

1 spent a few hours playing Super Inva-

der while I mulled over the problem:

moved on to Wilderness Campaign; all

the while visions of pages upon pages of

loose leaf text or mountains of index cards

danced in my head. Was there no solu-

tion? I drummed my fingers on the Apple

caw, trying to catalogue my choices, try-

ing to sort through my problem, trying to

lay out the basics 1 would need to bring

this idea off.

Apple case? Logic, catalogue? Sort,

basic? By the gods of CMOS, that was the

answer! All the while it had been right in

front of me staring my fingers in the face.

My mind raced wildly. What did 1 need?

Entry procedure, sorting, search, catalog-

ing, and of course hardcopy output.

I was a madman then! Pen in hand I sat

and scribbled page after page of program
lines, entering them into my Apple as each

section was completed. 1 sequestered

myself for days. My employer phoned. I

said I was busy. I'd see him later. My
girlfriend called. I told her I was Shell

sorting. I'd get back to her. Only my dog.

whimpering her necessities, managed to

drag me away.

At last 1 emerged from my cloister,

printouts in hand, more than a thousand

titles tucked in the magnetic folds of my
disk, the sweet taste of success watering

my mouth. I shared the glory that touched

Newton. Galileo. Frankenstein. COMIC-
FILES was born!

And just as gloriously, it died.

Now there would be no point in bring-

ing you this far. raising your hopes so high,

just to dash them to pieces. In my search

for the ultimate solution to my dilemma,
such was my fervor that I neglected to

remember that 34+ 12 is greater than 48-6.

In essence. 12K of program plus .V4K of

data to be held in memory cannot fit in a

48K machine with Apple's DOS.
With a young lady waiting patiently in a

car. I ran through my listing in a frenzy. I

would let nothing stop me now! I was too

close to admit defeat!

With a few deft keystrokes I wiped out

the bulk of the programming, isolating the

sort routine. Then, my fingers moving

with the swiftness of a dueling rapier. 1 re-

assigned the procedure to sort from and to

disk, thereby pushing a measly 800 entry

possibility into the 2500 comic mark.

Granted, it is not laden with finesse, but

then the monster was a hodgepodge of

limb and ganglia, and. except for the bum-
bling of a lackey, its potential would have

been unlimited.

What say? You don't save comics? I

couldn't begin to tell you the pleasures

you are denying yourself, the glee when
all those little tiny mouths drop open.

those little eyes so full of sorrow— but no.

there's more to it than that. A 35 cent

comic book worth S8.(X): even with infla-

tion, that is something to behold! But what

about the magazine you're holding in your

hand? Have a few more of those around?
Maybe a few others? Some modifications

to record volume and issue number rather

than month anil year and we have a con-

cise method of knowing just what it is we
have without having them collapse on us

each time we open a door!

The program itself is a snap, and easily

modifiable once you know what's going

on.

Lines 99-490 set up the menu and await

the user selected choice.

Lines 500-770 respond to an Initial or

Additional entry selection, storing the

data in a Random Access file whose
length is M.

Lines 8<X>-860 update the LOF file

which keeps track of how many entries

were made.
Lines 870-1.100 handle printouts of the

full file. The user is prompted for screen

or printer output. A video display of the

entries is stoppable at the completion of

each full screen. The hardcopy is for-

mated for a standard 1 1 inch long page
and will skip perforations.

Lines 1.110-2100 are shared by both the

Single Entry Recall and Editing program
functions since editing any of the entries

requires finding it first.

Lines 2110-2870 manage the Range
Print routine, allowing either video or

hardcopy output.

The sort routine is self-evident. Again,

nothing fancy, and definitely nothing you
would want to sit down and wait for once
you get into the 1000+ entry range, but it

gets the job done.

That. then, was my deliverance. No
longer do I bludgeon little hands that

grope for treasures they can hardly hope
to appreciate. Now I simply smile, know-
ing the useless piles those few that escape

me will become, further driving up the

price of the ones I file, catalogue and

protect.
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I

Mb • ha. T*». Mb.
•rM «» M MM 2m

VIDEO TAPES

uso tkrSILa
LSPP tk> fl.M

i;sp tkf 27.U

UUP ikr 2I»
MIf Ikr 2I«

• la«l«»»trit«PCirtiin

HHtPtflCt IWIIi:
• Banc Discrete CuBMMt
SHrtKhct »4io5<i

• Nam rani Pack »sso l.»

•CaMMPpck »ms U
• Strips »sio In

SMp «sis ta
• Tut tiaaair CS*> tin l.u

• tn Strip »S!0 2 ...

• 3il6 fens** Strip «u* 2..

• Satis* Pest Strip »su3»
• Tirawa Strip Pica «M»2ii

NIGHT SENTRY

souosiAit TIMER

S19»3 SIS ea

• Cassette Slens Tips Player

&P>3»p><s«AM/TMSlara

IMi nc-220 $56

.

• Cassette Stem Tape Player

& ui/rasmi
Ma «Cijo 42»

• lj*- Boer* Cassent Sara

Taifkai&AM/niSkni
tab ac-t» 65 .

• B-TrsciSlin» Tape Player

& *M/FN Stan*

MP _ »c HP 45 n
•TplaPsa Wireless RmmIi

Central =6101 119.-

BECKUAN DIGITAL Mill 11 MHIKS
IMlM) •3«oSI02.«

IMapp •3IP 123

PIHSsanq MM IWll

Ademco Burglar & Fire Alarm Supplies..

Now at Rock-Bottom Prices!

Warner Communications Pre-Recorded
Fir<st LinP Movie* WRITE F0R 0UR CATALOG
rirsi Line rviovies the price is right1

CALL FOR SPECIAL DAY-TO-DAY QUOTES ON ENTIRE LINE OF
COMMODORE 4 ATARI COMPUTERS

k WE SHIP BY U P S -COD. CASH OR CERTIFIED CHECK

'"NFRED ELECTRONICS CORP.

60-10 KISSENA BLVD., FLUSHING, NY. 11355

TOLL FREE (800) 221-0466 hours 9am - 4PM e s t A
CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD

cMJCHQMfl.L,
CRT'S • PRINTERS • TELEPRINTERS

TKLKVIDEO
910

$569.00
912 CALL
920 CALL
950 CALL

DIABLO
630

$1950.00
1640

1650

CALL
CALL

ANAPKX
DP-9500/9501

$1279.00
9000/9001 A
8000 CALL

CALL FOR OUR LOW PRICES ON

GLUME, NEC, T.I., DEC
TELETYPE, SOROC, C.ITOH

TOLL FREE (800) 854-6028
Ts Inter: Send check lo MICROMAIl.PO Box 3297. Santa Ana. CA 92 703 Peisonal or company

checks require two weeks to clear Visa/MasterCard accepted COD requires a 15% deposit

asaPPatAdd 3% to orders less than $750. 2% to order S75I -S2.000. 1% to orders over $2,000

NOTE Handling charges are waived on orders pre-paid in advance by check

We ship FREIGHT COLLECT via UPS or Motor Freight Air and Express delivery is

available Prices ui|«i n ckiaii Itlwit icttce

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
WELCOME

TWX, WRITE or CALL

MICROMAIL
P O Box 3297
Santa Ana CA 02703
Phone 714 731-4338
TWX 910 5951146

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SAVE $$ DISCOUNT PRICES

16K APPLE II 1049.00

32K APPLE II 1074.00

48K APPLE II 1099.00

DISKW/CONTROLLER 499.00

DISK ONLY 445.00

APPLESOFT CARD 139.00

INTEGER CARD 139.00

PASCAL SYSTEM 399.00

SILENTYPE PRINTER 349.00

HAYES MICROMODEM 295.00

Z-80 SOFTCARD 295.00

VIDEX 80 COL. BRD. 295.00

16K RAM BOARD 169.00

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80. APPLE II

16KSET4116'S(200NS) 24.95

400 16K 349.00

800 16K 759.00

410 Recorder 64.00

815 Disk 1199.00

810 Disk 489.00

822 Printer 359.00
825 Printer 779.00

830 Modem 159.00

850 Interface Module 179.00

CX853 RAM 85.00

CX70 Light Pen 64.00

CX30 Paddle 18.00

CX40 Joystick 18.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
Box of 10
Box of 10

5 V.'

8"
29.50
39.50

North Star Computers

HR2-2D-32K 2795.00
HR2-20-48K 2956.00
HR2-2D-64K 3145.00

HR2-2Q-32K 2975.00
HR2-2Q-48K 3165.00

HR2-2Q-64K 3360.00

HRAM 32K 469.00
HRAM48K 662.00
HRAM 64K 849.00

HDS-18 HARD DISK 4025.00
MDS-DRV-D 495.00
MDS-DRV-Q 665.00

ADC-1-D 740.00

ADC-2-D 995.00
ADC-1-Q 795.00

ADC-2-Q 1285.00

SAVE $$

PRINTERS
EPSON MX-70 399.00

EPSON MX-80 499 00
EPSON MX-80 FT 599.00

GRAFTRAX 90.00

INTERFACE (APPLE) 75.00

CABLE 22.50

CENTRONICS 737-1 795.00

CENTRONICS 737-3 855.00

IDS445G 815.00

IDS460G 1195.00

IDS560G 1450.00

NEC 5510 W/TRACTORS 2650.00

NEC 5520 KSR W/TRAC. 2995.00

QUME 5/45 SPRINT 2675.00
FORMS TRACTOR 195.00

STARWRITER W/TRAC. 1695.00
STARWRITER W/O
TRACTOR 1500.00

General Information:
We carry a large selection of hard-
ware and software by other com-
panies. Send tor our catalog.

We are an authorized repair center for

APPLE. ATARI. NORTH STAR. AND
EPSON.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

FREDERICK 5726 industry lane
COMPUTER FREDERICK, MD. 21701

PRODUCTS, INC.

Store Hours:
MON. THRU THURS. 9:30 AM—9:00 PM
FRI. AND SAT. 9:30 AM-5:00 PM

TO ORDER CALL: (301) 6948884

CIRCLE 1 78 ON READER SERVICE CARD



POWER
FOR YOUR APPLE

g£PEEDHAND][+
'LANGUAGE SYSTEMS

APPLESOFT: 30.3 MIN.
MICROSPEED K: 3.9 MIN.
MICROSPEED ][+: 2.4 MIN.

FA9TF9T

MOST POWERFU

EXPANDABLE:

CREATIVE:

USER-FRIENDLY

REQUIRES APPLE. SINGLE DISK
U SPEED ][ USES 2mHz PROCESSOR
U SPEED ][* USES 4mHz PROCESSOR

SEE YOUR^EALEROFiCpNTACT
~1

applied anal} tups I/O
<y<T

corpora ted

8910 Brookridge Or Suite 504. Upper Marlboro. Md 20670

(301) 627-6650

I'm Interested: Please Send
a V SPEED M '495 D 160 page Manual '35

O p SPEED !• <645 D Detailed Inlormation

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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Comic Relief, continued.

900 HOHE : VTAB 20: HTAB ll PRINT "INSERT DATA DISK...": PRINT "PRESS 'R

ETURN UHEN READY.": GET At: IF A* < > CHRI (13) THEN 900
950 HOHE

960 D* = CHRt (13) * ""

970 PRIHT D*;"0PEN LOF"

980 PRINT Df;"READ LOF"
990 INPUT N

1010 PRINT D«; "CLOSE LOF"
1020 PRINT Dt;"0PEH TEHPFILE, L34"
1100 I

1110 6P - N

1120 IF GP < * 1 THEN 1290

1130 GP « INT (GP / 2)

1140 HI * N - GP
1150 FL *

1140 PRINT ""

1170 FOR I = 1 TO HI
1180 61 « GP * I

1181 PRINT 0t;"READ TEHPFILE,
INPUT Fit
PRINT D«;"READ TEHPFILE,
INPUT F2t

IF LEFT! <F1«,15> * LEFT* (F2»,15) THEN 1270
IF LEFT* (F1»,15> < LEFT* <F2«,15> THEN 1240

1

R";l

R"JGI

1182

1183

1184

1190

1200

1210 FL

1220 i

1230 Ml F2t:F2t * F1»:F1« > DH*
1231 PRINT DtJ'URITE TEHPFILE, R";I

PRINT Fit

PRINT D«;"URITE TEHPFILE, R",GI
PRINT F2I

1232

1233

1234

1240

1230

12*0

1270

1280

1290

1291

1292

1300

HEXT I

IF FL » 1 THEN 1150

GOTO 1120

IF UAL ( RIGHT* <F2«,3>> < VAL < RIGHT* (F1«,3>) THEH 1230
GOTO 1240

PRINT D«;"CL0SE TEHPFILE"
HOHE : VTAI 20: HTAI 1: PRINT "INSERT PROGRAM DISK": PRINT "PRESS E

NTER UHEN READY";

6ET At! IF At < > CHRt (13) THEN 1292
PRINT D«;"RUN HELLO'

I I iMICFILKSLISTING-ThrouKhoul. I)* is cither a combination of a carriage return | C'HRSl Ml land
Control I) I CH RSl4 1 which is most often shown as simply

"

"
I
or simply Control D

| main, most often ""|.

99 0NERR GOTO 2880

100 HONE :Dt CHRt (13) CHRt (4)

110 VTAB 20: HTAB ll PRIHT "INSERT DATA DISK": PRINT

READY";
GET At: IF At < > CHRt (13) THEH 120

PRINT Dt;"0PEN TEHPFILE, L34"

G0SUB 2780:N FP

HOHE

'PRESS ENTER' UHEN

120

130

140

150

160 St

170 UTAB
180

190

200
210

220

230
240

250
260

270

280

290

VTAB PRINT "OPERA flONAL FUNCTIONS:
VTAB 9: HTAB 4: PRIHT "1. INITIAL ENTRY"
HTAB 4: PRINT "2. ADDITIONAL ENTRY"
HTAB 4: PRINT "3. PRINT OF ALL ENTRIES"

HTAB 4: PRIHT
HTAB 4: PRIHT
HTAB 4: PRINT

HTAB 4:

HTAB 4:

VTAB 19

GET Ct

: VAL (Ct)

SORT ENTRIES"
AHEND ENTRY"

"6. RANGE PRINT"
"7.SIN6LE ENTRY RECALL'

"8. END SESSION"
HTAB 1: PRIHT "YOUR CHOICE..

PRINT

PRINT

252 CREATIVE COMPUTING



300

310

320
330
340

3S0

360

370

380

390

400

410

420
430

IF ASC (CO > 56 OR ASC (CI) < 49 THEN 280
HOHE
IF C - 1 OR C * 2 THEN SOO
IF C < > 3 THEN 380
IF C * 3 THEN HOHE « VTAB 15: HTAB 1i PRINT "OUTPUT TO ";: INVERSE
: PRINT "P";: NORMAL : PRINT "RINTER OR
: PRINT "CREEN ?";

6ET Sit
IF S1« < > "P

60T0 870

IF C » 4 THEN
IF C « 4 THEN
"PRESS 'RETURN

INVERSE « PRINT "S";: NORMAL

AND Sit < > "S" THEN 350

GOSUB 780: IF

VTAB 20: HTAB
' UHEN READY.";

N > FP THEN GOSUB 800: HOHE
1: PRINT "INSERT PROGRAM DISK...": PRINT
GET At: IF At < > CHRt (13) THEN 390

IF C " 4 THEN HOHE : PRINT Dt;"RUN S0RT2"
IF C « 5 THEN 1470
IF C < > 6 THEN 470
IF C 6 THEH HOHE : VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT 'OUTPUT TO
I PRINT "P";: NORHAL
i PRINT "CREEN ?";

6ET Sit

: PRINT "RINTER OR
INVERSE

INVERSE : PRINT "S" NORHAL

IF SI*

HOHE i

IF C «

IF C *

HOHE :

» « N

IF

IF

IF

IF

IF

N «

N •

N

N

N >

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530
540
550
560

570

580
590

600

610

620

630
640

650

660
670 DT»

680 :

690 INPUT "ISSUE «:

700 IF LEN (I*) >

60T0 690

710 IF LEN (I»> <

720 CH« = Tt P«

730

< > "P" AND S1» < > "S" THEN 350
GOTO 2110

7 THEN. 1310

8 THEN* GOSUB 780: IF N > FP THEN GOSUB 800
END
1

HOHE : GOTO 180

IF N > 2495 THEH GOSUB 2840
IF N * 2496 THEH GOSUB 2840

2497 THEH GOSUB 2840
2498 THEH GOSUB 2840
2499 THEN GOSUB 2840
2500 THEN GOSUB 2850
2500 THEH GOSUB 2830:

INPUT "TITLE: ";T«

IF T« * "END" THEN N « N - 1: HOHE : GOTO 180
IF LEN (T») > 15 THEN T» * LEFT* (T*,15)
IF LEN (Tt) < 15 THEN Tt => Tt LEFT* (S«,15
INPUT "PUBLISHER: ";P«
IF LEN (P«> > « 8 THEN P« * LEFT* (P*,8)
IF LEN (P«) < 8 THEN P» « P« LEFT* (S«,8 -

INPUT "HONTH: ";H»:H2« = LEFT* (Ht,3>
INPUT "YEAR: ";Y*:Y2» « RIGHT* (Y«,2)

H2* "/" Y2»

LEN (T«>>

LEN <P«>>

";i«

3 THEH VTAB 5: HTAB 1: PRINT S«;: VTAB 5: HTAB 1:

LEFT* (St, 3 - LEN (I*)) I*

GOTO 890

THEN GOSUB 1280: GOTO 980

3 THEN I*

DT« I*

PRINT D*;"URITE TEHPFILE, R";N

740 PRINT CH*

750 PRINT CHRt (4)

760 HOHE

770 GOTO 500
780 PRIHT D*;"CL0SE TEHPFILE"
790 RETURN
800 PRINT D*;"0PEN LOF"

810 PRINT D*;"DELETE LOF"

820 PRINT D«;"OPEN LOF"

830 PRINT D*;"URITE LOF"
840 PRINT N

850 PRINT D»; "CLOSE LOF"
860 RETURN
870 IF SI* =• "P" THEH Dt

880 D« CHR* (13) ""

890 HOHE : IF SI* < > "P

900 PRIHT CHR* (13); CHRt (4>;"PR«1"

910 PRINT Dt

920 FOR X = 1 TO 2: PRIHT CHR* (13): HEXT X: PRINT SPC( 10);

930 PRIHT SPC( 3>;"TITLE"; SPC( 15);"PUB."; SPC( 7);"DATE"; SPC( 8);"ISSUE"
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Computer Information Exchange
Box 159 (714) 757-4849
San Luis Rev CA 92068

Shack -80 Model -1 Users:
Restore Reliability

Tired of spontaneous re-booting, "loss" of
memory, UL ERROR on programs that ara
correct. "BAD RAM" or ROM that is good and I

other symptoms of dirty edge connectors?
CIECramol in cleaning kit lets you quickly,

safely strip away coatings of high-resistance
oxide films built upon S-80's non-gold-
plated edge fingers, and coat them to reduce
further buildup. Contains one bottle cleaner,
one lubricant/sealer.

CIE Cramolin $8.95 ($9.49 CA)

Silver Solder Rejuvinates
Shack-80 Edge Connectors

Ratty Radio Shack edge fingers require
frequent Cramolin cleaning for system
reliability. Tandy did not gold plate them, but
after you silver them you can tug cables and
jar computer without system reboot!

Kit contains special high-quality flux and
16" (about 1.5 oz) of solder. 5-6% silver,

balance tin (contains no cadmium, zinc, or
lead). Caution: do not resolder fingers with
ordinary solder, or system will be totally

unusable!

CIE $4.50 ($4.77 CA)
Media Buys:

Diskettes
5" Unbranded, single-density, 10, in

envelopes, fully guaranteed $19.95*
5" Memorex sngl dens., box 10 $24.75*
5" Memorex dbl. dens., box 10 $26.55*
5" Dysan, plastic box of 10, double-density

ultra-reliable $44 95*
5" Wabash SSSO with hub ring $26 55*
5" Wabash DSDD with hub ring $$38 98*

Reinforcements. 50 rings for 5" $7.75*

Ring tools- -apply reinforcements $4.95*

Cleaning kits. 3M or FD. 2 d'sks $22.46*

GUARANTEE
All CIE disks guaranteed

you get a bad disk., CIE will replace

Hardware:
Percom, LNDoubler Savings

DOUBLE DENSITY attachments
$153.5O/$157.5O/$207*

Double disk storage with either Percom or
LNW Research plug- in adapters. No
soldering. Percom Doubter 2 comes with
DoubleDOS TRSDOS varient. is $153.50*.
LNDoubler 1 includes DOS-plus deluxe
operating system. LNDoubler 5/8, with
operating system, allows use of double
density with either 5" or 8" drives!, just

$207*

Lowest Prices
On Disk Drives!

TEAC40 track single/double density, single

headed (writes, reads on one side of disk),

with incredible 1-yr. factory guarantee!

Cased, with power supply, ready to plug in and
run. Exclusive: no extender cable needed!
$275*
80-TRACK. 1-HEADED $395*
BO-TRACK, 2-HEADED (dbl sided) $550*
Bare 40-track, unpowared $215*
Bare-80-track $225*

SOFTWARE to 50% off

Leading brands including Acorn, Allen

Gelder, Alternate Source, Apparat,
Blechman Enterprises. Breeze Computing,
CIE. Data Soft. Dorsett. Edu Ware. Ellis

Computing. Hexagon Systems, Micro Clinic,

Micro Works, Microsoft, Modular Software,

Nepenthe, Personal Computer Service,

ProSoft, and Ramware.
BOOKS, leading publishers, 10% off

Discounts:
•prices CIE net, including 10% discount

for S50or more total order, 3 or more items
nominal shipping charge on all but books and

softwre
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CHOOSE...
Choose an Apple Desk

Meal for an Apple computer system, our
hi level desk has a micro shelf to hold two
Apple disk drives. Top level holds monitor,

TV, or manuals. 42"w x 29'/4"d x 35"h.

Choose a Micro Desk

Our Designer Series desk with micro shelf

is suitable for the North Star, Dynabyte,
Vector Graphics, and Altos computers. A
variety of sizes and colors available.

Choose a Mini Rack

Mini racks and mini micro racks have ad-

justable Retma rails, standard venting,

and cable cut outs. Choose a stand alone
bay or desk model. A custom rack is

available for the Cromemco.

Choose a Printer Stand

The Universal printer stand fits:

Centronics 700"s Diablo 1600's & 2300's
Dec LA 34
NEC Spinwriter
Lear Siegler 300

T.I. 810 & 820
Okidata Slimline
Anadex 9500's

Delivery in days. 200 styles and colors in

stock. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

FURNITURE
COIVIFVHSJVd

17129 S. Kingsview Avenue
Carson. California 90746
Telephone: (213)538-9601

CIRCLE 2S4 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LEN I SIR*

Comic Relief, continued...
940 PRINT SPC( 13);"====="; SPC

>...»«•;, IF F1 «

PRINT CHR* (13} ; I RETURN

950 PRINT CHR» (13)

940 PRINT D»;"PR»0"
970 PRINT Dt

980 :

990 FOR I = 1 TO N

1000 PRINT D*;"READ TEMPFILE, R";I

1010 INPUT CMS

1020 PRINT D«

1030 IF SI* * "P" THEN PRINT D«;"PRIH"

1040 IF S1« * "P" THEN PRINT SPC( 10)

1050 E» = STR* (I): IF LEN <E«) <: 3 THEN E» = LEFT* (S«,3 -

(I))) Et

1060 IF SI* = "P" THEN 1100

1070 TP = (I - ( INT (I / 20) » 20)) + 2

1080 IF INT (I / 20) = I / 20 THEN TP = IP + 20

1090 VTAB TP: HlftB 1

1100 T« * LEFT* (CN«,15) " ":P« = MID* (CM*. 16,8) + " ":D1* = HID* (

CH»,24,6) " ":I* = RIGHT* (CH*,3)

IF SI* * "P" AND VAL (I*) = 1 THEN I* = 1* "»"

"P" THEN 1140

THEN INVERSE

IF S1» = "P" THEN

T*; SPC( 7);l*;: GOTO 1160

PRINT T*;P*;DT*;I*;: GOTO 1200

IF SI* = "P" AND I / 55 = INT (I / 55) THEN

NEXT X:F1 = 1: G0SUB 920:FI =

IF SI* = "P" THEN PRINT D*;"PRN0"

PRINT D*

THEN 1240

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

IF S1*

IF VAL (I*) = 1

PRINT E» ".";: print T»; SPCt 3>;p»; spc< >:d

FOR X 1 to 5: PRIM f

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

CHR* (13);:
= "P" THEN

"P"

20 =

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450
1460

1470

1480

1490

1500
1510

1520

1530

1540

15S0

1560

INT (I /

E' TO END

INT (I /

INT (I /

THEN D* =

INPUT

20) THEN VTAB 24: HTAB 1

GET RN«: IF RNt <

I PRINT "PRESS

•C" AND RN*

C T

» »E"

20) AND RN» = "E"

20) AND RN* = "C"

THEN

THEN

HONE : GOTO 180

GOSUB 1280

CHR* (13) CHR* (4): HONE :

'PRESS RETURN TO C0NIINUE";R»
GOTO 180

TITLE PUB. DATE ISSUE";

CHR* (13);

PRINT

IF SI*

IF S1»

NORMAL
IF I /

CONTINUE,
THEN 1210
IF I / 20 *

IF I / 20 *

NEXT I

IF SI* * "P

VTAB 24: HTAB 1

GOTO 180

HONE : PRINT "

VTAB 3: HTAB 1

RETURN
HONE :RF = 1

VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT "SINGLE ENTRY RECALL: "

VTAB 17: HTAB 6: PRINT "

1

.BY NAME I ISSUE N"

HTAB 6: PRINT "2. BY FILE STORAGE »"

HTAB 6: PRINT "3. FUNCTION COMPLETE"

VTAB 21: HTAB 1: PRINT "YOUR CHOICE...";

GET RT»: IF RT» = "3" THEN HONE :RF = 0: UOTO 180

IF VAL (RT») > 3 OR VAL (RT«) < 1 THEN 1370

IF RT« * "2" THEN 1550

IF RT* « "1" THEN 1920

PRINT "TITLE PUB DATE ISSUE";: PRINT

pkint T«; u ";P*;" ";DT»;" ";i»

VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT "ANOTHER ?";

GET RT*

IF RT* < > "Y" AND RT* < > "N" THEN 1430

IF RT* * "Y" THEN 1310

HONE :RF • 0: GOTO 180

H0HE : VTAB 13: PRINT "EDITING FETCH FUNCTIONS: "

J »

VTAB 17: HTAB 6: PRINT " 1 .BY NAME AND ISSUE*"

VTAB 18: HTAB 6: PRINT
VTAB 19: HTAB 6: PRINT

VTAB 21: HTAB 1: PRINT

3 Oft VAL (ET* ) < 1 THEN 1520

IF ET* « "3" THEN HOME : GOTO 180

IF ET* "1" THEN 1920

HONE : VTAB 14: HTAB 1: INPUT "FILE NUMBER: ";CN

IF CN > N THEN HOME : VTAB 13: HTAB 1: PRINT "FILE NUMBER NOT C0NT

AINED IN THIS FILE": VTAB 23: HTAB 1: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTIN

UE ";: GET RN*
254 CREATIVE COMPUTING

CHR* (13):

'2. BY FILE STORAGE NUMBER"
"3. EDITING COMPLETE"

"YOUR SELECTION: ";: 0ET ET*: IF VAL (ET«) >



A LONE SPACE PIRATE ATTACKS THE GALACTIC EMPIRE

You are
the sol© surviving

*^

Naval Commander
ofthe Free Space Con-
federation. The Galac-
tic Empire has overrun
the entire solar system
except foryour remote out-

post on a moon at the outer
limits Exploiting the un-
matched ship SHADOWHAWK I

you prey on the Empire's mer-
chant fleet tocapture enemymate-
rial, which can be bartered for better

weaponry, shielding, missiles, etc . for SHADOW HAWK I But
the Empire's interceptors, corvettes, lancers, destroyers, and
cruisers are probing the galaxy lor you. You must evade
them and the deadly battle stations throughout.
Your skill is measured by nine rankings, up to STAB LORD.
Warning: You must be very, very good to reach STAB LORD
rank! Very good indeed!

J( f

SHADOW
HAWK I uses

THREE-AXIS rota-
tion, high resolution 3-D
graphics! On Apple W.

v DOS 3.3. or Atari 800 -

. 48K
fk with disk drive Joysticks re-^ quired Specify Apple or

Atari on your order Games
are on Dyson diskettes

Game time: 15-30 min $49.95 ppd
VISA & MasterCard accepted

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE WELCOME

107 E Main #2. MedtorcL OR 97501
(503) 779-0078

Apple n DOS 3.3 and Atari 600 are regis-

tered trademarks respectively, ol Apple
Computer. Inc. and Warner Communi-
cations. Inc

The games of tomorrow tor the minds of today.
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LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector' opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital
information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with on-board software in 2708 EPROM.
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen HI-RES picture using the ds-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators;
reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price: $349.95 / FSII
Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS 65
—Picture Scanner: Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95

— Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided.
Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

—Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.

THE /\A n /?^ i~r7*» /"""N
*P«P«r Tiger Is a trademark of Integral Data Systems, Inc.

ZV/A U vS? I rx^Q) MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

^©lMKS3

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400
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|

For complete catalog write or phone

KtUHl IvA: Packaging Division
226 Belleville Avenue
Bloomlleld. N.J 07003 J£1)74*2222
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PACKER Machine language program thai edits all or
part of your Basic program to run faster, save memory,
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK—
unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines
SHORT deletes unnecessary words, spaces, and REM
statements PACK — packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM—
renumbers lines, including all branches MOVE —moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes lor 16K. 32K. & 48K For TRS-80M
Mod I or Ml Level II or Disk Baste $29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verity routines The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette
speeds
For TRS-80™* Model lor III Level II $15.95
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peei-and -stick labels on tractor feed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II A Printer $17 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPnnts (except
Print*1 or Print*) or LPnnts to Prints Save edited
version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II $12 95
FAST SORTING ROUTINES For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable, Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II

Sorts in SECONDS' You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT tor Accounts Receivable $ 19 95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I $ 1 9 95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette
cassette tor 1 drive system) $14 95

ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95
Prices subject to change without notice Call or write
for complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders m US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-21 13
Or call our 24 hour phone 316-683-461 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

Comic Relief, continued...
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1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840
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1860

1870
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IF CN > N AND RF 1 THEN 1310

IF CN > N THEN 1470

HONE
PRINT D«;"READ TENPFILE, R";CN

INPUT CN*

PRINT CHRS (4)

T» LEFT* (CHI, 15)

P* » NIDI <CH»,16,8>

DTI > HID* (CM. ,24. A)

I* • RIGHT* (CM*, 3)

H0HE : VTAB 1: HTAB 1

IF RF = 1 THEN 1410

PRINT T«: PRINT P«: PRINT DI«: PRINT I*

IF RF * 1 THEN 1420

HTAB 1: PRINT "SELECTION BY: "

HTAB 1: PRINT "(T)ITLE, (P)UBLISHER, (D)ATE OR (I)SSUE l"j

(A)LL COMPLETE";

VTAB 15:

VTAB 17:

PRINT "

6ET SCt

IF SCt

""JT»: IF

IF SC*

(Tt))iJ
IF SC* *

"*;P«: IF

IF SC*

P*)):J 1

IF SCt = "D" THEN VTAB 3: HTAB 1: PRINT S»;:

"N0NTH: ";H*:H( » LEFT! (H(,3)iJ 1

IF SCt - "D" THEN VTAB 20: HTAB 12: PRINT S*;: HTAB 12: INPUT "TEA

Rj ";Y«:r» « RIGHT* (Y*,2):DT* = H» "/" Y«:J » 1

IF SC* * "I" THEN VTAB 4: HTAB 1: PRINT S«;: VTAB 4: HTAB 1: INPUT

"";I*:J » 1

IF LEN (I*)

LEN (It)

"T" THEN VTAB 1: HTAB 1: PRINT S«: VTAB 1: HTAB 1:

LEN <T*> > 15 THEN T» « LEFT* <T*,15):J = 1

"T" AND LEN <T») < 15 THEN T» = T« LEFT* (S«,15

1

"P" THEN VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT S*;: VTAB 2: HTAB 1

LEN (Pt) > 8 THEN Pt - LEFT* (P*,8):J 1

"P" AND LEN (P«> < 8 THEN P* * P* * LEFT* (S*,8 -

INPUT

LEN

INPUT

LEN (

VTAB 20: HTAB 12: INPUT

IF

200

< 3 THEN I* = LEFT* (S*,3 - LEN (1*))

> 3 THEN VTAB 23: PRINT "3 DIBITS ONLY":
I*

FOR CX ' 1 TO

NEXT CX: VTAB 4: HTAB 1: PRINT St; I GOTO 1810

IF SCt

IF SC*

"A" AND J = 1 THEN 1870

THEN 1470

LEN <N*)>

;RN»: GOTO

IN*

"A" AND J

HONE : 60T0 1670

CN* - T« P» DT* I*

PRINT D»;"URITE TENPFILE, R";CN

PRINT CN*

PRINT CHR* (4)

60T0 1470

H0HE I VTAB 13: HTAB 12: INPUT "TITLE: ";N«

IF LEN (NO > 15 THEN N* LEFT* (N*,15)

IF LEN (NO < 15 THEN Nt « Nt LEFT* (S*,15
HONE : VTAB 13: HTAB 12: INPUT "ISSUE Hi ";IN*

IF LEN (IN*) > 3 THEN VTAB 20: PRINT "ISSUE NUMBER MUSI BE A HAXI

NUN OF 3 DIGITS"; VTAB 23: INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE:

1950

IF LEN (IN*) < 3 THEN IN* = LEFT* (S«,3 - LEN (IN*))

HOME

FOR CN - 1 TO N

PRINT D»;"READ TENPFILE, R";CN

INPUT CM*
IF N* LEFT* (CN»,15) AND IN* RIGHT* (CN«,3) THEN 2100

IF Nt < LEFT* (CH*,15) THEN 2060
NEXT CN
PRINT D*

HONE : VTAB 13: HTAB 1: PRINT "ENTRY NOT CONTAINED IN THIS FILE"
FOR X ' 1 TO 2000: NEXT X

IF RF - 1 THEN 1310

PRINT CHR* (4): GOTO 1470

PRINT CHR* <4)> GOTO 1630

IF SI* « "P" THEN D* = ""

VTAB 15: PRINT "CHOOSE SELECTION FIELD: "

VTAB 17: HTAB 12: PRINT "1. TITLE"
HTAB 12: PRINT "2. PUBLISHER"
HTAB 12: PRINT "3. DATE"

HTAB 12: PRINT "4.ISSUE NUMBER"
VTAB 22: PRINT "YOUR CHOICE: ";

6ET SNt: IF VAL (SNO > 4 OR VAL (SNO < 1 THEN 2180
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Before you spend $200 — or $2000 —
on a computer system that won't
meet your needs, read this.

Straight Talk About
BuyingA Small Computer
A personal computer. If you don't already

have one you're probably thinking about it.

The Plunge

Spending a couple of thousand or even a
few hundred dollars is not something you
do lightly. Making a decision about which
computer to buy is not easy. Deciding
about peripherals is even harder. And
making intelligent decisions about soft-
ware is nearly impossible.
But there's a way. Creative Computing.

It's the magazine with the toughest evalua-
tions in the industry.

In an industry prone to dazzling sales
pitches filled with technical doubletalk,
some straight advice from an unbiased
source could make a lot of difference.
Some of the newest computers on the mar-
ket will be extinct before the first ordersare
filled; others will achieve astounding popu-
larity. Which would you rather own?

Why Buy One?
The uses of a personal computer would

fill several books. Some people have a spe-
cific use in mind, others just a general
desire to join the computer age. In general,
it's advisable to have a good idea of at least
one or two things you want a computer to
do for you. If you want to analyze stock
options, for example, you'll want a compu-
ter for which a stock option package is

available. If you want to work with color
graphics your choice of computer is nar-
rowed to those units with high resolution
color output. Even after you've chosen
some applications, the choice of a machine
isn't easy. Here are a few things that might
help.

Hard and Soft

Besides encountering hard and soft

sells, you'll also encounter the terms "hard-

ware" and "software." Hardware refers to
the electronic parts of a computer system,
the circuit boards, chips, peripherals, and
other components.
An important part of hardware is mem-

ory. The amount of memorya computer has
determines how much it can do. Most
people start out with systems having 16K
(K is short for kilobyte, which means 1024
bytes, or characters like a letter or number)
of memory. Later, many people decide to

expand their systems, and buy more mem-
ory.

Some of the new computers can be pur-
chased with as little as 1 K of memory. They
can usually be expanded, but the upper
limit varies. If you want to play games and
write short programs, 16K is adequate. If

you want to add a disk drive, or do word
processing, you'll probably need 48K or
more.
By themselves, these parts are rather

dumb. The programs that instruct the com-
puter how to do the more interesting appli-
cations (stock option analysis, animation,
play a game) are usually contained on mag-
netic tape or disks. This is software.
Both hardware and software are impor-

tant.A system with the wrong hardware can
be as worthless to you as a sports car would
be for a six-member family. Some compu-
ters cannot be connected to a printer.

Others can't be expanded without a great
deal of additional expense. You may not
need these extras now, but if you anticipate
needing them later, you'll want to select an
appropriate system now. And a computer
without good software is just an expensive
dust catcher.

The Software Cycle

When a computer first hits the market,
the only software available will be from the
manufacturer. This limits the uses of the
machine. As soon as a computer becomes
popular, new software pours from dozens
of sources. But there is a catch. People
won't buya computer until there is plenty of
software available. And vendors won't pro-
duce the software until people start buying
the computer. Where does this leave you?
You can go with one of the established
computers, or take a chance on a new
machine.

The Newcomers

New computers are appearing almost
monthly. One might be right for you. Can
anyone tell for sure which will survive?
Probably not. But the new machines can be
compared against the old. If a computer
does everything and more than another
does, and costs less, it has a good chance
of catching on. If it does less than existing
computers, and costs about the same, it is

probably doomed.

The Survivors

A few computers currently have the
majority of the market. They all have good
points and disadvantages. One costs less

to start with, but costs more to expand.
Another has great graphics but no lower-
case letters—a bit of a problem if you want
to do word processing. The limitations of
any machine can be overcome, for a price.

But it is better to get what you want at the
start. If you know what you plan to use the
computer for, the first step is to determine
what that use requires. Do you want to play

games? Then you have to decide how
important joysticks, paddles, and other
controls are. Some computers are supplied
with these attachments. Some companies
sell these attachments as extras. Do you
want to use your own television? Or would
you prefer a computer that comes with its

own monitor? Will you demand compli-
cated math capabilities from your compu-
ter? Certain computers can only handle
integers.

Your Choice

Where does this leave you? If you've
read this far, you are probably concerned
about making the right choice. The follow-
ing hints could be a good starting place.
Take your time, and don t let your first

impression of any computer prevent you
from taking an honest look at its good and
bad points. All computers seem impressive
at first. Once you've looked at a few, you'll
find that the initial awe is replaced by cold
comparison. If you have a specific applica-
tion in mind, ask to see the computer per-
form that application. If the salesman starts
talking in technical terms while assuring
you the machine will do what you want with
only a few modifications, find another
store. Ask about warranties. Will it be
repaired at the store or sent out? Will they
provide a loaner during repairs? Is the
dealer authorized by the manufacturer?

We Don't Sell Computers

We have good reason to hope you buy a
computer. Every new owner represents a
potential reader for Creative Computing,
the number one magazine of applications
and software. We give the beginner a
wealth of useful articles, tutorials, games,
and ideas for his computer. And when the
beginner becomes an expert, we still have
a lot to offer; in-depth articles on program-
ming, reviews of the latest products, high-
lights of important events in computer
community and much more.
One beginner who became an expert,

David Gerrold of Star Trek fame, had this to
say. Creative Computing with its unpre-
tentious, down-to-earth lucidity encour-
ages the computer user to have fun. Crea-
tive Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source."
Why not join over 90,000 readers and

subscribe? One year ( 1 2 issues) costs only
$20 and saves you $10 compared to the
newsstand price. To subscribe, call toll-

free from 9 AM to 6 PM 800-631-8112. In

New Jersey, call 20 1 -540-0445. Or write to
Creative Computing. Morris Plains, NJ
07950. We accept Visa. MasterCard, and
American Express.

First Get the Facts

The first step to making intelligent buy-
ing decisions about computers, peripher-
als and software is arming yourself with the
unbiased facts. You'll find these facts pre-
sented in a down-to-earth style in Creative
Computing. Take the first step and sub-
scribe today.

creative computing
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FREE!
1981

DISCOUNT
ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

JOIN THE PAK!

Send lor our Free catalog and become a

member of our exclusive Pak. Our . .

members receive Poly Paks'

exciting catalog several

times a year We oiler:

Penny Sales. Free

Premiums and Low.

Low Prices on a wide variety ol

Electronic Products such as Computer Periph

erals. Integrated Circuits. Speakers, Audio

Equipment. Rechargeable Batteries. Solar Prod-

ucts. Semiconductors, and much, much more!

Take advantage ol our 25 years as America's

loremost Supplier of discount electronics.

RUSH ME YOUR FREEDISCOUNTCATALOG!

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

NEXT PF: HTAB

ZIP:

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY TO:

POLY PAKS, INC.
P.O. OX042 CC12

MA. 0194CS. LYNNFIELD, 617 245 3«2t
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Comic Relief, continued...

2190 SN VAL (SNt)

2200 :

2210 HONE : VTAB U
2220 IF SN < > 1 THEN 2280

2230 PRINT "TITLE RANGE: "J: FOR PF = 1 10 15: PRINT ".";: NEXT PF: HTAB

14

2240 INPUT "-;N«

2250 IF LEN <N»> > ' 15 THEN N» » LEFTS <N«,15>

2240 IF LEN <N$> < 15 THEN N* = N« LEFT* (S*,15 - LEN <N«>>

2270 60T0 2430

2280 IF SN < > 2 THEN 2340

22?0 PRINT -PUBLISHER RANGE: "J: FOR PF = 1 TO 10: PRINT

18

2300 INPUT "";N«

2310 IF LEN <N») > « 8 THEN N« » LEFT* <N»,8>

2320 IF LEN (N«> < 8 THEN N* N« LEFT* (S*,8 - LEN (N*)>

2330 GOTO 2430

2340 IF SN < > 3 THEN 2400

2350 PRINT "DATE RANGE-MONTH: "J: FOR PF * 1 TO J: PRINT "."J: NEXT PF
:

HIAB

I?

2360 INPUT "";H«:

2370 PRINT "BATE RANGE-YEAR: ";: FOR PF = 1 TO 4: PRINT ".";: NEXT PF: HTAB

18

2380 INPUT "";Y«

23?0 Nt = LEFT* (H*,3) "/" RIGHT* (T«,2): GOTO 2430

2400 PRINT "ISSUE RANGE: ";: FOR PF - 1 TO 3l PRINT ".";: NEXT PFl HTAB

14

2410 INPUT "";N«: IF LEN <N«) > 3 THEN HOME : VTAB 13: PRINT "ISSUE RA

N6E LIMITED TO 3 DIGITS";: HONE : VTAB 13: U0TO 2400

2420 IF LEN (NO < 3 THEN N» = LEFT* (S«,3 - LEN (NO) • N»

2430 KN = 1: HONE

2440 FOR J = 1 TO N

2450 IF S1» = "P" THEN 2470

2460 VTAB KN 1

2470 PRINT CHR* (13);

2480 PRINT D«;"READ TEMPFILE, R";J

Some of the Brightest Apple Software Available...

VERSACALC

Sort Visicaic

Batch update

Conditional testing

Menu-dnven modules

Auto catalog

Punt the list of commands
13 or 16 sectors

$100

PERFORMANCE MANAGER .

This Versacaic driven Visicaic module

allows you to compare current month

and year to-date performance against

budget or goal, previous year, and 12

month moving average figures Use it

to manage your budget, sales, produc

tton, and other situations where you

want to monitor individual categories

as well as an entire department or firm

Requires Visicaic 3 3

*75

FIXED ASSET MANAGER „
This menu-driven Visicaic module uses

Versacaic techniques to give

Management of 65 assets per sheet

No limit to the number of sheets

AH General Ledger entries

Straight line, DDB. SOVO depreciation

Monthly reports

Investment tax credits

Taxable gam on sates

Automatic batch updating

Requires Visicaic 3 3

$75

aurora lyilcmi inc.

QUICKTRACE

Machine language debugger

Trace, amgie-step, and background

Displays registers, flags, stack.

and sir locations of choice

Relocatable

Allows changes to displayed values

Compatible wiih DOS. BASICS, and

graphics

Output to screen or printer

Can trace BASIC programs

$35

! Th» FLIPPER.,

The RENTAL MANAGER,
„

General Ledger

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Current & Future Tenant Records
Automatic Posting

Automatic Tracking

$•95

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

is a small circuit board that tits on (he

game bus (but leaves it free) and

switches two inputs (or outputs) into

one output (or input) Usually used tor

40 80 column video switching The

Executive Secretary supports it auto

matically

MO

OUNISCAN .

is an interface between the Apple H and

the Pioneer Laser Video Disk it allows

full control ol the LaserDisk from the

keyboard or program and includes the

board and software

$250

77>« EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
,

All the usual word processor functions

40 or 00 columns selectable

Real shift key without soldering

Full format control

Full forms handling

Keyboard input at print time

Supports any printer

Built m Card File wfReport Generator

Access to external databases, such as

Oata Factory and others

Built-in Electronic Mail

$250

HEBREW II,.

First foreign language word processor

in America It prints from right to left

on the screen, can label graphs and pic

lures and can print on the Siientype or

Other graphics printers

$60

Ask about package deals on
the Versacaic line of modules

.**.

Teacher's Gratfeoeoa 160

Mercnlno B.nd Oafaoase (40

Ou.ntum Atom A Stn. Wares !«0

Density Lib 140

El.m.ntt and Symbols 140
B.l.ncmg Molecules »40

0* aurora systems, inc.

2040 E. Washington Ave.

Madison. Wl 53704

608 - 249 • 5875

The Executive Secretary is a trademark of Personal Business Systems, inc

Performance Manager. Fixed Asset Manager. OuickTrace Omn.scan the Flipper, are trademarks of Aurora Systems Inc

The Rental Manager is a trademark of Money Tree Systems, inc
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Comic Relief, continued.

2490 INPUT Ch*

CHR* (4)

I AND N»

2S00
2510

2520

2530
2540
2550
2510
2570

2580

2590

2600
2610
2620

2630 Dl

2640 :

2650

LEFT* (CNI,15) THEN 2640
HID* (CM*, 16, 8) THEN 2640
NIDI (CN«,24,6) THEN 2640
RIGHT* (CM*, 3) THEN 2640
LEFT* (CM*, 15) THEN 2570

PRINT
IF SN

IF SN • 2 AND N*

IF SN * 3 AND N*

IF SN = 4 AND N*

IF SN - 1 AND N«

NEXT J

IF S1« « "P" THEN 150

IF FL = 1 THEN 2600
HONE i VTAB 13: PRINT "RANGE NOT CONTAINED IN THIS FILE"
VTAB 24s PRINT "PRESS 'RETURN' FOR HENU";
SET Rt

IF R» < > CHR* (13) THEN 2610
CHR* (13) CHR* (4)1 HOME : GOTO 180

2660

2690

2700

2710

2730
2740

PRINT D»;"PR1M": PRINT ": PRINT CHR*

PUB.

10)

IF SI* « "P" AND KN * 1 THEN

(13);: GOSUB 2860: GOTO 2670
IF KN = 1 THEN VTAB KN: HTAB 1: PRINT "TITLE
DATE ISSUE'lKN * KN 1

2670 FL « 1

2680 IF SI* * "P" THEN 2700

VTAB KN 1

IF SI* « "P" THEN PRINT D«;"PRN1": PRINT SPC(

PRINT LEFT* (CH»,15) " "j MID* <Ct1«,16,8> + "

,6) " "; RIGHT* (CH*,3)

2720 KN * KN 1: IF KN » 58 THEN FOR X - 1 TO 6: PRINT
X:KN * 1

IF SI* « "P" THEN 2750

IF KN / 21 = INT (KN / 21) THEN VTAB 24: HTAB 1: PRINT
KEY TO CONTINUE";: GET LI I HONE iKfl 1: GOTO 2560
IF SI* * "P" THEN PRINT D»;"PRNO"J: PRINT "";

GOTO 2560
VTAB 24: PRINT "PRESS RETURN
PRINT D*;"OPEN LOF

"J NID* (CN«,24

CHR* (13);: NEXT

"PRESS ANY

2750
2760
2770
2780
2790

2B00
2810

2820
2830

2840

2850

FOR MENU";: INPUT "";R»

PRINT D*;"READ LOF"

INPUT FP

PRINT D*;"CLOSE LOF"
RETURN

HONE : VTAB 20: HTAB 1: PRINT "FILE FULL.

X: RETURN

INVERSE : PRINT 2500

1500: NEXT X: RETURN
INVERSE : PRINT "LAST ENTRY": NORHAL

;: FOR X * 1 TO 2500: NEXT

»; ENTRIES REHAINING": NORHAL : FOR X = 1 TO

FOR X = 1 TO 1500: NEXT X: RETURN

2860 PRINT SPC( 10);"TITLE PUB.

2870 PRINT CHR* (13);: PRINT D»;"PR»0": PRINT
2880 IF N = THEN PRINT D*;"CLOSE LOF": HONE
2890 Y PEEK (222): HONE : PRINT Y: END

DATE ISSUE"
";: RETURN
POKE 216,0: GOTO 160

2*2S IM

(("')-H>l

<&*

*z>

for the Apple II

!

A source listing of DOS 3.3
Osimeeembssd A commented by Randy Hyde

We used DISASM/65 disassembler
rogram, disassembled Apple's DOS
3, and added meaningful lables

and comments to create DOSOURCE
3.3, a perfect companion to
"Beneath Apple DOS" by Don Worth
and Pieter Lechner*. DOSOURCE
clearly lists each routine used by
Apple DOS.

DOSOURCE is a LISA 2.5 compatible source
listing of DOS 3.3. LISA 2.5 owners can load
and reassemble DOS at other locations for
special applications (such as in a RAN card).
DOSOURCE is also a test file that can be
loaded into your favorite assembler and
converted for use with it. DOSOURCE is also an
assembled listing that you can dump to a
printer for reference purposes.

With D080URCE you can
-> Reassemble DOS 3.3 at different addresses.
-> Utilize several useful routines found

within DOS* such as decimal input and
output. Nany routines within DOS are as
useful as routines found within the Apple
monitor .. .only you didn't know about them
until now!!

-> Remove portions of DOS, that you may not
need, freeing memory for program use. Host
programs do not need the *RENAME", "INIT",
•DSAVE', "BRUN", "BLOAD", "CATALOG", etc.
commands while they are running. As much as
4K can be removed from DOS without
affecting your programs operation. Think
about it the next time you get a MEM PULL
error or need to declare an array that's
just a little bit too big.
Learn lot's of 6502 programming tricks -

DOS 3.3 is full of 'em. And you can learn
them by studying the source listing.

-> Make "Patches' to DOS 3.3 and understand
exactly whats going on. No more "guessing
game" resulting in unreliable software.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $39.05
WITH "Beneath Apple DOS* $55.00

* Beneath Apple DOS is published by Quality
Software. Suggested list $19.95

-! Le

DISASM/65
by Randy Hyde

DISASM/65 is a LISA compatible 6502
disassembler for the Apple II. DISASM/65 takes
unadorned machine code and converts it to an
understandable assembly language text file.
DISASM/65 allows users to disassemble 6502
instruction codes , HEX data, string data,
address data, stack data, and morel DISASM/65
is by far the most powerful 6502 disassembler
available for the Apple II. In fact, we used
it to disassemble DOS 3.3 for our DOSOURCE
package. Over 500 happy users bought DISASM/65
for $24.95 without the source listing (The
source listing was available for $35.00
extra). Now, for a limited time, you get both
the DISASM/65 program and the source listing
for $29.95 (DISASM/65 sources are in a LISA
2.x compatible format). Complete documentation
included.

M
/

"My god he proved it. now what will we do?"

Laser Microsystems' products are in computer
stores all across the country. However, if you
cannot locate one, you can order direct from us
at 1719-c Capital, Corona, Calif. 91720.

* California residents must add 6% sales tax.
* Master Card & Visa (W/all vital info) welcome.
* Allow 2 weeks additional for checks to clear.
* Orders outside U.S.A. add $15.00 for S fc H.

Lower Case +Plus, Keyboard +Plus, and Graphics
* Plus are Lexer Microsystems, Inc. trademarks.

Apple II and Applewriter are trademarks of Apple
Computer. Inc., Cupertino, Calif.
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Home On the

Range

Greg Greene

Program Listing.

50
60
70
80
90

140
150
lfe'.i

i8o
x

190

230
240

27'J

28:>

235
J86

410
420

440
450
>e>0

170
480
190

RANGE SCORING PROGRAM
1 COPYWRITE 1980 BY
' GREG GREENE
• 207-885 CRAIGFLOWER RD
' VICTORIA BC CANADA V9A 2X4
CLEAR 25O0
DEFINI M, X, l.L.C
1 = 100
DIM CN(I) ,NA*<I) .Ml (I) ,M2( I) . M3 < I > , M4 < I ) , MS ( I > . M6 ( I

>

DIM XI <1> ,X2( I) ,X3< I) ,X4<I> ,X5(I> ,X6U>
OPEN " I" . 1

.
" SCORES . DAT "

FOR 1=1 TO 1""
IP EOF (1) THEN 2<>o

INPUT #1,CNU) ,NA*(I) .Ml (I) ,X1 < I > , M2 < I > , X2 < I > , M3 ( I > , X3< I > ,M4 < I ) .

4 ( I ) , MS ( 1 ) . X5 ( i i , M6 ( 1 ) , X6 ( I

)

NEXT I

N=I-1
CLOSE 1

E«=CHR*<27> :F«=E»+"E"
PRINT F«

TAB (20) "MENU"
FRINTTABUS) "1 = ENTER NEW COMPETITOR"
TABUS) "2 = VIEW COMPETITOR DATA"
TAB (15) "3 = CHANGE DATA'
TAB(15)"4 = SORT DATA"
rAB(15>"5 = STORE DATA"
TAB (15) "6 = PRINT DATA"
: II4H ;; "CHOICE';CH

. GOSUB looo. 2000.3000,4000, 5000,6000
30T0 .

:4T (X/80) : Y2=X-(X2*80) s PR INT E*+" Y" :CHR« ( X2+31 1 ;CHR»<Y2*32 : :RFTIJR<-4

PRIN1 F»
PRINT
CLASS: »TAB<40> "SCORE:

"

PRINT'COMF *:'

FR1NT"7> NAME:"
/bo

FOR Y=0 TO 5
GOSUB 3S0:PRINT"MATCH";Y-U; " X'S"

NE»T Y
RETURN
X=768:G0SUB 350:PRINT Ml (N-H ) »M2 (N-t-1 ) +M3(N+1 ) +M4 (N*l )+MS(N+ ,.<

PRINT
F'R I NT :

PR I NT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PS INT

PR 1 N T

:

PRINT"

As the rose-tinted clouds bid farewell

to the setting sun. the last roll of gunfire

echoed out of the range to the nearby

mountains. The sixth annual Vancouver
Island Police Combat Championships
passed into history. This used to be the

worst time of the program for all the

match officials.

With the final scores coming in to the

stats office, and the awards banquet only

two hours away, we were faced with an

overwhelming task. In this two-hour period,

we had to check all the scores, add up the

individual aggregates, update the score-

board and figure out who won what in

which class.

At the same time, there would be

competitors who had long distances to

travel, and who. facing work at 8:00 a.m.

the next morning, wished to pick up their

prizes and head home.
In such an atmosphere it is easy to

make mistakes, and a mistake of a single

point out of 1500 could make a difference

in the placing of the shooters. This had
resulted in misdirected prizes and. of

course, hurt feelings in the past.

This year, however, things were different.

Even with a smaller number of people

running the stats office, all the scores

were classified, sorted, and available for

display to all the shooters within two
minutes of the end of the match. There
were no misdirected prizes, nor hurt

Grex Greene. »21)7-N«5. Craiiiflower Rd.. Victoria

BC Canada V9A 2X4.
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Getting Acquainted
With Your VIC20

Getting Acquainted With Your VIC20 by Tim Hartnell leads
the reader, step by simple step, from the absolute basics of
programming the VIC to writing complex, sophisticated
programs. It thoroughly describes use of the sound, music
and color graphics capabilities and illustrates the use of
these functions in over 60 programs and games.
By following the comprehensive explanation given for

each program and computer function, the reader will learn a
great deal about the VIC. the Basic language and micro-
computers in general.

Parents and teachers will find the section VIC as a Teacher
a valuable aid in making the most effective use of the computer
in the teaching/learning process.

This book is a worthwhile resource and will help the reader

make the most of his computer. The reader will never feel

quite the same about it after surviving a round of FRENZY,
or listening to the VIC20 compose a symphony'.

Softbound. 132 pages. 5 1/2' x 8". $8.95; add $1.50 for
shipping and handling.

creative computing
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Toll-free 800-631-8112
In NJ 201-540-0445
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APPLE
OWNERS

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Super Ram II Card $160.00*

The Best Ram Card on the Market

'Plus 6% California Salts Tax

and $2 50 shipping charge per item

R.H. Electronics
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

ROY HICKS. Owner

566 Irelan, Bin CC
Buellton, CA 93427
(805) 688-2047

SUPER FAN II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER*

s6900 *

• 4TCH ^^ <^^ ^ 7

"COOL IT"

• TAN COLOR
• DURABLE MOTOR
• REPLACEABLE SWITCH
• CLIPS ON-NO HOLES OR SCREWS
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50/60HZ"
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY-SAVES DOWN TIME AND

REPAIR CHARGES
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH
YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR
DESIGN-"QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET"

• EXTRA 120V OUTLET FOR MONITOR OR ACCESSORIES
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

HOW TO HOOK IT UP: 1) Clip it on your APPLE 2) Unplug your 120V cable

(you won't need it) 3) Plug short 120V cable from Super Fan II to the back of your

computer. 4) Plug the supply cable from Super Fan II to your 120V power source.

5) Turn on the rocker switch and a built-in.red. ready light comes on 6) You are

all set to "COOL IT " This switch also turns your computer "off" and "on."

Your VICT WIN Smile

When It Meets
Your VIC is one cute little beast, with lots of features for the
price: color, sound, PET Basic, and a real keyboard. But
your VIC needs programs to show off all those great
features, and that's what VIXEL is all about. We bring you a
cassette with several clever, imaginative programs,
created just for the VIC. Naturally, a well-written booklet of

instructions comes with every VIXEL.

VIXEL #1 is available now for only $12.95, including
shipping in the US and Canada. It's the sort of outstanding
software package you'd expect from the folks who have
published over 150 great CURSOR programs for the PET.

VIXEL will make your VIC smile.

And you'll smile too.

VIXEL I* • trademark ol Th* Cod* Work*
VIC ts a trademark, ol Commodort Butin«tt Machine*

theCODE
WORKS

Box 550. Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 683-1585
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CONTINUOUS TAX FORMS

New 1981 Tax Forms
NOW AVAILABLE

IRS Approved Formats

• W-2 Forms - 4 pt - 6 pt - 8 pt

-1 wide - 2 wide - Mailers
- carbon interleaved or carbonless

• 1099's» 1087s • 1040s

• 941A • 941 - 940 • DE 3B

• Calif. Sate 540s and 540 ES

Call or write for Free Tax Forms Catalog

1981 Programming Guide included with Catalog

BiPHB raMPJTJNG SJPPlY, JNC.

9625 Mason Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(213) 882-9818
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>n the Range, continued...

-.= 778:GOSUB 330-.PRINT XI (N+ 1 ) +> 2 <N+ 1 ) + X3 (N+ 1> + X4 (N+ 1 >+X5(N-l I

520 KETJFN
INI "his line changes automatical 1 y" :FETURN

PRINT F*
PR INI :f RINT
PRINT F»: INPUT "Competitor #";CN
IF CN- 200 THEN CL*»"GRAND MASTER" :CL=100: GOTO 110O

[040 :i CN 500 THEN CL»="DIST MASTER" : CL=200: GOTO 1 10O
105O IF CN- 400 THEN CL*="MASTER" : CL=300: GOTO 11O0

'<> THEN CL*="EXPERT":CL=40O:G0T0 1100
IF CN 600 THEN CL*="S/S":CL=500:G0T0 llOO

1080 II N TOO THEN CLV "MKS":CL=6O0:GOT0 110O
1090 IF CN- 800 THEN CL*="UNCLASSIF IED" : CL=70O« GOTO 1 lOO

PRINT "For classification of ";CL*;" Competitor # must start
with ";CL
1105 INPUT "OK to continue' ;0K»: IF LEFT* (0k», 1 > ="Y" THEN 1110
; l.i<b. IF LEFT*(0K*,l> "-" THEN 1020
1110 GOSUB 1

1 1 15 H"0
>:PRINT CL*

X^410:-30SUB 350s PR I NT CN: CN (N+ 1 > =CN
1140 X=a?G:G0SUB SSOt INPUT NA*(N+1>
1145 IF M=l THEN RETURN

•^P:r50Sl.lf IT H1<N*1> tX«370t"308UI IPUT XMN+t>
1160 GOSUB '

1165 IF M=l THEN RETURN
1170 X=448:U0SUB 350: INPUT M2 ( N+l > : x = 458 : GOSUB 350: INPUT X2(N+1>
1180 GOSUB 50O
1185 IF M=l THEN RETURN
-.190 X=528:G0SUB 350: INPUT M3 (N+l >: X=538: GOSUB 350: INPUT X3(N+1)

•' GOSUB '

II- M=l THEN RETURN
1210 X=608: GOSUB 350: INPUT M4 (N+l >: X=618: GOSUB 350: INPUT X4(N+1)
1220 GOSUB 500
1225 IF M=l THEN RETURN
1230 X=688:G0SUB 35C>: INPUT MS (N+l >: X=69B: GOSUB 350: INPUT X5(N+1)
1235 IF M=l THEN RETURN
1237 M6(N+1 ) =M1 (N+l ) +M2 (N+l ) +M3 (N+ 1 ) +M4 (N+l ) +MS (N+l

>

1238 X6(N+1)=X1 (N+l)+X2(N+l)+X3(N+l)+X4(N+l)+X5(N+l)
1240 INPUT "OK";OK*:IF LEFT* (OK*, 1 ) =" Y " OR LEFT* (Of *, 1 > = "y "

THEN N=N+1: RETURN
1245 M 1

12SO INPUT "Line to change"|LC
1260 ON LC GOSUB 1150,1170,1190,1210,1230,600,1140
1270 M-OzGOTO 1240

I VIEW
. RE*=""
FRINT "Press 'RETURN' to view, '1* to exit": INPUT RE*

-. IF RE* "" THEN RETURN
r GOSUB !

X-- 4 10: GOSUB 350: INPUT CN
FOR L=l TO N
IF CN(L)=CN THEN 2100
NEXT L
x=60O:G0SUB 350:PRINT "Not on file press 'RETURN' to try again"
I NPUT RE*

20B0 60T0 2<

<=490:G0SUB 3SO:PRINT NA«(L)
X=368:G0SUB 35o:PRINT Ml (L) : X=378: GOSUB 350:PRINT XI (L)

X=448;GGSUB 350:PRINT M2(L) : X=458: GOSUB 350:PRINT
X^528:GGSUB 350: PRINT M3 <L> : X=538: GOSUB 350: PRINT

.140 X=60S:G0SUB 350:PRINT M4 (L> : X=618: GOSUB 350:PRINT X4(l)
2150 X=688:G0SUB 350:PRINT M5 ( L ): X =698 : GOSUB 350:PRINT X5(L)
2160 X=768:GOSUB 350:FRINT M6(L)
2165 X=778:60SUB 350:PRINT X6(L)

INT: INPUT "Press 'RETURN* when done";RE
I GOTO 2

CH7 N6E DATA

. JT F* l PRINT "Change data section- press 'RETURN

'

PUT RE*
l IF RE* '•" THEN RETURN
INPUT "Competitor number to change " | CN
GOSUB 400

TO N
cn=l:n(d then 31

3030 NTrXT L
: ;-3SUB 350: INPUT "Not on file, press 'RETURN' to try ajain'

x-49.:G03UB 350:PRINT NA* L

»

"68:G0£UB 350:PRINT Ml (L ): X =378: GOSUB 3S0» FRINT XI (L)

•48-.G03UB 35o:PRINT M2 (I ) : <=458: GCSUB 350-.PPINT X2(L)
J8:G0SUB 3E0:PRINT M7 (I. > : X ==,38: GOSUB 350:FRINT '3(LI

:PFA MI ,14 .X; : X=6l8:G3SUB 350:PRINT X4(L'
' . : X=698:GGSUB SSOiPRINT X5(L)

i- INI X6<L)

X2(L)
X3(L)

to continue,

; I i I

feelings, and we all made it to the banquet

hall, six miles away in plenty of time.

What was the difference, you ask. Right:

it was a computer. I spent a great deal of

time analyzing what went on in the stats

office, and programming my computer to

take over as much of the work load as

possible.

To see how all this came to pass, let's

take a look at the information which is

gathered in the stats office of a combat

shoot, and what is done with it.

At a police combat shoot the entrants

compete to see who can shoot the most

accurately in a specified time. To separate

the better and more experienced shooters

from those just beginning, there are seven

classes: The most experienced enter the

Grand Master class and the beginners

start at the Unclassified level. As a shooter

becomes more proficent he moves up so

that he is always competing against those

of similar skill.

Each competitor fires in five matches,

the scores of these five individual matches

are added to get the shooter's aggregate

score, which determines where he places

in his class. What we need for the scoring

program then, is a way to determine who
is in what class, their scores in each of the

five matches, and the total of the

matches.
To determine his class, each competitor

presents a classification card issued by

the governing body of the sport. In Canada
this is the Canadian Police Combat Associa-

tion (C.P.C.A.). and in the United States,

the National Rifle Association (N.R.A.).

Those competing as Grand Masters are

assigned numbers from 100 to 199. Those
in the lowest class receive numbers from

700 to 799.

An array is dimensioned for each com-
petitor in each class. For example if there

were 100 shooters, the array for match
one would be M 1(100). for match two

M2(200) etc. Match 6 is an aggregate of

the previous five matches, and is updated

with any additions and corrections from

them. This allows a running score to be

kept.

With the running total, there is no last

minute adding of scores to come up with

an aggregate. At the conclusion of the

match, or at any other time, the option of

a sort is available. This routine sorts all

the data using the aggregate score as a

key. The result is a listing from the highest

to the lowest of all the competitors in the

shoot.

To obtain the standings in a particular

class, another routine goes through the

data list from the top to the bottom and
searches for a competitor number within

the range of the desired class. When found,

this is outputted to the screen or printer.

Since the results have already been sorted,

the display lists the finishing places in

order: first, second, third, etc.
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The BEST games are from Creative Computing Software

1978: Adventure

1979: Air Traffic Controller

1980: Super Invader

1981: Blister Ball
and Mad Bomber

Blister Ball
Blister Ball is the first completely original

arcade-type game for a computer. Not a
copy, not an adaptation, not a spinoff. Blister

Ball is new- its a new idea— better than
Invaders, better than Circus, better than
Asteroids, better than Galaxian. If you ve
played other games for hours, you II play
Blister Ball for days.

How does it work? Well, some mean but
fun-loving aliens have produced some
bouncing bombs. First they drop one and
you ve got to position yourself under it and
zap it with your laser. If you miss, that s

OK. It will bounce around, although each
bounce is lower, and you have several
chances to zap it Got the hang of it? OK,
here come two bouncing bombs. You zap
them. Then you're faced with three, then
four and five.

As they bounce longer and longer the
walls begin to close in so you re faced with
either zapping the bombs or being hit Each
hit knocks you a little further toward the
gutter. But you can survive two hits which
is usually enough to zap all the bombs.

Feeling confident? Don t. Because after

5 bombs the murderous little devils drop 5
bonus bombs, worth ten times as much.
These don t bounce, so you get only one
shot. You need nerves of steel and the

reflexes of a tail gunner.

After you complete one round.the game
starts again with bombs that bounce faster

and lower (and are worth more) than the

previous ones
Blister Ball is a fantastic solo game. But

there are two-player options as well in which
players can play as a team or as opponents.
Each player can move the entire width of

the screen and zap any of the bombs. Here,

you re not only trying to survive, but trying

to outscore your opponent. The game has
two skill levels.

Mad Bomber
In Mad Bomber you are faced with aliens

in a huge ship hovering overhead. They
have bomb racks which they constantly fill

with bombs. Your object is to move from
side to side on the ground and zap the
bombs in the bomb racks or as they fall.

As the game progresses, the aliens fill

up their bomb racks more quickly and the
bombs fall faster. You lose after ten bombs
have hit the area which you are defending
Mad Bomber can be played by one player

solo or by two players as a team or as
opponents. Two skill levels

Order Today

Blister Ball and Mad Bomber are available

together for $24.95 on disk (DOS 3 2) only
and require a 48K Apple with paddle
controls. (We recommend using the Super
Paddles from Peripherals Plus).

To order send $24.95 plus $2.00 shipping

and handling to the address below. Credit
card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or

American Express card Credit card orders
may also be called in to our toll-free number
in the continental U.S.

If you also wish to order a set of Super
Paddles from our Peripherals Plus subsidiary,

the cost is just $39 95 The paddles are
backed by a 90-day limited warranty from
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals
Plus moneyback guarantee of satisfac-

tion.

Blister Ball and Mad Bomber are colorful,

challenging, fast and noisy They are the
games of the year from Sensational Soft-

ware.

creative
computing

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445
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)n the Range, continue

:GOSUB 350: INPUT XI :L>

IT "Line * to change" : LM
. 7 THEN

4 I 3260
I

"8:SCSLiB 350: INPUT HI <1_> !

::

X=m46:G0SUB SSOl INPUT M2 (L > i X=458: GOSUB 35o: INPUT X2(L)

' :3:G0SUB 550 1 INPUT M3 (L > : X=538: G05UB 350: INPUT X3iL>

• <=60B:6GSUB 3S0t INPUT M4 <L> : X=618:G0SUB 35o : INPUT X4(L>
3245 GOTO 32

X=688:G0SJB ISO t INPUT *IS < ^ ; : X=693:G0SUB 350: INPUT X5

<

' GOTO 3:

SUB 350: INPUT *1A* <L >: RETURN
M6(L)=M1 (L) M2(L) +MT. L> +M4 C.)+M5'L %

: X=768:G0SUB 330lPRINT M6(L>
• HX4(i_)+X5(L :X=778:G0SUB II X6<L)

RETURN
sort

RINT F*
Ph'INT "This section sorts data by the aggregate score (match 6>"

I TO N-l
If M6.L) M6<L+1> THEN 4195
PRINT M6iL: ,M6(L*1> ,L
SWAP NA»(L> , NA*<L+1)
SWAP CN(L) .CN<L+1)
SWAP Ml (L) .Ml <L*1>
3WAF XI <L) , XI (L+l)
SWAP M2(L) . M2(L+1>
SWAP X2(L) ,X2(L+1>

4110 SWAP MS(L> ,M3<L+1>
I SWAP X3(L) , X3(L+1>
SWAP M4(L) ,M4(L+1>

114" SWAP X4(L) ,X4(L*1 :.

4150 SWAP M5(L),M5(L-H)
4160 SWAP X3(L> , X5(L+1

>

4170 SWAP M6(L> ,M6(L+1

>

HBO SWAP X6'L> ,X6(L*1>
4 19' i S»l
4195 NEXT L
4196 PRINT L1:L1=L1+1
4197 IF I 1=N THEN RETURN

IF S=l THEN I

4210 RETURN
500i • STORE
3010 CLOSE 1

5015 OPEN "O", 1, "SCORES.DAT"
FOR L-l TO N
PRINT *l,CN(L);NA»(Ln •,••; Ml (L) : X 1 (L) : M2 <L> ; X2 (L) s M3 (L) ; X3 <L i ; M4 (I > :

X4(L ;H 3<L ; X5(L) : M6 L> : X6IL'
NEXT L
-LOSE 1

RETURN
PRINT OUT

T*='**» \ \ Mtttt *« *•* «« «#* *tt *•>* tt«

»«tt t« «ttH« ***'
=-RINT Ft

6020 PRINT "This section offers you a print-out by various classes"
^1NT:PRINT"1 All"
PP.INT-2 Grand Master"

Distinguished Master"
Master "

Expert"
- Sharpshooter"

u I sit.an"

•i l f i ed "

[NTiPRXNT
6120 INPUT "Cholce"jP0

IF P0=1 THEN P0-lOOO:G0T0 614<i

PO-PO-1
FO=PO»l

6140 FflNT:INPUT 'Screen (1) or Printer (2)"|P1
II f 1 1 THEN P* = "ATi" ELSE P»="TT :

"

61o0 OPEN "0".;,F*
6!7i FRINT #2. TAB <2o) "Range scores "

PRINT »2, TAB (20) "by- Greg Greene"
6190 PRINTH2. :PRINT»I2.
6195 PRINT «2, n r.0MF* NAME MCH 1 MCH 2 MCH 3 MCH 4

M mch 6"
PRINT HI ,STRING*»80. "-")

6198 PRINT »2,
6200 FOR L=l TO N
62. >5 IF PO-1OO0 THEN GOSUB 63O0:GOT0 6220

. N9=CN(L) :N9=N9.' !

6207 N9^INT<N9)
o208 N9-N9«l

264

6050 FRINT"3
6060 PR I NT "4

PR I NT "5
FRINT"6

The system I used was a Heathkit H-8

computer, with 56K of memory. Less

memory is required for fewer participants.

Dual disks were available, but only one is

needed. An H19 terminal was used for its

direct cursor addressing ability and excel-

lent keyboard. 1 had a Printec-100 printer

at home, but since it weighs 111 lbs.. 1

didn't take it to the range.

The program ran smoothly for two days

without being shut off. and without any

problems. In fact, after a short, five-minute

training session two novices were doing

all the data entry tasks for me. They
decided it was much more fun to use a

computer than to write it all down.

The use of the computer for this applica-

tion saved a great deal of time and

frustration on the part of the range per-

sonnel and match officials. The competitors

liked the convenience of knowing their

scores up to the minute, and enjoyed seeing

a computer doing something other than

playing StarTrek.

The Program
The program is written in Vers 4.7 of

Microsoft Basic as sold by Heath for use

on the H8 and H89 computers. I believe

that it is compatible with most of the

current versions that are available on a

variety of other micros most notably the

TRS-80. In fact, except for the screen

commands. MBasic for the Heath
machines, and TRS-80 Basic are almost

identical. (Graphic and the special time

commands are either different or not avail-

able.)

Line 100 clears an area in memory for

string use.

Line 1 10 sets certain variables to integers

for speed.

In Line 120 T is the value that represents

the maximum number of shooters. In this

program it is set to 100.

Line 150 reads in old score data.

Lines 230-300 clear the screen and print

the menu.
Lines 400-600 set up various screen

'masks.'

Lines 1000-1270 Input scores for various

classes.

Lines 2000-2180 view a particular com-
petitor's score.

Lines 3000-3290 allow modification of

the database.

Lines 4000-4210 sort the score using

the aggregate score as a key.

Lines 5000-5060 store the database on
the disk.

Lines 6000-6310 print out the various

classes of scores—or all of them—on a

printer or on the screen.

Using the Program
The program is very simple to use. Each

competitor is given a number, the number
he gets depends on which class he shoots

under according to the following chart:
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ANALOG«» DIGITAL
D IG ITAL«» ANALOG

CONVERSION MODULES

SOFTWARE
CAIN CONTROL

custom board test S 100
mixoblc high and low inputs gain

from 1 to 1024
16-channel

programmable gain instrumentation
amplifier 2 to 15 khz
conversion time

12-bit sample and hold amplifier

8-channcl differential analog to digital

high accuracy
S100

For additional details about the ad-100-4 and other
fine California Data Corporation 100% individually
tested, high reliability products, circle the reader
service card number below or for faster response
write or call us.

CALIFORNIA DATA
CORPORATION

3475 Old Conejo Road, Suite C-10
Newbury Park, CA 91320

(805) 498-3651

CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW! ASCII
for the TRS-80*

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette
containing: a cover page with a directory of programs

4 original programs
an Information packed newsletter

and Information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 Issues] $40.00

6 months (6 Issues] $25.00

Sample Issue $ 5.00

Write For Overseas Rates

To subscribe, write to: ASCII
P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N.Y. 1 1 582

Or call: 516-791-4890

Level IM6K Required

•TRS-80

Ise

product

of

Tandy

Corp.

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BYTES & PIECES
10644 Garden Grove Blvd.. Suite 120. Garden Grove. CA 92643 (714| 9630087

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
JOT tTICK «

HARDWARE

AopteM46«t.
Die* Orrv* 1

3

U » a-..* COP
AOVAMCID eue. TICM

10 Key PM|N«m)

VOeoiOO I? BIN
Low-Am If Cok» Mo*
1 2 G'*en Mortrfor

ANADCX6S01
CALIF COSJP s»*
MM Slat* Ram
Me-rtlr*me
integrated Sy*l*m
Dish w/Cont' CPM
Motftefftoe'd

Z 60 CPU
AsyfKftronowe S*r mrtece
Svncfwonous Se* "vitace
P»'S"et interlace

Certlrorwcs Parana*
COMPUTER STATION

D<f**r1'<e' l> w.Ca'ne'a
OAMeMNO Coo*.ngfan
EPSON MX SO

M.cromodar.S-100
Haystack

MtOM TIC 1 HrJu<«
LA2ER
Lowe* Case Adapt*'
*teyt»d Pius

Man
»r Moduwwo*
SO Ccm V<d*o Cam

micro so
40 D-ak Or wovCoMr
40 D>a* Or w Contr
'0 D-e* D' wrvConir
70 0-t* Or w/Coetr

2 ao son card
16K Ram Ca^d

MOUNTAIN COMP
CPS M^(>F unc Card

BMMknajBMi
NIC
Qre*n Screens
LowRe* Color

OANPAV*UM
Lower Caaa Adapie»/New

SANTO
B* W - CaH tor onca/CMor 1

;

SOLID STATI MU«*C
SSMAlOCard
it EE 486 CoMroMa*

STMIT ILBCT
Echo Spaacn S,n!**»,(•>

i 295 00
593 00
5O7 0O

136 SO
3»3 JO
166 XI

t 3M 16

1 75S00
2«i as
«t CO
229 75
111 75
134 55
asss
sees

524 40
34 00

629 00

260 46
31600
21SM
222 SO

370 SO
4S0 00
496 00
S7«00

166 00
436 60
240 00

20O Prtnle*

Standard mitece
Graphics inttece

VSOfJI
SO Col Card
fretts*. P'at.
Meyttd E nrianca* Naw • OUS

4 I<*(XJ

60 OO
SO 00

267 00
14 00
95 60

CONTINENTAL
Horn* Mortay M>rtda<

CPAGan ledger
CPA A/R
CPA A,P
CPA P'R

INNOVATIVE OCSK3N

NCSA MS. m,asi Daemon*

V*.©«Crf

;-*••.,; *
CCA Dale Mgi

Suparta"T«
Vtfei
Smartarm
Dou&tevwwo*

SOFTWARt SORCCRV
BiTS
PITS
pump

SOUTHCASTIRN Data C*p»u i

BOUTHWfSTERN
ASC m E sprees
2 Tern

BTOMCWAM B Mast*'

3D Orapfwce Pa*
" Navigate
aianc

Ma>i L -at

MocM-ebk. DaiabaM
Data Raoonar
.Moo-hatna Database n

13 70
20 SO
20 60
133 40

79 70
146 00
M200
14S00
133 40
193 00
'48 0O
"00

103 00
103 00
103 00
103 00
103 00

36 00
36 00
25 00
42 00

52 00
60 00
166 00

27 40
34 00
64 00
13700

Money Orders & Cert Cka. Imm Del/Per Cks allow 2 weeks NoC O D s Add 3% Frt &
Hdl. Calif add 6% Tax. All Mfg. warrantieaappry. All orders must include NAME. ADORESS
& PHONE Prices subject to change

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD



n the Range, continue

•F N9=P0 THEN SOSUB I

JEXT
.! *.. :PRINT *2. "Print-out complete"

I OS) »2
6250 INPUT "When done press 'RETURN -

": RE«
6260 RETURN

PRINT #2. USING T*; CN <L> ; NA» (L I : Ml <L> ; 1 1 !L> i M2 <L) ; X2 (

I

|X3<L)
M4<L> |X4 (L) ;M5(L) i X5(L) ;M6(L' : X6(L)
62.10 RETURN

SampleRun
JAY SADLER 236 17 1 74 6 220 2 231 4 588 25 1449 54

4ul \ tN i:i ev- 239 16 175 6 230 2 228 7 576 17 1448 48
508 BILL BILLSON 239 18 178 7 222 2 225 4 582 1446 54
404 BOB PENTLAND 234 13 179 8 225 6 227 6 5B0 1445 56
306 GARY ALTON 240 18 175 5 222 1 233 7 573 18 1443 49
305 DAVE HOLBECHE 239 18 177 7 213 3 234 7 580 23 1443 58
403 DON ROSS 237 17 174 6 219 2 231 7 582 23 1443 55
605 GEORGE WARD 238 15 170 4 219 2 232 5 580 17 1439 43
307 GLENN BARRY 239 16 175 5 225 7 227 8 573 20 1439 56
510 \ EN MORR I

S

238 1 1 176 5 224 5 217 5 577 23 1432 49
513 MITE DRESCHER 234 12 170 2 214 3 233 4 571 13 1422 34
613 BOB EMERV 237 12 174 5 207 2 228 5 575 25 1421 49
612 GLEN FROM 237 14 172 5 205 234 11 570 28 1418 58

ROBERT ANGLE 236 14 173 4 220 221 io 568 22 1418 50
102 GLENN BOATMAN 240 14 133 7 225 6 231 10 587 30 1416 67
514 I EN SCHENDEL 238 13 171 3 222 3 229 6 556 12 1416 37
611 GREG MCKINNON 238 17 176 6 216 4 227 3 555 18 1412 48
607 ERNIE KREEFT 238 10 174 6 216 2 225 5 557 19 1410 42
502 LARRY JOHNSTON 232 12 164 2 218 5 224 6 569 19 1407 44
610 IAN MACDONALD 236 13 158 2 217 2 232 4 564 18 1407 39
501 JIM DUECK 236 12 173 2 202 2 226 5 564 15 1401 36
507 DOLPHUS PETERSON 235 9 166 202 1 230 7 563 18 1396 35
407 JOHN CHARLTON 236 18 176 7 167 235 7 578 1392 67
503 LOUIS GAAL 8 172 3 172 o 227 5 565 20 1366 36
512 HUGH MCCLELLAND 9 163 1 210 2 206 3 545 18 1360 33
405 DAVE CROSWELL 236 1 1 169 5 194 1 221 5 539 15 1359 37
704 RAY COTT INGHAM 238 11 173 4 195 2 214 1 535 11 1355 29
603 KAREN HUTCHINSON 201 5 178 6 210 5 207 2 545 16 1341 34
614 RICHIE MARTIN 230 5 159 190 1 217 1 517 9 1313 16
509 MAURICE PARKER 232 11 176 5 179 175 4 54

• 17 1305 37
6i><5 FRED GRABAS 207 6 158 172 1 221 5 537 16 1295 28
601 HIKE SIKORA 230 7 169 2 186 1 189 2 517 15 1291 27
608 DAN BENDETT 224 6 160 195 205 1 501 6 1285 13

RANGE
BY- GREG GREENE

comp* NAME MCH 1 MCH 2 MCH MCH 4 MCH 5 MCH 6

BOB LANDFETH 240 21 180 14 236 14 239 18 596 36 1491 103
GLENN BOATMAN 240 14 133 7 225 6 231 10 587 30 1416 67102

PRINT-OUT COMPLETE
RANGE SCORES
BY- GREG GREENE

N.-.MF MCH 1 MCH 2 MCH 3 MCH 4 MCH 6

204 GARY CRANE 240 19 178 i

201 GREG GREENE 240 22 180 :2
Mil E HENRY 239 19 178 9

202 DAVE CHURCH 240 20 12

236 10 233 8 589 30 1476 76
230 9 233 9 583 32 1471 94
231 4 234 11 589 35 1471 78
223 2 233 10 580 24 1453 68

PRINT-OUT COMPLETE
RANGE SCORES
BY- GREG GREENE

COM * NAM

301 DAVE CHILSON
308 BILL DAVENPORT

DOUG CHADWIC)
SEBASTIAN COCO

306 GARY DALTON
DAVE HOLBECHE
GLENN BARRY
ROBERT ANGLE

PRINT-OUT COMPLETE

MCH 1 MCH 2 MCH 3 MCH 4 MCH 5 MCH 6

239 19 177 10 229 3 235 12 592 37 1472 81
238 21 180 16 230 8 233 8 580 33 1461 86
236 13 177 9 229 6 233 8 581 27 1456 63
238 16 175 9 225 3 229 3 587 26 1454 57
240 18 175 5 222 1 233 7 573 18 1443 49
239 18 177 7 213 3 234 7 580 23 1443 58
239 16 175 5 225 7 227 8 573 20 1439 56
236 14 173 4 220 O 221 IO 568 22 1418 50

Grand Master

Dist. Master
Master
Expert

Sharpshooter

Marksman
Unclassified

100-199

200-299

300-399

400499
500-599

60XV699
700-799

Each competitor has his score entered

as it comes in. Individual scores may be

viewed by selecting that section of the

program from the menu and inputting the

competitor's number. At the end of the

shoot the database should be sorted a

final time, stored on the disk, and printed

out as required.

The database is stored in the program
as an array, and all operations are carried

out on it while it is resident in memory.
Thus, frequent storing of the database

will prevent total loss of data if the power
should fail. Of course having the data in

memory places a logical restriction on

the number of shooters you can have. I

use a 56K memory on my Heath H8 with

no problem, your memory space may limit

you to less than 100 competitors.

The sorting algorithm is just a plain

bubble sort, however I have found it to

be fast enough for use in this program. If

you want to change it to a S/M or other

type of sort: feel free.

Conclusion

Since its initial use at our match. I have

received invitations to use this program

at the Canadian National Combat Cham-
pionships in Edmonton. Alberta, as well

as the Provincial Championships in Van-

couver. British Columbia.
There are a few ideas I'd like to pass

on. Although this article is about the use

of my computer at a Revolver Shoot,

there are similar applications in almost

any sporting event where a large number
of people are involved. Such sports as

archery, rifle shooting, golf, bowling, etc..

come to mind, and I'm sure you can think

of others. These are great places to get

the club spirit out into the open and really

put on a display.

Solid programming and practical uses

will bring many more people into personal

computing. If you can add a couple of

TV monitors for display of data, and maybe
a remote terminal that the competitors

can use to query the database, the possi-

bilities are endless. At the very least you
will have a lot of fun. provide a needed
service, and make a lot of great friends.

Go for it!!

Editor's Note: It is essential in an
application such as this to have the
computer print out the data as hard copy
immediately upon entering it, or to keep
a manual copy of the scores. Otherwise,

if someone trips over the power cable

during the final sort...—GWB
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CtappxgCtomdo

<®
Offers Discounts on All

TRS-80
COMPUTERS
We Have What You Are Looking For

D PROMPT SHIPPING

D AVAILABLE SERVICE CONTRACTS
D DISCOUNTED PRICES COMPAR-

ABLE TO ANY OTHERS

D NO TAX ON OUT OF STATE
SHIPMENTS

Call Collect For Prices

And Shipping Schedules

505-257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

CIRCLE 180ON READER SERVICE CARD

8002212486
GETS YOU WORDSTAR 3.0

$199
For Appir CMHf

Uottera

$249
Wordstar 3.0 is simply the best word processor for small computers It

has the same features and capabilities of word processors that sell for

six to ten thousand dollars All Systems brings vou the entire line of

other Micro Pro products MAILMERGE. SPELLSTAR. WORDMASTER.
DATASTAR. SUPERSORT 1*11.

All for at Itusi n 15 discount off their suggested list price.

All Systems
332 East :)0th St . New York. NY lOOlli

All MUrm. ku Wordstar 3 for I he Apple TRS 80 Model Mil. Heath Ir nllh Dynabllr Suprrhraln NorthStar.
Mlrropolla Model II and 8 IBM Standard format CPM Compatible Computers

rtd trademark of Mwro Pro Inlrrnational

-24 hour. 7 days a a>rek In NY. call 1212

1

685 0090

CIRCLE 214 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ENGINEERING MICRO
SOFTWARE CENTER

Design Software for Micro-Computers
Apple II & III

Vibration Analysis

Structural Loads and Stress

General Mechanical Design

Software for Engineers by Engineers

$75

IV

V

VI

Truss & Linkage Analysis

2D & 3D with Display

Beam Analysis W/ Multi-loads $75
Printed Diagrams
Rubber Element Design
Shear & Compression
Torsional System Vibration

Holzer Analysis (Branching &
Gearing)
Linear Vibration Systems
6 Degree of Freedom Mass
Bolted Joint Analysis

VII. Fourier Analysis

W/Data & Results Display

Supplied On Disc 3.3 Only

All Software is Well Prompted

Many others Under Development Now
By Our Professional Staff

104 E. QUEENWOOD, SUITE 2

MORTON, ILLINOIS 61550
309/263-2002

$75

$100

$75

$50
$35

8002212486
GETS YOU SUPERGALC

$199
The ultimate in electronic worksheet programs,

with features and enhancements that previous

programs just did not have

All Systems
332 East 30th St New York. N V 10016

All Syatem. ' ha. SuperCalc for the Applr II. TRS 80 Model II. Xrru. 820. NorthStar. Superbraln. Mlcropolia.
Vector Graphlra. and 8 IBM Standard formal CP M ' Compatible Computer*

UlSyslemi Serwleea Corpo ^u|» > irknlSai In<

' 24 hour*. 7 day. a week In NY. rail 12 1 2

1

685 0090

CIRCLE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUTHORIZED TRS 80® DEALER #R491

TRS-80 Color Computer With 26-1 062
Extended Color BASIC Model III 1 6K RAM

Model III, BASIC

26 - 4002
Model II, 64K

$825.00

WE ACCEPT CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR PHONE ORDERS WITH VISA OR MASTER
CHARGE. SHIPPING COSTS WILL BE ADDEDTOCHARGE ORDERS. DISK DRIVES,
PRINTERS, PERIPHERALS, AND SOFTWARE - YOU NAME IT, WE'VE GOT IT. WRITE
OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

C & S ELECTRONICS, LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN, MICH. 48160
(313)439-1508 (313)439-1400

C & S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED TRS 80 SALES CENTER STORE #R491
CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Smokers Test, continued...
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270 CREATIVE COMPUTING



CONVENIENCE WHEN YOU WANT IT

SECURITY WHEN YOU NEED IT

AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

TRS-80 MODEL I &

90 Day
warranty

Assemrjled
& Tested;

COMPUTER CONTROLLED REMOTE CONTROL
Now *n mtipensive and <arect earner current interlace between the

TSR80 end llM BSR X 10 rimotf control modries Tin MICRO
COMMANDER X 10 modules and your computer can control your

lignts appaancts. motors. TV. stereo heaters, alarms, tans pumps, ate

COMPUTER CONTROLLED SECURITY
Add a natw danenswi to your security system Place your home under

control ol your computer real time ckxh wine you are on vacation Add

an input port to your computer and intelligence looms With switches on

doors Of wratows your computer can welcome guests or fnflhten intruders

EASY TO USE NO WIRES TO RUN
Tola! control ol at X 10 modules Ut*;e all 256 house and mat coda

combmalrons Direct interlace lo AC power ana No command console

10 purchase No some ana Plugs directly into TRS 00 cassette sack

NEW PORTC SOFTWARE INCLUDED ON TAPE
Real lane CONTROL software lot •> TRS 80s (Model I and III

Mawnum level II ot III 16K Tape 32K Oria.1 Control your MICRO

COMMANDER or output potts with respect lo real time and oi input

port irrggers Save schedules on tape or disk

MICRO COMMANDER with PORT C on casselle

PORT C on disk

BSR SYSTEM X 10 LAMP MODULE
APPLIANCE OR NEW WALL SWITCH MOOULE

IL Res add 6S TAX - COD OK - S AND H

$5995
1000
1449
15 49
300

INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY
p o box 383. Des Plalnes. il 60017
Phone 1312)297-2265

CIRCLE 192 ON READER SERVICE CARD

8002212486
GETS YOU l/ISACCOUNT

$199
\ is \<cniiiit is .i lulK integrated amounting package thai Includes .i General Led]
Accounts Receivable, •xcounti Payable, inventory, Payroll Fined Assets and more
The many feature* of the ViaAccounl package m;ikr ii the ix'st aoftware bit) In the
country VIsAccount cornea witha 15 day conditional nwne) bock guarantee Ifyou
deride thai foi ;iu\ reason you do not want to keep VIsAccount, purchase anothei
equally priced or more expensive accounting software package send us rim..! ,i

purchase and return VIsAccount for ,i full refund We do not know of any other
software company with the confidence to back their software with

a similar guarantee.

All Systems
332 East 30th Si Nevt York. \1 I001H

Vis V,
,

, unit is available tor Ihr Applr- TRS 80 Model I. II and III. »ro« H20. Onbornr I. Mralh Zrnith Otnabilr
Vrrtor Geaphlea. Sup«*rbraln. He-wlall Packard 125. INorthstar and N IBM Maiulanl IP M riMiipallhlr- riimpulrc

' 24 bourn. 7 day* a anwN In MY. call 1 2 1 2 I t.Hr, OOSO

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARO

WHAT EVERY

INTELLIGENT INVESTOR
REALLY NEEDS TO KNOW!*

THERE IS MORE TO BEING A SHREWD INVESTOR THAN KNOWING IF YOUR STOCK WENT UP OR DOWN SHOULD YOU
NOT CONSIDER INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES? WHAT WOULD THESE ALTERNATIVES HAVE PRODUCED CONSIDERING
THE SAME INVESTED AMOUNTS ON THE SAME DAYS'

tNThllJt.h'NT INVK.STOR™ Series I

• Keeps Record ol All

Investments

Cash Additions & Withdrawals

Quarterly Portfolio Valuations

Dividends A Interest

Brokerage Commissions

Margin Expenses

Advisory Fees

• Tells You
Who Made More from Your

Account You or Your

Stockbroker

o Calculates

Time Weighted Rates ot Return

Dollar Weighted Rates ot Return

Portfolio Yields

Traditional 110 year lime spans plus

User Defined Specific Periods

o Evaluates

Your Investment Decisions

In Terms ot Alternatives

Your Investment Recommen-
dations & Decisions

• Is

Utility

All Investment Media Stocks.

Bonds. Real Estate. Commo
dines. Options. Etc

Tan Deductible

Consult Your Accountant lor

Requirements

Error Tolerant and Trouble Free

tor Use by the Computer Novice

User Friendly Menu Oriven

AVAILABU FOR APPLE COMPUTERS WITH APPLESOFT. 48K. 16 SECTOR. DUAL DISK DRIVES S69

Telephone Orders Accepted on Visa or Mastercharge

Mail Orders Must be Accompanied By Check or Charge Card

Number

Expiration Date

Cardholders Name

Signature

SHIPPING ANII HAN0IING S3

CAIII OMNIA RISI0INIS ADO 6*. SAtlS IAX

•4 UAJOU HHAHOAl PUBIICAIIOH SHCIfIC OHMS <?* HIUUIS7

AtMlSOH IS A IRADlHAMt Of APPlt COHPUftfHKC

SOI f\V Mil I OR

mi INTELLIGENT INVESTOR
270 \OKNI CANON IWM MUM H>{

HI VI Kl V KIMS < \ 40210
(21 i) 4 is 5-J6I

((.02) 4-4/ 5 515

CIRCLE 288 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TM



Smokers Test, continued
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• :MEIv
FLEXIBLE DISCS

BUY THE BEST FOR
LESS. Lowest prices.

WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD!! Buy
any quantity. Call free

(800) 235-4137 for

prices and information.

Dealer inquiries invited

and CO.D.'s accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
9.4401 InCal call

(800)592-5935 or

(8051543- 1037

8002212486
GETS YOU DATA MANAGER

$199
\ powerful data base management system that'i

wonderful!) easj to operate features include:
data base building, lists, comparative analysts,

various tilt- maintenance routines, fast assembly
language (sort merge), fast data retrieval, record

selection and more Data Managei comes with the

same 15 <ia> conditional money-back guarantee
as VisAccounl

All Systems
332 Eaal 30th Si . New York. \> 10016

AllSyatrmft ha* Data Manaarr forth? Apple TRS 80 Model* II A III Xrrox H20 V.ithM.ii Supr-rbrain.
Mlrropoll*. Vrrtor Craphlr*. IK. nabllr. Oabornr- I. Hr-wlrtl Parkard 125. and 8 IBM standard formal
(P M(ompallblr(ompulrr>

Ml S>

24 hour* 7 day* a »rrk In NY rail 1 2 12 1 6SS 0080

CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RELEASE

MICROSTAT •- Release 2.0

Just some ol the new features of Microstat Rel. 2.0 in-

clude: new programs for moments about the mean, skewness.

kurtosis and stepwise multiple regression, longer file names, laster

sort routine, the ability to declare each data tile's numeric precision

and drive location plus an expanded user's manual with new appendi-

ces lor the equations and file structures used in Microstat. Also

included is a Data Management Subsystem lor file maintenance (edit,

list, destroy, augment, sort, rank-order, move and merge) plus trans-

formations (add. subtract, multiply, divide, reciprocal, log, natural log

and antilog. exponentiation and linear) that allow you to create new
variables from existing variables.

Alter file creation with QMS. programs for analysis include: Descrip-

tive statistics. Hypothesis testing (mean and proportion). ANOVA
(one-way, two-way, and random blocks), Scatterplots, Frequency

distributions. Correlation analysis. Simple, Multiple and Stepwise

Multiple Regression (including files larger than available memory).

Time series, 1 1 Nonparametric tests. 8 Probability distributions.

Crosstabs and Chi-square, Combinations, Permutations and Factor-

ials (up to one million factorial) All program output is neatly formatted

for easy use.

The price for Microstat Rel. 2.0 is $295.00 and the user's manual is

available for $25.00 (credited towards purchase) and includes sample

printouts with hie tables that relerence standard statistical texts and

journals so you can compare the results Irom Microstat to those

produced on much larger systems. Compare Microstat to any other

package on the market and we think you'll agree that Microstat is the

best at any price.

ECOSOFT. INC.
P.O. BOX 68602

INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46268-0602
(317) 283 8883

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges & „ M ,„ .„ ^B -P^" ISO-2

Hash could be the culprit!
a'
"'OT 'U= ^^

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment Interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter Isolated 3-prong sockets; Integral

Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load. 1 Kw load any
socket $62.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter Isolated 3-prong socket banks: (6

socket* total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 187S W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $62.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO-1 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• ISOLATOR (ISC-4), similar to ISO 1 except unit has 6
Individually tillered sockets $106.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO-2 except double
filtering & Suppression $94.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add CB) Add $ 8.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCHJPILOT (CBS) Add $16.00

AT YOUR Master-Card, Visa, American Express
DEALERS Order Toll Free 1-800-225-4876

(except AK, HI, PR « Canada)

L±iS Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Nattc* Mass 01760

Technical & Non-800: 1-617655 1532

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Complete 6-year Index

Find it Fast!

Our new 6-year cumulative index lists

every article, program and review that has
appeared in Creative Computing from its

inception in November 1974 to December
1980. The index lists not only the issue in

which an article appeared but a cross
reference to The Best of Creative Computing.
Volumes 1.2 and 3. It also lists all the articles

in ROM magazine.
Articles are classified by subject area and

listed by title and author. Over 3500 separate

items are included. Note: the index does
not include a cross reference to author.

Looking for information on computers in

education'' You II find 76 articles and 155
application programs How about art and
graphics? You II find 44 entries. In the market
for a computer? You find 82 hardware
evaluations and 94 of software.

Price of this huge index is just $2 00.

Even if you ve been a reader for only a year

or two you II find the index of great value
Orders yours today.

creative
computing
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD

8002212486
GETS YOU:

TCS General Ledger
<prm : i.!..ri!i,ir ; i.!i .>f .ill financial iranaartKHU)

TCS Accounts Payable
tvriwtor wuchwr hiMon nw Ultimo, i tkKfc Hnlina tapabililtr*l

TCS Accounts Receivable
-Miner account information a««*<J with invoKinf[and Malemenl capabilities)

TCS Payroll
rniinlhk quart til vearK lut .lis for reporting purpose* in

THxi.nabktaxlarik-. W 2a 'UK ..ml check*.

TCS Inventory Management
• allow, closer watch on mvrnior> and multiple item location and department I

CP/M 1 .4 TRS Model II $99 Legal Billing
CBASIC 2 $99 Medical Billing
CP/M Gaines 1-4 <ji.., $99 Dental Billing

$99

$99

$99

$99

$99

$299
$499
$499

1oar.tr! 4 .ill t.. I, ft. . 800-221 2486 1 24 houri 7.tj>> jm-rkior mVn >nrk or for TrcKniral Infofmattrm rail 212 t.s". nil*Ml You
11. .n u~- Vlaa. MaatrrCard, Ararrk-an Eaprtaa or for .in drklilKKi.il rharst- 1 1)1) >ou mav

All Systems
332 EmI 30lhSt . New York.W 10016

All Syatrma ha* the abovr TCS accounting niridulri for the Applr. TRN NO Model II. NorthStar. Vector Graphic.
Suprrbraln. Oabornr. and 8 IBM Standard Formal IP M Compatlblr Computera.

..sior. oftoinpoiii ktntll "ip..,.n i.h, ,,| V,,,,.,,., If \| .. .1 rraislrrrcl Ira.rrni.iik ill Ihaital Krarait-h
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Speed r\OiPower Uol
Efficiency 65dTsy?tems

R'EDIT. Edit any program or text with ease! $40

• fUll CURSOR control Insert delete odd anywhere on the screen

e BASIC assembler otc edited without reloading RAM resident editor

• SVSGEN relocates R (DIT and customizes

SPUL65: Printer Spooler A Virtual Indirect File S95/S10

• DON'T WAIT lor your printer Process words Write programs Pot multiple

print |obs in the queue Keep working while the printer runt'

• TWO printer) accomodated on any ports Multiple copiat with pagination

• SYSGEN relocate! SPUL65 and allows eitcnsivt custom. tation

e VIRTUAL INDIRECT FILES on dish End space problems when using

temporary tiles Now do eilensive adding ol BASIC with your word processor

XREF: BASIC Cross Referencer $25

TABULATES Refeitnced line numbers all variable names and luncl

f AST machine language progiam

DISK based to handle the largest BASIC source files on any duve

FBASIC: BASIC Compiler $155/$10

FAST machine code now can be written with the ooso ot BASIC

SPEEO optimized notive code compiler An integer subset ol OSI s BASIC

DISK bosed to ollow large source and object liles

EXTENSIONS to BASIC lot Easy interlace to system hardware software Direcl

access to 6502 registers Array initialization and optional absolute location

WHILE and other structures Interlacing compiler output and interpreter

UTILITIES (plus source) manual and many useful eumplos

rC
Joftw

CP/M tO OSI Translation

frustrated by all those good CP/M disks

that wont run on your OSI CP/M system1

Send us your dish. SIS and we'll send d

bach with an OSI compatible version

Data Resource Corporation Suite 202

1040 lunaai St Kailua. HI 96734 (BOS) 261 2012

i Piefiemi tn»l-»d o

niJnr.it t44 *S i

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GO FOR IT

!

FOR PRICE,QUALITY& RELIABILITY
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS CALL
ADDS VIEWPOINT Terminal $ 585.00
ANADEX PRINTER 9500/9501 $1299 00
NEC PRINTER 8023A hot new item

100 CPS. Friction/tractor,

Graphics, bi-directional $ 659.00
EPSON Printers (All) CALL
MICRO TERM Terminals CALL
OKIDATA Microline Series CALL
PAPER TIGER 460G $ 899.00

COMBINATION SPECIAL:
Apple II Plus 48K, w/Drive & Controller;
Epson MX80 Printer,

Interface & Cable 2225.00
CALL FOR OUOTES ON ANY OTHER MICRO PRODUCTS
We are dealers for BASF, DYSAN, 3M(SCOTCH) Dis-
kettes, Cartridges, Mag Tape, etc. In addition we carry a
complete line of Printer Ribbons and other data process-
ing accessories.— ' /fMJJTI 1840 LINCOLN BLVD.,

|T|ieF"/^ SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
leeJIeaeU/ oJ| (213) 450-591 1 .call collect)

MART, INCa PRICES SUBJECT TO Cm
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While no challenge to Bobby
Fischer, this program is worth present-

ing for several reasons. We feel that it

givesgood insight into one approach to

computer chess strategy. It also pro-

vides a base for developing a stronger

and faster program. You can experi-

ment with different weighting factors,

add book openings, try different strate-

gies or just have fun with the pro-

gram— D.L.

There is a scarcity of good computer
chess programs written in the Basic lan-

guage. In Chess C.4 I have striven for

good speed of execution, playing ability,

ease of use. variety of options available

during play, and clarity of the evaluation

of move generation and routines.

The program is compact. In a 16K
machine 2.6K is left free. (If the instruc-

tions are eliminated 5.5K is free.)

This is also a rather fast program, con-

sidering its level of play and the fact that it

is in Basic. Try a fool's mate on this one
and you may lose your pants.

In addition to normal play, the user may
at any time exchange sides with the com-
puter, set the computer to self-play mode
(automatically plays white vs black —
watch the computer play by itself! Bet on
sides!), change the level of play (1 to 24).

modify the board any way desired (put on
an extra queen, remove any piece).

The computer will concede if it has
been stalemated.

I am rather proud of the board and
pieces, graphically speaking. The squares
are solid white and solid black, as are the

pieces. When a piece moves into a square

of its own color, it is silhouetted slightly

with the opposite color. The king is the

tallest piece and all the pieces look like

chess pieces. No guesswork is required to

figure out which piece is which and who

Michael C\ Rakaska. Mh FASC. Slop » 1.1. Cherry
Point. NC 28533.

Michael Rakaska

it belongs to. even in an advanced middle
game.

To use the program, simply CLOAD.
type RUN. answer the prompt for instruc-

tions, and reply to questions on your
name, level of play, and choice of colors.

From then on just follow the messages and
prompts in the upper right of the screen.

The computer will flash a S in the upper

right while it is considering moves.

To move a piece simply specify the

"from" and "to" squares in algebraic nota-

tion, e.g.. E2E4. Only four keystrokes are

required. If an "illegal move" or "entry

error" message appears, just re-enter the

move.

Special Commands
There are several special commands.

They are simple to remember and require

They are simple to remember and require

only one keystroke. Here is an abbrevi-

ated list:

X Exchange sides: The pieces the com-
puter is going to move will always be at the

top of the screen so the player sees the

board as if he were viewing it from his own
side.

S Self-playing mode: The computer will

play against itself continuously with no

further player intervention required.

I Instruction request.

N Number the board: During regular

play the numbers are removed after a

move is made. This also works during

"modify" mode.
L Level of play: Current level is dis-

played with a prompt, "change levels?"

Player should answer Y (yes) and the dis-

played level will go blank. Then enter a

one-digit number and hit the ENTER-key

.

or a two-digit number (e.g. 01. 24. etc.) in

which case ENTER is not needed. The
computer is looking for a two-digit num-
ber, so that is why ENTER or any other

nonnumeric key must be used with a sin-

gle-digit number. If the reply originally

was N (no), then regular play will con-

tinue.

M Modify the board: In this mode,
four keystrokes are required for each modi-

fication of a square. Specify the "from"

square and "type of piece." The type of

piece is two characters. The first charac-

ter is a C. P. or E for computer, player, or

empty respectively. The second character

is a P. N. B. R. 0- K. or S for pawn, knight,

bishop, rook, queen, king, and square

respectively. For example. CO = Compu-
ter Queen. PR = Player Rook, and ES =
Empty Square. Pieces are taken off the
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
DISK DRIVES FOR TRS-80* Model I

CCI-100 5'/«",40Track(102K) $299

ADDON DRIVES FOR ZENITH Z-89

CCI-1S9 5V4", 40 Track (102K) $389
Z-87 Dual 5V*" system $995

External card edge and power supply included. 90 day warranty/one
year on power supply.

CORVUS 5mg $3089 10mg $4489 Mirror $699

RAW DRIVES 8"SHUGART801R $399
SV," TANDON $CALL POWER SUPPLIES SCALL

DISKETTES - Box of 10
5'. Maxell $40
r Maxell $45
PLASTIC FILE BOX-Holds 50 5Vi" diskettes

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 5V«" $3.00

HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE
FLOPPY SAVER $10.95

16K RAM KITS
200ns for TRS-80,*Apple II, (specify):

COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS
ARCHIVES 64K, 2-Dnves, 77 Track

ACS8000 Series

48K, all-in-one computer
400 $ 359
INTELLIVISION

BASF/ Verbatim
BASF/Verbatim

8"

RINGS

$26.95

$36.00

$19.00

$ 4.00

$25.00

$ 6.95

2 for $37 $19
Jumpers $2.50

SCALL
SCALL
$2200

$ 789
$ 259
SCALL

ALTOS
ZENITH
ATARI 400 $ 359 800
MATTEL
APPLE PERIPHERALS
SYSTEM SPECIAL
Apple II Plus 48K w/drive and controller. Epson MX-80 printer and
interface. SUP-R Mod RF Modulator: List $2965 You Pay $2295

TERMINALS
ADDS Viewpoint SCALL
ZENITH Z-19 $ 725
TELEVIDEO 910 $ 559 920C $729 950 $ 939
IBM 3101-10 $1189

S-100 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
MAINFRAME $359 Z80CPU $ 269
64KRAM $599 FLOPPY DISC CNTRL $ 359

INTEGRATED SYSTEM W/INTERNAL CABLES, TESTED $1975

2P + 2SI/0 $ 269
4 PORT SERIAL I/O $ 249
4 PORT PARALLEL I/O $ 179
CABLES SCALL

CASIO CALCULATORS
POCKET COMPUTER FX702 $199.00
DESK PRINTER/CALCULATOR FR100 $ 79.95

SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR FX8100 $ 49.95

GAME WATCH CA90 Plastic $ 49.95

GAME WATCH CA901 Steel $ 69.95

SPORT WATCH AX210 Calendar $ 59.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR for Apple II S 329
WORDSTAR for Zenith Z89 $ 329

PRINTERS NEC SPINWRITER
7710 R.O. Par
7710 R.O. Par w/tractor

7720 KSR w/tractor

7730 R.O. Ser
7730 R.O. Ser w/tractor

NEW 3500 Series

MX-80 MX-80FTEPSON MX-70
PAPER TIGER

IDS 445 Graphics & 2K buffer

IDS 460 Graphics & 2K buffer

IDS 560 Graphics
ACCESSORIES

MX100

ANADEX
OKIDATA

Microline 80
Microline 82

Microline 83

DP-8000 $849 DP-9500/01

Friction & pin feed

Friction & pin feed

120 cps, uses up to 15" paper
Call for new Microline series!

CENTRONICS 739, new model with graphics
C. ITOH

Starwriter I

Starwriter I

Starwriter II

Starwriter II

AXIOM
DATA SOUTH
MONITORS
BELL & HOWELL
LEEDEX 12" B & W $129 12'

25 cps, parallel interface

25 cps, serial interface

45 cps, parallel interface

45 cps, serial interface

GP-80M
180 cps

9"B&WBHD911

$2395
$2595
$2795
$2395
$2595
SCALL
SCALL

$ 639
$ 799
$1049
SCALL
$1295

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

$ 739

$1439
$1495
$1770
$1870
$ 319
SCALL

$155
Green Screen $159

12" Green Screen $238
13" Color $399
12" Green Screen $129

12"B&W $129
13" Color $329

SANYO 9" B & W $149
12" B & W $219

ZENITH 13" Color $349

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LIVERMORE STAR MODEM 2-year guarantee $125
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS UDS103LP $149 UDS103JP $215
NOVATION CAT $139 D-CAT $149

AUTO-CAT $199 APPLE CAT II $339
D.C. HAYES SMART/STACK MODEM $235

MICRO-MODEM II $295
CCI Telnet Communications Package $135

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Mfr. by Microsoft - Mountain Computers
VISICALC $185.00
VISITERM $119.00
Z-80 SOFTCARD $259.00
KEYBOARD ENHANCER $110.00
APPLE JOYSTICK $ 49.00
SUP-R MOD $ 25.00
APPLE CARDS SCALL
SUPERCALC $199.00
CPS MULTIFUNCTION CARD

ENTERTAINMENT
Mfr. by On Line - Broderbund
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
WIZARD & PRINCESS
MYSTERY HOUSE
HI-RES FOOTBALL
RASTER PLASTER
SPACE EGGS

AND SOFTWARE
- Videx - CCS - Personal Software

VISIDEX $159.00
VISIPLOT $139.00
VIDEX BOARD $249.00
16K CARD $159.00

SUP-R FAN $ 39.00

CCS CARDS $ CALL
ASCII EXPRESS $ 59.00

ALF9 VOICE BOARD $149.00

$199.00

Sinus

$29.00 SARQON II

$28.00 ABM
$24.00 GORGON
$35.00 MICROPAINTER
$25.95 APPLE PANIC
$17.95 MATTEL GAMES

California Pacific

$29.00

$21.95

$34.95

$29.00

$27.95

$27.00

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks require two
to three weeks to clear. All prices are mall order only and are subject to change without notice. Call for shipping charges.

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1800-3436522
TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

5 Dexter Row, Dept. CC12M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
Tandy Corporation Trademark/* Digital Research
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less, continu

wI *£#<#£* I
Y/s././ ., ffo/./M. 7//,,

18 REM CHESS C 4 BV H C RAKftSKft, IDES OF MARCH. 1938

28 DEFIHTft-Z:fi=e:B=0 X=«:V=0S=0A0=0:T=0:R8=0:Hl=0 A2=8:fl3=8 A4=6 B1=8:B6'=6H=«M=0:N=0 P^ W=fvfr5=* 1=1 r.'IMC'64>

38 CIS PRINTCHR$(23) INPUT'DO VOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS MN^IN*<EFTt<INi.l):lFlW="V"THENGOSUB2220

49 CL*="N"

58 aS:F*INTCHR*<23) INPUT'VOUR NAME IS ";B*:1F8$=""THEN B*=" HUMAN "ELSEB$=LEFT*(Bt.S>

68 CLS:PRINTCHR$(2:o PRINT-LEVEL OF PLftV ; INPUTB8' :IFB8'=8THENB8'=1 B7'=i+RND(8>/2:ElSEB7'=<B8'+l>/
,

2+PWK8>/'2

78 CLSPRINTCHR*<23):PR1NT"D0 VOU WANT WHITE ";B»;" "; INPUTC* G0SUB796 IFLEFTt<C»,iX>"N"THENG0Sl.lB986rOTOM
88 G0SUB898 IFCL*="VTHENFR1NT6366. "START 'iRlGHT$(TinE*,8); PRINT8376,STRIN&*<15,CHR$a28)>.

188 F ! =-99 . 80=8 : F0RMT08 : F0RK=iT08 : IFAC J, K >=99THENA6=J &7«K

110 NEXT NEXT

120 F0RX=1T08
:
F0RV=1T08

: IFA(X, VK8THENG0SUB276 IFF ' >=B7 ! THENG0T0158

130 NEXT NEXT: IFF '>=-9THENGOTO156ELSEGOSUB900

148 PRINT0242, "I CONCEDE "; G0T02196

158 MR, U)=A<E, DV ft, E. >=1 1FA<P, U>=-2ANDU=1THENA<R, U)=-9

168 X=R:V=U:ft0=4:6OSUe270 PRINTK42, "IS NV HOVE "i PRINT61?8,CHR*<E+64).&; "- "CHW<R+6*i M.

170 IFa$="V"THENPRINT«i3?0. 'STOP ";RIi"*TS(T1ME*.8>;

180 x=E:V=e GOSUB910 X=RV=U G0SUB916 IFC*lTHO«WTW42i •CHECK ";B»i :C=8

196 IFX*=-'S"THENGOSUB133& :B7!»3«SND<e> .FRINT650. "SELF-PLAVING": GGSiJB2480:GOTO160EL5EPRINT*114, "MOVE ',%!, :GOSUB1590 D=8.64=A E*=8

65=0 IFfl<X. Y)=2AN0V=5ANDB=6ANWI( A, B)=1ANW*S' IHO«iTHENB5»l GOK 220

280 1FX»=
,
K"ORX$="Q"THENGOSJJB900:PRINT0114, STRING*- 14," "); :G0T0166

218 IFX*="S'THENCL*=»N" : GOTOi90ELSEft0=3 : Q0SUB25B : lFD-8THENPRINT«4i "ILLEGAL n 199

228 PRINTW14, "OK ": :R"B4:B**9:fi<fcB)«fl(X.Y>:flaV)«t:005116910 Wl V=8 GOSII6910 IFN*= N"Mf*j0SUB960:N*=' '

236 IFA(A.B>=2AN[*=8THENPRINT01i4."WHAT PIECE". :GOSL* 2186 X=A v=E: Q0SUB9ie:PRINTtil4, STRINQf(14, ' '); :PMtfrti78. STR1M3K14.

«

246 IFB5=1THENA(A, B-l)=l X=8 V=6-l : GOSU6910 G0T0166 ELSE6OTO160

258 PRINT862. J *;ONfl»X.VMJOTO0.480,«. 380. 330.8.280.0. 230GOTli4«0

270 0N-ti<X, V)G0T08, 536, 6, 380, 338, 0, 280, 0, 330:GOTO460

280 B=V:F0Rft=X+lT08 GOSU8640 IFS=0THENNEXTELSEGOTO296

290 FORft=X-lT01STEP-l G0SUB646 IFS=0THENNEXTELSEGOTO300

386 ft=X : F0R8=V+1T08 GOSUB648 :

I

FS=6TmENNEXTELSEGOTO310

310 F0RB=V-1T01STEP-1 : GOSUB640 : IFS=0THENNEXT RETURNELSERETURN

330 B=V : F0RA=X+1T08 : B=8+l : GOSUB640 : I FS=0THENNEXTELSEGOTO346

348 B=Y:F0Rft=X-iT01STEP-l:B=B-l G0SUB646 IFS=8THENNEXTELSEGOT0356

358 B=VFORfl=X-lT01STEP-l:B=6+l G0SU6646; IFS=0THENNEXTELSEGOTO368

366 B=V : F0RA=X+1T08 : B=B-1 : GOSUB640 : IFS=6THENNEXTELSEGOTO370

376 IFl«SCA<X,V))=9THENG0T0288: ELSERETURN

380 ft=X+2:B=VH:IFA<9ANDB<9THENGOSUB650ELSEGOTO390

390 B=B-2:IFB>6fiNDft<9THENGOSUB650ELSEGOTO4ee

488 fl=ft-4 IFfl>6flNDB>eTHENGOSUe658ELSEGOTO410

416 B=B+2 IFB<9fWDfD0THENGOSUB650ELSEGOTO420

420 A=A+1 . B=8+l : IFA>6AK>A<9ANDB<9THENG0SUB656ELSE(i0T0438

430 B=B-4:ire>0flNDfl)6T«)«9GOSUB650ELSEGCiTCi446

448 R=A+2 IFR>6flNDfK9fl«DB>8GOSUB650ELSEGOTO450

456 B=8+4 : IFB<9ANDA>0ANDA<9GOSUB65e : RETURN : ELSERETURN

466 F0RR=X-1T0X+1 FORB=V-1TOV+1 : IFA< A, B)O0THENGOSUB656

470 NEXT NEXT RETURN

488 fl=X:IFV>2THENGOTO586ELSE(»TO490

496 B=Y+1 : IFfl<fl. B)=1THENGOSUB660 B=B+1 : IFA< A, BMTHENG0SUB666 GOTO510 ELSEGOTO510 ELSEGOTO510

586 B=V+l:lFfl(A,B)=lTHENG0SUB666ELSEG0T0516

516 A=X+1 B=V+1
: 1FA< A, BK0THENGOSUB668ELSEGOTO526

520 8=8-2: 1FA<A,6K0THENGOSUB666PETURN ELSERETURN

530 ft=X:IFV<7THENGOTO556ELSEGOTO540

540 B=V-1
:
IFA< A, B)=1THENGOSUB660 :

6=8-1 IFA< A- 6>=1THEN60SU6666 G0T0568 : ELSEG0TO568 : ELSEGOTO560
556 B=V-1

: 1FA< A, B)=1THENGOSUB666ELSEGOT056«

566 A=X-i B=V-i IFA< A, 8)>1THENGOSUB660ELSEGOTO570

570 A=A+2 IFAtft, B)>lThENGOSUB660RETURH.ELSERETURN

586 T=A< A, B) : IFT=-99THEN6l=T : RETURN
: ELSEGOT0998

590 fl5=S: IFflBS(TK=H(X, V )THENfl(A, B)=ft(X, V) :ft(X, V)=l : GOTO610 : ELSEGOTO600

660 IFT<B1THFJC1=T S=fi5 RETURN ELSES=A5 RETURN

610 A1=X A2=V : A3=A : 84=6 A8=T R0=2 F0RX=1T08 f:0RV=lT08 IFA<X. VK6THENG0SUB278 IFT=6THENG0T0638

620 NEXT NEXT

630 X=Ai:V=A2:A=A3-6=A4.A0=5:ft<X,V)=A(ftB>A(A,B>=A8:GOTO608

646 S=6 IFfi(a.B)=lTHENGCiTiJ660ELSEIFfl(ft,B)=0THENS=l:RETURN:ELSEIFSGN(ft(fl.B))=SGN(ft-.X,V))THENS=l .RETURN ElSES=1 0010666
650 IFA<A, B)=lTHENGOTO660ELSEH:SGN(ft' A, B) >=SGN(A<X. V>nHENRETLiRN'ELSEGOTO>->:«

m^m^m±m
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Super Cassette Sale
Cassettes A thing of the past? You might

think so by the number of software houses
that have dropped them from their line in

the past year or so

However, we have always tried to make
our software available on both cassette and
disk for as many computers as possible
This is a policy we intend to continue
But right now we have so many new

software packages coming along that we
are consolidating and merging some of the
programs from our cassettes into the new
lineup As a result we are selling out of
some existing cassettes now in stock

All of the cassettes are high quality.
durable tape in Norelco-styie plastic boxes
and are backed by our unconditional guaran-
tee The savings on these cassettes are
tremendous' 20 to 45% So order yours
now' At these prices they II move fast

All orders subject to stock on hand

PET/CBM

Graphic Games- 1 cassette includes Escape.
Snoopy. Chase Sweep, and Darts Top rated

by three reviewers 1 Available in old and
new ROM version CS-1004 regular $1 1 95.
sale price $7 95

Graphic Games 2 cassette includes
Checkers. Dodgem. Bounce. Nuclear Reac-
tion. LEM and Artillery Our most popular
Pet cassette Available in old and new ROM
version CS-1005 regular $1 1 95. sale price

$7 95

Conversational Games cassette includes
Hexletter. Hurkle. Hangman. Haiku, and
Eliza. Old and new ROM version available

CS-1006 regular $1 1 95. sale price $7 95

Board Games cassette includes Yahtzee
One-Check. Backgammon. Trek 3. and
Blackjack Old and new ROM available

CS-1007 regular $1 1 95. sale price $7 95

SUPER PET SALE

Take all tour cassettes (21 programs in all')

lor only $29 95

iiiiaii

in in
Apple Pet Atari TRS-80 and Tl 99/4
are registered trademarks.

ADVENTURES

Adventureland will excite you as you
search tor treasures on a deserted island
or so you think' Available tor the 1 6K Apple
II or Apple II Plus ICS-401 1 ). or the Sorceror
(CS-50031 list $14 95 sale price $11 95

Pirate Adventure takes you from your
London flat to try to recover Long John
Silver s buried treasure Available for the
16K Apple II or the Apple II PluslCS-4012).
TRS-80 ICS-3008I or the Sorcerer (CS-
S004I List $14 95. sale price $11 95

Your Mission Impossible if you decide
to accept it. is to save the worlds first

nuclear reactor from doom Available for

the 16K Apple II or the Apple II Plus ICS-
4013). or the Sorcerer (CS-5005) List

$ 1 4 95. sale price $ 1 1 95

Wander through the Voodoo Castle in

search ol the secret of Count Cristo. but
beware the Voodoo man Available for the
1 6K Apple II or the Apple II Plus ICS-4014).
TRS-80 ICS-3010) or the Sorcerer (CS-
5006) List $14 95. sale price $1 1 95

Beware The Count as you move through
the haunted castle looking for clues to allow
you to escape unharmed Available for the
16K TRS-80 (CS-30111. or the Sorcerer
(CS-5007) List $14 95 sale price $1 1 95

Other suppliers are raising the price on
these programs to $19 95 Save 50% with
this never-to-be-repeated offer while
supplies last'

Apple II

CS-401 1 Adventureland
CS-401 2 Pirate Adventure
CS-401 3 Mission Impossible
CS-401 4 Voodoo Castle
Package price $39 95

Sorcerer
CS-5003 Adventureland
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure
CS-5005 Mission Impossible
CS-5006 Voodoo Castle
CS-5007 The Count
Package price $49 95

TRS-80
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure
CS-3010 Voodoo Castle
CS-3011 The Count

Package Price $28 95

TRS-80

Space Games includes Star Lanes
Romulan Star Wars and Ultra Trek Cassette
ICS-30021 list $1 1 95. sale price $9 49

Strategy Games includes Evasion. Tunnel
Vision. Motor Racing. Jigsaw, and The Mas-
ters One of our most popular cassettes'
Cassette (CS-3005I list $11 95. sale price
$9 49

Battle Games includes Gunner. Sub Hunt.
Tank Battle, and Getacross Rave reviews
of this package Cassette ICS-301 2) list

$11 95. sale price $9 49

Deep Space Games includes three chal-
lenging games Space Lifeboat. Astenods.
and Galaxy I Cassette ICS-301 3) list $11 95
sale price $9 49

Test Processing is a line-oriented simpli-

fied text editor for letters, documents,
reports, etc Cassette ICS-3302I list $14 95
sale price si 1 95

rxKIIIU LIST 01 SOTO

«un nit

DII

iioti u*
nsw tnm>

LIST W SOTO

mm HnwcffY

gun hmd*

am

SIM 91 HK

J

Checking Account is a home budgeting
system that keeps track of individual checks
payees etc Cassette ICS-3304) list $1 1 95.
sale price $9 49

IO Test is a valid 60 question IO test with
a machine language scoring routine that
defies cheating Cassette (CS-3203) list

$14 95 sale price $11 95

TRS 80 SALE
Pick any tour packages lor $29 95 Take
all seven lor $49 00

SOL-20

Air Traffic Controller simulates, in real

time, the actions and responsibilities of an
air traffic controller Cassette ICS-8001)
list $1 1 95 sale price $9 50

Space Games includes Astenods Lunar
Star Wars and Romulan Cassette ICS-8003I
list $1 1 95. sale price $9 50

Strategy Games includes Wumpus I.

Wumpus II. Trap. Race and Kingdom Our
most popular Sol package Cassette (CS-
8004) list $1 1 95 sale price $9 50

Reading Comprehension will help students
to learn the skills needed to master good
reading habits Available in a live-cassette
package tor $50 00. sale price $39 95

GAME SALE
CS-8001 Air Traffic Controller
CS-8003 Space Games
CS-8004 Strategy Games
Package price $24 95

APPLE Games Sale

Space Games- 1 includes lour games by
Bob Bishop Saucer Invasion. Rocket Pilot.

Star Wars, and Dynamic Bouncer Available
in Integer and Applesoft version ICS-4001

1

list $11 95 sale price $9 49

Sports Games- 1 includes Baseball Break-
out. Torpedo Alley and Darts Available in

Integer version ONLY (CS-4002I list $ 1 1 95.
sale price $9 49

Strategy Games includes Blockade UFO
Skunk Genius and Checkers Available in

Integer version ONLY (CS-4003) list $ 1 1 95.
sale price $9 49

Brain Games includes Dodgem. Nuclear
Reaction Parrot. Dueling Digits. Midpoints.
Lines, and Tones Available in Integer ver-
sion ONLY (CS-4004) list $1 1 95 sale price
$9 49

Haunted House is a nightmare simulation
leaving you only six hours to find the secret
passage leading out of the many room
mansion Available in integer version ONLY
(CS-4005) list $ 1 1 95. sale price $9 49

Space Wars is a version of a classic MIT
game redesigned tor the Apple Available
in Integer and Applesoft version (CS-4009)
list $14 95. sale price $11 95

Outdoor Games includes Forest Fire. Fish-
ing Trip. Treasure Island I and Treasure
Island II Available in Integer version ONLY
(CS-4010) list $14 95. sale price $1 1 95

Know Yourself includes Alcohol. Sex Role.
Life Expectancy. Psychotherapy, and Com-
puter Literacy Available in Integer version
ONLY (CS-4301) list $1195. sale price
$9 49

INTEGER SALE
Pick any lour tapes lor $32 95 Pick any

six tapes for $44 95 Take all eight cassettes
for $54 95

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $? 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

m toll-tree

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satisfied your money win he
promptly and courteously refunded

bS ^2 5
^B Bar I

creative,
compatiRg
software

39 E Hanover Avenue
Morris Rains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-831-8112

In NJ 201-540-044S
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Chess, continued

board or put on individually. To move a

computer rook from Al to B3 type A1ES
to empty the square and B3CR to put

Computer Rook on B3. Any piece can be

put on any square even if it is already

occupied.

Z Escape modify mode: The computer
will make its move when you have finished

making all of your modifications.

K King-side castle.

Queen-side castle.

Description of the Program
The computer generates a single legal

move for one of its pieces and then calcu-

lates all expected player responses. If a

computer piece is under attack it searches

for one of its pieces to protect the

attacked piece (unless the attacked piece

is the king). The computer repeats the

procedure for every possible move of

each one of its pieces until it finds a "move
value" (represented by G!) that is equal to

or greater than the adjusted level of play

(B7!). At this time it actually makes the

move. A move is from A(x.y) to A(a.b)

where x.y.a.bare in the range one to eight.

The "move value" is determined in line

760 as

G! = P + Bl + B6!

Where P is the piece the computer may
take (capture). Bl is the piece the player

may capture (negative value) to which

one is added if the computer can put the

player in check as a result of this loss; and
B6! is a value based on three factors:

control of center: 1/ABS(4.5-A)+ABS
(4.5-B)

attack on player's king: l/ABS(A6-A)
+ ABS(A7-B)+5
movement of a minor piece : RND(O)/ 1

5

(A minor piece is a knight, bishop, or

rook.) These three factors are the key to

good moves and the aggressive or defen-

sive nature of play of each type of piece.

The internal representation of the

chess board is in array A(x.y) where x.y

are from one to eight. At 1.1) if. in the

lower left of the screen and A(8.8) is in the

upper right. The input/output is edited to

produce algebraic notation. The values of

the pieces are read in lines 820-860. All

squares have a sign in S(x.y). +1 for white

and -1 for black. The computer's pieces

are negative and the player's pieces are

positive. An empty square has a value of

one.

666 PRINT862, " "i : OW6G0T0678, 688, 698. 798, 718 . G0T0728

678 IFfl6=nW««7=eTHENBl=Bl+l:RETlJRN:ELSER£TURN

688 lFfG=flftNWM=BTHENT=9 RETURN : ELSERETIj?N

698 IFB4=flflNDe9=8THEND=l: RETURN ELSERETURN

788 I Fft6=flflND«7=eTHENC=l: RETURN :aSERETURN

718 IFA(dBKeTHENttlT0538ElSEPETUPN

728 B3=S :M=X;M=Y:N=fi:H=8 P=fi<fi,B)ft<ft,B)=fKX, VVfKX. V)=l Bl=8

738 f»=5:F0RX=lTO8:F0RV=lT08:IFfl(X,V)>lTHENGOSUB25e

748 NEXT: NEXT :X=N:V=H:ft8=l G0SUB278A6=8:S=B3:X=« V=M:fi=N:B=H •fl<X.v»=fl.'fl,B) ftWB)*
758 B6!=1/(F6S(4. 5-fi)+flBS<4. 5-BM)

IFh(X, VK-2ntSA(X, V»9THENB6 r=B6!+l.",f€S<R6-fl>+fi6S' fi?-6>+5)+<MHevi5

768 G!^+61^!:IFr^^THEN(i0a)B988:PRINTK42,'
,

nHTE *»B»» :G0T02198

778 IFG!<=F!THENRETURN

788 F!=G!:E=X:e=V:R=fl:U=B:RETURN

796 OS
888 Y=8 F0RJ=896TG6STEP-128 ^=V+1 ; X=8 : F0RK=JT042+JSTEP6 : X=X+i : T(X. V)=K : NEXT :

NEXT

819 V=8 : F0RJ=968T064STEP-128 : Y=Y+1 :
X=6 : F0RK=JT042+JSTEP6 : X=X+1 :B<X, Y)=K : NEXT : NEXT

828 DflTfW, -4, -5, -9, -99, -5, -4, -7

828 DflTR-2, -2. -2, -2. -2, -2, -2. -2

848 WTR1. 1.1.1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, i, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1. 1. 1. 1, 1. 1- 1, 1, 1, 1, L 1. 1, 1-

1

859DflTfi2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2

868DflTfl7,4,5,9,99,5,4,7

879 FORY=8T01STEP-1 : FORX=1T07STEP2 : SOC V)=I : S(X*1» Y)=-I : NEXT : I=-l NEXT

888 F0RV=8T01STEP-i : FORX=1T08 : REflOMX, V) : NEXT : NEXT : RETURN

398 1=-I:fi(4,l)=99 fl(5.1)=9:fl(4,8)=-99:fl(5,8)=-9

988 FORV=1T08:FORX=1T08:GOSUB918: NEXT NEXT RETURN

918 IFS(X,V»8THENG0T094e

929 0Nf€S(ft(X. V»G0SUB988, 1848, 8, 1248, 1448, 8, 1548, 8, 1148

: IFflBSWX. V) )=99THENG0SUB1248 RETURNELSERETURN

948 0Nf€S(R(X, V))G0SUB968, 998, 8. 1298. 1398, 6, 1498, 8. 1898

IFfleS(fl'X. Y ) )=99THENG0SUB1198 RETURNELSERf TURN

968 IFS(X,V)<8THENG0T098e

978 PRINT8T(X,V),STRING$(6,CHR$(191)); :PRINT8B(X.V),STRING»(6,CHRJ(i91)), :RETURN

989 PRINT8T0(.Y>, STRING* 6," "); PR1NT«(X, V), STRING$(6. "
">; -RETURN

998 IFI*fl<X,YX8G0T0i828

1889 PRINT8T(X, V), CHR$(191); CHR$<i9i>; CHRt<191); CHR»(191); CHR*<191); CHR*(19i>;

1818 PRINT86(X,V),CHR$(m).CHR$(173);CHR$(187);CHR$(185);CHRI(175);CHR$<191>: :RETURN

1828 PRINT8TaY),STRING$<6,CHR*<i91));

1839 PRINT8BCX, V), CHR*(191); CHR$<159). CHR$<122). CHRM42); CHR*<191). CHRK191 h RETURN

1948 IFI*fl(X.VX8G0T0ie78

1858 PRINT9T(X,Y)STRING$<6,CHR*<i28»;

1868 PRINT«a V), CHR$(128); CHR$(168); CHR*<187); 0*1(177) i CHRJ- 128); Otf*<128) i RETURN

1878 PRlNT8T(X,V),STRING$(6,CHRt(128»i

1889 PRWNeOC V), CHR*<128); CHR*a46):CHR$<132>; 0<RM34>; C:Hp*a44); 0*t<128)i : RETURN

1999 IFI*fl(X,V)<eG0T01128

1188 PRINT8T(X, V), CHR*(19i); CHR*(183:«; Cm*(175.\ CHR»(167), CHR$<191); CHR*a9i);

1118 PMUTeaV), CHR$<lSl>;CHRt<173>;l^<i8?),CHP*<i85>. CHR$(173)iC«f<151)i RETURN

1128 PRINT8Ta V), CHRK191); CHR»<191> CHR*<14?>; CHR*< 187 -
. CHRt< 191 1 EHP* ISD

1138 PRINT88CX, V), CH»<191). CHRt(159) I CHP$<132) i CHR*< 142) CH*<191)i CHR*(19i'<; -RETURN

1149 lFl*ft(X.V)<eijOT01179

1159 PRINW(X, V), CHR*<128),CHR*<128>; CHR*d?2>, CHRf .132 0*t<128);CHRf<128>;

1169 PRINT*(X.V^r^$<l28)iCHR*a69)iCHR*<187).C**rl77rCHP$'l ; :- lid** 123) RETURN

1179 PRINT8T(X, V), CHR*(128); CHR*<136>: CHR*<144>; CHR$a52);CHR*<128); M*< 1

1189 PRINTtBO V-.i:HR*(128),CHRI<146)iCHR$a32).0«*a24).C>**« 144.- CHR$(128), RETURN

1199 IFI*fi(X.V)<8G0T01229

1288 PRlNT8T(X,V),CHR«(191)iCHR$(191)iCHR$a53),ChRia5? ><>**. i-r i:CHR*i.191 >i

1216 PRINT8B>X. Y). CHR$>'191); CHR$<159>; CWRt<186). CHft*<191): CHR*(154),CHR*(191), RETURN

1226 PR1NT8T(X, V) , CHRJ(191 ) i CHRK 191) ; CHRS<193>i CHR*a62>; CHR*' 191 > i CWR$< 191)

i

1238 PRINTeBa V>, CWKISi); CHR*<191 <• CHR»(132>. CHRia28) CHR$<175>, CHRK191V -RETURN

1248 IF!*fl(X,V)<8M)T0127e

1259 F«IHTr(X,V>,C«»<129):CH»<128),W»(136)iCH»(157);CHR»<126);CHR»(12

1268 F«INT8e(X,V),CHR$(128);OtR*(128);CHR»(186).C«RI(191);CHR$(144),CHR*(128), : RETURN

1278 PRINT8T.:;;, V). CHRK128); CHR»(128); CHR$(166). CHR$vl62\; CHR*- 122>. CHR»' 12S -•

1286F1?INT«rx.V),ChR«a2S»itHRta68^ CHR$(133),CHR*(128).CHR*(165);CHR$a28). RETURN

1298 IFI*ft(X,V)<eG0T0i328

1386 PRINT8T(X- V), CHR»(191) : CHRi(159); CHR*<179): CHR$<179) 0#$<175)
i CHRt- ).91 >

;
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VDATA INCJ

The wait was
worth it . .

.

Agri- Business Packages
are now available

• Accounting

• Herd Records

• Crop Management

• Budgeting

• Control Costs

Dealer Inquiries

Invited

General Business

Packages Available

Countryside

md «

718 North Skyline

Suite 201(B)
Idaho Falls. Idaho

83401

Please write or call

(208)529-8576

Name

Address

City

State Zip-

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

is your source for

VIC

VIC Games $24.95
• VIC Trap
• Seawolf
• Bounce Out

Household Finance $34.95
• Part I — Entering & Updating
• Part II — Summing & Displaying
• Part III — Budgeting & Graphing
• Part IV — Deductibles Analysis

Home Inventory $14.95
• Part I — Entering Inventory
• Part II — Evaluating Inventory

Logic Games $14.95
• Code Maker
• Code Breaker

Recreational/Educational I $14.95
• Hangman
• Hangmath

Recreational/Educational II $14.95
• Math Hurdler
• Monster Maze

Ordering Information: VISA /Mastercard, check or
money orderaccepted. If charge, please include expi-

ration date of card. Add $1.50 tor shipping and handling.

Calif, residents add sales tax.

CREATIVE
^SOFTWARE

20 1 San Antonio Circle. 270

Mountain View. CA 94040

(415)948-9595

CIRCLE 248 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Chess, continued.

The major loop is from lines 100-240.

where player input is fed to the computer
and computer output is fed to the player.

Lines 100 to 180 handle the computer's
move and 190 to 240 handie the player's

move. At 240. a loop back to 100 is made.
The computed GOSUBs at 250 and at

270 select the move generation for each
type of piece. The player's pieces use 250
and the computer uses 270.

Lines 10-80 are initialization. The major
subroutines are:

280-310 for rook moves
330-360 bishop

370 queen (uses the above two)

380-450 knight

460-470 king

480-520 player pawn
530-570 computer pawn
580-630 protect

640-650 legality

660-700 move generation usage
710-740 look ahead
750-780 evaluate

Lines 790-1580 are the graphics driver.

Other significant sections are:

1590-1720 player command
1730-1820 player input

1830 clears message area

1840-2020 modification

2030 number of the board
2040-2090 level of play

2100-2180 pawn promotion
2190-2210 end of game
2220-2460 instructions

2480-2520 exchange

Lines are numbered from 10 in incre-

ments of ten.

Lines 90. 260. 320. 930. 950. and 2470
are not used, nor are lines 2530-65520.

Line 65529 END is the last line of the

program.

Variables

(Abbreviations in the variable descrip-

tions are TV-temporary value, and TS-

temporary storage.)

AO flag set =
if computer is moving

1 if king (players) is put in

check
2 if in protect routine

3 to check player input

4 to see if player is still

in check
A1-A4 TS of computer move
A5 TS of player's "safe move"

flag in protect routine

A6-A7 location of player king

A8 TS of piece player may take

Bl see text for explanation

of these

B6!

B7!

G!
P
B3 TS of computer "safe move"

flag

1318 PRINT«a V), CHRK 191); CHRK157>:CHPK185>; CHRK191). 0*$<154>; CHRK191); RETURN

1328 PRINT8T<X, V), CHRK. 191); CHRK 191); CHR*(1«>; CHRK 143) I CHRK.191) ; CHRK.19

1328 PRINIWac V>. r^<l9i); CHRK 191); CHRK134); CHRK 128); CHPK175) i CHRK1M) RETURN

1348 IFI*HO;,VK8«)T0i3?6

1358 PRINTBTfX. V), CHRK128); CHRK 128); CHRK176); CHRK176); CHRM128 > CHR*-1128

•

1368 PRINT^X,V),CHR$(128)iCHR$(128);0<R*(185'.i:HR$a^l^"''*f'i44' CMRK12* • RETURN

1378 PRINTIKX, V), CHRK 128); CHRK 168); CHRK148); CHRK148-. CHRK 144 >; CHS*.[128 <

1388 reiNT«(X,V),C>W(128),CHR*(162);CHRi<134),C>«*a2S),CHR
1$(165>;i:HRi*128»: RETURN

1390 IFI*flaVK9G0TO1426

148* PRINTiTOt Y), CHRK191); CHRK159); CHRK187); CHRK155). CHR*<19i>; CHRK 191),

1418 PRINT88<X. V), CHR$<191) ; CHRK 172) CHR»<187 1 CHR*<185 1 1 CHRK17S) i CHRK 191) ; RETURN

1428 PRniTiTO0Y),CHR»<191)iCt«»<191)iCHR»<135) CHR*<175>;CH»<191) CHR*<191>i

1428 PRINT8B(X. V).. CHRK191), CHRK 159 >; CHRK 122'- CHRM142>j CHRK 191); CHRK 191); : RETURN

1448 IFI*fl<X,Y)<8GOTOi470

1458 PRINT8UX. V), CHR$(128); CHRK 128); CHRK184); CHRK144 ); CHRK128V. CHR$<12*

1460 PRINTe8(X,Y),CHRK128);CHR*<168);CHR$<187),CHRKi;7> CHR»<128);CHR»(128)i RETURN

1478 PPINTeT<X, Y), CHRK128); CHRK 168); CHRK 122) ; CHRK164) CHRK 123 I i CHR$< 128),

1488 PRINT»(X. Y), CHRK128); CHRK146); CHRK 132); CHRt(124); CHRW144); CHRK128); RETURN

1498 lFI*fl(X.Y)<0GOTO1528

1598 PRINT8T<X, V), CHR*<191)j CHR*(159); CHRK159); CHR»(159); CHRK159); CHRf(1M
1518 F*INT«(X,Y),CHR*(m);CHW(157);CHM(187);OW(191)iO«$(153)..CHR*(191); :RETURN

1528 PRINT8Ta Y), CHRK 191), CHRK191), CHRK175); CHRK175); CHRK175) ; CHRK191),

1530 PRINT«(X,Y),CHM(191)iCHM(191);CHR$(132);C«»>.128),CHR$(174);CHR$(191), : RETURN

1540 IFl*fl<X,Y)>9GOTO1570

1558 PR1NT8T0C Y), CHR$(128); CHRK168); CHRK166); CHRK168); CHRK168); CHRK128),

1568 PRINT*6(X, Y), CHRK 128); CHRK162); CHRK132), CHRK 128); CHR*(166); CHRK 128), : RETURN

1578 PR1NT8T(X, Y), CHRK128); CHRK128); CHR$(144); CHRK144), CHRK144), CHRK12 -

1580 PRlNT0Ba V), CHRK128); CHRK128); CHRK187); CHRK191), CHRK145); CHRK12&); RETURN

1598 PRINT856,STRINGK14," "). REHflRK INPUT PLAYER HOVE

1698 X*=INKEY$:IFX*="N"THENNK t

1610 IFXt>="fl"WX*<= ,
H"THENX=VflL(CHR$(flSC(X*)-16)) :G0T01728

1620 lFXt='N"THENGOSUB2830

1620 IFXK="K"flNM<5, i)=99ANWK8, l)=7THENfl(5. l)=l:fi<8, l)=l:fl(7. 1>=99 fl<6, l-=7 G0TG1886

1648 IFX*="0"HNDfi(5,l)=99flND(:l(Ll)=7THENfl^5;l)=l fla, lM:fiO, 1>=99 :B<4,1 )=7 G0T01898

1658 iFX*="i':"(:»^(4.1)=99HfW(l,l>=7THENfi«4.1)=l:fl(l.l)=l:H<2,l)=99:fla,l)=7:G0T018e8

1660 IFX*="O*flNDfK4,l)=99MN0fi(S.l)=7THENH(4.1)=l ;A<8,lM:<K&i)«9
1670 IFX*="X"THENGflSUB1838 PR1NT858. "EXCHANGING "i G0SUB2488

IFa$»,Y*THENPMNTf3«. "START ".RI&HT$niMEi,S>. GGT0i8e:EI

1688 IF:4=*S"THENG0T0182e

1698 IFX$="M"THENG0SUB1840

1790 [FW»*1 T«iNGOSU82220aS 0051*988 PRINT8114, "HOVE ";tK

1710 IFX*=
,
L"THEN6OSUe2048

1728 G0T01698

1738 PRINT«1,XI,

1748 Y=VAL<INKEY$) 1FY=8G0T01748

1750 PRINT852,Y; PRINTS "-";

1768 IFfla YX20Rfi<X,Y)>99THENPRlNTC«242, "ENTRY ERROR ", 6OTO1590

1770 A$=INKEY* IFft»<"H"0RHt>"H"THEN1778ELSEH=VHL<CHRKHSC(fi$)-16>)

1788 PR1NT85?,A*;

1790 B=V«.aNKEVi) IFB=8G0T0179eELSEPRlNT«8,B;

1990 IFXK="K"ORX*="Q*THENPRINT850."CSTL ".X*.
H
-SIi€" :O0SUBt836ELSEiGDSUei838

1818 IFCL*="Y"THENPRINT8296. "START ";RIGHTKTINE*,8);

1829 RETURN

1828 F0RM14T0562STEP64:PR1NTM,STRIN6K14," "); NEXT. RETURN

1840 GOSU6i820:PRINT850, "MODIFYING ";

1850 GOSU82818.IFHK"A"0Rr»>"H"THEN&OT01858

1868 X=VAL(CHRKASC<K$)-16)) PRINT9U4, W;

1878 rt$=INKEYf:IFH»<"l"ORN$>"8*THENGOT0187e

1888 Y=VAL<M$) PRINTM16.M*;" = ";

1898 rW=INKEY* IFM$="C"ORH*= ,P"0RW="E"THENSl*=r»PRINT812e,H»;EL?E'iOTO1898

1988 N*=INKEY* IFM»=•S"OTW="P"0RH»=•N"0IW="eOR^»="R"0RH»="0"C•RM»= ,,

^ "THENV$=Mt

'PRlhT*122,M$;ELiEOOT01

1918 IFV*="P"THENV1=2

1920 1FV$=
,N"THENV1=4

1938 IFV»="8"THENV1=5
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Here's the KEY
to your Apple®!

Pfogfomm»r i

Hondbook

Computer
Station's

Programmers
) Handbook

for the
Apple®

Retail Price

29.95

Indexed Looseleaf notebook (7 1 2" x 9")

containing all the reference material found in our

popular Programmers Guide to the Apple II

'

Plus . . .

• Applesoft ' & Integer

• CP M Digital

Research. Inc.

• Basic 80 Microsoft

• 6502 Assembly Language
• DOS 3.3

• DOS Tool Kit

• Monitor

Including Command References for

Applewrlter" • Macro-Seed

Visicalc' Personal Software

Hardware Configurations &
Software Commands for

Spinwriter

PaperTiger

• Sllentype

• Special ROMs

Two diskette p<>< kets in front & back Notebook

format allows mal comments A

must for every Apple" owner Available from your

,il Apple ' Dealer or from

Computer Station
11610 Page Service Dr.

St. Louis, MO. 63141
(314)432-7019

: order will incur a $2.00 shipping/handling

charye plus sales tax where applicable

Apple. Apple II and Applesoft are the reqUlered trademark* of

Apple Computet. Ini

conrputs'

\ '?ZZ?~~1- ^^S^ DECEMBER
\2£~^^--2-^ SPECIAL

FREE BLANK
DISK WITH
EVERY $50
PURCHASE

SELLS SOFTWARE
FOR

APPLE*, TRS-M^
ACORN, VERSA, NIBBLE, ADVENTURE INT'L, MI-
CROSOFT, USA, SYNERGISTIC, ON-LINE, QUALITY,
SENTIENT, BUDGECO, IDSI, MICRO CO-OP, SIRIUS,
HAYDEN, EDUWARE, SUB-LOGIC, CONTINENTAL,
BIG-FIVE, EPYX, APPARAT, CENTRAL POINT, STRA-
TEGIC, PERSONAL, MUSE, TG PRODUCTS, CAVA-
LIER, BRODERBUND, MICRO LAB.

—SAMPLE DISCOUNTS—
COPY II PLUS 39.95 now 32.95

NEWDOS PLUS 2.0 149.95 now 129.95

APPLE PANIC 29.95 now 25.95

ATTACK FORCE 19.95 now 16.95

VISICALC 3.3 199.95 now 159.00

ZORK 39.95 now 34.95

EXPEDITER II 99.95 now S4.95
SUPERSCRIBE 129.95 now 110.50

RASTER BLASTER 29.95 now 25.95
SUPERTEXT II 150.00 now 126.00

HELLFIRE WARRIOR 39.95 now 32.95

DUEL-NDROIDS 20.95 now 17.95

PROGRAM LINE EDITOR 40.00 now 32.95

POOL 1.5 34.95 now 28.95
HOME MONEY MINDER 34.95 now 28.95

EPOCH 34.95 now 28.95

We Pay Shipping — Big Discounts
Visa/Mastercharge/C. O. D.

All Programs Shipped From Stock

Call or Write for Free Catalog:

COMPUTERTUTOR
(503) 895-3388 83242N pac hwy

CRESWELL, OR 97426
'Reg. TM Apple Computers
tReg. TM Tandy Corp. J
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Chess, continued...

B4.B9 TS of player "to" square

move
B5 en passant flag

B8 level of play

D player "input legal" flag

E.Q.R.U selected computer move
F! highest "move value' so far

H.M.N.W TS of computer move
S "safe move" flag

T piece player may take

VI numeric value of promoted
pawn

CLS in line 40 is a computer move timer

which can be turned on, if a timeS func-

tion is available, by setting CL$="Y."

Limitations

Castling and capturing en passant

although used only by the player, are not

checked by the computer in order to

speed up play.

The player may promote pawns to any
piece except the king, the computer
always promotes to a queen.

Suggested Improvements
A table of standard openings could be

used and the board positions compared
against it: when a variation is found, a

jump to lookahead would be made.
More incentives could be given to

pawns to get to the last rank.

To make the computer generate more
than three moves ahead the lookahead/
protect/evaluate routines could be nested

with similar one— but note that playing

time more than doubles for each level. Q

1948 IFV*="R"THENV1=7

1950 IFV*="Q"THENV1=9

I960 IFV*="K"THENV1=99

1970 IFVJ^S'THENVl*!

1980 IFSl*="C"ANDV101THENVi=-Vi

1990 A(X,Y)=Vl:IFSi*="E"THENA<X,Y>=l

2006 GOSUB910 GOTO1840

2910l1*=IHKFA,$:IFnM"HnHENQO9JB2030:(jOTO2010:ELSEIFn*="Z"THENGOSUei83e

:PRINT850,STRING*(14," "); :GOSUB980:EL3ERETURN

2820 IFCL*="Y"THENPRINT8306, "START ";R1GHT$(TIME$,8>; : GOTO188ELSEGOTO100

2830 FORMT08 : F0RK=1T08 : K*=STR*<K> : PRINT86< J, K), CHR*<J+64); RIGHTKK*, 1); : NEXT : NEXT : RETURN

2848 GOSUBi838:PRINT850. "LEVEL=";B8!; ' "; :PRINT8114, "CHANGE LEVELS?";

2850 C$=INKEV«:IFC$="N"THENQOTO2099ELSEIFC$="V»THENPR1NT857,STRING$(7." ");

:GOSUB183e:ELSEGOTG2050

2860 L1*=INKEV$.IFL1»=""THENGOTO2068ELSEIFL1*>="0"ANDL1*<="9"THENI:IRINT857,L1*; :ELSEGOTO2068

2878 L2$=INKEV«: IFL2*=""THEN2878ELSEIFL2*<"0"ORL2»>"9"THENL2*=Ll*:Li$='0"

2880 68 ! =VAL(Li»>*10+VAL(L2*> : B7 ' =88 ! /2 ; PRINTW7, Lit, L2*;

2890GOSUei830:PRINT850,STRlN6»(14." ">;: PRINTOUT "MOVE ',6$. RETURN

2188 REM *** PROMOTION ROUTINE

2118 PRINTW78, "P, N, B, R, ";

2120 Z*=INKEY$:IFZt="P"THENB(A,6>=2:G0T02i88

2138 IFZ$="N"THENA(A,B)=4:G0T02188

2140 IFZ*="B"THENA(A, B>=5 G0T0218W

2150 IFZ$="R"THENA(A,B)=7:G0T02188

2160 IFZ*='Q"THENA(A.B)=9:G0T02188

2178 G0T02128

ase RETURN

2190 IFCL*="Y"THENPRINT$2?0, "STOP ",RIGHT$<TIME».8>;

2208 PRINT8560, "HIT 'P' TO PLAY"; PRINT8624, "OR 'B' FOR BASIC";

2210 A*=INKEV* : lFA$=""THENGOTO2210ELSEIFAt="B"THENCLS EN0ELSEIFA*="P"THENRIJNEISEG0T02218

2220 CLS PRINT"! USE L1ST TO. INSURE PGM LOADED RIGHT. THE LAST LINE IS 65529
'

2230 PRINT"2

2240 PRINT"!

2250 PRINT"

2260 PRINT"

2270 PRINT"

2280 PRINT"

2298 PRINT"

2300 PRINT"

2310 PRINT"

2320 PRINT"

2330 PRINT"

2340 PRINT"

ALSO NOTE MEMORY SIZE AS A DOUBLE CHECK
"

SPECIAL COMMANDS DURING PLAYER'S MOVE ARE"

TYPE 'N' - TO NUMBER THE eOARD
"

- TO CASTLE KING SIDE "

- TO CASTLE QUEEN SIDE
"

- TO EXHANGE PIECES AND LET THE COMPUTER

TO LET THE COMPUTER PLAY BY ITSELF
"

TO MODIFY THE BOARD ENTER THE SQUARE FOLLOWED BY

C. P. OR E FOR COMPUTER. PLAYER. OR EMPTY"

ANDS,P.N,B,R,Q,K FOP SQUARE. PAWN. ETC.

"

'V - TO ESCAPE MODIFY AND LET THE COMPUTER HOVE
"

TO GET INSTRUCTIONS AGAIN '

TO LOOK AT OR CHANGE LEVEL OF PLAY"

'Q'

'X'

'S'

'M'

'V

'I'2350 PRINT"

2360 REMPRINT'4 TO PROMOTE TO P,N,B,R,Q ENTER THE LETTER WHEN PROMPTED
"

2370 INPUT'HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE"; EN* PR INT

2380 PRINT"4 TO PROMOTE TO P,N,B.R,Q ENTER THE LETTER HHEN PROMPTED.

"

2390 PRINT"5. TO CAPTURE 'EN PASSANT' SPECIFY THE 'FROM' - 'TO' SQUARES.

"

2480 PRINT"6. LEVELS OF PLAY ARE FROM 81 TO 24.

"

2410 PRINT"?. COMPUTER ASSUMES MATE IF KING IS LEFT IN CHECK

SO BE SURE TO HATCH FOR THE CHECK MSG
"

2420 PRINT"8. IF A MOVE IS ILLEGAL OR AN ENTRY ERROR IS MADE

SIMPLY TYPE IN A NEW MOVE. A MOVE MAY BE

STARTED OVER BY FORCING AN ERROR. (E. G. "9").

2430 PRINT"9. IF <BREAK> IS HIT DURING THE GAME. TYPE 'GOSUB900CONT' TO"

2435 PRINT' DRAU BOARD AND CONTINUE.
"

2448 PRINT"10. YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF WHITE OR BLACK, THE COMPUTER

WILL ALWAYS BE AT THE TOP OF THE SCREEN
'

2450 PRINT : PRINT INPUT'HIT ENTER TO CONTINUE GAME"; EN*

2468 RETURN

2468 I=-I GOSUB2490 GOSUB900 RETURN

2490 L=e:F0RJ=lT08:F0RK=lT08:L=L+l IFA(J.K)01THENC(L)=-fl(J,K) ELSEC(L)=A(J,K)

2508 NEXT: NEXT

2519 L=65 F0RMT08 : F0RK=1T08 : L=L-1 : A( J, K)=C(L) : NEXT : NEXT

2528 RETURN

65529 END
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NEVADA

- <:

\

I>149*>
f DISKETTE AMD MANUAL /
• Uses CP/M or MP/M operat-
ing system to work with TRS-80.
Apple's with sortcard. North Star,

Superbrain, Micropolis, and
many other microcomputers.
Needs a minimum of 16K of

RAM. Uses single density 8
or 5' 4 diskette.

o
EUJS COMPUTING

BOO 41st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

Edition II of Nevada COBOL,
subset ol ANSI-74. features:

Copy statement for library handling

CALL. USING. CANCEL.
PERFORM. ..THRU. TIMES...

UNTIL. . . Paragraph or section names
•IF. .NEXT SENTENCE. ..ELSE...

NEXT SENTENCE ANO/OR
= NOT.

•GO TO. ..DEPENDING ON.

• Unique easily understood diagnostic

error messages.

• Interactive ACCEPT/DISPLAY
• RELATIVE (random) access tiles

• Sequential files both fixed and

variable length.

• DISPLAY. 16-bit binary or packed

decimal (COMP-3) data types with

up to 18-digit accuracy

• INSPECT. TALLYING... REPLACING.
• ADD. SUBTRACT. MULTIPLY.

DIVIDE. GIVING. ROUNDED. ON
SIZE ERROR

• Generates optimized 6080 machine

language at up to 500 statements

kper minute

®

WE WELCOME C.O.O's

(415) 751-1522.
CP M MP M and IRS BO are registered TM s of Digital Research and Tandy Corporation
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HI-FI ADAPTOR FOR THE APPLE

Connect your Apple to your stereo or "hi-fi.

Game sounds become exciting. Create your
own computer music inexpensively.

a Protects your Apple - Circuit isolates Apple's output
and power supply from your external amplifier.

a Switchable - Choose between external amp or Apple's

speaker.

Standard Phono-Pin Output Jack

Adjustable output level.

Easily mounts inside Apple's case-all plug-in connec-

tions. No soldering or modifications necessary.

Send $25.00 to:

HAPP ELECTRONICS, INC.
4640 ISLAND VIEW, OSHKOSH, Wl 54901

PHONE: (414)231-5128

Wisconsin Residents add 4% Sales Tax
Apple is a trade mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Do
Computer

Enthusiasts

Have

More

Fun?

The Colossal Computer Cartoon Book

The best collection of computer cartoons ever is now in

its second printing, and sports a bright new cover. The
fifteen chapters contain hundreds of cartoons about
robots, computer dating, computers in the office, home,
and lab, and much more. 36 cartoonists share their views of

man's ultimate machine.

Keep this book with your reference works. When
needed, the right cartoon can say it all for you. When you
need a break from debugging a good laugh can give you a

welcome lift. Recommended for hours of fun and comic
insight.

Edited by David Ahl, mastermind behind the April Fool's

issue of Dr. Kilobyte's Creative Popular Personal Re-

creational Micro Computer Data Interface World Journal,

this cartoon book contains much of that same incurable

zaniness. [Want this issue? It's April 1980 and only $2.50

postpaid].

^V

me
Colossal
Computer
Cartoon
Book

by David H. am

DECEMBER 1981

A large 8 . x 11" softbound collection of 120 pages, it still sells for only $4.95. (6C).
CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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How to Solve It— With the Computer

lUtfcmrttal Start*

Donald T. Piele

"No branch of number theory is more saturated with

mystery- and elegance than the study of prime numbers:

those exasperating, unruly integers that refuse to be divided

evenly by any integers except themselves and 1.
"

—Martin Gardner

Problems dealing with the study of numbers are often very

good problems for students to investigate with a computer.

They tend to be easy to state and to understand, and the

resulting computer algorithms are "short and sweet." As a

bonus, they can dramatically illustrate the difference in efficiency

between two different computer algorithms. A classic example

can be found in the study of prime numbers.

Prime numbers are those positive integers— 2. 3. 5. 7. II.

and so on — which cannot be represented by multiplying two

smaller numbers. The remaining positive integers, those that

can be so represented— 4. 6. H. 9. 12 and so on.— are called

composite numbers. The primes are scattered along the positive

integer line in a way that has frustrated all attempts at a

complete description. Euclid proved that there is an unending

supply of prime numbers, but. to this day. no one has been

able to find a pattern which explains how they are laid out.

What is the 100th prime? To find out you must generate all 99

primes before it.

Five problems will be discussed this month which deal with

the generation and study of prime and related numbers: after

each discussion, a problem is posed for the student to solve.

Solutions will appear next month.

Prime Factorization

Every positive integer other than 1 can be factored into

prime factors in exactly one way. For example.

6=2x3
12 = 2 x 2 x 3

15 =3x5
What procedure will produce a unique prime factorization

for any positive integer?

Donald I. Piele, Department oi Mathematics, Universit) ol Wisconsin-

Parkside. Kenosha. Wl 53141.

The Algorithm

To find the prime factorization of a number N. divide it

first by 2. If N/2 = INT(N/2). then 2 divides N evenly and we
have N = 2 x M. where M is an integer. Next we can use the

same test on M to see if it has 2 as a divisor. If so then N = 2 x

2 x K. where K is an integer. We continue extracting factors

of two until division by 2 no longer gives an integer. Thus N =
2' x L where r is the largest power of 2 that divides N evenly.

We then switch to 3 and find all the divisors of 3 by the same
procedure. Thus N = 2

r
x 3

s
x where s is the largest

power of 3 that divides N evenly. Continue in this manner
until N has been completely factored in its unique prime

factorization.

The Problem: Prime Factorization

Write a computer program that asks the user to input an

integer greater than 1 and which then generates and prints

out its unique prime factorization.

Prime Numbers
A traditional way of generating the prime numbers is to

print 2 (since it is the only even prime) and then begin testing

the odd numbers starting with 3 and rejecting every one that

is found to be composite.

In checking whether an odd number N is composite it is

only necessary to divide by the odd numbers (why?) less than

or equal to the square root of N. For example, to test whether

99 is a prime it is only necessary to test whether 99/1 =
INTI99/I) for 1=3.5.7.9. The reason for this is simple: If 99 =
N x M. then N or M must be less than or equal to the square

root of 99.

Actually, it is not necessary to make the test for 1=9 since

(he test would have failed already for 1=3. but this requires

that one know that 9 is not prime, and this information can
only be known by keeping a list of the primes as they are

tested. This can be done with a slight modification of the

same algorithm.

The Algorithm

To test whether N is prime (N>2). check whether N is

evenly divisible by an odd number from 3 up to the square

root of N. If it is not. then it is prime. Alternatively, if one
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ProgMmdeSi6
nea by W,Uam V. Rob,nson

Creates,

Edits,

Formats.

tt\\\\\W*W ^

Textnizard transformsAtari intoa
powerfully seriousword processor.

Textwizard™ is no kids game. It's a sophisticated

and complete word processing program for the

"Atari 800 computer.

Here is instant control over the creation, editing

and formating of any writing. Insert words. Replace

phrases. Delete sentences. Move paragraphs. Auto-

matically repositions surrounding text. Textwizard™
does it all with over 50 simple commands.

On your command, Textwizard'" will search out

and correct mistakes throughout your document.
And it protects you from common operating errors

by warning you before you make them.

Textwizard 1" will print out as many original

"copies" as you need. In boldface, elongated or con-

densed lettering, upper or lowercase, with propor-

tional spacing. And you can store your work on a

diskette.

So, whether you write legal briefs, computer
programs, or The Great American novel, Textwizard 1

can make your work easier. And though it's no toy,

it's fun to use.

At $99.95, you don't have to write a best-seller

to afford Textwizard.™ Textwizard™ is another of the

many creative products from Datasoft.

~~ V~

—

-1/ <~<~>MDI ITPD Qr-)FT\A/AI

IM

VS=^ COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Software for people who aren't easy to please.

19519 Business Center Drive/ Northridge, California 91324/(213) 701-5161

Check your local software dealer or
Send check or money order with $2.00 postage/handling. California residents, add 6% sales tax.

•Textwizard will perform on a 32K system with one or more disc drives It is compatible with the Atari*825, Centronics* 737 and Epson* MX-80 printers
"'Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Computers Inc.
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Mathematical Sieves, continued...

keeps a list of the primes as they are generated, it is sufficient

to check whether N is divisible by any previous prime less

than or equal to the square root of N.

The Problem: Prime Numbers
Write a program that uses the above algorithm to generate

all the prime numbers between 2 and 1000. Write two versions

of the program—one which uses the previous primes as divisors

and one that does not. Compare their speeds.

The Sieve of Eratosthenes

Over 2000 years ago an Alexandrian geographer-astronomer

and friend of Archimedes named Eratosthenes discovered a

very simple procedure for listing the prime numbers that is

still used today. It is a much faster procedure than the one

described above and remains in basically the same form as

one of the most popular computer algorithms for the generation

of primes.

The Algorithm

The algorithm is called the Sieve because the composite

numbers are sifted out and the prime numbers are the only

ones left. It is very easy to describe: Begin by writing down
the positive integers beginning with 2. 3, 4. 5. 6 and so on.

Select the number 2— the first available number— and cross

out all multiples of 2 (the even numbers 4. 6. 8...) from the list.

Now select the next available number— in this case 3—and
cross out all multiples of 3 (6. 9. 12. 15....). (Some of the

numbers have already been crossed out from the previous

step.)

Repeat this procedure for the next available number, 5,

and eliminate its multiples; then the multiples of 7. and so on.

The numbers that are not crossed out are the prime numbers.

It is interesting to note that the first new number that is

eliminated by 3 is 9. by 5 is 25. and by 7 is 49. All lower

multiples have already been eliminated (why.'). Table 1 shows

what is left after three passes through the numbers from 2 to

25. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Over 2000 years ago

an Alexandrian
geographer-astronomer and
friend ofArchimedes named

Eratosthenes discovered a very

simple procedure for listing the

prime numbers that is

still used today.

The Problem: The Sieve of Eratosthenes

Write a computer program that uses the Sieve of Eratosthenes

to generate the prime numbers between 2 and 1000. Time the

program and compare it with the previous programs for

generating primes.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2523579 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25
Tablet. 23 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25

23 5 7 11 13 17 19 23

OVER 75 TRS-80 PROGRAMS ON TAPE
EACH YEAR...

For the MODEL I III:

Ol' Ebenezer Goad wiped his glasses off — and grabbed for his

gold pouch ! With CLOAD Magazine, he could use and enjoy

his computer for the price of a turkey with stuffing! And he could

send Bob home early, since the programs did not have to be

typed in!

He now gets a 30 minute tape each month with 7 or more
practical, tutorial, utility, and game programs to CLOAO and
run. While he CLOADs the programs, he reads the editor's

babblings that come with each tape.

Don't let ghostly images cloud your TRS'80's screen. Get a

subscription to CLOAD Magazine!

The Fine Print: The Bottom Line:

Issues are sent First Class Mail. I year |12 issues) S42.00

All issues from Oct. 78 on available — 6 months |6 issues) S23 00

ask for list (24 Level I issues also) Single copies —
Programs are for I6K Level II. I6K Back issues . $$4.50

Model III. and occasionally for disks. Good Games #1 $12.00

Calif residents add 6% to single Adventures #1 SI 3.00

copies and anthologies. Overseas — Anthology #1 $10 00

add S10 to subscriptions. $5 to Anthology #2 $15 00

anthologies, and $1 to single copies. TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

Sent AO rate MasterCard/Visa/Gold also welcome
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CLOAD """SSf
PO Box 1448 Santa Barbara. CA 93 102

I805J 962-627I
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A one-hour LP record of eight synthesizers may
change your views about computer music forever

Binary Beatles
by David Ahl

Computer music. Who needs it? It's mostly
boring beep, beep, beeps or wildly modern
stuff. It's certainly nothing you'd want to

listen to more than once. That's what I thought
about computer music and most of my friends

agreed.
In 1978 I entered Yankee Doodle Dandy

into my Software Technology system just

to be different. Dick Moberg heard of it and
asked me to perform in the Philadelphia
Computer Music Festival. I agreed expecting
to be the only one with something out of

the ordinary. I was wrong.

Computer Accompanist

Nine individuals and groups performed
in the festival. There were the usual Bach
pieces but even they were different. Gooitzen

van der Wal performed the last movement
of the 2nd Bach Suite in a unique way. He
played the flute solo while using the computer
as accompaniment.
Then Dorothy Siegel did the same thing,

playing the clarinet solo part of Wanhat's
Sonata in b flat. The audience went wild.

Hal Chamberlin played Bach's Tocatta

and Fugue in d minor. But also with a differ-

ence. He used a large computer before

hand to "compute'' the waveform of every

instrument playing every note. It took one
hour of computation time for each two min-
utes of playback time. The result could hardly

be distinguished from the organ in the
Hapsburg Cathedral.

Don Schertz had a home brewed synthe-
sizer truly mounted on a breadboard that

allowed him to control 25 parameters of

each note. It produced spectacular sounds
in his arrangement of Red Wing.

Singing Computer

In 1962, OH Van Lenten at Bell Labora-
tories produced the first talking computer.
Bell engineers taught it to recite the soliloquy

from Hamlet. Then they went one step further

and taught it to sing Daisy both alone and
accompanied by another computer. This

was also performed at the festival.

Yes. the Beatles were represented. Andrew
Molda played Hey Jude on his COSMAC
VIP system with a program called PIN-8

(Play it Now).

Superb Quality Recording

All these pieces and twelve others were
recorded with broadcast quality equipment.
Because of audience noise, eight were re-

recorded later in a studio. We then took
these tapes to Tru-Tone, a top recording

studio and cut a lacquer master. It was a
long session since the recording engineers
insisted upon analyzing the sound from every
source and setting up the equilization curves
accordingly. It took over 1 2 hours to produce
a one-hour lacquer master.

Finished recordings were then pressed
on top-quality vinyl and inserted into liners

and record jackets. These were then shrink
wrapped in plastic for maximum protection.

We guaranteee that every LP record is free
from defects or we will replace it free of

charge.
The extensive descriptions of each of the

eight synthesizers and the festival would
not all fit on the jacket so we've included an
extra sheet with each record. This entire

package is mailed in a protective corrugated
package to insure that it reaches you in

mint condition. The cost is a modest $6 00
postpaid in the US and $7 00 foreign Send
order with payment or Visa, MasterCard or
American Express number to Creative Com-
puting, Morris Plains. NJ 07950.

This 12 LP record of the Philadelphia

Computer Music Festival contains one hour
of eight computer music synthesizers that

you II listen to over and over again Order
one today!

creative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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1

. . . FOR UNDER $0.75 (that's SIX BITS) APIECE!
For the COLOR COMPUTER:
You just spent your vacation money on the Extended
BASIC Color Computer, and now you want to buy
software!!!???

Don't skip meals — get CHROMASETTE Magazine! Each

month your computer will get a balanced diet of 6 or

more programs on cassette (just load and run!). Along

with the tape comes some notes on the programs, along

with tidbits on the Color Computer world.

The Fine Print:

Issues are sent First Class Mail.

All issues from July 81 on available — ask for list.

Programs are for the Extended BASIC model only.

Calif, residents add 6% to single copes. Overseas —
add $10 to subscriptions, add $1 to single copies.

Sent AO rate.

MasterCard/Visa welcome!
Chromasette Magazine

- for those who relish every byte (that pun even hurt me).

Chromasette Magazine
PO. Box 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93102

(805)963-1066
CIRCLE 1 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Bottom Line:

1 year (12 issues) $45.00
6 months (6 issues) $25.00
Single copies $5.00
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Mathematical Sieves, continue

Table 2.

2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
2 4 5 7 9 10 12 15 16 17 19 21 22 25

2 4 5 9 10 12 15 16 19 22 25

2 4 5 9 10 12 16 19 22

Gauss was able to guess one
of the most celebrated facts

about primes.

Table 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1 2 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25

1 3 7 9 13 15 19 21 25

1 3 7 9 13 15 21 25

Random Sieves

An examination of the Sieve of Eratosthenes shows that

the fraction of the integers eliminated by each sieving number
is its own reciprocal. Thus. 2 sieves out half of the remaining

numbers while 3 sieves out one-third, and 5 sieves out one
fifth. This is done, of course, in a very deterministic way.

David Hawkins |2| wondered what kind of numbers would be

left if the integers were eliminated in a random fashion. Here
is how his procedure works.

The Algorithm

Begin as in the Sieve of Eratosthenes with the consecutive

integers 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 and so on. Again pick 2 as the first sieving

number. Now instead of crossing out every other number (4.

6. 8 and so on) begin going down the list of integers after 2

and flip a fair coin to determine whether to "keep it" or "cross

it out." In this way you will expect to eliminate half of the

numbers, but in a random fashion.

The major difference here over the Sieve of Eratosthenes

is that you won't know which ones will remain as we did

before. The next step is to take the next remaining number
that has not been crossed out — say it was 4— as your next

sieving number. Now use a coin that comes up "cross it out"

l/4th of the time and lands on "keep it" 3/4ths of the time.

Flip the coin for each remaining number that follows 4 and
follow the "keep it" or "cross it out" instructions. This time

we can expect to remove 1 /4th of the remaining numbers.
Proceed in the same fashion with the remaining numbers.
The integers that are left by this process are called "random
primes." Table 2 shows a typical random series after three

passes through the numbers 2 to 25.

The Problem: Random Primes

Write a program that uses the above algorithm to generate

a set of random primes between 2 and 1000.

Lucky Numbers
Stanislaw M. Ulam is a distinquished contemporary mathe-

matician who has had a life-long love affair with problem
solving. His interest in problems in both modern and classical

mathematics spans nearly all fields of mathematics. He wrote

a book. Problems In Modern Mathematics |3|, which is filled

with a wide variety of mostly unsolved problems that he

collected in the years 1936-1959.

As a prominent member of the team of mathematicians at

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories during and after World
War II. Ulam was one of the pioneers in the use of computers
as an aid in the search for mathematical conjectures.

One of the problems in his book deals with the properties

of a subset of the positive integers called Lucky Numbers.
They are generated by using a variation of the Sieve of

Eratosthenes.

The Algorithm

Begin with the sequence of all integers 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 and so

on. and strike out every second number (i.e. all the even

numbers). The first number remaining (apart from 1. which is

not counted) is 3. Now strikeout every third integer. counting

only the remaining ones (i.e. strike out 5. 11. 17. etc.).

In the remaining sequence the first number not used before

is 7. Strike out every seventh number, counting again only

from the remaining ones. This will eliminate 19. etc. This

process is repeated.

The numbers that remain are called Lucky Numbers. Table

3 shows what is left after three passes through the numbers
from 2 to 25.

The Problem: Lucky Numbers
Write a program that will generate the Lucky Numbers

between 1 and KXK). The first 10 Lucky Numbers are 1. 3. 7.

9. 13. 15. 21.25. 31. and 33.

The Prime Number Theorem
Karl Friedrich Gauss, an eighteenth century German mathe-

matician, ranks as one of the greatest problem solvers of all

time. Much of his success in the field of number theory can

be attributed to his interest in examining special cases in

which he would often build up long lists of numbers and
examine their properties. From one such table Gauss was
able to guess one of the most celebrated facts about primes—The
Prime Number Theorem.
The theorem tells us how many primes we can expect to

find in our list of primes up to any specified number N. It

states that there are about N/log(N) primes before N. The
approximation becomes more precise as the value of N
grows.

The random primes and Lucky Numbers have been shown
to have the same density. Thus, if you count up the Lucky
Numbers or the random primes that appear before N you can

expect to find approximately N/log(N). This result is not

completely surprising given the similarity in the way these

numbers are generated using the sieve.

The Problem: The Prime Number Theorem
Write a program that will construct a table of the number

of prime numbers, random primes, and Lucky Numbers that

appear before N for N=100. 200. 300...1000. and compare
this number with the N/log(N) value predicted by the Prime
Number Theorem.

The Fastest Prime Number Generator
In a class on computer problem solving. I invited students

to create a program that would generate the primes between
2 and 1000 in the fastest way possible. Everyone, it seems, has

a prime generating program, but many of them— including

text book programs— are terribly slow. The best solution
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RAM
For ATARI

Get the most from your ATARI 400.
Memory expansion to a full 48K is now
possible with our 48K Board. Expand
your ATARI 800 with our 32K Board.

48K Board $299
32K Board $199

INTEC
Suite* 111

3387 Del Rosa Ave. North
San Bernardino, CA 92404

(714) 864-5269
CA residents add 6 percent tax

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.
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V >

NorthStar^
HORIZON II COMPUTERS

Shop around find your best price then call

us COLLECT*we'll match the price plus

ship it direct to you by A R

ABSOLUTELY FREE!*

WORRY FREE WARRANTY - This

is our third year with North Star with a

reputation of only the finest service (call

North Star for a reference) all repairs are

handled through our store service center.

* CONTINENTAL U.S. ONLY

LONG ISLAND
COMPUTER GENERAL STORE
3 ATLAtgTIC AVE LYNBROOK NEW YORK 11563

(516)887-1500
CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing
the total

job costing
program

Now you can effectively manage
dozens of jobs simultaneously with
accuracy and confidence. You'll be
able to plan, track and report every
cost on every job — from start to

finish. Detailed in-progress job
reports allow you to zero in on
problems and eliminate them —
before they cut into profits.
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MIX X

Job Cost Ledger
• Automatically posts income and expense for each job.

• Gives listing for budgeted expense and income.
• Compares budget amount to actual expense.
• Provides percentage differential between budget amount
and actual expense.

• Calls out problem areas with a special "arrowhead."

Financial Statements
To obtain a complete set of financial statements, the

Contractor's Job Cost Program generates an in-depth, up-to-
date report in less than an hour instead of days needed using
a manual system. This saves time . . . and time is money for

contractors.
• Automatic balance sheets.
• Automatic income statements.
• Automatic accounts receivable journal.

• Automatic accounts payable journal.

• Vendor cheque writer system
• For the Apple 11+ with 48K memory.

Series I .

Series II

$119500
$1795»o

KLEINHAMMER BUSINESS SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1065. Morro Bay. CA 93442 805/772-2766
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Mathematical Sieves, continued...

from the class was remarkably simple and efficient. The
algorithm has only 10 Basic statements. We timed it on a

variety of microcomputers to see how long it would take to

print the primes out to the screen. Here are our results:

Microcomputer

TRS-80 Level II

Atari

TRS-80 Color Computer
PET CBM
Apple II (Applesoft)

North Star Basic

MBasic/ CP/M

Time (Seconds)

II

10

10

9

8

5

5

The conditions under which the algorithm was tested were

as follows:

1) The program was written entirely in Basic with no
machine language calls.

2) The even prime (2) was not tested for. but simply printed

out. All the remaining odd primes were generated and printed

to the screen by the algorithm.

3) The timing was done by typing RUN and starting a stop

watch with the press of the Return key. The output to the

screen was observed and the timing stopped when the last

prime (997) appeared and the program ended.

It would be interesting to see if anyone can write a faster

prime generating program. Use the chart above as a guide for

comparing the speed of your algorithm with ours. Our algorithm

will appear next month and yours will appear in a later issue if

you can beat it. Good Luck!

Solutions To Last Month's Problems

How to deal safely with extracting digits from whole numbers

was the major theme of last month's article. For example, to

isolate the digits in the number 53 one often sees the following

technique:

TENS = INTI53/10)

UNITS = 53 - 10*TENS
This may work fine for two digit numbers, but try isolating all

the digits in a four or five digit number this way. You will

often find yourself falling into the roundoff trap.

Even authors of text books fall into this trap occasionally.

A recent book on problem solving with the computer stated

that there are no 4-digit Armstrong numbers. The algorithm

that the author used to extract the digits must have been

prone to roundoff errors for 4-digit numbers. The truth is

there are three 4-digit Armstrong numbers, as the third program

listed below shows. If you use the techniques employed below

for extracting digits from numbers, you will avoid falling into

the roundoff trap.

The solutions beginning on page 294 were written in Micro-

soft MBasic (Rev. 4.51 - 1977). The same programs will run

under Applesoft Basic if the indicated extra statements are

deleted.

References

1 1 Gardner, Martin. Martin Gardner's Sixth Book of Mathe-
matical Games from Scientific American. San Francisco:

W.H. Freeman and Co. 1971. p. 79.

2| Hawkins. David. "Mathematical Sieves". Scientific American,
Dec. 1958, p. 105-112.

3| Ulam. S.M.. Problems In Modern Mathematics. New York:
Wiley 1960. p. 120-121.

Six utility routines designed to make using your

APPLE easier.

Not just a copy program, the new Locksmith also

has these utilities added:

1 . Surface Analysis - Tests for questionable media

don't trust valuable data to untested diskettes.

2 Disk Speed - To assist in fine tuning your drives

includes diagrams to help you do it yourself.

3. Bulk Erase - Degausses your diskettes before

reusing so no stray data is leftover.

4. Quick Scan - Check for unreliable data find used

and unused tracks.

5 Nibble Editor - To fix and edit raw disk data

useful when a disk crashes.

INTRODUCING
LOCKSMITH 4.0

And Locksmith 4.0 is the most reliable copy

program available for the APPLE computer at any

price.

See your local dealer or . . . Mastercard or VISA
users call TOLL FREE 1- 800-8352246 Or send

$99.95. Illinois residents add $6.00 sales tax. (current

owners should have received a letter regarding our

simple update procedure)

Another Quality Product from

Omega MicroWarc, Inc.
(formerly Omega Software Products, Inc.)

222 So. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606

Phone 312 648 1944

*1981 Omega MicroWare, Inc.

Appk' is .i r<<|islt-r,-<l Iradmwril >< Apple CiKnpulvr. Inc
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BATCH UPDATE/DELETE

Update Files - (Transaction is #1)
Files are: 1-B:TRANSACT 2-B:CUST0MER 3-B:INVNT0RY

Batch Update Calls
Call* Using: File#/Name - Fieldt/Name, Call: File#/Name - Field#/Name

1: 1 TRANSACT 1 CUSTOMER i 2 CUSTOMER 9 CUSTOMER *

"!l 1 TRANSACT 2 PART NUMBER 3 INVNTORY 1 PART NUMBER

PROCEDURE

1 If QUANTITY of (TRANSACT) EQ then . . .

SKIP
2

TOTAL PRICE of TRANSACT»QUANTITY of TRANSACT*SELLING EACH of INVNTORY
3

YEAR-TO-DATE of CUSTOMER-YEAR-TO-DATE of CUSTOMER+TOTAL PRICE of TRANSACT
I

ON-HAND of INVNTORY»ON-HAND of INVNTORY-QUANT ITY of TRANSACT

_a_ _sl

'lie Ultimate Application Development System
Nothing can compete with the brain when it comes to information

Itorage capacity and speed of data entry and recall — but we're

[forking at it.

Our SELECTOR-IV™ data base management system will let your
licrocomputer operate with the flexibility available (up to now) only

bn larger systems. You can create, maintain and report on files

Kmited in size only by your *CP/M™ compatible operating system or

iisk storage capacity.
I The basis of the power of SELECTOR-IV™ is our unique method
j>f cross-indexing the information in your files. You can immediately

call records by the contents of any piece of information required —
3m account numbers to ZIP codes to the date of your last audit. You

Ian update records, individually or all at once. You can create new,
pniquely, selected sub-files from existing ones (in the same or a

different format), and perform computations in the process. You can
define procedures to generate computed invoices, personalized

etters, or gummed labels with the information coming from several

liles at once, and invoke them whenever needed. You can add new
terns to a record definition and change or delete them at will.

We've come a long way since we released the first information
management system in microcomputers. We've listened to your
suggestions and incorporated the best of them. We've built screen
editing functions into the system which make operating the system as

convenient as possible. We've had SELECTOR-IVa™ documentation
produced by our experts emphasizing its use for the novice, the ap-
plications developer, as well as, the retailer. Our applications

specialists can provide you with a "turnkey" SELECTOR-IV™ system
customized for virtuallyany requirement.

rtt* ,With SELECTOR-IV™ and a,good
word processor program, chances
are you won't need any other software.

Look for SELECTOR-IV™ at

your local computer retailor, or call:

MICRO«AP

«• •

tlU ii • nqtmtni trad«Mik ol Digiul fUmrch

7033 Village Parkway
Dublin, CA 94566
Telephone (415) 828-6697
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A.N.A.LO.G. *°2££2m

SUPPORTING THE ATARI'
400* AND 800* COMPUTERS

'Practical Applications * Personal Finonc*

•Oom«s * Video Computer Upcfote

* Business ' Hardware Reviews

* Education * Program Printouts

* New Product Reviews * Contests

* Questions and Answers * Music

* Software Reviews * Classifieds

' Readers Comments * Tutorials

Subscribe Today!

S12.00 USA 1 year $20 00 Foreign Sample Iteue
(6 istues bi-monthly) (eurtace mail) $2.00

A.N.A.L.O.0.^00-800 Magazine
P.O. BOX 23, WORCESTER. MA 01611W (617) 892-3488

Mathematical Sieves, continue
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

10% Discount
APPLE ATARI TRS SO LM

Adventure Sanaa 81. 11 T AT AP Si7SSTepe

Conllict2SO0 T AT AP iSSOTape

Dealtimue 5000 T. AP n SSTape

EmpireotlrteOvermirtd T AT AP (31 50 Dak 27 00 Tape

Invadert from Spaca T only 13 45 Tape

Rescue at Riga' T AT AP It 95 Tape

Supef Script T only 26 95T.pe

Tawalai Lait Redoubt T (Taps)
AP(D«k)

%32 45 Disk 1 7 96 Tap*

Many more games, utilities, business, etc available

Duk and Ce««ette

Purchase by MO . Check (Allow 10 days to clear).

or COD
Add $1 00 Postage Per Order

(MD Add 5S Sales Tax)

For price eneet. write to:

Computer Software
PO BOX 59612 WALTER REED STATION

WASHINGTON DC 20012
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A ATARI
Aim 100 1M »10 00 1 1K SAM IS 00

•Un too 4IK isq oo Alan IM intnDce 176 00

Atari 110 [)s« 460 00 Alan »3i Modem 156 00

»Ur. 400 UK J/9 00 kVcraiatl tatic 72 00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGES
Base Unit. A850. A830. TeleLmk I

with 800: St 150 00 with 400: $7 10 00
PLUS FREE NOVATION SUPERMIK6'

The Bit Bucket is a company made up ot com
putei professionals We ate able to provide

low puces as well as technical support Give

us a call and lind out why we consider the

Atari the best home computer on the market

today You won't be disappointed

The Bit Bucket
.-' xm . Specializing in Atari Home Computers

V< p Bo. 365
•

. ,. . Newton Higniands MA 07161

f^_J (617)783 3144
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Sum of Hit-its Squared

10 PRINT "SUM OF DIGITS SQUARED"
20 PRINT "D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981"

30 PRINT
40 PRINT "This program mill find the sum of the digits squared"

50 PRINT "for any whole number N.

"

60 PRINT
70 INPUT "ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER : "IN*
80 FOR 1=1 TO LEN<N*>
90 D=VAL<MID»<N*, I. 1 ) ) D is the Ith Jiait

100 SUM = SUM + D»D
1 10 NEXT I

1 10 I RINT "THE SUM OF THE DIGITS SQUARED FOR "!N*;" IS" I SLIM

140 END

SUM OF DIGITS SQUARED
D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981

This program will find the sum of the digits squared
for any whole number N.

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER : 123456789
THE SUM OF THE DIGITS SQUARED FOR 123456789 IS 285

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER : 999999999
THE SUM OF THE DIGITS SQUARED FOR «999999 .

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER : 111111111
THE SUM OF THE DIGITS SQUARED FOR 111111111 IS 9

SumThe Digital

10 PRINT "

20 PRINT "

30 PRINT
40 PRINT "

50 PRINT "

60 PRINT "

70 PRINT "

80 PRINT "

90 PRINT
100 INPUT
no
120
130
135
140
150
160
170
180
185
190
200 PRINT
210 END

THE DIGITAL SUM"
D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981'

This program will add the digit* ••» • number"
and check whether the sum is a single dl

If not then the sum becomes the new number nr,

process is repeated until the sunt i

The final single digit sum is callvl tl.

10.

•ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER :

PRINT " "!N»!
L=LEN(N»)

IF L=l THEN
N=0
FOR 1=1 TO L

N=N+VAL(MID*(N«,
NEXT I

PRINT
N»=STR«(N>
N*=RIGHT*(N*,LEN(N»>-1

)

GOTO 110
' IS THE DIGITAL SUM."

:N*

I. 1 ))

Not needed in Apr-li

THE DIGITAL SUM
D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981

This program will add the divits oi * nuiabei
and check whether the sum is a single divit«
T r r...t then the sum becomes the new number and the
process is repeated until the sum
The final single digit sum it called tl il 'J">-

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER :

1 23456789
45
9 IS THE DIGITAL SUM.

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER I

999999999999999999999999999' •

9 IS THE DIGITAL SUM.

ENTER A WHOLE NUMBER : 88888888883S8S8888S88E"
88888888888888883838888838888888888
280
10
1 IS THE DIGITAL SUM.
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Armstrong Numbers

"ARMSTRONG NUMBERS"
"D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981

in PRINT
20 PRINT
30 PRINT
40 PRINT "An N-di?»it number is called an ArtTittr ons number "

i f the sum of the N-th power of each digit is "

etual to the number itself."
This program will find all N-di»tt Armstrong Numbers.

50 PRINT
' RINT

70 PRINT
80 PRINT
90 INPUT
100 :

110

1 4ii

150

1 70
180

230 END

"ENTER A VALUE FOR N :N

Not necessary in Applesoft

PRINT "THE" INI" DIOIT ARMSTRONG NUMBERS ARE
FOB 1 = 10' (N-l ) TO 10 N -1

I«-STR«(1)
I*-RI0HT*< I*.LEN( I»> 1

)

D=LEN( I*)
T-0

FOR X»l TO D
S=VAL<MID*< I*,X. 1 ) ) Pick off each digit
T=T + S N

NEXT X

IF ABSd-TX.l THEN PRINT I,

NEXT I

ARMSTRONG NUMi
D. PIELE JULY 24i 1

An N-digit number is called an Armstrong number
if the sum of the N-th power of each digit is
esual to the number itself*
This program will find all N-digit Armstrong Numbers.

ENTER A VALUE FOR N : 2
THE 2 DIGIT ARMSTRONG NUMBERS ARE :

ENTER A VALUE FOR N : 3
THE 3 DIGIT ARMSTRONG NUMBERS ARE
153 371

ENTER A VALUE FOR N : 4

THE 4 DIG11 ARMSTRONG NUMBERS ARE
8208 9474

407

Fast interactive debugging
of Applesoft™ programs

SOFT-STEP — a new easy-to-use debugger for the expert and beginner

alike. Some of its outstanding features:

STEP— single-step thru your programs

BREAK— set breakpoint at any line

LIST— I'st next line to be executed

TRACE— trace all or only chosen lines

EXAMINE— see the values of variables or memory
DEFINE—change values of variables or memory

Requires 32K APPLE (only 2.7 kbytes long) . No modification to your source pro-

gram needed. Fast Assembly language. $39.95. See your dealer today

LOOPHOLE™-,
fast. fun. hi-res action game for

two (your partner is not left

out) . You win by trapping your

opponent in your trail— if his

bullets don't get you. Play with

game paddles or keyboard com-
mands $29.95.

ACCU-SHAPES™ - the ultimate shape

building program. Shapes are constructed on the lores

screen with simple keyboard commands to unparalleled

accuracy. Save tables to disk. Add. delete, insert, edit.

move. etc.. at will. Construct on lores, view on hi-res.

Fast 8K Assembly language. 48K APPLE required

$39.95. See your dealer today.

APPLESOFT and APPLE are trademarks of Apple Computer

ACCENT
Software
3750 Wright Place
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415)856-6505

BPILOT
Why pay lor Educational Programs that don't

quite work the way you want 7 Write your own 1

Tailor lessons to your class or child s specific

needs You can with BPILOT. the easy to use
CAI language
BPILOT gives you the power and ease ot both
PILOT and BASIC You can intermix PILOT
and BASIC instructions in BPILOT programs
In addition, you get extra long labels to mark
instructions and the capability of Indirect

Matching Release 3 BPILOT now provides
Turtle Graphics capabilities for drawing
pictures Link capabilities lor larger than
memory programs, and expanded execute
indirect capabilities

BPILOT 3.0 is a Z80 assembly language
program (or the Model I TRS-80" . Level II

(16K-) or disk (32K-) Send $39 95 $2 00
S&H (Calif resd add 6% sales tax) Reference
manual alone $7 95 (credited toward future

purchase)
Apple II Plus" owners write direct lor

availability ol 6502 version

Computer Aided &
Managed Instruction

P O Box 2030
Your Computer Friend Goieia. CA 931 18

O^Ml
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ATARI 8001400
Users and Dealers
Our software is available now tor your computer including

Sing along with your ATARI and the
Music Composer Cartridge this
Christmas with the help of our
CHRISTMAS MUSIC files.
Words included 24K D •

Specify Set t or Set 2 16K I..;

MATHFAKS helps reinforce basic
math skills with the help of the
Votrax Type-NTalk and ATARI 850
Interface n <

Votrax Type-NTalk tor above with
RS 232 cable

Pleat* add *2 poaieae and handling in. each nam
MICMoan reakfenu add 4% tela* am

Computer's Voice
2370 ILLA DR. - DIPT. CC-12

FLINT. Ml. 48504
(313) 238 5585
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TRS-80 ' & ATARI *

ARCADE GAMES

•>

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

B 52 STRATEGIC BOMBER T
The Vietnam *ar rages on Pilot your B-52 tornber ovet

North Vietnam and unleash your 70 000 pound payWad
'fiis arcade game is

done enlirely *i graph*CS

CAR WARS
A T\jtii -player game Compete lo produce and

i

<

.HJiumoOi>» Cornet the market and knock out the

'"-ports Long live Cnrys*-'

F-1 5 DEATH PILOT
Prowt the skies on a search and destroy mission of Soviet

MlGs Turn your computer.' '

tighter ptane Fn, . fighter combat

KILLER SATELLITE
Wat m space Yr>,

s to destroy Sov*t ICBM the giobr >n

search ot American targets

NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST
The United States and the Soviel Uraon ni>r

result ot the Soviet mvas*on ot western Europe its a
nuclear nwhtmare when both stdes unleash the

arsenate After the mushroom clouds C l

the dead'

,

Only $ 1 3.95 ••ch . or $49 95 tor entire arcade series
Available on cassette or diskette Please specify

COMTRONIC SYSTEMS
PO Box 3325. Kent, WA 98031

CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD

£



Continental Adventures Presents
Three Adventures
And Two Games

For The Atari Computer Owners

The Talisman Of Power—A Search For
The Four Keys Of Gremlock-16K-$18.95.
The Ghost Tower-Combat With Diabolical

Demons-16K-$16.95
Town Of Derange—Avenging The Death
Of AFather-8K-$16.95.
Super Shape Builder—A Graphics Game.
Creating Your Own Pictures-8K-$ 14.95.
Joy Sticks Required.
Splat— Bouncing Fred And HisTrampo-
lme-8K-$9 95 One Joy Stick Required

Continental Adventures
4975 Brookdale
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 48013
(313)645-2140

Mathematical Sieves, continue

CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• COMPUTERS •

n»n»D»D»n«n»D«D»n«n«n«n»n«n

HIGH RELIABILITY DESIGN a

ad TRS-80* COMPATIBLE

D

a

D

IN STOCK NOW!! call for •

SPECIAL SYSTEM PR ICE !

(714)
(213) m

. EXCELLONIX
7180 Woodrow Wilson Dr,
Los Angeles, CA 90068a

* 'Tkadcmauk or Tandy Co«*o»ation *

n»o»n»n»n»n»D»n«D»a«n»n«n«D
CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80-**
COLOR GAME
LIMITED OFFER!

immwi

Wf LI UNO *OU OU* SONUS GA-IC Of THS MONTH
WHIN VOU MNO US A Sf L* ADDRESSED STAMPED
CNVELO^C fOm OUK FftfC COLON MOCXAM LIST

16Kf?io:M[)HI-RESOLUTION GAMES"

STARBASE ATTACK
$n"

tiff J 12.95

$12.95

KQShSc MTOKftZE 18.95
JOYSTICKS REO'D "**£+'££ "

CIHTIFICD CHfCKS Oil MONO OHOCMS ONIV

illustrated memory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILUAMSTOWN. MA 01267O289

EXPIRES 12-15-81 "CASSETTE

s >
CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD

garararas
HIGH S*tCD AMCAOC CAWf

Balanced Numbers

10 PRINT "BALANCED NUMBERS"
20 PRINT "D. PIELE. JULY 24, 1981"

30 PRINT
40 PRINT "A number is said to be Balanced if the largest"
50 PRINT "digit in the number is e^ual to half of the sum 0« -ill"

60 PRINT "the digits."
70 PRINT "This program finds all the Balanced numbers between 1 and N.

80 PRINT
90 INPUT "ENTER A VALUE FOR N : "IN
100 FOR 1=1 TO N
110 I*=STR*(I)
120 I*=RIGHT»< I*.LEN< I»)-l ) Not needed in Applesoft
130 L=LEN(I*>
140 MAX=0 : SUM - O
150 FOR J=l TO L
160 D-VAL<MID«(I». J. 1 )

)

170 SUM - SUM + D
180 IF D>MAX THEN MAX - D
190 NEXT J
200 IF SUM =2»MAX THEN PRINT IS,

210 NEXT I

220 END

BALANCED NUMBERS
D. PIELE, JULY 24. 1981

A number is said to be Balanced if the largest
digit in the number is e^ual to half of the sum of all
the disits.
This program finds all the Balanced numbers between 1 and N.

ENTER A VALUE FOR N 1 500
1

1

22 33 44 55
66 77 88 99 101

110 112 121 123 132
134 143 145 154
165 167 176 1 78 187
189 198 202 211 213
220 224 231 235 242
246 253 257 264
275 279 286 297
312 314 321
336 341 347 352
363 369 374 385
404 413 415 422
431 437 440 443 451
459 462 473 434 495

Palindromes

PAL INDROMES
D. PIELE JULY 24, 1981

A number is called a Palindrome if it reads the same
backwards as forwards. If a number is not a Palindrome
it can usual lv be made into one bY sin.pl. reversing the
digits and adding the two numbers together.
If that doesn't work then the reversal process is repeated.

The following program examines all three digit numbers
and prints out the total number that require 0.1.2,
3,4,5-10, and over 10 reversals before thev become
Palindromic - if ever.

REVERSAL COUNT FOR THE NUMBERS FROM 100 TO 999

RESERVALS

1

2

4
5-10
Ml

TOTAL IN THIS CATEGORY
108
263
301
149
67
6S

10 PRINT "PALINDROMES"
20 PRINT "D. PIELE JULY 24.
30 PRINT
40 PRINT
50 PRINT

1981"

"A number is called a Palindrome if it reads the sj»t
backwards as forwards. If a number is not a Pal i r.dr on.*-"

60 PRINT "it can usual lv be made into one bv simply reversing tl.p"

70 PRINT "digits and adding the two numbers together."
80 PRINT "If that doesn't work then the reversal process is repeated."
90 PRINT

296 CREATIVE COMPUTING



100 PRINT "The following proiru examines all three di»i
110 PRINT "and prints out the total number that re«iuii
120 PRINT "3.4,5-10. and »«ei 10 reversals trfvi r thai become"
130 PRINT "Palindromic - it ever."
140 PRINT
150 DEFDBL X-Z Not necessar.- in Applet
160 FOR N=l TO 1<

170
180
190
200
.in
220

240
250
260
270
280
290

310

340

370

400

Not i,«?eded in Hpt'l

Hit t he I

N»=STR»<N>
N»=RIGHT*(N*,LEN(N*) ll

L-LEN<N«)
FOR J=l TO INK I

IF MID«<N».J, 1 ) ...fHD»lN».LH-J. 1 ) THEN 250
NEXT J
GOTO 350 N* is now Pa 1 m.Jr .11, i

.

R»-""
FOR I=L TO 1 STEP I

R*-R»+MID*<N*, 1,1)
NEXT I

X-VAL<N»> : Y"VAL<R*>
Z = X+Y
N»=STR« ( Z

)

C = L + 1

»*»«»»»»« COUNT THE REVERSALS »»»*«»»*#»»
IF C :5 THEN
IF C>4 AND C 11 THEN i

<
'_. > =C < 5 > + l

IF CI 10 THEN > + l

NEXT N
»*»»*«**» PRINT OUT THl »»*•«»««*»»

410 PRINT "REVERSAL COUNT FOR THE NUMBERS FROM 100 TO
RINT

430 PRINT "RESERVALS TOTAL IN THIS CATEGi
440 FOR 1=0 TO 4
450 PRINT l!TAB( 30) IC I I I

NEXT I

47n PR I NT " 5- 1 " ! TAB ( 30 > » C < 5)
480 PR INT "

: 1
1
" ; TAB ( 30 > I C<6)

4«0 END

Dysan
^CORPORATION

Solve your disc problems,

buy 100% surface tested

Dysan diskettes. All or-

ders shipped from stock,

within 24 hours. Call toll

FREE (800) 235-4137 for

prices and Information.

Visa and Master Card ac-

cepted. All orders sent

postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805)543-1037)



Endangered Species
Thirty-six different issues and not one has yet learned to breed in captivity. Their days in

our warehouse are limited. Could you provide a good home for a magazine .' In exchange.

you're assured hours of reading pleasure. And. before they disappear, find the missing link

in your own collection.

The applications, programming techniques, simulations, problems, commentary, articles

and fiction are practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are actually

increasing in value.

Prices are $2.50 each for all issues after March 1980. $2.00 each for all other issues. $5.00

for three. $15 for ten. Postage is $1.00 for up to 3 issues. $2.00 for 4 or more. Best bet is the

Super Special: One of everything we have— 36 magazines in all— for only $50 post paid.

creative computing
Vol. 3. No. 4—July/Aug 1977
I our Dynamic Games: Eliza nn
Basic!). Hix.cc. Backgammon and
UFO. first Pari ol Dwycr'i "B-Hour

Course in Basic." Writing Your Own
CAI "Structuring ihc lesson lo the

student." Interview with lec I clscn

stein. Designer ol the sol land several

machines since!!. Computers in Medi*
Line and Health Care. Evaluations:

Spacewai and I Kl K HO. "Sherlock
Holmes and Charles Bahhagc."

Vol. 3, No. 5—Sept/Oct 1977
Dynamic Debugging System lor HON!)

\ssemhl\ Language: Bibliography oi

"Limits to Growth" Models: Dwyer: g

Hour Course- in Basic Carl 2; Pro-

gramming Approaches to Solving

Complex I quations: Computerized
Conferencing. Symmetric Art on your

Computer Games: Nomad. Rotate,

Litaajous. Evaluations: 5 Microcom-
puter Basics: Software Technology
Music System.

Vol. 4, No. 4—Jul/Aug 1978
I ealures on Business Computing and

Word Processing: Special Section on

Interfacing Your Computer to the

Outside World: Three Perspectives on

Video Games; ROM Section: High

Resolution Graphics lor Apple II:

GAMMON and IV ILK Motor Cycle
Jump Game Programs. I valuations:

Pel: Apple II: Man Video Pinhull:

Atari Video Computer.

Vol. 4, No. 5—Sept/Oct 1978

Educational Features; 4 Simulation'

Articles: Accounts Receivable Svs

terns: Real World c;.imes;A Real-Time
Clock You Can Build: All about PAS-
CAL: Intelligent Videodiscs; 4<> Pro-

gramming Ideas: ROM Section: Ilex

and Star War Games. I valuations

I xidv Sorcerer: Radio Shack TRS-80:

Ball) Arcade: Speak ft Spell and Spell

mg U: c ompuiaiker speech Synthe-

sizer: Peninsula Pet Cassettes. Meilin

Video Interlace

."Vol. 3, No. 6— Now/Dec 1977

Programming rechniques: I lie St rue*

lures: CAI: Multiple Problem Types:
Computer History Oui/: Final Exams
b> Computer: Dwyer: H Hour Course
in Basic Pan V Mastermind II.

Othello, and Inorunnic Chemistry Pro-

iirams. Evaluations: Nine Microcom-
puter-based Toys: Comp IV; N-I(M)

Compatible Kits; 1 1)1 Xitan:and Ihree
mm M\ Basics.

Vol. 4, No. 6— Nov/Dec 1978
Consumer Computers Buying Guide:
Critical Path Analysis: Experiment in

Teaching Strategic Thinking; ROM
Section. Subject Index and File Index
in Basic. Programs lor Mail lists. Pat-

terns. Plotting, Corral. Joust. Pu/vle.

nd a Christmas Letter. I valuations:

P M Disk Operating Systems: North
tar Hori/en: Backgammon Compu
:rs: Smart Electronic Games and
iileo Games.

Vol. 4, No. 1- Jan /Feb 1978
Fast Sorting Algorithm: How to Write
a Computer Simulation: More File

Structures: LOGO; Murphy's laws:
Dwyer: H Hour Course in Basic Part
4 Programs lor World Population
Model, Biorhylhms in Basic and MM
Yahtsee, Van Gam, Kirkof, and Net
work. I valuations: 3 Electronic
Games: Radio Shack TRS-K0: Heath
HK System

Vol.5, No. 1 /January 1979
Computers and Robots in Fiction:
(iiiidance Counselor System: Survev ol

Educator's Attitudes: How lo Hide
Your Basic Program. A Program to
Calculate Depreciation for Taxes, and
the Space Ma/e (lame. Counterfeit
Cursor and Speed Readme for the Pel.
I valuations Microsoft Fortran 80:
Structured Programming with Tiny c:
Smoke Signal's Text Editor: I xidy
Sorcerer: Ohio Scientfic Superhoard
II.

?Vol. 5, No. 2— February 1979

Multiple Regression Analysis Simpli-

fied: Budget Management: Sports Pre

dictions: PI I King and POKEing for

I Video Displays; Interview with

.Michael Shraver: Computers and Edif-

ication Questions of Value; Game
[
Programs for Gold Mine and Atom 21).

Evaluations: Heathkil ll-»: Thinker
-Toys Floppy Disk: I Tec trie Pencil:

Vestern Digital Pascal Chip Set: Four
Computer Music Records.

[vol. 5, No. 3— March 1979

I Six Articles on Data Base Manage-
ment: Sports Judging on Microcom-
puter: Shopping for I Payroll System:

;
Programming the Game ol Go: Busi-

ness Computing with the Sorcerer;

Social Science Survey Program. Eval-

uations: Terrapin Turtle; Videobrain:

Pet Monitor: I KS HO Flopp) Disk:

Apple floppy Disk.

Vol.5, No. 4— April 1979
Safeguarding Your Computer: Inter-

pretive Programming: Elements ol a

Cioixl Computer 'Game: Music Com-
position: Marin Computer Center.

Programs tor An Intelligent Calendar.

Vertical Graphs and Bar Graphs,
Flowers for the PET. Evaluations:

Checker Challenger; Video Checkers:
Checkbook Maintenance System
Whatsit Data Base Management Pro

gram, ^^
Vol.5, No. 5— May 1979

Word Processing Systems: Pilot Tulorl

I i.il; Writing UserOriented Programs;^
Amoritizalion Schedules. Reading andT^
Comprehension Exams: Hiding Your
Basic Program: Cribbage and Mille'

Homes (lame Programs, Evaluations:

WP Daisy Word Processing: Word
master lexl lililor: PDI IL> Builder;

Malibu 160 Line Printer

Vol.5, No. 6—June 1979
|
Eigm Articles on Computer Graphics
and Plotting; Using Basic Smugs;
Microcomputers in the Hospital

Billing Program lor the Sorcerer. Ink

Mot and Greed Game Programs. Eval-

uations: TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer:
HIPLOT Digital Plotter: Structured
Systems. Name and Address Program;
\l 1 Apple Musk Synthesizer.

Vol.5. No. 7-July 1979

!
lour features on Sorting, liles and
Data Bases: Creativity lest: World

J

Power Systems: Personal finance
i Model: I wo Ecological Simulations;
[Programs lor an Ecological Game.
I Niche. Brain leaser and /one X
•

I valuations: BrighterW riter SW I |'(

(I B2 Graphics Terminal: APF PeCosj
(one Heuristics Spcechlah: Micro Pro I

I
Su|H-r Son: Diagnostic Programs fori

I the Pet.

1 Vol. 5. No. 8—August 1979
Can Computers Think?: S Basic Lan-
guage Programming rechniques: The
Law and Your Computer: muMalh:
Image Processing Manipulating Pen
cil files: Adventure, a new type of'
computer game simulation. The
Games HVOl I and I OR I I valua-

(ions: Texas Instruments '14 -1: Radio
Shack TRS-80 Model II: SWTPC PR-/
40 for the Pet: I MSA I VIO
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r Vol. 5. No. 11 — November 1979 Vol.6, No. 6—June 1980
[Adventure Complete Listing in Baric.

IConirollini! Household Devn.es: Car
[Pooling: Mumps language: Computer
Art Exhibition: Build Your Own Joy
sticks: relephonc Dialer for TRS-80
or Norlhitar: Teacher-Made lests:

I valuations: Comparison Chan ol 6

Popular Personal Computers: Com-
parison ol 26 Single Hoard Computers:
Electronic (lames \ roys: Quick
Printer II; Interact computer: User-

Definable Character Generators:
TRS-80 level III Basic; Pel Software

from Creative Software: Word Proces-

sor; Imrol \ Hi Home Control System.

Vol. 5. No. 12— December 1979
Controlling Household Devices: Part

2: LOCK): Computerized Biofeed'

hack: Computers at the Rodeo: Crea-

[tint; Digitized Video Images. Programs
Ifor using the Microcomputer as an

Investment Tool: Animation on the

Apple. Magic I ricks. "lurn-Kcx"
( P M System. I valuations: More
Electronics Games: Language frans-

lators: \ PI MPIO00 Video Game Sys
(em: f> Word Processing Printers:

Satellite Tracking Software: Sxskn
for the 8080: Assemblers: CP M xs

1st Statistics for the TRS-80.

Vol. 6, No. 1—January 1980
Interviews with Donald I Knuth and
William Wall: Six Features on Artifi-

cial Intelligence: A ir rraffic Control

Icr: Computerized Resume: GROW:
\ Program (ha( learns: Evaluations:

Sis Basics: VI W|)()S and IRSDOS
Auto Senile: Micro Music.

Vol. 6. No. 2— February 1980
Six Articles on Investment Analysis;

David Levy: Intelligent Computer
(iames: Programs: Geneology.
Graphing. Genetics: I valuations

Word Star vs I lectric Pencil: Pascal

for the TRS-80; Micro Composer;
Data Dubber: Sorcerer Word Pro-

cessing Pac: Trivia Contest Results

[Vol.6. No. 3—March 1980

Networks for Personal Computers;

Artificial Intelligence: How to Make a

Basic Tree: Interview with loci Birn-

haum; Three Mile Island Game:
Extended Precision Computation:
Rolodex' Data Base Program: Photo
eraphine Your Computer System.
I valuations II 99 4 Modems. Cobol.
Iin\ c. 10 Software Packages.

Vol.6, No. 4— April 1980

Dr. KiloBYTI s Creative Popular Per
sonal Recreational Micro Computer
Data Interlace World Journal the

Famous 73 page April Fool parady. 8

'Articles on Reading and Language:
llnterview with Gordon Bell: Evalua-

tions: Heath WH-89: Man H(M) vs

PI I : Chatworlh Mark Sense Card

|
Reader: Adventure

Vol. 6. No. 5— May 1980

Seven Features on Saving Money with

lyour Computer: Analysis of Stock
I Options. Budgeting Model. Shopping
lists. Home Inventors. Home Pur-

chase. Retirement Planning. Compu-
lier-Aided Model Rocket Design: Two
Natural Language Systems: Evalua-

tions: PIT 2022 Line Printer: APF
Imagination Machine: Personal Si. It

ware's Desktop Plan: Universal Data

tntry System

Fourteen Graphics Articles Polar
Plots. 3-D Graphics, Animation.
Graphic Mazes. Motion Simulation.
Inside Space Invaders. 7 Music Artr
cles Digital Audio. Computer-Aided
Sieht Readme. Design of a Synthe-
sizer. Digital Enhancement of out
Recordings. Comparison of Printers:

Evaluations: Hie Atari Machine:
Neelco's Music Box for the PET:
HealhKil Ihomas I leclronie Organ
Kit.

Vol. 6. No. 7— July 1980

Four Articles on Adventure Games:
Dragon, Dungeon, How to Fit a Large
Program Into a Small Machine. How
to Write an Adventure. (> Simulation

Features: Genetics. Electric Manage-
ment. Medical. Ecological. Sports.

Self-Reproducing Programs: Man
Machine Dialoes: Selecting a Compu-
ter Dealer. Evaluations: Super-Text
vs. EaS) Writer: Mountain Hardware
ROM PI US+; toolkit for the Pet:

chart Comparing Basics of s Popular
Computers.

Vol.6. No. 8— August 1980 c
< iames Features: Computer Bismarck.
Knight's Tour. Guess My Animal.
Turnablock Game, Fifteen and Hot.
Mind Exerciser. Marketing Your Own
Program; Computer Graphic Designs:
Robotics Conference; Insertion Son:
Suvks and Listed Options. Evalua-

tions: Magic Wand: VisiCalc: Beta -80
Asteroids in Space

Vol. 6. No. 9— September 1980
I went) I ducutional Applications and
Features: Language Arts CAI Devel-
opment, Grading Program, computers
in the Classroom. Asimov: Point of

View: How to lleapsort: New Consu-
mer Electronic Products; I RS-80
Shopping List for Schools. I valua-
ions: Miihken Math Sequences: I Ka-

ron Striney Floppy: IDS Videotape
riei little Computers- See How
he) Run": H Apple II Software Pack
lies: I ducational Packages.

Vol. 6, No. 10—October 1980
[Symposium on Actor Languages and
• Smalltalk: Linked Merge Sort: How to

Solve It: 9 New Applications and
(iames: I lection Prediction, the Pres-

1 idemial Campaign. ( omputer Division
Evaluations: <>SI C24P Computer.
I rs mi Voxbox. Two Text I ditors.

El iK Musk Systems, l^ Software Pack-
ages. HA SI \

Vol. 6, No. 11 — November 1980

Actor Languages and Smalltalk Part

2: I ffective Documentation: Bomb-
prooi Data I ntrx: Interactive Systems
and Vinuality: last Sorting: control
led Input in Basic: Loosening Packed
Basic. I uture ol Small Business ( mil

puling: Planning Your Diet. Evalua-
tions: Electronic (iames: Computer
Ambush : i R Cop)

Vol. 6. No. 12— December 1980
A Comparison of Basic Systems:
Buying Guides to Personal Computers
and Electronic Toys anil (iames
Leeal Protection ol Computer Pro-

grams: Nuclear Power Plant Simula-
tion: Superman Game: Louie Problem
Solver: Interview with the inventor ol

the ZXM). Clive Sinclair: Alvin Toff-

ler: The Electronic Cottage. I valua-

tions: Sinclair ZXHO. Atari. Apple Pas

cat. CBM2B22 Smart Printer. Pearl

Apple II and Apple II Plus. Pet. TRS I'

SO.

V

Vol. 7, No. 1—January 1981

(iraphicsand Animation: Printing Without

Uuotes; Apple Lo-Res Shape Tables: Sor-

cerer Hi-and Lo-Res Graphics; Spir,>graph;

I RS Ml Color Computer; New PI Is; Intell-

igent Videodiscs; A Library of Sound: Dith-

ering; Educational Software and Books:
Music Synthesizers; Graphics Hardware:
Atari Music Composer.

Vol. 7, No. 2— Febuary 1981

Comparison of Music Editors; Artificial

Intelligence; Are Computers Alive'.'; Gen-
etics Simulation for the Pascal; National

Programming Contest; Monster Combat:
Introduction to Computer Control

Vol. 7, No. 3— March 1981

Education: MECC In-Depth: Selecting a

Computer: CAI; Prize-Winning Simulation:

Commercial Software Evaluations; Fames)
(iames: Show and Spell; Cutting Your
laves; PET Word Processor; Space Invaders
Championship: Microcomputers and Hyper-
active Children. Realistic Simulations: 25

New Products. ^agnu^snaBj ^s**^^

Vol. 7, No. 4—April 1981

Networks and Telecommunication; Home
Banking: Osborne I: ABM; New Horizons
for the Apple; Column Board Comparison;
Computerized Writer: Space (iames: Small

Computers in Big Business.

Vol. 7, No. 5—May 1981

Buyer's Ciuide to Small Business Com-
puters: Bombproof Data I nlry; Personal

Finance; Home Accounting; Programs for

the Investor: liiianci.il Programming: Lan-

guage: Shon-Range Foretasting: Fuel Econ-
omy Comparison Program; Music Synthesis

Past and Future.

Vol. 7, No. 6—June 1981

(iraphicsand Animation; Interview With
Leo Chnxtophcrson ; Alien: OSI; Computers
of Hollywood: Colored Tapestries; Computer
Warfare: Digital Music Synthesis: Hi-Res

Graphics for the TRS-NO: Eantasy Games
Old and New; Funny Numbers: Spider-

man.
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Dawd and Sandy Small

Last month we discussed the way Atari

Basic handles color, and why normal
Basic programs are limited to five colors.

This month we describe a methodyou
can use in your own Basic programs to

allow up to I2H colors on the screen at

one lime.

A refresh of the TV screen occurs 60
times per second. The electron beam starts

at the upper left hand corner, goes all the

way right for one scan line, then does the

next line down left to right, and so on.

CTIA is responsible for feeding data to

the TV in synchronization with this scan.

For every dot plotted onscreen. CTIA
looks again to its hardware color registers

to find the color.

While a screen refresh is a darn fast

thing to us. it isn't particularly fast com-
pared to the speed of the 6502 processor.

We must not think of a screen refresh as

an instantaneous event; rather, we must
think in terms of how long the 6502 sees it

taking, which is roughly an Ice Age or so.

If we could change a color register that

CTIA was using halfway through a screen

refresh, the screen below that point would
reflect CTIA using the new colors. For
example, if we were in Graphics 7 and
motlificd the background hardware register

halfway through a refresh from green to

blue, the screen will shift from green to

blue in the middle of the TV frame for all

those background points. (Diagram 1.)

If we were to put Basic to work changing
the color register as fast as it could:

FOR R = to 255: POKE 53274.R:
NEXTR

we'd find that Basic wouldn't be able to

get more than one change in per frame.

This is because it's so slow in execution.

David and Sandy Small. 1 1.114 Yucca Drive. Austin.

TX 7H750.

and this is why only five colors can be

shown at one time if we use just Basic. By
the way. that total doesn't include players

and missiles.

What's needed here is high speed help

to assist Basic in getting a demanding job

done. We have to use machine language.

Machine Language
Machine language, the human equivalent

of which is called assembly language, is

an art few programmers really go in for.

The Atari will execute machine language
instructions in times measured in millionths

of a second. Alas, machine code is hard

to understand, a pain to debug, and
generally has other annoying character-

istics, which is why "high level" languages

such as Basic were developed in the first

place.

On an Atari it's a practically obscure

art. practiced by a few magicians with

strange materials (cartridges) and arcane

knowledge (Quick, what's a zero flag

branch?). You can always tell an Atari

assembly user, like me today, at our local

Computerland. dressed in my long black

robes and peaked hat. After several hours

of intense meditation before the machine.

I fell to work with such concentration

that I forgot food and wife, leading to a

fight and cold dinner later.

Now look. You have better things to do
than annoy your sweetheart or spend hours

in worship. And you don't have to learn

all about assembly language and pay clean-

ing bills for those black robes. You'd do
better to use the genial and friendly Basic.

Let someone else deal with the powerful
and quite unforgiving assembly work, and
use what they accomplish out of Basic.

So here's the deal I propose. I'll provide

an assembly routine that's easy to load

Diagram I. One TV refresh (this process happens 60 times/sec/.

r
—

"

"T\

h^-bREEN ^ register •

r—
r—
r—
1*-

- BACKGROUND- --

3
: 3

r—
i—

-BLUE

3
3
3

55*]

register is

changed to
"blue" here

l£i-BACKGROUND---mi^ ^zzl
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Merrie 1

Englan

Spend a few pleasant hours in our English pub without
air fare, jet lag, or travel miseries! Just good clean fun,

spectacular scenery, and great sounds on your Atari 400
or 800 computer.

Darts - Spectacular graphics, animation, and sound
make this THE program to demonstrate your Atari com-
puter. A challenging game of coordination for 1 or 2
players with 10 difficulty levels. Machine language,
requires 1 6K and a joystick for each player. Cassette CS
7011 $14.95

Tilt - Try to roll and keep the balls into four corner and
one center holes in this simulated hand held maze. For 1

or 2 players, with 9 skill levels and 9 speeds. 8K. joysticks,

Cassette CS 7013 $11.95

Pool - Practice. 8 Ball, and Tournament Pool. Outstanding

graphics and sound effects. Real skill is needed to make
angles and combinations. You control angle and force

behind shot, balls accelerate and rebound realistically.

16K, machine language, requires joystick(s). Cassette

CS 7010 $14.95

Billiards - Three-ball pocket billiards with features similar

to Pool above. 16K, machine language, requires joystick(s).

Cassette CS 701 2 $1 4.95

Snooker - This thoroughly British variation of pool uses
15 red balls and six colored balls. Not available on
cassette.

Dominoes - Excellent graphics and a tough opponent
are found in draw dominoes for one player against the
computer. Two options, repeating draw or alternating
draws. Basic, 16K. Cassette CS 7007 $1 1 .95

Cribbage - Single player against the computer. Twice
around the board (121 points) to win, deal alternates.
After pegging, dealer shows and scores first. Basic, 16K
Cassette CS 7008 $1 1 .95

Disk packages
Darts and Tilt 1 6K 1 disk CS 7506 $24.95
Pool, Snooker, and Billiards 16K 1 disk CS 7509
$24.95
Dominoes and Cribbage 32K 1 disk CS 7507 $1 9.95

All programs©® Thorn EMI Video Programmes Ltd.

Available in North America only.

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send oayment plus S? 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E > press orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk it you are not
completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Comput>'

Morris Plains NJ '

Toil-t'ec 800-631 -81 12
In NJ ?01 «>40 044S

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

creative corapattRg software

Atari is a trademark of Atari. Inc



Atari, continued.

Memory
Address

512,51:

15000

30000

32768

Data

Part 1 of 3. ANTIC and
the 6502 are both normally
processing away. The 6502

is executing Basic at the
moment and ANTIC is midway
through the display list, in

the middle of a screen refresh.

6502
Instr.

Instr.

r

zfj PNTIC

Data

-H CTIA !
—»• TV

ANTIC discovers a display list

interrupt in its current
instruction. It completes that

display block until the
1 ast scan 1 l ne

.

Diagram 2. part I of .?. Display List Interrupt Processing.

Diagram 2. part 2 of J. Display List Interrupt Processing.

Memory
Address

512,51:

12000

15000

30000

32768

Instr. &Data '>

©

Part 2 of 3.

1. ANTIC interrupts the 6502.

2. The 6502 looks to 512.513
find a location.

3. It begins executing at that
1 ocat i on

.

(tap,

tap)

Instr.
|
—

g

j ANTIC

Data

-H CTIA
|
—» TV

and use from Basic. The routine will handle

the demands of the 6502 so you don't

have to worry about them. By setting up

various tables, again from Basic, in a fairly

easy way, you can then have as many
colors onscreen as you like, all without

worrying about assembly, execution speeds,

timing, and so on. This is the grey area

between assembly and Basic, where the

power of assembly helps Basic in a partic-

ularly tight spot. There will be more articles

on this subject in the future: one, for

example, will provide a high speed way to

move players or missiles vertically (which

you*ll recall involves copying a lot of data

back and forth in memory, something Basic

doesn't do very quickly).

Now on to a discussion of display list

interrupts, which is how we're going to

pull this off.

Display List Interrupts

The Atari machines really have two

processors in them. One is called Antic,

and one is the regular 6502. Antic has its

own special language and is devoted to

display work. Antic works with "display

blocks"; a "display block" is a group of

horizontal scan lines, all in the same display

mode. (Think of it as a long thin horizontal

bar. eight scan lines high in Graphics 0,

16 in Graphics 2. and one in Graphics 8.

Its height is determined by the size of

plotted data in the particular mode.) Atari

displays are composed of stacked display

blocks. There are 24 stacked blocks in

Graphics 7.

Previous articles have dealt with modify-

ing the program Antic uses, called a "display

list." to achieve mixed graphics modes
and other goodies, such as scrolling. There's

one change to the display list we have not

yet covered because of its complexity and
the requirement of using assembly

language: the display list interrupt.

A display list interrupt is flagged by

setting the top bit of a display list instruc-

tion. (To us Basic programmers, this means
add 128 to the instruction.) For example,

a Graphics instruction with a DLI added
is 2+ 128. or 1.10. About any DL instruction

can have an interrupt added.

Now what's an interrupt? Well, imagine

both Antic and the 6502. toiling away in

the fields. Antic finds the top bit of its

instruction set ( 128 added). It goes ahead
and completes the current instruction or

display block up until the last scan line, it

turns and taps the 6502 on the shoulder

(doubtless enjoying the moment, after the

6502 has given it so much work over the

years) and says, "Drop immediately what-

ever you're doing, and process (his

request."

The 6502 looks to locations 512 and
513 in memory. In this it finds 16 bits of

address (stored in low, high format, for

you advanced coders). The 6502 then jumps

302 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Atari, continued.

Diagram 2. part J of 3. Display List Interrupt Processing.

Memory
Address

512,51;

\Z000

15000

30000

32768

Data

-H 6502

Part 3 of 3.

The 6502 completes its
routine up at 12000 and
returns to executing Basic.

ANTIC, satisfied, gets off
the 6502 's case.

Instr.

Instr.[—fj ANTIC
-H CTIA TV

Diagram .?. Storing an assembly program as a string.

PRS Storage Area

Basic Sees: The 6502 sees:
12

PHB
TXA
PHA
TYA
PHA

97

23
34

PR*(1) 72 instruction
PR* (2) 138 instruct ion

PR* (3) 72 instruction
PR$(4) 152 instruction
PR* (5) 72 instruct ion

PR* (6) 172 and so forth
23

56
43

15

32

1

86

255
121

132

to thai address. (Incidentally, a POKE to

an Antic location is required to enable

this sort of interrupt before the 6502 will

be bothered.)

At the location whose address we put

in 512 and 513 we must have an assembly

language routine waiting to "service the

interrupt." or make the 6502 do whatever

it is we went to all this trouble to make it

do! At the end of this routine, we send

the 6502 back to whatever it was doing

originally with an RTI (return from inter-

rupt! instruction. (Diagram 2.)

This is probably a new concept to Basic

programmers. The best Basic analogy is

the TRAP statement. TRAP specifies a
line number to GOTO if there is an error,

just as 512 and 513 specify where to go if

there is an interrupt. Presumably at that

line number you have written a routine to

handle errors; this is the equivalent of the

interrupt service routine. Finally, just as

you never know, executing your Basic

code, where an error might happen, you
also never know when an interrupt will

occur.

Here is the first of several overviews of

what we are going to do. I'll provide you
with an "interrupt service routine" that

will handle the above needs, written in

assembly. It will reference a table controlled

from Basic, and will work on any Atari, at

any memory size, and allow you all sorts

of different colors onscreen. It will be

based on display list interrupts.

The development of an assembly routine

that will be as flexible and easy to use as

possible and still run on any memory size

Atari is quite a task, (hence my hours of

worship, etc.) However. I think what I've

come up with will serve most users

nicely.

Details, Details

First, the assembly routines must be

able to fit anywhere in memory, since

who knows what memory size your Atari

has or how big a Basic program you're

using? Hence. I've placed the entire routine

into a string (PRS). and I'll let the Atari

worry about where to put it.

If you're lost, think of this. A string to

us is a collection of characters, generally

English words. Inside the machine all those

characters are is bytes— one per character.

An assembly routine is also just a collection

of bytes. The Atari stores a string as a

group of bytes, one at a time, in memory:
hence, we could make the characters in

the string (bytes) be the same as our

assembly routine, and thus store the pro-

gram in the string. (Diagram 3.)

The Basic routine I will provide is called

by a GOSUB. It reads the bytes of the

assembly program into the string, one at

a time. (The CHRS function takes the

contents of the argument and directly

stores it in the string, which is just what
we want since we don't care about the

actual characters.) After it sets the string

up. it then ties the table of colors we'll

generate (just a second. I'm getting to

that) to the program, enables display list

interrupts, and returns.

The method I've come up with for

specifying colors is to build a table for

them, five at a time (for five color registers).

Now each time there's a display list inter-

rupt, starting at the top of the table, the

next five colors are copied into the hard-

ware registers by servicing the program
(in PRS). The idea is that the first display

list interrupt causes the first five bytes of

the table to be copied into the hardware
registers, causing the colors of CTIA to

change at that point. The next display list

interrupt causes the second group of five

color bytes to be copied into the hardware
register, again changing the colors, going
on down the screen. Hence, by setting

interrupts, through modifying the display
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)step... retail poster...petal
CALIFORNIA

Advance Data Concepts- 2280 Dia-

mond Blvd., Concord 94520; (415) 671-

9016. 9-5 Mon.-Fri. Vector-Graphic,
CP/M Software Headquarters-User's
Group.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply —
831 5 Firestone, Downey 90241 .(213)
923-9361. 7 days. Commodore PET
specialists. Hardware, Software, Books,
Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.

CONNECTICUT

Computerworks 1439 Post Rd .,

East Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096.

1 2-6 Tues.-Fri., 1 2-9 Thu., 1 0-5 Sat.

OEORQIA

Atlanta Computer Mart-5091
Buford Hwy., Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-

0647. 10-6Mon.-Sat.

ILLINOIS

Computer Land/Downers Grove -
1 36 Ogden Ave., Downers Plaza 6051 5;

(312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon.-Sat., 10-8

Tue., Thurs. Apple. Atari, Osborne
xerox, Vector.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612
E. Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg 60195;
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tues.-Fri., 11-5

Sat. Apple, Alpha Micro, Hewlett-
Packard Calculators. Largest book and
magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center—
1891 N. Farnsworth Ave., Aurora
60505; (312) 851-3888. 10-8 Mon.-Fri..

1 0-5 Sat. Apple, Hewlett-Packard series

80 systems, HP Calculators, IDS
Printers.

Oavln Computers-5935 W. Addison
St., Chicago 60634; (312) 286-4232.
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8:30, Tues.-Sat. 9-6.

Apple B & H, Atari & Commodore
Systems.

Ulllput. Computer Mart, Inc.-4446
Oakton, Skokie 60076; (312) 674-1383.

M-F 10:30-8pm. Sat. 10-6. We sell

Cromemoo, Gimix, Bell & Howell, North

Star and others. Starting our fifth year
in business.

Video Etc. -465 Lake Cook Plaza,

Deerfield 60015; (312) 498-9669; Open
Every day. Strong software support
for Apple, Atari.

The Video Statlon-872 So. Mil-

waukee Ave.. Libertyville 60048; (31 2)
367-8660. Open 7 days. Atari Com-
puters, Hardware and Software.

MASSACHUSETTS

»—679 Highland Ave., Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon.-
Fri. Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
Atari.

Science Fantasy Bookstore— 18
Eliot St., Harvard Sq ., Cambridge
02138; (617) 547-5917. 1 1-5 Mon.-Sat.,

11-8 Thur. Apple & TRS-80 games;
Epyx, Microsoft, Creative Computing.

MICHIGAN

Computer Center-Garden City; (31 3)
425-2470 & West Bloomfield; (313)
855-4220; Books. Magazines. Hard-
ware and Software for Apple, North
Star, TRS-80 & PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers— 1775 E. Tropi-
cana #6, Las Vegas 89109 (702) 798-
1022. 10-7 Mon.-Sat. Apple, Commo-
dore, Atari, AIM 65, (Books) Sales &
Service.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook— Rt. 46. Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-

9468. 10-6:30 MTWS. 10-8 Thurs.. Fri.

Apple/Commodore Authorized deal-
er.

The Computer Universe— 1 55 Route
17S., Paramus 07652; (201) 262-
0960-347-9006.

Silent Partner—2050 Center Ave.,
Fort Lee 07024; (201 ) 947-9400; Mon.-
Sat. 10-6. Apple/Atari/Commodore/
Vector/Malibu.

Software Clty-111 Grand Ave.,
River Edge 07661; (201) 342-8788.
Bus./Rec. /Utility Home programs for

TRS-80, Atari, Apple and PET. 10-25%
off list.

Stonehenge Computer Shop—89
Summit Avenue, Summit 07901 ; (201

)

277-1020. 10 am-6:30 pm Mon.-Sat.
Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Ser-
vice.

NEW YORK

Programs Unlimited—20 Jericho
Turnpike, Jericho, 11753; (516) 333-
2266. 10-8 Mon.-Sat. The largest micro-
computer software selection avail-

able.

The Computer Center— 3 1 East 3 1 st

St., New York 1001 6; (21 2) 889-81 30.
10-7 Mon.-Fri., 11-6 Sat., 10-8 Thur.

Upstate Computer Shop—629
French Rd., Campus Plaza, New Hart-
ford 13413; (315) 733-9139. 10-6 Mon.-
Fri., 11-5 Sat. Apple—Commodore-
Data General.

OHIO

Software Mart-352 Bloomfield Ave.,

Caldwell 07006; (201 ) 228-4949. Soft-

ware for Apple, Atari, TRS-80 and PET
always 10-20% off list.

i II- 1 41 7 Bernath Pkwy., Tole-
do 4361 5; (41 9) 865-1 009. 1 0-6, 1 0-7
Thurs. Apple, Osborne. Adds, NEC,
Atari, Epson & IDS Printers.

Micro Mini Computer World-74
Robinwood Ave.. Columbus 43213;
(614)235-5813/6058. 1 1-7 Tues.-Sat.
Authorized Apple/Commodore dealer.

Sales, Service. Business Software.

North Coast Computers—626 Dover
Center, Bay Village 441 40; (216) 835-
4345. 1 0-6 Mon.-Sat., 1 0-8 Tue., Thur.
Apple/Atari/Vector Graphic/Data Gen-
eral.

WISCONSIN

Petted-4265 W. Looms Rd., (I-894-

Hwy. 36, Milwaukee 53221
; (41 4) 282-

4181.12-8 Mon.-Fri., 1 0-4 Sat. Author-
ized Commodore PET, CBM, VIC
dealer. Books, Magazines, Chips, etc.

To include your store in Creative Computings
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Department at
1201) U0-9I6S
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Atari, continued...
COL* Storage

Program 2.

1D000 REM iiiiiiiiiiiiiikiiiiiiii
10010 REM
10 020 REM x DLI DRIVER / DAVE SMALL
10 030 REM * YOU MUST DIM AND FILL
10 010 REM « COL« PRIOR TO GOSUB HERE
10050 REM
10060 DIM PR*<50)
10080 REM
10090 REM x READ PROGRAM INTO PR*
10100 REM
10110 READ X
10120 IF X=255 THEN 10300
10130 PR*<LEN(PR«>+1)=CHR*<X>
10110 GOTO 10110
10150 REM
10160 REM x PROGRAM AS BYTES
10170 REM
10180 DATA 72,138,72,152,72
10190 DATA 162,0,173,11,212,201,07,210,3
10200 DATA 171,01,02
10210 DATA 160,0
10220 DATA 189,03,01
10230 DATA 153,22,208
10210 DATA 232,200,192,5,208,211
10250 DATA 112,05,06
10260 DATA 101,168,101,170,101,61
10270 DATA 00,01,02,03,01,05
10280 DATA 255
10290 REM
10300 REM x LINK COL* TO PR*
10310 REM
10320 P=ADR<PR*>
10330 PHI=INT(P/256>
10310 PL0=<P-PHIX256>
10350 REM
10360 C=ADR(COL*>
10370 CHI=INT(C/256)
10380 CL0=(C-CHIx256>
10390 REM
10100 REM x POKE IN COL* ADDRESS
10110 REM
10120 PR*(21,21)»CHR*(CL0):REM LOMCOL
10130 PR*(22,22)=CHR*(CHD:REM HI COL
10110 REM
10150 REM x POKE IN PROGRAM LOAD ADDR
10160 REM
10170 PXHI=INT((P+1l)/256)
10180 PXL0=<P+1l)-(PXHIx256>
1019 Pk"»l 16,16 >=CHR*<PXLO> : REM XLO
10500 PR*<17,17)=CHR*<PXHI>:REM XHI
10510 PR*<33,33)=CHR*<PXL0>:REM XLO
10520 PR*(31,31>-CHR*(PXHD:REM XHI
10530 REM
10510 REM x POKE IN INTERRUPT ADDRESS
10550 REM
10560 POKE 512, PLO
10570 POKE 513, PHI
10580 REM
10590 REM x ENABLE INTERRUPTS (ANTIC)
10600 REM
10610 POKE 51286,128+61
10620 REM
10630 REM x ALL SET t RETURN.
10610 REM
10650 RETURN
10660 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

COL*(l)
COL* (2)

COL* (3)

COL* (4)

COL* (5)

COL* (6)

COL* (7)

COL* (8)

COL* (9)

COL* (10)

COL* (11)

COL* (12)

56

110

30

126
21 1

36

112
134

169

34

255
236

CTIA
registers

fit the start of the refresh, the 6502 is interrupted.
The routine, realizing it's the start of a refresh, starts

at the top of the COL* table and copies five colors
to the CTIA registers, where they arc used for plotting.

Diagram 4. COLS multiple color interrupt handling.

Program 2A. Assembler Routine
for Display List Interrupts from
Program 2.

PHA 4* 720
TXA 8AH 1380
PHA 48H 720
TYA 98H 1520
PHA 48H 720
LUX M A2H 162D

88H 80
loh stMee ADH 1730

8BH no
04H 2120

a*> »7 C9H 2810
07H 70

BEQ SKIP F8H 2400

83H 30

LUX 18182 AEH 1740
81H 10

82N 20
SKIP LOT 18 A8H 1680

8BH 80

LOOP LDft *8384,:>; BOH 1890

83H 3D
84H 40

STft 10816, Y 99H 153D
16H 220
0BH 2880

IN* E8H 2320
IHY C8H 2880
CPY t5 C8H 1920

85H 50

B)C LOOP 08H 2880

F4H 2440
STX S8506 8EH 1420

85H 50
86H 6D

PLA 68H 1040

TAY ASH 1680

FLA 68H 1840

TAX AAH 1780

PLA 68H 1840

RTI 48H 640

(SCR1) 88H 80

<SCR2> eiH 10

(SCR3) 82H 20
(SCR4) 83H 3D

(SCR5.1 84H 40

<SCR6> 85H 5D

(END) FFH 2550

list from Basic, you can change colors

any time you like from one display block

to the next. This lets you get as many
colors on the screen as you like, oriented

towards display blocks. It can be thought

of as a color display list. (Diagram 4.)

Next, how shall we set up the table?

Let's just use another string. COLS. The
first five bytes (characters) of the string

will thus correspond to the first display

list interrupt colors, the next five bytes to

the next five, and so on. Since my routine

can address a maximum of 255 bytes this

means we have a total of 255/5 = 51

interrupts, which is plenty, believe me. (If

not. go buy a robe.)

The next problem is how the assembly
routine figures out when we are at the

top of the screen, in order to know when
to begin at the top of the table (string)

again. This is done by setting an interrupt

at the very first DL instruction onscreen,

which is a 112 (eight blank scan lines).

There is a hardware register called

VCOUNT which tells us which scan line

we are on, from the top of the screen; we
read it. and if it corresponds to the blanking

line at screen top, we know to start at the

beginning of the table again. The routine

requires this interrupt to be set. If it isn't,

random colors will be generated as the

6502 sails past the end of COLS, cheerfully

gobbling up loose data and using it to

determine color/lum.

The Basic subroutine is called after you
set up COLS, which is the table of colors.

(It requires the location of COLS be tied

down in memory before it tells the assembly

program where the color table is.) Then
it returns to you. See Program Listing 2.

(Program 1 was in last month's column).
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NEW! for

the '89 from

MAGNOLIA*
MICROSYSTEMS

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER
for both 5 1/4" & 8" drives

only $5S3O complete

including CP/M™2.2

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

2812 Thomdyke W. Seattle 98199
(206) 285-7266 (800) 426-2841

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Save On
TRS-80™ Computers

\i
HMBJKSS^yggrT

For the best deals on TRS 80 Compjttrs
we have SPECIAL DISCOUNTS. FREE SHIP
PING and a TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER

Pan American
Electronics

Dept 22 • 1117 Conway • Mission. TX 78572
Telex Number 767339

Toll Free Order Number 800/531 7466

Texas & Principal Number 512/381-2766

TM Trademark of Tandy Corporation

CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE AUTHORS?
for Apple, Atari. TRS-80. NEC, Hitachi

Braderbund Software is looking for new authors to Join its

international team of programmers. If you have a product for
the micro market, let us show you the advantages of working

' with our team of design, production and distribution
specialists, "-ijimihhu

Call or write for our free Authors Kit today or send us a
machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under
strictest confidence. ^^ ^^

derbund Softwar
ipri»ni»mii«iW*

2 Vista Wood UUou Sonflofeol.Cfl 94901 (415)456-6424
".""

— —
-1,... H«l I
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Americas newest
home appliance:
the computer terminal

In a few years, millions of Amer-
icans will have computers in their

own homes—yet many of us
remain functional illiterates when it

comes to computers. In this book,
Joseph Deken, a brilliant com-
puter scientist, presents the com-
puter as a useful tool rather than a
mysterious entity. He provides an
entertaining, jargon-free guide to

how computers work and how
they can be used in our daily lives

for everything from balancing check-
books to "working at the

office" while still sitting at

home (telecommuting). No
matter what the future holds
in store, this is the only
computer book you'll ever
need! Illustrated with com-
puter drawings. $14.95

FLECTRONIfL COTTAGE u
Everyday Living with Your

Personal Computers in the 1980s

JOSEPH DEKEN
William Morrow
105 Madison Ave . N Y NY 10016
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Atari, continued...

Everything is now ready. Place your
interrupts where you need a color register

change, make sure you have the colors

ready in the table (COLS), and the assembly

routine will do the rest. The moment the

display list is modified, the process of

copying into hardware registers begins

and the colors will change onscreen.

Since this is a confusing process involving

many new ideas, let's take a step back

and get an overview of the entire process

as we've covered it so far. This will. I

hope, clear up any confusing points about

how to use the routine.

Basic keeps "O.S. shadow registers" of

the colors in the five hardware registers.

When do we do a SETCOLOR. we change

these O.S. registers. At the start of each
TV refresh. 60 times a second, these

shadow registers are copied by the oper-

ating system into the hardware registers.

Now here the colors would stay,

unchanged, for CTIA to look at. except

for the special assembly routine we have.

The routine requires the "blank eight

lines" instruction executed at the top of

the frame to have an interrupt. Antic

does that display block, generating blank

lines, and at the end of it interrupts the

6502. The 6502 trots over to COLS, pulls

out five bytes from the beginning of the

tables (since this is the top of the screen),

and copies them into the hardware registers.

At that point the colors being generated

by CTIA change to the new values just

copied in.

Now again here things will stay until

the next refresh unless we place another

display list interrupt somewhere, and have

five more colors ready in COLS. If we do.

at the the end of that block the color

register will again change, and so on. At
the end of the refresh the O.S. register

Program 3.

100 REM x PROGRAM 3.
110 REM * SETS TMO COLORS FOR GR.O
120 REM
130 DIM COL»<50>
110 REM
ISO REM x COLOR GROUP 1.
155 REM x CHARS=GREEN,BORDER=RED
160 REM
170 COL«(1)=CMR*(0):REM UNUSED
180 col«<2)=chr«<io>:rem lum
190 c0l$<3>=chr»((1zx16>+6>:rem color
200 col*(1>^chr»(0>:rem unused
210 c0l«<5)=chr«<<2x16>+6>:rem bord
220 REM
230 REM x COLOR GROUP 2.
23S REM x CHARS=ORANGE,BORDER=BLUE
210 REM
250 COL*(6>-CHR*<0>:REM UNUSED
260 COL»<7)=CHR*(10):REM lum
270 C0L»(8)=CHR»((3xl6)+6)!REM COLOR
280 COL*(9)=CHR«<0) !REM UNUSED
290 COL«(10)=CHR*< (7xl6)+6> tREM BORD
30 REM
310 REM NOW CALL DLI DRIVER
320 REM
330 GOSUB 10000
310 REM
350 REM NOW POKE IN INTERRUPT AT
360 REM TOP;GET DISPLAY LIST START
365 REM
370 START=»PEEK<560>+256xpEEK<561>
380 POKE START, 112+128
390 REM
100 REM NOW POKE IN INTERRUPT HALWAY
110 REM DOWN LIST (START+6+15)
1Z0 POKE START+6+15, 2+128
130 REM
110 REM ROUTINE IS NOW RUNNING.
150 REM
500 STOP

will once again (futilely) be copied into

the hardware registers, just to be overridden

by our routine again, and again.

We must determine where we want a

color change, what color register must

change (for remember the color registers

are used differently between graphics

modes), and plug in the right values to

make a multi-colored screen.

Now for an example. This one will be

in Graphics 0. the character mode. It'll

plot the top section of the screen in one

color, the bottom in another.

Graphics uses the same locations and

no one told Antic to quit interrupting.

However, as soon as the strings are shifted

or destroyed, as during editing, the machine

won't have an interrupt service routine

anymore, and it will quietly die. (Use

RESET to avoid this.) The graceful way
to exit the multicolor mode, by the way.

is to remove the interrupts from the display

list.

For the next demonstration let's escalate

things and put 16 colors onscreen at once,

in Graphics 0. We'll make each of the

first 16 Graphics display blocks a different

color.

We will thus need 16 interrupts; the

one at the top of the screen (112). the one
at the first true Graphics instruction,

which is 66 (66=64+2; the 64 added to

the 2. like the 128. is a modifier for display

memory loading), and 14 more in the

Graphics (2) instructions.

COLS will be length 16*5. or 80. since

we have 16 interrupts.

Instead of 80 COLS=CHRSs we will

use instead a short loop. Remember a

change of 16 is five color registers as

listed in Table 1 (this is copied from the

inside back cover of the Basic manual).

We'll need two groups of five colors

stored in COLS. The first will cover the

Table 2. *Group 1*

Col reg 0. unused COLS( 1 )=CHRS(0)

Luminance of characters = 10 COLS(2)=CHRS( 10)

Table 1.

Color Register

Number Function

1

3

4

Unused.

Luminance of charac-

ters. Color is same as

reg 2.

Color and lum of

backgnd behind
characters. Not border.

Unused.

Border color and lum.

Backgnd eolor-lum of green. COLS(3l=CHRS( 12*161+6

which is color #12. intensity 6.

Col reg X unused COLS(4l=CHRS(0)

Border Color reg. orange at 6 COLS(5l=CHRSl2*16) + 6

Orange = color 2.

Col reg 0. unused

Col reg I. lum = 10

Col reg 2. red at 6

Col reg 3. unused

Col reg 4. border, blue at 6

Group 2*

COLS(6)=CHRS«)i

COL$(7)=CHRS( 10)

COLS(8)=CHR$((3*16)+6)

COLS(9)=CHRS(0)

COLS( 10)=CHRS((7*16)+6)
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"Simply the Best"

Service
Technologies
Centronics Printer Sale

Completely Refurbished, 30 Day Warranty

Model #

101 165 C.p.S., 132 print positions. 5x7 dot matrix.
areal work horse only $449.00

101 A Same as above with the added features ol 9 * 7

dot matrix and USASCII 95 character
only $549.00

101AL Added Bells and Whistles All the features ot the
101 line plus LSI only $749.00

102A 330 c.p.s., 125 L.P.M. bi-directional print 9 x 7 dot
matrix only $949.00

"306 The best of Centronics line at the best price.

compact. 120 characters per second. 5x7. VFU.
top of form and more only $689.00

Quietizer covers available for this model only
only S 89.00

501 120 C.p.S., 30 L.P.M. at 132 character lines. 150
L.P.M at 30 character lines. 5x7 dot matrix,
sprocket feed, motor control only $649.00

503 120 C.p.S., sister to the 501 with bidirectional
print at twice the speed only $749.00

• Print stands available for all models only $ 70.00

• Paper catchers for all models only $18.00

Optitions
• Add lower case to most
Centronics Printers only $89.00

• Add Motor Control to your
779 printer only $95.00

Our Conversion Kit I gives most
Centronics pnnteis the ability

Ic print in upper and lower

case $89 00
Our Conversion Kit II turns

your motor on and oil auto-

matically Increases the tile of

your printer $95 00
Both kits require NO soldering,

etch cuts, software mod or

interface Easy Installation

Interfaces
• Now use your Centre
Parallel Printer on any Computer
with a serial Port Available in

tour models all with switchable
baud rates.

Model
CSP 100
No butter only $175 00
CSP 200
256 char butter only $225 00
CSP 200X
X on/X off Protocol only $340 00
CSP 2000
2048 char butter only $395 00

Many More Interlaces Available

To order: Call 603-883-5369

Service Technologies
32 Nightingale Rd.
Nashua, N.H. 03062

Visa and Master Charge accepted

Inquiries Always Welcome
Shipping and Handling Extra
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SOFTWARE
for the ATARI 800*

and ATARI 400*

from QUTiLrry software

STARBASE
HYPERION™
By Don Ursem

Become absorbed in this intri-

guing, original space simulation

of war in the tar future Use
strategy to defend a front line

Star Fortress against invasion

forces of an alien empire You

create, deploy, and command a

fleet of various classes of space

ships, while managing limited

resources including power

generators, shields and probes

Real time responses are

sometimes required to take

advantage of special tactical

opportunities. Use of color,

sound, and special graphics

add to the enioyment of this program At least 24K ot RAM is required

On Cassette - $19.95 On Diskette - $22.95

—_**s

Armmk-mmk
fcffi

NAME THAT SONG
By Jerry White

Here is great entertainment lor everyone!

Iwo players listen while the Atari starts

playing a tune As soon as a player thinks

he knows the name of the song, he

presses his assigned key or loystick

button There are two ways to play The

first way requires you to type in the name
of the song. Optionally, you can play

multiple choice, where the computer

asks you to select the title Irom tour possibilities The standard version requires 24K of

RAM (32K on diskette) and has over 1 50 songs on it You also get a 16K version that has
more than 85 songs The instructions explain how you can add songs to the program, if

you wish Written in BASIC

On Cassette - $14.95 On Diskette - $17 95

OS FORTH
By James Albanese

Want to go beyond BASIC? The remarkably efficient FORTH programming language may
be |usl lor you We have taken the popular fig-FORTH model from the FORTH Interest

Group and expanded it for use with the Atari Personal Computer Best ol all we have
written substantial documentation, packaged in a three ring binder, that includes a

tutorial introduction to FORTH and numerous examples QS FORTH is a disk based
system that requires at least ?4K of RAM and at least one disk drive Five modules that

may be loaded separately from disk are the fig FORTH kernel, extensions to standard

fig-FORTH. an on screen editor, an I/O module that accesses Atari's operating system,

and a FORTH assembler

Diskette and Manual - $79 95 Manual Only - $39.95

FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE
PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

QUTILHy SOFTWARE
6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91335

(213) 344-6599

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store If necessary

you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place orders by
calling us at (213) 344-6599 Or mail your check or bankcard number to the address

above. California residents add 6% sales tax Shipping Charges: Within North America

orders must include $1 50 for shipping and handling Outside North America the

charge tor airmail shipping and handling is $5.00 Pay in US currency.

•Indicates trademarks ol Atari
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Atari, continued...

colors from the first display list interrupt,

at the top of the screen, to the second
interrupt midway down the screen. The
second will cover from midscreen to the

bottom. COLS is set up with the colors in

Table 2.

Our colors are now set up. We call the

routine with GOSUB 10000. It returns to

us shortly thereafter. We must now set

our interrupts in the display list.

A Graphics display list is shown in

Table 3. to help us visualize what we will

be modifying.

Hence, we POKE a 112+128 into

START+0. to set our first interrupt (the

instant that POKE is executed, the Atari's

colors will change to the values in the

first five bytes, and another interrupt

midway down the Graphics instructions

(at START+6+15: POKE a 2+128). At
that point, the colors will change again.

What you'll have onscreen are the spe-

cified colors, changing at the interrupt

points to the new colors in COLS.
You're in for a surprise when you push

BREAK to halt the program. The screen

stays changed! This is because the program
and color strings are still in the change of

color. (Program 4.) This loads COLS with

our desired 15 color changes, with only

the background color changing between
each one. at the same lum.

We then call the assembly subroutine,

and set our interrupts with another loop:

POKESTART.112+128
(blank lines interrupt)

POKE START+3.2+64+128
(lms.gr.0 interrupt)

FOR D=START+6 to START+6+13
(14 total)

POKE D.2+ 128

NEXTD

Boom, there you have it. 16 different

colors onscreen at once. You'll want to

play with this routine and try different

luminances for characters, background,

border.

One variation on this is to rotate the

string once you have the interrupt routine

working off it. The effect onscreen is

rotating colors, with the shades of color

slowly shifting up. This can be done by

rotating COLS five bytes at a time. Add
the following lines to Program 4:

500 COL1$=COLS(76.80) (get last

five characters)

510 COLlS(6)=COLS( 1.75) (append
first 75)

520 COLS=COLlS (and shift it

into COLS)
Naturally, if you were mixing graphics

modes, as more and more good software

is beginning to do. you could just add an

interrupt and more colors to shift displayed

colors between modes. This can be quite

helpful in drawing attention to a certain

display. Hashing the display can be accom-
plished by just rewriting one byte in COLS
to 0. then back; this will change a color

register onscreen immediately.

That's the beauty of the routine: all

you have to do to modify the colors

onscreen is modify the string. ( 1 must give

credit where credit is due for the original

concept of using strings to manipulate

memory to Creative \i own George Blank.

A few columns back he made a player's

memory map area be a string, and manip-

ulated the player up and down using string

operators. This was a good idea, and this

color routine is an offshoot of it.)

Well, on to a demonstration few have
seen: 128 shades of color— all on the same
screen. The first time 1 saw this, the person

who programmed it dedicated the 6502
processor to updating color registers; it

did nothing else. As such it wasn't really

useful, but it was a start. Here's my version,

which runs along with Basic.

START==PEEK(560)+256*PEEK(561)

START +0
+ 1

+ 2

+3
+4
+ 5

+6
+7

112

112

112

66
data byte

data byte

2

2

(blank 8 lines) interrupt here required

(2. a graphics instruction. + 64=lms)

graphics instructions

+ 29 2 last graphics instruction

halt until next refresh).

Table 3. Sample Graphics Display List. (A much expanded
version, complete with explanations of the various opcodes,

appears in the October issue of Creative Computing.)

100 REM * PROGRAM 1.

110 REM » 16 COLORS AT THE SAME
TIME.

120 DIM C0L*<255>
130 REM * INITIALIZE C0L« IN GROUPS
140 N=t
150 TOR C=l TO 80 STEP 5
160 col*<o=chr«(o>:rem UNUSED
170 col*(c+1)=chr*(0)!rem lum
180 col*<c+2>=chr«<n>:rem color
190 COL«(C+3)=CHR»(0)
200 col«<c + 4>=chr»<2>:rem grey

border
205 N=N+16
210 NEXT C
220 REM
230 REM « NOW CALL DLI HANDLER
210 REM
250 GOSUEi 10000
260 REM
27 REM « NOW DO DL WORK
280 START=PEEK(560>+256»PEEK(561)
290 POKE START, 112+128
295 POKE START +3,2+61H28
300 fit h

310 REM * NOW POKE IN It MORE
(GR/0)

32 REM
330 FOR D=START+6 TO START+6+11
3^0 I i 128
350 HEXT t)

I.FM

' I.AM IS NOW RUNNING.
II M

500 STOP

Program 4.

Since we can only have 51 interrupts,

we can't do it the easiest way. where we
shift into Graphics 8 and use 128 interrupts

(there are 192 scan lines in Graphics 8).

Instead, we will use multiple color registers

on the screen side-by-side and shift them
four at a time in Graphics 7.

Graphics 7 uses four of the five color

registers: 0. 1. 2. and 4 (background).

We generate the four blocks, each using

one color register, by a simple nested

loop and draw. (See Program 5 and Dia-

gram 5.)

Graphics 7 has 96 display blocks, so

let's set a display list interrupt every third

block, for 32 total, plus the one at the top

of the page for 33. We'll load each color

register with a shade of color different

from its neighbors just by counting up the

128 possible shades, and offsetting.

Now have a look at Program 5 listing.

COLS initialization. Remember, a change
of 2 is required to change one shade of

color. We then poke in the DLIs as usual,

this time using 13+ 128 (which is Graphics

7) for 32 of them and the usual one at the

top. 112+128.

There you have it. 128 shades of color.

all at once. But. I'm not done yet. Let's

rotate them.

All we need to do to rotate these colors

upwards is shift them up five. The value

in color register 4 will be shifted into

register 3, and as such become invisible

until it is shifted into 2. but no matter. A
better routine could bypass the "hole" in

the colors.

310 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Santa Cruz Educational Software Tricky Tutorials ' Santa Cruz Educational Software Tricky Tutorials * Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials

ATARItmGRAPHICS MADE EASY? YES!
FINALLY - SOMEONE HAS WRITTEN A SERIES OF PROGRAMS THAT 00 ALL THE DIFFICULT CALCULATIONS FOR YOU WHILE DEMONSTRATING
THE SPECIAL 'TRICKS" THAT THE ATARI IS CAPABLE OF ... .

B

TRICKY TUTORIALSltml

•1 . DISPLAY LISTS - This program teaches you how to

alter the program in the ATARI that controls the format ot

the screen For example when you say graphics 8 the

machine responds with a large graphics 8 area at the lop

ot the screen and a small text area at the bottom Now
you will be able to mix the various modes on the screen at

the same time Just think how nice your programs could

look with a mix of large and small text and both high and

low resolution graphics This program has many ex

amples plus does all ot the difficult calculations'

•2: HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL SCROLLING - The intorma

lion you put on the screen either graphics or text can be

moved up down or sideways This can make lor some

nice eltects You could move only the text on the bottom

hall ot the screen or perhaps create a map and then move

smoothly over it by using the loystick

#3: PAGE FLIPPING - Normally you have to redraw Ihe

screen every lime you change the picture or text Now
you can learn how to have the computer draw the next

page you want to see while you are still looking at the

previous page then flip to it instantly You won t see il

being drawn so a complicated picture can seem to |ust

appear Depending on your memory size and how com
plicated the picture, you could (lip between many pages

thus allowing animation or other special ettects with your

text

#4 BASICS OF ANIMATION - Shows you how to

animate simple shapes using the PRINT and PLOT com-

mands, and also has a nice little PLAYER/MISSILE

Graphics demo to learn This would be an excellent way to

start making your programs come alive on the screen

IS: PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS This complex sub|ecl

will be demonstrated by starting with simple examples

and building up to a complete game and also an animated

business chart on multiple pages' As always the com
puter does most ot the calculations Ready Nov 1981

Requires 32 k disk or tape and costs ?9 95 (extensive

manual included)

Tricky Tutorials (except IS) require 16k memory lor

cassette orders and 24k lor disk The price is $14 95

each You may order 1.2.3. & 4 tor $49 95'

MASTER MEMORY MAP(tm) - is really the key 10 using

the ATARI s capabilities We start out by explaining how

to PEEK and POKE values into memory so that even new
programmers can use this Then we give you over 1f>

pages ot the memory locations that are the most uselul

The intormation is condensed Irom both Ihe ATARI s

Operating System Manual and various articles and pro

grams It is ot course uselul even lor experienced pro

grammers as a reference Also we highly suggest thai

dealers otter this Memory Map to customers who request

lo be told how to use the power ot the machine We
guarantee it will answer many ol the questions you have

about the machine $5 95

THE GRAPHICS MACHINE!' Turn your computer into

an incredible graphics tool with advanced comands like

circle box till polygon line help etc 3 colors in

graphics 8 with instant text'" Create colorful business

charts or beautilul drawings and then save or retrieve

them Irom disk in 5 SECONOS YES it s that last' Needs

all 48k disk and costs $19 95

MINI-WORD PROCESSOR This is lor those ot you who
have a printer but don t need lo spend S100 or more lor a

tancy word processor It is suitable lor simple editing ol

text accepts most control characters tor your printer and
text is stored on disx tor easy retnval The amount ol text

held depends on memory Requires 32K iftK

$1495 DM Co..»t.

BOB'S BUSINESS 14 small business type programs
lor home ol ottice all chosen from a nice menu Supports

printed output 169 sectors ot programs require 32k tape

or disk $14 95

KID I #1 - Includes the following 1) TREASURE -
search tor the lost treasure while trying to keep Irom fall-

ing into the sea Nice graphics it you find it' ?>

DIALOGUE - talk back to the computer about tour sub

tects 3) MATH QUIZ - Nice musical and graphical

rewards tor good scores Parents input the level ol dil

(Cutty

KID'S #2 - A spelling quiz a scrabble type game
and a version ot Touch with the computer giving all the

directions' Both Kid s programs require 16k or 24k disk

and cost $14 95 each

*••*•**••**•**
See your local Dealer, or send check to:

SANTA CRUZ EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
5425 Jigger Dr.. Soquel. CA 95073
COO orders call (408) 476-4901

'Include Sz 00 postage (SO. 75 for Memory Map)
•In Calif include 6% tax

Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials * Santa Cruz Educational Software * Tricky Tutorials
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SOFTWARE STREET

.HRvi
PRESENTS

SOFTWARE
2gl* fi1,i

HARDWARE
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL All Talk & Teach Cassettes 2555 Moil list 2 2 2995 ATARI 800 16 K 747 00

Invitation To Prog 1.2.3 leach) 16.96 The Communicator 42 95 ATARI 400 16 K 338 00
All Scoll Adomi Touch Typing 21 21 ATARI 410 Recorder 65 00
Adventures (eoeh) 15.95 Canv Span.Fren.GermonteacM 50 96 UK Letter Perfect ATARI 810 Disk Orive 429 00

Statistics 1 16 96 Word Processor 129 95 ATARI 815 Dual Disk 04 9 00
ATARI Educ Sys.Moster Cartridge 19 95 ATARI 820 Printer 360 00

A/uliC Compoier 48 96 States & Capitols 12 71 PDI ATARI 822 Printer 360 00
Kingdom 12 71 European Countries & Cops 12 71 Minierossword 14 95 ATARI 825 Printer 599 00
Hongmon 12 71 Graph II 16 96 Code Breaker 14 95 ATARI 8 30 Modem 175 00
Energy Czar 12 71 Assembler/ Editor 48 96 Memory Builder 14 95 ATARI 850 Inil Mod 149 00
Blackjack 12 71 Telelink 1 21 21 Bowling 14 95 8K Rom 49 00
Space Invade" 16 96 Microsoft BASIC 74 95 Vocabulary l&IMeochl 14 95 16K Ram 89 00
Basketball 33 96 Pilot 74 95 Number Series t4 95 Paddles (prl 17 00
v.deo Easel 33 96 Reading Comprehension 14 95 Joystick loach) 9 00
Super Breokoul 33 96 CRYSTALWARE Pre School IO Builder 1 6. IIM 14 9! Blank Diskettes IS) 22 SO
Computer Chen
30 Tic Toe To*
Stor toideri

33 96 Fonlasyland 49 95 Addition With Carrying 14 95
33 96
48 96

House Ot Usher

Go Noetic Quest

19 95

24 95

Ouantatative Comparisons 15 95 CALL FOR CHRISTMAS
Scrom 16 96 Sumer 1695 PERSONAL SOFTWARE SPECIALS !!!

Asteroids
Missile Command

33 96
33 96

World War 1 1

Loser Wors
25 95
25 95

Microchess
Checker King

17 95
17 95 FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE

Mailing llsl

Mortgage & Loan Analysis

16 95 Sands Of Mors 35 95 VisiColc 169 95
12 71 Beneath The Pyramids 25.95 SOFTWARE STREET

Bond Analysis 21 21 Little Crystal 35 95 QUALITY SOFTWARE 3392 Clipper Dr
Slock Analysis 21 21 Waterloo M 44 95 Fast Gammon 16 96 Chino, CA 91710
Stock Charting 21 21 Tori Trek 10 16

ColculotOr 25 46 DYNACOMP Tank Trap 10 16 (714) 597-6959
Financial Management System 60 00 Poker Hrly 15 95 Disassembler 10 16

Dow Jones Invest Evol. 79 95 Voldez 13 95 Assembler 21 21 ATARI IS A REGISTERED
Accounts Reccivobl* System 399.00 Flight Simulator 15 95 3D Supergraphics 33 96 TRADEMARK
General Accounting System 399.00 Monoreh 10 95 OS Forth 67 96

Inventory Control 399.00 Intruder Alert 14 95 $2 00 minimum shipping

Word Processor 129.95 Giant Slalom 12 95 AND MUCH MORE!! prices subject to change
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Atari, continued.

Program 5.

100 REM PROGRAM 5. 128 SHADES
110 DIM C0LK255)
120 REM x DRAW FIGURE
125 GRAPHICS 7+16
126 FOR R=0 TO 1
127 SETCOLOR R,0,Rx2
128 NEXT R
129 COLOR 1

130
110 FOR X==l TO 120 STEP 10
150 COLOR CL
160 CL=CL+1
170 FOR Y = l TO 95
180 PLOT X,Y
190 DRAWTO X+10.Y
200 NEXT Y
210 NEXT X
230 REM » LOAD COLORS
210 CL =

Program 6.

OF COL.

250 FOR T

260 COL*(
270 COL*(
280 COL*(
290 COL«<
300 COL*(
310 CL =CL
320 NEXT
330 REM *

310 GOSUP.
350 reh *

360 START
370 POKE
380 FOR D
390 POKE
100 NEXT
110 GOTO

=1 TO 33*5 STEP 5
t>=chr«<cd:rem col reg o

T + 1)=CHR*(CL+6D:REM colreg 1

T+2)=CHR«<CL+128> :rem colreg
T+3)-CHR*<CL+192> tREM UNUSED
T+1)=CHR*<CL+192> !REM COLREG
+ 2
T

CALL DRIVER
10000
SET INTERRUPTS
PI IK(560)+256xPEEK<561 )

START, 112+128
=START+7 TO START+7+96 STEP :

D,13+128:REM GR.7
D
110

Diagram 5. In order to get 128 colors

onscreen with only .12 total interrupts,

we need to change 4 colors per interrupt

(i.e., 32x4 = 128). We must also display

4 colors per line, which calls for a four
color mode: graphics .?. 5, or 7.

Here's a diagram of how the screen is

set up in terms of blocks of area of a
given color register; this is done with

Basic fill routine, but the XIO fill would
work equally well.

Add these lines to Program 5 to rotate

the colors:

410COLlS=COLS(f.)
420 COL1SI 161 >=COLSl 1.51

4.V)COL$=COLlS
This is Program 5 with rotate.

Note that I do string manipulations using

a scratch string and only copy it into

COLS when I'm done fiddling with it.

This helps prevent the Atari from moving
it somewhere with no warning due to

changing length, as well as preventing

weird screen flickerings. if COLS should

temporarily be Ux> short to provide enough
data.

Sunset

By now. if you're running these programs,

you're seeing your Atari do things it has

never done before. Let me now present

to you the Sunset program which is based

on a program which appeared previously

in this column. It had three spirals, one-

inside the other. Colors were shifted

between them (each spiral was in a different

color register, and they were in Graphics

7).

Well, the sneaky idea behind this routine

is to use the shifting introduced in the

previous program on the spiral routine.

Color
Reg.
00

Color
Reg.
01

Color
Reg.

02

Color
Reg,

04

The initializations are a bit tricky: each
color register is started up a bit offset

from the others, so that each will have a

considerably different color than the others,

and the background is left completely off

until halfway down the screen. Then the

colors are shifted with the top half of the

string being shifted up and the bottom

half being shifted down, an effect very

much like a sunset over water. I've added
a few random stars in the background on

the upper half to twinkle as the color

registers change. (Program 6.)

Some notes: The Atari variable table

can get full of holes, if you do lots of

editing, and the Atari has strange cleanup
of unused strings. If you start getting

unexpected problems, try LISTing the

program out to storage then ENTERing it

back in: this will clean up the variable

table. I've had little problem with this,

however.

Conclusion

If you come across a particularly nifty

effect, you might mail me a copy at the

address appearing at the bottom of the

column: I'll try it out and maybe include

it in a future column if it's really good.

Be sure to experiment, have fun. and
go create something!

100 REM x* PROGRAM 6, SUNSET.
110 REM xx*
120 REM xxx DAVE SMALL
130 REM xxx
140 DIM T0P1*(128),B0T1»(128>
150 DIM T0P»(128),B0T«<128>
160 DIM COL»<255)
170 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
180 REM x INITIALIZE SCREEN FOR DISP
190 GOSUB 550
200 REM x INITIALIZE COL
210 GOSUP 790
220 REM x INITIALIZE ASSEMBLY
230 GOSUB 10000
210 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
250 REM x DISPLAY LIST
260 ST=PEEK(560)+Z56XPEEK(561)
270 POKE ST,112+128:REM TOP INK 15)
280 POKE ST+3,13+61+128:REM LMS.DLI
290 FOR Y=6 TO 6+96 STEP 2tREM HI SRS
300 POKE ST+Y, 13+128
310 NEXT Y
320 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
330 REM ROTATE COL* IN HALVES
310 FOR ROT=0 TO 300 STEP 2
350 SANDY=0
360 BOT*=COL*< 1,125)
370 TOP«=COL*< 126,250)
380 REM xx
390 TOP1*=TOP*(1,120>
100 T0P»=T0P$(121,125)
110 T0P»(6)=T0P1«
120 T0P«(5,5)=CHR*(R0T)
126 IF R0T>255 THEN T0P«<5,5)=CHR«< )

130 REM
110 B0T1«=B0T*<1,5>
150 B0T«=B0T«<6>
160 BOT«(121)=BOT1«
170 REM
180 C0L«<1,125)=B0T«
190 C0L»(126)=T0P«
500 NEXT ROT
510 GOTO 310
530 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
510 REM FROM CREATIVE COMPUTING..
550 GRAPHICS Z3SDEG tSETCOLOR

2,1,10!DIM C(3)

560 SETCOLOR 0,0,10
570 SETCOLOR 1,0,6
580 SETCOLOR 2,0,2
590 r=zo:color i:c=i
600 X0=79!Y0=17
610 FOR K=0 TO 3tC(K )=K+lx2:NEXT K

620 FOR K-l TO 3
630 x=xo+r*cos<360>:y=yo:plot X,Y
610 FOR 1=0 TO 5x360 STEP 75
630 X-X0+RxCOS(I)

I

Y-Y0+KxSIN(I)
660 DRAWTO X,Y
670 next i:r=r+12:c=c+i:color C
680 NEXT K
690 Z8=l
700 FOR L0OP=l TO 50
710 COLOR Z8
720 X8=INT(RND(0)X159>+1
730 Y8=INr<RND(0)x17)+l
710 PLOT X8,Y8
750 Z8=Z8+i:iF Z8=1 THEN Z8=l
760 NEXT LOOP
//0 RETURN
780 REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
790 REM xx» mil COL*
800 FOR T=l TO 255 STEP 5
810 C0L»<1 , I ) •CHRk(T)
820 T1*T+B0
830 T2=T+160
810 IF U>233 THfN ll I 1 256
850 1 S THEN T: 1.! 256
860 COL*( 1 i I , I i 1 ) CltRt(Tl)
870 COL«(T+2,T+2> CHR*< 12)
880 C0L$<T+3,T+3) *CHR*<0)
890 COL«( I • 1, I

••!> ( HK«(0)
von mm i

910 RETURN J
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Roy HKhs Owner
OtS'G«" EitCTdON R.H. Electronics

COMPUTER PROOUCTS

SUPER RAMMI
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER" $160'

A
APPLE
OWNERS

DIP

6

PLUG IN SLOT
GOLD PLATED CONTA
INCLUDES S RAM ROM OPTIONS
IMS is sophisticated FIRMWARE
ENJOY THE BEST Of BOTH WORLDS
16K RAM (RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY)
INCLUDES SELECTABLE DIP SWITCH
EXPANDS YOUR 48K APPLE TO MK OF PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY
ELIMINATF3 THl NEED FOR APPLESOFT - OR INTEGER BASIC ROM CARD
ALLOWS YOU TO RUN APPLE S NEW FORTRAN PACKAGE ALSO PASCAL AND
PILOT -CP M' COBOL INTEGER BASIC APPLESOFT BASIC V1SICALC DOS 3 .1

KEYBOARD CONTROL ! HAM OR MOTHER BOARD ROM LANGUAGE
INCLUDES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND APPLICATIONS NOTES
THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPED BY VARIOUS VENDORS FOR YOUR I64KI SHOULD NOW
WORK AS THEY ADVERTISED

THE MOST VERSATILE RAM EXPANSION ON THE MARKET TODAY
ROM SOCKET LETS YOU CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL USES DESIGN YOUR OWN
SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
1 (X Ks IN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SO THEY CANT BE COPIED

UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY!
"When a brttrr ptiniut I I* madr. ur'll be fhr ones to mahr It'

FOR FAST SERVICE SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER-PERSONAL CHECKS
TAKE 3 WEEKS TO CLEAR SHIPPED ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
M)V NICKS &•<*•

R.H. Electronics

566 irelan Bin CC
Bueilton CA 93427

tecpmucai support

•*--*.( COWu'f" *-<? •'.ISO** r* »M

SUPER RAM II - $160.00*

SUPER FAN II • $69.00*

'SALES TAX: California Residents add 6V,

SHIPPING: Add $2 50 per item

COD Add S1 40 per item
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*&a*z.

VORK lO
BASF-DPS

WORLD STANDARD TAPE
• PROFESSIONAL 5-SCREW SHELL
• UNIVERSAL INDUSTRY ACCEPTANCE

DATA TRAC - C-10, C-20
MUSI TRAC - C-45. C-90

f»
.^•i*T^

e

S?lr5? ,

^'u
o^.VJsr<i5o.

<*%&* *

Trie^V^o*8
«»**UBl«l C

8*ssen

8^n
qood

C&mP"'" \H»
1*#*

op*'

*?£>
nths •

lenfl^op-
keep"" - fl**'

"YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST as
Call: 213/710-1430 for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT on Credil Card Order.

ORDER NOW... Mall to: VORK lO Computerware
24573 Kittridge SI #C1. Canoqa Part. CA 91307

Q CtnrA or M enaowd Q Owge to my Cirrji Cart

Q VISA O MASTERCARD EupxsiMe:

PtMM Mm rmwmnm chuctuua Mow
lEKOTM 1 tXUSI 2 002EN tOTHL

CIO ,6 00 QH«
C20 10 00 1B0O

C-45 13 00 23 00

C-90 . :
?1 fS

| , 3900

Sue TOTAL

Q*l mm. xu e% an an

Sticpng 1 « $2 2 to S3 SO

attl dor Si

TOTAL

WWTE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
S*mmnm* Duft pack by UPS W StfHt «M>tu « CoM
U S A only W« cannot vh> to P tons 12-81
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HelpWanted
Be an indendent trucker or manage a city transportation

department with these two award winning simulations! \

Driver Wanted Tired of being told what to do? Be an
independent trucker and manage your own life' Haul
oranges, frieght. or mail from California to New York
Healthy, safe driver desired, able to cope with bad
weather, road construction, flat tires, fatigue, and the
highway patrol Contact Trucker for details

Transportation manager for city of Grand Rapids.
Michigan Are you the dynamic executive we need to

construct and maintain our streets and operate the
city bus company? Experience desired in planning,

budgeting, finance, labor negotiations, poitical liason.

and tax policy Apply to Streets of the City

creative
coircpafciRg

TRUCKER AND
STREETS OF THE CITY

CS4710
32K Applesoft Disk

CS 7707 40K Atari Disk

CS 3703
32K TRS-80 Disk

CS 1204 32K PET tape

psI $24.95

••.»-

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus S2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-tree

Order today at no risk II you ara not
completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-81 12
In NJ ?01 540-0445
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creative
computing
software
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le cap* . . .apple cap! . . . apple (

Back in the May '81 issue, there was
some discussion of limited memory space
with hi-res graphics. Several readers sent

me their techniques for handling the prob-

lem. Some of the techniques will be
included in this column. And. we'll get

into the specifics of the whats and whys
for doing it. Also, several readers sent in

some one-liner programs. Those will be
included in this column, too. Since it's

Christmas time again you may be looking
for things to use with your Apple U. Several

Apple-only books are included here with

a brief discussion of the contents.

MISSING INFO
CP/M for the Apple was reviewed here

in the Sept '81 issue. On page 146. in the

paragraph titled Documentation I men-
tioned several sources of information. I

said I would cover them later. Well, this

is later! Actually, the intention was to

include the info with the review. But. ..Any-

way, here it is now.
Probably the most useful book you can

get is the CP/M Primer by Mitchell Waite

and Stephen Murtha (see photo). Most
of the functions of the CP/M operating
system are simply and effectively described.

The Primer is a must for CP/M beginners.

Then there's The CP/M Handbook by
Rodnay Zaks and CP/M Users Guide by
Thorn Hogan. These are two very thorough
books for the more advanced CP/M user.

•You can find these books at many com-
puter stores or look for them in the maga-
zine ads. Here's a list of the books and
their publishers.

CP/M Primer
Howard W. Sam & Co.. Inc.

4300 West 62nd St.

Indianapolis. IN 46268

CP/M Handbook
Sybex
2344 Sixth St.

Berkeley. CA 94710

CP/M Users Guide
Osborne/McG raw-Hill

630 Bancroft Way. Dept. L-13

Berkeley. CA 94710

Chuck Carpenter, 222* Montctalr PI.. Carrollton.

y^TX 7.SQ07.

Chuck Carpenter

The 8 1/2x11 size CP/M Primer and the

half-page size Volume I of the Microsoft
documentation.

HIRES MEMORY
In the April '81 column, was included a

brief discussion of hi-res memory usage.

The intent of that article was to illustrate

why less memory is available to Applesoft

programmers than to Apple Integer pro-

grammers. Since no attempt was made to

show how to work around limited memory,
several readers sent in a variety of solutions.

We'll get to them but first some back-

ground.

Pointers and Things

In order for the Basic interpreter to

know the size of a program, memory
locations are used to contain various pro-

gram addresses. These are called pointers

(also pointer registers). Pointers contain

the addresses for the beginning of the

program, the end of the program, the end

of variable tables and more. You can find

the pointer data listed on pages 140 and
141 of your Apple II Reference Manual.
These pages refer to zero page usage. It

is conventional with 6502 programs to

put often-used data in page 0. When this

is done, machine language programs run

faster. On page 140 you will find that the

beginning of a program is stored at hex

addresses $67 and $68 (decimal 103 and
104). Note that the $ symbol is used to

show hexadecimal numbers in the 6502
microprocessor system.

Normally the values stored at these

addresses are 01 and 08. They represent

the hex address $0801. If you want to

move the beginning of a Basic program,

just change the programs to make more
room. As I mentioned earlier, several

readers contributed their techniques. They
range from the uncomplicated to the

sophisticated. Let's look at some
examples.

The Uncomplicated
First, determine if you are going to use

one or two hi-res pages. Next, POKE the

new beginning-of-program pointers into

memory locations 103 and 104. Now, to

finish. POKE a zero into the memory
location preceding the address used above.

It will look something like this:

POKE 103.LOMEM LOBYTE+1
POKE I04.LOMEM HIBYTE
POKE LOMEM.O

If you wanted to set LOMEM and the

program pointers to the top of hi-res page
2. do this:

POKE 103.1

POKE 104.96

POKE 24576.0

To set LOMEM to the top of hi-res page

1. use these POKEs:
POKE 103.1

POKE 104.64

POKE 16384.0

Going back to the start can be accom-
plished by typing TEXT then INT or FP.

Use the one corresponding to the version

of Basic you're using. Pressing RESET
will work too. Be careful you don't lose

your program.
Note the third POKE in the examples.

This is done to tell Applesoft where the

beginning of program space is. This version
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Now contractors
can have the
bottom line
on every job

at their fingertips

This Contractor's Job Cost Program Series was
developed and perfected by a contractor with over
1 5 years experience in all levels of the construction
industry —

The program is specifically designed to work
flexibly with any construction project, job costing
project or departmental accounting.

Job Cost Ledger
• Automatically posts income and expense for each job.

• Gives listing for budgeted expense and income.
• Compares budget amount to actual expense.
• Provides percentage differential between budget amount
and actual expense.

• Calls out problem areas with a special "arrowhead."

Job Cost Ledger Detail
Automatically produces a detailed listing of all activity on

job/job items:

• Improves the contractor's ability to estimate a job.

• Aids in making on-the-job decisions by having up-to-date
cost information.

• Lists amounts paid to subcontractors.

Financial Statements
To obtain a complete set of financial statements, the

Contractor's Job Cost Program generates an in-depth, up-to-

date report in less than an hour instead of days needed using
a manual system. This saves time . . . and time is money for

contractors.

Series I

$119500
$179500

Series II ...

.

For the Apple II+ with 48K memory.

KLEINHAMMER BUSINESS SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1065. Morro Bay. CA 93442 805/772-2766
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
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Three IMPORTANT Books
for the Intelligent

APPLE II User

The MOST Compre-
hensive MEMORY
MAP of the Apple

ever published.

Complete
description of:

DOS (3.2 A 3.3)

Applesoft

Integer BASIC

Monitor

Language Card

Hardware

Entry points,

memory locations,

hardware buffers. .

.

$14.95 * 128 pages, over 2200 entries!

Available now.

Two SUPERB blends
of articles and
programs from

MICRO magazine
for the Apple:

Utility Programs

I/O Routines

Programming Aids

Hardware

Games

All programs
are ON DISK
and ready to run?

$24.95 224 pages, each complete with DISK
each » containing over 30 programs.

Volume 1 available now.
Volume 2 available January.

MICRO INK, Inc.

34 Chelmsford St.

P.O. Box 0502
Chelmsford. MA 01824

Master Card &
VISA Accepted

To order, call toll-free

1-800-227-1617
Ext. 564

In California:

1-800-772-3545 Ext. 564

'Add $2 00 forshipping Massachusetts residents add 5% tax.



Get in
sync

You and your friend are both new owners of

a Sinclair ZX80 or ZX81 You bought your

computers together and marveled over the

low price you had to pay for the Sinclair s

innovative design and sound performance With

visions of becoming computer experts, each
of you read your manuals from cover to cover,

discovering together the elementary functions,

routines, and capabilities of your new systems
Within no time you were both running your
computers with ease and confidence

But soon your friend is expertly and efficiently

adapting new peripherals and software to the

machine—equipment that you didn't even know
existed. Every day your fellow Sinclair user is

showing you new and interesting programming
techniques, creating interesting graphics, chal-

lenging you to new games, and converting

programs from other computers to the Sinclair

Before you know it. you re friend has far sur-

passed you in computer aptitude and know-
how How did your friend get so far ahead of

you? The answer is simple

Your friend reads SYNC-a Creative

Computing publication written solely for Sinclair

ZX80 and ZX81 users SYNC takes you far

beyond the limits of theory and practice as

described in the manual Every issue is packed
with articles, tutorials, how-to material, reviews,

and evaluations that enable you to use your

Sinclair to its greatest potential. Hardware tips,

puzzles, problems, letter-to-the-editor— all the

information supplied in SYNC will keep you
up to date on new ways to do things with your
Sinclair that couldn't be done before.

SYNC functions on many levels with tutorials

for beginners and concepts that will keep the

pros coming back for more. We II show you
how to duplicate commands available in other

Basics and we'll even show you how to do
things on the Sinclair that can t be done on
other machines

While applications and software are the meat
of SYNC, we recognize that along with useful,

pragmatic applications, like financial analysis

and graphing, you want games that are chal-

lenging and fun. We give you complete listings

and sample runs of new games like Widget.

Gauntlet. Forest Treasure, and Life as well as

old favorites like Tic Tac Toe and Mastermind

with a computer twist. All can be picked up

from the pages of SYNC.

Order SYNC Today

To order your subscription to SYNC in the

USA. send $ 1 for one year (6 issues). $ 1 8 for

two years (12 issues), or $24 for three years

(18 issues) Send order and payment to the

address below or call our toll-free number to

charge your order to your Mastercard. Visa,

or American Express.

Subscriptions in the UK are mailed by air

and cost £10 for one year. £18 for two years

or £25 for three years Send order and payment

to the UK address below
Canadian and other foreign surface sub-

scriptions cost $15 for one year. $27 for two

years, and $38 for three years and should be
sent to the USA address
We guarantee your satisfaction or we will

refund your money for the unsent issues

Subscribe to SYNC and get the most from

your Sinclair.

ii_|n
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains. NJ 07950. USA
Toll free 800-631 -81 12

(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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APPLE DISK & MEMORY UTILITY

THE INSPECTOR
These utilities enable the user to examine data

both m the Apple's memory and on disks Simple

commands allow scanning through RAM and

ROM memory as well as reading, displaying and

changing data on disk

Read and rewrite sections of Random Access files

Reconstruct a blown VTOC Weed out unwanted
control characters in CATAI OG listings

UnDELETE deleted files or programs Repair dies

that have erroneous data All without being under
program control and more

You may transfer sectors between disks This

allows you to transfer DOS from one disk to

another thereby saving a blown disk when all that's

blown is DOS itself, or to restore a portion of a

blown disk from its backup disk

Its unique NIBBLE read routine provides a Hi Kes

graphical representation of the data on any track

allowing you to immediately ascertain whether

your disk is 13 sector or 16 sector Get an I O
error. ..is it because you have the wrong DOS up'-'

is it because of a bad address held'' or a bad data

field? or because a track was erased^ This will

allow you to tell in an instant without blowing away
any program in memory

• Repairs Blown Disks
• Reads Nibbles
• Maps Disk Space
• Searches Disks

The INSPECTOR even lets you search through

an entire disk or through on board memory for the

appearance of a string Now you can easily add

lower case to your programs (with LCA)

Do you want to add so called illegal line numbers
into your program? or have several of the same line

numbers in a program (like the professional

programmers do)'-* or input unavailable commands
(like HIMEM to Integer Basic)? or put quotation

marks into PRINT statements? Here's the easy

way to do them all 1

AND MORE
The INSPECTOR provides a USER exit that will

interface your own subroutines with those of the

INSPECTOR itself For example, just put a

screen dump routine (sample included in

documentation) at HEX 0300 and press CTRL Z
The contents of the screen page will print to your

printer

ROM RESIDENT ROUTINES
The INSPECTOR utilities come on an easily

installed EPROM This makes them always

available for instant use No need to load a disk

and run a program.

FULLY DOCUMENTED
Unlike other software of its kind. The
INSPECTOR comes with an EASY to

understand manual and reference card Examples
and graphics help even the uninitiated use the

pc»wer of these utilities And furthermore, we offer

the kind of personal service which you have never

experienced from a software vendor before

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Searches Memory
• Edits Disk Sectors
• Outputs Screen to Printer

• Displays Memory In HEX/ASCII

See your LOCAL DEALER OR
Mastercard or Visa users cal TOLL FREE 1-

800-835-2246. Kansas residents call 1-800

362-2421. Or send $49.95. Illinois residents

add S3 sales tax.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Alt Apple II tonliguralions I hat have access to Integer Basx
(either in ROM ot RAM) unit support The INSPECTOR.
Just place the t hipm empty sue kel D8 either on the mother

hoard or m an Integer firmware card Apple II* systems

with RAM expansion hoards or Language systems will

receive the INSPECTOR on disk to merge and load with

INrBASIC

And il you have an Apt*' II' . wilhnol either HAM or ROM
.hm^ l<. Inteuvr Rosa vou will still In- ahle to use The
INSPECTOR bw aim- we are making available 16k RAM
cH|WinsM*t Uiards .11 .1 very attorrlihte price Not only will

you he ahtr kl use 1 In- INSPECTOR, hul you will aha!

have ai t ess to Inleqer Hast* and other languages Our
price lor Willi the INSPECTOR and our 16k RAM
board h.$l69.9S.kss than most HAM hoards akrrie Call

rMir ottk e tor <lel. ills

Another Quality Product from
Omega Software Products, Inc.

222 S Riverside Plaza. Chicago, IL 60606
Phone (312) 648-1944

• 1981 Omega Software Products. Inc

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc



Apple Cart, continued.

10
15
20
Zl
22
21
25
26
27
30
10
SO
100
110
120
130
MO
200
210
220
300

TEXT .' HOME
VTAB 3! HTAB 13
PRINT "LOMEM MODIFIER"
PRINT : PRINT "1. 16,381 OR «1000": PRINT "2. 21,576 OR *6000'
PRINT "3. 28,672 OR «7000": PRINT "1. ANOTHER LOCATION"
VTAB 10: PRINT " WHERE DO YOU WANT LOMEM SET "

J : GET A*
IF A* = "1" THEN LO 16381: GOTO 50
IF A* = "2" THEN LO = 21576: GOTO 50
IF A» = "3" THEN LO = 28672: GOTO 50
VTAB 10 : PRINT
LET LO VAL

WHERE DO YOU WANT LOMEM SET INPUT A*
<A«>: IF LO

LET LO » LO + 1

LET I = INT (LO / 256)
LET R = LO - I * 256
POKE 103.R
POKE 101,1
POKE LO - 1,0
HOME : VTAE: 10
PRINT "LOMEM IS SET TO "(LO - 1

PRINT : PRINT "LOAD YOUR PROGRAM
NEW

2018 OR LO > 1900 THEN HOME : GOTO 30

Listing I. Program to POKE LOMEMfor use with graphics programs.

of Basic, a dialect of Microsoft Basic,

puts a zero at the beginning of program
space. The next byte is the first byte of

the program. It is also the first byte of the

address of the next line in the program.
Several readers contributed similar

info on this technique. They are: William

J. Edmunds. Herbert McKinstry, Charles
Kluepfel. Steven Kahn. John Bury. James
F. Johnson, and Henry Hwong. (In no
particular order.)

The Sophisticated

Using the POKE method is effective.

But, the power of your computer is not

being used to advantage. A more auto-

mated way was also contributed by William

J. Edmunds. Listing l is his program to set

the memory locations as required. William

sez, "I've included a listing of a short

program I am working on. With some
modification. I can use it as a loader for

10 REM BY! SHAUN HOPE,
NORTHANTS, ENGLAND

20 gr : home :u - i:s = i6:t = 2
:e - 39:f = io:z = o:c = rnd
(1) « 15 + l: FOR N = TO 1

00 step .015: color= c:m = abs
( int < sin <n> a t * f)>:q =

q+u-f» <q-e>:c»c«
(Q > Z> + <Q - Z) x RND <U)
« s:x = e - q:y = e - m: plot

m,q: plot <j,m: plot x,y: plot
y,x: plot m,x: plot x,m: plot
y,o: plot q,y: next : run

Listing 2. Lo-res routine to draw a pattern

on the screen. Unique use of logic avoids

use ofIE-THEN statements. .

10 rem - by: BOB WONG
BROOKLYN, NY

20 C = 139:0 = 95: HGR : POKE -

16302, 0: FOR Z = 1 TO 5000: FOR
1 TO 50 :E RND <1) x 7

:A RND <1) x 269 + 10:B =

RND (1) x 181 + 10: HCOLdh
e: hplot c,d to a,b:s = peek
< - 16336): NEXT :D = BtC =

a: call - 3082: next : text *

: END

Listing 3. Hi-res routine draws a pattern

of lines in a variety of colors.

10 REM - BY: SKENE MOODY
SAN MARINO, CA

20 FOR N = TO 19: HOME : VTAB
21 : HTAB 20 : PRINT "N= "JN: HGR
: HCOLOR= 3: HFLOT 279,79% FOR
I = II TO 6.28318531 STEP .06
28318531: HPLOT TO COS (I)
x 139 + 110, SIN (N x I) x

79 + 79: NEXT : NEXT : TEXT
: HOME : LIST

Listing 4. Hi-res routine produces lissajous

figures. These figures will he familiar to

long-time oscilloscope users.

GiveYour Apple
Mainframe Capability.
By adding our software to your PASCAL system.

LinkVideo
REDUCE SCREEN I/O PROGRAMMING 90%
• create terminal independent programs
• safeguard programs from user error

• validate, filter and prompt input

• give programs a professional look

• simplify screen handling

• source and P-code included

LinkDisk
GET FOUR FUNCTION DISK CONTROL
• convert Dos 3 3 text/binary to Pascal
• guarantee correct readable copies
• examine and change any byte on disk with

easy-to-use screen editor

• print text files selectively

Learn Pascal the active
way with LinkSampler 1

• Pascal techniques illustrated

• 21 teaching programs
• 68-page easy reading manual
• games and personal finance

Link software is Corvus compatible Ask us about

Pascal software for Apple lirand CP/M~systems

DataLink
ERROR-FREE MAINFRAME COMMUNICATIONS
• transmit/receive up to 4800 baud
• control entire session with 1 key stroke

• dial and retry automatically

• send concurrently to screen, printer & disk

• complete error-checking

• also supports Apple-Cat H"at 1200 baud

Link Index
USE THE FASTEST KEY RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
• sophisticated B-tree indexing method
•

1 record from 25.000 in less than a second
• maintains sorted order

• supports duplicate keys
• easy to use Pascal unitumm
SYSTems
1655

,

26th Street • Santa Monica CA 90404
£1981 Link Systems Inc

I I Please send more into

Name

Company

Address

I am a Dealer

City _

State . .Zip.

Signature .

Payment enclosed lor the following

O I mkVideo S55 O Oatalink $100

O LinkDisk S70 HD Linklnden $150

I I LinkSampler 1

$60 Calit residents add 6^

Q VISA MC (Zl Check

Accti

Eip Date

DECEMBER 1981

Apple trademark ol Apple Computers Inc CP M trademark ot Digital Research Inc Apple-Cat II trademark ot Novation Inc
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completed programs that won't fit below
the hi-res page.

"Option (1) will set lo-mem above hi-

res page I. option (2) above hi-res page 2.

and option (3) above $7000. I use (3) for

disk based Applesoft and the hi-res char-

acter generator available from Apple's

contributed software bank. Option (4) lets

you set lo-mem wherever you like, within

reason.

"Back before 1 learned to do this, I

struggled with disk-based Applesoft and
hi-res page 2 (trying to keep my programs
under 4K). This program really opened
things up for me and is just as useful now
that 1 have a RAM card."

William's program will be a help to

those of you just starting with hi-res

graphics and Applesoft. You can run this

program as a boot program. Or. use it as-

is each time your want to use hi-res

graphics. A similar suggestion was made
to do the task with an EXEC file. In Call

Apple and Nibble magazines there have

been ways shown to link the low side of

the graphics pages to the high side. There
are lots of ideas and ways to solve hi-res

problems. Experiment and find as many
as you can.

ONE-LINERS
In the June 'HI column 1 used a couple

of one-liner programs. In response to a

request for more, three readers replied.

Listings 2. 3 and 4 are the resulting

programs.

Listing 2 includes a lo-res program from
Shaun Hope. This program uses logic in

place of IF...THEN statements. As Shaun
points out, "IF...THEN statements cannot

be used in a one-liner. This makes a useful

exercise in the use of logical statements.

For instance:

do you have
a hard time tearing

yourself away . .

.

. . . from endless tax tables and
computations every time you

run your payroll?

Look at these other powerful features!

• COMPOTES all Federal and State Income Taxes, plus other state

and local taws for any and ai 50 slates and Washington DC Tax
formulas are butt in. no messy entry from tax tables required

• CAPACITY of 300 employees. 1 b Divisions, Stores in multiple

states any state Up to 30 additional user defined deduction
types

• PRUTS payroll checks, check register. w 2 forms, all summary
and Quarterly reports, ethnic distribution, employee lists, and file

usage information ... aM in the time It takes your printer to print!

• FULL SUPPORT after you make your purchase Hotline for

technical assistance Payroll tax update service to keep your
system cunent. even with changes in local laws, available at low
cost (free for the first year) Your system never becomes obsolete!

Consider the fast and versatile

alternative. PAYROLL from
Broderbund Software is written in

PASCAL and assembly language so it

runs many times faster than Basic, yet it

requires no language card or other special

hardware! PAYROLL will run on any 48K
Apple II with DOS 3.3 and two disk drives.

Ask for a demonstration of the Broderbund PAYROLL at your
authorued Apple dealer

Coming soon PASCAL General Ledger
Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable
For hard disk users - PAYROLL "HD" has a capacity of 745
employees and 63 Divisions, plus other special features, and requires
a Pascal language card system
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Company

= 0+1: IF = 40 THEN = 0:

COLOR = RND<1)* 16:

Applesoft would skip to the next line

(which we don't have in a one-liner) if the

IF condition were false. Integer Basic would

go on to the COLOR statement regard-

less.

The only way to get around this in a one-

liner is to use two logical statements:

Q = Q + 1 - 40 • (Q = 39) : C = C • (Q
0) + (0 = 0)

, RND(1)* 16:

Notice the INT function is not necesssary

on COLOR statements, and that variables

are used (in the program) in an attempt to

make the program a little faster."

Try Shaun's program with your color

TV. You will see some interesting pat-

terns.

Another program comes from Bob
Wong. The program in Listing 3 is a hi-

res graphics program. The program draws

a pattern of lines in several colors.

Listing 4. a hi-res program from Skene

Moody, produces some interesting patterns.

Those of you who have worked with

oscilloscopes will recognize the familiar

lissajous figures. The vertical frequency

is always 1 and the horizontal frequency

changes from 1 to 49. Near the end of the

range the figures look like amplitude modu-

lated frequencies. (Or, something like a

two-tone modulated transmitter output.)

Type these one-line programs carefully.

I have to do some of them over several

times. It's easy to leave out part of one

line. What interesting variations can you
think of? Send your ideas and programs

and they will be included in a future

column.

BOOKS TO BUY
Books written especially for use with

the Apple became more available this

past year. Here's a list of some of the ones
I have.

About Machine Language
Apple Machine Language, by Don and

Kurt Inman. Reston Publishing Co.. Inc..

Reston. VA 22090.

HUMAN
PATING
SERVICE

£^
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Buy with Confidence
from the best

GREAT PRICES. GREAT SERVICE. GUARANTEED
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, TERMINALS . .^0

computer

Apple Computers
Disk drives, accessories
software, graphics tablets.

CALL FOR BEST PRICES

Wf,^M HEWLETT Call us for great prices:

mL'HM PACKARD Allot, Atari, NEC.

Whether you want their great
Zen,,h and 0,her

computer or a wide selection of

computer calculators-we have them
HP-85 - Retail $3250

Only $2475 ^^#fi\?\\i2iir#»^^^ ^~
NEW

~
MX 100 &^ MX80F/T

MONITORS
BMC 4 NEC Groan Screen \^-^ column Epson
NOW IN STOCK printer with graphics and the

SOllllEfiVQIBS Friction/tractor MX 80 are in

We have the CORVUS s,ock WE HAVE THE GRAPHIC

systems to hook up several
PACKAGE FOR MX 80 coll.

Apple computers at once! SILENTYPE PRINTER
ONLY $295.00

NEC 4 DIABLO PRINTERS
vote

*0<L
Anadex. Paper jX wX <U«^1

Tiger CALL j' m co«^
for latest prices "• 4

A
Amazing Mountain Hardware
CPS Multl-tunctlon card

ALL IN ONE:

SOFTWARE Parallel/Serial/ Clock/Calen

Visicalc 3 3 $175/Reg $199
BPI GL/INV/AR/etc 299/Reg 399 PLOTTERS
Tax Preparer by Howardsoft... 125/Reg. 150 Bausch&Lomb plotters

Real Estate Analyzer.Howardsoft 125/Reg 150 lor your computer by
Creative Financing. Howardsott 125/Reg 150 Houston Instruments
ASCII Express II by SDS 55/Reg 65 CALL 1

Z-TERM (CPM) (16 sector) 85/Req 100
TRS 80 & ATARI SOFTWARE TOO

MICROSOFT 16K

Ramcard $139

-rasa***

Mail order* ONLY:

^
S
yD
OU

«.
r

!i
a T NET PROFIT COMPUTERS

N
o ^lC°mPU

A
e" 2908 Oregon Court. Bid G

1

521 W Chapman Ave Torrance
U
Ca 90503

*"f7
e 'm

7.
C
,

a; 928°2
1(800)421-1520

714 750-7318
|R Ca| . 213 330.4772

Cal re-aidants add 6% sales tax. Minimum shipping and handling charges arc
13 00 Match. Vlaa. Amu prlcas slightly highat on sal* items Slort prteaa dlllaf
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Fantasy for your ATARI

All B*b*
ano the forty thieves

By Stuart Smith

< nude your alter ego, All IViha. through the thieves mountain
den in an attempt to revue the beautiful princess Treasure
magic, and (real danger awall you! < )ne or more human players

can guide up to seventeen friendly characters through the many
rooms, halls, .xuii caves Some characters wander around
randomly, making each adventure a little different

ALI BABA VNDTHE FORTY THIEVES is written in high
resolution color graphics and includes music and sound effects

Adventures can l>e saved to disk and resumed at a later time
Requires 32K.

On Diskette Only - SS2B5

Graphics for your ATARI

Character3€aqic
Bv Chris Hull *^

It's easy to create your own character sets and save them to

diskette or cassette with CHARACTER MAGIC But this is not just

another character editor CHARACTER MAGC helps you use all the

character types that the Atari is capable of. including descending
characters (8 x 10 dots) and two types of frve-cokx character
graphics not supported by Atari's Operating System Documenta-
tion includes examples of display lists that let you use these "secret"

graphics modes Requires 32K

Cassette or Diskette - $29 95

FOR OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE
PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR OUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store II neces-

sary you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place

orders by calling us at 1213) 344 6599 Or mail your check or bankcard number to the

address above California residents add 6% sales tax Shipping Charges Within

North America orders must include SI 50 for shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge tor airmail shipping and handling is S5 00 Pay in u S currency

QUTiLny
SOFTW7IR6

6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 106. Reseda. Ca 91335 14 6599

'Indicates trademarks of Atari
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Apple Cart, continued...

Twelve chapters integrate machine
language with Basic and the Apple Mini-

assembler. Chapters I to 7 review Basic

and develop a Basic Operating System
(BOS). The BOS is used to develop machine
language programs. These programs do
simple graphics, display text, and generate

sounds. Chapter 7 combines sound with

graphics.

Chapters 8. 9 and 10 explain some of

the Apple System Monitor (SM). Most of

these chapters deal with arithmetic process-

ing. That's a shame because there are lots

of things happening in the monitor besides

mathematics. However, it is true that all

the monitor functions are mathematical
in nature. Some discussion of these func-

tions in non-mathematical terms would
have made learning about the monitor
more friendly.

Apple's Mini-assembler is discussed in

chapter 1 1. The mini-asembler is used to

describe several of the 6502 indexing

modes. One problem I see here is that the

Apple II Plus machines don't have a mini-

assembler. My Oct. '81 column described

how to have the mini-assembler on any
machine. So, if you want to do things

described in the book, you can.

Chapter 12 is called "Putting It all

Together." This chapter combines Basic.

BOS. SM. and the mini-assembler.

Each chapter includes a summary,
exercises, and answers to the exercises.

The Appendix includes a section on Basic

statements. Machine language instructions,

built-in subroutines, and display symbols

(prompts). Also included in the appendix
are hex equivalents, video memory data,

and the 6502 instruction codes. This is a

good book for anyone interested in Apple
machine language. There are some short-

comings. But. once this book is learned,

it's easy to continue on with machine
language.

About DOS
Looking for a book that will completely

describe the Apple Disk Operating System?

Here's one that will.

Beneath Apple DOS. by Don Worth
and Pieter Lechner. Quality Software. 6660

Reseda Blvd.. Suite 105. Reseda. CA 91X15

(213) 244-6599.

This book is more for those in the

advanced programming category. Don't

overlook it as a source of information

while you're learning though. It's a lot

like learning algebra. You don't know
why you're doing it until you take

calculus.

Beneath Apple DOS is divided into 8

chapters and 3 appendices. The first two
chapters are introductory; no real meat

MAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS

;cippkz computer
" Sales nncl Sei

APPLE II PLUS 48K
$1,075

APPLE II PLUS 16K S1.025

HARDWARE
DISK II DRIVES INTERFACE 499
DISK II SECOND DRIVE 439
BASF 5V« "DISKETTES (10) 25
LANGUAGE SYSTEM W/PASCAL 379
INTEGER BASIC FIRMWARE CARD 149

APPLESOFT II FIRMWARE CARD 149

CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE CARD 179

HIGHSPEED SERIAL INTERFACE CARD 145

GRAPHICS TABLET 649
APPLE IEEE-488 INTERFACE CARD 339
M&R SUPRMOD RF MODULATOR 25
MICROSOFT Z-80SOFTCARD SYSTEM 299
MICROSOFT 16K RAM CARD 169

VIDEX 80 COLUMN BOARD 295

HAYES MICROMODEM II 299
AMDEX 13" COLOR MONITOR 429
NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR .255
SILENTYPE PRINTER W/INTERFACE 350
EPSON MX-100 .829

OUME SPRINT 5/45 PRINTER 2499

SOFTWARE
APPLE DOS TOOLKIT 65
APPLE PLOT 60
TAX PLANNER 99
APPLE FORTRAN 159

APPLE PILOT 119

APPLEWRITER 65
DOW JONES PORTFOLIO EVALUATOR 45

DOW JONES NEWS & QUOTES REPORTER 85
THE CONTROLLER 495

VISICALC (16 SECTOR) 159

VISIPLOT 149

VISITREND/VISIPLOT 215
DESKTOP PLAN II 159

BPI BUSINESS SOFTWARE (EACH) 335
SUPER TEXT II 125
PROGRAMMA APPLE PIE 110
EASYWRITER (80 COLUMNS) 219
D.B. MASTER 180
WORD STAR 299
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 149

TO ORDER: Please send cashier's check, money order or personal check (allow 10 business days to clear).

VISA and Master Card credit card service add 3%. American Express credit card service add 5%. Shipping,
handling and insurance in U.S. add 3% (minimum $4) California residents add 6% sales tax. Foreign orders

add 10% for shipping. Equipment is subject to price change and availability. All equipment carries lactory

warranty Store prices differ from mail order prices TELEX: 697120 DATAMAX SDG

computer ckjg. inc.(800) 854-1941 Wi I i|AJua vnjki. n *..
(71 4) 565-4062

Outside Ca. Order Desk Authorized Apple Dealer & Service Center Technical & California

4688 CONVOY STREET, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

here. Chapter 3 discusses diskette for-

matting. Chapter 4 begins to tell you about

the DOS details. In chapter 5. the structure

of DOS is discussed. Using DOS from

assembly language is included in chapter

6 and chapter 7 tells you how to customize

DOS. DOS program logic is included in

chapter 8. The appendices include example

programs in appendix A. disk protection

schemes in B and a Glossary in appendix

B.

About Everything

There are a couple of books available

that do just about that: tell you most

everything. One of them is called the Apple

II User's Guide. The other is called Pro-

grammers Handbook to the Apple II.

Apple II User's Guide, by Lon Poole

with Martin McNiff and Steven Cook.
630 Bancroft Way. Berkeley. CA 94701.

Eight chapters and 12 sections to the

Appendix make this a useful beginner's

book. From introductory chapter 1 to the

compendium of statements in chapter 8.

this book covers the fundamentals of oper-

ating your Apple II. In chapter 2 you
leam how to operate the Apple II. Chapter

3 begins the fundamentals of programming

in Basic, with advanced Basic in chapter

4. Information about the disk is covered

in chapter 5 and Graphics and Sound are

included in chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides

the beginner with some exposure to the

Machine Language Monitor. The appen-

dices include such extras as Useful PEEKS
and POKES, Memory Usage, and ASCII
Character Codes and Applesoft Reserved

Word Tokens.

Generally, the book provides useful

information to the newcomer. There are

some problems though. For instance, on
page 156 there is a table of Applesoft

Basic Immediate Mode commands. These

are actually deferred (or programmed)
mode commands. As with anything you
read use the contents as information-only

until you can verify the accuracy. The
book is well done otherwise and will be

an asset to the beginners library.

Programmer's Handbook to the Apple
II. Computer Station. Inc.. 11610 Page

Service Dr.. St. Louis, MO 63141. (314)

432-7019.

This Handbook is a huge extension to

Computer Station's Programmers Guide.

There are 1 5 sections covering everything

from the Monitor to References. This book
is a compendium of the commands for

most of the major programs used with the

Apple II. Once you have learned the basics

of a particular program, you can find the

essence of the commands and statements

in the Handbook. Included are the Basics.

Pascal, Visicalc. and CP/M with Basic-

80. This book is a useful reference to

many of the programs used on the Apple
II.

"
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BUT2 BUG LIGHTNING & TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSOR

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION

:

( &&
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

ADD $150 SHIPPING 4 HANDLING
N J RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

OMNI COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY. Inc.

200 WEST COUNTY LINE ROAD
R D 3. BOX 200

JACKSON. NEW JERSEY 08527

(2011928-1477 (609)259-2617
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ATTENTION TEACHERS!
At last! An end to the busy work of prepar-

ing math problems. Let the computer and
printer do the busy work.

RELL offers you 25 math programs printed

in BASIC for the line printer— all whole num-
ber and decimal operations (+ - « +). equa-

tions and proportions. . . all for hard copy.

Each program produces a new and different

set of drill and practice problems, with

answers, each time it is run off on the line

printer. In seconds you have individualized

math problems on a ditto master, ready

for duplication.

Order complete set now and receive a

bonus of 2 free measurement programs

covering English and Metric systems.

Send for free brochure.
25 printed program listings S 1 1 9.95

25 programs on cassette

with printed listings * 169.95

Send check or money order to:

RELL, 1 1 25 Stanford Avenue
Redondo Beach, Calf. 90278

Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super
Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, its difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with
a joystick it becomes an entirely new
experience. It's still challenging. It's also
fun. And very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program
in which one paddle controls the horizontal
movement of the brush and the other
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute
joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided
into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a
precise device. Most potentiometers used
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant
speed, you'll notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the
paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive
circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words it would
give you precise control over an image of
1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution
available. Thus it is suitable for high precision
professional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external
trim adjustments, one for each direction.
This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the
rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space
Invader and had your thumb ache for hours
from the repeated button pressing? This
won't happen with the Super Joystick. It's

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they
use massive contact surfaces with a life of
well over 1 ,000,000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invader using these big buttons
will justify the purchase of the Super Joy-
stick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take
your hand off it, the control will return to the
center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it, self-centering may be easily
disabled.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the
paddle control socket and doesn't require
an I/O slot.

High-quality construction

The sturdy high-impact molded plastic
case of the Super Joystick matches that of
the Apple computer. Every component used
is the very highest quality available.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order
it and use it for 30 days. If you're not
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return
postage You can t lose.

By removing two springs, self-centering
can be defeated.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-
centering, linear joystick, two trim controls,
and two pushbuttons mounted in an attrac-
tive case. It comes complete with instructions
and a 90-day limited warranty. Cost is

$5995.

Order Today

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $3 00 sales tax) to our address
below.

Experience the joys of using the world's
finest joystick Order your Super Joystick
at no obligation today

39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-81 12
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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At the 35th tick of the TRS-80 clock.

it's time to look at the latest price of the

Pocket Computer, a program that lets

you create your own dungeons, a new
publication featuring software reviews,

three of the new engineering programs
from Sams, three keyboard utilities that

can save you much programming time, a

multi-function utility, and a short program

by Leo Christot>herson that creates fine

computer art.

If this seems like a large number of

software reviews. I"m trying to catch up
on them so I can get back to showing you
how to do some nice things with graphics.

Pocket Computer: $229.95

When the August column (p. 1881

reported the May sale price of SI 99 for

the Pocket Computer, that price seemed
like it might just stay put. because of

competition from the Sharp PC-121 1 l<x)k-

alike.

However. Radio Shack meant it when
they said this was a sale price. Recent ads
and the latest catalog (RSC-6) all list the

Pocket Computer at $229.95. where it's

likely to stay for a long time.

Create Your Own Dungeons
Treasure Dungeon 2 is an adventure

game for 16K Level-II TRS-80. available

at $9.95 on cassette from SoftSide (6 South

St.. Milford. NH 03055).

As usual in such adventures, you explore

a dungeon of rooms and passages, kill

monsters (ores, minotaurs. etc. I and usually

gain treasure thereby, or get killed. You
nunc in the four cardinal directions, and
at any time can query for a report on
your current status.

Some "solid" walls have secret doors.

some doors offer one-Way passage only,

and a hidden trap can drop you into a

new room. When you find and defeat all

the monsters (typically. 13 monsters amid
75 rooms), the game is over.

I got an OM error when I tried to run

this on a 16K machine. The solution was
to change the CLEAR statement in line

105 from 500 to -MX). Also, delete line

9280. or you'll get an L3 error message.

Stephen B. Gray

What makes this game unique is that

you can use it to create your own dungeons.

For example, look at the DATA lines in

the program. Four lines of string data

describe the dungeon, followed by the

number of rooms, monsters and trea-

sures.

The program is designed in top-down

fashion. All major program blocks (wall,

door. move, room display, monster, etc.)

have clearly defined instructions and are

accessed as subroutines using GOSUBs.
The basic program and the particular

adventure are independent entities. The
program provides a structure that can
run any number of dungeon adventures,

each of which is represented entirely by

data stored as DATA statements. An
entirely different adventure can be created

by changing these DATA statements. Or
a different dungeon description can be

stored on tape or disk, and a short sub-

routine can read the data from there.

Happy dungeoning!

Software Critic

The first issue of Software Critic, for

May-June 1981. has been published, at

$15 a year for six issues, by Software-

Critic (Box 3CH. University Park. NM
880031.

The 24-page first issue carries reviews

of ten TRS-80 programs, including VisiCale

("a bit on the expensive sidc.very powerful

and useful system. ..documentation
extremely well done"), SubLogk'i T80-
FSI flight simulator ("Either the lack of

TRS-80 graphics resolution or the pro-

gram's inability to use it effectively makes
the displays, other than the radar view

.

almost useless"). Radio Shack's Dancing
Demon ("great entertainment value...allows

some realistic tests of choreography" I. and
Computer Information Exchange's Tiny
Payroll ("cannot in good conscience recom-

mend") and Tape #8 of 39 programs ("some

good, some excellent, some downright
boring. ..you can't beat CIE's prices").

The reviews range in length from two-

thirds of a page for Tiny Payroll to 3 1 2

pages for the Cornsoft Group's ENHBAS.

A dozen screen prints illustrate four of

the programs.

The 24 pages include 18 1/4 for reviews.

2 3/4 of various comments, one for con-

tents, two for covers. A matrix printer

was used: a Diablo printer is included in

"not so distant future" plans.

The publisher is Timothy J. Pettibone.

a professor of education management and

development at New Mexico State U..

who specializes in computer applications

in education.

Critique. This is for the person who
buys a lot of software. The reviews are

detailed, informal, and seem well worth

the $2.50 a copy. ..if you're really into

software packages.

Sams Software

Howard W. Sams & Co.. the technical-

book company we've all known for years.

has branched out into computer software,

with programs in Basic for the TRS-80.

Apple II and OSI machines.

The initial offering consists of seven

software packages, each with three to

eight programs for circuit design and
analysis, curve-plotting, statistical analysis.

or advanced math.

Sams is making a major software effort,

so the software group has already had its

name changed from Software Operating

Systems to Advanced Operating Systems,

made into a separate company, moved to

Michigan City, and will also be going into

advanced games, utilities, and eventually

into business programs.

Let's kx>k at three of the seven packages.

all available in computer stores for the

Model I Level II TRS-80. on tape for

$24.95 or disk for S29.95. Or. with a $2
charge per order for handling, from
Advanced Operating Svstems. 450 St. John

Rd.. Michigan City. IN 46360.

Each package includes an explanatory

booklet that shows how to use the pro-

grams. The package is curious: it's wrapped

in plastic, displaying the booklet, which
has a title and list of contents on the

cover. Remove the plastic and the booklet,

you find a cardboard box with the cassette

inserted in a cutout in the box. The only
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MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easy. And Fast.

Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER uses our technical

volume analysis to give buy and sell

signals on individual stocks,, options

and commodities. Telecommunications

package optional.

MARKET TRACKER is a composite of

six technical indicators which tell when
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

four-year track record is available.

W&DING CQMS4NY
Post Office Box 549

Clayton, CA 94517
415/672-3233
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FILL YOUR STOCKINGS
with software

From Charles Mann & Associates

Professional software available for the Doctor,

Dentist, Attorney, Contractor, Secretary, Word
Processor, School Administrator, and Teacher.

For further information write or call:

Charles Mann & Associates
55722 Santa Fe Trail

Yucca Valley. California 92284

(714) 365-9718
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PROGRAMMING TOOLS
FOR YOUR TRS-80®

INSTANT ASSEMBLER
The INSTANT ASSEMBLER is a new. powerful tape- based assembler and debugger for

the TRS-80 Now you can assemble directly to memory and immediately debug your
program with the built in single stepping debugger Quickly switch from assembler to

debugger and back again without losing the source code This feature makes INSTANT
ASSEMBLER an excellent learning tool for assembly language programming
INSTANT ASSEMBLER is absolutely unique among tape based assemblers in that it

produces relocatable code modules that can be linked with the separate LINKING
LOADER, which is supplied m two versions for loading programs mlo either high or low
RAM This lets you build long programs wilh small modules INSTANT ASSEMBLER also
features immediate detection of errors as the source code is entered, a compactly coded
source format that uses 1 3 as much memory as standard source, and many operational
features including single stroke entry of DEFB and DEFW. pinpoint control of listings,

alphabetic listing of symbol table, separate commands for listing error bnes or the symbol
table, block move function, and verification of source tapes
INSTANT ASSEMBLER'S debugger provides single stepping with tuH register displays,

decimal or hex entry of addresses, forward or backward memory displays, disassembly
of object code in memory, memory display m ASCII format, and hex-to-decimal or
decimaito-hex conversion The single-stepper will step one instruction at a time or at a
fast rate to any defined address
INSTANT ASSEMBLER occupies less than 8400 bytes of memory In a t6K machine this

will leave you enough memory to wnte assembly language programs of around 2000
bytes This and its module- linking feature make INSTANT ASSEMBLER ideal for users
with only 16K machines The instruction manual may be purchased separately tor S3.
which will apply towards the purchase of the INSTANT ASSEMBLER
Specify Model I or Model III. INTASM $29.95

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM
STEP80 allows you lo step through any machine language program one instruction at a
time, and see the address, hexadecimal value. Ziiog mnemonic, register contents, and
step count tor each instruction The top 14 lines of the video screen are left unaltered so
that the target program may perform its display functions unobstructed STEP80 will

follow program flow right into the ROMs, and is an invaluable aid in learning how the ROM
routines function Commands include step (trace), disassemble, run m step mode at

variable step rate, display or alter memory or CPU registers, jump to memory location,

execute a CALL , set breakpoints in RAM or ROM. write SYSTEM tapes, and relocate to

any page m RAM The display may also be routed to your tine pnnter through the device
control block so custom print drivers are automatically supported

Specify Model I or Model HI. STEP80 $16.95

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
This machine language program may be used as a smart terminal with time share
systems or tor high speed file transfers between two disk-based micros over modems or

direct wire. It is menu driven and extremely simple to use Functions include real-time

terminal mode, save RAM buffer on disk, transmit disk file, receive binary files, examine
and modify UART parameters, program 8 custom log-on messages, automatic 16-brt

checksum verification of accurate transmission and reception, and many more user
conveniences Supports line printers and lowercase characters With this program you
will no longer need to convert machine language programs to ASCII for transmission, and
you will know immediatery if the transmission was accurate This program comes on a
formatted disk

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM $39.95

PROGRAM INDEX VERSION 2.0
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library from disk directories

Program names and tree space are read automatically (need not be typed in ) and may be
alphabetized by disk or program The h$t may also be searched for any disk, program, or

extension, disks or programs added or deleted, and the whole list or any part sent to the

pnnter Pnnler output may be requested in three different formats including labels The
list itself may also be stored on disk tor future access and update It also includes a
PURGE mode for Quickly killing unwanted tiles Directory reads and alphabetizing is

done in machine code for speed 1 .000 programs may be sorted m less than 10 seconds
Works with TRSDOS, NEWDOS. and NEWOOS80 single or double density One drive

and 32K required

Specify Model I or Model Ml. INDEX $24.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH CLONE
Make duplicate copies of any tape written tor Level II They may be SYSTEM tapes or

data lists The hie name, load address, entry point, and even/ byte (in ASCII formal) are

displayed on the video screen Model III version allows changing tape speed
Specify Model I or Model III. CLONE $16.95

()KI)I KIN(. I in iplet i a full refund will

: sette

ill disk Include t

ind handling Californ >% sales tax

I SPECIFY MODEL I OR
MODEL III. Dealei Inquiries Invited

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
U,,v 400 A Summerland. California 93067 (805) 969-4557
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TRS-80, continued...

way you can store the package is to put

the booklet in the box. and then put the

cassette on the side of the booklet facing

away from the cutout. Only by putting

the booklet upside down will you be able

to read the title through the cutout. Later

editions, hopefully, will improve on this.

On each box the package is defined as

"Circuit design programs to let you spend
less time on routine calculations, statics,

and analysis...more time on creative design

and engineering."

Displaying Graphs
Five programs are on a tape called

Plotting (iraphs for Video Display: histo-

gram cartesian, semi-log. log-log. anil polar

plots. The first four are subroutines, need-

ing simple driver programs that call them
with a GOSUB. Apparently a universal

program for any of these four would be

either too cumbersome, from having to

take into account all the possible types of

input data, or just plain impossible.

Sample driver programs are provided

for these four, such as. for the first, a

program and data involving the mmeasure-

ment of values of a sample batch of resis-

tors.

Several common polar functions arc-

provided, along with video plots, to show
what to expect.

The rest are stand-alone programs that

guide the user. The 16-page booklet is the

most elaborate of the three seen.

Figure I.

Once the plot is made, you can change
the scale factors, and the histogram is

then redrawn automatically, using the same

data, to give you a different perspective

on the frequency distribution.

The polar plot is a stand-alone program,

asking only that you enter a polar function

in line 152. or discrete data points, plus

title, plot increment in degrees, and
maximum radius.

AMPLITUDE
-.5 -.2 .1 .4 .7 1

R 0.00 I X I

A 0.50 I X I

1.00 I X I

I 1.50 I X I

A 2.00 I X I

N 2.50 I X I

S 3.00
3.50
4.00
4. 50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.5C
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50
10.00
10. 50
11.00
11. 50
12.00
12.50
13.00
13.50
14.00
14.50

I
I
I
T

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

*
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

15.00 I X I

Figure 3

Figun 2.

Printing Graphs
Three programs are provided in Plotting

Graphs for Line Printer: cartesian, semi-

log, and polar plots. The programs are all

based on LPRINT statements, so they

print out. but don't display plots on the

screen. If there were some way to alternate

between PRINT and LPRINT statements,

these two packages for displaying and for

printing graphs could be combined into

one. For one thing, it would be nice to be

able to preview a plot on the screen,

before printing it. which would save time

and paper.

The three printing programs are stand-

alone types, with which you simply enter

the requested function and scalar data.

The accompanying booklet is minimal,

because the programs guide the user

through all the necessary steps.

Electronics II

Seven programs comprise the Electronics

II package, including a four-quadrant

arctangent function, rectangular polar con-

version and complex-number mathematics,

minimum and maximum values of an array,

and inverse Laplace transforms of a transfer

function.

Two of the seven (arctangent, array I

are subroutines, needing program drivers.

The four other software packages in

this initial offering are: active filter design

(six programs), descriptive statistics and
regression analysis (three programs). Elec-

tronics. I (five programs, including timer

design and heat-sink selection and design),

and Electronics III (eight programs, includ-

ing delta-wye transforms and attenuator-

pad design).

The 15 programs in the three packages

reviewed are straightforward and require

a minimum of fuss to use. although they

seem rather expensive. Perhaps Sams felt

that companies rather than individuals

would be buying them, and thus could

more easily afford them.

Basic Shorthand

If you write or copy a lot of programs,

you can cut your time by up to 50 percent.

and increase your accuracy, by using

TSHORT+. a machine-language utility

from WEB International (Box % DM.
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625). For 519.95

you get a cassette with a 16K Level II

version on one side, single-drive DOS on

the other: for $24.95. a formatted diskette

for DOS with two or more drives.

The original TSHORT. which is still

available, displays 32 commands by pressing

SHIFT and a single key for each, and
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• RS204

• AP101 Apple II with Single Disk Drive $109

• AP102 Apple II with Double Disk Drives 119

• AP103 Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor & Double Drives ... 129

• API 04 Apple ///. two additional Drives & Silentype 139

• AP105 12 inch monitor plus accessories 99

• RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion Unit & Drives 109

• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84

• RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129

• RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89

• P401 Paper Tiger 440/445460 99

• P402 Centronics 730/737 - Line Printer ll/IV 89

• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89

e CC90 Matching Attache Case 75

compuTor case company
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213 (614) 868-9464

V.

DISCOUNT
TRS-80
TRS-80 MODEL III

a?2100 k
$850

2 DISK RS-232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

TRS-80 MODEL II $3350
TRS-80 8 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT) $4040

trs.8ocolor
4
»31 5 1g,«495 32,»635

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES - *509 1 2 "3 - *339

FREE OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS. COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES
WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED RADIO
SHACK STORES OR COMPUTER CENTERS T M TANDY CORP

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.
DEALERSHIP R162i137NORTH MAIN ST . PERRY MICHIGAN 48872

- PHONE (517) 625-4161. MICH
FOR OUR PRICES.

PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE
|
WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS

|

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS 1-800-248-3823
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If COLOR COMPUTE
* I52

,

B5?
M
S?

TRS'80 ADVENTUREFROM 1 6K to 32K
• 100* Compatible With Combat the powers of darkenss and W"^**$m~.Ml

Extended Basic evlll C™ y°u recover the treasure of /I. J^ „„„ <*

• No Soldering Or Modification the Golden Sorcerer before his

RAMCHARGER • Fits inside Computer minions overcome you. A

32K UPGRADE * $99.95 adventure for endless hours of fun In fV v

^xir*
^•*\s ' ' and excitement. $ 1 9.95 /^5^h f\ 1P\V '*"

Space Invaders ^££^5* THE FACTS [j& #VV

Meteoroids ^g&cZ^^y^^ ** last ' a comP,ete description of T.^vVL
>
*J

"

jJjS^T/fty the "guts" of the Color Computer. U/^\Tls^ . J^__ ^^_ * •>
|

Space War ^^jjfl^^ Specs on all the ICs. complete

schematics, theory of operation

• The Best Games Available ^""^ and Pro9rammin9 examples.

• High Resolution Graphics \|» Jr
• Fast. Machine Language V^ UTILITIES
• Compatible w/ Ext. Basic # EDITOR/ASSEMBLER $34.95
• $21.95 each, $59.95 for all three • SUPER MONITOR 19.95 JrLiW I nML
EXTENDED BASIC GAMES • EPROM PROGRAMMER 89.95 A<*<5firiATF<5
• LOTHAR'S LABYRINTH) (Program your own ROMs for the ROM PAC port) fUJUVIH I EikJ

Word Search Puzzle *^a<: BO* 2495 143 "a™"1 Av«-

• BATTLEFLEET
LoBd MOD l/"1 Topes into *** colof computer Tacoma. Washington 98466

1

Battleship Search Game (one or Coming Soon: Software speech (206) 475-8483

two players) synthesis. WRITE FOR COMPLETE
• SPACE TRADERS Improved Videotex with CATALOG

Galactic trading game printout and many add as for shipping

$14.95/ea. other features. y|SA R MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED!
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TRS-80, continued...

provides one key for a user-defined instruc-

tion up to 64 characters long.

TSHORT+, which resides in only 580

bytes of low memory, has 41 prepro-

grammed Level II and DOS statement

keys, and 1 1 custom keys:

The manual notes that "Other 'system'

programs having to do with the keyboard

and its functions, including debounce.

lower-case drivers, auto repeaters, editors.

M/L word processors, etc.. should not

expect to operate with with TSHORT + .

, r

MK,K cvi, UUCP. CVtX MKS$( CVS< OPENf

wet' 'mmx' '
e
f&e

e

'

ig^ln 'then ' ien<

SV ^,h«< K5P
r

W' ^ '«>"> ; '0HT»

'
#-1 'STRV* 'CHM(' ' *U ' ' INK '

CSAVC-A CMO" ClOAD' VARPT*( IASIC *

Figure 4.

10 that can be programmed up to 10

characters each, and one programmable
up to 64. (Microsoft's Level III Basic (Apr.

1981. p. 188) has 26 abbreviated-entry

keys.)

Some of the keys show two statements.

One is obtained by first pressing SHIFT,
the other by first using CLEAR. For exam-

ple, press CLEAR and the F. and the

screen displays

FIELD
or press SHIFT and F. and the display is

LEFT$(
which saves you three or four keystrokes

each, even more on statements such as

VARPTR) and STRINGS*.
Other TSHORT+ features include auto-

matic keyboard debounce. a lower-case

driver, a programmable pause in custom
keys to allow an automatic close-

parenthesis after keyboard entries, and
four keys that auto-repeat when held down
for half a second: SPACE. BACKSPACE.
UP-ARROW and DOWN-ARROW.
To program the custom keys, press both

CLEAR and SHIFT, then a key from to

9, and you're ready to enter characters.

The K key is the one that allows up to 64

characters to be entered. To call up any
of these 1 1 custom statements, just press

CLEAR and keys 0-9 or K. If you don't

program any of the 10 regular custom
keys, they'll call up 10 pre-programmed
statements.

Decals are provided, as the photo shows.

This will be a problem if you've already

installed the Scripsit press-on key labels,

although the four-page TSHORT+ manual

suggests putting the decals "slightly below

the Scripsit words."

High-memory printer drivers, provided they

don't include debounce. should work fine

TSHORT + ."

Send for the WEB catalog. They have

beepers that can be programmed to blip

every time you press a key, a solenoid kit

that drives a Selectric with your TRS-80.

a controller/formatter to connect an IBM
50. 60 or 70 electronic typewriter to your
TRS-80. a small buffer to reduce the

current passes through the TRS-80's reed

relay to keep the points from welding

together, a database manager, a real-time

clock, and other goodies.

IRV
A machine-language utility. IRV is sim-

ilar to TSHORT+. and is available from
The Programmer's Guild (Box 66. Peter-

boro. NH 03458) or TSE/Hardside. as a

Level II 16K cassette for $24.95 or disk

for $29.95.

IRV costs more than TSHORT+. and
does more. For instance, any key will

auto-repeat if held down for over a

second.

The 26 alphabet keys plus three others,

provide a total of 29 statements that can
be displayed with a single keystroke plus

SHIFT. Any of the 29. which include

DATA. STRING$( and CLOAD. may be

"reprogrammed to simulate any keyboard
input." as the five-page manual puts it.

The maximum number of characters the

reprogrammed 29 can hold, altogether,

seems to be over 200. Thus four keys can
be reprogrammed to hold about 50 char-

acters each, ten keys to hold about 20

each. etc.

No decals are included, but for $5. WEB

International can provide a set of "original

TSHORT decals": the WEB catalog says

"85% of TSHORT's statement keys match

those preprogrammed in IRV."

Line editing is made very easy with

IRV. List a line, depress SHIFT/BREAK,
then use the arrow keys to locate any

character (including line numbers) you
want to change, and just type over it and

press ENTER. Renumbered lines are

located. The CLEAR key deletes a char-

acter and closes the line: BREAK does

the opposite by inserting a blank. The
auto-repeat feature can be used to move
the cursor, also to delete and insert. The
line editor can also be used to enter

graphics characters into strings.

No need to unplug the cassette remote

plug for a fast forward or rewind: just hit

SHIFT and CLEAR to turn on the cassette

recorder's motor, or to turn it off later.

Keyplus
A third multifunction keyboard utility

is Keyplus, from SJW Inc. (Box 438. Hun-

tington Valley. PA 19006). This ingenious

Level II machine-language program is

$14.95 on cassette (16K). $19.95 on disk

(32Kor48K).
Most of the Keyplus functions can be

turned on or off, as desired, including

auto-repeat of any key (although much
slower than in the other two utilities; you

can type faster than this auto-repeat), lower-

case driver, restore lost Basic programs

(if NEW is entered inadvertently), and

seven keyboard-entry modes.

Mode is standard TRS-80 uppercase

keyboard: SHIFT for lowercase. Mode 1

is typewriter style: SHIFT for uppercase.

Mode 2 is like Mode 0. except that a

quotation mark permits entering graphics

characters directly from the keyboard

thereafter, a second " returns the keyboard

to Mode 0, a third " gets back to graphics,

etc.

The 64 graphics characters are input

with SPACE. 0-9. @. A-Z and a-z. in that

order.

Mode 3 is like Mode 2, except that the

second " switches back to Mode per-

manently. Mode 4 inputs graphics regard-

less of quotation marks. The auto-repeat

feature operates in graphics modes: here,

its slow speed is an advantage, allowing a

precise number of graphics characters to

be entered.

In Modes 5 and 6. SHIFT/A and
SHIFT/X provide Basic shorthand on the

first 24 alphabetic keys. Keys Y and Z
provide user-definable strings of up to 32
characters each. In Mode 6. Basic keywords
are printed with a trailing blank "when
practical," according to the four-page

manual, which says "this adds to the appear-

ance of the listing at the expense of memory
space." The "trailing blanks" are simply

automatic single spaces provided after
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Can a Small Computer
Really Save You Time?

Yes If you know the right way to use it And that s where we
can help.

Whatever your business— manufacturing or banking, retail or
research— Small Business Computers is the magazine that will

dramatically increase your business effectiveness while saving
you both time and money. In a down-to-earth style. Small
Business Computers explains how to use small computers
effectively in your business
Our hard-hitting evaluations help you select the best equipment

and software packages to meet your specific needs. Our easy-
to-read tutorial articles describe how businesses make effective

use of micros and minis. And our program applications are
guaranteed to save you time and money.
To enter your subscription at no risk whatsoever send us

your business card If you are not completely satisfied after
seeing SBC. write cancel across your invoice One year (6
issues) costs just $ 1 2.

Subscribe toaay at no risk Small Business Computers is the
best consultant your business will ever have.

Small

Business Computers
Magazine

39 E Hanover Ave Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

WESTLAND ELECTRONICS]
Special Phone Order Line

313-728-0683

2708 $4.95
4116-3. 200 nS 2.99

41 64. 200nS 24.95

TMS 9900 Only 29.95

1771 24.50 6809 14.95 8216 2 75

6821 3.95

6845 18 49

6850 4 49

75150 1 75

75188 1.39

75189 1 39
8T28 2.49

8T93 1.99

8T95 1 95
8T96 1.95

8T98 1 95

8085A 9 95

82S10 1 49

8212 2.75

8214 3 95

WESTLAND ELECTRONICS
37387 Ford Rd. . Westland, Ml 48185

313-728-0650 Information Line

313- 728-0683 Order Line

1791 34 95

21L02 1 49

2112 2.90

2114L 2.99

2516 8 49

2532 19 95

2651 12.95

2716 7 95

2732 19.95

4027A-4 79

4044L-2 5.95

4116-4 2.50

6502 8 99

6800 9.95

6802 1 1 .95

8224 329
8226 2.79

8228 449
8251 6 95

8255 649
AY5-1013A 4 95

AY5-2376 14 95

DAC0800 3 99
MM 581 67. . 10.50

TR 1 602 B . 2 49
Z80ACTC . 8 99

Z80ACPU . . 9.75

Z80A PIO . 899

VISA'
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The Investors
Edge

If you are a serious investor, you need to be able to

know how well you are doing, how well your past strategies

have worked, the potential success of future action", and
even the present state of your portfolio to make intelligent

decisions. A computer with the rigtit program can signif-

icantly reduce the amount of effort necessary to determine
this information.

Stock and Options Analysis, by Dr. Alfred Adler. contains
four programs that can justify the purchase of a computer
by the serious investor With these programs, you can
easily graph the possible returns from different investment
strategies You can intelligently use puts and calls in

combination with stock purchases and sales to minimize
risk, maximize returns, or even limit risk at the same time
you increase returns. Another program allows you to

quickly produce a listing, item by item, of the cost, current
value per share, total current value and capital gain of a
portfolio that may mix long and short stock and long and
short option positions.

Stock and Options Analysis is available for two popular
microcomputer systems, the Apple II and the TRS-80 It

comes with a 25 page instruction manual that thoroughly
discusses the use of computer generated charts and
tables generated by these programs to analyze your own
investment strategy. The manual is available separately
for $2 and we recommend that you purchase it first if you
have any hesitation about purchasing this outstanding
package.

STOCK AND OPTIONS ANALYSIS
CS 3801 TRS-80 Diskette (32K of memory) $99 95
CS 4801 Apple II Diskette (32K of memory) $99 95
RP-03 Instruction booklet (separately) $2.00

Also available for the TRS-80 computer:
Advanced Statistics

CS 3303 16K Cassette $24.95
CS 3505 32K Diskette $24 95

Graphics Package
CS3301 16K Cassette $11 95

Investment Analysis (6 programs)
CS 3305 4K Cassette $24 95

Order Today
To order any ol these software packages

send payment plus »2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E « press orders may be cabled
in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously refunded

creative
compafciRd.
software

m m
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39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 41 12
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TRS-80, continued...
statements such as GOTO. POKE and
INPUT, but not after SYSTEM. PEEK*.
CSAVE", etc.

The keyboard-entry mode can be

changed from software, with POKE state-

ments.

No decals or press-on labels are provided

for the Basic-shorthand keys.

Short Program 24: Fast Rectangles

Back in the July 1981 issue (p. 212).

Short Program #19 "alternately set and
reset random-sized rectangles at random
locations on the screen while randomly
stepping the loops."

The rectangles, created a row at a time,

are sometimes solid or blank, sometimes
made up of lines or graphics blocks. The
effect is most pleasing, and looks like a

form of modern art.

A slightly different version of the same
basic idea was sent in long before S.P.

#19. by ace programmer Leo Christo-

pherson. but got mislaid awhile among all

the TRS-80 stuff piled up here.

Leo's program does the same thing, but

puts each rectangle on the screen instantly.

Here's most of Leo's letter:

"Thank you for your complimentary
comments about my program. Android
Nim. I have been a great fan of Creative

Computing for the last several years...

"I thought I would send you a short

graphics routine which turns on rectangles

of various sizes. This routine uses a small

machine-level subroutine and does the

printing on the screen quite quickly.

"The machine-level commands are:

0. LDC/
1. N(Number-of-rows)/

2. LDDE/
3. N(LSB-of-starting-address)/

4. N(MSB-of-starting-address)/

5. LDH.D/
6. LDL.E/
7. LDB/
8. N(Characters-per-row)/

9. LDA/
10. N(Character-to-be-printed)/

ll.LD(HL),A/
12. 1NCHL/
13. DJNZ/
14. 252D/
15. LDB/
16. 64D/
17. INC.DE/
18. DJNZ/
19. 253D/
20. DEC.C/
21.JRNZ/
22. 238D/
23. RET/

We don't plav hard to ge

Fast, reliable delivery

of personal computer

software programs.

If you have an Apple or TRS-80
computer, Minnesota Software Inc. has

hundreds of programs — in stock and

available right now by mail order. .

Choose from entertainment, learning or home-application programs. All software

is immediately available and features a money back guarantee.

TO GET A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG, CONTACT JOHN WEST.

PHONE 612/4264916. SOURCE- TCH122. MICRONET- 70040,555. OR DROP
US A NOTE.

MINNESOTA SOFTWARE, INC.
5422 Fisher St. White Bear Lake. MN 55110
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer! TRSJtu is a registered trademark of Radio Shack. A Tandy Corp.
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"The decimal equivalents of these com-
mands are put together into a string in

line 110 of the Basic program. Line 120

gives XI and X2. which are the LSB and

MSB of the memory address where X$
begins, and line 130 gives X0. the decimal

address of the first byte of X$. Line 140

POKEs XI and X2 into the USR(0) address

vector and sets USR(0) to the start of XS.

sure that no POKEing will take place

beyond the screen memory (which would

likely 'crash' the program). Line 210

changes the PRINT @ address for POKE-
ing into X$. and lines 220 and 230 POKE
into the machine-level subroutine. X$, those

values it needs. X=USR(0) calls the routine

inX$.
"This is the Basic listing:

10 c.s

11 C X«=CrlR»CH>*CHR«<l>+CnR*<17)+CHR»< J ) +Chfc t < 1 / +CHR» (98) +CHR» ( 107 >*CHR»<6>+CHR*
<l>+CHR»t62>+CHR»<l>+CH3»<i:9;*CHR»(35>*CHR»<16>*CHR*<252>*CHR»(6>«CHR»<6*>*CHR»
<:.9>+C*R$(16>*CHR»(253>-»ChR*(13>+CH**(32)*ChR»(238>-»CHR»<201>
120 Xl-PE=:<(WfRi="R<X»)-H): X2*PEEr;<VAK-'TMX*>+2>: X0=X2*256*X1
1« POKE 16526. XII POKE 16527. X2
150 XA-RND115): XC-SNIX 1 020 I : XB^eVNDC 6*- ( XC-IN t ( XC/61 >M6* ) )

155 XJ-RM3<6«> + -.27

160 COSUB 20 C: GOTO 15]
20C IF(XCvO) OR (XC + XS+63«Xi:^102^) ThEN RET^KI.
210 X1-INt ((XC*15360)/2E6): X3-XO15360-X<l«256
220 POriE xo+i.xa: poke xo+b.xb: poke xo+io.xq Figure 6.
230 POKE XC+3.X3: POKc xo+*.x«: X-^LJSKlO): retjr;,

Figure 5.

"Lines 150 and 160 are my own little

way to show off the rectangle program.

The main point is that XA is set equal to

the rectangle's height (XA =5).XB is

the width (XB =3). XC isthe PRINT @
position on the screen of the upper-left

corner of the rectangle, and XD is the

ASCII or graphics character which is to

make up the rectangle.

"Line 200 is very important. It makes

"I have used a number of variations of

this sort of thing in my programs to give

me the convenience of Basic and the speed

of machine-level."

Leo's program adds several new patterns

to the screen every second, so the display

changes quite rapidly, often dramatically.

You may prefer the slower, line-at-a-time

version. Both are fascinating and almost

hypnotic.
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FREE

business software
directory

• Radio Shack's Model-I, II, III.

• Heath's MBASIC and HDOS.
• CPM

Data base manager, integrated

accounting package, inventory,

word processing, and advanced

mailing list.

fc*
Micro Architect Inc.
96 Dothan St.

Arlington, MA 02174
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Reprints & Previews
Sorting and Shuffling is a 20-page booklet
of reprints from Creative Computing It

includes in-depth discussions of five sorting

techniques (bubble, heapsort. Shell-Metzner.
delayed replacement and Woodrum) It also

covers file structures and shuffling tech-
niques Most textbooks either ignore or gloss
over these techniques The booklet is a
vital necessity for those doing any program-
ming at all 50 cents

Guide to Computer Music Systems by Phil

Tubb primarily dicusses the design
philosophy behind the ALF computer music
system It also covers the principles of

computer music reproduction and compares
three popular systems for the Apple II

$200

Stocks and Listed Options by Alfred Adler
is a collection of five articles about using a
small computer for analysis of a stock portfolio

with an emphasis on listed options The
booklet serves as the instruction manual
for a 5-program package for the TRS-80
marketing by Creative Computing Software
$1.00

Odell Woods This is a program listing in

Basic and instruction booklet for a popular
MECC program In it. the user plays the role

of a fox. mouse or wolf and attempts to

survive in the northwoods The listing is in

Applesoft Basic but uses few special features
so it could be converted easily to other
systems $1 00

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-tree S00-831-S1 12
In NJ 201-540-0445
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SHOP BY MAIL

BASICTOO
SLOW?

OSBORNE McGraw-Hill**

Assembly Language books
help you speed up your programs

Osborne/McGraw-Hill simplifies

assembly language programming. You
needn't know a thing about assembly language
to use our ALP series. Each book is straightforward, selt-teaching

textbook— concise and easy to understand Each book explains assembly
language programming, describes the function of assemblers, structured
programming, and presents many practical programming examples.

ANNOUNCING
68000 Assembly Language Programming
by Doug Hawkins. Gerry Kane and Lance Leventhal

All the information you need to program Motorola's 68000 microprocessor is

contained here, from simple introductory material (written in understandable
English) to the most advanced topics The entire 68000 instruction set is

presented The book is filled with practical examples, sample problems, and
troubleshooting hints - enabling you to quickly master this powerful 16-Bit

microprocessor. o »62-4 $1699

Make check payable to: Osborne/McGraw-Hill
630 Bancroft Way. Berkeley. CA 94710 Oept. L14

Name

Address

Phone Orders (415) 548-2805
Toll Free: 800-227-2895

City/State/Zip

Pius 75/ item 4tn class Q $1 50/Kem UPS D $2 507rtem Air Mail D J10 00/ltem Overseas
(California residents add applicable tax ) Please send me your tree catalog

Total amount enclosed $

Card*

Signature

. or charge my D Visa D Mastercharge

Expiration Date
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Correspondence is welcome. Letters with interesting questions

and ideas will be used in the column along with a response.

No personal replies can be made. Send to: David Levy, 104
Hamilton Terrace, London NW8 9UP, England.

David Levy

Last month we looked at one of the

most popular card games, Contract

Bridge, and we examined some of the

problems involved in writing a bidding

program. This month we shall consider

the even more difficult task of writing a

program that can play a bridge hand,

both from the declarer's seat and from
the seat of one of the defending players.

Let us begin by looking at the nature of

the problem.
Contract Bridge differs from most of

the games that we have discussed in one
respect that is not immediately obvious.

(The fact that it is not a perfect infor-

mation game is quite another matter.)

In a game such as chess, it is not impor-
tant to win in any specific number of

moves — the important thing is to

achieve the desired result and it is more
pleasant to win in 25 moves than to win
in 100. A program can play a good game
of chess if it can avoid tactical over-

sights and play reasonably sensible

strategic moves. Its overall performance
will not be optimal, but that does not

matter — it is the result that counts.

In bridge, and similar card games that

have a trick-taking stage, there are only

a limited number of 'moves' (ie, tricks)

in the game. A hand of bridge lasts for

13 tricks, never more and never less, and
so it is essential to achieve the desired

result within those 13 tricks. For 'his

reason, a bridge playing program must
aim to determine a hopefully optimal

strategy in order to maximise its chance
of success. Even if bridge were a full in-

formation game, the number of 'moves'

would make an exhaustive tree search

prohibitive. There are 13 cards that can

be led to trick one, 12 cards which can
be led to trick two, and so there are

13(!) ways of selecting the card to be

led to each trick. This number must be
multiplied by the number of cards that

may legally be played by the second,
third and fourth players who play to a

trick, and the result is a number so
enormous as to make exhaustive search

unfeasible.

A subset of this problem was solved

by Berelekamp many years ago. He
wrote a program to play 'double-

dummy' bridge hands in No-Trumps.
Double-dummy means that everyone
can see all of the cards in all of the

hands, so declarer is playing a full

information game, and need make no
estimate or guess of where particular

cards lie in the defending hands. By
^reducing the problem still further, so

that only No-Trump contracts were

attempted, it was possible to write a

program that performed satisfactorily.

The approach adopted by Berelekamp

was to create a hypothesis for playing

the contract from declarer's hand, then

to try to refute this hypothesis and to

create an improved hypothesis.

This approach is really an intelli-

gently directed exhaustive search. The
intelligence, or bridge knowledge, is

used to guide the search and hopefully
any contract which can be made will be
made before the program runs out of

time. The serious reader will find it

useful lo read the original paper on this

particular program.

In the real world of bridge, where the

situation of the defenders cards is not
known exactly, programming becomes
far more difficult. An expert bridge

player will often be able to make an
intelligent guess, after the bidding, as to

how the suits are distributed between
the defending hands, and he may also

know or be able to guess the exact loca-

tion of certain key cards, particularly

the missing aces. He does this by gleaning

information from the bidding, and those
of you who studied last month's article

will have realised that some of the in-

formation passed during the bidding can
actually be used during the play of cards.

Very little has been done in the way
of programming the play of the cards at

bridge. There are two commercially
available bridge computers, neither of
which plays at the same level as the best

chess programs, and there are a few
other programs around which readers

may have come across in the micro
literature. One of America's leading

computer bridge experts, Thomas
Throop, has done much to popularise the

subject in North America. He has a regu-

lar column in Personal Computing in

which he describes how various hands
were played by his own program, which
runs on a mainframe, and on George
Duisman's program, which is available for

Apples and other personal computers.
So far Throop has not discussed how his

program works, so there is no available

literature on the detailed programming
of bridge play. But hopefully this situ-

ation will improve as more people be-

come interested in computer bridge. In

Britain, Dr Alan Stanier wrote his PhD
thesis on the subject of bidding a bridge
hand and then planning the play from
declarer's seat, and much of my own
understanding of the problem stems

from my reading of his thesis. The ideas

expressed in the present article

represent a simplified distillation of

Stanier's ideas and one or two of my
own.

Stanier correctly emphasised the im-

portance of having the playing program
learn from the bidding. Perhaps the

most obvious application is in trying to

decide which way to play a finesse.

Consider, for example, the following

situation:

Spades: A J 5

Spades: ? Spades: ?

Spades: K 10 3

South is declarer and wishes to try to

make three spade tricks. No spades have

yet been played, so the defenders have

seven spades between them, including

the Queen. There are two ways of trying

for three spade tricks, both involving a

finesse. South can guess that the missing

Queen is in West's hand, in which case

South plays the King of spades, dis-

carding the 5 from dummy, then the 3
— and if West does not play the Queen
then dummy's card is the Jack. If

South guesses that East has the Queen,
the play is different: the 3 is played

from South, dummy plays the Ace and
leads back the 5 - if East does not play

the Queen on dummy's 5 then South
plays the 10, otherwise he plays the

King, taking the Queen and winning the

third trick with the 10.

If the defenders have bid, declarer

might be able to make some deduction

from the bidding which helps him
decide which way to take the finesse. If

West has bid spades, then it is a reason-

able assumption that he holds the

Queen. If East is the only defender who
bids, and late in the hand he has already

played cards with sufficient point values

to justify his bid, it is not unreasonable
to guess that West holds the missing

Queen. Deductions similar to these are

not difficult to program, and the reader

can use his own knowledge of bridge

(and what he can find in books) to

suggest various deductive routines which
might help the play of a hand.

How to Decide on a Strategy

The most difficult problem for a human
bridge player will often come at the
very start of a hand, before he decides
which of dummy's cards to play on
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Making the Most
ofYour TRS-80
Color Computer

Making The Most of Your TRS-80 Color Computer by Tim
Hartnell is a curious and interesting book. While at first sight
it appears to be a book which simply tells the reader how to
write and develop games programs for the Radio Shack
TRS-80 Color Computer—and gives the listings of over 60
programs in the process— it is far more. By simply studying
the explanation given for each game and computer function
the reader will learn a great deal about the Color Computer,
the BASIC language and micro-computers in general.
However, the book is not all games. For parents or teachers

the section "The Color Computer As a Teacher" is a valuable
aid in making the most effective use of the computer in the
teaching/learning process.
The book is a worthwhile resource and will help the reader

make the most of his computer. The reader will never feel
quite the same about it after surviving a round of FRENZY,
or listening to the Color Computer compose a symphony'.
Softbound. 144 pages. 5 1/2" x 8". $8.95; add $1.50 for

shipping.

GPeafcive Gompuhln$
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Toll-free 800-63 1-«1 12
In NJ 201-540-0445

Great things

are happening

to the

Apple* in

Great Britain

ITS MIWl

ITSMRCI

The fastest growing
personal computer in Great
Britain is the Apple.

The most exciting software
being written over there is

for the Apple.

Get the facts on the rapidly developing Apple
scene in Great Britain by subscribing to British

Apple users' own monthly magazine - Windfall.

Among its contributors are some of Europe's
best brains in personal computing. And they

bring a refreshing new look at ways of extending
the tremendous power and versatility of the

Apple.

If you're a serious user of the Apple you've
got to read what giant strides are now being
made across the Atlantic. You could be in for

some real surprises!

* Registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc.

' To: Windfall, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 5NY, England.

Please enter my subscription for the next 12
issues of Windfall at the special price of US $36.

Name.

Address

City . State

.

Zip

D Check enclosed i payable to Windfall)

Charge my Mastercard Visa

Account number

Expiration date

DECEMBER 1981 331

I Signature
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Intelligent Games, continued...

trick one. At that stage he must plan his

strategy, and an incorrect strategy can

result in the wrong card being played as

early as trick one. We shall now examine

a simple strategy which could be pro-
grammed on a micro.

When the bidding is over and the

defender leads a card to trick one,

declarer should count the number of

sure tricks that can be seen. It is

possible that the contract can be made
simply by playing 'winners' until the

required number of tricks has been

taken. Such hands are not really in-

teresting, as they require no particular

skill or thought, apart from ensuring

that the cards are played in the correct

order so that the program does not get

itself blocked (when it is forced to play

from, say, dummy's hand when it really

wants to play from its own).

Itii 1 makr the

contract b> play

\ out winner*"

low many "in trick*

n I a**'-
ilahli*hin« a long «uil *

<CM I make th* \
contract with thu
number of extra

Hl

CVnIi extra
trick* then
play out winner*

How many extra trick*

can I create b) fW
uff.n«-

-"("an I now make""
' the contract with all

extra trick*

created"

t'reatr rxlr* Incfca
then play out

I th<

realr extra Imii
hen play out

Figure I. Simple declarer strategy

—flow chart.

If it is not possible for the program
to make a contract merely by playing

off top winners, it must try to create

extra tricks in some way. Various tech-

niques exist in bridge, whist and similar

games for creating these extra tricks;

some of them are simple, such as the
finesse that we examined earlier, others

are more complicated, such as squeeze
plays — playing out so many winning
cards that the defenders are unable to

keep all their important cards. Our
simple strategy will be to explore three

different methods of creating extra

tricks: the finesse, establishing extra

tricks in long suits, and cross-ruffing. If

one or more of these techniques appears
likely to be successful, and the program
thinks' that it has found a method of

creating a winning plan, then it should

follow this plan unless and until it is

forced to re-think, ie, until the plan goes

wrong. If the defending players deviate

from the plan at any point, the program
must reassess how declarer should play

the hand, and this reassessment will

usually result in a new plan. The flow

chart for this strategy is given in Figure

1.

As I mentioned earlier, this strategy

is rather simple, and will not provide a

challenging game for strong bridge

players. It should, however, allow the

reader to write a program that plays an

entertaining game for players below

club strength. You will note that if the

program is unable to generate a plan

that either guarantees the required num-
ber of tricks, or at least gives some
chance of making the desired number of

tricks, then it will cut its losses and
employ whichever plan results in the

smallest number of penalty points.

Executing the Strategy

Once the most promising plan has been

found, the program must decide in

which order it is going to play the cards.

Here the normal heuristics of bridge

(and other trick-taking games) apply.

The two most important principles to

follow are:

a) When you are following a plan that

involves giving away the lead at some
stage, eg, playing a finesse or establish-

ing a long suit by conceding one or

more tricks, you must ensure th'at you
have not weakened yourself in another

suit to the extent that you can lose

tricks unnecessarily. One common error

made by beginners is leading out all

their winners in a suit, thereby leaving

themselves with one or more losers in

that suit. Then, when a finesse fails or a

trick is conceded while establishing a

long suit, the vulnerable suit is attacked

bv the defenders and one or more trick

is" lost. The way to avoid this happening

is to establish the long suit before

playing off top tricks in other suits,

unless you are aiming for a squeeze play

(which is too sophisticated for our

strategy).

b) Always ensure that the player on the

lead is the player whom you want to be

on the lead, and not his partner. A
simple example of how things can go

wrong is seen in the following situation:

Spades: 6 5 3
Hearts: A Q
Diamonds: —
Clubs: —

Spades: —
Hearts: K J

Diamonds: 4 3 2
Clubs: —

Let us assume that South has the lead,

and that North's spades are the last

three spades (and therefore they will all

win), while South's diamonds are not

the last three diamonds (and will there-

fore be losers). The contract is being

?ayed in No-Trumps. South leads the

of hearts, North plays the A, then

North plays the Q of hearts and
suddenly notices what he has done

wrong. South must now take this trick

with the K and then he is forced to lead

a diamond, losing the last three tricks

instead of winning with the remaining
spades. Of course, there are various

ways that the cards could be played in a

different order, so that North-Souih
would make all five tricks, but this

example shows you how a careless mis-

take can cost several tricks and tum a

good contract into a bad one.

End Play Situations

When a number of tricks have been

played, the number of cards remaining

in each of the players' hands becomes
small enough to allow for some sort of
exhaustive search of the game tree. How
many tricks must be played before this

type of situation arises will depend
largely on two factors: the certainty

with which the program is able to place

all the remaining cards in the correct

players' hands, and the speed of execu-

tion of the exhaustive search routine.

In the previous article, when we
discussed the way that a hand might be

bid, we saw how it is possible to put

upper and lower bounds on the number
of cards in each suit that is held by each

of the players. These bounds can often

be made more constrained during the

bidding and once play begins they are

constrained still further, as the exposure

of dummy's cards provides more infor-

mation. Finally, as one player shows out
(ie, shows that he has no more of) a

particular suit, the exact number of

cards in that suit remaining in a player's

hand can be determined.
Sooner or later, the program will be

able to estimate the exact number of

cards of each suit in each of the two
unseen hands. Furthermore, from in-

formation gained during the bidding and
the play, it may be able to arrive at an
intelligent guess as to the location of

some specific, high-value cards. It is

then in a position to play what will have
become a full-information game or, to

be more precise, an almost full-

information game (since it is likely that

the exact location of one or two cards

will remain unknown). When this stage

is reached, the program can construct a

two-person game tree of how the

remaining cards might be played, and by
searching this tree it can find the

optimal way to play the last few tricks.

This technique applies when the pro-

gram is playing from either the declarer's

seat, or from one of the defenders'

seats.

During the play of the cards, the pro-

gram should ask itself, as it is about to

decide on its play to each trick, whether

or not is has sufficient information to

enable it to perform such a tree search.

For this purpose, we should divide cards

into 'important' and 'unimportant'

cards. Loosely speaking, an important
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new friends

for your child
Katie and the Computer

Fred D'lgnazio and Stan Gilliam have
created a delightful picture book adven-
ture that explains how a computer works
to a child. Katie "falls" into the imaginary
land of Cybernia inside her Daddy's home
computer. Her journey parallels the path
of a simple command through the stages
of processing in a computer, thus
explaining the fundamentals of computer
operation to 4 to 10 year olds. Supple-
mental explanatory information on com-
puters, bytes, hardware and software is

contained in the front and back end
papers.

<£L$&.

Thrill with your chidren as they join the
Flower Bytes on a bobsled race to the
CPU. Share Katie's excitement as she
encounters the multi-legged and mean
Bug who lassoes her plane and spins her
into a terrifying loop. Laugh at the
madcap race she takes with the Flower
Painters by bus to the CRT.

"Towards a higher goal, the book
teaches the rewards of absorbing the

carefully-written word and anticipating

the next page with enthusiasm..."
The Leader

"Children might not suspect at first

there's a method to all this madness—

a

lesson about how computers work. It

does its job well."

The Charlotte Observer

"...the book is both entertaining and
educational."

Infosystems

The book has received wide acclaim
and rave reviews. A few comments are:

"Lively cartoon characters guide read-
ers through the inner chamber of the
computer."

School Library Journal

"...an imaginative and beautifully con-
ceived children's story that introduces
two characters— the Colonel and the
Bug—who already seem to have been
classic children's story book characters
for generations."

The Chapel HIM Newspaper

Written by Fred D'lgnazio and illustrat-

ed in full color by Stan Gilliam. 42 pages,
casebound, $6 95. (12A)

A t-shirt with the Program Bug is

available in a deep purple design on a
beige shirt. Adult size S, M, L, XL.
Children's size S, M, L. $5.00.

To order, send a check for books plus $2.00 shipping and handling per order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morrlstown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5%
sales tax. Visa, MasterCard, and American Express orders are welcomed. For faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to 800-831-8112 (in NJ call

201-540-0445) Or use the handy order form bound into this magazine. CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
16K RAM BOARDS FOR
APPLE JUST $129.95

HAVE VOU BEEN WAITING FOR THE COST
OF EXPANSION BOARDS TO COME DOWN?
VOUR WAIT IS OVER. UP UNTIL NOW RAM
EXPANSION HAS COST AS MUCH AS
$195.00. NOW OMEGA MICROWARE IS

proud TO ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL of A
TRULV AFFORDABLE EXPANSION CARD.

NOW VOU CAN RUN PASCAL FORTRAN
56K CPM WITH A Z8C SOFTCARD
INTEGER BASIC APPLESOFT AND OTHER
LANGUAGES ON VOUR APPLE. NOW VOU
CAN INCREASE USUABlE MEMORY FOR
VISICALC. NOW NOUDONT HAVE TOPAV A

,

FORTUNE TO HAVE ALL THIS.

AT $129.95. OMEGAS RAMEX16 IS THE
LOWEST PRICED CARD AVAILABLE
TODAV.

WHAT DO VOU GIVE UP WHEN VOU
PURCHASE THIS FIRST REALLV
AFFORDABLE RAM EXPANSION CARD?
WELL, VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO REMOVE
ONE RAM CHIP FROM THE MOTHER BOARD
OF VOUR APPLE. VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO
STRAP A CABLE FROM THE CARD TO VOUR
MOTHER BOARD. THAT'S IT. WHAT VOU
GET IS A SIMPLE. RELIABLE, BOARD
THAT JUST PLUGS IN. MEMORV REFRESH
IS ACCOMPLISHED ON THE BOARD
ITSELF.

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the ramex 16 is guaranteed not just
FOR 90 DAVS. NOT EVEN 6 MONTHS. OUR
WARRANTV IS FOR ONE FULL VEAR FROM
DATE OF PURCHASE. WE WILL REPAIR OR
REPLACE ANV BOARD THAT IS DEFECTIVE
THROUGH MANUFACTURE FOR A PERIOD
OF ONE VEAR AFTER PURCHASE PROVIDED
THIS DAMAGE IS NOT USER INFLICTED.

ORDER VOUR RAMEX It NOW BV CALLING
TOLL FREE 1-800-835 2246. KANSAS
RESIDENTS CALL I 800 362 2421.
MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED OR
SEND $129.95. ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD
$7.80 SALES TAX.

ANOTHER QUALITV PRODUCT FROM
OMEGA MICROWARE INC.

FORMERLV omega software
products, inc.

222 so. riverside plaza
Chicago, il 60606
PhONE 312-648 1944

OMEGA MICROWARE. INC.

APP..E AND ACVESC*' ABE SEGlSTEUEP
'SA3E HACKS OF AP^-E COWUTEB in: PASCAL ISA
JE6ISr£8E3 "?APE*Alfc OF TxE SEGEs'S Of '-i.

LNIV OF CA SAN OlECC VlSlCA^C IS A SEGIS'ESEO
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Intelligent Games, continued...

card may be defined as one which, if its

location is guessed incorrectly, will

affect the result of the succeeding tree

search. All other cards are 'unimportant'.
Simple examples of both types of card
are easy to find. If the defenders each
have two remaining clubs and declarer

has two clubs, both of which are higher
than all of the defenders' clubs, then it

is quite immaterial which way round the
defenders' clubs are distributed, since
declarer is bound to take both of the

Order twit* according
to durability

1

NO

If void in thr

iuit and trump*,
iliwanl Ui««t
card in ka*l
dmrabk tuil,

othrraiv um-
ilrlrnuit hfunilm
to chaow a card

fES _,'Am 1 kadmc to th«\

Uh <UfMiai*v
hturiattc* to

dwctd* which
card to kid
(MM m<«l
dntrabk iuiI

Figure 2. Defensive flow-chart.

last two club tricks. But in the case of a

missing Queen, which must be caught
by a finesse carried out in the correct

direction, a wrong guess as to the
location of the card will result in the
finesse going wrong, and at least one
trick being lost which should not have
been lost. So the missing Queen will be
an Important' one.

As a general rule, I would suggest

that the program should not try an
exhaustive tree search until the number
of Important' cards remaining is no
more than one.

Having written your tree search

routine, you will have an opportunity to

try it out after different numbers of
tricks have been played. This will enable
you to time the execution of the

routine where there are 3, 4, 5 . . . tricks

remaining to be played. You can then
decide what sort of time delay is accept-

able to you, and set the 'end-play para-

meter' so that the exhaustive search

does not begin until such time that the

computer's delay in calculating its opti-

mal play is acceptable. Remember — the
computer can determine the optimal
end-play strategy for defending players

as well as for declarer, and since you
will be playing one of the hands and the
computer will be playing the two un-
seen hands, you must allow for a delay
by both of the other players. Un-
fortunately, there can be a substantial

difference between the times needed to
search trees with the same numbers of
cards (or tricks). This is because one
tree-search might be performed in a near
optimal ordering (ie, the search
heuristics provide a good ordering of the
'moves') while another tree-search might
be highly non-optimal in its ordering.
Another reason for a large disparity in

the search times is that even with the
same number of tricks to be played.

Computer Gaines!
How can we tell you about 400

computer games in one advertisement?

We ve got the worlds largest line of

computer games. Over 400 in all.

They re on cassette and disk for eight
popular personal computers: Atari.

Apple. Tl 99/4. PET. TRS-80. Sorcerer.
SolandCP/M.
Prom A to Z. Action Games to Z-Chess

II. we ve got loads of best-sellers inclu-

ding Super Invader for the Apple, a
complete line of six Adventure games.
Backgammon, Milestones and Cycle
Jump
Not only that, we publish the best-

selling books. Basic Computer Games
and More Basic Computer Games with
over 500.000 copies in print

We ve also got a nifty board game.
Computer Rage . sets of three binary dice,

acrobatic toy robots. T-shirts and lots of

other goodies.
You II find comprehensive descriptions

of all of our software, books, games and
peripherals in our huge 48-page catalog
It's unique in the small computer field For
your free copy, write or call us today or
circle our number on the reader service
card.

Super Invader features superb high-
resolution graphics, nail-biting tension
and hilarious antics by the moon crea-
tures.

creative
computing
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
In NJ 201-540-0445
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there can be vastly differing numbers of

nodes on the search tree because of the

way that the suits are distributed. If all

the suits are evenly distributed among
the players, the branching factor at each

node will be small. If the suits are un-

evenly distributed, the branching factor

at some nodes will be small and at

others it will be large. The combinatorial

effects of these differences might result

in two trees having the same number of
tricks but widely differing numbers of

terminal nodes.

How to Play the Defense

Bridge books are full of useful defensive

heuristics which can be used by your

program, particularly at the very start of

a hand when it is necessary to decide

what to lead to trick one. Perhaps the

best known such 'rule' is: when defen-

ding against a No-Trump contract, lead

the fourth highest card of your longest

suit. This type of lead tells your partner

something about your longest suit and
he can then decide how to play that

suit. Another simple heuristic is that if

you only have two cards in a particular

suit, and declarer is playing a trump
contract in another suit, you normally

play the higher of your two cards first,

then the lower of the two, so that if

your partner gets the lead he can play

another card in that suit and you will be

able to trump (if you have any trumps)

because by then you will be void in that

suit.

Defensive heuristics can be employed
to update the information that the pro-

gram is keeping about the number of

cards of each suit in each hand, and in

certain cases it might also be possible to

update information about specific cards.

For example, if your partner leads the

8 of spades against a No-Trump
and you can see the Ace, Jack and 9 of

spades (in your own hand and dummy's
hand), then if partner's lead was the

fourth highest spade in his hand he must
hold the King, Queen and 10.

The simplest strategy to program for

defensive play is one which orders the

suits in their 'desirability' from the

defenders' point of view. A defending

player should be able to decide which
suit or suits will not be profitable for

him to lead, and he can then rank the

other suits so that when faced with a

choice of what to lead at the start of a

trick he can lead a card from the suit at

the top of the desirability list. Reasons
for putting a suit high on the

desirability list are varied: a player may
wish to lead a card merely to transfer

the lead to his partner's hand; or he may
wish to lead a card in his weakest suit so

as not to give away any tricks by a bad
lead; or he may have one or more
winners in a suit and may wish to take

them. The order of desirability will

usually change quite often during the

course of a hand, as more information
is revealed about the distribution of the

suits and the locations of certain cards.

But the concept is not a difficult one to

y program.



Having ordered the suits in this manner,
the program decides which card in the

suit should be played on the basis of the

various defensive heuristics that you have
programmed. For this you will need to

consult some books on defensive play.

When the program must lead to a trick, it

chooses the appropriate card from the

suit at the need the services of one or

more good top of the desirability list. If it

must play second to a trick it will normally

play the lowest card unless that card has

already been beaten. When forced to

discard from a different suit(i.e..the card
that was led is from a suit in which the

defending player is void), the program
should discard a card from the suit that is

currently bottom of the desirability list.
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Special editions for Apple,

Atari and TRS-80 Computers.

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room''
Good, cause I ve got a secret to tell you.
You know that computer they fuss over

-

'

Well. kid. between you and me. this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than
they realize

Whats that? Sure, you can learn. Just
get a copy of Computers For Kids. Its a
super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know Huh? You have an Apple?
No problem There's a version just for the
Apple One for the TRS-80 and one for the
Atari too. with complete instructions for

operating and programming.
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn Its easy to

understand and the large type makes it

easy to read You II find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do
There s a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kids has 12 chapters full of information
You II even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move

Just so the folks and your teachers won t

feel left out. there s a special section for
them It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small
problems that might pop up Hey. this

oook is just right for you But you dont

have to take my word on that Just listen to
what these top educators have to say
about it:

Donald T. Piele. Professor of Mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the
best material available for introducing stu-
dents to their new computer It is a perfect
tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their
students Highly recommended
Robert Taylor. Director of the Program

in Computing and Education at Teachers
College. Columbia University states, it's a
good idea to have a book tor chidren"
Not bad. huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room Don t forget to tell

them Computers For Kids by Sally
Greenwood Larsen cost only $3 95 And
tell them you might share it with them, if

they re good Specify edition on your
order TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G). Atari
(12J)

Your local computer shop should carry
Computers For Kids If they dont ask
them to get it or order by mail Send $3 95
payment plus $2 00 for one. $3 00 for two
or more for shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Press. P O Box 789-
M. Mornstown NJ 07960

creative computing press
CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ing...efFective writing
Foreign Vessels Be Barred

LEAD

WASHINGTON, Sept. 19 — John
Layden, white plastic hard hat in one

WASHINGTON, Sept. 25 — A New hand, a ham-and-cheese sandwich in
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What's that?

You want to learn to write, but "How
To" courses cost an arm and a ley?

You say you're saving your pennies to

fix that broken disk drive door instead,

and that the green is lean for "better

writing" books?

You say that there's no way you could

work on your writing even if you wanted

to—because you don't have the time?

Well, hold up your head and sharpen

your pencils, because I've got the answer

to all those problems. You already have

access to one of the best writing courses

ever produced. The people who produce

it — in daily supplements— work harder and

grind out more tightly written copy, under

stricter deadlines, than any other pro-

fessional writers. But at the moment, you

may only be using it to wrap fish.

Stop wasting that valuable resource!

Your daily newspaper can not only wrap
fish and start fires— it can also be a rich

source of good writing hints and examples.

And if you do read a paper once a day.

you can use that same time to take a look

at the reporter's writing techniques. You
can pick a journalistic big gun like The
Sew York Times or The Wall Street

Journal, if you like. But any paper that

you enjoy and read every day can teach

you a great deal about writing.

GOTCHA!
For one thing, you keep reading the

paper because it grabs you. This is one of

the most important things about writing.

The reporter of a story knows he has just

one chance with you. If he doesn't interest

you in his story when you read the first

few lines, you will skip to something else.

Those lines first have a special name
because they're so critical. They're called

the lead.

Leads come in all shapes and sizes, but

they have one thing in common. They're

refined techniques for getting you inter-

ested and keeping you reading. Here are

some examples of leads that work— and
here's why they work:

Contrast Lead: "The president of the

United States sat behind his disk, nervously

drumming his fingers." This stands out. It

teases your curiosity. Why is he doing

that? You want to know more, and so you

read on for an explanation.

Question Lead: "Why is the president

of the United States nervously drumming
his fingers on the desk?" If you use this

type of lead, it is almost always better to

ask a question rather than answer one.

Entice the reader.

Figurative Lead: This uses metaphors

("the rosy-fingered dawn"! or similes (com-

parisons that use the words "like" or "as":

"The sky was like a pool of black oil").

When you use this kind of lead it's impor-

tant to avoid using cliches or alliteration

("wumpy wallowing wallaby").

Stacatto Lead: This is good to use when
you have to emphasize time or fast action:

("Got up. Got out of bed. Dragged a

comb across my head.") Use very short

sentences to suggest rapid movement.
Epigrams: These are concise, pointed,

or witty sayings. Familiar epigrams are

the best: "There never was a good war.

or a bad peace."

Literary Allusion: This is an indirect

reference to a well-known book or char-

acter, such as "He was a Simon LeGrce."

Quotation Lead: Here you can quote

someone you are interviewing, or an expert

in the field about which you are writing.

This should be used only if the quote is

really extraordinary and eye-catching: "Our

strike will bring the entire country to a

grinding halt. We couldn't be happier."

Dialogue Lead: Here you use the inter-

play of the people in a featured situation

to give the reader several different points

of view rapidly:

"What do you think of the new Klanko-

matic printer?" George asked.

"Fine for scaring small animals and

children, but I wouldn't buy it." Bill

responded. "I've heard jet engines that

are quieter."

"Doesn't bother me." said Kerry. "I do
all my programming with headphones on.

I think it's a good buy."

Cumulative Interest Lead: These build

interest gradually, in a progression. You
answer all the "who. what. when, where,

why. and how" questions for the reader

bit by bit— after arousing his interest about

them. Say something provocative and then

keep the reader in suspense for a while:

"It walks on three legs. It lives in Aus-
tralia. But one hasn't been seen for over

thirty years."

"I had a scary run-in with one back in

1925," said a toothless old prospector...."

(Hopefully by now you've got the reader

"hooked.") This is an example of a sus-

pended interest lead— you hold the answer

to one question until the very end. Paul

Harvey's "The Rest of the Story" radio

broadcasts are excellent examples of this

technique.
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Direct Address Lead: This is used mostly

in newspaper columns that deal with a

specific topic, such as medicine. They
are tricky to use. because you automa-
tically eliminate some of those reading

the lead: "Attention, arthritis suffers." If

you don't have arthritis, your eye moves
on.

Beware the Bad Lead
However, a bad lead can turn your

readers off as quickly as a good lead can
grab them. There are several things to

watch out for here.

The first thing to avoid is the "say

nothing" lead such as. "The committee

met." Apply the "so what?" test here to

check if you've really said something impor-

tant that will catch the reader. Here the

writer missed the point. He needs to say

why the committee met— or what they've

done that is really newsworthy.

The opposite of the "say nothing" lead

is the "say everything" lead. This does

not really give the reader anything but a

feeling of being cluttered. Beware of trying

to tell the reader too much in one sentence.

Remember that you want to arouse his

curiosity and then tell him the facts you've

sparked his interest about. Don't just throw

a bunch of facts at him.

The "tasteless lead" will also do you in

if you don't watch out. This is more of a
problem for crime writers, although you
must always take care not to offend your
readers.

Treating a serious problem lightly is

another way to offend or turn off readers.

A story about jackrabbits overrunning the

county may seem humorous to you. but it

isn't to farmers and landowners who are

having their property destroyed.

Finally, you should avoid the type of

sensational leads used by less-than-

reputable gossip newspapers. Readers
quickly grow weary of gross exaggerations.

If you dramatize something, make sure it

deserves it.

If you look at your newspaper each
day with these things in mind, you'll begin

to acquire a gut sense of what "works"
and what doesn't.

How do you know you're reading a

good lead? When the lead is good, the

rest of the story will follow smoothly. The
theme of the story will be reflected in the

lead. You may find yourself at the end of

a story you had no intention of reading in

the first place— because the lead pulled

you into a well-written story.

Stay with your daily course. You may
want to make some notes as you read. It's

also fun to look at a news story and try to

write a different lead than the reporter

used. There is no one "right" lead for

each story. Can you come up with a better

one than he did? What type of lead would
you use?

Put It To Work For You
Once you think you know what makes

a good lead, don't stop there! Leads aren't

just for news stories. You can use the

same techniques for capturing a reader's

attention at the start of your memos,
reports, articles, term papers.. .even per-

sonal letters! How can you best interest

your boss, editor, teacher, friend, or student

in what you want to tell him? See if that

doesn't perk up your reader and make
him want to continue. It will help you to
get your point across.

Now that we've shown you how to find

a free writing course and the time to take
it, how to use it. and how to apply what
you learn from it. we've solved all your
problems but one. Only one thing

remains.

What are you going to do with all the

unwrapped fish? Hmmmm....sounds like

that would make a good lead for a "How I

Learned To Write From the Newspaper"
article.
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LISP for the Apple II

Pegasys Systems' new P-LISP interpreter is a full im-

plementation of the well-known Artificial Intelli-

gence language. Written in machine code, this

powerful interpreter includes the following features:

• Over 55 functions implemented
• Extensive 45-page User Manual
• Full function trace

• Floating point math and Hires graphics

• Function editor and pretty-printer

• Break mode for function debugging
• PROG construct, EXPRs. and FEXPRs
• ELIZA and other sample programs included

P-LISP is supplied on disk with User Manual for

$99.95. The manual is available separately for

$10.00. Please specify DOS 3.2 or 3.3.

PEGASYS SYSTEMS, INC.
4005 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

Orders only: 800-523-0725
PA residents and inquiries: (215) 387-1500

rVnmylvjnij midf fits add (>" talcs Ijx
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Good software is no longer a myth.
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© MODIICP/M® ®
IQ QUIZ

Does your TRS-80 Mod II:

give you access to hundreds of

applications programs?
give you a choice of a dozen or more
languages?
transfer files from TRSDOS to CPM?
store 596 K bytes on a floppy disk?

talk to a Cameo cartridge disk system?
talk to a Corvus Winchester disk system?
support XON/XOFF, ETX/ACK and
clear-to-send serial printer protocols?

talk to double sided floppy drives?

run the best documented, best supported
CP/M available?

answered no to any of these questions,
raise your Mod M's IQ with

P&T CP/M® 2
Contact us, and we'll send you details on how

to expand your Mod M's horizons.

Price SI 8S for standard PIT CP/M* 2; $250 for P&T
CP/M* 2 forCorvus orCameo hard disk drives. (FOB Goleta)

PICKLES & TROUT
® P O BOX 1206 GOLETA. CA 931 16. (805) 685-4641

l«mj>k of Dig-tai Research TRS-80 * a trademark of Tandy Corp

Yes No
D

D

D

D

D

If you

YROOf
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Stephen B. Gray

Data Structures Using Pascal, by Aaron M. Tenenbaum and

Moshe J. Augenstein. Prentice-Hall Inc.. Englewood Cliffs,

NJ. 557 pages, hardcover $23.95. 1981.

Written by the authors of a similar book on PL/1, this

textbook is designed for a two-semester course in data structures

and programming. The text includes programming because

the authors found while teaching a course in data structures,

"that a considerable amount of time was spent in teaching

programming techniques because the students had not had

sufficient exposure to programming and were unable to

implement abstract structures on their own."

The nine chapters cover Information and Meaning. The
Stack. Recursion. Queues and Lists. List Processing. Trees.

Graphs and their Applications. Sorting, and Searching. The
appendix presents "information on Pascal that students may
not have seen in an introductory course." such as scalar data

types, packed arrays, records, scope of identifiers, etc., a

dozen in all.

Algorithms are presented in a language intermediate between

English-language descriptions and Pascal programs, written

in Pascal style interspersed with English.

The text is easily understood by those with a little knowledge

of programming: the bright reader may need none at all.

although he'll find that some parts of the text don't linger on

long explanations.

The writing is semi-formal and packs a great deal of

information into each chapter: it is all lean meat with a no-

nonsense style. This may be the best Pascal textbook that

also teaches programming: it may also be the only one.
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Son of Cheap Video, by Don Lancaster. Howard W. Sams &
Co.. Indianapolis, IN. 223 pages, paperback $8.95. 1980.

This sequel to The Cheap Video Cookbook contains

improvements, simplifications and new ideas in low-cost ways

of getting alphanumerics and graphics video out of a

microcomputer and onto an ordinary television set.

Chapter I describes a video display system that can be built

for as little as $7, using five cheap ICs and eliminating "one or

both of the custom PROM memories used in cheap video."

Chapter 3 involves a do-it-yourself EPROM character

generator. Chapter 4 gives a detailed example of a music-

display system as an example of what you can do with customer

graphics. It displays clefs, notes, etc.. but the chapter doesn't

include a photo of a screen displaying it all. to show us what

the total picture is like.

The next two chapters show how to run cheap video on
8080 and Z80 systems. The last two chapters involve lower-

case hardware and software for the Apple II. at a total cost

that "can be under $9."

Three appendixes give "more character generator details."

pinouts of selected ICs. and printed-circuit patterns for two
circuits.

A note on page 4 says the cheap video PC boards, kits,

assembled units, and program tapes are available commercially

from PAIA Electronics, in Oklahoma City.

Having written half-a-dozen similar books for Sams. King

of the Electronic Cookbooks. Lancaster knows just how to
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GRAPHICS
FOR LABS

BY PAUL K. WARME

provide all those little details needed by that hardy band of
do-it-yourself soldering-pencil enthusiasts to build projects

that work, and to understand how they do. Even if you don't

build anything described in this book, you'll learn a great deal

about video. EPROMs, character generators, and much
more.

Bask: A Hands-On Method, by Herbert D. Peckham. McGraw-
Hill Book Co.. New York. 318 pages, paperback $12.50.
Second edition. I9KI.

This second edition includes "several important changes.. .in

response to suggestions received from users of the first edition."

reviewed here in July 1979 (p. 157). The preface also says the

most significant of the changes is the inclusion of a new
chapter on strings and string operations. Also, the number of

problems has been doubled, and a glossary has been added.
Otherwise, this book is very much like the first edition.

Each chapter begins with a statement of the objectives for

that chapter. The book is spiral-bound to lie flat when used
with the time-sharing computer students must have access to.

Blanks are provided for the student to fill in the answers to

hundreds of questions asked throughout the text.

The new chapter on strings gets around the problem of
string operations being handled differently on various computers
by using lower-case substitution functions in Basic statements.

"The student then replaces the substitution functions with

the function
| contained in Appendix A| appropriate to the

computer which is being used."

The new chapter starts by asking the reader to enter programs,
observe the results, and answer questions based on the results.

After nine pages of 22 "Discovery Exercises," the author
discusses strings, gives some program examples, then ends
with problems and a practice test.

Peckham maintains his conversational style, his simple and
clear writing, and the use of lively drawings, in a book that is

still highly recommended for hands-on use. and which is even
more useful in this second edition. Solutions to odd-numbered
problems are provided.

Murder In The Mansion, And Other Computer Adventures
In Pocket-Basic For The TRS-80. by Jim Cole. ARCsoft
Publishers. P.O. Box 132. Woodsboro. MD 21798. 64 pages,

paperback $5.95. 1981.

Ya say ya wanna have some fun with ya Pocket Computer?
Ya say ya tired of the bizniz 'n' rilstate programs? Tell ya
what I'm gonna do! I'm gonna tell ya about a new book wit'

ten— count 'em. ten— little programs that'll keep ya busy fa

days.

And maybe even for weeks, depending on how excited you
can get over programs whose complexity is limited by the

Pocket Computer's small memory.
Take the title mystery. You're given four suspects, then

asked where the murder was done. If you get it wrong, a
direct clue is given, such as THINK FOOD. So you know it's

the pantry. And so it goes for the weapon and the murderer.
You can't possibly go wrong, even if the three variables are

changed for each RUN. which they are.
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SCIENTIFIC
PLOTTER
48K APPLE II + , $24.95

Draws professional-looking graphs of your data. EASIER
FASTER. NEATER and more ACCURATE than hand-
plotting You choose data format, length and position of
axes. 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orienta-
tions etc Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30-PAGE
MANUAL

CURVE FITTER
48K APPLE II + , $34.95

Selects the best curve to fit your data SCALE TRANS-
FORM. AVERAGE. SMOOTH. INTERPOLATE (3 types)
LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types). EVALUATE UNKNOWNS
from fitted curve Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 33-
PAGE MANUAL.

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
*nd American fc » press orders may be called
m toll-tree

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

creative
compzifctieg
soffcwai'c

Morns Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ ?01 540-0445

Having trouble

learning to use

your computer?
"Reference manuals don't teach. Most BASIC
texts don't cover specific personal computers.

TIS solves these problems
with step-by-step books

tailored for your machine.

For PET/CBM
Understanding Your PET/CBM $16.95
Vol 1: Basic Programming
PET Graphics $ 6.95

For OSI CIP/C4P

Understanding Your C1P/C4P $ 9.95
A Workbook of BASIC Exercises

For VIC

Understanding Your VIC $13.95
Vol. 1: Basic Programming

Money Back Guarantee VISA/MC accepted
All prices include UPS or 1st Class postage

TIS inc

Total Information Services. Inc. / /* *£.
Box 921 . Dept CC \ ^2*^ -

Los Alamos. NM 87544 7
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16 BIT 8086 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

$4390 TEC-86 $4390
FEATURES: 5 MHz 8086 CPU ' 64K Bytes RAM SI 00 IEEE -696 * Dual 8

Inch Double Density Floppy Disk Drives " Two RS 232 Serial Ports, SO to

19200 Baud ' Three Parallel Ports ' ROM Boot for CP/M-86 ' Heavy

Duty Power Supply ' Attractive Industrial Quality Desk Top Cabinet
*

Completely Assembled and Tested ' OPTIONS: Up to One Megabyte of

Memory, Double Sided Double Density Floppy Disks " Up to 31

Megabytes of Winchester Fixed Disk Storage. * CP/M-86 ' BASIC-86 '

MS-FORTRAN ' MS-PASCAL ' CBASIC/86'" * PASCAL/M86'"

$10990 TEC-86W $10990
Same Great Features as our TEC-86 except that the TEC-86W has 256K

of RAM, and our 31 Megabyte Winchester Disk Subsystem.

NEW $695.00 APPLE — ANALOG TO DIGITAL Converter

with Timer/ Counter, 12 Bit Accuracy, 16 Channels, 30 KHz Conversion,

Three programmable Timer/ Counters. Options: Programmable Goin;

14, 16 Bit Accuracy; 40, 100, or 125 KHz; Expansion to 256 Channels

NEW 64K/256K S100 MEMORY S595/S1695— 8 and 16 Bit Transfer for 8 and 16 Bit Systems, MP/M and

MP/M-86 Compatible, Up to 7 users on one 256K board. Parity

Detection with Interrupt and LED Indication, Hardware Write Protect,

Full DMA capability, 24/20/16 bit Address Decoding. Enable/Disable

8K/32K Segments. Bank Select in 8K/32K Segments, Meets IEEE-696

Specifications

See our catalog for many other fine
S-100 and Apple Boards

laiRR
INC. r

23600 Mercantile Road

TECMAR, INC.

(216) 464-7410

Cleveland. OH. 44122
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flappkz computer inc. ^,
ATARr

CALL US!
We will meet or beat any mail order

prices, but they won't match our service!!

NEW NEC COMPUTERS

NOW IN STOCK!

Wheel $1 /IC|f%
Printer I tt"¥*#*#

9 yrs

TAMPICO LABS, INC.
P.O.BOX 1000

Across from Ramada Inn

Destin, FL. 32541

CALL 904-243-8565
CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The second adventure, Lost Safari, asks where the safari is,

and loops forever until you guess the correct location; same

with which animal they're hunting, and how many days to

find them. However, you're scored on this one; the more you

guess, the lower your score.

And so it goes with Saturn Death (interplanetary flight).

Buried Treasure. The Black Pearl. Memory Test (remembering

flashed nonsense sentences). Scrambled Egg (only 12 scrambled

words). Barrel of Apples (guess a number). Wood Chuck

Chuck (guess a number), and Fractured Descriptions.

The book (actually more of a booklet) ends with Pocket

Computer Basic abbreviations, two random-number programs

(first one converges rapidly), and an ad for the ARCsoft

"Pocket-Basic Coding Form." A nice book for kids, although

entering 60-odd lines per program on the small keyboard may
be difficult for some.
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Guide to Systems Applications, by John F. Grillo and J.D.

Robertson. Wm. C. Brown Co., 2460 Kerper Blvd., Dubuque.

IA 52001. 277 pages, paperback $17.95. 1981.

Techniques of Bask, by John P. Grillo and J.D. Robertson.

Wm. C. Brown Co., 267 pages, paperback $18.95. 1981.

Introduction to Graphics, by John P. Grillo and J.D. Robertson.

Wm. C. Brown Co.. 140 pages, paperback $15.95. 1981.

Data Management Techniques, by John P. Grillo and J.D.

Robertson. Wm. C. Brown Co.. 201 pages, paperback $16.95.

1981.

These four "Computer Guidebooks" comprise the Brown
Company's Microcomputer Power Series that includes a total

of 208 Basic programs (61, 61, 38 and 48. respectively), all in

TRS-80 Level-II Basic.

_Cb<nttZ-

"Evidently, memory is a two-way street'
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The Guide to Systems Applications "begins at an elementary

level and builds your knowledge of hardware and software to

the level necessary to understand the complexities of

microcomputer systems and their applications." according to

the back cover, which adds that "its unique APPLICATIONS
approach stresses the programs (rather than the hardware)
and how they are created to build applications systems."

The eleven chapters are on Microcomputers in Perspective.

General Aspects of a Computerized Organization, The
Microcomputer, Software. Extended Basic. Systems Require-

ments. Applications Hardware and Software. File Manipulation.

Systems Design and System Programming. Each chapter ends
with a summary and a list of suggested "readings," including

many from this magazine.

Four appendixes provide a memory-test program, a list of

sample microcomputer applications. ASCII codes, and
accounting-system numbers you might use in a home expendi-

tures program. A good 14 1/2-page glossary concludes the

book.
The guide goes into more detail than some readers may

want, but nearly all of it would interest anyone buying a book
with this title. Although the writing style is formal, the text is

very clear, very simple, and often quite detailed. The third

chapter, for instance, goes into the PROM and EPROM, 8080
registers, and motherboards.

The teaching of Basic begins in the Software chapter, after

a brief mention of assembly language and other high-level

languages. It is done slowly and carefully for six pages, then

presents two long programs that may throw the beginner

who's had no experience with programming: the authors

assume some familiarity with microcomputers.

The chapter on Extended Basic wisely says, "Teaching
Basic is not one of the aims of this book; rather, the text

should act with the vendor manual as a supplement and a

source of suggestions." The authors assume the reader has a

"personal computer or microcomputer" available. This is one
of the best chapters in the book, although it could use more
examples.

The last chapter provides three long programs, for home-
expense accounting, gradebook (student grades), and mailing

lists.

One curious feature: all four books. 8 1/2 by 11 inches in

size, have a left margin that's an extra inch wide, for side-

headings and for illustrations. It's not all that necessary, and
adds 22 percent to the page width, or 195 pages to the total

number of pages.

However, the extra margin does make for a nicer-looking

book, on the few pages where it's used effectively, and helps

justify the high cost of these books, which is in part due to the

plastic bindings that require punching holes in the pages. This

makes the pages lie flat.

Techniques of Basic goes into Decisions and Branching.

Statements and Functions, Input and Output, Variables,

Graphics. Strings and Disk Basic. Sequential arid Direct Access

File Processing. Conversational and Structured Programming.

Documentation, File Manipulation Techniques, and an

Inventory System Application.

The 61 Basic programs cover topics such as simple data

analysis, conversational statistics, isotherm graphing, text

processing, line renumbering, banner printing, message
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Super Poddle

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple wearing out? Or did
you get a new Apple without paddles''
We ve got good news for you 1 Super Paddles Each paddle

control consists of a high-precision linear potentiometer and a
big (1/2 D) industrial-quality pushbutton mounted in a sturdy
4 x 2 x 1 metal case which matches the Apple Each of the
two paddles is connected with a long 5-foot cable to the Apple
paddle socket
Every component in a set of Super Paddles is the very finest

quality available. The set is backed by a 90-day limited warranty
from the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus moneyback
guarantee of satisfaction

To order, send $39 95 plus $2 00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $2.00 sales tax) to the address below. Credit card
customers may call orders to our toll-free number.

Toll-free 800-631 -6112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

38 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
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LET

LIVING?
An opportunity to break into the

explosive personal computing industry
awaits you. Creative Computing is

looking for Retail Sales Representatives
in your location. Your earnings will be
exclusively based on the effort you
expend. So why not earn a good living

and enjoy what you're doing as well?

Send your resume to: Creative Com-
puting, 39 East Hanover Ave., Morris
Plains, N.J. 07950 Attention: Bill

Baumann.
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[apple computer
• Authorized Dealer

Software!

We Stock It All!!

Games Business

Raster Blaster 2995 Job Cost Accounting 459.95
Micro Chess 25.00 Construction Acct. 54995
Snoggle 2495 Visicalc 129 95
Pool 1 5 34 95 Client Billing 250.00
Puslar 29 95 Data Factory 139 00
Orbitron 29 95 Invoice Factory 100.00
Auto Baun 29 95 Tax Planner 120 00
Gamm AGobling 29 95 Landlord Apartment
Muse ABM 2495 Management Sys 79500
Cyber Strike 39 95 Dental Assistant II 600 00
Robot War 39 95 Payroll Management 199 95
Dragon Fire 4995 Prosoft Medical Billing 1995 00
Operation Apocalypse 59 95 Magic Window 99 95
Cartels & Cutthroats 39 95 Gen Ledger 22500

VISA and MasterCard accepted.

COMPUTER STORE OF GULF BREEZE, INC.
37 Gulf Breeze Pky.

Gulf Breeze. Florida 32561
Call

(904) 932-0660
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210,000

niLESPEROHLLOn!
Take a colorful, challenging 700 mile journey in this

computer version of the French card game loved by
millions around the world Overcome accidents, flat tires,

gas shortages, speed limits, and traffic lights to arrive

before your opponent Spectacular high resolution color

graphics will make this the program you use to demonstrate
the abilities of your Apple II Beat the energy shortage,
with your computer and a color TV. you can play over
300 games on the electricity made from one gallon of oil.

MILESTONES
48K Apple II Plus Applesoft Basic
Cassette CS 4015 $14.95 Diskette CS 4515 $19 95

Order Today

creative
computing
software

39 E Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -811

2

InNJ 201-540-0445

To order any ol these software packages
send payment plus S? 00 postage and
handing per order to Creative Computing
Morns Plains NJ0.'9S0 Visa MasterCard
and American F press orders may be called

n toll-tree

Order today at no risk it you are not

completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded
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managing, error trapping, realtime stopwatch. Shell sorts.

Quick sort. Monte Carlo techniques, and binary search trees.

Many interesting and useful techniques arc provided here,

in very clear prose, ranging from how to program the four

ways a ball can bounce off a vertical wall, to "praise and
chastisement" in computer dialogs.

This is a very helpful book that also looks into many Basic

statements, such as 1NKEYS and DEFUSR. much more
thoroughly than Radio Shack's Level-II manual.

Introduction to Graphics is also available, without the lay-

flat plastic binding, in a regular wraparound cover from

Radio Shack for $7.95. a much more reasonable price.

This book shows how to make pictures using TAB. formulas,

tables, characters, graphics blocks, and motion graphics. The
38 programs draw the Bentley College logo, sine curves,

thermal gradients, a silhouette of a witch, moving messages, a

large-digit digital clock, lines and circles, a dot bouncing of a

wall. etc. The screen photos in these four books, incidentally,

are excellent, among the very best I*ve seen yet. all 4 by 5

inches, all very clear, accompanying just about every program

in the book.

If you're interested in TRS-80 graphics, take a look at this

one in a Radio Shack store; you'll probably buy it. even

though the % photos do seem to have been used, in many
cases, to pad out the book, at two per page. With only a slight

reduction in size, and without the large black border that

simulates the monitor case. 24 pages could easily be cut from
the book's length, or used to provide more text about graphics.

Even so. the book is a winner.

Data Management Techniques is. according to the back
cover, designed for the intermediate to advanced programmer,

and shows how to manage most popular methods (such as list

and array processing! and some less well known, but very

powerful methods (such as queue, stack and tree process-

ing!."

The book's 48 programs illustrate techniques such as sorting.

ISAM file creation and upkeep, linked list file management,
generalized information system with a binary-sequence search

tree, automated code generation, master-file maintenance
with transaction-file merging, and multilist file-management

system.

The eight chapters are on Pointers. Sorting. Strings. Linear

and Linked Lists. Sequential and Direct Access Files. Trees,

and Inverted Files. The emphasis here is not on CRT photos,

as was the graphics book; there are only 17 CRT photos, and
eight of those are for chapter headings. The emphasis is

rather on program LISTings and RUNs. With 46 programs
presented, some of them are more sophisticated versions of

previous ones.

There are programs that play Nim heuristically. use Monte
Carlo selection for equal inheritances, generate aphorisms,
sort, play Mastermind, produce KWIC indexes, analyze word
frequencies, sort-merge sequential files, create a book's index,

search files, play a library quiz game. etc. Chapter 8, Inverted

Files, is built around a five-page list of movies, and presents

programs that insert new titles into the file, list films by
various categories, etc.

This book is valuable for the programs alone, and doubly
valuable because it shows at length how these programs are

created and how they work. It's worth every bit of its high

price. D
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Do you like thinking games?
Do you like fast-action

spectator sports?

Want to have fun learning
more about computers
and programming?

Think you can program
better than your friends?

If you answered YES to any of these questions.

RobotWar is for you. Agame of the future you
can play today . .

.

Create a robot by writing a special Battle

Language program This program gives your
robot its unique fighting personality.

Debug your robot on the Test Bench,
a cybernetic window into your Robot's

mind. Is it really checking its

damage level to consider evasive
action? Does it increment its radar
and lasar cannon aim while search-
ing for enemies? If all checks out.

it's on to . .

.

The Battlefield . Challenge up to four competitors from the Robot Ready Room on your disk

Your robot will meet them in the arena where you have a bird's eye view of the mechanical
carnage. Robots scurry about, radars flash, lasar shots fly and explode and only one sur-

vives. You're the witness to a futuristic Gladiator spectacle

Available on disk for the Apple computer with 48K and Applesoft ROM. at computer stores

everywhere

from the leader in quality software

MUSE SOFTWARE*

ConXHjte* Co«d
' Muse Software tnc

330 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
.(301)659-7212

DECEMBER 1981

Coll o write to* information and
the name of your nearest MUSI dealer
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sets...new products . . •nev

TERMINALS & I/O

PRINTER FEATURES EXPANDED
MESSAGE BUFFER

The Qantex Series 6010 provides a safe-

guard against loss of data with its standard

message buffer expandable to 4K.

The standard 2K allows printing of a

full CRT (1920 characters) screen without

restraint pauses.

The printer is microprocessor-controlled

and operates at a print speed of 150

characters per second with a 9 x 9 dot
matrix. It is available with Centronics-

compatible parallel or RS-232 serial inter-

face operating at maximum baud rates up
to 19.200 baud.

Standard features include full operator

controls, built-in test, true descenders and
underlining, logic seeking, manual paper
advance, out-of-paper sensor and tractor

paper feed.

Suggested retail price is $1550 with

parallel interface; with serial interface

SI 580.

Qantex Division. North Atlantic Indus-

tries. Inc.. 60 Plant Ave.. Hauppauge. NY
11787.(516)582-6060.
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TOUCH-TONE TERMINAL
Perception Technology announces the

Touch-Tone Terminal for voice response

systems which is designed to simplify data

entry, minimize errors, reduce input time,

and provide faster information retrieval.

The terminal consists of a power supply

unit and keypad with acoustic coupler.

The keypad has 10 digits, the complete
alphabet and four function keys. The
acoustic coupler connects to the mouth-
piece of any telephone.

Perception Technology Corporation. 95
Cross St.. Winchester. MA 01890. (617)

729-01 10.
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DUAL MODE MATRIX PRINTER

Major product features of the Malibu
Dual-Mode 200 include Z-80 micropro-

cessor control, high-speed font (165-250

cps). letter-quality font (42-70 cps).

program-controlled selection of up to 12

fonts, and a nine-wire printhead.

The dot matrix in high-speed mode is 9

x 9: in letter quality mode. 19 x 18. The
96-character ASCII set has characters that

are expandable 2x and 4x. horizontally

and vertically. The printer also offers "dot

control" graphics capability with resolutions

of 60 x 72 or 120 x 144 dots per inch.

Communications are through RS-232C
serial or ASCII parallel interfaces; serial

data transmission speeds are from 1 10-

9600 baud. $2995.

Malibu Electronics Corporation. 2301

Townsgate Rd.. Westlake Village, CA
91361.(805)496-1990.
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PERIPHERALS

LIGHT PEN FOR TRS-80
MODEL III

A self-contained light pen which plugs

directly into the TRS-80 Model III has

been announced by the 3G Company.
The pen also works with the TRS-80 Model

I.

The 3G Light Pen makes it possible to

bypass the TRS-80 keyboard and interact

directly with the information displayed

on the CRT screen.
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ORRECT ANSWER

A demonstration game cassette, sample
program and complete programming rxx>k-

let are included with the pen. $39.95.

3G Company. Incorporated, Rt. 3, Box
28A. Gaston. OR 971 19. (503) 662-4492.
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INTELLIGENT INTERFACE
CONTROLLER AND PRINT
BUFFER

The Digilink is a microprocessor-based
device which can be used as an intelligent

switch or print buffer device. It can be
configured to connect two dissimilar ter-

minals to share one modem or connect
two remote CPUs back to back with a
monitor terminal on a third port.

Each individual RS-232 port can be
independently set up through keyboard
commands to accommodate devices with
different baud rates, parity. X-on/X-off.
fill characters, buffer length, auto line

feed. etc.

The unit can also be used as a print

buffer which can increase throughput
between slow peripherals and host com-
puters. When used in this fashion the

Digilink accepts data from host computers
at higher speeds and transfers it to slower
speed off-line printers or other peripherals
through either parallel or serial RS-232
interface ports. $775.

Data Systems. Inc.. 1440 Koll Circle.

Suite 1 10. San Jose. CA 951 12. (4081 279-

8711.
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BIOFEEDBACK DEVICE

Total Digital Engineering announces
the Biocom. an attachment which is said

to make almost any computer an extension

of the senses.

The Biocom works by measuring the

emotional stale of ihe user, and giving

biofeedback via the video screen. Supplied

software programs in Basic are for learning

controlled relaxation, testing subliminal

response and computer Ouija. The device

is RS-232 compatible. $125.

Total Digital Engineering. 210 Daniel
Webster Hwy.. Nashua. NH 03060. (603)
883-0991.
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TOUCH-SENSITIVE CRT KIT

Interaction Systems, Inc. announces a

touch-sensitive CRT add-on kit for incor-

poration into the Lear Siegler ADM 32
video display terminal.

The TK-232 consists of a single printed-

circuit board that is connected by cables
to a heat tempered glass screen with 32
touch-sensitive pads. The microprocessor-
based logic senses variance in ambient
conditions, while the touch-sensitive face-

plate detects differences in capacitance.

An ADM 32 terminal, equipped with a
TK-232. will respond to the touch of the

finger on data displayed on the screen.

The TK-232 is priced at $995 for the 15".

and $945 for the 12" screen.

Interaction Systems. Inc.. 24 Munroe
St.. Newtonville. MA 02160. (617) 964-

5300.
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SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE

Quic-N-Easi combines a screen builder
and content editor with a full interpreter
language to produce a product for fast

applications development for microcom-
puters. Written in Z-80 assembler, the
program runs under CP/M. $395. Standard
MicroSystems. Inc.. 136 Granite Hill Ct..

Langhorne. PA 19047. (2151 968-5966.
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(Hastle
^jjolfenstein

by Silas Warner

For Apple II or Apple II Plus with 48K.

$2995

SOFTWARE"

MuaeSof*VMOM »*.

CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD

330 N CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
,(301)659-7212
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New Products, continued...

Interactive Microware announces the

Basex interactive compiler and loader

programs on cassette for Heath H8 com-
puters. This version of Basex includes a

custom console driver and commands to

save and load programs on tape. $33.

Interactive Microware. Inc.. P.O. Box 771.

State College. PA 16801. (81 4t 238-8294.
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The Formula is a complete system lan-

guage designed to aid in the development

of business applications on Z-80 or 8080

based computers running CP/M. By
creating a structure for designing systems,

the system generates program-like modules.

$595. Dynamic Microprocessor Associates.

Inc.. 545 Fifth Ave., Suite 1400. New York.

NY 10017.(212)687-7115.
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The DMM-1 Utility software disk from

Elliam Associates includes: XDIR. which

displays the disk directory in alphabetical

order and shows the file size: Extract,

which will list a portion of a file between

two label names: Strip, which will remove
the hex code from a PRN file and turn it

back into an ASM file; Sort, which will

create a symbol table from an assembly

done with ASM that can be listed or used

with the Digital Research debugger SID:

Convert, which changes all uncommented
lower case characters to upper case; and
Status, which provides information about

the current operating system. DMM-1
comes on 8" or 5 1/4" disk for CP/M
users. $35. Elliam Associates. 24000 Bess-

emer St.. Woodland Hills. CA 91367. (213)

348-4278.
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Chat is designed to convert an Apple

computer with a Hayes Micromodem into

. APPLE II 48K t

* APPLE DISC II DRIVE
S 1299 00

COMPUTERS BY Ml W/CONT . 3.3

It XEROX SAM MICROCOMPUTER
55995

259500
P.O. Box 1805 Hawthorne. CA 90250 . MICROPRO WORD STARW MICROSOFT Z-80 CARD

24995
28500

. MICROSOFT 16K RAM BOARD 14995
PRINTER AND INTERFACES * DANATRONICS 16K RAM BOARD 126 75
ANADEX 9500132 COL 1290.00 . MOUNTAIN
ANAOEX 9501 132 COL 1290 00 W CPS MULTIFUNCTION CRD 175.00
EPSON MX80 PIN FEED 585 00 CPS CABLE 21.95
EPSON MXB0 TRACTOR/FRICTION
EPSON MX70 PIN FEED

67500
405 00 ADVANCE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

EPSON PARALLEL CARD 65 95 10 KEY PAD (OLD OR NEW) 99 95

EPSON SERIAL ADAPTOR BOARD
EPSON CARTRIDGE RIBBON

6195
13.00

APPLE CLOCK
100.000 DAY CLOCK

239 95
31900
254 00
129 95
145 00

170 00
450 00
285 00
42 95

EPSON PARALLEL INTERFACE CABLE 21 95 SUPERTALKER
TRENDCOM 200 80 COL 540 00 ROMPLUS
CENTRONICS 7721 W/O CABLE
CENTRONICS 7728 W/O CABLE

95 95
95 95

ROMWRITER
INTROL/X-10 CONTROLLER

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL
SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL
PARALLEL

125 95
139 95
95 95

CARD ONLY
MUSIC SYSTEM W/SOFTWARE
A/D D/A W/O CABLE
1/0 CABLE ASSEMBLY

MONITORS BUSINESS SOFTWARE
AMDEK 13 COLOR 420 00 PERSONAL SOFTWARE
AMDEK 12 B & W 150 00 DESK TOP PLAN 155 95
AMDEK 12" 100 GREEN 175 00 CCA DATA MGT 72 95
SANYO 9 B 4 W 169 00 LJK
SANYO 12 HI RES B&W 24900 LETTER PERFECT 109 95
SANYO 13 COLOR 425 00 CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
SANYO 12" HIRES GREEN 270 00 HOME MONEY MINDER 28 95

NEC 12" COLOR 360 00 CPA 1 GENERAL LEDGER 177 95

MODEMS
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE II)

CPA II ACCTS RECEIVABLE 177 95

295 00
CPA Ml ACCTS PAYABLE
CPA IV PAYROLL

MUSE SUPER TEXT II

ADDRESS BOOK
FORM LETTER MODULE

177 95
177 95HAYES MICROMODEM 100 (S 100)

HAYES STACK (RS 232)
SOUTHEASTERN DATA CAPTURE 4

31500
239 00
44.95

115 00
39 95
85 00

DISK DRIVES STONEWARE DB MASTER (NEW) 179 95
MICRO SCI 40 TRACK W/CONT
MICRO SCI 40 TRACK W/O CONT

460 00
395 00 MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE VISICALC3 3 155 00
EDUWARE VISIPLOT 149 95

STATISTICS 24.95 VISIDEX 159 95
EDU PAK I 32 95 VISITERM 119 95
STORY TELLER 16 95 VISITREND/VISIPLOT 210 00
ALGEBRA I 32 95 ONLINE EXPEDITER II 79 95
UNI SOLVE 1995 HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER 159 95
COMPU MATH: ARITH SKILL 32 95 LAZER LOWER CASE ADAPTER 59 95
COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 32 95 PAYMAR LOWER CASE REV 7/LATER 39 95
COMPU MATH: DECIMALS 32 95 SOLID STATE MUSIC
COMPU SPELL (REO DATA DISK) 2495 AIO SERIAL PARALLEL CARD 160 00
SPACE 2495
SPACE II 19 95 S-100 SYSTEMS
NETWORK 1695 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS
TERRORIST 2495 32K STATIC RAM MODULE 650 00

WINDFALL 16 95 64K STATIC RAM MODULE 560 00
PRISONER 24 95 INTEGRATED SYSTEM

MICROSOFT TYPING TUTOR 1695 W/MAINFRAME 1995 00

SUB • LOGIC FLIGHT SIMULATOR 29 95 DISK CONTROLER 300 00

SYNERGESTIC STAR GAZERS GUIDE 25 95 MOTHER BOARD 105 95

ACCESSORIES
DANATRONICS COOLING FAN 39 95

4-PORT SERIAL I/O INTERFACE
Z-80 CPU

250 00
259 95

T G. JOYSTIX 44 95 NOTE: COMPLETE SELECTS
GAME PADDLES 32 95 ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE AVAIL

80 COLUMN SYSTEMS ABLE. PLEASE CALL (213) 533-4071
M . RSUPERTERM 24 95 INCLUDE NAME. ADDRESS. PHONE NUMBER

APPLE DOUBLE VISION 235 00 ADD3°» FRT/HANDLING CALIF RESIDENTS ADD
APPLE II 80 COL VIDEO CARD 31500 6". SALES TAX ALL MFRS WARRANTIES APPLY

VIDEX VIDEO TERM CARD 80 COL 295 00 ALL PRO0UCTS IN STOCK! VISA/MC AOD 3° .
-

MISC HARDWARE INCL EXP DATE PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
VIDEX SWITCHPLATE 1695 CBMPO BOX 1805. HAWTHORNE. CA 90250

KEYBOARD DISPLAY ENHANCER 99 95 (213)533-4071
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a communications system. Features

include: automatic log-on to networks,

simple configuration, character filter, non-

keyboard characters, and phone answering.

$40. Lovell's. 4205 Biltmore, Corpus Christi.

TX 78413. (512)852-3096.
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Clone Software announces an Assembler

and Text Editor for the Apple 11. which
features a disk-based, line-oriented text

editor and 6502 assembler. The program

requires a 48K Apple with two disk drives.

$39.95. Clone Software. 1446 Estes St..

Lakewood. CO 80215. (303) 234-0630.
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Radio Shack offers a Basic language

compiler for TRS-80 Model I and Model

III computers. The RSBasic development

system is a business-oriented language

which allows the user to write programs

in Basic while taking advantage of the

extra speed and accuracy of a low level

language. RSBasic requires a 48K TRS-

80 with dual disk drives. $149. Available

at Radio Shack stores. Computer Centers

and participating dealers.
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The SCS80C is a complete 6809 editor,

assembler and monitor package for the

TRS-80 Color Computer. All three pro-

grams are co-resident and contained in

one program pack. $89.95. A disassembler

for the Color Computer enables users to

generate source listings of the Basic inter-

preter ROM. It is available on cassette,

and requires a 17K system. $49.95. The
CBug Monitor includes 19 commands and

is relocatable and re-entrant. $29.95 on
tape. The Micro Works. P.O. Box 1 1 10,

Del Mar. CA 92014. (714) 942-2400.
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Eastern House Software has announced
an unbundled MAE Software Development

System for Commodore 2001. 4001. and

8032: Apple II and Atari 400 and 8(X)

computers. Features include: macros, con-

ditional assembly, interactive assembly,

up to 31 characters per label, and string

search and/or replace. $169.95. Eastern

House Software. 3239 Linda Dr.. Winston-

Salem, NC 27106.
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APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

GAMES AND RECREATIONAL
The Battle of Shiloh recreates the setting

of the most crucial battle of the American
Civil War and allows the players to control

brigade-sized units during three phases:

movement, artillery, and combat. Tigers

in the Snow simulates the German offensive

of December 1944. The Germans attempt

to destroy the Allies' stronghold while the

outnumbered Allies try to hold on until

their reinforcements arrive. Both games

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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are available on disk for the 48K Apple
with Applesoft ROM card ($34.95) and
on cassette for the 16K TRS-80 Model I

or 111 ($24.95). Strategic Simulations Inc..

465 Fairchild Dr.. Suite 108. Mountain
View. CA 94043. (800) 227-1617. ext. 335;
in California. (800) 772-3545. ext. 335.
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Sinus Software announces three games
for Apple computers. Copts and Robbers
places the player in an Egyptian pyramid
from which he must escape with treasures.
The maze is larger than the screen, and
scrolls as the player moves about. $34.95.
Outpost is a space attack game which
offers eight levels of play, user-defined
keys, sound on/off. escape for temporary
interruption of game, and a restart function.

$29.95. The object of Beer Run is to catch
Artesians by climbing up one building

and down another. $34.95. All three games
require a 48K Apple with disk drive. Sirius

Software. Inc.. 201 1 Arden Way #2. Sac-
ramento, CA 95825. (916) 920-1939.
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Automated Simulations offers the first

in a series of expansion modules for Temple
of Apshai and Hellfire Warrior. The Upper
Reaches of Apshai makes use of Temple
of Apshai programs, but offers new mon-
sters and treasures. In The Keys of Ache-
ron, the player is again a Hellfire Warrior
who must recover four keys from the rule

of Kronus the demon. Both modules allow

the player to generate new characters or
take along veterans of previous adventures.

Both modules are available on cassette

for the I6K Level II TRS-80 or on disk

for the 32K TRS-80 and 48K Apple with

Applesoft in ROM. $19.95.

Additional announcements from Auto-
mated Simulations are a new two-player

option for Invasion Orion and a version

of Star Warrior for the Atari 800. Invasion

Orion is available on cassette for the 32K
Apple with Applesoft in ROM. 16K Level

II TRS-80. 16K PET. and 32K Atari 400
or 800, and on disk for the 48K Apple
with Applesoft in ROM. 32K TRS-80 and
32K Atari 400 or 800. $24.95. Star Warrior
comes on cassette or disk for the Atari

800 with 32K RAM. $39.95. Automated
Simulations. P.O. Box 4247. Mountain
View. CA 94040.
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Cross Clues is a game in which two

players, umpired by the computer, compete

to uncover an interlocking matrix of English

words. It contains 50 different word games.

and requires a 48K Apple with Applesoft

and disk drive. Science Research Associ-

ates. Inc.. 155 N. Wacker Dr.. Chicago.

IL 60606.
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Magikube is a computer version of

Rubik's Cube for the Radio Shack Color

Computer. It includes a tape save feature

which allows the player to save a cube
and continue later. $19.95. Computerware.
Box 668, 1472 Encinitas Blvd.. Encinitas.

CA 92024. (714)436-3512.
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Dynacomp has introduced three game

packages for the Atari 400 and 800 com-
puters. Each employs a joystick as well as
sound and graphics. Alpha Fighter requires
the player to destroy the alien starships
passing through his sector of the galaxy
(cassette. $14.95; disk. $18.95). Intruder
Alert places the player in the middle of a
"Dreadstar" with the goal of avoiding droids
while trying to find a ship in which to
escape (cassette. $16.95; disk. $18.95). Giant
Slalom pits the player against a downhill
course which includes both open and closed
gates (cassette. $14.95; disk, $18.95). Dyna-
comp. Inc.. 1427 Monroe Ave., Rochester.
NY 14618.(716)442-8960.
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Castle Wolfenstcin is an action-adventure
game designed to bridge the gap between
arcade and adventure/fantasy games. The
player is an Allied soldier in World War
II who has been captured and brought to
Castle Wolfenstein for interrogation. His
challenge is to find the Nazi war plans
and escape without being recaptured or
shot. The game requires a 48K Apple II

with disk drive. $29.95. Muse Software.
300 N. Charles St.. Baltimore, MD 21201.
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Astroidz for the PET is based on the

arcade game in which the player must
destroy the astroidz which invade his gal-
axy. In Munchman. the player must work
his way through a maze avoiding Zip and
Zap. Both games are available on cassette
for the 8K PET. $9.95. ComputerMat.
Box 1664, Dept. P. Lake Havasu City. AZ
86403. (602) 855-3357.
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The powerful package:

Super-Text II
TM

Allows you to learn the basics of text editing

quickly. Advanced features will meet your
expanding word processing requirements
far into the future. $150.00

plus Form Letter™
Provides automatic repetitive printing of letters.

Allows insertion anywhere in a letter, also direct

entry, optional prompting, special commands.
$100.00

plus Address Book™
Stores names, addresses, and telephone
numbers and prints mailing labels. Has
user-definable category system. $49.95

From the leader in word processing
for the Apple II or II Plus

MUSE SOFTWARE "

330 N CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
.(301)659-7212
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Paul Lulus creates language. Language
lor the luture. For the past three years he
has applied himsell to the development of

more efficient and powerful computer
languages to help him with his work.

TM

TM

TransFORTHJl
The final "word" in Apple programming. A

brilliant extension of FORTH

.

e Fully compiled
e Floating point

e Transcendental functions

• Strings and arrays

• Hires, Lores and Turtlegrophics

e Musk
Far more compact and approachable than

Pascal, TransFORTH II is both recursive and
structured and easier to use than BASIC.
Over three years in development, this high

level language enables you to program in

English with lar greater speed and conven-
ience than ever before possible.

TransFORTH II. A transformation In

computer programming. Available today.

ALDsystemJf
The Assembly Language Development

System. Already the preferred assembler for

professional software developers.

• Objecl files to 1SK
e Source files to 37K
• Cursor based screen editor

e Upper and lower case text entry

• Nested macro instructions

• Local, global and universal labels

• Comprehensive error trapping

The enormous file capacity of ALD System
II assures you of the ability to develop
virtually any imaginable software system.
And you can do so with eese since ALD
System II edits with the simplicity of a word
processor.

ALD System II. Powerful yet convenient.
The first choice of professionals.

The best comes last. Both new programs
are available for the Apple II or Apple III at

your Apple dealer. Each package introduc-
tory priced at $125.00.

10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd. Suite 202B
Portland, OR 97219 / (503) 244-4181

Apple is j registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc.

insott. TransFORTH. TransFORTH || and AID System ]|

are trademarks of O'TECH Group. Inc.

New Products, continued.

Acti vision has announced two cartridges

for the Atari Video Computer System. In

Stampede, the player directs a cowboy
trying to round up a herd of stampeding

dogies. S22.95. In Ice Hockey, the player

may challenge a human opponent or the

computer. $31.95. Activision, Inc., 3255-2

Scott Blvd., Santa Clara. CA 95051. (408)

727-7770.
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Advanced Operating Systems has

released Voyage of the Valkyrie, an inter-

active game by Leo Christopherson. The
program involves the player in the explor-

ation of the mountainous terrain of the

Island of Fugloy as he tries to find 10

castles. The program is available for TRS-
80 Models I and III on cassette and disk,

and for the 48K Apple with paddles on
disk only. Cassette, $34.95; disk. $39.95.

Advanced Operating Systems, 450 St. John

Rd.. Michigan City. IN 46360. (219) 879-

4693.
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EDUCATIONAL
Edu-Ware Services has announced the

availability of ( ompu Read 3.0 ($29.95)

and Compu-Math Fractions ($39.95) in

Atari Basic. The new versions require a

48K Atari. Edu-Ware Services. Inc.. 22222

Sherman Way, Suite 203, Canoga Park,

CA 01303.
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Weather Fronts, first in the Lesson-

Tutorgraph series from T Y C Software,

provides an introduction to the concept

of weather fronts, their structure and
nature. Concepts presented include front

characteristics, frontal movement, and
weather characteristics of different types

of fronts. Shore Features, another in the

series, is designed to acquaint the student

with the geographical features of the shore/

beach area of the coast. Both lessons are

available on disk for the Apple with Apple-

soft in ROM or the Language system, one

disk drive and DOS 3.3, and are appropriate

"Attention Computer Owners"
If you own a mini or micro.. .you could

be on your way to fantastic riches. Put

your computer to a new use by monitor-
ing these Investments Set up your own
office In your home... never work for the

other guy again. It la the meet Ingenious
method ever devised. Make six digits

annually.

First time offered. Complete package
$35.00. We pay postage & handling. Send
check or MO. to:

C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box 163

Ontario, OH 44862
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Perfect
Gift for

Computer
Enthusiasts
It's not easy to find a suitable gift for someone
interested in computers and electronic games.

Creative Computing magazine is aimed at both

students and relaxing professionals. Every issue

is packed with in-depth reviews of the latest

computers, software and games along with

scores of applications for home computers. The
down-to-earth style of the magazine encourages
readers to have fun while learning. A dramatic

computer graphic announces your gift. Only
S20/year. Write Hazel at Creative Computing.
Morristown. NJ 07960.
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MEMOREX
DISKETTES

m
CARTRIDGES

lor your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLDB Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa,

Mastcrcharge accepted. Call

free (800) 235-4137 for prices

and information All orders

sent postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

Sen Uai Obispo, CA
93401. (in Ca! cal

(805) 543.1037.)
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'EVE BEEN USING COMPUTERS IN BRITAIN

FOR A LONG TIME . i .

... So you know you're getting a wealth of experience from the new range of

software from LITTLE GENIUS. Programmed by some of Britain's brightest

experts, there are teach-yourself BASIC programming packages for the Apple, ITT

2020, and Pet and packages for learning PASCAL, too. Each package has three

modules: elementary, advanced, and disk operation to help you get the best from

your micro. So don't go round in circles you'll find a dealer stocking them not a

stone's throw away!

Separate disk modules available for $69.95 or all three modules in a special '3-in -1'

package for $179.95. Ask your dealer or write to:

LITTLE GENIUS, SUITE 504, ALBANY HOUSE,
324 REGENT STREET, LONDON WlR 5AA. ENGLAND.

J.ittle
Genius
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**y Ww WWW-
by Arthur Wells

HOTNEWGAME
For the Apple II

!

. SUPER GRAPHICS!

.FAST ACTION!

. TWO GAMES —
1 OR 2 PLAYERS!

Its MAZEMAN against the Aliens. Guide
MAZEMAN through the maze and rack up points

by devouring the Power-Puffs. But watch out for

the smiling Aliens, cause they re out to get you.
Devour Aliens while they re transparent and score

bonus points!

When two people play, second person controls

two ofthe Aliens. And the Chase is on! EXTRA FUN!
EXTRA CHALLENGE!

Buffered keyboard makes changing directions

easier and quicker!

At your computer dealer!

Requires 48K. Disk S29.95.

1961 Stoneware, i' ' Apple Com;
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$49
for

Sorcerer

C/80 gives you the power
and efficiency of structured
programming. Programs
written in C/80 run up to 10

times faster than BASIC and
require less debugging.

C/80 Supports:

Character and integer types

Pointers and arrays

String constants

All C math and logic

Full function recursion

All C control statements

I/O redirection

Standard C I/O library

Dynamic storage allocation

C preprocessor statements

C/80 includes:

C/80: compiler and library

CASM: absolute assembler

Sample C/80 programs:

fUe compression utility

file comparison utility

WP Pac fUe conversion

Based on Ron Cain's
small-C, C/80 was written

by Walt Bilofsky of the
Software Toolw orks.
Triangle Systems distributes

C/80 for the Sorcerer with

an enhanced tutorial
introduction to C/80. C/80
needs at least 40K of RAM
and either Exidy or
Micropolis C/PM.

Sorcerer and C/PM are
trademarks of Exidy Systems
and Digital Research.

UCIS 0' mtiqu

f.PM 0' Micfopo'is CPMi add $3 00
domestic $8 00 o.- . 1 han

dlmg 5 heck o»

money -1ds lo

TRIANGLE
SYSTEMS

New Products, continued...

for high school and college students. $24.95.

T Y C Software, 40 Stuyvesant Manor,

Geneseo, NY 14454. (716) 243-3005.
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Radio Shack has announced a learning

system for the TRS-80 Color Computer,

the Talk/Tutor System. The new system

presents numbers, upper- and lower-case

text, high resolution pictures recorded by

a television camera and processor, and
audio. It requires a Color Computer, TV
set and cassette player. Radio Shack plans

to offer "a variety of instructional programs

for both home and classroom that run on
the new system."

Quality Educational Designs has intro-

duced Arith-Magic. a disk whiich includes:

Diffy, "the case of the disappearing dif-

ferences; Tripuz, an addition or multipli-

cation puzzle; and Magic Squares, an

exploration of patterns. The programs are

interactive and appropriate for grades 3

to 8. The package is available for 32K
Apple with DOS 3.3 and the 32K TRS-80
Model I or III. $35. Quality Educational

Designs, P.O. Box 12486, Portland. OR
97212. (503) 287-8137.
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Grade Reporting System enables school

administrators to produce report cards

and auxiliary print-outs using any computer

that runs under CP/M using Microsoft

Basic-80, including Apple and TRS-80
Models I, II, and III. The menu-driven
software package serves schools up to

2000 students. Applied Educational Sys-

tems. RFD 2, Box 213. Dunbarton. NH
03301.(603)774-6151.
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The Attendance Reporting System pro-

vides reports needed by elementary and
secondary schools to account for student

absenteeism and tardiness. It can accom-
modate a school of any size, and provides

eight user-defined absence categories. The
system requires a 64K Apple with two 16-

sector disk drives and printer. $550. Edu-
cational Services Management Corpora-
tion. Dept. M, P.O. Box 12599, Research
Triangle Park, NC 27709. (919) 781-1500.
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The Comprehensive Power Program is

a computer-based reading improvement
program, which inductively develops 25
comprehension and study skills through
preview skimming and comprehensive read-

ing practice in the areas of literal under-

standing, interpretation, evaluation, appre-

ciation, and analysis. It is available for

the 48K Apple. Instructional/Communi-
cations Technology, Inc., 10 Stepar PL.

Huntington Station, NY 11746. (516) 549-

3000.
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The Attendance Tracking System for

the Apple II is designed to automate

student attendance record keeping, accom-

modating continuous attendance record

keeping for one to eight periods per day

for 180 days. Edu-Comp, Inc., 14109 S.E.

168th St., Renton, WA 98055. (206) 255-

7410.
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BUSINESS

Supercalc is an electrical worksheet
program for CP/M compatible systems,

including Zenith Z-89, Apple, Xerox 820,

North Star, Superbrain, Micropolis,

Osborne 1 and Vector Graphics computers.

It prepares an electronic ledger on the

display and permits the user to enter text

or numeric information and perform cal-

culations. It can also be used with other

programs which run under the CP/M
operating system. The program requires

48K of memory and is available on 5 1/4"

or 8" disks. $295. Sorcim Corporation,

405 Aldo Ave., Santa Clara. CA 95050.

(408) 727-7634.
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Property Listing and Comparabies from
Realty Software is designed to create and
maintain property listing information and
provide screened property listings for pro-

spective buyers, as well as comparable
listings for appraisals. Up to 1000 listings

may be stored on one diskette. Realty

Software Company, 116 F 8th St., Man-
hattan Beach, CA 90266. (216) 372-9419.

CIRCLE 387 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Personal Software has announced Visl-

File, a file management program designed

to handle record filing, searching, sorting,

printing reports and mailing labels. The
program, which is controlled by a "moving
cursor menu," can communicate with other

Personal Software products such as Visi-

Calc, VisiPlot and VisiTrend. A 48K Apple
with language card or Applesoft Basic

card and one disk drive is required; two
disk drives and a printer are recommended.
$250. Personal Software, Inc.. 1330 Bor-

deaux Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408)

745-7841.

(3ox 44026 Columbus Oh
• 14 272 8201
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The Paymaster Payroll System processes

up to 100 employees in any combination
of payroll periods from daily to yearly.

Features include the ability to print any
screen, as well as standard reports and
programs. The system is available for the

48K Apple II Plus with two to four disk

drives and printer. Masterworks Software
Inc.. 1823 W. Lomita Blvd.. Lomita. CA
90717. 1213)539-7486.
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Lifeboat Associates has introduced The
Boss, an accounting system that combines
accounts payable, accounts receivable and
general ledger so they can be accessed at

any time during the program run. The
program offers the ability to produce
comprehensive financial ratio analyses.

loan payment calculations, amortization
schedules, depreciation schedules and state-

ments of changes in financial position. It

runs under CP/M and can be used on a

variety of microcomputers. S24.95. Lifeboat

Associates. 1651 Third Ave.. New York.
NY 10028. 12121 860-0300.
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Sales Tax Calculator, designed for small

businesses which report state sales tax

quarterly, will hold up to 500 entries on a

16K TRS-80 Model I or III and 1500 on a
32K machine. All data may be dumped to

tape and retrieved later for review if hard
copy storage is not desired. $14.95. Man-
hattan Software. P.O. Box 1063. Woodland
Hills. CA 91365. (2131 704-8495.

CIRCLE 391 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Trend-Spotter is a business graphics and
forecasting analysis package which will

generate color graphic displays, calculate

trend lines, perform mathematical and
statistical computations, print graphic and
tabular data, and edit and update data
files. It can also generate and read VisiCale-

compatible files. The program requires a

48K Apple II Plus with Applesoft, disk

drive and monitor. $175. Software
Resources. Inc.. 186 Alewife Brook Pkwy..

Suite 310. Cambridge. MA 02138. (617)

497-5900.

CIRCLE 392 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Publishpf Perish?

An exaggeration of course 1 Dut your
choice of o software publisher can
make the difference between success
or a mediocre future for your program

SflA a subsidiary of I0M ond a leading
publisher of top quality educational
software invites authors and creators of
superior software to submit completed
programs for evaluation ond
consideration for publication

We are interested in programs for the
IDM Personal Computer the Apple II

Personal Computer ond the TfXS-60
Model III and Color Computer in these
areas

• Dusmess and historical

simulations
• Adult and children s education
• Games
• Personal enrichment

Only those submissions thot meet our
exocting standards for quality
originality ond playobility will be
published

If the idea of adding your superior
progrom to our top quohty product line

appeals to you and you d like to discuss
the possibilities contact us for detoiis

Science Research Associates. Inc.

Software Products Department
153 North Wocker Drive
Chicago. Illinois 60606
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Adwar
ARS
I70A
puts
Apple
color

graphics
onthe

Standby for broadcastable
color graphics generated by your
Apple computer

With the Adwar ARS 170A
your Apple computer can now
be used to generate high
resolution color graphics suitable
for broadcasting within NTSC
standards

What a great idea'

And the nicest part about it is

the price You get state-of-the-art

capabilities at a fraction of the cost
of larger computer/video graphics
systems

So if you want to put your
crisp color graphics on the air and
keep your costs on the ground,
look into the Adwar ARS 1 70A

For detailed information on
the ARS 1 70A and the many
other video innovations from
Adwar mail in the coupon below
or call today at (21 2)691 09 76

CIRCLE 2660N READER SERVICE CARD

351

Adwar Video Corp AT\UUfiQ
1 00 Fifth Ave ^TZZZOJZ £
NYC NY 10C NIDEO
Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Please send more information on
Adwar ARS 1 70A

D Other Adwar video products
CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD ,

The Video Buyers Edge.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS TO CREATIVE COMPUTING

Canada and
Foreign surfaceTerm

3yrs(36 issues)

2yrs(24 issues)

1 yr (12 issues)

USA

D $53
$37

D $20

$80
$55
$29

New
Renewal

Foreign air

a $143
$97
$50

For a change of address, please attach old label

BOOKS, POSTERS, RECORDS, GAMES

Quan Cat Title

3G Binary Dice
6A Best of Creative Computing-Vol. 1

6B Best of Creative Computing-Vol 2

1 2C Best of Creative Computing-Vol 3
6C Basic Computer Games
6C? More Basic Computer Games
6C4 More Basic Games-TRS-80
6F Best of Byte
6G Colossal Computer Cartoon Book
6H Be A Computer Literate

6Z Computer Rage Game
9Y Problems for Computer Solution

Teacher s Edition

9Z Problems for Computer Solution

10R Computer Coin Games
1 2A Katie and the Computer
12D Computers in Mathematics-

A Sourcebook of Ideas
1 2E Impact of Computers on Society

and Ethics: Bibliography
12B Tales of the Marvelous Machine
12G Computers for Kids-Apple
12H Computers for Kids-TRS-80
1 2J Computers for Kids-Atari

List Price Total

$1.25
895
8.95
895
795
795
7.95

11.95
495
3 95
8.95
995

SOFTWARE T-SHIRTS BACK ISSUES

Quan. Cat.* Title Price Total

CR101 Computer Music Record

495
395
695
15 95

17.95

795
3.95

395
395
600

SUBTOTAL

Books. Records. Games
$3 USA, $6 Foreign Shipping Charge

NJ residents add 5% sales tax

Magazine subscriptions

TOTAL
Check or Money order enclosed (U.S. funds only)

VISA MasterCard American Express

Card number

Expiration Date

Name

Signature

Address

City. .State. -Zip. OO
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The Newest & Most Astounding Arcade Game
that TALKS has Just Reached Planet Earth:

•

mFum
Ordering info for all games:

Super Nova, Galaxy Invasion, Attack Force, Cosmic Fighter, Meteor Mission 2, and Robot Attack:

32K I

Opli l>i t $

i:odi

180 by Bill H. • iyu.

n machine lai phici & sound

Voice & olhef sounds are playable through the cassette AUX .

ores are automatically wrtrj

TRS 80 is a trademark ot 1

ill of our prod

Me in toll i
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WE'D LIKE TOTHANK
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE:
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For the name ofyour
nearest dealer, call toll-

free 1-800-343-6833.

In Massachusetts, call

collect (617) 828-8150.

Dealers: For more
information about
Wordsworth, and imme-
diate deliveryfrom the

Leading Edge Inventory

Bank" on sonte of the

industry's most popular
computerproducts, just

give us a call.

LEADING
EDGE.

Leading Edge Products . Inc

.

225 Turnpike Street

Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Telex 951-624

I

Jftt

UNIVAC
IBM
WANG
Digital Equipment Corp.

Xerox
Honeywell

Bless them all. For they

were the pioneers.

They were the guys who
started with a computer the

size of a house, and man-
aged to scrunch it down to

the size of a typewriter.

And now, along comes
Wordsworth" and makes it

as easy to use as a type-

writer.

It's almost embarrassing.

Because all we've really

done is distill a lot of great

ideas, from a lot of great

companies, into one great,

low-cost, small space, let-

ter-quality word processor.

With the world's simplest

software programs that tell

you, right on the screen,

how to do all sorts of not-

so-simple stuff.

With very little training

(a simple "short course"

owner's manual), and with

very little exaggeration, you

can make Wordsworth do
anything that a heavy-duty

IBM or Wang system can

do. In a fraction of the space,

at a fraction of the cost.

(Within a half hour after you
plug it in, you can be turning

things out—from typing

form letters, to generating

accounting reports.)

One more thing. After

you've read that brief man-
ual, we back you with a ser-

vice unique in the industry:

"Call Wordsworth." Instant

answers to any questions

you ever have about how to

use Wordsworth. Call toll-

free, no fee, and we'll talk

you through it, walk you
through it, step by step.

So at last, after some of

the world's biggest com-
panies developed some of

the world's most advanced
technology. .

.

Life can be simple.

WORDSWORTH
CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD


